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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines the influences on legal development, 

with a specific study of aspects of the law on codification in 

Louisiana in 1808 (the Digest of Orleans) and in Quebec in 
1866 (the Civil Code of Lower Canada). The law in the two 

codes is compared with that prior to codification. The 

society and legal culture of both jurisdications are examined, 
and some suggestions are put forward on controversial points 
in their legal history: notably, it is argued that the 1808 
Louiqiana Digest is an authentic code in the civilian tradition. 
The law relating to family and that relating to employment 
are studied in some detail, the changes (or lack of same) 
in the law being related to and explained in terms of the 

social circumstances and legal culture. Some general 
provisions on the law of contract are also examined. The process 
of codification and the nature of the sources used in the 

redaction of both codes are discussed: opportunity is 
taken to make suggestions on the nature of the de la Vergne 

manuscript and on the reasons why the Louisiana courts 
interpreted the Digest restrictively. Finally, it is argued: 
first, that the attitude of the lawmakers, their views of 
their society, and the influences upon them should be studied; 
and second, that legal change (or lack of same) is the result 
of a complex plurality of causes, deriving from the effect 
of the legal culture and of social values on those with the 
task of making the law, while various historical and 
political contingencies may promote or hinder the process 
of change. 
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Introduction. 

Recently., much attention has been focused on the 
relationship of law to the wider soc ial structure, and many 
attempts have been made to describe this relationship. The 
results of such attempts have been diverse and the approach 
to definition of the relationship has caused some re- 
evaluation Of standard social theory: notablyp there has 
been much recent controversy among Marxist scholars as to 
the rSle and importance of law. Here we are concerned to 
investigate the problem of the relationship of law to the 

wider social structure through a comparative and historical 
studi of bome aspects of positive lawp hoping thereby to 
aid understanding of this difficult topic* 

The aim of this study can be stated then as the 

examination of the influences on legal development in an 
attempt to understand the causes of legal change or stasis. 
The subjects of study are the rules selected on codification 
in Louisiana in 1808 and Quebec in 1866.2. It is intended 
to ascertain whys in the context of Louisianian society in 
1808, and that of Quebec in 1866, particular changes were 
introduced, and why potential reforms were rejected. Involved 
in this is a comparison of the rules in the two codes with 
the rules prior to codification and with the range of options 
open to the codifiers. 

Unfortunately, but inevitably, a selection among rules 
and sets of rules (sets of rules being legal institutions in 
the MacCormick sense3. ) is necessary in this study: however 

1. By legal stasis is meant the phenomenon of law in a state 
of-non-development: that isp since law is an historical 
phenomenonp legal 8ta8is denotes law in a state . of non-change 
or non-development over a period of time or at any particular 
instance. 
2. In 1808, Louisiana wasp of course, called the Territory 
of Orleansp whilep in 1866, Quebec was referred to as Lower 
Canada. I, shall generally use the more familiar names for 
convenience. The 1808 redaction in Louisiana was of course 
called a "Digest"p on the implications of which see infraq 
chapters one and three. 
3. See D. N. MacCormick, "Law as Institutional FactIlp 90 Law 
Quarterly Review, (1974)p pp. 102-129. 
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satisfactory it would be to examine in close detail every 
particular rule and institution of the two codesl this would 

not be possible within the compass of this thesis. It is 

necessary to relate the individual rule to the set of rules 
of which it forms a part, and the set of rules to the code 

as a whole. An isolated codal article, although amenable to 
historical analysis on its ownp can only fully be understood 
when considered in its relationship to other codal articles. 
Such an analysis is lengthy, and necessitates the restriction 
of the study to certain codal articles which can be understood 
in their relationship to one another and the wider society. 
The areas of substantive law selected for examination are the 
two codes' treatments of the family in the husband and wifep 
and parentýand child relationships$ and employment. To some 
extent, the choice of these two areas is arbitrary: howevert 
these topics mesh togetherp and also touch on questions of 
legal personalityp and contract. Furtherv the examination 
of these areas of the law is sufficient to prove the essential 
thesis of*this study# namely that the causes of legal change 
or stasis are located within societyp but that these causes 
are manyp and cannot be reduced to any one essential factor. `--ý 

This work divides neatly into three parts. The first, 
part consists of three chapters. The first of these uhapters 
is devoted to showing the need for such a study as is 

undertaken here# to demonstrating a suitable methodp and to 

showing why Louisiana and Quebec are suitable subjects of 
study. In showing the need for such a studys, there will be 

a discussion of the views of various authors: there will be 

no attempt to cover all the literature on this topic nor In' 

dealing with the authorseelected will there be any attempt 
to deal with their work and views in' general or indeed its 

correctness; but the quotations from, and discussions ofthe 

various authors serve a's-illustrations' of the differing 
theoretical approaches to the, problem and the diversity of 
the conclusions reached. The second chapter helps locate 
this study within the, context of Louisianian and Quebec 

societies at, the-,, period of their respective codificationsp 
and is of the nature of an impressionistic survey: ýa 
rigorous specification of the nature of the familY, or of 
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the master servant relationshipy and their historical 
development will be postponed until the second part of 
the thesis. Chalter three comprises a discussion of 
Louisiana and Quebec legal history up to codificationp 
indicating the juridical culture of the two societies and 
likely influences on their codifications. 

The second part of the thesis consists of two chapters 
dealing with aspects of the substantive law in the two 

codes: chapters four and five. This part of the thesis 

constitutes a close examination of the legal rules in their 

social contexto employing the method developed in the first 

part and drawing on the descriptions of the two societies 

and. their legal culture made in chapters two and three. 

The third part of the thesis is devoted to conclusionst 
linking the second part to the firstv and developing some 

solutions to specific problems in the legal history of both 

societi 
, 
esp while portraying the causes of change and stasis 

in the law. 

In quotationst the spelling of old Castilian or French 

has generally not been modernised. There should be no 

problems caused by this as regards the old French; but there 

could be problems with old Castilian. To avoid such problemss 
the following points should be borne in mind. Firstv the 

old Castiliant being closer to Latino often has 'If" where 

modern Spanish had 1IhII; thus: iifijos" for Ithijos" (filii) 

and "facer" for "hacer" (facere). Secondf the letters 11,01 

and "b". pronounced identicallyt are often used interchangeably: 

thus, the 1640 edition of the Nueva Recori has "ovierell 

for "hobierell (5-3.5. ). (The silent IIhII has been dropped. ) 

There are one or two other minor differencest but they 

should not cause confusion. Abbreviations have generally 
been expanded in quotingg thus IIqII will have been rendered 
"clue". 

M, any rpeople have helped me in various ways while I 

have written this thesis. Though there are too many to 

be mentioned specifically for their willingness to diecuss 

points with met a special debt is due to MY two supervisorsy 
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Professor Alan Watsong and Dr. R. A. A. McCall Smitho for 
their guidance and advice. In the libraries in which 
I workedp librarians have been unfailingly helpful and 
willing to seek out materials of dusty obscurity. Much 
is owed to Ms. Margaret Dowling and the rest of the staff 
of the Inter-Library Loans Department of Edinburgh 
University. Last, but by no means least, my mother bravely 
took on the arduous task of typing an untidy manuscript. 
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Chapter One. 
The reasons for such a study, and its method 
and subjects. 
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1. Nped for this study. 
At presentt the nature of the relationship between law 

and the wider social structure within which it operates is 

problematic. No one now would regard law as an autonomous 
body of knowledge and practice distinct from the society_ 
within which it exists. Indeedt it is the society wherein 
the law is found which gives it its meaning. 

1. Opinions 

vary greatlyt howeverp as to the nature of the relationship 
between any law and the society within which it orders certain 
social relationships. 

2. 

To demonstrate the variance of views over the nature of 
this relationship, it is convenient to quote various authors 
and briefly to discuss their views. It should be noted here 
that we are mainly interested in the effect of social change 
on law. 

Professor Lawrence Friedman states: 
of rules'flow from the social setting. They 
cU*4e as it changes. They rise and fall with 
these forces, like a tide, obeying the pull of a 
power that cannot be seen. 3. 

-aa--aa 

1. Of. J. R. Lucas, "The Phenomenon of Law"l in Hacker and Raz 
(eds ). Law Morality and Society. Essays in honour of H. L9A. 
Hart; at p. 65: Irge should .., see Iaw as a social 
phenomenon, to be distinguished from other social phenomenal 
but intelligible only in a social context-9 and not - as lawyers are 
too ready to suppose - an autonomous discipline which can be 
explained and understood entirely in its own terms. " 
2. Here it may appear that a false distinction is being posed 
between law and society as two discrete entities; it is clear, 
howeverp that law is a part of society and is an institution 
of regulation of 

- 
society along with, for examplet morality. 

The terms are being used here loosely for the sake of 
convenience; but definitions will be given at the end of this 
section. 
3. The Legal System. A Social Science Perspectivep P-309. 
Professor Friedman's account of the interaction, of social and 
legal change iss of courseq rather more sophisticated than 
this quotation might suggest. ITeverthelessg the quotation 
does present what are substantially his views. See chap. Xp 

. 269-309., ibid... for further discussion. ppe -I 
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Again he remarks: 
"The problem of legal change is a little like Zeno's 
paradox, the race between the tortoise and the hare. 
Any given state of law is a kind of equilibrium. 
Everybody's interest is reflected in proportion to 
his power. How then is it possible to change? The 
simplest explanation is that the outside context 
changes.... Wars., acts of Gods new technology,, or 
development or decay of the economy alter social 
relations, and legal change follows rapidly, obedientlyj 
thereafter. " 4. 

Friedman's conception is one of a close and necessary 
connection between social change and legal change: the latter 
necessarily follows on the formers in an unspecified 
mechanistic fashion. He doest howeverv admit of other factors 
bringing, about legal change: hence he admits a reform may 
meet a purely "aesthetics' need? o What is important to note 
is that Friedman regards social change as the prime cause of 
legal changes the latter flowing inevitably from the formers 
without adequately specifying what exactly is the mechanism 
bringing about such legal change. 

The now discredited views of the historical school of 
law are too well known to merit more than a brief mention 
here. In 1927P Walton gave an adequate short statement of 
their position: "The law of a people, like their language, 
has an organic connexion with their peculiar being and 
character. , 

6., 
Curiously enough, this view has had a great 

appeal and still has adherentaloperhaps because individual 
legal systems are unique. A necessary connexiong howeverp 
between an individual people and its laws cannot be demonstrated. 

The attitude taken by Marxism to law is the subject of 
controversy. Marx himself never directly discussed the role 

4. Ibid. t P-307. 
5. Ibid. 9 pp. 269ff. 
60P. P. Waltony "The Historical School of Jurisprudence and 
Transplantation of Law. " 1927 Journal of Comparative Legislation, 
Ord. series), PP-183ff. at p.! 84. - See also R. Poundv 
Interpretations of Legal History. 9 ch. 1 and pp. 67-8. 
7. See W. A. J. Watson, Societyp pp. 1-2 and Transplants2 
pp. 21-2. 
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of law in capitalist societiest although there exists a 
large number of texts in which law is discussed in relation 
to another topicý* With the recent attention among Marxist 
thinkers paid to the role of ideologyt law has been more 
thoroughly considered from a Marxist perspective? e This saidt 
it should be pointed out that classic (perhaps nalve or 
"vulgar") Marxist doctrine has posited a direct relationship 
between society and law, based on certain texts, notably 
the famous 1859 Preface to a Contribution to'the Critique of 
Political Economy. 

Classic or vulgar Marxism argues that the mode of 

production of any society determines all non-economic 

phenomena. Law is class law working for the benefit of those 

who own the means of production: ''Iyour jurisprudence is but 
10. 

the will of your class made into a law for all. " The economy 

provides the "base" while all other social phenomena - 
including law form part of the "superstructure". Changes 

in the "base" result inevitably in changes in the 

"superstructure". As the 1859 Prefac put it: 

"In the social production which men carry on they 
enter into definite relations that-are, indispensable 
and independent of their will; these relations of 
production correspond to a definite stage in the 
development of their material powers of production. 
The totality of these relations of production 
constitutes the economic structure of society - the 
real foundationg on which legal and political 
superstructures arise and to which definite forms 
of social consciousness correspond. The mode of 
production of material life determines the general 
character of the social, political and spiritual 
processes of life .... With the changes of the 

a-a-a-- 

8. For an idea of the range of texts dealing with law 
emanating from Max and Engelsq see M. Cain and A. Hunt, Max 
and Engels on Law, 19799 Academic ]Press. 
9. See. -e. g., Cain and Hunt., 2p. cit.,, C. Sumner,, Reading - 
Ideolopies: an Investigation into the Marxist theory of 
Ideology and Lawt*19799 Academic Pressq P. Hirsto On Law 
and Ideology$ MacMillan, 1979, and B. Edelmany Ownership of 
the Image, RKP, 1979, trans. E. Kingdom. 
10. K. Marx,, F. Engels, Manifesto of the Communist-Partyl 
1848, Peking Press, 1972jp P-52. 
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economic foundation the entire immense superstructure 
is. more. or less rapidly transformed. " 11. 

Thus, in classic Marxist theory, changes in the economic 
structure transform the system of law; although it is 

conceded by Engels that changes in the superstructure may 
12 

affect the base, &nd that law seeks a coherent statemento 
thus conceivably delaying the effect of changes in the 

economic basel3*Engels later denied strict "vulgar" economic 
determinismp and in 1890 claimed, that the concept of the 

economic base had been given such a prominent position in 

order to emphasise a new mode of analysis of society. 
14. 

As pointed out abovep the contemporary re-evaluation of 
the role, of ideology among Marxist thinkers has provided a 

re-assessed view of law. 15-Many 
of, these thinkers have been 

profoundly influenced by the structuralist reading of Marx 

provided by the influential French philosopherv Iouis 

Althusser 16 'Althusser rejected the base-superstructure 
distinction and exclusive concern with the economy, in an 

-a----a- 

11. Marx, 1859 Preface, whic1l can be, found translated in 
slightly different versions kthere are no material 
differences) in Marxv Economy. Class and Social Revolution., 
ed. Z. A. Jordan., 19719-p. 198; Marx, Early WrItinEst Pelican 
Marx Library, pp-425-6; or Lloyd, Introduction'to Jurisprudencep 
3rd. editn., p*655. Here I have quoted Lloyd's version. 
12. Lloyd, op. cit. surra, note 11, at p. 632 note 8. 
13. See Engelsýletter to Conrad Schmidtl 27th. 9 Octobers 
1890, which can be found quoted in Cain and Hunt# 22-ali-t--o 
PP-56-8, at P-57: "In a modern state, law must not only 
correspond to the general economic condition and be its 
expression, but must also be an internally coherent 
expression which does notowing to i ternal co flicts. 9 
contradict itself. And in order to achieve thisp the 
faithful reflection of economic conditions suffers 
increasingly. " 
14. Letter to J. Bloch, 21-22nd. Sept. 9 1890: "Marx and I are 
partly to blame for the fact that the younger people some- 
times lay more stress on the economic side thazi is due to it. 
We had to emphasise the irain principle vis-*&-vis our adversariesq 
who denied its and we had not always the times the place or 
the opportunity to allow the other elements in the interaction 
[i. e. elements of the superstructure*3 to come into their rights. " 
This can be found quoted in Z. A. Jordan (ed. )y supra 
note 11,, at P-38. On these later letters of Engelsp see 
Cain and Hunt, 22-cit., pp-48-51. 
15. See references, supra, note 9. 
16. Althusser always rejected the name of structuralist; but 
there are clearly identifiable elements of structuralism in his 
work. See R. Keats and J. Urryp Social Theory as Sciences R. K. P.,, 
1 ý1759 at P-132, and M. Poster, Eil-stential marxism in Post War 41 
France, 9 Princeton, 1975p at pA47-no,, Te- ý)1. 
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17. influential-1971 essayp though he maintained that the 

economic structural level was still the primary determinant 

of the social totality. Edelmang for examplep applied 
Althusserian Marxism in a fascinating study of French 
copyright law! 8* In 19779 Barry Hindess and Pauýqýirsts two 
British Marxists, abandoned economism, completely, andp 
building on thiss Hirst went on to argue that Marxism had 

consistently failed to understand modern aspects of property 
law (corporations and joint stock companies) due to certain 
theoretical inadequaciesF*Hirst goes on to argue that law 
and legislation should be understood as processest subject 

i to many varied determinational and that legislation is not 
a mere eXpression of the influences acting upon itp but a 
translation of these influences into domething different: 
these influences are not merely reflected in the lawp but 
are synthesised into something new?, 

'*It is obvious. that 
Hirst's sophisticated analysis of law is far removed from 
vulgar Marxism. 

-----a 

17. See Posters Rp. cit'. 9 P-347. An approachable account 
of Althusser18 essay can be found in the introduction by 
P. Hirst, to the translation of Edelman. 9,9p. cit. note 9 
suDra., at PP- 4-6. A critique of Althusserts position MY6 found in e. g. Sumner, oD. cit, note 9 surraq at 
pp. 25-50. 
18. U. cit. su]2ra note 9. 
19. See7h-eir Mode of Production and Social Formation, 
1977: esp. the following signiflcant, -remarksp p. -')t: - - 
"Neither the persisting nor the suppression of the economico 
political or cultural/ideological forms can be deduced 
from the concept of the social formation in which they 
appear. In particular, the social formation cannot be 
resolved into the classical Marxist formula of economic 
base and its political-legal and ideological-cultural 
superstructures. Legal and political apparatuses and 
cultural or ideological forms provide the, forms in which the 
conditions of existence of determinate relations of production 
are securedp but they are not organised into d6finite structural 
levels which merely reflect the structure of an underlying 
economic base. This means that political forces and ideological 
forms cannot be reduced to the expressions of 'interests' 
determined at the level of economic class relations*" 
20. On Law and Ideology, ch-5. pp. 96-144. 
21. Ibid... pp-113-4. The review by Kelvin Jones of Hirst's 
bookq to be found in 8 International Journal of the 
Sociology of Law, 1980 PP-83-90.9 a useful. I had the benefit 
of seeing a rcore complete version of Mr. Jones' critique. 
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I have stressed the varying Marxist I approaches to 

the' origins of legal change because the subtlety and 
sophistication of some of these approaches are often not 
appreciatedg, and "vulgar" Marxism is frequently-taken as 

22. the norm. 

All the above views, though'they differ'one from the 

otherp posit a close2 necessary relationship between 
and other social phenomena2 arguing that changes in the 
wider society inevitably result in legal change. Traditional 
legal text books ha4e, tended to treat law as an autonomous 
body of knowledge which develops through an inherent logic 

of its own. This view -is such that it m. erits no consideration? 
3-L 

Recentlyf one author has argued that law and society are 
frequently out of phase. Professor W. A. J. Watson has 
argued that: 

llthoughý there is a histor I ical reason for every legal 
development9-yet to a considerable extent law 
in most places at most times does not progress 
in a rational or responsive ways and that the 
divergence between law and, the needs and wishes 
of the people involved or the will'of the leaders 
of the people is marked.... "' 24. 

"Society and ruling classes are# in 
_practicep able to tolerate a great deal of'private law which 

serves neither the. interests. of society at large 
or its ruling class nor the interests of anyone 
else., " , 25. 

"Theories of law and'-societys and of legal, development, 
tend to focus, on important, innovations. This leads 
to the impression of a very close inherent 

-relationship between law and the, society within 
which. it operates.... The, dynamic casual relationship 
between legal rules'at any one time aiid'-the society 
within which they operate.. '. should be given less 
stress and the elements of inaction, above all, the 
force of inertia, should be upgraded. " 26. 

Watson' s- notion of what makes -a 
law 11rational'I f or any 

particular society is perhaps a difficult one; 'it is clear* 
---aaa-a0 

22. Cf0- the remarks of Colin Sumnerp 2p. Ljt. 9, p. 253-' 
23. See note i sui3ra. 
24. Society, -5. 25. ! bid* p. 

J 

26. Ibid. p. 81-where he also states what he means by the 
"elements of inaction". See also his "Comparative Law 
and Legal Change"t 37 Camb. L*J. 9 PP-313-336. 
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however. 9-that he is arguing that legal change is not 
necessarily the result of social changep and that social 
change does not inevitably result in legal change. 

The above shows that the relationship of law to non- 
legal social phenomena is uncertaing and the object of many 
different approaches and theories. Simple mechanistic and 
functionalist explanations of legal change seem to be ex 
facie inadequate. This study willp it is hoped# add to our 
knowledge of the origins of legal change through the 
investigation of two societies' codifications. Roscoe Pound 

has stated that "Physical environment may not be ignored by 

jurist or legal*historian. 1127*Although we will not be 
281t directly discussing geography, should be remembered that 

both Louisiana and Quebec took their laws from European 

countries which had a different geographyt and that such 

changes in geographical surroundings could make certain 

changes in the law desirable: for example changes in the 
law on water rights. 

This study aims to elucidate the relationship between 

social and legal change by examining the choice of laws on 

codificationg and the nature of the reforms undertaken. No 

attempt will be made to draw up general "laws" of legal 

development in the sense that Maine did, 29* 

The notion of "laws" operating within society is one 
developed by nineteenth century positivistic social science 

on analogy with the natural sciences. Since then# the 

philosophers of natural science have themselves rejected the 

notion of physical phenomena being governed by objectively 

valid and inevitably correct laws? O*The 
notion of "law" has 

been replaced by that of "hypothesis". Hypotheses were 

27. Qz- cit'. note 6 surra P-117 
28. But see some of the remarks in the final part of this 
thesis on the Quebec codification, and shoreline in Louisiana. 
29. See Maine's famous remark that: "the movement of the 
progressive societies has hitherto been a movement from 
Status to Contract. " Ancient Laws p. 170. 
30. One thinks of the seminal work of Ploincarre. For one theory of scientific methods see T. Kuhns The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions: Feyerabend, Against-Methodp will be 
found stimulating. 
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regarded as organising, data in such., a way as, to make sense 
of them, and to provide a tool for further research, which 
further research could refine the hypotheses or lead to their 

overthrow. Thusq hypotheses and empirical research are in 

a relationship of mutual dependency. Theory and practice- 
interact and change one another. If this is applied to the 
task on hand, we can see that the conclusions to be drawn 
from our study of Quebec and Louisiana should not be regarded 
as "laws" of legal developmento but rather as hypotheses which 
are amenable to change in the light of further research 
along the lines indicated by them. 31. 

Further, the particular subjects of study might be such 
as to render the formulation of "laws" implausible. Both 
Louisianý and Quebec are being studied on codification of 
their lawsp and it might be argued that the results might be 

peculiar to codified systems of law ý2 6r indeed might be 

specific to the two legal systems studied. 

It is maintaineds howeverv that some extent of 
generalisation from the circumstances of Louisiana and 
Quebec is possible and valid. First, what is being sought 
here is not a universal theory of legal developments but the 
isolation and understanding of those factors influencing legal 

change or stasis. Seconds both Louisiana and Quebec formed 

part of the continental civilian traditions and the historical 

circumstances resulting in legal change or stasis in their 

particular case would seem likely to apply in other civilian 
codificationsq if due allowance is made for particular local 

SSSaS-aa 

31. On the inadequacies of "laws" of legal development, see 
further, 9 e. g. Watsont Transplants, pp. 12-15; B. S. Jacksont 
Essays in Jewish and Comparative Legal Historyt Leideng 1975j, 
pp. B-11. Dr. Jackson argues cogently for a common pattern 
of growth of sophistication in legal science, ibid. pp. 11-12# 
at; "the literary presentation is independent of the norms it 
describesp and would seem to provide the most promising area 
of law in which the search for universals may be conducted. " 
Ibid. p. il. 
32. On thisp and its implications for this studyt see below 
and see infra section 3 of this chapter. 
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circumstances. Third# although codification might well 
provide an unparalleled opportunity for reform and 
rationalisation of the lawý3hnd although other legal systems 
may progress more elowlyp it would seem reasonable to Suppose 
that the factors influencing or preventing legal change. 9 on 
abstraction from the particular to the more general, might 
well be the same in the legal systems of developed western 
societies. 

The terms "law" and "society" have been used so far 

rather imprecisely; and now it is necessary to define them 
in a way which does not purport to be comprehensivet but which 
is sufficient for the purposes of this study. "Law" is being 

used here in the limited sense of positive law: law as is to 
be found in the statuteev ordinances and juristic writings. 
Since what is being studied is the positive law applied in 
both jurisdictions, 9 no questions will arise as to the nature" 
of law as a system of norms. Law will be treated as a given# 
a datum of investigation. "Society" will be used to refer 
to those areas of human life potentially regulated by law. 
That is, it will refer to the interrelated and mutually 
dependent structures of the economy, the family systems land 

ownerships the relations of employments and the general- 
ideology which form a totality such as one could describe as 
"Louisiana society. " This is not, perhapst the most elegant 
or adequate description of societyp but it provides a suitable 
model for investigation. As pointed out abovep law is one 
other aspect of social life: it also is part of that-totality 

called tociety". That isp the legal provisions on a certain 
area of human activity may well influence human activity in 
that area: law also is a determining factor in society. To 

make this study feasiblev we have to conceive of law as isolated 
from other social phenomena, andp given that we are concerned 
here with the effect upon law of other social phenomena, and 
that we are looking at such effect at one instants namely of 
codification# such separation of law from the other aspects 
of society is inevitable and valid for the grounding of 
empirical research. 

a---aaaaa 

33. On this, and on law reform in uncodified, systemsq see 
section 3 of this chapter. 
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2. Method of Study. 

A basic assumption being made here is that all legal 

change or legal stasis has an iidentifiable historical cause# 
ld-. / 

and that such historical cause is rational, ' in the sense that 

it is not the result of a mere arbitrary whim on the part of 
legislator or jurist. 

This study relies on the fact that it is possible - 
with some fair degree of certainty - to identify the provisions 
considered for inclusion in the codes of Louisiana and Quebec: 
furthers it is also possible to build up a picture of the 

pre-codification law in both societies. Hencep one can 
compare, the reformed law (the code) with the pre-code law# 

and with the range of options considered by the redactors for 
inclusion in the code. Thuss trends and patterns in the reform 

of the law may be identifiedt and related to the wider society; 

and the factors influencing the redactors - the efficient 
causes of legal change - may be identified. The Quebec 

redactors themselves left useful indications of motives in 

some cases of changes or sta818. 

In Quebeep the redactors left indications of the sources 

consideredý4*hile for Louisianat we can be fairly certain that 

the redactors considered those references found in the de la 
35 VerSne volumes the Code Napolgon and its projetp and the 36. 

provisions traced by Batiza (whether or not they are sources). 
We can be certain of this because the 1808 Digest is 
demonstrably composed of a m4lange of these materials:, 

-------a 

34. Reports of the Commissioners Appointed to Codify the Laws .0 
of Lower Canada-in Civil Matters. I have used-the second 
edition of 18b5 published in 3 volumes: volume I contains'the 
firsts second and third Reportsq volume 119 the fourth and 
fifths and volume 1119 the sixth, seventh and-supplementary. 
I will refer to them by report and pages e. g.: Second ReDortt 
P-33. For the Commissioners$ citations of sources consultedp 
I will use the versions in McCordts 1867 edition of the Code# 
as they are more accurate than those in the second edn. of 
the Reports: see UcCord's Preface-1. pp. iii-iv. 
35. On the nature of this volume see infrat chap. 3 and chap. 6. 
36. See Sourcesq Appendices As B and C. On the relevancy of', 
Batiza's work# see infra, l ch-3 and ch. 6. 
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Castilian lawp French customary lawp and French codified law. 

In the next chapters, there will be a description of 
Quebec and Louisiana societies. In the third chapter, the 
juridical culture of both societies will be describeds, 

paying close attention to the circumstances surrounding 

codification, and the legal history of both societies. The 

second part of the thesis will be devoted to an analysis of 
the codal provisions on family and employments, relating these 

provisions to the pre-codification law and the wider societyp 
explaining the circumstances which have resulted in legal 

change or legal stasiss, and the reasons behind the selection 
and rejection of provisions. The third part of the thesis 

will be d6voted to explaining in more general terms the 
interrelation of law and other social phenomena in Quebec and 
Louisianas, paying attention to its wider and more general 
implicationsp and to dealing with incidental problems relating 
to the history of codification in both countries, the nature 

of codification itself and the role of lawmakers. 

The suitability of Louisiana and Quebec as subjects 
of study. 
A. Rich juridical culture. 

As chapter 3 will make more apparentp the juridical 

culture of both Louisiana and Quebec was particularly rich. 
Both formed part of the learned European continental civilian 
traditionp while being, at the time of their respective 
codificationsp open to influence from Anglo-American common 
law. This background meant that on codificationg the codifiers 

would have been able to draw on wide and varied sources for 

inspiration, and for selecting rules. Indeed, as pointed 

out above, it is clear that in both codificationso there was 

a great deal of conscious "transplantation" of rules: 
37that 

is# both sets of redactors always had the provibions of other 
jurisdictions in mind and deliberately accepted or rejected 
them. 

37. On this notion of "legal transplant"v see Watsonv Transi2lants, 
generally, and especiallyy pp. 6-9; 19-20; 21-30; 95-101; 
and 102-6. 
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B. Societies in transition. 

Quebec's law was codified in 1866; that of Louisiana in 
1808. As will be shown in chapter twov at the period of 
their respective codificationsp both societies were in the 
process of a transformation. Both societies were radically 
different from those of the period and countries from where 
they drew their laws. There had been material and ideological 
changes in the structure of the economy and the family. 
Both societies were developing along the model of laissez-faire 
liberalism. Quebec and Louisiana are thus very suitable 
subjects of studyp since their laws were transplanted from 
different societies and conditions and since their own 
societiee were in a period of transition. These changes 
ought to emphasise the relationship between legal change and 
other social change and help point out the nature of that 
relationship and the factors promoting and preventing legal 

change. 

C. The validity of generalisations from Quebec and Louisiana. 

We have already touched on the question of whether or 

not the results of our investigation of change and stasis in 

the codifications of Louisiana and Quebec could form the 

basis of valid generalisations about factors influencing 

legal change or whether the results would be too specific 
to the two societie 8ý89 From what has been said aboves it must 
be accepted that generalisation from the two codifications 
would be valid for other early to mid-nineteenth century 
codifications, and probably law reform of that period 
generally. 

There are# however) two separate problems. Pirstv there 

is the possible problem that the period since the promulgation 

of the Quebec code has seen a burgeoning of law-dealing with 

welfare, labour and taxP*Much of the law in these areas 

38. See text supra at notes 31-33. 
39. R. David in "The Civil Code in France To-day"t 34 I! g. L. 

, 
Rev., (1974-75)p PP. 907-919 at pp. 913-9 acknowledges the-, - growth of other areas of the law in a similar fashion. 
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could be argued to be of a different nature from that studied 
herey such law beingg in interventionist states# the result 
of conscious and deliberate governmental planning on the basis 

of carefully formulated social and economic policies. In the 
two codifications we are studyingg to reform or not to reform 
the laws to decide what the law already was, and to select 
suitable provisions# was largely left to the discretion of 
the two sets of redactors. Such an arguments thereforet could 
have considerable force. Two points fall to be made. As 

regards those forms of law outlined above considered as 
typical of the interventionist states one can say that because 

such laws are planned by governmentsp and are the result of 

policy decisionsv their origins and causes are more readily 
ascertainable than those of reforms in the traditional private 
law fields. This saidt I would not argue that the resultsp 

as regards the influences on legal development, obtained from 

this thesist should be applied to modern welfare-type law. 

In this studyv howevert we are dealing with traditional 40. 
private laws which is still the paradigm for law in generals 

and hence generalisations from this study could still be valid 

-for 
traditional private law, as will be argued next. 

Secondj, it could be argued that, with the growth of the 

modem interventionist state, reform in even the traditional 

areas of private law has become a matter of conscious 

governmental planningp and that this means that the 1808 and 

1866 Louisianan and Quebec experiences can tell us nothing 

relevant about modern law. Again, this is an argument with 

some force. This argument loses some of its cogencyp howeverp 

aa-aeaa 

40. B. Audit in "Recent Revisions of the French Civil Code", 
38 La. !- Pev-, (1978-9) pp. 747-804, remarks at P. 748- 
"Certainly in a liberal society this branch of the law is 
the fundamental one, and this accounts for the symbolic and 
practical importance of the code which states its rules. " 
He goes on to remark that "the evolution of social and 
economic conditions in those sarae societies since the 
enactment of the codes has caused in each of them a decline 
in the relative importance of civil law and hence of the civil 
code. " The same argument as used above applies here. He 
later rea8serts,, howevero that "one could state rightly that 
the civil law contained in the code constituted the essential 
part of private law". Ibid. v P-749. 
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if the following points are considered. Firstp although the 
two sets of redactors appear to'have been given considerable 
latitude in their work, it should be recalled that their 

codes had to be approved by their legislatures. This means 
that there was an opportunity for executive or legislative- 

opposition to provisionsý'*The complex nature -of a civil 
code would make it a very difficult piece of legislation to 

scrutinise; but the Quebec redaciorsp in their comprehensive 
Reportsp indicated major changes in the substantive law. 
Further# any provi8ionofa radically unacceptable nature' in 

either'of the two codes undoubtedly would have led to their 

rejection: henceg although the actions of the redactors were' 
generally, uncontrolled, the fact that the codes would have 
to be passed would cause the redactors to modify their work 
to be acceptables had they the desire to change the law 
drastically in an unacceptable way (which is unlikely given 
the structure of the society within which the redactors 
operated and their own place within that society). 

42 *The 

position is similar'in modern reform of uncontroversial areas 

of the law: reform is a task handed-to specialistsp such as 
the Law Commissions in England and Scotland. Such specialist 
bodies, as well as considering I'modernisationlIp are concerned 
with general principlev over-all coherencep tradition. 9 and 
those considerations which Professor Friedman has called 
"aesthetic , ý3- Not all modern law reform is guided by social 

44 
purposes and practical functions, &lthough even scholarly 
law reformers are concerned with modernising the lawq as 
were the Quebec and Louisiana redactors. 

It would then be acceptable to generalise from the 
--aa---- 

41. For examplev some trifling reforms the C. Q. redactors, 
introduced as to who should be able to convoke, family coUncilS 
were rejected. 
42. See infra, chap. 39 and the third part of the thesis. 
43. U, git, su ra, note 3 at p. 271. 
44. On the Law Commissionsp see further Watson, TransRIantst 
pp. 91-2p SocietY. pp. 102-4. Friedman pp. cit. remarks at 
p. 270: "As a general rule, revisars of law do not pay much 
attention to impact. They more or less assume that 'better' 
laws will have serious results in the world of behaviour. 
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Louisianian and Quebec experience as regards at least 
traditional private law. It should be borne in mindp 
howeverl as pointed out aboveg that we are not seeking to 

establish universal rules of legal development: what we are 
concerned with is exploring the reasoning behind stasis and 

reform in the two codifications to investigate the natUre of 
the relationship betNeen social change and legal change. 
Hencep the reasons behind the choice of law on codification 
in Louisiana and Quebecp while indicating the factors 
influential on legal changet are important in demonstrating 
the multiplicity of influences on law reformp and the 
importance of lawmakers as the mediators between law and the 

wider sogial structure. What should be clear is that# in 

selecting Louisiana and Quebec for investigationq we are not 
choosing two jurisdictions likely to be in any relevant way 
exceptional. 

D. Advantages of studying a codified system. 
Before discussing the advantages of studying a codified 

systemp it is necessary to define "code" and "codification". 
Here certain key attributes common to codes will bepointed 

,, ouJ5*drawing on knowledge of several civilian codes and .0 
abstracting from them important common features. The 
definition of code is also important because there is'at 

present a dispute over the exact nature of the 1808 Digest 

of the Territory of Orleans (the Louisiana Code of 1808). 
From the definition given herev it will be possible later 
to, assess the arguments of those who reject the 1808 Digest 

46. as not being a true "code". 

The term "code" has never had an exact and-specific 
meaning its meaning has varied in time and place. The 
term, or one of its variants, has been utilised to refer to 
comr-ilations of law from Roman times onwards; but the nature, 
------_a 

45. The literature on'codification is vast, and there will 
be no attempt here to review it or refer to it en masse. 
46. On this, see infra, ch. 3P sec-3 and Part til-ree of 
thesis. 
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content and form of the compilations has varied. From the 
early nineteenth century, however, the term "code" has had 
a particular meaning in civil law countries. This particular 

48 meaning originates in the Code Napoleont the promulgation 
of which provided a new paradigm for a code. The coining 
of the neologisms "codification"y "codify",, and "codifier" 
by Jeremy Bentham gave linguistic exrression to the paradigm 
set by the French code and those that followed itý9- 

Certain features of this new model of code can be picked 
out to demonstrate what was meant by it. Firstly, codes are 
legislative enactments - positive law Mar excellence. 
Secondly they cover a specific area of the law. Thirdlyt 
they aim tolcover that a' rea as comprehensively as possiblev 
thoughv of course$ this aim is never fulfilled as codifiers 
are neither clairvoyant nor infallible. Codes may approach 
perfection; they never achieve it. Fourthly, codes ar e- 
arranged according to some logical system. 
approach lucido coherent expression as far 
have been inclined 

start1t; and,, 
a reform and 
legislations 
larEely built 

to empha81se that codes 

Pifthly, they 

as possible. Some 

provide "a fresh 

of courses they do in so far as they provide 
restatement of the law designedo through 
to replace the old law. codesp howevery are- 
out of old material, which ist of courses 

--a--e-a 

47. See generall 
gurore Occictentale Cu XIII-au =7sibcle, who argues that a 
comrr: on concept can be shown for the period to be studied. 
ITevertheless there was great variance in both form and 
substance between the codes he examined. ' See his pp. 22-46 
for an account of different examples of codes. 
48. When promulgated in 1804, it was of course called the 
Code Civil des Pren2aise Nevertheless, for convenience* I 
71-11 -Fenerally refe: ý to it as the Code IT-apoleon, following 
contemporary usage in Prance where the term Code rrapoleon is 
used to refer to the original code-before reviaion. 
49. See J. Vanderlinden "Code et Codification dans le Pens6e 
de Jeremy Bentham", 32 Tijdschrift voor Rechtspeschiedenis 
(1964) pp. 45-78, esp. at p. 4b. Bentham himself wrote, "Por 
characterising an object which not only is newt but is designed 
to be presented as such, a word as plainly new as the object 
itself is meant to be represented as being is much more 
coXiveziient than any old word taken from iRe old-established 

it 
SZO 

- 
cX 

' 
Of words belonging to the, language. 11 See G. Wallas, 

Notes on Jeremy Bentham's attitude to word Creation"t in 
Society for Pure Englishp Tract no- 31t Oxford 19280 PP-333-4. 
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reformed in the process of codification. Thusq the German 

code would have been impossible without the work of the 
Pandectists. 9 while the Code Napol6on was constructed out of 
the old lawp and that of the revolutionary period and the 
directorate. It clearly can be seen that codes attempt 
rationalisation of the law. They are the ultimate in 

rationality in a Weberian sensev in that they Provide a 
logical system of rules that stand outwith the legal processo 
and on which the actors in the legal process can rely 
for decisions. 50. 

Having given a working definition by selecting the key 

elements of a code, it is appropriate-to refine it further 
by discovering the functions that can be served by codification. 
It may be used: 1) to unify the law; 2) to rejuvenate the, 
law by removing illogicalities and inconsistencies and by 

introducing new solutions if thought necessary. These two 

functions can be called unification and modernisation, and 
51. both arise out of a tendency towards rationalisation* From 

these two functionsp one can deduce that the process of 

codification involves a review of the substance of the law 

as well as its formal rearrangement. - This review allows a 

re-appraisal of the law when faced with changing circumstances. 

50. Weber was notp of courset primarily concerned with the 
substance of the law as we are here. He was concerned with 
the legal process. Yet, it is clear that he regarded 
codification as part of the tendency towards rationalisation 
of the law in its social operation. He also identified this 
tendency towards rationalisation with the growth of 
European capitalism. This gave him problems when he considered 
unmodified English law - the law of a highly developed 
capitalist state. See on, this, D. W. Trubek, "Max Weber and 
the Rise of Capitalism"o 1972 Wis. L. Rev., pp. 720-530 at 
P-747. On his concept of rati-onality, see Reinhard Bendix# 
Yax Weber, An Intellectual Portrait, ch. 12. - 51. On what I have called functionýq see further: R. Poundl 
"Codification in Anglo-American Law. " in Schwarz (ed. ) The 
Code Napoleon and the Common Law Worldp pp. 267-297 at p. 278; 
and H. R. Hahlop "Here lies the Common Law: Rest in Peace, " 
30 Mod. L. Rev. (1967) pp. 241-259 at pp. 243-4. Doubtless 
OtICe-rfu7nctions could be identified; these two seem the most 
important. Hahlo mentions protection of a legal system 
against the invasion of foreign rulesl and citesp as an 
instance of thisp Quebeep on this see infrap chapter 3P 
Part Two. 
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This re-appraisal of the law combined with the modernisation 
function means thatt in the process of codification, choices 
are constantly being made between competing provisions - 
whether of differing jurisdictions in unifying the lawt or 
of doctrinal views in settling doubtful points# or of 

- 
competing sources if foreign law or juristic writings have 
been referred to in order to modernise. Ferdinand Stone 

stated it thus: 
"Codification as a method demands that stock be 
taken of existing legal materials and so forces an 
examination not only of those ideas existing in the 
State that is engaged in codification but also in 
all other civilized States. 52. 

Other writers here also stressed the importance of examining 
foreign laws in codifying with a view to a transplant. 53. 

From all thiBp one can see that the fact that Louisiana 

and Quebec have civil codes is very useful for this studyp 

since codification allows re-assessment of the law, its 

reform and free transplantation of law. Thus# the historical 

causes Of legal change ought to be more easily identifiablep 

since wholesale legal reform would be undertakeng of 

necessity, with codification. The process of reform has been 

speeded upp and made to cover a substantial areaof laws 

while the codifiers had to make rational choices between- 

possible provisions, 

The positivistic attitude in which a code is drawn up 
aids this study in so far as codifiers thought it possible 
to formulate definitive ru2es to guide and reflect social 

52. "A Primer on Codification", 29 Tul. L. Rev. (1954-5) 
PP. 303-310 at P. 307. 
53. See Audit, op. cit. supra note 40, at pp. 781-3; Mon 
Julliot de la Morand-iTre, "Preliminary Report of the Civil 
Code Reform Commission of Prance", 16 La. L. Le_v. (1955-6), 
PP. 1-56 at P-55; C. J. Morrow "An Approach-to the Revision 
of the Louisiana Civil Code, " 10 La. L. Rev. (1949-50), 
pp. 59-T21 at pp* 64 and 66. None of These writersf. of coursey 
uses the term "transplant. " 
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life. They did not conceive, of rules functioning in an 
unintended way. Here we are concerned with the views of the 

codifiers and the factors which would influence them in their 

redaction of their respective civil codes, in order to- 
discover the historical causes of legal change or stasis. 
The codifiers' belief in positive law and the possibility 
of their reform of the law in line with the influence on 
them enables us to avoid threepýoblems in assessing the 

relationship between written law and other social phenomena. 
54 Firstlyp as Karl Renner points out, A rule of law can remain 

the same in formulationt but, due to changes (or differences 

in the case of a transplant) in the social and economic 
structurep, operate in a totally different way. This 

obviously poses problems in deciding whether for examplep 
a rule from fourteenth century Castileg derived from 
Castilian social life is apt for nineteenth century Louisiana. 
In this studyp howeverp we can avoid this problem because 

we are concerned with the choice made by the codifiersp not 

with how the rules functioned after codificationp but wh 
the codifiers in 1808 or 1866 chose any particular rule. 

ý5- 

Secondlyq no written rule is ever comprehensive. New fact- 

situations constantly arise which stretch the interpretation 

of a verbally formulated rule. Purthermorep since rules are 

stated in general termsp they inevitably have a penumbra of 
56. 

vaguenessp orý in Hartian terms, an inherently "open texture". 

Together, the penumbra of vagueness and the development of 
new fact situations allow for the development of the law 

away from its original positive statement? 
7*This 

means that 

it would be difficult to relate the authoritative statement 
a-SaSSS 

54. K. Renners Institutions of Private Law, 1949P trans. 
Scharzschild, generally and see esp. pp. 74-77. "A legal 
institution is a composite of norms. If in the change of 
economic systems it has remained constant but its functions 
have either increased or diminished, changed or disappearedf 
then we speak of a change in the functions". - P-75. 
55. Cf. Watsont Transp'lantsq pp. 19-20. 
56. The Concept of law, p. 120 and pp. 122-4. 
ý7- See Hart., "Positivism and the Se aration of Law and 
Morals,, " 71 Harvard Law Review (19583 pp. 606-12 at p. 612. 
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(codal article). to social realityp because the rule as 

applied would be rather different. Sincep howevers we are 
here studying law at codificationg and its relationship to 

fact situations at that time and before further developmento 

we can avoid this problem. The third problem that studying 

codification enables us to avoid is that of legal interpretation. 

Interpretation of an original rule by subsequent juristsy 
judges and the like can cause the rule to come to mean 

58. 
something totally different from its original formulation. 
Similarlyp Professor Bacco has pointed out that what is 
basically the same provision can be interpreted differently 
in different countriesý9* This problem of interpretation of 
a codal article away from its obvious meaning does not affect 
us in this studyp because we are examining the provisions 
at the time of codificationp before interpretation could 
take place# and we can safely assume that the codifiers 
meant the provisions they chose to bear their obvious 
meaning. 

All the above indicates why law at the time of 

codification is particularly appropriate for this study* The 

study itself will produce some further understanding of the 

process of codification. Certain points relating to the 

nature of codes will be raised later in chapter three. 

58. One thinks especially of rabbinical interpretation oft 
for example, the lex talionis of Exodus 21.24 to mean 
damages. Por an amusing example of such rabbinical 
interpretation, see D. Daubel Civil Disobedience in 
Antiquity. p. iX - Rabbi Jose ben Taddai. 
59* "Definitions Savantes et Droit Appliqu4 Dans les 
SYstýmes Romanistes", 17 Rev. Int. de Droit Compar6p (1965) 
pp. 827-837 passim. 
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Chapter Two. 
Introduction to Louisiana and Quebec. 
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"When you meet people who tell you that climate 
has no influence on the character of peoplest 
assure them that they are mistaken. We have seen 
the French of Canada: they are a tranquil. 9 moral# 
religious people. We are leaving in Louisiana 
other Frenchmen: restlesss dissoluteg lax in all 
things. Between them are fifteen degrees of latitudep 
which we truly think the beat reason that can be 
given for the difference". 1. 

Thus wrote Alexis de Tocqueville in 18322 following the ideas 

of Montesquie&on the influence of climate. In this chapter 
we will examine economic and social life in Louisiana and 
Quebec at their periods of codification. The nature of the 
family in history and the master servant relationship will 
be examined more rigorously in chapters four and five: 
this chaýter is more of an impressionistic survey. 

1. Louisiana. 
The Mississipi river system dominated louisiana. The 

river was the main commercial artery and means of transport. 3. 

The river was central to the economy as it carried trade 
from the western states and territories of the U. S. A. y, and 

was the route of all Louisiana's exports and imports. 

---_---- 

1. Letter by de Tocqueville to Chabrolp 16th Jan. p 1832. 
Thi 

-s 
can be found quoted in G. W. Piersonp Tocqueville and 

Beaumont in America, Oxfordp 1938, at p. 63f_. This book 
contains I aluable source material and will be referred to 
hereafter simply as Toequeville. Also found useful is A. 
de Tocquevillep Journey to Americap ed. by J. P. Mayerp 
London, 1959# hereafterxreferred to as Journey. 
2. Sze L'Esprit des Lois,,, Eng. trans. Nagentp 1949v Ch. XIVp 
"Of laws in Relation to the Nature of the Climate". The 
following will also be found helpful: the Compendium of The 
Spirit of the Laws, ed. by D. W. Carrithersq California, 1977, 
Introductiong FF-_44-51 for a discussion of M. 's views on 
climatep see also ibid., pp-417-8. 
3. Travelling up-river was by no means as easy as travelling 
down:, far more boats came downstream to New Orýleans, than 
ever travelled back up. East-west traffic was a problemp 
as the river-system flowed north-south. On the problems 
of transport and the flow of streams, see P. B. Kniffeng 
Louisiana its Land and-Peoplet Baton Rouge, 1968.9 p-142. 
On the smaller number of boats sailing upstreamp see A. P. 
Whitaker# The Mississippi Question. 1725-1804 i-- A studv in 
Trade. Politics and DiplomacXv New Yorki 1934ý p. 141. 
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wa 'banks'bf the rivers, Furthers all se 's 
along_ the 

the farms being protected from inundation by-the auipentation 
4. 

of the natural levees by artificial ones. 
Towards the end of the period of Spanish rule in 

Louisianav two changes of major importance took place in 
the economic system I of the colony? "the first-Was the 

development of New Orleans as the natural entrepot of the 

American west, and the secondq the development of thecotton 

and sugar industries in Louisiana. 

-The westward spead of U. S. citizens into Kentuckyp 
Tennessee and Ohio (the area then called the Northwest 
Territoryý'stimulated the growth of'New Orleans as an 
entrepot during Spanish rule. The settlers in these areas 
were mainly farmers, * who, if, they wished to rise above the 
level of subsistence farmingg had, to get their 

--goods 
quickly 

to market: howeverp the spread west meant that the markets 
and ports in the east were farther aw 0 *Before the railwayso 
the simplest mode of transport was by water; there was$ 
however, no eastwards-river system these farmers could 
utilise., and to-transport goods to market overland would have 

been prohibitively expensive. The water system of the 
Mississippipenetrated the whole area. 9 however, 9-and the' 

obvious solution to the problem facing the farmers-was to 

transport their goods to market through New Orlean0- 
Berquin-Duvallon in 1802 described New Orleansp 

4. Spanish regulations required the building of levees: see 
article 3 of the regulations of Intendant Moralesp 17991 
quoted in Francis P. Burns.. "The S]Ranish Land Laws-of ,- Louisiana, 11 La. Hist. Quar. (1928). pp-557-8 at P-570. 
On the levees Fe-ne-rally seev Kniffent 2R. cit. p pp-45-6 and 
also-p. 128. 
5. '-See John G. Clark,, New Orleans 1718-1812. An Economic 
H- istoryq (hereinafter'cited as Clark History)v Baton Rougep 
1970,9--r-elevant chapters for an account of the early economy. 6. See A. P. Whitaker,, op. cit.. pp. 3-15 
7. A glance at any mapýoYf_'Me area will reveal the nature of 
the problem. The map in Whitaker, op.. 2i, ý, facing P-3 may 
be consulted conveniently. 
8*c,, C: Larkg Historyv p. 212, concludes that "Farmers eastýof- 
Pittsburgh found it cheaper to ship their produce'to market 
via New Orleans than to forward it to Philadelphia. " 
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"as destined by nature to become one of the 
principal cities of North America, and perhaps 
the most important place of commerce in the new 
worldp if it can only maintain the incalculable 
advantage of being the sole entreDot and central 
point of a country almost flatj immgnse in its 
extentv of which the Mississippi is the great 
receptacle of its produce and where the soil is 
fertile, the climate generally salubrious and the 
population increasing beyond all former example-11 

For various reasons, mainly the result of the war in 
Europe during the 1790'sp the Spanish authorities tolerated 

10. the U. S. to New Orleans trade. In the 1790'st Spain wished 
peace with Francep while also by placating the United 
States, wanting to prevent an Anglo-American attack on 
Louisiana: this was achieved in 1795 by the Treaty of San 
Lorenzo (Rinkney's Treaty), which granted to the Americans 
free navigation of the Lississippi, and the privilege of 
depositing goods at New Orleans and re-exporting them - 
without payment of duty. This Treaty basically granted, 
legality to a trade that had been carried on for a number 

11 
of years* *Thus# from the last decade of the eighteenth 

century., UP to i803P there was a large volume of American, 
trade through New Orleans. 

"The productions of Louisiana are - sugar, cottont 
indigog ricep furs and peltryt lumberg tarv pitcht, 
leadq flour, horses and cattle. Population alone Ig. 
is wanting to multiply them to an astonishing degree. 

Thus said an 1803 United Statest pamphlet. During the 1790'st 

there was a shift in the staple crops produced in Louisiana. 

Up to this periodl, indigo had been an important staplev, hut 

9.,, See his Travels in Louisiana and the Floridas in theyear 
1802, Giving a Correct Picture of those Countries ... 
translated. from the French by John Davisp New Yorky 19'06. 
Bercluin-Duvallon was from S. Domingo, and came toTbuisiana 
fleeing the uprisings. One needs only to read-his, work to 
realise he is a notable "Louisianaphobell. 9 and his judgments 
on the inhabitants cannot be relied on. 
10. See C. R. Arenav "Philadelphia-Spanish New Orleans Trade 
in the 1790's"g 2 Louisiana History (1961) pp. 429-45. 
11. See Clark Historyq pp. 205-212, and for an excellent, clear 
accountv-see Whitakers ppecitej, PP-79-97. 
12. An Account of Louisiana, Being an Abstract of Documents in 
the Uflces of the DeDartments of State And of the Treasuryp 
Philadelphiag 1803Y P-39. This pamphlet may be found re- 
printed in 1814 in a collection printed by william Duane of 
]Philadelphia. 

1 -1 
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in the 1790's, a series of crop failures so set back its 
production, that Berquin-Duvallon could remark in 1802 t hat 
"Indigo, within 20 years, has been generally abandoned in 
Louisiana"13-Sugar and cotton became the important staples. 
The climate of IDUisiana suited cotton production., -'and the 
invention in this period of the cotton gin made large scale 

14. commercial production feasiblee It wasp however, sugar 
production to which plantation owners changed after the 
failure of the indigo crops. For the first time sugar cane 
production was successful in Louisiana, The war and 
revolution in the West Indieso by disrupting production 
therep left open the lucrative European market for Louisiana 
sugar. -This strife also raised the price of sugarp and 
caused, many experienced sugar planters to emigrate from 
the West Indies to louisianal5o 

During this same periodp Americans came to dominate 

economic life in Louisiana. Louisiana had always been under- 
populatedq and the Spanish government encouraged Americans 
to settle 

16 *The influence of these anglophone subjects of 
Spain 

' 
was increased by the constant presence of U. S. citizens 

in Louisiana on bunine8817*The war in Europe again was 
effective in bringing Louisiana within the U. S. sphere of 
economic interest! 8-In 1796 Spain went to war against Britain. 
At seat Spain was not successful, ands to prevent her 

colonies collapsingp she authorised neubral vessels to carry 

13. OT). cit,. note 9 supra. 9 at P-131. ' On the failure of the 
indigo crops see Clark, History, pp-187-8. 
14. For an account of this industry's growthp see Clarkv 
History, p. 217. 
15. See Berquin-Duvallong 212.. git. 9 pp. 128-131. See alsop 
Clarkv Historyo pp. 217-8 and Whitakerv an. cit. s PP-131-2 
16. See Clarkv History, p. 207v and C. R. Arenav "Landholding 
and Political Power in Spanish Louisianallp 38 rB. Hist. Quar. 
(1955) pp. 23-39 at pp. 24-5. 
17. Whitaker also points out that during this period many 
of the men on the flat boats bringing produce down from the 
west stayed behind in New Orleans on the completion of the 
Journey: 

, 2p. cit. pp-141-2. 
18. ' See-sulDrav text at notes 6-11. 
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; virtually all goods to Spanish-American portst and to 
load all goods bar specie. The U. S. A. was in fact the 

only neutral country capable of acting on this authorisation. 
Clark points out that: 

"Implementation of the territorial and commercial 
clauses of Pinkney's treaty and the exigencies of 
war tightened the dependence of New Orleans upon 
the United States. Settlers on the east bank of the 
11ississippi and north of the 31st parallel, largely 
Anglo-Saxon, were now American citizens. American 
ships w'ere admitted legally to the river and could 
dispose of goods and obtain cargoes at the deposit 
without the payment of any duties; or they could 
trade directly with merchants in New Orleans as a 
result of the neutral shipping regulations with 
duties assessed under prior regulations. Far more 

, 
than fifty per cent , -of the vessels entering the port 
of New Orleans carried the American flag while other 
vesselsp under Spanish. registryj were owned by 
Americans. 11 19. 

The U. S. control of Louisiana's trade continued until its 

acquisition of the territory in 1803p despite Spanish attempts 
in 1799 and 1800 to reduce the privileges granted2johnd the 

suspension of the right of deposit in OctDber, 1802 Fl. By the 

time of the transfer of Louisiana to the United States, 
American control of Louisianats trade was complete. Berquin- 
Duvallon remarked in 1802: 

"Relative to what concerns the commerce of the 
colonyp I shall observe, ... that# from the beginning 
of the maritime war, which has lately terminatedp that 
is# about nine years, this commerce has been entirely 
in the hands of the Americansp who have shared the 
profits with the Englishp to whom they are factors 
or agents. " 22. 

As Clark points out, the Purchase merely gave political 
legitimacy to economic fact. 23. 

During the period 1803 to 1808, the economic foundation 
of Louisianian society remained the some, sugar and cottong 

19. C: L-arkv History, p. 242. 
20. See ibid. 
21. See ibid'. p_p. 246# and especially Whitakerv M. cit., pp. 189-19901, 

.2 22 allt, v P. 142. 
23-'History, p. 248: "the great number of American vessels 

in New Orleans' adequately symbolised that the city functioned 
within the American Sphere of influence and that the 
Louisiana Purchase, in a sensev merely added political 
legitimacy to economic facts operative for over a decade. 
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produced by slave labourt still being the staple crops of 
the territory. The farmers in the western lands of the 
United States produced cropaq especially grain, which were 
exported through New Orleanss and whichj, by their importation 

24. into the territoryp supported Louisianats plantation economy. 
There were two main influences on the territory's economic 
life in this period. Firstp the new century was to be 
dominated by the ideals of liberal capitalism: "The new 
centuryy in New Orleans as well §ý. New York and Liverpools 
was the century of the bourgeoisie. " Second,, with United 
States' control of the territoryp and with economic affairs 
being mainly in the hands of Americans, their notions of how 
the economy ought to be run were implemented. 

The Americans seem to have had a more entrepreneurial 
attitude than the Creoles; or, at least, their government 
did not discourage such an attitude. An obvious example 
of this is found in land speculation. Both the Spanish and 
Prench administrations did their utmost to prevent land 

speculationp the latter going so far as to annul land 
26. 

concessions made to those who speculated in land. After 
the Louisiana Purchase., however,, there was widespread 
speculation in land., many Americans taking advantage of the 
confusion over the status of Spanish land grants in order to 
make substantial profitSF7. jt is clear that, while the 
Spanish government carefully regulated the market298in the 
first decade of American sovereignty, principles of free 
-aaaaaa 

24. For an account of the grain trade at this period, see W. F. 
Galpin., "The Grain Trade of New Orleans, 1804-1814"P 14 Miss. 
Vall, Hist. Rev. p (1928), pp-496-507* 
25. Clark, History, p. 271- 
26. C. R. Arenas, "Land Settlement Policies and Practices in 
Spanish Louisianallp in J. P. McDermott (Ed. )t The Spanish in 
the Mississippi Valle (hereafter cited as McDermott, SDanish)q 
Urbanat 1974, pp-51-60 at P-54. 
27. See Harry L. Coles. 9 "The Confirmation of Foreign Land 
Titles in Louisiana", 38 La. Hist. Quar. (1955)9 pp. 1-22 at 
pp-11-12., 
28. Arena, 2. p. cit. surra note 26 at P-59; Clarkp "The Role 
of the City Government in the Economic Development of New 
Orleans: Cabildo and City Council., '1783-181211, in McDermottj 
S12anish., pp-133-148 at p. 140. 
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29. 
enterprise were applied. The total change wrought in the 
raechanisms of the Louisianian economy is conveyed by the 
following two quotations from Clark's standard work on 
Louisianian economic history. During the colonial period 
in New Orleans the Cabildo (city council) regulated the 

market: 
"through the application of methods derived from 
the mediaeval city. Such concepts as fair prices 
purity in products, accuracy and standardisation of 
weights and measurest and prohibitions against 
engrossment or forestallin were all applied in the 
name of public welfare. Climaxing dur-ing the 
Spanish periods the role of the city government in 
these matters then declined in the face of contradictory 
concepts of the 

, market place introduced by the , 
Americans and current in other cities throughout the 
United States. " 30. 

Clark also remarks that: 
"Whtle the Spanish had acted leniently toward 
Louisiania in formulating economic ýolicYt the 
regulation of economic and politica affairs in 
New Orleans was a fact of life .... Relative to 
the pastt American soveteignty meant a free economy 
in New Orleans and the territory.... " 31. 

He then concludes that "the days of the fair price and 
regulated market place were numbered.,, 

32. 

. 
It may be seen that through the period of the louisiana 

purchase and onwards, with the ever-increasing United'States' 
influence in Liouisianav the organisation of the market (and 

hence of economic affairs generally) altered from careful 
regulation based on notions of fair price and fair profit 
towards a free market and the maximisation of profits. ThUsp 

one may say that there is a definite trend in the organisation 
of economic affairs towards the ideal of economic liberalism. 
It is perhaps not insignificant that copies of Adam Smith's 

29. See Clarkv pp. cit. supra note 28 (in McDermotty Spanish) 
at PPA44-5- 
30. Clarko Historyo p. 262. 
31. Ibid.,, ý -p. -2-61--. 
32, Ibid., p. 283- 
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The Wealth of Nations were in circulation in'Louisians, in 

this period. 
33. 

In the early territorial periodv manufacturing industry 

in I Louisiana was negligible? 
4. In 1802p Berquin-Duvallon 

stated that in the suburbs of New Orleans there were two 
350The''1803 Account of cotton mills and a sugarbale-house* 

Louisiana likewise mentions some manufacturing establishmentSp 
but it should be noted that much of the, manufacturing was 
of', necessities for consumption with in the territ-ory3b, Clearly, 
industrialisation had not taken places there was no 
production of goods in bulk for export for profit. It should 
be noted those manufacturing establishmentslwhich. there were 
tanded t. o employ_slave laboJ? *There wasp thereforet little 389 
opportunity for the employment of a class of wage labourers. 

So far, it has been argued-that there-was an identifiable 

trend in Louisiana from regulation of the market-towards the 

ideals of liberal economics, The most important units of 
a--aaa 

33. See R. P. McCutcheon'q "Books and Booksellers in New Orleansq 
1730-1830"p 20 La. Hist. Quar., (1937). pp. 606-618t esp. at 
pp. 612,615, aRd- 6-1-6. -This article is useful for gaining an 
impression of the intellectual climate of Louisiana. See 
the same author's "Libraries in New Orleans 1771-1833"0 20 
La. Hist. Quar., ý1937)v 

PP-152-15. Moreau Lislet was 
involved in some of the library projects. Yote that the 
influential reviews of the period were available. 

Recentlyp of courseq. there have been doubts thrown on 
Smith's role as the apostle of laissez-faire economics, and 
it has been alleged that Smith's oeuvre, if looked at as a 
whole, belies the position attributed to him by nineteenth 
century economic liberalism. See D. Winch. 9 Adam S ithts 
Politics. An Essay in Historiographic Revisiony Cambridgep 
1976Y pp-13-14; 80-81 etc. for a discussion of this and for 
reference to other writers who have developed the 

-_ 
new view 

of Smith's work. What is relevant, of courseq as, regards 
Smithts influencev is what others thought of his work. P. - 
Steinp "Adam Smith's Juris rudence-Between Morality and Economics"t' 

-6382 may be found useful. 64 Cornell L. Rev. (1978-9ý pp. 621 
34. See Clark., Historyp p. 269. 
35. See 9M. cit. 9 P-32. 
36. See op. cit. sulora note 12, at P-41. 
37. Clark, j, p. 269 states: "Slaves were ... employed 
by their owners or as hired hands in the few manufacturing 
establishments located in or near the city. " 
38. Clark, Historys, p. 269 states: ItOpportunities for employment 
in New Orleans for the unskilled or semi-skilled free worker 
were restricted by the lack of an industrial base and by the 
presence of slavery. " 
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I 
production in the territory, the plantationEý. were dependent 

on slave labour. The mercantile houses conformed to the 

ideals of liberal capitalism. ' Some authors have been inclined 

to see a conflict between the slave-owning planters as New 

World "aristocrats". and the merchants as. Ilbourgeois". -, Such 

a'distinction between the planters and merchants is false# 

and based (one suspects) on the nalve view that slavery is 

incompatible with liberal capitalisý? "For the plantersq' as 

for the merchants, "their wealth was gained through the 

application of bourgeo18-capitalist standardst ideals and 

methods of oPeratigR: lt The merchants and planters were often 
the same people. Related to-this are, the arguments of 
Professon Mitchell Franklins who posits an ideological 

conflict between the, slave-owners supporting the "Mediaeval 

Spanish law" and the liberals, supporting the Code Napoldon. 

He appears to argue that slavery was the product of mediaeval 

feudalism (whatever he exactly means by this term) in 41. 
Louisiana, the result of Talleyrandts "penchant hi'spanophile". 

This is unconvincing. Clark and Dargo (who merely follows 

Clark) argue that slavery, was an economic necessity in 

Louisianat on the grounds that a primary cause of the economic 
failure of French Louisiana was the lack of slavei? * They may 
be correct that slavery was an economic necessity, but their 

argument, on the basis of French colonial Louisiana is not 

convincing, as, by the early nineteenth century, material 

circumstances might well have changed. What is relevant, 

39* For an argument on the relation between slavery and., 
economic formationp see Orlando Patterson, "On Slavery and 
Slave Formations", in 117P New Left Review, 1979v PP-31-67. 
40. Clarkv Historyv p. 270- 
41. See generallys M. Frankling Ex1pulsiony 18th.. Brumairep 
and Existential Force'. The explanation of these abbreviations 
wilf-be found in the table of abbreviations. 
42* Clarkv History, pp. 128-99 134-5 and 317-8; Dargop Jefferson's 
Louisiana: Politics and the Clash of Legal Tradiji_ionst 
(hereinafter cited as--Dargo -30 and p. 190 Harvard, 19759 p 
note 33. 
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however, is that Louisianians regarded slavery as necessary 
for the economic survival of the territorý3- . Slaves were 
regarded by their owners as capital investments in bourgeois 

economic terms. The desire for-the preservation of slavery 
was the result of supposed or actual economic necessityp 
and had not1iing to do with the machinations of Talleyrandjq 

as Pranklin suggests but inadequately demonstrat&O Slavery 

and support for slavery do not indicate what Pranklin would 
call a "feudal" mentality. Similarlyv there may have been 

conflict between merchants and planters over specific issues; 
but this conflict was never on an ideological level. 

The'ideology of the plantation owners and business 

community was that of liberal capitalismv and# although 
there were few industrial enterprises# production being 

primarily agriculturalt the territorial period saw the 

--- 

43. E. Mazureaug a leading New Orleans attorney (see note 
47 infra), in reply to Tocqueville's asking if it would be 
possible for whites to cultivate the land without slaves, 
said that he did not think so. He stated that, like 

, Tocquevillev he himself had come from Europe opposed to 
slaveryp but had changed his mind, because he did not think 
that Europeans could work in the, field8 exposed to the 
Louisiana sung and that to do so would risk deathq or 
would permit so little work to be done as to be uneconomic. 
TocSLueville, p. 627# and Journey, p. 102. Mazureau's view 
would be typical. The same opinion was expressed in 1804 
by an Americang who thought the prohibition of the slave 
trade would result in economic disaster: see quotation 
and text in J. G. Taylorp "The Foreign Slave ? ade in 
Louisiana After 1808,, " 1 Louisiana History 

T1960), 
- 

PP-36-43 at P-37. The opposite view could be heldphowever. 
In Vo age a__La Louisiang. et sur le Continent de l'Americlue 
septentrionale. Fait dans les annees 1794 a 1798, Parisg 
an XIg (1802) by B* *V, D* **(i. e,, L. N. Baudry des Loziýres) 
it was stated at p. 109 that "La Louisiane est peut-Otre la 
colonie qui pourrait le plus se passer dlesclaves, puisque 
son climat permet davantage aux europ6ens de travailler eux 
memes. 11 Most Louisianians would have disagreed with this 
view. 
44. See 18th. Brumaire. 

-1 
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setting up of the first chartered corporations in Louisiana# 
the New Orleans business community being heavily involved 

in themý5- 

The economic strength of the anglophone presence in 
Louisiana has already been alluded to, as have class divisions 

within white society. Louisianian society was heterogeneous 

and culturally diversev consisting of Anglo-Americanss native 
Louisianians of French, Spanisht French-Canadiano Acadian 

1 46. 
and German descento and "free people of colour" and slaves. 
Etienne blazureau47 9 IL leading attorneys, remarked to Alexis de, 
Tocqueville in 1832 that., "Not a country in America or Europe 
but has sent us some representatives. New Orleans is a 
patchwork. of peopleP" At first sightp the ethnic diversity 

might seem to make it difficult to generalise as to the nature 

of family organisation in Louisiana; the diversityp however. 9 
was not really so great as might appearg as by the time of 
the Purchaseq the German and Spanish descended inhabitants 
had largely been assimilated to the more numerous French 

--S-S-S- 

45. See Clark., Historyt PP-330-359. 46. See generally tli-efollowing: J. G. Tregle., "Early New Orleans 
Society: A Re-appraisal, " 18 Journal of Southern Histor 9 (1952)f 
pp. 20-36; L. W, Yewtonj "Creoles and Anglo-Ain-ericans in Old Louisiana -a Study in Cultural Conflicts, " 14 Southwestern, 
Social Science Quarterly, (1933)9 PP-31-48- Ren6le Contep 
"The Germans in Louisiana in the Eighteenth Century", (Trans. 
and ed. Glenn Conrad), 8 Louisiana History (1967)v pp. b7-84; 
Donald E. Everettv "Emigr? s- and Militiamen: Free Persons of Colour in New Orleans, 1803-1815.9" 38 Journal of Negro Historzq (1953).. PP-377-402; Alice Dunbar-ITelsonp "People of Colour in 
Louisiana. 119 2 ibid. y (1917)j, PP. 51-78; James E. Winstony 
"The Pree Negro in New Orleans, 1803-186011.9 21 La. F-ist. Quar. 9 (1938)p PP-1075-lC85. In 1807 there were 4.9000 ? -ree=acks out 
of a total population - whitep free black and black slave - 
of 53YO00 in Louisiana: Dargo olD. cit.. q P-7. On the continued 
importation of black slaves after prohibition of the foreign 
slave trade, see article by J, G. Taylory cited in-note 43 
su ra ; 

egle, 2R., ait. supra note 46 at P-31 calls Mazureau "the 
brilliant lawyer and orator". He was one of the "foreign French" 
immigrants to Louisianav arriving in 1804. He had left France 
on ITapoleonts seizure of power. He became the partner of Edward Livingston. 
48. Toc2ueville, pp. 627-8- a slightly different translation will be VoUnd in Journeyo p. 1k. 
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grouý? *Thusp among the white Populationy the only 
real social and cultural divide was between the francophones 
and the anglophones. The great divide wasp of courset that 
between the blacks and the whites. 

Others have treated the cultural and Political 50. 
polarisation of the francophone and anglophone groupsp and 
we need not discuss it here in any detail. Although the 
Anglo-American group was substantialg and important in 
commercial lif; ', *and although there was continuing 
immigrationg the bulk of the population was francophone - 52. 
the "ancient inhabitants" and many "foreign French" immigrants. 
The French speakers shared a common cultural backgroundt 
although the French immigrants appear to have regarded the 
Louisianian r French a's boorish provincials? 

3oThe anglophoneB 
were diverse in origin (Americanj Scots. 9 Englishy Irish). 
It has been estimated that at this period the anglophones 
were outnumbered seven to one. 

549, 

It is uncertain to what'extent, if anyp the fact of 
the francophones and anglophones forming two cultural grO'uPst 
Would be reflected in family organisations, In chapter 4, 

it will be shown that this period was a crucial o ne in the 
development of the modern family. Some general remarks 
may be made. The family tended to be "a much more potent 

-_--aaaa 

49. On the assimilation of the Germans, see Rene Le Contev 
U., 2it., p. 83; Kniffeng. 232. cit., p. 124. %,. & %P *9 L. W. ITewton. 9 np. 4+ 
at PP. 31 and 34.9 quotes the famous historian Gayarre' who 
said of the Germans that by 1803 they were "so Frenchified 
as to appear of Gallic parentage. " On the assimilation of- 
the Spaniardsp see Kniffen, aR. cit., P-130. Kniffen thinks 
that by the end of-the 18th. ceMury, there were only two 
cultural groups, Prench and Anglo-Saxon. On the early 
history of Germans in Louisiana. 9 see R. Konderto "Les 
Allemands en Louisiane, " 33, R. H. A. P., 1979P pp-51-65. ' 
50-See works cited under note 46 

-sulorav 
and Dargot 2p. citp 

rassimv and esp. pp. 6-19. 
51. See Clark, Historyp PP., 330-359. 
52* Many of the Etoench immigrants rose rapidly to prominence 
in Louisiana, often being better educated and more capable 
than the Creoles. See Tregle, pp. git. 9 PP-30-31. Moreau 
Lisletp the redactor, was one of them. 
53. Ibid. 
54. According to Dargo, 

. 2]2. cit., pp. 9-10. 
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force than elsewhere in the republic. " Tocqueville in 1832 
touchingly described the venerable lawyer Mazureau on New 
Year's Day "receiving the homage of his assembled 

ty,, 56. 
posteri Family ties being Close does not mean that 

some extended patriarchal-style family necessarily existed; 

on the contraryq a patriarchal extended family would not 
be likely in a developing-frontier country . where int,, Ilectual 
life was conscious of the ideas of the Enlightenment and of 
notions of free will and individuality., and where it 
doubtless would be easy for sons to leave home and set up 

on their own account. Furthers in a country where commerce 
and industry were starting to develops the concentration in 

a feW, hands of control over propertyl presupposed by a 

patriarchal extendedfamilyp would hardly be appropriate. 
Family ties were closes but they were affective or 
associative rather than hierarchical. 57* 

The above remarks apply to the white populationqýbut 
not to the blackp which was, at this periodp more numerous 
than the whit*During the period of Spanish colonial 
governmentp it appears that the free people of colour had 

a relatively privileged position in comparison to that they 
held after the Louisiana'Purchas2? oalthough they were, of 
coursep of low'social status: this higher position did last 
for a while after the cessionp-before they were assimilated 

55. Calhouno A Social History of the Arnerican Familyt Vol. 119 
P-334. Calhoun's remarks apply to the whole of the 
antebellum'south. 9 which does not make them less applicable 
to Louisiana. See also his vol. I. pp-331-336 on the family 
in the French colonies in the west of Yorth America: his 
account isq however# old-fashioned, and not very helpful. 
56. Tocauevillep p. 626: "We saw there children, grandchildren, 
nephews, great-nepheivs, first cousins, distant cousinset' 
See alsop Journey, pp. 171-2. 
57. Types of family, and the historical-changes in the family 
and the legal implications thereof, will be discussed in 
the introduction to chapter 4. 
58. In 1807 there were 26,000 whitest 4POOO free blacks and no 
less than 23P500 black slaves: see Dargo, 2p. cit-9 P-7. Until 
184PY Few Orleans was a predominantly black cityp see John S. 
Kendall, q "New Orleans' 'Peculiar Institution''19 23 ILL Hist. 
Quar.,, (1940)., pp. 864-886 at p. 869. 
59. See D. E. EVeretty "Free Persons of Color in Colonial 
Louisiana, " 8 Louisianap History (1966) pp. 21-50 at p. 49. 
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tO'''the position of free blacks in the other slave states. 
600 

There were no restrictions on their contractual competence 

or powers of ownership# and they had full competence in 

litigation against whites and other blacks. Among the 

free blacks, howevert family ties were negligible# often 

the only known relationship being that of mother and child. 

Among the slavesq in many cases no such institution as 
"family" could be said to existj because of the effects of 

slavery and the total control over slaves exercised by 

masters-, 
61. 

The discussion of slavery brings up a related point: 
the position of free labourers vis-a-vis the family. Again I 

62e 
this will be discussed more thoroughly elsewhere, but a 
few remarks are appropriate here. The Seventh Partidat 

book 339. lpz 6, tells us that in mediaeval Castile a servant 

was regarded as one of the familys another person under 
the power of the patriarch, In general., by the early 

nineteenth century, this familial conception of the master- 

servant relationship had given way or was giving way to a 

contractual one. Purther, the development of industrial 

factory-style manufacture and the disappearance of the 

artisan, involved the development of a class of wage- 
labourers far removed from any familial relationship with 

their master. In Louisianat as already pointed outs, 
industrialisation had not really begunp and the class of 

people who hired out their labour for wagest though it 

existedq was insignificant. Furtherv slavery would of course 
63 

restrict the opportunities of employment for free labourers. 

One can concludep provisionallyt that the status of free 

aaae-aa 

60. See articles cited note 46 supraq and Darg0v 22-cit-9 
P--7- 

.- J- 61. On the reasons for thist see Calhoung 2P. Cit.,, vol. 11, 
pp. 243-279.9 "Negro Sex and Family Relations". 9 where he 
shows clearly how slavery broke down family ties between 
blacks in the South. 
62. See chapter 5 infrap introduction. 
63. See supra, text af-iotes 34-38. 
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servant in'Louisiana would appear to be one in the process 
of changing from a familial relationship to a contractual 
one: how far had gone the trend towards rendering the 
relationship to the master contractual must be left. undecided. 

We can conclude this survey by remarking that there 

was a definite trend towards individualism and liberalism 
in Louisianian society. The regulated market had been replaced 
with the free market, while the plantation economy based 
on the new staple crops of cotton and sugar was supported 
by the imports from the American west. The mercantile 
community was strong, and industrialisation was startingo 
although as yet-negligible. Individualism and economic 
liberalism can also be traced in the affective or associative 
family, based on free individualss and in the increasing 
contractualisation of the master to servant relationship. ý 

At the top of Louisianian'society were the plantersp 
merchants and professional classes. There was no large 
class of wage labourersp but there were artisans working 
for themselves to supply the needs of the colony: most of 
the labour was carried out by slaves. The blacksp both 
the free and the enslavedp came at the bottom of the social 
pyramid. The fact of slavery does not affect the conception, 
of Louisiana in the territorial period as a society I 
enthusiastically adopting the precepts of nineteenth century 
social and economic liberalism. 

2. Quebec. 
'As in Louisiana, the dominating feature of the geography 

of Quebec is a river - the St. Lawrenceý4-Settlement had' 

originally taken place along the banks of the St. Lawrence;, 
the farms tended to be small and narrowq due to subdivision 
on inheritance. The St. Lawrence river and canal system was 

64. On the geography of Quebec$ see generally Raoul Blanchard., 
Le Centre du Canada P an is "Province de Qu6bec", on the 
Fi'-ver system, ibid., ff?; on the harshness of the 
winters, see John ' Ed. )9 Canada: A Geographical- 
interEretationp ch. 10, pp. 281-333 by Pierre Bieys at 
pp. 290-91; on abundancy of summer rainfall, see ibid. p 
P-291. 
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vital for the trade and transport of the province. However# 

at the period of codificationg the trade and transport of 
the province had been affected by the growth of the railways. 

During French rule in Canadap the economy had two main 
ba8es: -the fur trade with Europep and agricultureý5*These 
two bases provided separate focal pointst as the fur trade 

was carried on according to the mercantilist principles 
of the dayv'while the produce of agriculture was mainly 
for consumption within the colony. There was virtually 

66. 
no industry. The economy of New France was, carefully- 
regulated by the Crown officials and governing bodies. 
Thust the Sovereign Counciý7tegulated the Indian trade, 
trade between Canadians and French merchants and internal 

68 commerce generallY. The Council later lost some of these 
powers to Crown officials such as the Intendant. Thuspthe 
Council and the Governor and Intendant regulated the profits 
of Prench merchants trading in Canada 

69And 
made detailed 

regulations on how the market was to be conducted, fixing 
the price of breadv meat and liquors ? 00 

19o, substantial class of merchant entrepreneurs developed 
in Canada during the French r6gime. External trade was in 

the hands of French merchants, while the wealthier colonists 
tended to spend their wealth in conspicuous consumption. 
It has been argued that the failure of such a class to arise 

65. Here we will only highlight certain areas of the socio- 
economic development of Quebec. For a full treatment of the 
economic historyq see especially, Hamelin, 9conomie et 
Soci4t4 en Nouvelle Prance: P. Cuellet. 9 Histoire Economique 
et Sociale du Qu6bec. 1760-18509 (hereinafter cited as 
Cuellet, Histoire) and Hamelin and Robyq Histoire ýconomique 
du Qu6bec. 1851-1896. Useful for the French r ;z me, is 
Louise Dechtne, Habitants et Merchands de Montr6al au XVIIe 
Siýcle, 1974, pp. 125-347. 
6b, For a brief but useful outlineq see Hamelin, teonomie 
et Sociftg, (note 65 supra), pp. 21-34; on the fur tradep ibid. 9 
PP. 47-57; and on corngibid. p PP-58-71. On commerce and 
agriculturet see L. Dech7Ee_vu. cit. 9 pp. 125-347- 
67. On the Sovereign Council, see further chapter 3 infra. 
68. See on this R. du B. Cahallq The Sovereipn Council Of New 

-France, pp. 196-199. 
pp. 226-230. 

70. ! -bid. p. 2359 
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was due to a contempt for tradep based on an aristocratic 
military cast being given to society by the presence of 
large bodies of soldiers in the provinceg and provincial 
demands for commissions (and indeed noble status). The 

officer class and the seigneurs became intemingled7"Prom 

a rather different perspective, Hamelin comes to a similar 
conclusion: before 1760 there existed no bourF-eoisie 
canadienne-francaiseof any significance. He rejects as 
myth the thesis that the grande bourgeoisie either emigrated 
after 1760 or$ cut off from tradep disappeared as a class 

72. 

He states that: "Le commerce avec la mdtropole, les grandes 
P9cheries et le monopole de la vente du castor 6taient aux 
mairndes m6tropolitains, le chantier de construction navale 
et les Forges st. Maurice dans celles du rolý" Thusp at the 
time of the conquest there was no form whatsoever of 
capitalist-style enterprise in French Canada. 

In New France. 9 land was held under thiý seigheurial 
system and hence was not easily treated as a marketable 
commodity9 as the mutation fines payable to a feudal 
superior on transfer of property discouraged dealings in 
landy4*There also could be problems in gaining a clear title 
to land due to the lack of registration of title deeds in 

any way easy to check. That land was not easily transferable 

or mortgageable in the French period was no great 
disadvantagev since the habitants were not capitalists: 
they farnedo passed their farms to their children on death 
without need to pay mutation fines and were apparently 
reasonably prosperous. The seismeurs do not appear to 

71. See on this: Eccles, "The Socialq Economic and 
Political Significance of the Militar Establishment in 
New Francellp 52 Can. Hist. Rev. (19M. pp. 1-22; France 
in-America, pp. 110-ff. and his two lectures Canadian Soci2ý2 
duriniz the French Rewime. 
72* U. cit, su ra note 66, pp. 127-137. 

-R 73. Y]baiu, I P-Iip"F 
74. See W. B. Munrop The Seimiorial System in Canada 
hereinafter cited as Munrop System)t pp-95-97. 
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have made large profits from their seigneurieJ5* 
,. 

The value 
of land was low due to it being in plentiful supply while 
the population was smallý'and the lowness of profits 
discouraged seigneurs from attempting to improve their 
seigneuriXo Agriculture was not integrated into the 
commercial system of the colonyt while the fur trade was 
more attractive and lucrative than farming. 

Britain captured Canada in 1760, her possession 
confirmed by the 1763 Treaty of Paris? 8*Britain 

applied 
the principles of mercantilism to her trade with her new 
colony. This trade was mainly in the staples of furs wood 
and corns with the latter two becoming much more important 
than the formeP*From the onset of British rules the 
economy began to change: commerce expanded under the 
direction of British merchants, and the land was increasingly 
populated. The prosperity of Quebec became more and more 
dependent on the trading privileges she had with Britain 
under the old colonial system. Seigmeurs adopted capitalist 
notions of ownership and tried to maximise their profits. 

80. 

Generally, the English merchants regarded the seigneurial 
system as retarding the development of the province 
according to their notions of free enterprise. 

81. 

Great changes in the economy started to take place in 
the period leading up to codification. Although the 

majority of the population was still one of peasant farmerso 

an important mercantile class based in Montreal and reliant 
on trade for its livelihood had developed. While the export 
of staple crops was still the most important aspect of the 

a------S 

. 0' .0 75. See F. Ouelletp Elements d'Histoire-Sociale du Bas- 
Canada (hereinafter cited as Ouelletq Xlerments), q P--94-- 
76. See Harris, The Seigneurial_SY8tem in Early Canada. 
pp. 88ff. 

00 ,#- 
Zzy 

77. See Ouellet., Elementsp PP-95-96. 
78. See infra, chapter 3. 
79. See Ouellett Histoire premiere partie, passimp esp. ch-7. 
80. Ibid. g PP-352-3- 81. Ibid. 9 P-403. 
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economy# industrialisation was beginning. Since the 
economy was dependent on preferential trade with Britaing 
there had been extensive canalisation of the St. Lawrence 
system, to aid the Canadian trade and gain the trade of the 
American mid-west. It was intended that Montreal become 
the rival of New York as the entrepot of both the Canadian 

and American west? 
3*While Canada was dependent on 

privileged trading with Britains Britain itself was moving 
from protectionism to free tradP* The 1846 repeal of the 
Corn Laws and that subsequently of the Navigation Acts 

attracted commerce away from Montreal to New York and 
the other U. S. ports, becauset although the route through 
the St. Lawrence to Britain was shortert New York as an 
entrepot'had many advantages over Montrealý5e 

In the 1850's a new factor affected Canadian (and 

Quebec) economic development the building of the railways. 
Montreal sought to use the railways to reinforce its 

metropolitan roAý* The building of the railways had two 

major effects on the Canadian economy: firstlyt it stimulated 
, §7 industrialisation, becondly, it re-oriented the economy 

of Upper and Lower Canada towards the United States. The 

railways did not reinforce the St. Lawrence canal system; 
rather they opposed it and directed Canadian traffic to 

the United Statesp with the result that the Canadian economy 
became even more inextricably bound up with the American. 
The Quebec economy now became reliant on trade with the 

82. See A. Faucher., Qu6bec en Ame'rique-au XIXe Siýclev pp, 
26-7; and S. Ryersonp Unequal Union, pp. 267-8. 
83. On canalisation, see Tuckerp The Canadian Commercial 
Revolution, 1845-1851,10.64 ed., PP-19-32; Faucherp 2n. cit. v 
pp. 29-23 and 39-41; Hamelin and Robyp 22. cit. 9 pp-104ff-. 
On Montreal - New York rivalry, see generally Tuckery gm. sit. p 
PP-33-45 and Faucher, a-cit-P PP-39-41- 84. See generally, Schuylerp The Fall of the old-Colonial 
Systemq and also Faucherp 21ý. cit., pp-35-3.9- 85. For an account of the reasons whyp see Tuckerf 22. cit. p 
pp-40-43. 
86. Paucherv 2Z. cit., p. 44. On the railways generally# 
see ibid., PP-43-616. 
87. Por an interesting view on this, see Ryersonp oT). cit. 9 
pp. 253-4. 
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U. S. A. In faiat,, a whole series of events acting together 
brought this about: as already mentionedv the end of the 
old colonial system, the technological development of the 
railways# the interplay of market forces as a result of 
the capitalist drive to maximise revenue from investment 

and minimise operating costs, and finally the Treaty of 
Reciprocity of 1854 between Canada and the U. S. A ý8*After 

the end of British protectionism Canada had to trade to 

survive, and trade with America was easiest and most 
profitable. 

Only merchants based primarily in Montrealq a small 
proportion of the Populationg took part actively in this 

commerc6p as the vast majority of the population were still 
peasant farmers. How were the latter faring during these 

years? The abolition of the seigneurial system obviously 
affected themg but it is doubtful if it had any great 
material effect on themp since they neither gained nor 
lost land and had to pay a certain sum in lump or over a 

period of years to redeem their feudal obligations. The 

habitants were most affected during this period by over- 

populationg as the land in the seipneuries was overcro. wded 

and often subdivided into lots too narrow to be economically 
farmed. Since industry was not developing at a rate 

sufficient to keep up with rural overpopulationp the surplus 
tended to emigrate to the United States or to colonise new 
lands away from the seipneuriet? *As well as subdivisions 

of land making farming no longer economically viable, the 

agriculture practised by the French Canadians was generally 

outmoded: "on persistait ý conserver les techniques du XVIIIe 

sibcle, " remarks FaucheK* More progressive techniques in 

88. See generallys Donald 0. Mastersq The Reciprocity Treaty 
of 1854, and Faucherq OP-cit P PP. 56-7. 
89. See Faucher, 2p. cit., p. 

189, 
and Hamelin and Roby# 2. n. 

cit. 9 pp. 161ff. 
To--. QR. Cit. P. 1900 
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agriculture were practised near Montreal and in the 
Eastern Townships; both technique and profitability did 
improve, howeverv as the century wore on? 

" 

At the time of codificationg although industrialisation 
2. 

was conzencinZy the mainstay of the Quebec economy was 
still the export of corn and timber. This commerce wqsy 
howeverý almost entirely in the hands-of the anglophonest 
while the francophones, although important in the liberal 

professions., tended to farm or have menial occupations. 
Indeed, the bulk of the population was still peasant famers; 

while rural overpopulation was causing many French 
Canadians to seek work in the industry of the United States. 

-The, largely anglophone entrepreneurial class espoused 
the doctrines of liberal capitalismvand believed in 

unregulated freedom of the market. These viewsp originally 
prevalent only among the Montreal bourgeoisielfiltered 
down to other levels of society. In the early years of 
the nineteenth centuryp the liberal professions in the 

province had rejected commercial capitalis2ý* but by 1847P 

Louis-Joseph Papineau, the staunch paternalistic upholder 

of seigneurialismv could declare that he was: "Disciple 
dba ma premibre jeunesse de Vdcole d'Adam Smith et de 

t, 94., tout temps ennemi de tout monopole et privilýge * 
Although Quebec was in many ways isolated and backwardp 
it was still open to exterior influences from both Britain 

and the United States. The French, American and industrial 

revolutions all had an effect. Ouellet admirably sums it 

up thus: 
"Apr'es 1789., itacc6l6ration de la croissance 

91. Ibid. v pp. 191-2 and Hamelin and Roby, 2]2,. 2it. 9 pp. 
185--204. 
92. On the slovmess of industrialisationg see Hamelin and 
Roby, 22. cit., pp. 227ff- 
93. See Cuellet., Histoirep pp. 205-8 and 229ff. 
94. Speech reported in 21st. December,, 184T, edition 
of La Revue Canadienne. See Tucker, 2p. cit. p p. 79., and 
see also note 33 supra. 
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6conomique, la hausse des prixg la commercialisation 
accrue de Vagriculture donnent plus de relief aux 
defis anciens. Puis Vintroduction du parlementarismep 
la r6volution fran aise et la montee des classes 
moyennes inscrireni de nouvelles pressions en 
faveur d'une transformation des mentalites. Ces 
r6alit6s, penserait-onv pr6parent Ileclosion d'une, 
soci6t6 bourgeoise de caractere capitaliste et 
individualiste. Tout dans le monde de 1'L'fpoquep 
incite ýL une semblable 6volution. " 95. 

Several examples will usefully illustrate this growth 
of a liberal capitalist ideology. First, forest land, 

previously publicly owned and government administered, 96. 
was sold by the government for commercial exploitation. 
Second, the employer -employee relation was redefined. Thus, 
the business community of Quebec made the following 
declaration in 1867: 

"Every individual has the rig4t to settle for 
himself the rate of remuneration for his services; 
and it is not illegal for a number to agree upon 
a rate of wages. This is but the full exercise of 
freedomp and against it there can be no complaint. 
The employer is left with the choice of submitting 
or procuring other labour; ands hes toop is thus 
free. " 97. 

The process of industrialisation, slow though it was, was 
forming in Quebec an urban labour force. JTo longer were 
employees (servants) part of a family groupingo or employed 
by artisans or apDrenticed to their trade; they were now 

ý8 *as the in a contractual relationship with their employe 9 
above quotation shows. Workers no longer tended to be 

skilled artisans owning the tools of their trade; they 

were being turned into unskilled labourers? 9*This 

development of a class of wage labourers, and the 

contractualisation of the relationship between master and 

servant under the tenets of economic liberalismý along with 

95. Histoire, PP-549-5,50* 
96. See on this Hamelin and Roby,, 2p. cit. pp. 208ff. 
97. Quoted in the 1-jorninp Chroniclep U-th. 

-JulYq 1867., p. 21 
column 3. and taken here from Hamelin and Robyt 9.2-cit-9 P-310. 
98. See generally: Ryerson, aR. cit., pp-170-19ol; and Hamelin 
and Roby, p]2. Zit. q PP-305--"224. 
99. See Hamelin and Roby, U. citj P-306; and also R. 
Tremblay, I'La formation mat? rielle de la classe ouvriýre 
a Montr6al entre 1790 et 1830, t" 33 R. H. A. F., (1979)., PP. * 
39-50. 
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the change in the nature of the, familyp will be discussed 
in more depth later. 100. 

The third and most obvious example of the growth in 

Quebec of liberal capitalist notions of individualism is 
the controversy over seigneurial tenure of land. -In many 

ways this tenure did appear to hinder industrialisation 

and the full enjoyment of private propertý? 
'*(That those 

taking part in the-controversy thought in terms of private 
property as absolute enjoyment id in itself significant. ) 

The abolition of seigneurial tenure'was achieved just 

prior to codification, and it is unnecessary to discuss 

it here in any detai 1? 2 *The views of J. C. Tach6 may be taken 

as representative of one side of the controversyt as he 

highlights a disadvantage keenly'felt in the 1850's: 
"L'inf6odation ne lie pas seulement le censitaire; 
mais elle lie la soci6t6 toute entitre .... Le 
cr6dit foncierv les enterprises publiques et 
priv4esq les droits des tiers, tout est soumis 
au r6gime de cette tenure. Je citerai un exemple 
duquel je ferai ressortir un fait important pour 
la cause. La province en co=un avec de puissantes 
compagnies est engagge dans le confection d'un 
reseau de voies ferrees; mais il faut trav-erser 
le sol seigneurial et en asq-gerir une portion; 
or chaque parcelle du sol f4odalp en vertu de 
11indivisibil 6fdu cens, est soumis au. droit de 
Lods et Ventelp ku'une transaction arrive 
equipolent a ventet et il faudra payer aux 
seigneurs la douzieme partie de la valeur des 
chemins de fer. Dans ce cast comme dans celui 
de la-fondation ou de l1agrandissement des 
villes ou de Vetabli8sement d'usines ou de 
manufacturesp ce nlest pas, le censitaire actuel, 
de la propriAe rurale qui souffre le mal le 

100. See introduction to chap. 5. 
101. See Ouelletp Histoire, pp-463-4. 
102. For a conventionalp rather old fashioned accountp see 
Munro, Systemp pp. 224-251. See also Ouellet's, article, 
"Llabolition du Regime Seigneurial et l'Idee de Proprietel" 
Hermest 1954.9 21 -36. (Cited hereinafter as Ouelletv 
HH rmas Articljp. * ýhis 

paper can also be found in his iments, 
at pp. 297-315: all references here will be to the 

Herm6s publication. See alsop M. Seguing "Le RLfgime - 
Seigneurial au. Pays de Quibecl 1760-1854"P 1 R. H. A. F. p (1947-48), PP-382-402 and 519-532, 
103. I. e., what have previously been called mutation fines: 
see text surra at note 74. 
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194. plus gran . mais Vindustrielp ma18 le capitaliste 

et par contre-coup la soci6te, toute enti6re dont 
le progrbs, peuvent se trouver retardesp paralys6s 
me'me. 11 105. 

The seigneurial system was regarded as opposing economic 
growthl and opposition to it was articulated in terms of 
the needs of industry and capitalism: ' the retardation of 
industrial growth being recognised as detrimental for 

society as a whole. The opposition to feudal tenure was 
not merely on this material basis; opposition was. made 
on ideological grounds: Cuellet convincingly shows that 
the jurists and liberals of, the period conceived of property 
as individual and absolute, and consequently found the 
seigneurial system contrary to the public interest as based 

on out-moded notions of dependency and aristocracy inimical 
to liberalismv both political and economi 

1? 6. 

The above discussion of the economic history of Quebec 

shows that the economy was developing towards liberal , 
capitalism. Initiallyq the movement towards this style of 
economic regulation came with the British capture of the 

province: under the French r6gimet there had been a close 
regulation of the market. Although the largely anglophone 
commercial classes were the first to espouse the doctrines 

of laissez-faire economicsj by the mid-nineteenth centuryp 
these doctrines were widely supported throughout Quebec 

societyt notably by the French Canadian professional classes. 
Although industrialisation had commencedp the economy was 
still largely based on trade in staple crops: this trade 

104. It appears that the censitaires also wished for the 
abolition of the seigneurial regime: see Lord Durham's Revortp 
Lucas' edition, 1912, vol. II pp. 24-5. At this period the 
censitaires were generally in debt to their sei; meurs, v and 
were hard hit by their feudal burdens: see Ouelletp Histoiref 
PP-353-4. Indeed, between 1840 and 18439 no 16ss than twenty 
per cent of actions in King's Bench were those of seigneurs 
suing their censitaires for debts: see "Report of the 
Commissioners aprointed to inquire into the Seigniorial 
Tenurellp to be found in W. B. Yunro, (ed. )v Documents RelatjnE 
to the SeiEaiorial Tenure in Canada, (hereinafter cited as 
Munro Does. ) P. 352. 
105. La Tenure Seigneuriale en Canada et le Projet de 
Commutation,, 1854# pp-4f... to be found quoted in Cuelletv 
He Article, p. 24- 
IC6-* See his Hermýs Article, passim. 
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was now governed by the rules of economic liberali8Mp as 

evinced by the 1854 Reciprocity Treaty with the United 

Statesp and the end of privileged trade with Britain. 

The ideology of liberal capitalism was reflected in 

conditions of employment# while also structuring the debate 

over the abolition of the 8eigneurial system. 

As we can identify a shift in the'structure of the 

Quebec economy in the period leading from'British capture 
to codificationp so we identify a change in the nature of 
the family when taken from France to Canada. Garigue has. 

argueloZhat the French Canadian family, of theýeighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries was rather different from the 

French family of the same period and before colonisations 
Garigue gives as an example the prevalence of the communaute 
taisible among peasants of ancien rgjzime France,, which 

required a particular form of family orgenisationp and 

which was not taken to New Francl? 8*The 
communaut4 taisible 

was a device developed by serfs to prevent land reverting 

on death to the seigneur under the rules of mortaille or 

mainmorte servile: the land was owned jointly and indivisiblyv 

so there was never a succession on a deatht thus allowing 
9' This device required that the serfs to keep their laIR, 

married sons stay with their mother and father and that 

family property be pooled and owned by the whole family 

groullooThe family was thus 

fraternal links. This form 

the-institution of serfdom, 
by the colonists to New Frai 

one of clcse paternal and 

of family orEanisation outlived 
but was nonetheless not taken 

ace for several reason1j" 

107. Philippe Garigue, La Vie Familiale des Canadiens Franýcais 
19709 (hereinafter cited as Vi-e),, pp-14-18. 108. Vie., P-15v and references cited thereon. 
109. See generally, Fr. Olivier-k-artin, Histoi'-r_e du Droit 
Fran, ýais d*týs Crip-ines hý la Revolution, 1948, no-4759 p. 635) 
and Also no. 202, p. 271- 
110. See Garigue, Vie, P-15 
Ill. See Garigueq Vie, pp. 15-16 for discussion. 
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Plentiful land rendered paternal and fraternal links 
less strong, and marriageo rather than paternal or 
fraternal bondsv came to define the family. Women came 
to have an enhanced 8tatusv because, firstp of their 
original shortage, and, secondv of the frequent absenae 
of their husbands, making them more independent and 
responsibl 

112. Further, the parent child relationship 
altered with the growth of New France, Society encouraged 
large familieJ13 t &nd, by 1709,, one commentator was already 
remarking on the different status of children in New France: 

parents were reported as not having the same authority 
as French parents over their offspringt and children had 

much greater independenMO Garigue concludes that by the 

eighteenth century the French Canadian family was typically 
North American. Louise Dechene, in her useful study argues 
that the forces which, at this period, were resulting in 
the development of the modern family in Europe were 
intensified by the special pressures (as outlined above) 
of colonial lifep resulting in the early development of 
the privatised affective familý15- 

112. Garigue. * Vie. v P-17P mentions that rules on pe? iods 
of mourning, designed to prevent the remarriage of widowsp 
were never enforced in New Prance. Garigue is labouring 
under a misapprehension here. Such periods of waiting 
before remarriage were found in Roman lawv and hence in 
the droit dcrit of southern Prance and ultimately in the 
Code Nalooldon. They never formed part of the Coutume de 
P-arls which was applied to New France. 
1-13. See Kish., The French Reprime, (Canadian Historical 
Documents Serie . 57-8.9 for government incentives to 
marry early and have large families. 
114. See Gariguev Vie, P-17. 
115. See DecheAne, U. cit. note 65 supra, at p 474.1 On 
the general movement in Europep see infra. D; cý& s 
study, at pp. 414-449 gives an excellent account of the 
family in the 17th. century. More account will be paid 
to what she says in chapter 4, where it will be more 
relevant. For Garigue's view that the French Canadian 
family was typically North American, see his Vie, q 
P-7. 
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-We need not concern ourselves with the usefulness 
116 

of the cateL-pries of analysis developed by Garigu 9 the 

description given of the family in Quebecl howeverp is 

useful., The family is based round marriage., rather than 
lineage or some collective I extended grouping. Children 

are independent in comparison to those in France. Family 
ties and relationship undoubtedly were strong in 

mid-nineteenth century Quebec; but such ties were 
affective or associative rather than hierarchial., The 

Superior of the Seminary of St. Sulpice remarked thus in 

1831 to Tocqueville: 
It [The Canadian Race] lacks that adventurous 
spirit and that scorn of the ties of birth 

. and family that characterize the Americans. 
The'Canadian removes only to the farthest 
extremity of his parish and Cof the commune) 
of his parents, and he goes to establish 
himself as near as possible. " 117. 

This also evidences that French Canadian family ties were 
in general stronger than those of the anglophone 17orth 

Americans. By the mid-nineteenth centuryp of coursev 
the overpopulation of seigneurial land was forcing many 

habitants to leave; and this tendency would weaken family 

ties. The colonisation of New France, although it 

weakened the old extended patriarchal familyr strengthened 

116. On categories and typology, see further chap. 49 
introduction. 
117. 

- 
Tocqueville P-316. (LcS-rnLeZ. 

9 P-39) The Superior 
points outy however, that the younger population is ever 
more mobile. At the begiruiing of the 19th. centuryp 
Lord Selkirk wrote in his dairy: "All that are in a 
thriving way set out their children on new lots as they 
come upp giving them some money to stock them - they do 
not send them off as in New England to seek their land 
at hundreds of miles distantq but take up their land in 
the same or adjoining seigneurie, the young men live 
at home for scme years after going occasionally at 
suitable seasons to carry on their improvements. Lord 
Selkirk's DiarZ. 1803-4., ed. P. Whitep 1958, p. 224- 

I 
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I : Lýi 8 the relationshipBof the new-style fami . *The French 

Canadians, surrounded by anglophoneal' attributed great 
import I ance to family life and the ties of family, generally., 

There werep of course, substantial numbers of people 
in Quebec. * not of French descenty and who generally 

controlled economic organisation and the colonial 
administration. There is no reason to believe that,, the 

nature of the family relationships among the anglophone 
population was appreciably different from that among the 
francophone. Consideringg howeverg the stress placed'on 
the family in French Canadat and considering the emphasis 

placed'on there being closer family ties among francophones 
than-anglophonesp it is fair to conclude that family ties 

among the anglophones were less close. 'The evidence of 
the Superior of the Seminary of St., Sulpice would tend to 

conf irm -this! 
19- 

Consonant with this development in Quebec of a new- 

style f, amily based around marriage and with close parent- 
child tiesp is the exclusion of the servant from the familyp 

and his demotion to a purely contractual relationshipt as 

pointed out above 
120. 

Overallt it may be concluded thatj in Quebecp in the 

mid-nineteenth centuryp there had been a move towards an 

individualist conception of man, in both the social and 

economic spheres. There had been a shift from the 

118. I'La colonisation du Canada produisait une vie familiale 
ayant des caract6ristiques particulibres mais dont un 
aertain nombre sont communes aux familles des groupes 
ethniques nord-am6ricains. De plus, etant donn6 le 1vide' 
d6mographique du Canadap des Vorigine de la Nouvelle- 
France la famille fut Vinstrument principal du peuplement.... 
ApAs la Conqu9te de 1760, Vimportance sociologique de 
la famille fut assur6e par deux ph6nombnes sociaux: a) Le 
developpement d1une vie rurale qui conserveg jusquta un 
certain degr6, plusieurs des caract6ristiques sociales de 
la colonisation de la Nouvelle-France; et b) Le d6veloppement 
d'une 'compensation sociologiquel entre les institutions 
resultant en une intensification de Vimportance attribuge 
par les Canadiens franjais & leur vie familiale. 11 Thus 
Garigue, Vie, P-94. 
119. See text at note 117 surra. 
120. See text at notes 96-1500 surra. 
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regulated market to free enterprises and instead of 
hierarchicall extended family tiesp there were close ties 
between the spouses and between the parents and children 
of an affective nature. 

There had been a shift from protected trade with 
Britain in staple crops to free trade with the United 
States. Indu8trialisation and factory production had 
begunp stimulated by the growth of the. railway system. 
There was# however, still insufficient industrial production 
to absorb the excess population on the land. Commerce and 
industry were largely in the hands of the anglophone 
populationg while the francophones were strong in the 
liberal professions. Both the anglophone businessmen 

and francophone professionals adopted the ideology of 
liberal capitalism. The majority of the population was 
still peasant farmersp however; and although an urban 
labour force was developing, it was still numerically 
insignificant in comparison to the habitants. 

L 

; 
rn 
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Chapter Three. 

The legal background to codification in Louisiana 
and Quebec. 

6 
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Part One. Louisiana. 
1. French Colony. 

The original motive for French colonisation of 
Louisiana would appear to have been the desire to protect 
from British aggression the other French colonies in North 
America. Tentative explorations of the-Louisiana area had 
been made by Cavelier de la, Salle in the late seventeenth 
century: 

"although these explorations had no immediate results 
the importance of Louisiana had been recognised. 

2. Hencep 

over the period 1699-1702, under the direction of two 
Canadian brothersl Pierre le Moyne d'Iberville and Jean- 
Baptiste le Moyne de Bienvilles the colony was gradually 
occupied for France. 3-At its greatest extents French 
Louisiana consisted not only 

, 
of the present state, but 

also of substantial parts of Alabamal Arkansas and Missouri. 

From the point of view of legal historyt the first 

events of major importance in Louisiana were the founding 
in 171ý*of the Conseil Superieur, and the grant of 
Louisiana by charter in the same year to the financier 

--_a-aea 

1. M. Giraud#, Histoire de . 1a Louisiane Franqai v 1953P vol-it 
pp. 3-12. 
2. R. W. Van Alstyne. 9 "The Significance of the Mississippi 
Valley in American Diplomatic Historyp 1686-1810, " 36 miss. 
Vall. Hist. Rev. 9 (1949). pp. 215-238, points out that the 
Mississippi Zid- its tributaries gave access and control to 
the whole of North America. The significance is that which 
made New Orleans the natural entrepot for the American West 
as pointed out in chapter 2 suDra. 
3. Giraudq U. cit... vol. 1.9 pp. 2-7-43 and 44-56. On the early 
history of Louisianal Giraud's three volume work is invaluable. 
On the relationship between Louisiana and Francep see his 
"France and Louisiana in the Early Eighteenth Centuryv" 36 
Miss. Vall. Hist. Rev., (1949-50). pp. 657-674. 
'4-. For -the period before this, see Giraudt Histoirep vol. 1j 
passim; H. P. Dart, "Courts and Law in Colonial Louisianallp 
22 Louisiana 

' 
Bar Association Reports (1921)9 pp-17-63 at 

pp. 21-2 (hereinafter cited as Courts and Law)* and "Legal 
Institutions in Louisiana", 2 a. Hist; *ýiqiq) 
pp-72-103 at Pp. 72-3P (hereinafte-rci ed as Legal 
Institutions), 
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5. Antoine Orozat. Orozat's charter provided that: 

' "Nos-Edit8o Ordonnances Et Ooutumes Et les usages 
. de la Prevost6-et Vicomt-e' de Paris seront observ6s 

pour Loix et Coutumes dans le d. Pays de-la 
Louisiane. It 69 

The Superior. Council acted as, a law courtq as w2ll as carrying 

out general legal administration and registration of deeds. 

The Superior Council originally had been set up only 

provisionallyp but it was made permanent in 1716.7-In 1717P 

Crozat transferred his monopoly rights to the newly 
established_Compawnie d'Occident. 8. The charter of this 

company empowered it to grant land-in franc all'eu., 
9'thus. 

preventing the introduction of feudal tenure, and stated 
that: 

IlSeront tousles juges Etablis en tous les d. Lieux 
tenus de Juger suivant les Loix Et Ordonnances du 

. Royaume Et se Conformer a la Coutume de la Prevoste 
Et Vicomte' de Paris suivant laquelle les habitants 
pourront Contracter sans que Lon y puisse introduire 
aucune autre Coutume pour Eviter La diversite. 11 10. 

5. See Dart, Courts and Lawt pp. 22-5;, Legal Institutionsy 
P-74. On the founding of the Superior Councilp see Giraud# 
Histoire, vol. 19 pp. 279-2809 and especially James G. Hardy) 
"The Superior Council in Colonial Louisiana" in McDermott 
Ed. ), Frenchmen and French Ways in the I. Iississippi_valley ýhereinaf, 

ter N111cDermott, French Ways) Urbana# 1! )b59 pp. d7-101 
at PP-87-88. See also Dartv Legal Institutionsg'PP-74-81 
on the Superior Council, especially PP-76-79--where he gives 
a full translation of the Letters Patent establishing it. 
See also H. W. Baade "Marriage Contracts-in French and Spanish 
Louisiana"., (1978-95 53 Tul. L. Rev... pp. 1-92 at Pp-7-8; 
(hereinafter cited as IMarriaFre Contracts). 
6. As quoted by Baade, Marriage Contracts, P-7. An English 
'translation may be found in Elizabeth G. Brownt "Law and 
Government in the 'Louisiana Purchase: 1803-1804" (cited 
hereinafter as Law and-Government)v 21,, Vayne Law Review, 
(1056), pp. 169-T-6-9at P. 179. 
7. Yor, the 

, 
text of the Edict of 18th. Sept. t 1716, making the 

Council permanent, see Darty Legal Institutionsp pp. 82-84. 
8. See Giraudl Histoire, vol. II, pp-67-69; Dart Legal 
Institutionsv P-85; an Baadev Ilarria 

, ge Contractsp, PP-7-8. 
9. See Dart, Legal Institutions, P-859 and Courts-and Law, p. 23 
10. Quoted Baade, I'larriagre Contractsq p. 8. E. G. Browng Law and 
Government, P-179 quotes the following translation. "The 
judges established in all the said places shall be held to 
adjudge according to the laws and ordinances of the kingdomg 
and the officers to follow and conform themselves to the 
customs of the Prevote' and vicomt6 of Barisý according to 
which the inhabitants may contract, without that any other 
custom may be introduced to avoid diversity. "- k, - 
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administration of justice in Louisiana remained on the basis 
set out above until the end of the French regime. 

11. 

Although the colony reverted to the Crown in 1731P the 

The law thus brought into force in Louisiana comprised 
the Coutume de Paris, royal legislation precedent to the 

charterp and, ultimately, the Superior Council's own 
enactments. The validity in Louisiana of royal legislation 

subsequent to 1717 if not. registered by the Superior Council 
will not be considered here 12. 

At this periodv France was a country with a multiplicity 
of jurisdictions. Firstp there was the major division 
between the ravs du droit 6crit (the basically Roman law 

south) and the pays du d roit doutumier (the customary law 

north)13* The Pays du droit coutumier was itself, divided 
into many jurisdictions in which there were differing bodies 

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuriesj5-(By "codified" is 

meant their reduction to writing in concisep systematic 

14. of customary law. These coutumes had been "codified" in 

form. ) It is this multiplicity of laws which necessitated, 
the designation of one particular coutume as applicable in 

16. Louisiana. 

The exact scope of the Coutume is important. As 

4 

a--- fl aa- 

11. An edict of 1719 didt howeverv introduce some changes. 
For full text see Darts Legal Institutions# pp. 86-90. See also 
Baadeg Marriage Contracts. 9 PP-7-10- 
12. Baadej, Marriage Contractsq discusses it at pp. 8-9. He 
relies on Quebec authority. The matter was more important in- 
Quebec: see infra. 
13. A useful map of the divisions in jurisdiction in France 
may be found e. g. in A General Survey of Events Sources 
Persons and Movements in Continental Legal Histor # Continental 
Legal History Series, 1912.9 vo]L. J-. -, - (hereinafter General 
Survey opposite p. 201 
14. The area of droit icrit 

was also divided into various 
jurisdictions based around the four Parlements of Toulouset 
Aixt Bordeaux and Grenoble. There was some diversity in the 
law applied in the South, under local customs. See for some 
examples infrapch-4 introduction. See also General Surveyq 
pp. 206-7* 
15. See J. P. Dawson. 9 "Codification of the French Customs"# 38; 

L. Rev. 9 (1940). pp-765-800 and General Surveyt pp. ic 
250i63- 
16. There seems to have been confusion in Canada initially as 
to which coutume should be applied: see infra. 
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indicatedp many royal ordinances on various matters of 
importance were now in force in Touisianal7*, The Coutume 
itself did-not provide a complete system'of law,, being a 
very short system of rulea-couched in a tersev conciseý, styleq 
and by no means covering all areas of the law! 8*for 

examplep 
it contained no, provisions on the general-law of obligationsp 
nor on-theýlaw of special-contracts. iThe Coutume de Paris 

was-not'exceptional in this, respeetp and throughout the Days 
du droit coutumierp the law of obligations was based on 
that, of Rome., 

It is necessary to touch on the vast topic of the 

reception of Roman law in'EuroPep in order to understand 
19. 

the position of Roman'law in'the French coutumes. In the 

17. On royal legislationg see General Surveyp pp. 263-265. 
18. It contained 362 

- articles, divided into 16 titles: 
1. Des fiefs (1-72). 

- 2. -, Des censives et droits seigneuriaux (73-87)* 
3. Quels biens sont meubles et quels immeubles (88-95)o 
4. De complainte en cas de sasine et de nouvellet6t 

'et de simple sasine (96-98). 

, 
5. Des actions personnelles et d1hypothtque (99-112). 
6. De prescription (113-128). 
7. 'De retrait lignager (129-159). 
8. Arr9t8 ex6cutions et gageries (160-183). 
9. De servitudes et rap rts de jur6s (184-2i9)o 

10. Communautg de. biens 
r220-246). 

li. De douaires (247-264). 
12. De garde noble et bourgeoise (265-271). 
13. Des donations et dons mutuels (272-288). 
14. Des, testaments et ex6cutions d'iceux (289-298)9 

- 15, Des successions en ligne directe et collat6rale 
ý299-ý344)'- 
16. Des, criees (345-362). 

19. The literature on the reception ofýRoman law is voluminous* 
A useful general introduction (in English) is H. R, Hahlop and 
E. Kahnq The South-African Legal System-and its Backgroundt 
19689 ch. XVP pp-484-523 ("The Reception of Roman Law"); see 
also the old fashioned, P. Vinogradoffq Roman Law in Mediaeval 
Europet 2nd. ed., 1929p Ernst Levy, Gesammelte Schriftent II 
Vol-. -T, I'Vulgarisation of Roman Law in the Early middle Ages, " 
pp. 220-247 is also of interest. On the humanist attitude to 
Roman lawv see M. P. Gilmoret Humanists and Jurists. Six Studies 
in the Renaissance# Harvard, 1963. Some us-ef-Ul information 
may be found in W. Kunkel# An Introduction to Roman Lewal and 
Constitutional History, 2nd ed. trans. Kelly, Oxford 1973P 
at PP-177-191: (see also his bibliography at pp. 227-A). See 
also P. Koschaker, Europa und das r6mische Rechtp 1953: of this 
work,, I have used the translation by Biscardi into Italian as 
L'Euro_pa e il Diritto Romanoy Florence, 1962.1, 
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Mediaeval periodp the received Roman law became regarded 
as the ius commune of most of EuropePoThis acceptance of 
the Roman law as the ius commune had political implications 
because of the claims of the Holy Roman Emperor to be the 

successor of the Roman EmperorsF'*The French Crown resisted 
the reception of Roman lawp because such a reception might 
imply that the King of France was subject to the Emperor. 

22. 

The reception of Roman law in the south wasy howevert a 
fait accompli, 

ý3* Lest the argument be put that this 

necessarily implied the sovereignty of the Emperor# a theory 

was developed to the effect that the droit 6crit was applied 
in the Midi only as custom and only with the permission 

24.25. 
of the French kings: rex in regno guo est, imperator. 

Roman law. 9 howeverp was taught in the universities in 

all of France: 26* 
and, indeedt until the modern periodo the 

27. 
only laws taught in universities were the Roman, and Canon. 

In 1219t howevers, the public teaching of Roman law was 
28. 

prohibited in Parisq in the heartland of the droit coutumier. 
(This ban lasted until 1679, although an exception was made 

in favour of Cujas. )29. 
aaaaaa- 

20. This statement compresses a lot of history and begs many 
questions: see H. Coingg "The Roman Law as Ius Commune, on the 
Continent". * 89 (1973)p PP-505-17, for a useful 
discussion. 
21. On the political implications, see W. Ullman. Law and 
Politics in the Middle Ageaq 1975, pp-51-116, esp. at p. 67. 
22. See, e. g.,, E. ChCnon,, "Le Droit Romain A la Curia Regis 
de Philippe-Auguste A Philippe-Le-Bel, " pp-195-212, M61anEes 
Fitting. vol. l. 1907 (repr. 1969),, and Koschaker2 op. cit-v 
PP. 134-9. 
23. See e. g. General Surveyp pp. 204 and 206-7; also Fo 
Calassov Introduzione al Diritto Commet Milanp 1951p at pp. 
134-5 and 3119 (hereinafter cited as Diritto Comune and his 
Medio Evo del Dirittot Milant 1954, p`p-. 6j'_jý-13_. (hereinafter 
cited as Medio Evo). 
24. Seev especially Ch6nons a. cit. note 22, at pp. 209-210, 
especially his quotation from the 1312 ordinance of Philippe 
le Bel. 
25. See ibid. pp. 210-12 and Koachakers, 2p. cit. 9 P-1379 and 
Ullman, op. cit. note 21., at pp. 102-103. 
26. On the universities in France, see General Survey# pp. 
209-213. 
27. Not until 1679 was French law taught in Paris. It was 
only in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that in most 
countries the native law came to be taught in the universities. 
28. See W. Ullman, "The Y'rohibition of Roman Law in Paris 11 
60 J. R. (1948), PP-177ff; Ch6non, gp. cit. note 22 at pp. i4- 
201; General 

-Survey, pp. 211-212; Koschakert 2_p_. cit. PP-134-7; 
and Ullmanp 22. cit. note 210 at P-103. 29. See General7-Survey, p. 212. 
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Thust in the Midi, the Roman law was accepted as the 

custom In forcep whereas, in the northp the droit coutumier 
was the law in force# and Roman law had, in theoryt no place. 
The theory took no account of the tremendous attraction of 
the Roman law; an attraction enhanced by the fact that any 
university-trained lawyer would have studied Roman law. 

As pointed outv the Coutumes were not complete systems. 
In general# the Roman law was followed in the area of 
obligationsp and met little opposition. To a considerable 
extent# the customs themselves were interpreted using the 

30. Roman law. Brissaud states that the Roman law was used 

extensively in the rays du droit coutumier, and referred 
to constantly, even when irrelevant. 31- Given that the jurists 

would have their initial training in Roman lawq this 
influence is hardly surprising. Thuss the law as applied in 

the pays du droit coutumier, had over-all a distinctly 

Roman cast. An example of the adoption of the Roman law 

in the north is provided by the fact that, until its 

abolition in 1606, the Senatusconsultum Velleianum. was 

appliedý2 *An example of the penetration of Roman law into 

the very coutumes is provided by the work of Philippe de 

Remi de Beaumanoir: in his 1283 opusp Les Coutumes de 

Beauvaisiss although on customary lawq a great deal of 
Roman law influence may be traceds even though his book 

did not touch on those areas usually regulated by Roman 

law in the Days du droit coutumier. 
33e, 

Althoughp as a matter of fact, we can posit a great 
deal of Roman law influence in the droit cout umier, 

sufficient to allow us to regard this law as part of the 

--------- 

30. See General Survey, p. 207, and Chenon, Histoire G6n6rale 
du Droit Franýais Pub. lic et Privg, vol. 2. i.. * pp-331-334t 
and Fr. Olivi, 6r-Martin, Histoire,, pp-427-8. 
31- See General Surveyp p. 208. 
32. See furtherv introduction to chapter 4 infra. 
33. See P. Van Wetter, I'Le Droit Romain et Beaumanoir". 9 
M91ang-es Fittin . vol. 11,1908 (repr. 1969)t pp-533-582., 
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continental civil law traditiong it should be pointed-out 
that there were two schools of thought as to the use of 
Roman law in supplementing the coutumea. One school 
rejected the use of Roman lawp arguing that the Roman law 

should only be used when there is nothing in royal 
legislation, the particular custom concernedp and the 

general customs of France: this is an arg=ent that there 
is a general droit commun coutumi er (frequently identified 

with the Coutume de paris). 34- The other school of thought 

argued that the Roman law was the droit commun in the Days 
des coutumesý5- Neither school of thought had defeated the 

other by the end of the Ancien R6gime. It should be 

recalled that there was no dispute that the law of 
36. 

obligations was Roman (as indeed were some other areas). 

One can conclude that the law brought into force in 

Louisiana in 1712 was an amalgam of codified customo royal 
legislation and Roman law (as received). Thus the law In 

Louisiana formed part of the civil law tradition. Dart has 

showng using the records of the Superior Councilp that it 

is clear that the Procureur du Roit the leading lawyer, of 
the colonyv was well acquainted with the best and most 

useful commentaries on the Coutume de Parisq andq indeedv 

to some extentj with the Roman law. 37e 

2. Spanish Colony. 
France ceded Louisiana to Spain by the November# 1762, 

secret Treaty of Fontainebleaup which did not come into 

force until after the 1763 Treaty of Paris concluded the 
aa-aaa-- 

34. Seel e. g. General Survey, p. 208; Oalassop Medio Evo, ' 
p. 6140 and Diritto Oomunel P-312. 
35. See references in note 34 supra. I found. useful the 
arguments put forward by Bretonnier in his preface to the 
1708 Paris edition of the Oeuvres of Claude Henrys. , 36. See General Survey 

-. cit. 
.1p. 

209. See also Van Wetterv or 
note 33 at P-535 where he mentions the topics Beaumanoir 
did not cover, because they would be governed by Roman law. 
37. See Dartl "Law Library of a Louisiana Lawyer in the 
i8th Century", 

_25 
La. Bar Association RelDts. p 

(1924)9 pp. 
12-29 at pp. 22 28* 
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Seven Years War. 38-Spain did not attempt to enter into 

possession until 1766, when Don Antonio de Ulloa arrived 
at New Orleans to be governor? 

9'He 
was expelled in October 

1768 by an uprising of the Louisiana populationP- Under 

authority of a royal c6dula issued at Aranjuez on 16th. 

Aprily 1769p Don Alexandro O'Reilly was sent with a' 

military force to receive formal possession of the colony 
under international law as part of the territory of the 

Spanish King: O'Reilly took formal possession of the colony 
on August 18th., 1769.41. 

Under the system to be described belowl the Castilian 

law as adapted, was applied by Spain to her colonies in 
the Americas. Unlike most of, the Spanish conquests, ' 

Louisiana already had a functioning legal system of some 

sophistication. When Ulloa was governorl it appears that 

the Spanish authorities did not intend a drastic change 
in the laws applicable, since a c6dula of March 27th. 9 17679 

ordering the abolition of the Superior Councilt provided: 
"That civil and criminal law suits and proceedings 
instituted between natives of the country. 9 orwhen 
a Spaniard or foreigner is involved, be commencedv 
continued and decided according to the laws and 
customs having a constant and uninterrupted force 
in the colony, and in situations which are either 
doubtful or have not been specifically contemplatedy 
according to the Laws of the New Compilation of 
the Indies, but when the lawsuit be instituted 
between Spaniards, it shall be decided according 
to the said Laws of the Indies. " 42. 

38. See A. S. Aitong "The Diplomacy of the Louisiana CessionvIl 
36 Am. Hist. Rev., 1931)v PP-701-720.. Eccles France in 

Rra, 7- 
. and J. P. America, pp. 215-17 

ý2p. 
cit. note 7 chap. 2 Lu 

Moorep Revolt in Louisiana. The Spanish Occupation 1766-IZLO., 
Baton Rougep 1976 at P-56. See also Baadej Marriage Contractsp 
pp-30-3i. 
39. Seet above allv Moorep P-R-2it. note 38v pp. 1-20 on Ulloa 
and the possession of Louisiana. 
40. See Yloorep 2R. cit,, pp*143-164. Moore gives a very 
detailed account of U loals governorship and the events 
leading to his expulsion. See also the interesting essay by 
Pierre H. Boulev "French Reactions to the Louisiana Revolution 
of 176811, in McDermottj French Ways (note 5 supra)t pp-143-157. 
41. For text of c4dulav see Batizav "The Unity of Private Law 
in Louisiana under the Spanish Rule. " (hereinafter Unity) 4 
Inter-American Law Review, (1962) PP-139-156 at pp-143-4., 
Ulloa had been unable to take formal possession due to lack 
of troops: see Moore, 9R. cit., p. 198; and on restoration of 
Spanish rule# see ibid-P PP-185-215. 42. For text of c6dula, see Batiza, Unityv pp. 144-6. The 
provision quoted is the sixthq ibid., P-145. The first 
provision provides for the abolition of the Superior Councily 
ibid* 
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These provisions were not Implemented. 

When O'Reilly took possession, the circumstances were 

changed. Baade has recently and rightly drawn attention 
to the treason trials held by O'Reilly after the rebelliont 

and has pointed out that it was decided that the correct 

criminal and public law to be used in these was that of 
Spain. 

43-He then points out that the conduct of these 

trials according to Spanish law pointed to what was to 

comep more especially since the Prench Louisiana legal 
Itestablishment" had been heavily involved in the 1768 

revoltý4. 

The c6dula of Aranjuez of 16th. April, 1769, had 

given O'Reilly more than sufficient authority to change 
the laws and. legal system generall&-and this he 

proceeded to do. On November 25thp 1769v he issued an 

ordinance which abolished the Superior Council, and 

established a Cabildo or city council in the style of 
local government in Spanish America. The ordinance also 

states that the administration of justice prescribed by 

the laws of Spain would be establishedo as throughout 

Spanish America 
ý6 ' The preamble of this ordinance further 

said that: 
"And as the want of advocates in this countryp 
and the little knowledge which hisneW subjects 
possess of the Spanish laws might render a 
strict observance of them difficult ... we have 
thought it useful and even necessary to form an 

. 47- 
abstract or regulation drawn from the said laws 

The promised abstract was also issued on the 25th. of 

Novemberg and contained mainly rules of procedure# though 

aaaa---- 

43. Marriawe Contracts, PP-35-6. 
44. Ibid-9 P-36. 
45. See reference, note 41 supra. 
46. The preamble will be found quoted in Batizap Unitylat 
pp. 140-141. (This is the part most relevant for our 
purpose 8 .) 47. See ibid. p-141. On the administration of justice in 
Spanish Ainerica,, the following may be found useful: Louis 
G. Hahle, "The Spanish Colonial Judiciary". 32 Southwestern 
Social Science guarterly,, (1951) pp. 26-37. 
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certain substantive law rules were also included. 48- The 
rules in the ordinance establishing the Cabildo were drawn 
in-the main'from the Recopilaci6n'de lae Indiasp while 
those'in the abstract were drawn mainly from the Recol2ilaci6n 

of Castile and the Siete PartidA 
, 
9* (On these books of law# 

see below. ), These two documents, (usually collectively known 

as . 
"O'Reilly's Code") were drafted by two academically 

tr ained lawyers who had accompanied O'Reilly to Louisiana ? 0. 

Early in the new year, O'Reilly issued sets of 
instructions toývarious local governors and commandants 
throughout the newly acquired territory. -These instructions. 9 
drafted by the same lawyers as was "O'Reilly's Code", were 

essentially-an adaption of the abstract to the needs Of 

communities and to circumstances outside New Orleansý"This 

division between New. Orleans_and the rest of Louisianao. isq 

according to Baadep reflected in the history of the law 

48., The abstract was entitled: "Instructions-as to the 
manner, of instituting suitsp civil and criminalg, and-of 
pronouncing judgments in general, in conformity to the laws 
of the Nueva Recopilacion de Castilla# and the Recopilacion 
de las Indias, for, the government of the judges and parties 
pleadingp until a more general knowledge of the Spanish 
language, q and more extensive information upon those laws 
may be'acquired: digested and arranged by Doct. Don Manuel 
Joseph de Urrustiaq and the counsellor Don Felix Reyl by 
order of his excellency Don Alexander Ol. Reilly. 9 Governor 
and Captain General of this provincep by special commission 
of His Majesty. " See Batizap Unityq pp-141-2 note 5. For 
an account of the contentsI. see.. e. g. 9 Darty courts and 
Law, PP-53-60. 
4-9-. See eege Baade, Marriage Contractat P-37. 
50- For this period and for probably the best account of 
OtReilly's workv see Baadev Marriage Contractsv pp-30-40t 
and his "The Formalities of Private ]Real Estate Transactions 
in Spanish North America", 38, La. L. Rev-, v 

(1977-8), 

pp. 655-745 at 682-6. 
51- See Baadeq Marriage Contracts,, PP-37-9 and-Real 
Estate Transactions (cit. supra note 50) at PP. 3-4. 
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applied from 1769 to 1803P in that the proper Castilian 
law was applied in New Orleans it8elft but not in the 
outlying areas. Baade has argued that we can describe 
the situation as that of a "dual state". 52. 

On October# 17th., 1769, O'Reilly had written to the 
Council of the Indies, stating his intention to introduce 
the same law as applied throughout Spanish America# and 
arguing why he thought it expedient to do 80.53-In a 
letter of January 27th, MOP O'Reilly was informed of 

54. royal approval of his actions. Formal, approval by royal 
.4 cedula, came on August, 17th, 1772, on the recommendation 

of the Council of the Indies? 5- 

In the past there had been considerable uncertainty 
over two matters: first, over whether or not O'Reilly was 
empowered to introduce the laws as applied in Spanish 
America; 

6 andv second, over whether or not he actually had 
57. done so? * There can now be-no-doubt: the work of Batiza, 

Baad ;8 &nd BrowR9has shown that O'Reilly was so empowered 
and had acted on the authority given him. The Laws of the 
Indies were introduced de facto and de iure. Baade has 

shown thatt early in 1770, even in outlying areas of the 
territoryý there was already an awareness that Spanish 

6o. 
American law (the law of the Indies) had been introduced. 

It is necessary to specify that the law introduced 

was that of the Indies, as Spain itself did not have a 

52. On his idea of "dual 8tatello see Real Estate Transactionsp 
pp. 684-6p and Marriage Contracts, pp-73-79. 
53- For text, see Batizag Unit . pp. 146-7. 
54. For text, see ibid. v PP-1 7-8. 
55. See e. g. Baadeq Real Estate Transactionsp p. 682. 
56. For the doubts, see Batizat anit 9 p. 142-3. and Browng 

_ ;X p 
Law - and Government, pp. 182-6. In 19129 Jefferson argued 
that the French law was the law in forcep(quoted Brown# 
ibid 

, .. 
pp. 183-4), "but this opinion reverses his previous 

viewsq and was designed to support his position on the vexed 
Batture uestiony (see Dargo 22.. 2it., pp-74-10i on Batture 
questioj. 
57. See Unity, passim. 
58. See e. g. Marriage Contractsq PP-30-40 and 73-79. 
59. Law and Government, pp. 182-6. 
60. See Marriage Con acts, P-74. 
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unified system of law. The political unification of Spain 

under the Reyes Cat6licost and the reconclu18ta had not 
brought about legal uniformity. There were many differing 

customs and lawst varying from district to districtý'* In 
1493., a Papal Bull provided that the lands discovered in' 
the Americas were to be the conjugal property of Ferdinand 

and Isabellap whose marriage had united Aragon and Castile: 

on the death of eitherp however, the new lands were to 
form part of the dominions of the Crown of Castilet but 

62. 
not of those of the Crown of Aragon. The Crown had a 
definite policy that so far as possibleg the laws of the 

new lands should be the same as those of Castile. 
63* 

Although the laws of Castile would applyp there was 
64. 

a great mass of legislation specifically for the Indies. 
The volume of legislation was such that, from the 16th. 

centuryv moves were made to collect the separate laws. 
65. 

This movement eventually resulted in 1680 in the Recopilacion 
de Lexes de los Reynos de las India. 8 

ý6. 
Few of the' provisions 

of the RecoT)ilaci6n touched on matters of what would now 
be called private lawl and so of paramount importance was 
the following ley: 

"Ordenamos y mandamos, que en todos los casosp 
negocios y pleytos. en que no estuviere decididol 
ni declarado lo que se debe proveer por las leyes- 
de esta Recopilacion, 0 por Cedulaso Provisionest- 
u Ordenanzas dadas, y no revocadasp para las Indias, 
y las que por nuestra 6rden se despacharent se 
guarden las leyes de nuestro Reyno de Castillap 

61. On the differing municipal fuerost 
' 
see S. Minguijonq 

Historia del Derecho Espalrolq Barcelonaq 1927t Vol-it 
pp-71-73; on the differing Mediaeval Kingdoms) see E*N, 
Van Kleffens, Hispanic Law until the End of the Middle Ages, 
Edinburgh. 1968,9 pp. 237-250; and see alsoy J. T, * Vance,, The 
Background of Hispanic-American Iaw. 9 New York, 1943P p7p. 202- 
230. On the separate provincesp see Minguij6nq op. git. p 
Vol. II; pp-7-120. 
62. See, e. g. Van Kleffensj, 92. cit., pp. 262-3t note 2. 
63. See ibid., p. 263 and note 3 thereon, and also# Angus 
MacKayq Spain in the Middle-Ages. From Frontier to INpirep 
1000-1500. MacMillan. 9 1977, p. 212. 
64. On-t-his, see Vancep 2p. cit., pp. 127-140 and 153-165; and 
Baadej Real Estate Transac . tions, pp. 666-668. 
65. On the movement to collect the lawsp see Vance# gp. qt. 
PP-155-165- 
66.1 used the 4th. Impresionp Madridp 1791. 
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conforme a la de Toro asf en quanto A la 
substancia, res6lucion y decision de los casosp 0 negocios y pleytost como a la forma y orden de 
8ubstanciar. " 67. 

up to 1614P Castilian legislation was automatically valid 
in the Indies; but after that datet it was only effective 
if reenacted by the Council of the Indies. 

68. 

The de Toro as referred to, provided an order 

of precedence for sources of Castilian law: 
69. 

first the 

laws-of Toro themselvest second, the Ordenamiento do 

Alcalg and indeed other ordenamientos and pragmaticasp 
thirds the Pueros hfunicipales, y Realesq andp last# the 

Siete Partidas. Hence# royal legislation in Castile was 
the primary source, then the Puerosp especially-the Fuero 

Real, and last the, Partidas.? O*The Leyes de Torojqýdating 

from 1505P themselves contained important provisions on 

private law? '* The Ordenamiento de AlcalA of 1348 contained 

a provision setting out an order of precedence of sources, 

similar to that of the Leyes de Toro ?2 "The Pueros 

Municiloales were local customs. 
73-The Puero Real was a 

custom applied throughout Castilep and introduced by* 

Alfonso X in 1255.74- Las Siete Partidasp stated by the 

ley to be supplementary if there be no provision in any 

other sources were a compilation of laws made for Alfonso X, 

but not achieving the force of statute until the Ordenamiento 

de Al , although much used previously as a work of 

doctrine. The Partidas provided a synthesis of the laws 

67. Rec. Ind. 11.1.2 (=Book 29 title It ley 2.; this system 
of references will be used for the other Recopilaciones. ) 
68. Rec. Ind. 9 11.1.39-40 for, royal C6duia of Decemberv 1b14- 
69. Y-ey I. 
70. See Van Kleffensp op. pit. pp. 232-4. 
71. On the Leys de Toro, p see: ibide, pp. 232-36; Vance, 21). cit., 
PP-117-120; Ming5i-j3n., 2j2. cit.,, vol. 119 pp. 12l-2; and the 
section by Altamirap in General Sur , pp. 632-4. 

, 72. On this ordenamiento, seep Van Kleffensp 2p. ait., pp. 218- 
2289 Vanceq 2R. cit. p--ýp-. 108-113p and Minguij6nj op. cit., 
vol. 1, pp. 82-3. 
73. See first Minguij6n reference, note 61 supra; Vance, 
aR-cit-9 PP-79-83- 
74. See Van Kleffensp 2p. cit. p pp. 167-171; Vancep 2p. cit.,, 
pp. 89-919 Minguij6nv oD., Sit. v vol. 19 PP-77-8- 
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and were Romanising in effect750Although the Partidas were 
last in the order of precedencep they were of major 
importancep and were the main source of private law in 

Spanish North America. 76. 

Some other-collections of law were important in 

Louisianag and deserve mention here. Firsto the Nueva 

Recopilaciong, issued by order of Philip II in 15679 was 

a collection of Castilian legislation up to that period. 
77. 

Thusp many of the Leyes de Toro were included in it. 
Secondq the Fuero Viejo was a collection of customs dating 

from the time of Alfonso VIII. Some have doubted its 

original legal authorityp and certainly it appears to 

originate in a private compilation. However this may beg 

it is referred to by the author of the de la Vergue 

. 
78. 

manuscript in Louisiana. The Leyes de Estilot probably 

of 1310P were a series of provisions of a doctrinal 

character clarifying the Puero Rea179-many were included 
-, 80. in the 1805 Novfsima Recopilaciont and references to them 

75. On the Siete Partidasy see Van Kleffensq U. cit. 9 pp. 
171-184; Vance, 2R. cit. p PP-93-107; Minguijont cit. 9 
Vol. 19 PP-78-809 Altamirap General Surveyt pp.. 

F20_--_6_32* 
I 

have generally used the 1972 Madrid reprint of the 1807 
Real Academia edition: the redactors of the 1808 D. O. 
would undoubtedly have used the edition of Gregorio Lopez; 
I have compared quotations here with Lopezt edition, to 
check for inconsistencies between the two. See Vance as 
cited for editions. On the various versions of the. Partidas,, 
and their elaboration, see A. Garcia-Gallop Manual de 
Historia del Derecho 2nd ed. Madridt 1964-9 PP-390- 
394f nos. 737-743. 
76. See Batiza, Unity., P-151p and note 19 thereon. 
77. On the Nuevap see Vancet. Rp. cit., pp. 121-4p and Minguijonp 
2p. cit.., vol. II9 pp. 122-3. In referenceso I will 
abbreviate it as Rec. Cast. (Castilla)p following the D. L, V. 
for convenience; see not767'supra for method of citation, 
In 1805 was issued the Novfsima Recopilacio'np which I will 
cite as Nov. Rec. I used the 1b40 Madrid edn.. of the Nueva. 
78. On the Puero Viejop see Minguij6np p_R-, 2i_t-p Vol-it P-776; 
Vancev 2R. Rn_. 9 1T, 787-5; Van Kleffensp 22-cit-v pp. 128-30. 
The Puero Viejo was first published in 1771 by Ignacio 
Jordan de y del Rio and Miguel de Manuel y Rodriguez: 
this is the edition I used. 
79. On them, see Vance, 2 -8; Minguij1n, op. cit., 

. p. cit.,, pp. 107 0 
Vol. 19 p. 81; Van Kleffenst 2p. cit. p pp. 215-6. 
80. See note 77 supra for method of citation. See Vance, 
cit., pp. 124-7. I used the official edition of Madrid, 1805. 
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are found in the de la Vergne manuscript. 

Although no more need be said on the formal sources 
of law introduced into Louisiana by O'Reilly, it is useful 
to discuss the place of the Roman law in the system outlined; 
more especially so since it has been pointed out that the 
Partidas were Romanising in effect. To this end it is 
necessary to discuss Castilian legal history. There are 
two aspects to the "reception" of Roman law in Castile: 
Firstv the enactment of Roman rules in legislationp andp 
secondp the use of Roman law as a supplement to legislationy 
custom and the like. 

The Iberian peninsula had formed part of the Roman 
Empireg'and, in 409 A. D. v had been invaded by barbarian 
tribesý'*Of these tribesp the most significant were the 
Visigoths. Visigothic rulers issued various "barbarian" 

codesp composed of Roman and German elements 
ý2 * The two 

earliest of these codes were that of Euric of 475 or 476 

and the Breviarium Alarici or Lex Romana Visigothorum of 
506.83*Under the king Reckesvinthp'there was a complete 
revision of the Visigothic law,, resulting in the 654 

promulgation of the, Liber Judiciorum. This redaction was 
revised several timess reaching its final form under Egica 
in 694.84- This work became known as the Fuero Juzgo. 

The Puero Juzjzog written in Latint was the last stage 
achieved by the Visigothic law, for shortly after its 

promulgation came the Moorish invasion and conquest of Spain. 
This work was a prime source of Castilian law. Its Roman 
law aspects were taken from a revised version of the code of 

81. On Iberia under Romep see Van Kleffenst a. cit. t PP-35- 
44P Minguij6nt pp. cit. vol. 1., pp. 16-33p Altamirav General 
Surveyj pp-592-4. -I 
82. On the Visigoths and their lawt see Van Kleffenst 9M. cit., 
pp-45-82p Minguij6nt 2R. cit. p vol. it pp-38-68 and Altamirat 
General-Surveyp PP-594-65-1. 
83. On these two codesp see Van Kleffens pR. cit., pp. 60-2 
and 62-70t Minguii6np 9M. cit. vol, lt ppqý8-9 and 40-It 
Altamira, General Survey, pp-596-601 and Vance, 9M. cit., 
pp. 35-43 and 43-67 
84. See Van Kleffenst 22. cit. 9 PP-75-6; Vancet 2p. cit. j. pp-50-2; Minguijdnt pp. cit. j. pp-41-2., 
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Euric: the Breviarium of Alaric had no-, influence95*The 

Roman-law influence was fairly markedo and one co=entator 
has described the work as an"especie de transacc16n entre 
las formulas y el rigorismo del derecho romano y las 

costumbres propias del pueblo godo ,. 86 *The Roman law itself 

had been abrogated by Reckesvinthl who allowed it. tolbe 

used only in educationý70 Garcia-Gallo comments that: 
11E1 derecho romano fu6 totalmente desconocido y 
a61o indirectamenteg en cuanto recogido en el Liber 
Iudiciorum o en los formularios visigodoag encontr3 
aplicaciön. " 88. 

The exact extent of the operation of the Puero Juzgo in the 

Christian areas during the period of Muslim occupation before 
89. 

the reconcluista is uncertain. We need not discuss the extent 
go. 

of Moorish influence on the law of Spain. 

So farg the Roman law known in the Iberian peninsula 

would have been the ante-Justinianic law of the Western 

Empire? 
"Just 

as the era of the reconguista begang the study 

of Roman law in its Justinianic form commenced in Italyp 

especially at Bologna. Spanish lawyers were not unaffected 

by the revival of Roman law. Many Spaniards went to Bologna 

to study? 
2. 

returning with many law books 
? 3-In the early 

thirteenth century came the founding of the Spanish 
a-SSS-SS 

85. See Van Kleff-ensp or-cit-, pp-76-7, Vance, acitov 
ppo53-4,, 86, Minguijdnp qp.. citoo volo 19 P. 42, giving the opinion 
of Francisco de . C97r-denas. 
87, See Van Kleffens, op. 2it., pp. 66-7 and 76-7. 
88, 'Opocit,., note 75 supra, at P-73o 
89. See, e. g. Altamira p General Surypz pp,. 603-4; Van Kleffensp 
q. R-cit- pp-79-809 Vance, 2p. Sit., Po5 8. 
90. Seep e. g., Van Kleffensp op. cit., pp. 94-113; Altamirap 
General SurvEZP Po581- 
91. From 544 to 6299 Byzantium controlled the 

, area around 
Cartagena. It is possible that the recently Completed 
Justinianic compilation was applied to this area: if so, 
it has left no tracep and may be discounted, 
92. See Altamira, "Les Lacumes de 1'Histoire du Droit Romain 
en Espagnellp Idglanges Fittingp vol. 1t ppo59-84 at 65-68; 
Calassov Medio Evol Po615 and Diritto Comunet P-321; also 
Van, Kleffens, U. cit. p pp., 176-7. 
93- See Van Kleffensp or-cit. P-177o 
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univer8ities994*here Roman and Canon Law were taught -Salamanca 
being a noted centre of legal studies? 

5., Tot until the 

modern period did the Spanish universities teach the 

autochthonous law ?6* Roman law thus became known in learned 

circles in the Peninsula. The different kingdoms reconquered 
from the Moorsp and the various existing states, received 
Roman law in varying degrees: the reception in Cataloniap 
for exampleg was particularly extensive? 

7* 

The use of Roman law had certain political implications. 
Castile was never part of the Holy Roman Empire - the ius 

commune was nevery even in theoryp in force ratione imperii. 

The formula rex in re o suo eat imperator has been referred 
to already *it is echoed in the second Partida: 

"Et tiene el Rey lugar de Dios pars. facer justicia 
et derecho en el Reyno en que es seln"orý bien asi como, 
desuso deximos quo lo tiene el emperador en el , 
imperio .... 11 99. 

Although Roman law was not applied ratione imperiip the 
Castilian kings were happy to use Roman law to re-inforce 
absolutism. 

i0of 

94. See Calassof Medio Evo, pp. 615-6. and Diritto Comuney 
pp-320-1; Koschaker, pn. cit. 9 P-1319 Garcia-Gallot pM. cit. p 
P. 84 no. 173; Van Kleffens, 2p. cit., pp-177-8. 
95. Van Kleffenst. 2p. cit. 9 P-17T. - 
96. See R. L. Kagang Students and SocieliX in Early Modern 
Spain, 1974, pp. 162-3p 226-7 and 234-5 on the teaching of 
Spanish law as distinct from Roman. This work is useful 
on the position of law in the university curriculum. 
97. See E. de Hinjosap "La R6ception du Droit Romain en 
Catalognet" M61anges Fittingv vol. 2.,, PP-39-408. 
98. See text at note 25 supra. 
99. Part. 2.1.7 (=second Partida, first title, seventh ley: 
this is the system of citation that will be used henceforth. ) 
(1807 edn. ) See also Koschakerq 

. 912. cit. p PP-137-8. The leyes 
of the first title of this second Partida carefully discuss 
the meaning of Emperor, King and their respective spheres of 
duty. Note that Alfonso X had ambitions to be Holy Roman 
Emperor: see Van Kleffens, op. cit., pp-150 and 212. See 
also Part. 2.1-5. for a similar sentimentthat the King 
rules like the Emperor in his Empire. 
100. See MacKay, 212. cit., pp. 99-100,133 and 138-140. The 
Aragonese Kings made similar use of Roman law; see ibid., 
PP. 111-113. Minguij6nq op. cit. vol. 1, p. 84 rightly states 
that "El influjo creciente del derecho romano y la 
preponderancia de los jurisconsultos en 41 formados 
favorecen la tendencia a la centralizacion y al absolutismo. " 
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The factors influential in the penetration of Roman 

law into customary law France would undoubtedly be 
influential in Castile. In the Mediaeval period a 
substantial number of lawyers would be university-trained, 
in Roman law. The Roman system would be attractive because 

of its apparent superiority over the native law. Some aspects 

of Roman law favoured the absolutist and centralising 
tendencies of the Castilian monarchy. The application of 
Canon lawq closely related to the Roman, would have created 
conditions receptive to Roman jurisprudence. The details 

of the reception of Roman law in Castile are still largely 

unresearched; but the above factors would result in the 

Mediaeval period in the increasing influence of Roman 

jurisprudence in legal circles: certainly all scholarly 
lawyers would have a thorough grounding in Roman lawe 

From this, some conflict between the native law and 
that of Rome may be deduced. The Fuero Real, for examplep 

was largely of native origint with some traceable Roman 

influences 101. in the nearly contemporary Siete Partidasp 

Roman law was very influential: "sopra tutto del campo del 

diritto privato e del penale, Vinfluenza dei testi romani 

e degl' insegnamenti dei piu celebrati glossatori italianit 

particolarmente Azzone e Accursiot e evidente. " 102. The 

Siete Partidas 
' were a major factor in Romanising the 

Castilian lawp and in many respects marked a dramatic change 
in the native law! 03*Although the Partidas were not officially 
in force until the Ordenamiento de AlcalA, it is clear that 

from the time of their redactiong they profoundly influenced 

Castilian legal thought! 04, Even the supplementary position 

of the Partidas in the Ordenamiento's order of precedence 

I 
101. See., e. g. Van Kleffensq 2p. cit.. q p. 180; and Altamirap 
General Surveyp p. 628 
102. Calasso, Diritto Comuneg-P-321 

typ pp. 621 
-Sury, 

103. -Sees, e. g., Altamirap General -2 and 628- 
32; Garcia-Gallop pp. cit. p vol. I. j p. 90 no. 188. t Minguijonp 
oD. q. i-t. Vol-it P-71 remarks: "El c6digo de la8 Siete Partidas 
contribuyo sobremanera a la preponderancia del Romanismo. " 
104. See, e. g., Altamira,, 2M. cit., pp. 622-3. 
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did not prevent them from becoming the major source of 
Castilian law. 105* 

That the Roman law was in itself widely used in Castile 
may be deduced from the fact that several Castilian kings 
tried to prevent its use. Thus in August 1258P in a 
letter to the alcaldes of Valladolid, we find Alfonso X 
himself prohibiting the observance of the Roman laws in 

106. Castile. In 14279 John II prohibited the citation before 
the courts of any civilian or canonist more recent than 
Bartolus or Joannes Andreae! 07. In 1713., the Council issued 
a resolution complaining of the belief that in the courts 
more weight should be given to the Roman and Canon laws 
than to the laws of Spain. 108. 

Certainlyp these laws seem to have been generally 
inneffective. Until the middle of the eighteenth centuryp 
all university instruction in law was in the Roman and 
Canon law! 09*Indeedv the Reyes Cat6licos had enacted in 
1493 that anyone seeking a royal judicial appointment 
should have studied canon or civil law for at least ten 

years in a Castilian or foreign universityllo*Although the 
LeA de Toro requirel"*that office holders be versed in 
the laws of the realm, it is doubtful if many new appointees 
would have had the stipulated knowledge. Kagan reports 
repeated complaints of the universities' failure to train 

adequately future magistratesp who left university unable 
to understand the law in force: he suggests that one 
reason for this was the failure of the universities to 
teach any law other than the Roman or Canon 112. Inevitably 

105. See ibid., p 663. 
106. See ibid'. 9 p: 622. 
107. See Calassop Diritto Comune, pp-321-2; Van Kleffens, 
op. cit.. * pp. 19-20 and 225--ý&; Altamira, General Survey, p. 632. 
108. See Altamirap General Survey, p. 66-5 and also PP-676-7- 
109. See referencýesq note 96 supra. 
110. Rec. Cast. 9 3.9.2. 
111. Ley 2. 
112. See a.. Sit.. 9 pp. 234-5. Kagants study is invaluable in 
helping understand the position of the letrados in 
Castilian society. 
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such lawyers would tend to view Castilian'law from the 

perspective of the law within which they were trained. 

Thusl although, in theory., the Roman law could only 
be used-as ratio scripta. 

113-except 
where introduced by 

legislation, there can be no doubt of its major influence 
in shaping Castilian law. Commentaries on the native law 

were endowed with massive civilian learning; the native 
law was interpreted using the Roman law. 114-Despite 

all 
effortsp the Castilian law became Romanised, and took its 
place in the European civilian world. 

115. 

Thisy then, was the system introduced by O'Reilly into 
Louisiana by applying the Laws of the Indies to the newly 
acquired'territories. There can now be no doubt that this 

system was in force in Spanish Luisiana both in theory and 
in practice. 

116. The Spanish judicial records confirm this, 

and two examples drawn from them serve as a useful 
illustration. In 1784, Juan Esteban Bore brought a court 
action to prove that husbands can appoint their wives tutrices 

to their children in their will, without calling a family 

meeting. Relying on the Siete Partidasp the court held 

this proved. 
117-In 

a 1771 case, brought by a tutor, the'court 

decided that the family meeting had no place in Spanish 

law I, 
and hence none in Louisiana. 118. 

113. As the de la Vergne manuscript recognised: see Avant- 
Proposp P-79 11ý VEgard des dispositions du droit Romainp 
elles ne peuvent kre citi6es comme Loix en Espagnep mais 
seulement comme raison ecrite. 11 
114. See infraq chapter 4. on the provisions of the Leyes 
de Toro, relative to the legal incapacity of married women. 
TT5. A neat concise discussion of the place of Roman law 
in Castilet and its introduction to the New World colonies, 
may be found in G. F. Margadant, "The Hallowing and the 
Hollowing of Roman Law, " Festschrift Vir Pan. J. Zepos, 1973, 
vol-' 3P PP-595-614 at PP-595-601. 
116: See referencesy notes 56-9 suprap and above allo Baadej 
1,11arriage Contractsp PP-73-9- 
117. Case quoted 24 La. Hist. Quar. (1941): Part. 6.16.4 
and 9 
118. ý La. Hist. Quaro (1925) 183. 
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The Territorial Period: the law prior to the 1808 Digest. 

In October, 1800, Spain retroceded Louisiana to France 

by the secret Treaty of San Ildefonsol on condition that 

Napoleon erect an Italian kingdom for the Duke of Parma, 

brother-in-law of Carlos IV of Spain; but with the proviso 

that France would not cede Louisiana to any third country. 
119' 

Napoleon attempted to put this plan into operationp butp 

disliking the Duke of Parmay persuaded Carlos that the 

kingdom be given to Parma's sons Luist Prince of Parma. 120. 

Although Napoleon had not fully carried out his side of 
the agreementv 

121-. he pressured the Spanish Crown into formally 

surrendering Louisiana to France in Octoberv 1802. For 

various reasonsp including the likely reopening of hostilities 

in Europep 122. Napoleon decided to sell Louisiana to the 

United Statesp and did so on April 30th. f 1803.123-Spain 

protestedt but in her weak state could do nothing; andp 

accordinglyp the French governmenty in the person of Pierre 

Clement de Laussaty newly appointed Prefect of Louisiana# 

received Louisiana from Spain on November 30th. p 18039 and 

transferred the territory to the United States on December 

30th. 9 1803.124-During his time as Prefectq Laussat made no 

significant attempt to alter the laws in forcep 125-andq 

therefore) the United States took control of Louisiana with 

the laws enforced by Spain still applying. 

119. On the background to this, see A. Deconde, This 
Affair of Louisiana, 1976, pp-91-6. 
120. Ibid. p. 1962 by the Convention of Aranjuez. 
121. Te--eibLd. P-104 for details. 
122. See ibid. 9 PP-157-8 and 162-6. 
123- On the negotiations, see ibid., pp. 167-175. 
124. It had been intended that the two transfers take place 
on the same day so that American troops could be on hand to 

quell any demonstrations. The Americans were 4ot ready on 
time, so that the transfers took place on different days: 
both-9 howeverp were peaceful: see ibid. 9 pp. 204-6. 
125. See Brownp Law and Government-, pp. 186-7; and Dargo, 
qp-cit-, P-105. 
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The vast territory acquired by the United States was 

split up. Lower Louisiana# centred around New Orleanstwas 
designated as the Territory of Orlean 1ý6. jt is with this 
Territoryp the future state of Louisianat that we will be 

concerned, as it was only here that civil law was preserved: 
upper Louisianat for examplet the future state of Missouri, 

quickly adopted common law. 127* 

A former governor of the Mississippi Territoryt 
William C. C. Claiborne# was appointed Governor of the 
Territory of Orlean 1ý8. His first official action was to 
issue a proclamation which provided for the continuance 
of the laws already in forcIF90 Thusp the Spanish Laws of 
the Indies remained in forcep although it was the earnest 
desire of President Jefferson to replace the existing laws 

with Anglo-American common law in order to aid absorption 

of Louisiana into the Union. 

Various writers have discussed the conflict and 

confusion over the laws in force in Louisiana prior to the 

promulgation of the 1808 DigeslP*This conflict was 
dominated by competition between the civil law and the 

Anglo-American common lawl and has been most carefully 
131 - investigated alreadyy so that it is unnecessary here to 

discuss it in any depth. There is a dispute over the 

sources of the 1808 Digest, a dispute directly relating 

to the history of Louisiana law prior to the redaction 

126.1 willp for convenience, continue to refer generally 
to the Territory of Orleans as Louisiana. 
127. See X. Knaupp "The Transition from Spanish Civil Law 
to English Common Law in Missouri", 16 St. Louis Univ. Law 
Journal (1971) pp. 218-231* 
128. W. C. C. Claiborne, and his governorshipp see Dargog 

. 2p. Rit.. 9 pp. 23-50. 
129. See Dargo$ ý2p. cit.. q P-105; Browng Law and Government, 
P-176 and her "Legal Systems in Conflict: Orleans Territory 
1804-181211 (hereinafter cited as Conflict) I American 
Journal of Legal History, (1957) ý-P-35-75 at P-36. 
130. See., e. g. Brown Conflict. passim, Dargog op. cit., pp. 
105-1532 A. Tatev "The Splend'idbFy-sý-ery of the Civil Code 
of Louisiana. " 25 La. Bar Journal, (1977) pp-29-39 at 
32-35. 
131. See references note 130 suprap especially Dargo. 
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of the coW2* Professor Pascal argues that, in his own 
termv "Spanish-Roman" law was in force in Louisiana prior 
to the Digest, the redactors were ordered to compile the 
Digest according to the law in forcep and that the 

redactors carried out their orderso so that the Digestp 
despite its copying from the French codet is in fact a 
Digest of the "Spanish-Roman" law. (He also considers 
that the Digest is not a "true code": this view we will 
assess below. )133-Professor Batiza, on the basis of 
painstaking comparison of the text of individual articles 
of the Digest with other legal materials, argues that the 

sources of the overwhelming majority of articles are to 
be found in the work of the French codifiersp and also of 
certain French doctrinal writers, although some articles 
are drawn from Castilianp Roman and English law. 

This dispute focuses not only on the actual source 

of many articlesp but also on the appropriate methods of 

research. In chapters four and five there will be a 

consideration of the two viewpoints as they relate to 

sections of the code and individual articlesp and2 in the 

concluding part of the thesis, both Batiza's and Pascal's 

work will be evaluated. However, some aspects of Pascal's 

views fall for consideration here. His view that the Digest 

is a guide to the "Spanish-Roman" sources, denies that 

there are innovations. From this two results flow. This 

view2 firstdenies there has been any borrowing from other 

systemsp andp secondp denies that the 1808 redaction is a 
"code". Were Pascal correct in these two contentionst much 

of this study would be invalidated, since it posits the 
- 

132. See on this dispute: Sweeneyq Tournament;, Batizag 
Sources, and Rejoinder; Pascalp RePlY; Franklinp Existential 
Force; Baade, Marriage Contracts at PP-83-4; Derby and 
McDonaldv "A Recent Discovery: Another Copy of Moreau Lislet's 
Annotations to the Code of 1808,11 47 Tul. L. Rev. g 

(1972-3) 
pp. 1210-1213; Dargo., pp. 156--164. 
133- See infraq section 47. - 
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redactors innovating and changing the law by selecting 
between competing sources. 

Pascal's view relies on the redactors considering 
themselves free to examine only the sources as laid down 

134. in the RecoDilacion de las Indias: this beingg in 

Austinian terms, the positive law formally in force by 
135. legislative authority of the sovereign. His view further 

relies on there being no use of or influence of French law 
in territorial Louisiana prior to 1808. These two points will 

now be considered in turn. 

A. Louisiana as a civilian jurisdiction. 

The period of redaction of the, Digest would tend to 

suggest that the redactors would be supporters of natural 
law theories: indeedv evidence from the Digest itself shows 
that this suggestion is correct136 *That the redactors were 

supporters of natural law implies that they would not 

consider their actions hampered by a narrow conception of 

the positive law in force in Louisiana. Furtherq, that the 

134. See text at notes 61-80 supra. 
135. Le. Pascal assumes that the theoretical approach of 
the redactors would be that of the positive theory of law 
as exemplified in the writings of John Austin (e. g. The 
province of Jurisprudence Determinedp Lectures on 
Jurisprudence. ); namely that the redactors would regard as 
law only that which has been posited or co=ianded by the 
sovereign. Thereforeq the redactors would feel free to 
examine only those sources formally in force in Louisianav 

-as the "national" law: other sources would have no validity 
since they lacked the sanction of the sovereign. On Austin, 
seep e. g. 9 G. W. Paton, A Textbook of Jurisprudencep 4th. 
ed. Oxfordy 19729 pp-5-14. Ibr consideration of Austin as 

, an analytical philosopher, see A. R. Whitep "Austin as a 
philosophical Analyst"t 64 Archiv FUr Rechts-und 
Sozialiohilosophie, (1976) PP-379-399 and 5. Maherp "Analytical 

-philosophy and Austin's Philosophy of LawlIp ibid. p pp. 40i- 
41'6. 

ý 
W. L. Morisonp "Some Myths about positi-vism", 68 Yale 

Law Journal (1958-9) pp. 212-233, gives a sympathetic 
treatment of Austin. E. Rubenp "John Austin's Political 
Pamphlets, 1824-1859".. pp. 20-41 in Perspectives in 
Jurisprudencep ed. E. Attwoollq Gla-sgowq 19770 argues that 

, Austin's positivistic view of law is due to his role as 
defender of the middle class. 
. 136. See infrap final part of thesis on the 1808 Digest. 
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redactors should consider non-Castilian sources in drawing 

up the code is hardly surprising anyways considering that 

codification is linked to evaluation of the law in 
137. 

comparison with other legal systems. Indeed# the redactors 
of the 1825 Civil Code of Louisiana (one of whom had been 

an 1808 redactor), in their introduction to the 1823 Projetp 

specifically mentioned this process of evaluating the law 
in the light of other systems of law, stating that in their 
task of revising the civil code they would "keep a reverent 
eyelt on the legal principles of the past. They described 
the Siete Partidasp the English law and the"comprehensivell 

Codes of France as "rich mines from which we can draw 
treasured of Legislation"; but they further remarked that 

where these systems differ they would refer to Roman law# 

described as "eternal truth"y "prophetic legislationllp and 

as containing "maxims applicable to all nations., at all 
times and under every form of government. " 138 "There is 

no reason to suppose that in 1808 the redactors had thought 

dif f erently. 

The redactors'conception of the ro""le of Roman law is 

significant: they clearly equate it with ratio scripta. 

As pointed out earlier, in the mediaeval period the Roman 

or civil law came to be regarded as the ius commune of 

much of Europe. 139-As in Castile and FranceO140-the Roman 

law supplemented and even superseded the local law in a 

substantial part of Europe. 141-This 
resulted in there being 

a fairly fundamental similarity between much of European 

law. Whatever their nationality, the jurists who used and 

137- See ch. 1 
' supra,, at section 3. As to whether or not the 

Digest of 1808 can truly be described as a codep see infral 
section 4. 
138. Preliminary Report of the Code Commissionersq Dated 
February 13,1823.9 pp. LXXXV-XCV at pp. LXXXIX-XC, of vol. I 
of Louisiana Legal Archives.. New Orleansp 1937. The Report 
will be hereafter cited only as 1823 Preliminary Report, and 
the Archives as only Ia. Lea. Arch., with relevant volume 
no. and page. 
139. See references notes 199 20,21 and 23 supra on this. 
140. See text at notes 13-36 and 81-115 surra 
141. See references as cited in note 139 supra again. 
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wrote about the Roman law# through their university 
trainingg shared a common legal cultural background. 

Students would readily study abroad; teachers moved from 

country, to country. Because of this common legal culture# 
and because most juristic works were written in Latinp legal 

ideas were readily passed from one country to another. 
It should be remembered that,, before the development of 
the humanist approach to Roman lawq the Roman law was 
studied as law immediately applicable. For examplep Voet 

142 in his Commentarius ad Pandectas, *hich dealt with both 
the Roman and the modern lawy cited many foreign authors: 
to indicate that this was not a more academic exercisep 
it may be pointed out that he infrequently cited humanist 

8143. scholarsp but cited many practice-oriented foreign writer 

By the seventeenth and eighteenth centuriesp howeverv 
W 

the idea of Roman law as the ius commune of Europe was 
being rejectedt and various systems of national law 

developing. 
144. It is clear, nonethelesso that the various 

civilian legal systems continued to influence one anotherp 

not only in juristic writing, but also in legal practice. 
Some examples drawn from the work of Coing neatly illustrate 

this. Firstv in the eighteenth centuryq the Hanoverian 

Court of Appeal used the works of Argentr4p a sixteenth 

century French commentator on local custom. Secondq a 

Portuguese judge is known to have used the writings of the 

German jurist Carpzow in his work. Thirdp the German 

bankruptcy law originates in the writings of a seventeenth 

142. Vol. 1., 9 1698; vol. 11., 1704. 
143- See R. Feenstra and C. J. D. Waalp seventeenth Century 
Leyden Law Professors and their Influence on the Development 
of the Civil Law. A Study of BronchorBtg__vlrmius and Voet, p 
North-Hollandp Amsterdarn/Oxford, p-41. 
144. See Klaus Luig, "The Institutes of National Law in the 
Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries"# 17 j. R. (N. S. ) PP. 
193-226. This ist of coursep the p6riod of the development 
of the nation statep and, as seen alreadyp of the start to 
the teaching of national law in European Universities. 
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century Castilian judge. 145-This 
mutual influence of the 

civilian systems continued into the nineteenth century: 
the century when the Code Napoleon influenced the law of 
most civilian countries. Zajtay explains it thus: 

I'Llunit6 de la famille des droits romano- 
germaniquesp fond6e sur la re"ception du syst6me 
scientifique du droit romain, s est trouv6e de 
son c8t6, it la base de nombreux phýnomanes 
int6ressantsp notamment des 6changes et see 
influences r6ciproques qui ont en lieu entre 
ses droits au cours de leur histoire. Rappelons 
notamment que cette unitd a Rermis au droit franpis 
de jouer au Me siAcle le role d1un v6ritable 
droit commun des pays latins. " 146. 

Thust one may say thatp in civil law Europey there was a 
free flow of legal ideas from one area to another:, the 

various civilian systems borrowing, from and influencing 

one another. The civil law was regarded as supra-nationalp 
transcending national legal systems; whether it was conceived 

of ast in the early periodt the ius, commune, j orp as later# 

ratio scripta. 

There is evidence of this Itsupra-national" outlook 
in Louisiana prior to and after codification. During the 

period of conflict prior to the promulgation of the Digestp 

there was a clear tendency to oppose civil law to common 
lawp regarding civil law as the Roman law in modern use* 
The civil law was identified as a whole system with minor 

national variations opposed to the Anglo-American law. 

Thusy after Governor Claiborne, had vetoed the Act of 1806 

which laid down the civilian sources to be consulted in 
147. 

Louisianap the New, Orleans' newspaper# Le Telegraphep 
-_------ 

145. See H. Coingo "The Roman law as Jus Commune on the 
Continent'll 89 j!. qL. Rg, (1973), PP-505:: 1-7 at 514ý5- 
146.1. Zajtayg I'La-permanence du Droit Romain dans les 
Systbmes Juridiques Continentaux", 18 Rev. Int,. de Droit 
ComT). # PP-353-363 at P-359. 
147, The text of this Act may be found in Brownp Conflietp 
pp. 47-8p and Frankling Expulsionp at P-323. 
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in June, 18069 published a "Manifesto" which stated: , 
"We certainly do not attempt to draw_any parallel 
between the civil law and the common law; but, 
in shortj the wisdom of the civil law is recognised 
by. all Europe. " 148. 

In 18070 Edward Livingston proposed that an Anglo-French 
translation be made of the entire body of Roman and 
Byzantine lawo including some ante-Justinianic Roman law. 
He declared that mastery of the Roman law was indispensable 
for the Louisiana legislators, and that since Roman law 

operated in the Spanisho Portuguese and Dutch coloniesp a 
knowledge of it'would aid the Louisianians. 149-Livingston 

declared himself to be a convert to the Roman law. The 
debate over the law was couched in terms of the civil law 

against the common laws not the Castilian law as provided 
150. by the Laws of the Indies against the common law. if 

final proof were needed, it is sufficient to examine a 
statement of the 1825 redactors, who said it was their 
intention to free the: 

"Courts in every instance from the necessity 
of examining into Spanish Statutesp ordinances 
and usagesp Latin Commentaries, the work of 
French-and Italian Jurists., and the heavy tomes 
of Dutch and Flemish annotationss before they 
could decide the law. " 151. 

The sources listed are significant. Obviously the Spanish 

sources are given precedencep but they are followed by 

a whole train of learned civilian sources not of Spanish 

origin. This listing of sources relevant for reaching a 
decision would have been one familiar in any civilian 
coun I try before codification. 

152 *That the redact I ors of the 

148. This document may be found'quoted almost in full in 
Brownt Conflietv pp-49-52. The quotation here is at P-51. 
"149. See, Franklinj Expulsiong PP-324-59 note 2. 
150. See Dargo, 02-cit-v PP-105-153 passim. 
151.1823 Preliminary Report, at p. XCII. 
152. It is useful to compare the remarks of the redactors 
with the range and hierarchy of sources used in the decisions 
of the Rota Fiorentina in the eighteenth century. See G. 
Gorlaq, "A DeZlision of the Rota Piorentina of 1780 on 
Liability for Damages Caus-edby--T--H'e-Bffa-11 Game"', 49 Tul. 
'L. Rev., ('1974-5) pp. 346-57 at P-348. 
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1825 Code should stress Spanish law is also significant. 
In the period between 1808 and 18259 there had been a 
revival of Spanish (more properly Castilian) law'# resulting 
in decisions such as, Cottin. 153-It is important to note 
thatv prior to 1808p the "civil law" was not clearly 
differentiated by all into its national variations. 

The civilian legal systems borrowed freely from one 
anotherp the borrowing being facilitated by their common 
Roman law background. Louisiana formed part of this 
tradition. Thereforep those who are surprised at the 1808 

154. 
Digest copying much from the work of the French redactorsp 

or those who deny the possibility that it could have done 

sol55&re*mistaken. The 1808 Digest was following civilian 
.9 

tradition: indeedt many countries adopted versions of the 

French code far closer to the original than the Digest. 

Furthers given the influence of French sources in Louisiana 

during the early territorial periodp borrowing from the 

Code 19apoleon is even less surprising. 

B. French law in Louisiana prior to the 1808 Digest. 
The records of the Louisiana Superior Court in the 

. *and there was no Territorial period have disappeareJ56 

system of court reporting until the start of Martin's 

ReporJ27-in whi 9 ch the earliest reported cases come from 

1809. This makes it difficult to reconstruct what exactly 

was the attitude of the court, and the use it made of the 

various possible legal materials. Nonethelessq informal 

sources and accounts indicate that there was both knowledge' 

and use of French law in territorial Louisiana. It ist 

however, difficult to evaluate these accounts, and to decide 

153.5 Mart. 0. S. 93 (1817). 
154. Brownt- Conflictq P-58 states: "Why Brown and Moreau 
Lislet departed from their instructions and based the Code 
of 1808 upon the contemporary Prench codification is not known. " 
155. Batiza, Reply, pp. 607-9; Dargop op. cit, pp. 16O-4. 
156. ' See on this and lack of court reportingg Dargop. 2p. cit-q 
p. 225 note 17 and p. 246. 
157. Martint-s Reports of Cases_Arizued and Determined in the 
Surerior Court of the Territor. v of Orleans and in the Supreme 
Court of the State of Louisiana* I have used the 1846-1853 
reissue; but willy of courset use the oldp traditional 
mode of reference. 
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whether the reporters of the use of Prench law were 

simply mistakent or if there was a residual use of such 
law tolerated outwith the courtst ort indeedl if the use 

of French law was the result of the confusion and 

uncertainty in the courtsj58. It is usefult accordinglyp 

to examine a sample of such statements. 

In his recent study of marriage contracts in colonial 

and territorial Louisianap Hans Baade shows that, after 
the Purchases there was a revival of French foMS1599 He 

ha s thus provided particularly important evidence of the 

everyday use of French law. He does not thinks howeverp 

that'there had been before codification a "definitive 

reestablishment on a customary basis of French family 

property law". 160. 

One statement of interest is that made by Daniel Clarkq 
161. 

a prominent merchant of New Orleansp in answer to a query 

of Jeffersonp who sought information on Louisiana before 

the transfer in order to aid ratification of the treaty 

of transfer by Congres 162 
. *To the question: "Whence is 

their Code of Laws derived? ", Clark replied: 
"The Code of laws is derived from the Recopilacion 
de Indiasp and Leyes de Castilla &- les Uses & 
Coutumes de Paris for what respects usages and 
Customs.... " 163. 

Brown opines that Clark: 
"As a merchant ... knew that the laws of Spain were 
the official laws in force. As an individual# he 
may have known of instances where the French 

164. residents ... had been guided by French custom 
and law in private decisions and family relationships. " 

158. See Brownp Conflict, 
-passim; and Dargop M. cit-j 

pp-i05-153 passim. 
159. See Marriage Contractsp PP-54-57 and 79-42. 
160. Ibid. ýp. 80. 
161. See J. G. Clarkv Historyp pp. 272,336 and 251. At the 
time ofthe Parchasev'Clark was acting as U. So consul in 
New Orleans: ibid. P-215. 
162. See JefCe-rson to Claiborne, July 17th., 1803v quoted 
Brownp Law and Governmentp PP-170-i- 
163. Quoted ibid. p P-172. 
164. Ibid. 9, p. 182. Cf. Baadej Marriage Contractsp p. 80. 
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Edward Livingston had taken up practice as an attorney in 
New Orleansp and was consequently in a position to know 
the problems of legal practice and the authorities cited 
and used in court. In Mayq 1804p he wrote thus: 

"The Governor conceives himself authorised to 
legislate and his ordinances in English mixed 
with those of his predecessors in Spanish and 
Frenchp the laws of Castille [sicjv the customs 
of Paris, the Leyes de Partidasq jes edit 

-s, 
du Roi, 

the Statutes of the United States and the 
omnipresent Common Law of England make a confusion 
worse than that of babel 165- 

One of the redactors of the 1808 codet James Browny in 

1805, stated it was necessary to adopt a code to ease the 

confusion in the courts and to aid a reception of comm n 

law before the territorial legislature started to functiong 

as: 
"The members of the Council and House of 
Representatives will generally be attached to 
French Laws and will pass only acts resembling 
the Civil Laws and the Spanish Ordinances 
formerly in force here. " 166. 

Both Clark and Livingston are reliable and credible 
witnesses to the law applied in Louisianap andp from their 

testimony, q one must conclude thatv at last to a limited 

extentp the French law was still applied in Louisiana. 

Both Livingston and Brown emphasise the confusion reigning 
in the courts: this is perhaps not surprising when one 

considers that the first judge appointed to the Louisiana 
bench was one John Prevost, a common lawyer. Indeedq the 

167. Louisiana Remonstrance of 1804, stated that the judges 

were "uncertain of by what codes they are to decidep 

wavering between the civil and the common lawq between 

- 

Io cit., pp. 111-112. ý165- My emphasis. Quoted Dargo Do 
166. Quoted Browng Conflict,, pp. rO-4-lat P-41. Cf. Dargov 
opocitev pp-114-5. - 
167. On which see Dargo, 22. cit., p-17- 
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168. 
the forms of French, Spanishand American jurisprudence.... " 
In an attempt to end this confusiong on the instigation 

of Prevostv a case was brought argued by the leading New 
Orleans attorneysf in which Prevost decided that the civil 
law was in force in T-ouisianap including in. the definition 

of "civil law", the Romany French and Spanish laws 169 *The 

1825 Codep in article 3521p states that the French law had 
been in force along with the Spanish and Romany when- 
Louisiana was acquired by the United States. This is 

valuable evidence of the use of French law. . 
From this brief surveyv one may conclude that French 

law was both known and applied in Louisiana before 

codification. It was applied perhaps as a result ofv 
firstp the uncertainty over the laws in force arising out of 

the transfer of sovereigntyp secondq the influx of 
American attorneyst ignorant of the exact nature of the 

law in forcey and thirdp the only judge. being common law 

trained and uncertain as to the law to apply. Two 

important conclusions may be drawn from the above discussion. 

Firsty it would appear that some knowledge of French law 

must have been fairly widespread and access to French 

legal materials possible during the territorial period. 

This means that there would have been no difficulty for 

the 1808 redactors in drawing on pre-codification French 

sources had they so chosen. It is evident that the 170. 
redactors had access to the French code-and its 1800 ieLoj2t. 

Second, there seems to have been some use of French law 

in the early territorial period. That there was some use 

of French law would tend to-suggest that the redactors 

would be inclined to utilise French law in drawing up their 

code especially since French law had been given Judicial 

authorisation. Such an inclination would be sýpported by 

the civilian "supra-national" attitude in TA)uisiana outlined 

above. 

168. Quoted Dargog OD-alt., P-117. 
169. See Dargo. 9 pR.. Sit. g, P-132. On the need for this 
casep see Browng Conflict, pp-38-40. 
170. Batiza, Sources., p. 11; Pascalv ReplYq p. 625. 
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11 Pascal's view, # that the 1808 Digest was composed of 

"Spanish Roman" law because "Spanish Roman" law was the law 

in forcep may be discountedp and for two reasons. First$ 

the civilian tradition in Louisiana was not one which had 

a rigidly positive and nationalistic outlook on law. Secondt 

to some extentp French law had been used in Louisiana, and 

had even been given judicial authority. 

It is convenient# if not quite logical, to allude here 

to the Anglo-American common law. Some of the preceding 

quotations have referred both to its influence in Louisiana 

and to the desire of many Americans for a Louisianian 

reception of common law. Knowledge of common law was 

obviouslý widespread in Louisiana, many American attorneys 

having moved to New Orleans. All this, taken in conjunction 

with the fact that one of the redactors was by training-a 

common lawyer,, would have allowed the redactorsp in their 

work of codificationp to draw easily on common law. 

4. The 1808 redaction: "digest" or "code"? 
There is a dispute over whether or not the 1808 Digest 

should be classed as a "digest" or a "codell. 171 ., From the 

discussion in chapter one172. of the distinguishing features' 

of a code, it would seem correct to define the 1808 redaction# 

offici ally entitled, A Digest of the Civil Laws now in force 

in the Territory of Orleans , as a code in the Romanistic 

civilian tradition. The dispute centres over the meaning 
to be attributed to "code" and "digest". Dargo gives a 

neat definition of both: 
"A digest is a summary or compilation of pre- 
existing. law designed to make that law known and 
available. Prior law remains authoritative. A code, 
on the other hand, replaces prior law and itself 
becomes the definitive and final statement of the. 
law for purposes of adjudication. " 173. - 

171. See chap. I section 3, 
notes 133-137 supra. 
172. See section 3 of chap. 
173.2P. -cit-9 P-157 

and text of this chapter at 

I. 
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Dargo believes the 1808 redaction to be a "digest",, and 
so does Professor Pascal. Pascal claims that the work is 

a "digest" in order to reinforce his argument on the 

sources: this is because, if the redaction is a "digest" 

or compilatibn of the laws previously in forcep the sources 

of the redaction must be the existing "Spanish" law. 174. 

T. W. Tucker also argues that the Digest is a mere "Digest 175. 
of the Spanish laws1which retained their subsidiary force. " 

Professor Batizap taking the opposing viewp remarks that: 
"The Code of 1808... in scope, structure and 
drafting technique is an authentic civil code 
in the western tradition inaugurated by the Code 
Civil des Francais in 18049 rather than a digest. " 176. 

On the basis of the previous discussiont Professor Batiza's 

view must be taken as correct. 

Although Pascal himself puts forward no arguments for 

the 1808 redaction to be considered a I'digest". 9 Dargo does 

argue fo 
,r 

their viewpoint, acknowledging indebtedness to 
178. 

Pascal for the argumentsj77*Tucker also argues for his view, 
With one exceptionp all these arguments relate to matters 

Outwith the structure and contents of the actual code. 

This otherwise pointless dispute must be discussed as Dargo 

and Pascal use their "digest" theory as further proof that 

the sources of the 1808 redaction are Spanish. (They do 

not appear to realise the circularity of their argument: 

since only Spanish sources were usedp the 1808 redaction 

is a "digest"; that it is a "digest" proves that only 

Spanish sources were used. ) Were the code a "digest" - as 

they have defined it - this study would beg to some extent, 

pointless: the redactors would not have been selecting 

freely among competing provisions or consciously updating 

the law. 

174. Pascal, Re]21 , p. 604, note 4. 
175. T. W. Tucker, Interpretation of the Louisiana Civil 
Codes, 1808-1840: The Failure of the Preliminary-jiýleq 
unpublished LL. M. thesisp UniversifY of Glasgowq 1972p at 
p-94: hereinafter cited as Tuckert WC. Interpretation. 
176. Batizat Rejoinder, p. 630- 
177. U-cit. p. 232 note 11. 
178. Tucker, WC Interpretationg pp. 101-108. 
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The arguments of Dargo and Tucker are the following. 
First., the word "Digest" was used to describe the redaction. 
Tucker quotes the full titIP*and declares that it 
"implies ... that the work is but an outline, a resumd of 
a larger'systemo which is to remain in force. 11180* Dargo 
does not explicitly argue on the basis of the title. 
Secondv the preamble to the statute providing for the 

promulgation of the digest/code stated that: 11... it had 
become indispensable to make known the laws ... and to 

collect them in a single workv which mijzht serve as a 
gRide, for the decision of, the courts and juries without 
recurring to a mutiplicity of books. ooo , 181. Dargo remarks 
that "a gui 

I de to sourceswas not a finished code". 
182. 

Thirdp the, Digest 'in article 3 (pp. 2-3) of its preliminary 
title apparently recognises custom as a source of law. 

Dargo argues that: "Since modern civil codes are based 

on legislative positivism this provision contravened a 
fundamental principle of code law" . 

183"Fourth, section 2 

of the Act promulgating the Digest stated: 
"And be it further'enacted,, That whatever in 
tFTaEc_i'ent civil laws of, this territory2 or 
in the territorial statute, is contraryto 
the dispositions contained in the said digest, 184. 
or irreconcilable with them, is hereby abrogated. " 

Dargo deduces that "The-obvious reference was inescapable: 

all other prior law not so abrogated remained in force. " 185. 

Tucker reaches a similar conclusion 
186. Fifth. 9 Dargo and 

Tucker both point to a series of decisions in which the 

Louisiana courts adopted the view that the 1808 compilation 

. 
187-Sixth. 

was merely a "digest" (in their definition) 

179. I. e Digest of the Civil Laws Now in Force in the 
Territory of Orleans with Alterations and Amendments Adapted 
to its Present System of Government. 
180. LCC Interpretation., p. 101. 
181. ' Dargols'emphasis--Tý2. cit. pp. 157-8) - the reason for 
giving it will be made obvious. For actual text of Act, see 

0 
J. H. Tucker, "Source Books of Louisiana Law"p,. La. Le Arch, 

oLks Vol. It PP. XIX-XX. (Hereafter cited as Source 
182. Q2-cit-9 P-158. - 
183. Ibid. p. 158. 
184. For texto see Tucker, Source Bookapp. XIX. 
185- OP--cit-t P-158. 
186. LCC Interpretationt p. 101. 
187. Dargo, 92. cit.. * P. -158; Tuckert LCC Interpretation, 
pp. 109ff. 
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Dargo, points to a letter of Claiborne to Secretary Madisong 
in which the former said: "The 'Civil Code' alluded to in 

my last letter is nothing moreýthan a 'Digest of the 

Civil Laws in 3brce in this territory'. " 188 *Tucker# as 

contemporary evidence, quotes the writings of Marting 

Moreau Lislet and Carleton. 9 and Mazureau, 
i8q. 

Seventh# 

Tucker argues for his "digest" view from the purpose of 
the redactions stating that the Louisianians "did not 

codify to do away with the old laws; they codified so they 

could keep them. 11190* 

We will deal with these arguments in turn. 

I No significance should be ascribed to the use of the 

word "digest. " It is obvious that at this period the two 

words "code" and "digest"-could be used interchangeably. 

Similarlyp "code" could be used to refer to any body of 

laws. Many examples could be given of these usagesp 
191. 

but to prove the pointq only a few examples are necessary* 

The EncvcloR6die had declared that: 
"Code signifie en g6ndral-recueil de. droit,; mais 
on dome ce nomme A plusieurs sortes de recueils 
fort diffdrens les uns des autres". 192. 

There is ample evidence of this loose usage in Louisiana. 

In the introduction to their translation of the Partidass, 

Moreau Lislet and Carleton state: 
'I. ,. the legislature of the territory of Orleans* 
ordered a digest of those laws to be made.... 
This code commonly known under the name of the 
Civil Code.... " 193. 

-------- 

188. Dargo, P-Rocitop P*157- 
189. Martin s History of Louisianav Martin being the law 
reporter and judgep see note 157 surra, Moreau Lislet azfd 
Carleton as translators of the Partidas. Mazureau whom 
Tocqueville interviewed: see chap. 2 at notes. 43 and 47. 
See for Tucker's argumentp LCC Interpretation., pp. 105-109. 
190. LOC Interpretation. 9 pp. 102-105. 
1919 Some will be found in section 3 of this chapter. See 
also Dargop 2p, cit-9 Pp. 105-153 Mssi-m- 
192. Vol. III., 1753Y 8-v- "Code" of Diderot and D'Allembert's 
Encyclop9die, on Dictionnaire Raisonnd des Sciences et des Ar 
et des M6tiers rar Une Soci 6 de Ge: Rs de Lettresp Paris 
Neufchastelj, 17 vols., 1751-b5. 
193. Quoted Brownp Conflict, PP-74-5- 
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T, he Manifesto in Le Teleprraphe'94-said of the vetoed 1806 
Act: "By this measure one will not place the courts so to 

speak between the different codes....,, 
1950The 

civil law 

and the common law were the "codes" referred to. The 

Louisiana Remonstrance stated that the judges were "uncertain 

of[byjwhat codes they are to-decidet wavering between 
the civil and the common law. , 196 *The whole corpus of 
Roman law could also be called a "code". 197-James Brownp 

one of the Digest redactorsp wrote thus: 
"The Civil Law -'The Spanish Ordinances - the British 
statute and Common Laws, and the codes of all the 
States are spread before us,,, *" 198. 

"Code" and "digest" had very similar meanings in Louisiana 

at this period: both could be used to refer to any 

compilation of law# and "code" could refer to any whole 

system of laws. 199-Purthermore, "digest" as a term 

meaning systematic compilation of laws was familiar in 

any civilian jurisdiction because of the Justinianic 

compilationg and no significance should therefore be 

attached to its use. Therefore, the argument of Tucker 

on the basis of the title should be dismissed. 

2. The preamble to the statute promulgating the Digest 

does not bear the interpretation 'put on it by Dargo. The 

preamble states that the Digest was intended to 

"serve as a guide for the decision of the courts 
and juriesp without recurring to a multiplicity 
of booksp whichp being for the most part written in 
foreign languages, offer in their interpretation 
inexhaustible sources of litigation. " 200. 

It is unclear how Dargo manages to make "a guide for the 

decision of the courts" come to mean "a guide to sources. " 

194. See notes 147 and 148 supra, and text. 
195. Quoted in Brownp Conflict, pp-74-5. 
196. Quoted Dargop a. cit., P-117. 
197. See James 1,11orkmang quoted ibid. p. 124. It is obvious 
he does not refer merely to the Codex Justinianus. 
198. Brown to Breckinridge, JanuaLýryy22nd. p 18059 quoted 
Brownp Conflict, pp. 40-1. 
199. See also Frankling Existential Forcev P-83. 
200. See notes 181 and 184 supra. " 
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The real meaning is obvious: the legislature intended 
the Digest. to supplant the, old sources, to make examination 
of them unnecessary. The preamble conceives of the Digest 

as something new replacing the old sources - exactly the 

opposite of the meaning Dargo attributes-to it. Further, 

and most damningly for the Dargo-Pascal thesis# the notion 
that the Digest was a guide to the, sources iý contradicted 
by section 5 of the same statute which states that, in the 

case of "obscurity or ambiguityp fault or. omission", the 

courts should consult both the French and English texts 

which should "mutually serve, to. the interpretation. of one 
and of the other. 11201 *Were the Digest articles merely, a 
guide to'sourcesp this provision would be unnecessarys as 
the courts could examine the original text. This section 
of the statute clearly envisages the Digest as being the 

ultimate authority. Therefore, the preamble of the Act 

promulgating the Digestv and the Act itself both conceiNe 
of the Digest as something new. replacing the old sources. 
The preamble has a meaning exactly the opposite of that 

attributed to it byDargo. 

3- The argument based on the Digest's recognition of 

custom as a source of law is irrelevant. Such recognition 
is not necessarily inconsistent with the principles of 

codification. 
202 The article defines what is custom 

recognisable in law. It poses a distinction between loi 

and, coutumep both of which come under the-generic term 

droit. Dargo apparently thinks that defining custom as 

a source of law means that the, Digest may be supplemented 
by customp and accordingly is not a "true code". This 

does not follow. That custom, is defined as a source of 
law (droit An the abstract does not-detract fpom the 

-a--S-a- 

201. Tuckerp Source Booksp pp. XIX-XX. 
202. The Swiss--U =v Code-of 1907 rec gnises customary law 
as a souVce supplementing the code: "I d6faut d1une 
disposition legale applicableg le juge prononce selon"le 
droit coutumier .... " Art. lt 2nd. paragraph. 
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Digest as a code of loi* The article is merely didactic 
in intentiong and was copied from article 5 of the 

preliminary book of the Projet de Van VIII (1800), which 
was excluded from the finished Code NapoAonp not because 
the codifiers had changed their mindq but because definitions 

could more appropriately be dealt with by doctrine. 203-The 

1800 Projet was used as a source and model by the Louisiana 

redactorsp and it is likely that this article was selected 
for the sake of logical completeness: since the aim of 
the Preliminary Title was to define. droitt customp as one 

aspect of droitv had to be defined04*This articlep 
therefore, should not be taken as an indication of the 
1808 Digest not being a "true code". 

4. The statutory provision abrogating all laws contrary 
to the Digest provisions orirreconcilable with them did 

not inevitably mean that the pre-Digest law had to be 

consulted in order to discover what were the complete 

provisionsof the law. This view originates in a series 

of court decisions starting in 1812, which will be examined 
below. As shown above (under 2) the avowed intention of 
the legislature was to avoid the necessity of consulting 
the old law. If section 2 is read along with the preamblep 
it is apparent that the legislature intended to prevent 

any reference to the old laws: firstp to avoid delay and 

expense in litigationt and secondq to avoid attempts to 

overthrow the provisions of the Digest. Tucker argues as 

follows: 
"It is not enough to argue that the Digest's 

203. See Portalisq "Exposg des motifs" in Fenetq Recueil 
Complet des Travaux Pr6paratoires du Code Civil't vol. 6,, 
pp-42-3. Cf. A-J. Arnaud, Essaid'Analyse Strubturale du 
Code Civil Frangais. Paris,, 1973P pp. 43-5. 
204. Colin and Capitant, in Traitg de Droit Civily 1957 
edn-p vol. j. at no. 295 p. 1719 remark: "Malgr6 Vexistence 
du, code civilp malgre la pre6minence affirm6 de la loi, 
la coutume, sous diverses formes, continue a 9tre une 
source de droit. 11 See also F. Genyq Mdthode d'Interl: )rgtation 
et Sources en Droit Prive Positifq Louisiana State Law 
Institute translation, 1954y no. 112 esp. at pp. 226-7. 
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enactment implicitly repealed the old laws.... 
It is hard to believe that anyone could grasp the 
significance of a self-contained statement of the 
law without realizing2 not the utility, but the 
absolute necessity of repealing anterior laws. " 205. 

What is at issue here is the intention of the legislature. 

Tucker is arguing that because the legislature did not 

expressly repeal anterior laws, it must have been intended 

that they should still be used2 and2 therefore, the 1808 

Digest is not a "true code". This argument must be dismissed. 

As shown2 the intention of the legislature was clearly 
to avoid use of the old lawsv and2 contrary to Tucker's 

viewp'the legislature did not anticipate or intend a 

revival of the old law to displace the Digest. The 

legislature intended the Digest to stand on its own. 

A further point is that codification does not 

necessarily involve a complete abrogation of the old laws. 

The Quebec code of 1866 leaves open the possibility of 

appeal to the prior law ý06 'The law of 30 Ventose, an XII 

(21st. Marchq 1804)9 promulgating the French code 

abrogated the 
, 
ancien droit I'dans les matie'res qui. forment 

11objet du Code". (Should any topics exist completely 

ignored by the Codet the old law would still apply. ) This 

loi did not mention the droit intermoýdiairet which leads 

Marty and Raynaud to-conclude that: 
I'Le droit intermediaire au contraireq non compris 
dans la formule, d1abrogation ne disparaissait 
que dans la mesure ou il nld'tait, pas compatible 
avec le droit nouveau. " 207. 

This is the same, position as with the law promulgating the 

1808 Digest. Presumably neither Dargo, nor Tucker would 

argue that the 1804 Code Napolleon and 1866 Quebec code were 

205. LCC Inter]2retation, p. 102. 
eb, ''s 206. In articles 2b13 iiýd 2615: see J,. Brierley "Qu ec 

Civil Law Codification".. 14 McGill L. Journal (148), 
pp-521-589 at PP-556-8. 
207. G. Marty and P. Raynaud. Droit Givilt vol. 19 
Introduction Gene'rale ýL 1'Etu'd-e du Droitj Paris, 1972, 
F. 129 note 2. 
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not "true codes". This fourth argumentl therefore, must be 
di smi as ed. 

5. The next argument is based on Louisiana court decisions 

from 1812 onwards which restricted the application of the 

Digest. On this three points should be made. First, the 

Louisiana courts would appear to have wanted to restrict 
the operation of the Digest as much as possible# and to 

revive the Castilian law. 208. Secondy this revival of 
Castilian law seems to have surprised at least some 
distinguished Louisianian civilians. Third9 how the courts 
treated the Digest in the period 1812-1825p does not affect 
the inteption of the legislature and redactors in 1808 

that the Digest should be a complete code. To demonstrate 
these pointsp one of these cases will be discussed carefullyt 

showing how the court treated the Digest. The courts 
likewise tried to restrict the operation of the 1825 code 

and to continue their revival of the Castilian law. Unless 

Dargo and Tucker want to argue that the 1825 code was not 

a "true code", theY must admit that the motives of the 

court in restricting the Digest and reviving Castilian law 

were other than belief that the Digest was not a "true code". 

The, obvious case to discuss is the most importantp 

the watershed case of Cottin v. Cotting decided 1817.209. 

The plaintiff's son died leaving a pregnant widowq who 

was delivered of a child who lived only a few hours. The 

point at issue was whether or not the child inherited. 

The Digest had two relevant provisions: D, O. 64 and 65 

(P-159) . 
21 O*These 

provided that anyone who is free may 
inheritp but a child in utero when the succession opensl 

208. In a later chapter, the Louisiana courts' treatment of 
the Digest will be analysed carefully, and a conclusion 
reached as to how the Digest came to be restricted and 
Castilian law revived. Since the answer to this problem is 
not relevant here, it may be postponed to a more convenient 
chapter of the thesis: see chapter 6 infra. 
209.5 Mart. (0 

- S. ) 93. 
210. On mode of citation, see chapter 49 note 51 infra. 
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must be born capable of living (viable) in order to inherit. 
D. O. 6 (p. 9) stated that abortive children were "such as 
by an untimely birth are born dead or incapable of living". 
It might have been thought that articles 64 and 65 sufficiently 

provided for the case: if the childy though it had died 

soon after birthp were judged to have been born capable 
of livingt 

, 
then it would inherit. In his plea for a 

rehearing. 9 defence counselp Edward Livingstong strongly 
argued this View. 

21l-The 
courts however, took into account 

article 6 which stated that abortive children were those 
incapable of livingbecause of untimely birth, The court 
then turned to the Nueva Recopilaci6nq a provision of 
which declared that a child which did not live 24 hours was 
deemed abortivO2. Al though the Digest on its own apparently 

provided adequately for the solution of the problem# the 

court reasoned that: 
"There is# ... no doubts that according to the 
Roman laws and to the laws of many modern nationsp 
this child would be deemed capable of inheriting. 

In SPainq however, the laws of which werep 
and have continued to bet oursp where not repealedv 
there exists a particular disposition ... 

Cetcl. 11 213- 

On any sensible construction of the Digest provision8p the 

old law had been repealed or superseded and new provisions 

made. For a determination of the disputep the relevant 

matter for decision was whether or not the child was viable. 
The court. 9 however# by making use of D. O. 6 (p. 9), managed 
to switch the point at issue to whether or not the child 

wereabortive. Although the Digest provided an answer - 
an abortive child was one born dead or incapable of living 

because of untimely birth - the court referred to the 

ITueva Recorilaci6n's provision on abortive children an 

abortive child was one not living twenty-four-hours., It 

21A. Cottin at PP 97-104. 
212. Rec. Cast. 5: 8.2. For court's argument,, see Cotting 
pp. 93-4. 
213- Cottin., at P-93 
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then declared that the childq not living twenty four hourst 

was abortive (ignoring the test of "untimely birth"),, and 
therefore not viable. Consequentlyy the child could not 
inherit. The court would seem to have been seeking to 

outflank the Digest and reassert the Castilian law. D. O. 6 
(p. 9) was taken from Domatv while D. O. 65 (P-159) was copied 
from the French code. 

214-Domat 
and the French code would 

have allowed the child to inherit. The redactors had 

changed the law. 9 and the court in Cottin 
, 

was seeking to 

reverse. that change. 9 using a loophole provided by section 2 

of the Act promulgating the Digest. 

Theýcourtls treatment of the 1825 code indicates that 
the revival of Castilian law and downgrading of the Digest 

by Cottin were not the result of the nature of the Digest 

as not being a "true code". Article 3521 of the 1825 code 

states: 
"From and after the promulgation of this codep the 
Spanishp Roman and French laws, which were in force 
in this statep when Louisiana was ceded to the 
United Statesq and the Acts of the Legislative 
Councilp of the legislature of the State of 
Louisianap be and are hereby repealed in every caseq 
for which it has been especially provided in this 
code, and that they shall not be invoked as lawsq 
even under the pretence that their provisions are 
not contrary or repugnant to those of this code. " 

Nothing could have been clearer. Despite thisp in the 1827 
215. 

case of Plower v Griffith, the Louisiana Supreme Court 

argued that where a provision of the 1808 Digest had been 

excluded from the 1825 Code, and where the legislature 

reveals no intention to suppress such provision, then it 

must be held to be still in force ý16. Although the point 

214. See Batiza,, Sourceso appendix C pp-46 and 74. The de 
la Vergne manuscriptp in relevant interleafj refers to- 
Domat and the Rec. Cast. as cited. 
215.6 Mart. (U. S. ) 89 (1827). 
216. The decision of the court turned on the method of 
promulgating the 1825 Code as a series of revisions and 
amendments of the Digest. The decision of Judge Porter 
is in fact logical if contrary to the intention of the 
1825 redactors and legislature: see his judgment at 
pp. 90-2. Tucker, LCC Interpretationg PP-139-1419 gives 
a fair account. 
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in the case related to the Digestp the fact that the court 
refused to give any force to article 3521 meant that the 
old Castilian law was still in force except where specifically 
abrogated by the new code. As a result of this case in 
1827, the state legislature passed two Acts in 18289 one 
providing that "all the civil laws which were in force 
before the promulgation of the Civil Code lately promulgatedo 
be and are hereby abrogated"; while the other specifically 
repealed all the articles of the 1808 Digest (with certain 
exceptions). The Louisiana courts now fought a rearguard 
actiong subsequently deciding that these acts repealed only 
the positive2 written or statute laws of Bpain and did not 
abrogateýthose legal principles established or settled by 
the courts' decisions. 217. 

217. On the 1828 Act, see Tucker, Source Books, OXXVII0 
The relevant case is ReMolds v. S_wain 13 La. 193ý1839)- On 
the acts and casesp see J. J. Hood., "The History and 
Development of. the Louisiana Civil Code", 19 La. L. Rev. 
0958), pp-18-33 at P-31. Tuckerv LCC Interpretation# 
pp-138-157 gives a good account of the treatment of the 
1825 Code. There wasq perhaps, rather more reason behind 
the courts' revival of the Castilian law after the 1828 
Act. The 1825 C. L., 3251P stated that it was only in cases 
provided for by the Code that the Spanish laws were 
abrogated; the 1828 Act repealed all the Spanish laws. 
There is an important difference: under the 1825 Codep areas 
not covered by the code and genuine lacunae would be 
provided for by the Spanish law; the-1828 TWt prevented 
this. An "eminent lawyer" complained to Alexis de 
Tocquevillep about the state legislature: 

"They makep unmake,, slice and cut up at random. 
Here's an instance: Since the cession to Spaing 
many points in our civil law have been regulated 
according to Spanish law. At the end of 18289 at 
the end of the session, a bill was passed 
unperceived which abrogated all these lawsy in 
a body, without putting anything in their place. 
The next dayp the bar and bench learned wIth 
stupefaction of the performance of the day before. 
But the deed had been done. " 

Tocquevillej p. 633; see also journeyq p. 106. Tocclueville 
had forgotten the name of the7lawyer. Tucker, j! qC 
Interpretationg suggests it was Mazureau. (P-1579 note 307. ) 
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If one admits that the 1825 Code is a "true code",, 
and, Tuckert for examplep doesq relying on the intention 

218. 
of the legislators and redactors then one must accept 
thatp considering the courtst treatment of the 1825 Codep 

one cannot argue from the decisions of the Louisiana courts 

as to the nature of the Digest. The Louisiana courts 

restricted the 1808 Digest and revived the Spanish law 

for reasons nothing to do with whether or not the Digest 

was a "true code". One could surmise, that they preferred 
the Castilian law to the transplanted French codep or 

perhapsp influenced by the common lawts restrictive attitude 
to statutesp they wished to restrict the role of the Digest 

and develop case law and principlesý19-Tucker himself 

states that the intention of the legislature and redactors 
in 1808 is irrelevantp and that what is relevant is the 

attitude of the courts to the Digest: 
"Regardless what the 1808 enactment was supposed 
to bep the cases tell us what it was. " 220. 

To be consistents should he not apply this to the 1825 Codep 

and decide that, no matter what is said in the Preliminary 

Reporty the 1825 Code is a "mere digest"? 

That -the reasoning of the Louisiana courts as 

exemplified by Cottin was both novel and unexpectedv is 
, 221. 

shown by the attitude of some Louisiana lawyers. In their 

introduction to their 1820 translation of the Siete Partidasy 

Moreau Lislet and Carleton wrote thus: 
"it was ... perceived that the Civil Code did not 
contain many and important provisions of the Spanish 
laws still in forcep nor any rules of judicial 
proceedings; that the statutes regulating these 
proceedings had proved insufficientp and particularly 
as the case of Cottin vs. Cottin ... determined 

218' See WC Inter]2retation, pp. 120-157. 
219: In a later chapter we will discuss the reasons behind 
the Louisiana courts' attitude to the Digest. 
220. LCO Interpretation, p. 109; see also P-95 and p. 101 note 
205: "The reader may answer for himself whether after the 
court had finished with the 1808 'enactment's it matters at 
all what the draftsmen lintendedt - code or digest. " 
221. Cf. Tuckerp LCQ Interpretation, pp-114-5. 
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that the Spanish laws 'must be considered as 
untouchedv whenever the alterations and amendments 
introduced in the Digest do not reach them; and 
that such parts of those laws only are repealed 
as are either contrary to, or incompatible with the 
provisions of the code. ' It thus appeared that a 
much greater portion of the Spanish laws remained 
in force than, ýh-adbee-nat first su posed', -Ir- 222, 

This is a clear statement of the novelty of the reasoning 
in Cottin. Before the relevant decisions no one considered 
that the Digest ought to be interpreted in this, mannerp 
and it was not drawn up along the lines Cottin indicated. 
(It ought to be remembered that Moreau Lislet was one of 
the 1808 redactors: his evidence is particularly important. ) 

It is perhaps significant that the 1823 Projet recommended 
the amendment of the articles dealt with in Cotting so 
thatp in effectv the decision on the law in Cottin, was 

223- 
reversed in the 1825 Codep and the French law substituted. 
The redactors commented: 

"There is a great difference between the conditions 
required by the Spanish laws and those required 
by our codep for the child born alive to inherit 
and transmit successions. 

By the Spanish law the child must have lived 24 
hours at least, and have been baptised. (Recopilacion 
de Castillet book 5. tit-8. law 2. ) 

The 65th article of this title of our codep in 
the part which we have retrenchedv required that 
the child should be born capable of livingy whichp 
according to the interpretation we have given under 
the title of father and child, means that the child 
must be born alive after the sixth month of its 
conception. 

We have thought that in relation to the right 
of succession granted to children born of the same 

222. Emphasis mine. Text quoted Brownt Confliatp pp-74-5. 
223. D. 0.6 (ý. 9) was suppressed on the recommendation of 
the Proiet. See 1823 Projet P-3) D. o. 65 (P-159) was 
amendedt and several new articles added: C. L. 947-51. 
See 1823 Projett PP-M-118. On the French law substitutedy 
see R. Batiza, "The Actual Sources of the Louisiana Projet 
of 1823: a General Analytical Survey", 47 Tul-l- Rev-P 
(1972-3) PP-1-1151 appendix B9 at P-51. 
The 1823 Projet will be found in Volume I of La. Ltg. Arch. 
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marriagep there would be no inconvenience in 
permitting them to inherit from the instant they 
should be born alivep however few moments they 
may have lived. 224. 

This is an obvious direct criticism of the, position taken 

by the court in Cottinp tending to suggest that the approach 
taken in Cottin to the 1808 Digest was one not supported 
by the 1825 redactors. Purtherp in the 1823 Preliminary 

Rerortq the redactorsp state that the Digest: 
"took away on those subjects which are contained 
in its provisions v the necessity of a reference 
to the Spanish and Roman authorities.. **" 

This is surely contrary to Cotti . The redactors recognise, 
the Digest as imperfect, but state that reference to old 

authorities was only necessary in cases not covered in the 

aI odJ25*0ther evidence supports the contention that the 

redactors of the 1825 Code (Moreau Lisletp Livingston and 
Derbigny) believed the Cottin approach to be wrong. The 

redactors proposed introducing a new article to abolish 
all grounds Of nullity of marriage bar absolute impotence. 

They said: 
"This amendment is necessary to remove all doubt 
relative to other causes of nullity which existed 
under the Spanish laws.... The general tenor of 
the code on this subjectp induces the belief that 
it was not the intention of its framers to permit 
these causes of nullity to remain in our laws; but 
as they are not expressly abrogatedp there must be 
an absolute disposition in order to prevent in 
future any resort to them. " 226. 

The new article and this comment are again a result of 

Cottin, The redactors here make clear their objection to 

the courtts reasoning. The implication is that the 1808 

redactors had not envisaged that the possibility of revival 
(such as in Cottin) existed: in other wordsp the 1808 

redactors had considered the Digest as complete in itself. 

224.1 et k I- 
225.1 

P23 
L3 pp. LXXXVII-LXXXVIII. The ro 

quoted seefion is on p. LXXXVII. 
226.1823 Projet, p-10. The new article included in the 
1825 Code is 116. 
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If Batiza is correctv and this section of the Projet was 
227. drafted by Moreau Lisletv then we have strong evidence 

that the 1808 redactors had intended that the Digest revoke 
the prior lawst even where not contrary to them: in the 
areas the Digest coveredv it was intended to replace the 
old laws. 

The fifth argument for the Digest not being a "true 

codell-may be dismissed. Pirstj when one considers the 

reactions to Cottin shown by Moreau Lislet and Carleton 
in their preface to their translation of the Partidag and 
by the 1823 redactors in some of their comments on proposed 
amendmentsq reactions showing that the Cottin interpretation 

was novelq one must accept that to argue from Cottin (and 

other decisions of the period) as to the nature of the 
Digestp and the intentions of the 1808 redactorsp is 

plainly unhistorical. Secondp it is obvious that the 
Louisiana courts wished to revive the old law and restrict 
the Digest# andp hencep their opinions on the nature of 
the Digest are suspect. Thus, these decisions do not prove 
that the 1808 Digest was not a code in the civilian sense. 

6. The sixth argument that the Digest is not a "true code" 
is based on contemporary evidence. Dargo points to a 
letter of Claiborne to MadisodO. Claibornets statement is 

of doubtful importance for two reasons. Pirsto the letter 

is an example of special pleading by Claiborne intended to 

exculpate him from any possible blame for approving the 
Digest when the federal administration hoped for a 

reception of the common law. Secondy Claiborne was not a 

civilian lawyer and not competent to state whether the 

Digest was a "code" or I'digest'19 or whether it embodied 
the laws previously In force. Indeedp he seems merely to 
have seized on the name of the compilation (n6te that he 

227. Batiza, ol). ýqit. note 223 
-suiprap 

at P. 4. 
228. Quoted at Note 188 sul)ra. 
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quotes it almost exactly) as providing an escape route 
agaimý complaints of his approval of the Digest. 

Tucker cites Martints History of Louisiana as evidence 
that the Digest-was not a "true code"t but a "digest It * 

229. 

Marting writing after the decision in Cottin,, states that 

the Digest would have been more useful had the legislature 

sanctioned it as a system complete in itself and repealed 

all former laws. This statement is unexceptional given 
the period in which Martin was writingp that is.. after the 

decision in Cottin had been given: it is no evidence for 

the intention of the legislature and redactors in 1808. 

Tucker cites another passage from Martin's Historyj, which 
states týat: 

"In practicel the work was used as an incomplete 
digest of existing statutes. " 230. 

The same comment may be made on this passage as on the 

previous one: Martin was. accurately describing circumstances 

when he wrotep after the watershed decision in Cottin. 

This is not evidence of the intentions of the redactors 

and legislature. Tucker cites a passage from Moreau 

Lislet and Carletonts introduction to their translation 
231. 

of the Partida. S. Again this passagev if it bears the 

interpretation put on it by Tucker, dates from after 
Cottin. The last author Tucker cites as contemporary 
evidence is Etienne Mazureau? 32 OThe passage from Mazureau 

dates from 1837. It is not a reliable guide to the 

intentions of the legislature and redactors in 1808* Tucker 

finally cites an anonymous writer in 1818.233-ýhat thi's 

writer says does not in fact support Tucker's argument. 

229. LC C. Interpretation, p. 106. The relevant passage of 
Martin's H storyp may be found quoted in F. Stonep "The 
Civil Code of 1808 for the Territory of Orlearis"t 33 Tul. L. 
R-ev- (1958), pp 1-6 at P 5. (P. X. Martin, History-of 
Louisiana, 344 6882 

ed. 
ý 

230. The passage will be iound 
quoted in Batizal Sources, 

P-30 note 172. Batiza cites the second volumeg-p. 291, of the 
1822 first edition of Martin's'Histor . Tucker cites the 
passage at LCC Internretationg p. 106. 
231. The passage may be found in Batiza Sourceso P-30y note 
173. It is from p. xxii of the introduction. 
232. WO Interpretation,, P-107. The passage from Mazureau 
may be found quoted in 'Stone., op. cit. note 227 suprat at P-5. 
233. LCC Inter-Pretation, p. 108. - ' 

* 
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The writer states: 
"In 1808, the civil code was adopted# which is 
principally a transcript of the code-Napoleon, or 
civil code of France. Where that is silentp its 
omissions are supplied by a resort to principles 
derived from the Roman lawv and the codes founded 
on it, including the laws of Spain, France and the 
commentaries upon them. " 234. 

The 1808 Digest covered only the areas traditionally 

included in a civil code: this obviously meant areas of 
the law were excluded. For examplej there were no provisions 

on commercial law. The 1818 writer is no doubt correcty 

but his evidence does not support Tuckerts thesis. 

This sixth argument on the. basis of contemporary or 
near-contemporary evidence must be dismissed. The examples 
brought forward by Dargo and Tucker do not uphold their 

contentions as to the nature of the Digest. 

7. The final argument is one made by Tucker., namely that 

the purpose of the redaction was to preserve the old lawsp 

not to abolish them. 235-He 
states that: 

"The various acts drawn up... from the 1804 
Manifesto through the Act promulgating the Digesty 
and the rapidity of their successiont emphasises 
the direction of their concern which is less 
toward the specification of a civil law system 
than toward the repulsion of the common law. " 236. 

This is indeed correct: it does not however support Tucker's 

view. The native Louisianians did indeed wish to preserve 
the civil law against the common law: this was one reason 

for the vetoed 1806 Act and the decision to compile the 

Digest. Another reason was to resolve the confusion over which 

were the authoritative formal sources of law. A further 

reason behind the Digest was to prevent the necessity of 

recourse "to a multiplicity of booksp which, bjeing for the 

most part written in foreign languages., offer in their 
'4 

234. Found quoted ibid., pp. 108-9. Tucker cites as the 
source "Noteg 'On Louisiana Law', 3 Wheaton Reps. 202n. 1 
(1818). 
235. LCC Interýretationpp. 10275- 
236. Ibid. p-lU4. 
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,, 237 
interpretation inexhaustible sources of litigation. the 

codification was indeed to keep the old lawsp but reduced 
to a new form to render unnecessary consultation of the 

old sources. This seventh and final argument for the Digest 

not being a "true code" must therefore be dismissed. 

The seven points intended-to establish the Digest as 

not being a "code" must be dismissed as either wrong or 
irrelevant. Dargo and Tuck 

, 
er fail to prove their argument. 

The internal evidence of the Digest shows that it was 
intended as a code in the tradition of the Code Napoleon - 
a comprehensive restatement of the law. The Act promulgating 
the Digest shows that the legislature intended the Digest 
to be complete in itselft and to replace the old law on 
the topics with which it dealt. 238-That the courts, for 

reasons of their owng chose to ignore the intention of the 

legislaturep does not matterg as we are here concerned with 
the actions of the redactor8. 

As already pointed out, Dargo and pascal wish to 

regard the 1808 Digest as a "digest" (according to their 

own definition) in order to bolster'their claim that the 

compilation was based on "Spani-sh"sources. It is 

inappropriate here to preempt discussion in the following 

chapters of the sources of the Digestq but it is safe to 

say that French sources were quite extensively used 
Furtherp even were this not the case, - and the sole sources 

of the 1808 Digest were Castilian, the Digest would still 

be an authentic civilian code. The Digest provided a new 

synthesis of the law: it rationalised and modernised. 
The legislature intended the Digest to supplant reference 

to the old sources of law on the topics which it governedp 

and only the later actions of the courts prevented this 

happening. Were the Digest to embody only "Spanish" sourcest 

it would still be a codeq for, as Brierley-remarks, 

237. Actpromulgating Digestq Tuckerv Source Booksp 
P. M. 

238. See text at notes 200-201 supra. 
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"Codification ... is not in its essence a technique for 
bringing about a revolution in the content of the law. 11239. 

Since the 1808 Digest is a true codep it represented for 

the redactors a break with the past, providing an 

opportunity for revision of the law into a coherent system 

using the legal materials at hand. 

Preliminary Observations on the 1808 Digest. 

A. The instructions of the legislature. 

On 7th Junev 1806, by a resolution of the Territory of 

Orleans, Louis Moreau Lislet and James Brown were appointed 
"to compile and prepare jointly a Civil Code for the use of 
this territory 

240"The 
resolution further stated that: 

"the two jurisconsults shall make the civil law by which 241. 
theterritory is now governed, the groundwork of said code. " 

Given the dispute between Pascal and Batiza. 9 it is important 

to understand what the legislature intended by these 

instructions, and how Brown and Moreau Lislet would be 

likely to interpret them. 

Sweeney gives the phrase "civil law" a broad 

interpretationp as meaning the law applied in the modern 

Romani'st systems 
ý42. Pa8cal interprets the instruction to 

mean that the redactors were instructed to use "Spanish- 

R om an" lawý43-jt is important to examine the legislature's 

instruction in context. First, the civilian legal systems 

tended to have a "supra-national" attitude.. and there is 

evidence of such'an attitude in Louisianaý44*Secondj it 

appears that prior to the 1808 redactionp the Louisiana 

courts used a whole range of civilian learning, with 

Castilian law as the primary source 
ý450Third, an 1805 court 

decision had recognised as the law in force in Louisiana, 

Spanishq Roman and French lawý46 'Fourthq the Aole thrust 

of the dispute over the law was one opposing civil law to 

239. J. Brierley, "Quebects Civil Law Codificationt" 14 McGill 
Law Journal, (1968) PP-521-589 at P-565. - 
240. Tucker, Source Booksq p. XVIII. 
241. Ibide 
242. Tournament. pp. 601-2. 
243. Reply. -p-p-. 605-7. 
244. See section 3A B=ra, 
245. See text supra,, at notes 151-2. 
246. see text suDra, at note 169. 
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common law, which tends to suggest that the legislature 

was not concerned with differentiation among the national 
laws of civilian states'V but with opposing common law. 247. 

Fifth, Moreau Lislet and Brown did in fact incorporate 

a substantial proportion of law other than (in Pascal's 

phrase) "Spanish-Roman" into the Digest# andp after , 
promulgation of the Digestv no one complained about what 
had been done ý48*A few years, laterp, of course., the courts 
do appear to have reasserted the primacy of the Castilian 

laA49-but it is implausible to suggest that this was, 
because they believed that Moreau Lislet and James Brown 

had disobeyed their instructionsý50-Indeed in the case of' 
251 Hayes v. Berwickq' 6ne of the decisions often cited as 

252. 
indicating that the Digest was not a, true code., the court 

said: 
"What we call the Civil 

, 
Code is but a digest 

of the civil lawq which regulated this country 
under the French and Spanish monarchs'. " 253, 

The court here recognised the Digest as being, compiled out 

of the-civil law in a broad sensep not, out of the "Spanish- 

Roman" law. 

From theý'background to the legislature's instruction, 

it is clear that by "the civil law" was intended civil 

law in a fairly broad sense: certainly broad enough to 

encompass French lawv which had been used in Louisiana, " 

and given recent judicial sanction. Pascal's argument that 

what was meant was "Spanish Roman" law is misguided. He 

takes too narrow a view of what amounted to the civil law 

in force in the territory, and of what the legislature 

intended. There is no evidence of any disapproval of the 

247. See text supra, at notes 147-1529 
248. See Dargo', op. cit., p. 164. There is on record one, 
complaintv from before promulgation of the Digest. One 
Jeremiah, Brown wrote: "It is a matter of public notoriety 
that our St. Domingo Lycurgus is avowedly copying his new 
code from that of Bonaparte, to the infinite delight of the 
whole party by whom he is employed. " - ibid. 9 p. 2311 note 
80. What Brown is complaining of is that common law has 
not been adopted: he has no interest in differing 
national civil laws. 
249. See text surrat at notes 208-226. 
250- Indeed I would argue the had obeyed their instrueltions. 
251: 2 Mart. (0. S. ) 138 (1812ý. 
252. See Dargog op. cit., p. 158- 
253. See note 250. 
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inclusion in the Digest of civil law from countries other 
than Spain. Since this is so, the redactors must be taken 

as having followed the instructions of the legislature. 

B. The redactors. 
Louis Casimir Elisabeth Moreau Lislet was born in 1767 

at Cap Frangaisq Santo DomingoO He received his education 
in Prance in languages and la04-It has been suggested 
that at some point he had been secretary to Toussaint 

? 55- 11ouverture, however this may bep he came to Louisiana 
to escape the excesses of the slave insurrection in Santo 
Domingo. He was thus one of the powerful group. of "foreign 
French" who distinguished themselves in Louisiana. 256. 

Moreau Lislet was an obviously successful lawyerv learned 
and knowledgeableg possessing an extensive library of works 
on Spanishp French, Roman and common law in their original 
languages. 257. 

The other "Jurisconsult" appointed, James Brownp was 
born in Virginia in 1766, and had practised law in 

Kentucky. Soon after the Louisiana Purchase he moved to 

New Orleansp where he apparently established himself fairly 

quickly as a successful attorney 
ý58 *The following excerpt 

from a letter written by Brown to Henry Clay is instructive 

as to the reasons for Brown's success: 
"My success as a lawyer continues to be flattering 

and if the change in our government contemplated 

254. Most of this information is taken from the entry on 
Moreau in the Dictionary of-American Biogra-phyp which may 
be consulted if further information is required. Unfortunatelyp 
no biography of Moreau exists. 
255. By Franklin, see Existential Force,, p. 94 and "Libraries 
of Edward Livingston and Louis Moreau Lislet". 9 15 jul. L. 
Rev. (1940-41) pp-401-414 at P. 403 note 10. Franklin - 
bases this on the evidence of de Clouet, a Spanish agent 
in Louisiana in 1812. (This latter will be cited hereafter 
as Libraries. ) 
256-. See Tregle, 91.2it., P-31. 
257. See Franklin, Libraries, pp-405-9 for an inventory 
dating from Moreau's death in 1832; though added to during 
the years, presumably Moreauts library had always contained 
basic Frenchp Spanish and Roman works. 
258. On Brown, see his entry in the Dictionary of American 
BiogranU, and James A. Padgett., (ed-. 'ýq "Some letters of 
James Brown of Louisiana to Presidents of the United States"t 
20 La. Hist. Quar. (1937)9 PP-58-136 for a short biography 
at pp-58-91-. 
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'by 
Congress does not obscure my prospects, I 

hope to acquire the, means of a genteel: support 
in a. few years independent of my profession. 
My knowledge of two or three of the modern 
janguages has saved me from ruin. 9 or what was as 
bad, a resort'to Kentucky for the means of support. 
I stand at the head of my profession and am, 
employed in every important case, whilst lawyers 
of respectability who cannot speak French or Spanish 
are left without the means of a decent support. " 259. 

Perhaps Brown mildly exaggerates here; but his choice of 
his knowledge of, foreign language as the reason for his 
forensic success in New Orleans is significantp as showing 
he, could consult the sources of Louisiana law-in their 

original text. 
26 

Brown had arrived in New Orleans in late 

November2 1804 O*and had, early diagnosed the problems of 
the legal system in Louisianap which led to, his recommending 
in Januaryp 18052 that a code be compiled from all the 
legal, sources available 

ý61 * He anticipated that a code could 
be'adopted which "would meet the approbation of our Judges 

and American Lawyers. 1,262 "This tends to suggest that he 

expected such a code to be based primarily on the common 
law. This is confirmed by his later letter of Septemberp 

1805, wheret in complaining of Claibornej he saidg "A 

firm Governor will protect us against the introduction of 
the"civil lawv the French administration of justicep and 
the French language. " 263-It is thus clear that just nine 

months before Brown and Moreau Lislet were appointed to 

draw up "a Civil Code for the use of... ' the territory", 
Brown had apparently been in favour of a common law 

reception. He thus seems a rather curious choice for the 

legislature to have made: perhaps hisviews were generally 
'unknowns or the legislature was swayed by his legal ability 

259' Letter of 12th. March, 1805, to beft)und in Padgett, 
(ed: ), "Letters of James Brown to Henry Clay, 1804-1835", 
24 La. Hist. Quar. (1941) pp. 921-1177P pp. 923-5 at pp. 923-4. 
26C7Dargo, 2 cit nocitep Po115, - 261., Brown to Breckinridgeq 22nd. Januaryp quoted Dargo., or, 

ýcj: t-. PPoI14-1159 and more fully by Brown, Conflictp PP-40-410 
, 2r2o References as note 261. 
, 263o Quoted Dargog 2p. cit,. p Ppol31-2. 
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and facility in Prench and Spanishp-and it was thought 

politic to appoint at least one American redactor. 

On all thisp several remarks can be made. Between 
them, the two redactors would have a wide knowledge of the 

264-Spanish lawl French pre-codification and codified law, 

Roman law both as found in the Cor-Pus Iuris and as 
developed by the modern civiliansq and English common law. 
Both had a knowledge of French, Englishp Spanish andp 
presumably, Latin (Moreau, Lisletts library contained a 

number of Latin text 81265*Thusp as well as having a 
knowledge of the various systems of lawt the redactors 

would be able to read them in their original language: a 
necessary accomplishmentt since translations would not 
readily be available. Given Moreau's French background 

and Brown's background in common lawt it is tempting to 

suggest that the former might have favoured French lawp 

the latter common law: thisq howeverp is too vague and 

uncertain to be stressed. 

C., Method of Working. 

It is convenient to make some provisional remarks on 
the redactors' method of working. The Digest seems to 

have been completed in a remarkably short time. Moreau 

and Brown having been appointed on June 7th. 9 18069 

already by January 22nd., 1807P Poydrasp in his official 

reply to Claiborne's January message to the legislaturet 

was able to say that the projectof the code was "well 

advanced" . 
266 OThe Digest was adopted by the territorial 

legislature on March 31st., 1808, and it is fair to assume 

that it had been completed earlier. The 1823 Preliminary 

Report states that the 1808 Digest was "hastily compiled.. 

Sufficient time was not given for an accurate 6xamination 

264. See on codified French law being known in Louisianap 
note 170 supra. On French law generallyp text at notes- 
156-170 supra. 
265. See Franklin, Librariesp pp-405-9- 
266. See Dargo, 2p. cit., pp. 154-5. 
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1,267. of the existing Law in its various sources. 

The speed of completion of the Digest suggests the,,. 
likely working method adopted in redaction. In its 

general style and structurep the Digest closely resembles 
the 1804 Code Napoleon and the latter's 1800 Projet (which 

the Digest resembles more is irrelevant). It is reasonable 
to suppose that either or both of the French compilations, 
served as a basic model for the 1808 redactorsp who would 

proceed by methodical examination of the French codesp 
leaving articles of which they approved, replacing 

provisions not thought appropriate, and inserting articles 

of which, the French redactions had no eqttyalents. Such 

a method of working would be fairly rapid, and would 

allow the codifiers to review the law and change it where 

considered appropriate. It is a plausible conjecture 

given the time taken to compile the Digestp and its 

general appearance. This does not imply that there was 

a slavish copying of the French provisionsp nor that the 

redactors adopted French provisions because they thought 

them to be substantially the same as those of the "Spanish- 

Roman" law (to use Pascal's inelegant phrase) 
ý68. On the 

contrary, Moreau Lisletv and probably Brown toot would 

be well aware ý, )f the differences between the French,, lawp 

the Castilian law as applied in Louisianap and the Roman 

law. This is readily demonstrated. Firsto provisions of 

Castilian lawp and indeed of Roman lawq were adopted in 

place of French codal articles 
ý69. Second# Moreaug at 

leastt was aware of differences between the French and 
270 

Castilian lawt sinceq in the famous Batture casep he has 

been described as making "a-wise tactical switch from 

French law to Spanish law as the basis of argument. 11271. 

267. P-XCIII. - 
268. Reply, pp. 605-7. 
269. There is little point in referring to instances of 
this. Several may be noted in subsequent chapters. 
270. See on this casep Dargop 9M. cit. 9 ch-4, pp. 74-101. 
271. Ibid. p. 82. 
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Indeedq the Batt ure case highlighted differences between 
the Castilian and French lawst and I an able and learned 
lawyer such as Moreau Lislet would be well aware of them* 
Thusp where a particular provision was selected or 
rejectedp this must be the result of choicet not of 
uncritical imitation. 

Professor Batiza has concluded that Moreau Lislet 

alone compiled the 1808 Digest? 7,2 *Tucker has suggested the 
same2 but with greatercautiOR? 3' Both base this conclusion 
on a statement made in the 1823 Preliminary'Reportv, where. 
the writers, after praising the Digest, state that the 

problems of construction of some of the Digest articles 
ariae mainly from faulty translation and errors due to 
its quick compilation; they continue: 

"Sufficient time was not given for an examination 
of the existing Law in its various sources. No 
decisions had then been reported to throw light 
on their operationt and the unaided exertions of 
one person were not sufficient for the completion 
of the tiTisk. ll 274. 

The relevant sentence isp of coursep ambiguous. The 

meaning depends on what is "the task" referred to. Batiza 

and Tucker obviously believe "the task" to be the redaction 

of the Digest. "The task" could also be the examination 
by one redactor of the courts' operation of the laws9 or, 
the examination by one redactor of the "various sources" 

of the "existing Law". Of the three possible meanings it 

is difficult to say which is correct. Batiza and Tucker's 

interpretation would seem the least likely. Firstp the 

Digest was completed in a very short timet which suggests 

Y 
272. He first suggested thisq fairly tentatively# in 
Sources, at p. 289 and footnote, 164 thereon. Hp stated it 
more firmly in his "The Actual Sources of the Louisiana 
Projet of 1823:, A General Analytical Surveyp" 47 Tul. L. 
Rev. (1972-3) PP-i-115 at P-4. 
273- See LQC Interpretation, p. 104 note 211. Tucker 
reports a tradition that-Brown left Louisiana immediately 
after compilation of the Digests. He wonders if Brown 
could have left before. He quotes the passage (supr in 
text)p and comments that if one person drew up the Digest 
it would have been likely to be Moreau: he points out that 
Moreau, wds the most popular choice for redactor of the 
1825-Code. 
274. P. XCIII*, 
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that both men worked on it. Second, if only one man had 
drawn up the Digest, it would surely be surprising that 
this enigmatic sentence were the only record of this 

remarkable feat. Third, both Moreau and Brown were paid 
for their work as redactorsp and paid exactly the same 

amount? 
75-this 

would have been unfair had only Moreau 
done the workv and indeed one cannot imagine the 
legislature so acting. Thereforep this suggestion of 
Batiza and Pascal must be rejected as being inherently 
improbable and inadequately supported by the evidence. 

276., 

Mitchell Pranklin has suggested that Brown was 
helped in the work of redaction by Edward Livingston: 

"It may be ventured that through BrownO Livingston 
also participated in preparing the civil code of 
1808. Livingston is usually introduced to the 
history of Louisiana codification through his 
role in the codification movement ending in 1826. 
Howevers Brown wanted Livingston associated with 
him in preparing the code of 1808p but Claiborne 
prevented an official connection. " 277. 

There is absolutely no evidence to support'Franklin's 

suggestion. He refers to a letter from Brown to 

Breckinridge of 1805Y where the former regrets that 

Claiborne's hostility will not allow the appointment of 

Livingston as Brownts assistant, Livingston being-the only 

man whom the Council seemed willing to appoint? 
78*and to 

a letter from Prevost to Madison of 1804 in which it was 

stated that Claiborne's emity towards Livingston was 

such that he would not wish to see him employed in such 

an important tas079*There is absolutely no hint anywhere 

of Livingston's possible collaboration with Brown. (Both 

these letters were writtenIong before Brown was appointed 

-275. -See Hoody "The History and Develorment'of the Louisiana 
Civil Code, " 19 Ia. L. Rev. (1958)9 pp. 18-33 at pp. 25-6. 
276. The statement o"F J; "r--emiah Brown quoted in note 247 
supra is not evidence for Batiza or Tucker's view. In his 

-worky Jeremiah-Brown recognised James Brown as having a 
, '*le in the redactiont although he characterised the rble as 
I VO 
-that of "mask" behind which the law was codified on the 

-Ilapoleonic'model: see Dargo,, op. cit.,, pp-151-2. It should 
be'recalled that Jeremiah Brown blamed the reception of 
French law on the foreign French from St. Domingo: see 
-ibid. P-151. 
277.18th. Brumaire, P-554, note 188. 
278. Letter of 22nd. Januaryp 18059 quoted Dargot 2p_. 2it., 
P-115. 
279. Letter of 19th. Decemberý 1804, quoted Dargot 22. cit-9 
P-114. 
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as a redactor. ) Furthermore, Brown does not say he 
wanted Livingston associated with himp only that Claiborne 
opposed Livingston, the only man the Council was likely 
to appoint. This claim of Franklin's should therefore be 
rejected. 

The following conclusions may be drawn from the above 
discussion of the working method of the redactors. Firstp 
although there is virtually no evidence as to the method 
employedp it is likely that the redactors constructed their 

code around the French code of 1804 or its Proje t? 80. Second. * 
although the Digest was completed in a short time# it 
would be wrong to conclude that the redactors fudged the 
distinction between the French and the Castilian law. 
Third, it must be assumed that both Brown and Moreau Lislet. 9 
and only they, drew up the Digest. (It should be pointed 
out that either of them alonet and Livingston, toos 

probably had the knowledge and capacity to consult all 
the relevant sources. ) Fourth, according to Moreau Lislet, 
the Digest was drawn up in Prencho and then translated 
into English ? 81. 

Conclusion on the background to codification 
in Louisiana. 

By the time of redaction of the 1808 Digestv Louisiana 

had passed through a complicated legal history. The 

original French colonisation had brought the application 
of French customary law. The cession to SPain had resulted 
in the application of Castilian law by way of the laws of 

280. As will be seen below, the Quebec redactors used a 
similar procedure. 
281. In the 1822 case of Dufour v. Camfranc 11 Mart. (O. S. ) 
675P Moreau said in courtv "We have nothing to do with the 
imperfections of the translation of the Code, the French 
textv in which it is known that work was drawn up leaves 
no doubt. " Dufour, at P-70i. See E. Dubuissong "The Codes 
of Louisiana Toriginals written in French; Errors of 
Translation)"p 1924 Louisiana Bar Association Re4rtsp 
pp. 143-157 at P-144. A territorial act of 1dU7 (Chap. XXXIp 
s. 2v April 14th. ) provided remuneration for the translators: 
see ibid, What of the close similarities between the 
English. versions of some articles and Blackstone? Does 
this affect Moreau's declaration? Some further points about 
this will arise infra. 
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the Indies. Both the French customary law and Castilian 
law had been influenced considerably by the reception of 
Roman law. With the Louisiana Purchase, there came confusion 
over the laws actually in force; a confusion made worse by 
the Louisianian fear of an imposed reception of Anglo-American 

common law. To sort out the confusion, and to make the laws 

more readily accessiblep the territorial legislature ordered 
the codification of the law. Codification was undertaken by 
Brown and Moreau Lislet, the code being entitled "Digest". 
This code was intended to replace the old laws, in the areas 
for which it made provision. 

The complex and varied background to codification in 

Louisiana would have allowed the redactors access to many 
different sources of law. The legal system had a rich 

civilian heritage; and the civilian'tradition allowed for the 

easy transmissability of rules from one country to anothert 
because of the common foundation in Roman law. 

The multiplicity of possible sources of law for the code 

made inevitable a process of selection among competing 

potential provisions. The probable working method of the 

redactorsq and the revival of French law after 18039 might 

suggest that there would be a prejudice in favour of the 

utilisation of French law; a use of French law made more 

likely by the obvious superiority of the French Code Civil to 

any other source available. There would be no barrier to 

such a "reception" of French law, as what was wanted was a 

code which would settle confusion and uphold civil lawq and 

thus prevent a reception of common law. 

Part Two. Quebec. 

The background to the redaction of the 1866 Civil Code of 

Lower Canada is simple in comparison to that of the redaction 

of the Louisiana Digest. This part of the chapter'is therefore 

shorter than the previous one, as much less of the-, background 

is controversial. 
1. The French Period. 

Lot until the early seventeenth century did Prance 

successfully establish a colony in Canadap although the 

land had been claimed for France in 1534 by Jacques 
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Cartier. 282. The successful establishment of the colony 
came after the 1608 founding of Quebec by Samuel de ChamplaiAý3- 
Although in the early years of the colony it is likely 
there would have been little need for a developed system 
of law, some legal provisions would be necessary to 

provide for the granting of land for settlement and 
development. Land was granted under the seigneurial system 
of tenurev but it appears that there was confusion over 
which coutume should be applicablJ84-No provision had 
been made for the extension of any particular coutume to 
Canadaý andv in the early yearsp parts of more than one 
seem to have been applied. The inhabitants of the colony 
came from differing Prench provincesp though mainly from 
those on the Atlantic coastv with the largest single group 
being Normaný85*This variety in the provenance of the 
inhabitants has caused one writer to speculate that: "Il 

est probable clue chacun y 4tait r6gi par le droit 

coutumier de sa province d'arigine"; 286. 
while the high 

proportion of Normans has led some to consider that the 

Coutume de Normandie was probably frequently applied. 
287* 

282. On Cartier's claim, see M. Trudel. 9 The Beginnings of 
New France 1ý24-16639 Toronto, 1973 PP-11-33 and G. Lanctot 
A History of Canada, 9 vol. I. t Toronto, 19639 PP-52-63. In 
1541 an attempt at settlement was made by Jean-Franjois de 
la Roque de Roberval: see Trudel, o -cit. PP-34-53 and 
Lanctoty 2p. cit. 9 vol. 1, pp. 64-75. Another attempt, was made 
in 1598 by Mesgouez de la Roche: see Trudel, 2p. ait. P-56 
and Lanctotp 2p. cit. vol. l. p. 80. 
283. On Champlain and the founding of Quebec# see# e. g., 
Trudelp 9M. cit. p PP-93 et seq. The colony was captured by 
the English in 1629 (they had captured Acadia in 1627); but 
the French regained control in 1632: see Trudel, or. cit. 
pp. 172-80 and Lanctot, 9M. cit. 9, vol. l. p pp-131-137. 
284. On the variety of customary laws in the north of Francep 
see supra at notes 13-16. 
285. See M. Trudel, La Population du Canada en 1663, blontrealp 
1973 on the preponderance of Normans among immigrants (pp. 
43-7ý and those born in Canada (P. 150)- 
286. P. Langelier, Cours de droit civil de la Province de 
Qu4býc.,, 1905, P-51: found quoted in E. Deleuryp Id. Rivetg and 
J-M. Neaultv "De la puissance paternelle a Vautorit6 
parentelle: Une institution en voie de trouver sa vraie 
finalit6.11 15 Les Cahiers de Droit (1974) pp-779-870 at 
P-815. 
287. R. Besnier in "Le rdgime des tenures en droit canadien- 
franqais". 14 R. H. D. F. E. (1935) (4th. series) PP-734-747 
at P-734 remarks in diYc"iissing the large number of Normans: 
"De I& 

, vient qu'entre 1534 et 1664 la 14gislation civile de 
la Nouvelle-France ait fait Vobjet d'une lutte entre la 
coutume de Paris et la coutume de Normandie". See also 
Deleury et al., op-cit., p-815. 
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It does appear that the Coutume de Paris was often referred 
to in judicial proceedings in the colonyv and often the 

inhabitants referred to it in their notarial documents 
288. 

as the law to be applied. The necessity of invoking a 
particular coutume indicates the uncertainty over the law 

applicable. 

- Early seigneurial land grantsýshow variation in the 

coutumes used, So far, the early history of seigneurialism. 
in New Prance seems to have been misunderstood. Early 

grants of-land en fief et seigneurie made by the Compagnie 

des Cent Associ6s (the company organised by Richelieu to 

be in charge of Canada) often included aclause specifying 
that, on'each mutation of tenurev the revenue of one year 
from'the land should be payable to the seigneur. 

289. This 

payment was the incident of tenure called relief or rachat 
po. 

Such a payment was not exigible under the Coutume de Paris 

when the mutation was by inheritance in the direct line. 291. 

Thust such seigneurial grants were not being made according 

to the Coutune de Paris. Some seigneurial grants didy 

however, specifically state that the Coutume de Paris 

governed the grantp and even stated, that the Com-papnie des 

Cent Assoc16s intended to apply this Coutume, to the whole 
292. 

of New France. In a land grant of 15th. Novemberv 1653, 

it was, stated that relief should be payable on each ý- 
mutation of tenuret and that this provision followed the 

288. Olivier Martin states thus; "Nous avons nombre de 
sentences-de la prdv8te de Qu6bec et on y constate que tres 
frd'quemmenteette pre"v3teg bien avant 1664P se r6f6re 
express4ment A la Coutume de Paris. Quant aux gens du 
Canadap nous avons des preuves nettes que dans leurs 
arrangements familiauxp notamment dans les contrats de 
mariagev ils se r6fýrent volontiers aux usages, de la 

, 
Coutume de la pr4v8te et vicomt6 de Paris-" Tdken from his 
article "Comment la Coutume de Paris, s'est install4 en 
Nouvelle-Francellf in Le Devoirp lundif 24 Oct.., 1938, p. 5p 
found quoted in Deleury et al , gn. cit-p p. 81 -0 
289. G. Doutre and E. Lareaut Le Droit Civil Canadien,... -, 
zr&Oodd d'une Histoire G6n4rale du Drolt Canadieng Montrealp 
IU72,9 vol. l. Histoire Gdh6rale K-Droit-canadien, at pp. 27-8. 
290. See Munro, System, pp. 62-3. 
291. Article 3 of the Coutume de Paris. 
292. -Seep e. g. A. G6rin-Lajoiev "Introduction de la Coutume 
de Paris au Canada'19 I R. du IB. (1941) pp. 61-65 at p. 62 and 
W. B. Llunrop "The Custom of Paris in the New World", 
(hereafter cited as LTew World) PP-132-148 at P-137 of 

. Stuttgarto 1909. RechtswissenschaftlYche BeitrjEe 
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293. Coutume of Vexin-le-Frangais. This. was the first, document 
to mention this coutume. 

On the basis of this 1653 statement, -, scholars have 

always, assumed that in the earlier grants stipulating for 

reliefq the law being foliowedwas that of Vexin FranQais, 

and that the grants were made, according to this custom in 

order toallow-the seipmeur ' greater returns from his vassalsý94- 
This view., -howeverp is surely wrong. 

Vexin Fran2ais was in the Ile de Francep on the, border 

with Normandy: directly across-the'border was Vexin, ,, 
Normand. The two Vexins'had originally been oneg but had 
been sepýarated by Charles the Simpleg one half being- 

al lctted'to the Ile de France, 9 the other to Normandy. 295. 

According to Yver's analysis, the Coutume du Vexin Frangais 

was of the Parisian type, though influenced by the Coutume 
296. de NorMandie. In the modern periodt the, Coutume was a 

297. 
coutume localep not a coutume g4ndrale and had to be 

proved for each fief by the seigLieurP"This provision on 

relief'of'the- Coutume du Vexin Fran2ai-s was unique in the 
.F 

293. Doutre'and Lareau, 2p. cit., P-40 
294. See Doutre and Lareau, 2R. cit., p. 28; Munrop. New World, 
pp-137-8; Gerin-Lajoie, op. cit., p. 63.9 R. Besniert 2p. cit., 
P-734, note 1. 
295. See M. R. Undstall I'La Pormation etle Ddveloppement de 
la Coutwne de Normandiep" PP-37-55 at P-41 of Travaux de la 
Semaine d'Histoire du Droit Tenue h Guernsey d-u--2C'au ýO 
Mait 19279 Catinp 1928; see also C. de Ferriarev Corps et 

,. ComRilation de tous les Commentateurs Anciens et Modernes 
sur la Coutume de Parisv Paris, 1714v article IIIP 4th. 
lossv columns 207-99 explanation by Chopin. J. Yverp -Lalitd entre Uritiers et Exclusion des Enfants Dotds. 

-Essai, de Geoprrarhie Coutumiýre. Editions Sireyt Parisp 1966j, 
pp. 232-4 states that Vexin was "un pays que seule une 

`frOntibre politique-separe en Vexin fran ais et Vexin 
normandp et qui continue a faire partie 

le 
la. province 

ecclesiastique de Rouen. " at p. 233- 
296. Yverg 2p. 2it. v pp. 232-4: he notes that the coutume- was 

,, excluded from Normandy and also from the Usus et 
,. Consuetudines Franciae. 

297. On coutume g6n6ra , le and coutume locale, q see A. dhdnon, 
Histoire--GLgnýrale du Droit Franqais Public et Priv4p 1926., 
15-aris, volume 1.9 PP-500-502. 
298. See C-J. de Ferriare, Dictionnaire de Droit et de 
Pratique, 3d. edn. p Paris, 1749, vol. 2 s. v. I'Vexin-le 
Pranqois". pp-1073-4. 

.0 
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Ile de France, and was described by Dumoulin as valde 
odiosum et illiberale. 299. The Coutume do Paris specifically 
referred to this provision of Vexin Franeais. 300. 

.F 
It might be thought that the traditional view of these 

early Canadian provisions on relief was the correct one; 
but the evidence can be interpreted in a more satisfactory 
way. The major problem for the traditional interpretation 
is to explain why a provision of a fairly unimportant local 

austom of a few fiefs in the west of the Ile de France was 

applied in Canada. The explanation that this was to allow 

seigneurs greater revenue is not convincing if we consider 
rather more evidence than that considered by other writers. 

301. 

The bulk of-the colonists in Canada came from the west of 
France., especially Brittany and Normandy,, the largest one 

group being Norman ý02. Until 1663t appeals from the pr6v6t4 
le Qu6bec went to the Parlement de Rouen, 303The 

colony at 
N4. 

the same time formed part of the Archdiocese of Rouen. 

It should be noted that not until 1653 was the custom of 
Vexin Fran2ais mentioned in a grant. Since this is so, and 

given the strong Norman presence and influence in the 

colonyt it may plausibly be suggested that the colonistsy 
in inserting the clause providing for payment of relief on 

each mutationg were following the Coutume de Normandie: the 

coutume with which many would be most familiar. Article 163 

299. Quoted Ferribrep Corps et Com-pilationy 4th. gloss on 
article IIIp no-4. column 210. 
300. In article 3t see note 316 infra. 
301- Other writers have merely examined the statement in the 
1653 land grantp accepted it and applied to'the period before 
1653, and examined Ferribre's commentary on article 3 of the 
Coutume de Parisq without pursuing the matter any further. 
There is also some-confusion over the nature of the Coutume 
du Vexin Pran2ais. Gerin-Lajoiet 2p. cit. 9 p. 63, describe's 
Vexin as part'of Normandy with a distinct custom; Munro, 
New Worldq P-137 note 59 describes the custom as "a code of 
rules not forming part of the Custom of Paris, but in a way 
supplementing the latter. " This is very vague. Trudel, pp. 
cit., p. 246 describes the custom as the codified law of the 
Coutume de Normandie. Confusion obviously reigns! 
302, See text at note 285 supra. 
303: Beep e. g. Besniery 22. cit. 9 p-735. 
304. See Doutre and Lareau,, 2p. cit. 9 p-43. 
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of the reformed Coutume stated that: 
"Par mort ou mutation du vassalg relief est da 
et hommage nouveau. " 305. 

Relief, was similarly payable under the oldýcustom 
p6. 

Henri Basnagep Seigneur du Franquesneip a noted commentator 

on the Coutume de Normandiep discussing article 163, 

remarked that the custom here differed from that of Paris, 

where only hommage was due on succession in the direct 

line, while only in the fiefs of Vexin Franýais was relief 
due as in Nbrmandyý07-jt is much more likely thatv in the 

early seigneurial grants in New France which provided for 

payment of relief on each mutation of tenure, the Norman 

custom was being followedv rather than the obscure rule 

of Vexin Franýais. The colonists did not require to be 

Norman for the rule on relief to be the one to which they 

were accustomed: for Bretons the rule was the same. In 

Brittany rachat was due on each mutation of tenure# under 

-",, 4308- 309. 
both the uld and the reformed coutume. Commenting on 

305, Coutumes du Pays et Duch4 de Normandie, 1732 edn. p 
Rouýn. Article Ib4p provided that: "Tous fiefs qui 
doivent relief, doivent aide de relieff avenant la mort 
du Seigneur immediat: et cet aide est dq aux hoirs des 
seigneurs par lea vassaux pour leur aider ý relever leurs 
fiefsvers lea chefs-seigneurs. 11 Art. 165: "Les h6ritiers 
de celui qui a fait profession de religiong doivent relief 
et hommage au seigneur duquel le fief est tenu et leur eat 
dý. aide de relief par leurs Vassauxp laquelle aide est 
acquit4e par demi relief. " 
ý 06. See Le Grand Coustumier du Pays et Duchd de Normendie 

sic]q chap. xxxiiii on relief. I used the 1539 edition 
glossed by Guillawne le Rouille Dalenjon. 
307. See Oeuvres de Mattre Henri Basnage.. 4th. edn., 
1778, Roueng vol. 19 p. 257 or La Coutume Refnnrde du Pals , 
et Duche de Normandie Comment e Dar Me Henry Basnage Leto] 
2nd. edn., Roue . vol. I., p. 242. 
308. Article 76, see V. C. B. D'Arwentr4 Rhedonensis Provinci 
Praesidis Commentarii in patrias BritonUm Lewe'st seu 
Consuetudines generales antiquiss. Ducatus Britanniae 
Brusselsp, 16b4p for text. 
309. Article 679 for text, seep Coustumes Generales du IME 

et DucM de Bretaoýe Reform4es eiFl-I-an mil cing cents 
quatre-vingts, j B. D'Argentr6p V. C. Rhedonensis Provinciae 
Praesidep Amsterdamv 1664. 

f 

a 
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article 76 of the old customp although the comment would 
also apply to article 67 of the newv d'Argentre stated of 
this rule: 

". -.. sed diverso jure quam Pranci ultimurp apud 
to 310- quos in linea directa relevium non debetur.. ** 

The Coutume de Breta@je was of course related to the Normanp 
both being of the western group of customs which had many 
unique featuresp and were quite distinct-from the coutumes 

311. 
of the Paris-Orleans type, Indeedv the Coutumeslof 
Normandy and Brittany were sufficiently different from other 
French customs that T-oisel did not consider them in the 

composition of his Institutes Coutumiýres. 312-Loisel didp 
howeverp mention the rule of Vexin Francais as an exception 

313. to the norm. 

In sump it is contended here that the presenceg in 

early seigneurial grantsq, of clauses providing'for the 

payment Of relief on every mutation of ownership should 

probably be ascribed to the following by the colonists 

of their accustomed rules relating to fiefs (that is, the 

rules of Normandy and Brittany) rather than to the adoption 

of the Coutume of Vexin Francaisý14- 

If this argument is correct, it is still necessary to 

310- pM. cit. note 308 supra, at column 303, nota 3. 
311- see Jean Yverp "Les caract6res originaux du groupe 
de coutumes de Voeust de la Prancet 29 R. H. D. F. E. 9 (1952) 
pp. 18-79. Unfortunately, Yver only discusses t law 
relating to familyp and does not deal with the points we 
are considering here. 
312. --See M. Reulos, Ptude sur 1'Espritp les Sources et la 
M6thode des Institutes Coutumibres d'Antoine Loiselp Parisq 
Sirey, 1935, PP-74-5. Talking of the use made of the 
various coutumes by Loisel Reulos says that: I'La Bretagne 
et la Normandie surtoutv sont exclues ýt cause de leur 
particularisme trop accentu6.11 
313", Institutes Coustumieres ou Manuel de Pluiieurs et 
Divýrses Reiples ... du Dro it Coustumier et T)Ius_ ordiiiaire 
de-lg Franceg edn. Reulos, IT359 based on . 3do edn. of 16il: 
Book1V tit. III, rulep XXII: "Es lieux oýL est deu relief 
en'toute mutationp comme au Vuexin; quand quint est deup 
nlest deu relief. " 
314., G6rin-Lajoie, 2p. cit. v p. 63, states that some of the 
colonists were Normang and took to Canada with them the 
Coutume du Vexing Vexin being a part of Normandy with a 
distinct custom. There wasp of coursep a Norman Vexing 
howeverv the custom referred to was that of French Vexin. 
Fdrther, that there should be a significant number of 
colonists from either Vexin is improbable. It is much more 
likely that the relevant clauses were based on Norman or 
Breton practice. Gdrin-Lajoie's hypothesis is riddled with 
errors and confusion; see note 301 21RREE. - 
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explain why a 1653 land grant stated that a clause for 

relief to be payable on each mutation was following the 

custom of Vexin Francais. This is readily accomplished. 
It will-be recalled that some grants had stated that the 

company intended to introduce the Coutume de Paris. 315- 

There has obviously been a decision made to apply, this 

custom as the uniform law in New France. Howeverflonce 
this coutume was examinedv it must have been discovered 
that several land grants, made according to the traditions 

of the bulk of the colonistsp were prohibited by article 
three. The same article, however, stated that the clause 

16. they were using was part of the custom of Vexin PMplo 

Given that the Compagnie des Cent Associds wished to apply 
the Coutume de Paris2 to justify the past granting of fiefs 

with relief payable on each mutation of tenurev and to 

legitimise such a clause in the 1653 grants the clause was 

stated to be following the custom of Vexin FranRais: a 

custom included in article three of the reformed Coutume 

de Paris. This does not necessarily mean that the drafter of 
the relevant 1653 grant was deliberately concealing the 

origin of the clause in the earlier grants: he may simply 
have been ignorant of the Coutumes of Normandy and Brittany. 

It is surely of importance that this clause was stated to 

be following the customs of Vexin Francais only after the 
-2 

apparent decision to apply the Coutume de Paris to New France. 

We may conclude that the early seigneurial grant. s providing 

for the payment of relief on each mutation of tenure were 

the result of the colonists following the established 

315- See note 292 supra. 
316. Article 3 of the Coutume de Paris reads: "Quand aucun 
Fief 6chet par succession de pere, mere, ayeul ou ayeulej 
il ntest dA au Seigneur fdodal dudit Fief par 'Ies descendans 
en ligne directe, que la bouche et les mains, avec le 
serment de fidelit69 quand les dits perej, merev ayeul ou 
ayeule, on fait et payd les droits et devoirs en leurs 
temps: en ce non compris les Piefs qui relevent et se 
gouvernent selon la Coýatume du Vexin le Franqois; esquels 
FiefsjL qui se gouvernent selon la Coutume dudit Vexing 
est du relief a toutes mutationsv et aussi ne sont dus 
cluints. 11 
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practices of their main provinces of 
grant stated this provision followed 

origin. A later 
the custom of. Vexln 

Franýais. This later statement may be attributed to the 

attempted introduction of the Coutume de. Paris. Thus, 
the tradition that the early grants were following the 

Coutume of Vexin P must be discarded: they were 
following the Coutume de Normandie or Coutume de Bretagne,, 
the customs with which the majority of the colonists 
would be familiar. 

It would appear that the Coutume de Normandie was a 
stronger influence in New France than previously has been 
thoughtý17*There is evidence of the application of the 

Coutume'de Paris. The lack of a clear provision as to the 
laws applicable, as the colony developedv must have been 
likely to cause problems. The legal system was, however, 

finally settled in 1663 or 1664 by the explicit provision 
that the Custom of Paris was to regulate legal affairs. 
There is a dispute over which year is the correct one for 

the introduction of the Coutume. Which year is the 

correct one depends on the interpretation of two charters. 
The firstv that of 1663 setting up the Sovereigncr Superior 

Oouncilv provided thus: 

317. None of the writers to whom has been attributed the 
traditional view of the clause on relief appear to be 
aware that such was the normal provision under the 
Coutume de Normandie. If the argument outlined above is 
the correct interpretation of this early period (remembering 
that I am relying on others' descriptions of the relevant 
deeds), then it is obvious that a reappraisal of early 
Quebec legal history is necessary. This reappraisal would 
involve the analysis of the surviving legal documents of 
the periodq with a view to their assessment according 
to legal practices under the various coutumesp especially, 
obviously, the Coutwne de Normandie. As far as I am 
awarep there has been no attempt to carry out such a 
thorough analysis. Significant for what may probably be 
found, is the fact that in the first sei eurie 

, 
granted, 

that of Beauport, as well as the clause for payment of 
relief on each mutation, there was a clause empowering 
the selzneur to grant land, not only ft_n censive, but also 
en ýT-ef-. --T-Doutre and Lareaup op. cit. p p. 27ý-. This was 
not allowed under the custom of Parisp but was under 
that of Normandy. 
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"Nous E Louis par la grace de Dieu, roi de France 
et de Navarre3 ... donnons et attribuons au 
conseil souverain le pouvoir et connattre de 
toutes causes civiles et criminelles, pour juger 
souverainement et en dernier ressort selon les 
loix et ordonnances de notre royaume. et y proc6der 
autant qu'il se pourra en la forme et manibre qui 
se pratique et se garde dans le resscrt de notre 
cour de Parlement de Paris.... 318i 

The second charter, the Pdit dIftablissement de la Compamie 
des Indes Occidentalesp stated as follows: 

I'Seront les juges Aablis en tous lesdits lieux, 
-tenus de juger suivant les loix et ordonnances du 

royaumeq et les officiers de suivre et se conformer 
& la coutume de la prdv8t4 et vicomtd de Parist 
suivant laquelle les habitans pourront contracter 
sans que Von puisse introduire aucune coutume pour 
6viter la diversit6. " 319. 

Some scholars argue that the terms of the 1663 charter were 
sufficient to introduce the coutuA? 

O*while 
others argue 

that this charter meant simply that the new court was to 
follow the procedure of the Parlement de Parist the law 

being left uncertain and vague as 'Iles loix et ordonnances, 

de notre royaume". These scholars believe that only the 

1664 Edit introduced the Coutume de Paris ý21. jt is not 

necessary to decide this matter, although the-latter view 

seems preferable. 
322. As already discusseds the Coutume, did not provide 

a complete system of rules 
? 23* Thusp it had no provisions 

on the general law of obligations nor on the law of special 
contracts. Roman law was used extensively to fill in gaps 
and interpret the Coutumev although this conception of 
Roman law as a residual common law was rejected by 

adherents of the notion of a droit commun coutumier. 
324. 

318. Quoted J-G Castel The Civil Law System of the Province 
of Quebec, Toronto, 19t2, at pp. 9-11 and in Dautre and 
Lareau, 9p. cit., pp. 116-118. 
319. Text quoted Munro, New World, p-136 note 3. (This is 
article 33 of the Ldl&. ) 
320. See Castel and Doutre and Lareau as cit supra note 318. 

. 
321. Munro, New World PP-136-7p note 4; Deleury et al., ol '9 22: cit- pp. 815- . note 96, and G6rin-LaJoie, pp_., 2it., 
PP 6'3--4. 
322. See text at notes 17-19 and 30-36 supra. 
323. For contentst see note 18 supra. 
324. See text at notes 33-36. 

. lei 
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Royal ordinances were of vital importance too. The 
Coutume was developed into a comprehensive system of laws 

using Roman law and royal ordinances. There is a long- 

running dispute over whether, or not the series of "grandes 

ordonnances" under Louis XIV and Louis XV were valid in 

Quebec if not registered by the Sovereign Council. This 

debate is mainly technical in naturev as the courts 
frequently applied the provisions of these ordonnances 
without questioning their validity in Quebec. Indeedp 
it seems that it. was only after the British conquest that 

the. matter was first considered. Thust we need not attempt 
to decide this point, it being sufficient to point out that 

these ordinances provided a possible source of law for the 
Quebec redactors, ignoring the legal niceties of their 

validity in Quebec ý25- 

The sources of the law used in New France-were the 

Coutume de Parisp royal ordinancesp colonial-legislation and 
Roman law., It appears that not all the provisions of the 

Coutume, were applied in New France ý26. Munro believes there 

to have been very little influence of Roman law in the 

colony under the Prench, regime 
ý27*His arguments are not 

convincing. He states that the law introduced was the 

Custom of Paris,, and that the Custom of Paris was not based 
328. 

on Roman laws He also recognises as sources of law for 

Canada under France royal ordinance 
ý291and colonial 

325. On this questiony see e. g. Doutre and Lareauf pp. cit. v 
pp-115-129; Munros New Worldp pP. 139-143- L. St. Laurentf 
"The Law of Quebec". 10 Can. Bar. Rev. v 

6932) 
pp-442-455 

at P. 446. 
326. See An Abstract of Those Parts of the Custom of the 
Viscounty and Provostship of Paris, which were recei. ved and 
practised in the Province of Quebect in the time of the 
French Government. Drawn up by a "Select Connittee of 
Canadian Gentlement well skilled in the Laws of France and 
of' that Province. " By the Desire of Guy-Carletonq Esquire, 
Governor in Cil'ief of the said Province. Londong 1772. see 
pp. i and ii. On p. ii is a note or the articles revoked in 
whole or in part. See also Sequel to the Abstract Cetc 
Londong 1773. 
327. New Worldv passim, esp. at pp-132-3o 135.9 143. 
328. Ibid. p PP. 133-1-3RG- 
329. Ibid. p PP-139-142. 
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legislationý30*He points out that the Code Narol4ong 

unlike the Coutume de Parisq'contains rules of'Roman 
331. 

origin, and that the Quebec code copied the French code. 
He concludes thatp rules of Roman origin were adopted in 
Quebec through copying the Code Napolgon? 32 *Munro indicates 

333. the role played by Roman law in'customary law Francep 
but then.,, curiously enoughp denies it any validity in 
New France. He does not consider that the colonists or 
traders would need a law of contracts. Further, Munro does 

not take into consideration that the 9dit of 1664 stated 
that the judges were to follow not only the Coutume and 
ordinancesp but also more generally 'Iles loix ... du royaume. 11 
This would surely include the subjects normally covered by 
Roman law in the jurisdiction of the Parlement de Paris. 
It is possible thatp in the early colonial periody the 

more refined areas of the law of obligations would have, 

little practical importance; but this does not matter. 
The Roman-based aspects of the law, of northern France-were 

introducedv at least as a potentiality., Thusp the later 

elaboration of these Roman rules, and their eventual 
incorporation in the 1866 Code, can be ascribed to the 

1664 introduction of the law as practised in the Vicomt4 

and 
, 
Prgvfte" of Paris, ý34*Thus, Roman lawt as received in 

the pays du droit coutumier,, was a live source of law in 

New France, along with the 
, 
Coutume de Parisp royal. 

ordinances and colonial legislation. 335. 

330. Ibid... pp-142-143. 
331. Ibid. 0 P-148. 
332. Ibid. v pp-147-8. 
333. Ibid. 9 pp-135-6., 
334.1 should not be understood to mean that there were no 
innovations on the old law in the 1866 Code taken from the 
French code. Obviously many provisions of importance were 
borrowed from the French code. What I wish to stress is 
that there was a potential role for Roman law in Quebec 
before any borrowing from the French code. The law was of 
necessity more than the few provisions of the Coutume de 
Paris. 
335. On Roman law and the droit coutumierp see text at 
notes 19-36 supra. 
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2. The British Period. 
Britain captured New France in 1760, in the course 

of'the Seven Years War. Britaints possession of the 

colony was confirmed in 1763 by the Treaty of Paris * 
336. 

The subsequent legal history of the province is complex, 
and there will be no attempt here to discuss it in any 
detaill-as to do so would not help this study. It is 

sufficient to outline some of the main events relating to 
the British desire to introduce the English common lawp 

and to note the reforms undertaken before codification. 

In 17639 the British Crovm issued a Royal Proclamation 

providing a system of government for various newly 
conquereh colonies.. including Canada(which was renamed 
Quebec)ý37-In providing for the establish: ment of courtsp 
the Proclamation stated that the courts were to determinev 
'fall Causesp as well criminal as civil, according to Law 

and Equityp and as near as may be agreeable to the Laws of 
England. it 338. Provision was made for legislation "as near as 
may be agreeable to the Laws Of Englandpt, 339-andp 

furthermore2 "all Persons Inhabiting in or resorting to... " 

Quebec could expect royal protection, "for the Enjoyment 
040. 

of the Benefit of the Laws of our Realm of England. 
Although the point has been arguedq there can be no doubt 
that the British government intended to abolish the 
Canadian lavi and introduce the EnglisOWOThere have been 

336, See Lanctot, op. cit., vol,. Iný(1965)v -nassim, and G. P. G. 
Stanleyp New Prancey The Last Phase,, 1744-1760p Toronto, 
19689 passim, 
337. For the text, see A. Shortt and AoG. Doughtyp Documents 
Relating to the History of Canada, 1759-17919 (hereafter 
cited as S. and D. )q Public Archives of Canadat 2nd edn. 0 1918, pp.. 163-168. 
338. Ibidop po165 
339. Ibid. 9 p.. 165. 
340,. Y-b-id., p. 165o 
341. Lord Hillsborough, Secretary of Stateg later claimed 
that this had not been the governmentts intention. This is 
unconvincing given the overwhelming contrary evidence, See 
his letter, S. and D., p. 297. The commissions of the first 
two Chief-Justices, Gregory (Doutre and Lareau, pp. cit., ppo 
585-7) and Hey, (S. and D. pp. 273-6) instructed them to judge 
according to common law. The first Governor and his 
administration obviously thought they were instructed to 
introduce the common law, For the arguments on the Royal 
Proclamation, see Doutre and Lareaut, 2p_ocitoy PP-310-354. 
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doubts as to whether the British Government could validly 
introduce English law in this fashiod42*It seems that for 
ten year8*the two systems of private'law existed uneasily 
side by side 

ý43- 

In 1774P the British Parliament passed the Quebec Act 
(14 Geo. IIIp ch. 83)v intending to settle various 
unsatisfactory matters relating to the government of the 
Province. The Act also attempted to end the confusion 

344. caused by the semi-introduction of English law. With 
certain (important) exceptionsp this Act reinstated the 
French Canadian law. First, the English criminal law was 
retained. Secondq the free disposal-of property by 
testament was extended. 345' Thirdq the Act stated*in a 
proviso that nothing in it should be taken to apply to 

V16 lands grantedýin free and common socage (an English tenure-. T 
The interpretation of this proviso was-to cause prOblemsp 
as was the general wording of the Actp'which stated it was 

342. Further on the Proclamation, * see-Munrop New Worldq 
p. 144; P. P. Walton., The Scope and Interpretation of the 
Civil Code of Lower Canada, 19079 pp. 12-19; Lamarcheq 
"French Civil Law under British Rule"t 31 Canadian Law 
Timeso(1911) pp. 420-441., passimp Doutre and Lareaug 2p. 2it. 1 
pp. 310-354. 
343. Probably the best published account of 

- 
the confusion' 

over the laws and of French Canadian reactions is A. Morell 
"La r6action des Canadiens devant Vadministration de la 
justice de 1764 a 1774" 

, 
20 R. du B. (1960) PP-53-639 who 

shows that the French Canadians boycotted the courts. -H. M. 
Ileatbyp Quebecq The Revolutionary A 1760-1791p Torontog 
1968, points out at P-52 that the Court of Common Pleas 
tended to employ French law. W. Smitht "The Strugfle over 
the Laws of Canadap- 1763-1783",, 1 Can. Hist. &ev. 1920),, 
pp. 166-186, may be found useful, though it should be read 
with cautionp being a fairly slight work, containing some 
inaccuracies and written before all documentary sources 
were available. 
344. For the relevant sections relating to the law, see S. 
and D. p PP-573-4. 
345. On the development of this area of the law, see A. 
Morelp I'Vapparition de la succession testamentaire., " 26 
R. du B. (1966) pp. 499-511 esp. at pp-503 and 5o6-510. Morel 
mainl7deals with subsequent jurisprudence 
346. "Socagell is the usual spellingt althoýgh the 1774 Act, 
itself spells the word I'soccage". On this form of tenureq 
se 

'ee. 
g. W. Blackstone, Commentyrips on the Laws of England, 

vol. 2p Chicago, 1979, (reprint of Ist. edn. of 1765-69) pp. 
79-82; a concise explanation may be found in D. M. Walkerp, 
The Oxford Comioanion to Lawq Oxford., 19809 s,, vq, I'socagell at 
P-1151 or in Jowitt's Dictio Lawq 2nd. edn. 
Burket Londong 19779 vol. II, P-1669- 
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to apply to "all His Majesty's Canadian subjects": 
Canadian at this period meant French Canadian. This point 
was considered in 1785 in the case of Gray v Grant 

,. 
The 

new Chi. ef Justice of Quebeeg William Smithp decided that 

-the Canadian laws were introduced by the Act only'as 

applicable to the French Canadiansp and that in disputes 

between others, the "old subjects", English common law 

should be applied. 
347-Many 

- including other judges - 
opposed this interpretation, and indeedp after Smith's 

348. death in 1793, it seems to have been forgotten. 

In 1791P the Constitutional Act (31 Geo. III ch-M 

was passed by the British Parliament. 349-This Act split 
the province of Quebec into two new provinces - Upper and 
Lower Canada. Each new province had a new constitutiong 
involving an elective legislative assembly350. No change 

was made in the laws of Lower Canadap although Upper Canada 

quickly 
, 
introduced connon law? 51*The Act had originally 

been intended to have provisions introducing English-style 

commercial laws, and provisions granting the holder of lands 

directly from the Crown en seiEMeurie the power to surrender 

them and have them regranted in free and common socage? 
52. 

347. For text of Judgement, see The Diary of William Smith, 
(ed. L. F. S. UptWý Torontop 1963--and 1965.9 Vol. 119 PP. 
209-210. 
348. See H. ITeatby) The Administration of Justice under the 
Quebec Actt London, 1037Y P-331 and PP-320 et seq. On the 
opposition to Smithts view, see The Diary of William Smith, 

, vol. II, p. 163 note 2., and Neatby, as cited alreadyt p. 221. 
The downfall of Smith's interpretation is shown with fine 
irony by the fact thatv on his deathp his widow had to go 
to court to request the election of a tutor under French 
law for their minor daughterp Harriet. See Neatbyp as citedp 
p. 227- 
349. On the development of the Acto and backgroundp see V, 
Harlowp The Founding of the Second British Empirep Londong 
1964Y Vol-II pp-751-773; A. Burt, The Old Province of guebecls 
Torontog 1933, pp-487-494; H. 1, Teatbyp Quebect The 
Revolutionary Age# Torontop 1968, pp-249-U33-- 
350-3. and D., PP-1031-1051 give text of Act. 
351. By the provincial "Act introducing English Civil Law 
into Upper Canada", quoted in, A. G. Doughty and D. A. MacArthurp 
Documents Relating to the Constitutional History of Canada, 
IZ91-1819, (hereafter D. & MacA. )v ý-914.9- Public Archives of 
Canada, pp. 83-4. 
352. -See the 1789 first draft of the bill,, (S. and D., pp. 
992-1002 at pp. 999-1001) on the surrender of seigneurial 
landt and the letter of 20th. Oct. v 1789P from Grenville 
to Dorchestert (S. and D. p. 991) on commercial regulations. 
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For various technical reasons these provisions had been 

excluded from the final bill. 353. 

The early 1800's saw some changes in the law and 
increasing confusion generally in the state of the law. 

The Provincial Acto 41 Geo. III, ch-49 (1801) extended-the 
freedom of testamentary disposition of property introduced 

in 1774 ý54* The proviso to the 1774 Act, apparently 
exempting land held in free and common socage from its 

355. 
provisions. * caused considerable confusion at this period. 9 
because it was unclear whether the English law was to be 

used only to define socage and its incidentst or whether 
the English laws on conveyancing, dower, and succession were 
to be applied to such land rather than the French 

ý56. 
equivalents. An added problem was that ifv as some thought 

the 1763 Proclamation could not and did not validly 
introduce English lawt then it was doubtful if English law 

could be introduced by way of . exception in a proviso to 

the 1774 Act. At this periodp many English holders of 

seigneurial land in Canada wished to change their tenure 

from seigneurial to socage? 
57*The English law officers 

decided that such a change would require legislative 
358. 

authority* We need not discuss the dispute over the 

abolition of seigneurial tenure in any detail? 59-it is 

sufficient to point out that in the early 1800's the 

353. See letter of 5th. June, 1790 from Grenville to 
Dorchesterp S. and D., pp. 1024-1027 at p. 1026 and pp. 1026-7. 
354. See A. Mayrandf Les Successions ab Intestatp*Montrealg 
1971.9 PP. 5-6 and A. Morel, "L'apparition de la succession 
testamentairellp (2p. cit. note 345 supra)v at PP-503-510. 
355. See text at notT 346 
356. See references, note 

RR27ra 

357. Munro.. System, pp. 221-223 gives details of the attempted 
change by John Caldwell, seiwneur of Lauzun. (He does not 
give this detail). Munrots account is not the best possiblep 
but it is the most convenient for referencep without having 
to cite numerous documents. 
358. See their report in D. and MacA. t PP-501-2 on this point. 
359. See on this Munrov Syste , ch. XII, pp. 224-251. His 
account is still the only complete one, though regretably 
defective in many respects and somewhat superficial and 
old-fashioned. For the background see Ouelletp Hermýs 
Article (see chap. 2 note 1025 su ra) and his "Le r6gime 
seigneurial dans le Qu6beco" in 1 ments at pp. 91-110. See 
chap. 2 note 75 supra. ) Useful maF a7lso be found M. Se"guing 
"Le Rdgime Seigneurial au Pays de Qu6becq 1760-1854, " 
1 R. H. A. P. (1947-8)t PP-382-402 and 519-532. See also the 
second section of chapter 2 supra. 
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merchant class wished for abolition of seigneurial tenurej 

while, in general, the French Canadians resisted any 

attempt at abolition 
ý60. In 1822, the British Parliament 

passed the Canada Trade Ac t? 
61 

*This Act provided362. that 

anyone holding land directly from the Crown, either en fief 

et sbipmeurie 
' 

or en censive, t and having power to alienate 
the same., could surrender such land to the Crowng and have 

it regranted'in free and cormnon socage 
? 63*This Act was 

ineffective in helping commute tenure and ending confusion 

over the laws in forceg as it did not allow for commutation 
by the censitaires of a seiEneur and did not settle which 
law was applicable to land held in free and common socage. 
In 1825,9' the British Parliament enacted the Canada Tenures 

Ac tý64-which continued the provisions of the 1822 Act, but 

bound a seignburg who had himself commuted his tenurep to 

commute that of his censitaires, should they demand that, 
? 65* 

The co' he do so rmruted land would be held in free and 

cow-non socage as in England. The eighth section is, of, 

great interestq since it stated thatv in land held in . 
socage, all matters of conveyancingg succession and rights 

of married women were to be-governed by the laws of 

England. This section attempted to settle the doubts over 

the meaning of the 1774 proviso 
? 66. It, thus appears thatt 

by 1825, English law was to govern important areas of 

social life in a substantial part of Lower, Canadav asv in 

the Eastern Townships, land was already held in free and 

360. See Ouellety Histoire (see chap. 2 note 65 supra) pp. 
199-200 on seigneurialism retarding economic development; 
and alsog chap. 2 supra text at notes 101-106. 
361.3 Geo. IV, ch. 119. The text may conveniently be found 
in A. G. Doughty and N. Story, Documents Relating to the 

11-61--9-1825,9 Public Archives Constitutional History of CiLýa-dat-9-- 
of Canaday 1935, at pp. 106-120., as well as the, usual 
Statutes at Larges, vol. 8 (1819-1822). 
362. By sections 31 and 32. 
363. See Munrog System,, pp. 224-5. and S4guin, 232. cit. note 
359 supra, at PP-391-2. This Act, S-31v also abolished thel, 
needq in making such a regrantv of reserving land for the 
use of the Protestant clergy -a necessity which had caused 
problems in previous attempts at changing tenure, and which 
originated in S-36 of the Constitutional Act of 1791. 
364.6 Geo. IV, ch-59, Statutes at Largep vol. 109 1825-6, 
give text at pp-151-15"6-. 
365. By sections 3 and 4. 
366. See text at note 346 supra. 
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common socagev and there was a prospect of large areas 
of the seigneuries being held in socage. 

This was an obviously unsatisfactory state for the law. 
Not only were two systems of law existing side by side in 
the same jurisdiction, but also many past land transactions 

would seem to have been overturned because section eight of 
the 1825 Act was declaratory in nature. There were doubts 

about the effect of this sectiont and, in 1829t the 

Provincial legislature passed an Act rendering it only 

prospective in effect; but the validity and scope of this 

Act were also doub tfulý67- In factt the problem of the 

applicability of English law to large areas of Lower Oanada 

remained'unsettled until the'1850's 368. In 1857,9 the 
ý69. Provincial legislature passed "An Act for settling the 

Law covering Lands held in Free and Common Soccage in 

Lower Canada". 9 
370-which 

removed the anomaly of English law 

and rendered the Lower Canadian law uniform. 

In 1840, the two provinces of Upper and Lower Canada 

had been reunited as part of the political settlement of 
the rebellions of 1837 and 1838 ? 71*Although the British 

372. 
government wished to introduce the English lawsp under 
the Union there was no serious attempt to assimilate the 

lavis of the formerly separate provinces, both retaining 

367. On the problems as regards this Actp see St. Laurent, 
qm-cit-p pp-452-3; and also the case of Stuart 

' 
v. Bowman, 

3 Lower Canada Reports, 309 (1853): esp. at PP-369=77 
(Panet J. ) and 392-6 (Alwyn J. ) on this Provincidl Act. See 
also the case of Wilcox v. Wilcox 8 Lower Canada Rerorts 34 
(1857) esp. 94-98, 
368. The differing opinions of the judges in Wilcox show 
that9 even in 1857p the meaning of the 1763 Proclamation, 
the Quebec Act etc. could still be a matter of dispute. 
369. Just prior to the decision in Wilcox 11 
370.20 Vict. S. C. 1857p ch. 45. "Soccage" so'spelt in title. 
371. On the rebellions, seep e. g. H. T. Manningg The Revolt 
of French Canadat 1800-1835,, Torontop 1968, vol. 1 PP. 152- 
219; on the settlementp see the 1912 Lucas edition of Lord 
Durham's Reportp Oxford, vol. l. introduction, and on Union, 
see J. M. S. Carelessp The Union of the Canadast 1844-1857, 
Toronto, 1968. 
372. See L. Groulxp Histoire du Canada Prancaisp Montreal, 
1968,4th. edn. p p. IDO. .7 
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their own laws and cour'-t structure. 373. 

The period of Union was one of major reforms in the 
Lower Canadian lawv reforms which commenced under the 
Special Council.,, even before the Act of Union came into 

effect. Thusp in 18419 there were major reforms of the 

law on customary dower and hypothecsv reforms making for 

greater security of transactionsp especially through 
374. 

registration. In 1843 and 1849 there were major re 
' 
forms 

of the Court of-Appeal of Lower Canada? 750 The bar and 
notaries of Lower Canada were incorporatedv in 1849 and 
1847 respectively? 

76 ODuring this periodp university,., 
teaching of law became regularp with the organisation of 
law faculties in the universities of McGill and Lavaiý77- 

373. For the text of the Act of Union, 3&4 Viet. ch-35, 
see W. P. M. Kennedys, Statutest-Treaties and Documents of 
the Canadian Constitution, Oxford 19309 2nd. edn. y (hereafter cited as Kennedy Docs. ý 

pp. 433-445 at pp-442-443. 
S. 46 maintained the existing laws of both Provinces, and 
-s,, 47 the separate courts and law officers. 
374. These reforms will be found in Consolidated Statutes 
of Lower Canadap ch-37. (This compilation of legislation 
completed 1861, will be referred to hereafter as C. S. L. C. I. 
On these reforms, see A. Perrault, "Le conseil spdcialq 
1838-1841"t 3 R. du 13. (1943)9 PP-130-1449 213-2309 265- 
274, and 299-3079 at pp. 269-72, and Y. F. Zoltvanyq "Esquisse 
de la Coutume de Paris", 25 R. H. A. F. (1971-72) PP-365-384 
at P-371 and P-375. There were later attempts to refonn the 
law on hypothecsp on one such failure, see 11J. C. 11, "De la 
publicit6 des Hypotheques dans le Bas-Canadallo 3 Revue de 
Lgizislation et de Jurisprudence, (184ý)lVp. 24-33- 
375. See L. Renaudq "La Cour d'Appel aube de I'Union 
(1839-1849)11,8 La Revue Juridique Thdmis_ (de l'Universitd 
de Montreal, ) (1973). P-465-499. In appendices at PP-492- 
4949 Ms. Renaud gives the acts. 
376. "An Act to incorporate The Bar of Lower Canada" 12 Viet. 
S. C. 1849 ch-46 and "An Act for the Organization of the 
Kotarial Profession in that part of this Province called 
Lower Canada", 10-11 Viet. S. C. 1847 ch. l. Sqe Andrd 
Sinclair, "LlAvocat au Qu4bec: 209 ans dthistoirellp 16 Les , 
Cahiers de Droit (1975) pp. 689-702 at pp. 693 et seq. See 
also J. E. C. Brierleyq "Quebec's Civil Law Codification"'q 
14 McGill Law Journal (1968) PP-521-589p at P-523 and note 
6. (This ork will hereafter be cited as Codification. ) 
377. See L. Lortie, "The Early Teachin of Law in Frenchý 
Canada". 2 Dalhousie Law Journal 

, 
(1975ý PP-521-32 at 

PP-527-3ip,, especiallY 529, and Sinclairg op. cit. note 376 
surra, at pp. 696-7. Not until 1937 did university study 
of law become necessary for an avocat: ibid. 9 p. 697- 
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In 1857 came an important restructuring of judicial 
organisation? 

780 A reform of major importance accomplished 
under the Union was the abolition of the seigneurial system. 
The moves to achieve this started in 1841 with the 
appointment of a commission to investigate the system of 

379. land tenure. In its report of 1843, the commission 
condemned the seigneurial system and recommended its 
abolition 

?8 0* As a result of this report, in 18459 the 
provincial legislature passed an act "to facilitate optional 
Commutation of the Tenure of Lands. 0 

, 
81 *This act was 

amended in 1849p but commutation was still optional. In 
1850, the Legislative Assembl y resolved that commutation 82. 
be made obligatorý t andt in 1854t was eventually passed an 
"Act for the Abolition of Feudal Rights and Duties in Lower 

Canadall. 
383* The work of commutation was completed in 1859, 

the new tenure being a free one of French origing not the 

English one of free and common socage. 

The period of Union was one of major reform in the 

Quebec law. The anomalies of the semi-introduction of 
384-the 

court structure was reformed; English law were removed, 
the legal profession was reorganised; university teaching 

of law started; and the substantive law was modernised. As 

part of this reform movementv in 1857, the legislature 

passed "An Act to provide for the Codification of the Laws 

of Lower Canada relative to Civil matters and Procedure.,, 385. 

This Act resulted in the 1866 Code. 

378. "An Act to amend the Judicature Acts of Lower Canada". 
20 Vict. S. C. 1857, ch. 44: see Brierleyp Codification, p. 
522 and note 3" 
379. See 11unroý Docs., (pp. Sit. chap. 2 note 104 supra) at 
PP-308-357- 
380. Ibid. P-353. 
381. See Munrop Systemp pp. 242-4 for discussioil of this Act. 
382. See ibid. 9 pp. 243-4. 
383. For text, see Kennedyt Does., pp-519-532. On this Act 
and its operationg see Munro, Syst v pp. 245-51. 
384. See text at notes 369-370 supra. 
385. The text of this Act (20 Vict. S. C. 1857P ch-43)9 may 
readily be found in T. McCord's 1867 edition of The Civil 
Code of Lower Canada pp. XXXIII-XXXVII. (C. S. L. C. 9 ch. 2. ) 
Castel,, a. cit., pp. 24-6, may also conveniently be 
consulted for the text. 
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The legal history of Quebec-or Lower Canada after 

cession to Brit4in has some important implications fo r 
codification. It is obvious that the British government 
had wished to introduce English common law, although attempts 
to do so had met with failure. English law had been applied 
in the period 1764 to 1774y and had apparently been applicable 
to large areas of land after that date. English law 

obviously would be well known in Lower Canadap and thus 
a possible source for the Commissioners for Codification 
to draw on. The French Canadian resistance to the common 
law would suggest that, as a source for the code# it would 
not readily be usedp especially in the traditional areas 
of family, property and obligations. Purthermorep the 

reforms of the law (sketched in above)# carried out prior 
to codification# modernised the law while maintaining it 

as a cohesive system based on the old French law. This 

would suggest that arguments for introducing English law 

because of its "modernity" would not carry much weight. 
Likewiset if new provisions were required for modernisationg 
the codifiers would be likely to turn to civilian 
compilationsp such as the Code Napoldony in search of rules 
consistent with the general tenor of the indigenous law. 

Codification. 
The background to the 1866 codification has already 

carefully been investigated by J. E. C. Brierleyý86 *This 

eectiony thereforepwill be devoted merely to extractings 
from the whole complex process of codificationg those 

elements which help explain the sources selected on 
codification, and their relevance to conditions in Quebec. 

Four topics will be examined: first, the immediate 

background to codification; secondq the legislature's 

instructions to the codification Commissioners; third, the 

characters of the codification Commissioners; and fourth, 
the Commissioners' interpretation of their instructions 

and their method of working. 

386. Brierleyv Codification. 
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Immediate background to codification. 

The Act enabling codification was passed in 1857-: 67. 

The code was completed and came into force in 1866, just one 
year prior to confederation in Canada. Some writer]88 Ohave 
been inclined to infer that the two events of codification 
and confederation are connected in some way other than by 

closeness in time, and conjecture that codification was 
a means of preserving the Quebec civil law from common-law 
encroachment after confederationo Brierley has shown that 
the original motive for codification could not have been 
this one of preservationg since codification was proposed 
before confederation became a policy of the provincial 
government 

ý89. Parther, in all the negotiations leading 
up to confederationp the special status of the Quebec civil 
law had been recognisedPOO Even without codificationg 
the Quebec laws would seem to have been secure on entering 
the confederation. The "preservation" conjecture seems 
to be based almost entirely on the coincidence in time of 
codification and confederationt and on the following 

statement of McCord: 
"In view of a union of the British American 
provinces, the codification of our laws is perhaps 
better calculated than any other available means to 
secure to Lower Canada an advantage which the 
proposed plan of confederation appears to have 
contemplated, that of being the standard of 
assimilation and unityq and of entering into new 
political relations without undergoing disturbing 
alterations in her laws or institutions. " 391o 

The British North America Act of 1867p by-s-94P provided 
for the possible unification of private law in the 

confederationp but specifically excluded Quebeco This had 

387. See note 385 supra and text. 
388. See Brierleyp Codificationg pp-527-8t and. note 18. 
See also, chapter I supra, note 51. 
389. Brierley, Codificationg PP-527-33- 
390. See the Quebec Resolutions of 1864P clause 439 parts 
159 17 and 18 on preserving local laws: Kennedy Does., 
pp-541-7 at P-547; and the London Resolutions of December 
4th. y 1866, on the same in ibid. 9 pp. 611-617 at p. 615- 
391. McCordt Synopsis of Changes in the Law Effected by th 
Civil Code of Lower Canada (hereafter cited as 

-Synopsis), to be found in his 1867 edn. of the Code at pp-I-XXX at 
pp. I-II. 
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392. been a policy in confederation from 1864, and makes 
McCord's remarks seem strange. His comment seems tolhave 
two possible meanings. Firstv codification meant that 
the Quebec laws could serve as a model for the possible 
assimilation or unification of the Canadian lawsý93- 
Secondp if there were an assimilationp codification would 
prevent the Quebec laws from being much altered. That 
Lower Canada had insisted on control of her own private 
laws must render McCord's statement fairly pointless,, and 
it is difficult to decide how much reliance should be 

placed on it. The statement may reflect an erroneous fear 

among the French Canadians that their laws would be 
394. infiltrated by the common law. As Brierley suggests. 9 

it is possible that during the process of codificationp 
as confederation approachedp there developed the notion 
of codification as preserving the Quebec laws: it must be 

accepted, however, that the prime motive for codification 
was not a political desire to preserve the Quebec laws 

and to affirm the existence of a francophone population with 
their unique laws and institutions. If preservation 
of the integrity of Lower Canadian law had been an aim of 

codificationp it would suggest that common law sources 

would not be used. 

Brierley identifies as the main motive for codification 
in Quebec the desire to solve three legal and technical 

problems: the diversity of the sources of lawp the problem 

of languagep and the absence of any legislative or 
doctrinal synthesis. A spur to codification was the ready 

availability of foreign models. 
395-The bulk of the laws 

were of French origin: codification in France had stopped 

392. See note 390 surra. 
393. See Brierleyq Codificationt p-531t on proposed 
assimilation of the laws of Upper and Lower Canada in 1857 
not necessarily to the deVriment of Lower Canadian law. 
394. Ibid. 9 P-528. 
395. Ibid. 9 PP-533-542- These were also the reasons given 
in the preamble to the 1857 enabling statute. See note 
385 surra. 
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the reprinting of these-sourcesp and the vital commentaries 
upon them, making access difficult to the-, sources of 
Quebec law ý96 * To these French sourcest had been added a 
considerable amount of provincial legislation and court 
decisions. While many inhabitants were monolingualp parts 
of the law were written in Frenchq parts in English. Some 

provisions of English law had been introduced. - All was 
obvious confusion? 

97* The Code Napoldon and the Louisiana 
Code of 1825 398-both 

offered examples of a synthesis of 
the lawp and of the benefits accruing on codification. 
Brierley concludes that: 

"The essential reasons ... motivating, the proposed 
codification ... were rooted in this fact: the 

tactual content of the legal system of Lower Canada 
was not easily ascertainable, by way of reference 
to either an official compilation or suitable 
doctrinal synthesis. The difficulty existed on two 
levels: the substance of the law was only. to be- 
gathered from a multiplicity of different sources 
whichp themselves, existed in a language not always 
accessible to all portions of. the population. The 
classification and organisation of the law, to be 
exposed in the systematic fashion of a code along 
the lines of the two obvious models availablep were thus 
the aims of the new compilation. " 399. 

B. Instructions to the Codification Cormmission. 
The 1857 Act400. laid down in its various sections an 

outline method of operation for the Codification Commission. 

Under ss. 1 and 29 three ConLmissionersp who had to be 
barristers and could be judges, and two secretaries (one 

francophone the other anglophonep each with a good knowledge 

of the other's language) were to be appointed. The 

396. See text at notes 320-335 supra on Prench sources. 
397. See sections one and two supra. Castel, oD*2it*q gives 
a simple review of the sources at pp-14-15t 17-IU-, aýd 20-23 
with excerpts from some of the source material. 
398. On the role of the 1825 Civil Code of Louisianaq see 
J. P. Richert and E. S. Richert, "The Impact of the Civil Code 
of IA)uisiana upon the Civil Code of Quebec of 186611 8 
Revue Juridique Th4mis (de VU niversitg de hlontr4alý, (1973) 
PP-501-520* 
399. Codificationg P-542. (It is clear that, the C. N. -and C. L. 
offered new alternative provisions. ) R. Taschereau gave the 
same explanation for codification: I'Le Bas-Canada conservait 
cependant les lois fran aises, mais ces lois dtaient devenues 
tellement compliqugesq 

iellement 
m9ldesq quIen 1857 Sir 

Georges Etienne Cartier proposait la codification pour des 
lois franqaises pour le Bas-Canada'19 in "La Codification de 
Nos Lois Civiles.. " pp. 657-671 at p. 662 of Le Droit Civil 
Francais Livre Souvenir des Journ6es du Droit Civil Frangais. 
(Montrdal -- 31 Aout -2 Septembreq 1934). Publid-par le - 
Barreau de Montr4aly Sirey, Pariss Montr4all 1936. 
400. See note 385 supra for reference to text. 
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Commissioners were instructed by s-4 to reduce the whole 

of the civil law to one code composed of laws of "a general 
and permanent character'19 but excluding any laws relating 
to seigneurial tenure. By s. 6, only laws actually in force 

were to be embodied in the codep while proposed amendments 
had to be stated separately and distinctlyq with reasons 

given for their suggested adoption. The code was to be 

framed on the same general plan and was to contain a 

similar amount of detail as the French code (s-7). Reports 
to the Governor were to be made periodicallyp and could be 

submitted to the Lower Canadian judges for their comments 

and advice on amendments or the accuracy of the statement 

of the actual law (ss. 8-12). Under s-159 the code was to 

bellframed and made in the French and English languages", 

and when printed, the two texts were to be next to each 

other. Any two Commissioners could frame a reportp but the 

third could frame a separate report or enter his dissent 

into the minutes of the proceedings of the Commission (s. 16). 

Prom the Commission's instructionsp it is clear that the 

primary task was to reduce the vast mass of source material 

of Quebec law into one concise code# using, the French Code 

Civil as a plan and example: while amendments were allowedp 

they had to be stated separately with arguments in support. 

It appears that the Commission was not given a totally free 

hand and that the redaction'was to be of a basically 

conservative nature. 

That the Commission was instructed to draw up the code 

on the basis of the law in force does not mean that there 

would be no element of selection present in thisp the 

primary task. As has been pointed outy the law in force 

would have to be gathered from manyq and possibly conflicting, 

sources. Doctrinal writerss for example, could have 

differing views of the meaning of the law; statutes could 

conflict; and cases could give contradictory decisions. 

The doubtful nature of much of the Lower Canadian law would 

mean thatv in deciding what was the law actually in force# 

the Commission would inevitably be involved in selecting 

among competing possible sources in areas of the law that 

were unclear or unsettled. The process of selection would 
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likely be guided by the Commissioners' views on what the 
law ought to bep taking into account matters such as purity 
of pri4Ciplep reform needed in view of changing social 
circumstances, and the like. Indeed, the Commissioners 

were well aware of the necessity of their making selections 
between competing sources in deciding what the law actually 
was, and they left on record their views as to what should 
guide their decisionsý01"Proposing amendments., the' 

secondary task of the codifiersp. obviously allowed them 
freedom to innovate wherever they thought necessary. Theyp 

of, coursep would use their freedom in a restricted way. 
That. is. p'they would be likely to innovate by using obvious 
and traditional sourcesy and they would be unlikely to 

attempt, to frame a completely new provisiong given the 

obvious tendency of those with the task of reforming the 
402. law to borrow provisions from other systems. 

C. Characters of the individual commissioners. 

It is appropriate briefly to examine the background 

and careers of the three Commissionersq as it is possible 
that their political views and general character could 

predispose them to favour a particular view of the law and 
to adopt particular provisions. Although the Act enabling 

codification had been passed in 18579 not until 1859 was 
the Commission appointed. 

403-On 4th. February of that yearv 
Ren6-Edouard Caron404-puisnd judge of the Court of Queents 

4o6. Benchy Charles Dew ey Dayý050and Augustin-Norbert Morin, 

401. See infra text at notes 423-4. 
402. See chap. 1 supra, text at notes 34-37 and 51-53. The 
purpose of this study is, of courseq to see EM the 
codifiers chose a particular source and rule for use in 
Quebec. I 403. In 1857P Cartier had offered the position of President 
of the Commission to L-H. LaFontaine, Chief-Justice of ' 

Lower 
Canadas who had declined on grounds of ill health. See 
Brierleyv Codification, appendix IIv P-581. 
404.1800--18-7-76. 
405.1806-1884. 
406.1803-1865. 
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'nuisng judges of the Lower Canadian Superior Courtq were 
appointed as Commissioners for Codification. -On'the 10th. 

of the same monthv'J. U. Baudry and T. K. Ramsayt both 

members of the bar., -were appointed, as the bilingual 

secretaries. On 25th. October, 18629 Ramsay was replaced 

as secretary with Thomas G. -McCord; while in 1865P on 
A-N. Morin's deathp Baudry replaced him as Commissioner- 

one L. S. Morin taking the latter's position as secretary. 
Out of this groupq we need discuss only the three judges 

originally appointed as Commissionersp, as theirs was the 

task of codification. -When A-N. Morin, diedt the work was 

effectively finishedq as the draft code was already being 

examined by"the legislature: 407--and thus Baudryp appointed 
to replace Moring would have no determining influence on 

08. 
the provisions of the civil code. 

ý Morin and Caron were francophone, while Day was 

anglophone. Day had been born in Vermont; but his family 

had come in 1812 to Montreal where he had been educated. 
All three were called to the bar in the late 1820's and 
had a cornmon training in the Quebec civil law. All had 

had active, political careers prior to elevation to the 

bench. Thus Day had been solicitor-general, prior to his 

1842 aprointment to, Queen's Bench. (He had transferred 

to the Superior Court in 1849. ) Caron had been active as 
409* 

a moderate-and liberalp and had been mayor of Quebect 

. cil, 
410-and had held speaker of the Legislative Cour 

ministerial position under the Hincks-1.1orin liberal_ 

coalition (see below) before his 1853 appointment to the 

Superior Courtp from which, in 1855p he was appointed to 

Queen's Bench. Of all threep 114orin had the most lively 

political background. 411-In 1830 he had been elected to 

407. See Brierleyp Codification, appendix 119 P-588. 
408. On this, see the Preface to ycCord's 1867 edn. of the 
code (hereafter cited 'as Preface) at pp. v-vi; and*Brierley, 
Codificationp app. II PP-581-9. 
409. See Careless, U. Sit., P. 47. 
410. See Ibid. v p, 100. 
411. It is undoubtedly due to this that he has attracted 
the interest of more than one biographer. 
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the Legislative Assembly of Lower Canadap and he took a 
prominent part in all the troubles during the 1830's. He 
was entrusted by L-J. Papineau with drawing up the famous 
Ninety-Two Resolutions of 1834P on which the Assembly had 
taken its stand against the Provincial administration and 

412. Imperial government. During the Patriote rebellions of 
1837-8, Morin was charged with high treasong but escaped 
arrest by going into hiding. 413-During the Union he had 
returned to political lifev being elected to the Assembly 
in 1841, being the Assembly's Speaker from 1848 to 1851, 
in which latter year he joined with Hincks of Upper 
Canada to head the liberal coalition ministry which bears 
their names. He held various ministerial posts until his 
1855 appointment to the Superior Court. 

All three Commissioners had had ministerial responsibility 
and had played an important part in the events of their 
time. The three were men of learning and practical 
experiencep undoubtedly familiar with the intellectual 

movements of their period. They would seem to be suitable 

candidates for the work of redactiong to which they could, 
apply their knowledge of intellectual and material life. 414. 

Though deeply versed in Lower Canadian lawp by virtue of 

education and linguistic ability, all three would have 

access to sources written in languages not their owný While 
there is nothing in Day's background to suggest he would 
favour the introduction of coaLmon lavi notions2 the strong 
commitment of both Caron and Morin to the French Canadian 

cause suggests that they would be zealous in preserving 
the integrity of the French Canadian law. This does not 

412. -See Parizeaut La Soc16t6 Canadienne Franýaiseau XIXe 
Sie6lep Montreal, 1975, at pp. -14-5and 474-6. Parizeau 
devotes a whole chapter to Morin (PP-465-519)9 containing 
useful information. 
413. See ibid., pp-465-7. 
414. From-175-2 until his death, Day was Chancellor of McGill 
University. Morin was, first. 9 Professor of Law at Laval, 
and then Dean of Laval's Law Faculty: Parizeaut op. cit., 
pp-503-5 and see note 415 below. 
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mean they would favour the retention of archaic provisions; 
on the contraryp the legal practices all had had before 

elevation to the benchp and their judicial positions 
themselvesp would mean that all three would be well aware 
of any deficiencies in the Lower Canadian lawq and the 

need for corresponding revision and modernisation. 
415* 

D. The Commission's interpretation of its instructions 
and manner of working. 

Since Brierley has given a very full account of the 

modus operandi of the Commissionp and McCord a brief but 

important oneq only certain aspects of the Commission's 

work need be touched on here ýIb. 
Caron acted as de facto 

president of the Commissionp and early in 1859 gave thought 

to how the Legislature's instructions were to be implemented. 

Turning his attention first to determining what exactly 
417. 

were the laws in force in Lower Canadap he set down his 
thoughts in a Memoire, in which he classified all the 

W 8. 
possible sources of the existing law. The list of sources 
in the M&oire is comprehensive and exhaustiveý19*and 
includes the Coutume de Parisp French ordinances and edicts, 

provincial legislation, juristic writers on French law 

of the ancien rdgime, such as Pothiert and those who wrote 

415. For further information on all threeg the following 
may be used. The Canadian Dictionary of National Bioqrarýyj 
vol. IXg for Morin and X for Caronp and on both, see Morgan, 
Sketches of Celebrated Canadians, Quebec, 1862, PP-351-2 
(Morin) and PP-472-3 (Caron). Also-on Moring see Parizeau 
o-o. cit. The Canadian Dictionary (supra) being unfinished# 
the volume which will contain Day's entry is unavailable. 
Thereforev on Dayp see his entry in The MlacMillan Dictionary 
of Canadian Biography. These works are the sources of the 
information in the text not attributed : Ln a note. Further 
biographies of I-,. orin are cited by Brierley, Codification, 
PP-581-4 note 7. 
416. See Brierley, Codificationt PP-542-573; YIcCordq Prefacev 
pp. v-ixv and Castel, 2M. cit. 9 p. 29, who gives a brief accountp 
apparently taken 6ntirely from JjcCord. 
417. ]Brierleyp Codificationj PP-544-5- 
418. Further comprehensive lists of sources were Proposed; 
but seemingly never drawn up: ibid. P-546. 
419. See ibid. 9 PP-547-552 forý-I-jst, and notes thereon for 
commentary. 
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420. on the Roman law asýadapted to Francep notably Domat. 
Although the writings of jurists were only given a brief 

mention towards the end of the listo they in-fact 
421. 

constituted the most important and-fruitful, source, 
the bulk of the other sourcesýbeing found of. little 

relevance 
ý22 * As well as the sources of the ancien droit, 

the codifiers examined the provisions of the Code Napol6on 

and the Louisiana Code for, a concise expression of the old 
law. The latter code was especially usefulp having both 

an English and French text. 

The codifiers commented on the task of sifting through 
the-sources in order to discover the laws actually in 
force. They stated: 

".., on an infinity of points there is uncertainty 
and difference of opinion. The legislature is 
silentp the courts do not concurt the authors 
disagrees and yet in all these cases a decision 
must be come to .... " 423. 

The codifiers had already outlined in an earlier ReRortj 

some of the criteria by which they decided on any particular 

rule as being the law in force: 
"The,, Commissioners would remark that in all cases 

of doubt and conflicting opinions upon the lawo and 
in the cases of suggested amendmentsy they have not 
been governed by the mere weight of authority upon 
the one side or the other, but have preferred the 
rules likely to be found practically the most 
convenient and beneficial. " 424. 

420. Ibid. 9 PP-5550-2. 
421. Brierley remarks (ibid. 

9 P-553): "The vast bulk of 
actual law to be included in the provisions of the future 
code was thus contained in a myriad of French writers of 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. " 
422. See ibid. p PP-552-4 
423. Second Report, PP-139-143 esp. at pp-141--13 for these 
general statements made by the codifiers on their work. 
They also remarked that the sources were "so variedv and 
more-numerous perhaps with us than in any other country 
and the long enumeration of which would be out of place 
here. " Ibid. On mode of citation of these Reportst see 
chap. I suprat note 34. These important general remarks 
at the beginning of the Second Report, may also be found 
quoted in Castel, pp. cit., pp. 27-29. 
424. First Reportt P-32--On P-32 of their First Report, 
the Commissioners make several remarks of interest on the 
nature of law and codification. 
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It is obvious that, the codifiers recognised that in 

(deciding what was the law in force they were involved in 

a creative act, as they often had to choose between 

competing potential provisions. This'statement indicates 

that in exercising such choicesp'they were concerned to 

fit law to what they saw as the requirements of their 

society. 

When it came 'to amending the'iaw'p the codifiers 
apparently examined many and varied sources in a search 

ý25 
for provisions suitable for borrowing * The Code 

Napol4on and the 1825 Louisiana Code would often offer 

potential amendments. Caron believed that the latterp 

completed after the French codev might well contain 

provisions suitable for adoption in Quebec. 
426. The 

Louisiana Code was also specifically mentioned in the 

preamble to the 1857 Actq and Cartier had been warm in 427. 
recommending it in the debate over the codification-bill. 
Fortunatelyq the Commission left'in its Rep6rtsl details 

of -sources consulted, and this renders comparatively easy 

ascertainment of sources consulted, and provisions accepted 

and rejected. -McCord states (and as one of the secretaries 
to the Commission his evidence is very valuable) that in 

their amendmentsp the Commissioners consciously sought to 

fit the law to the existing society: 
"[The amendments are3 intended for-the most part 
to improve our law as a system, and to adapt it 
more perfectly to our present state of society. " 428. 

He adds that the amendments: 

... of a nature to harmoni'ze with the ideas 

425. See the list of abbreviations in McCord, 2p. cit. p at 
pp. XLII-LI for an idea of the range of sources consulted. 
See also Brierleyp Codification. 9, P-5529 where he gives a 
count of over 350 different-sourcesp and A. Morel, U. cit. v 
note 345-supra., where he gives, at P-501y a count of more 
than 300 "titres". 
426. Brierley, Codification, q P-545. 
427. Ibid. 9 PP-541-2 and his note 54. 
428. McCord, Synopsis, p, II,, 
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of the present dayp and, to adapt our ancient laws 
to the changes which since their date society 
itself has undergone. " 429. 

These statements by McCord are confirmed by the Commissioners 
themselves in the passage already quoted from their Pirst 
Rerortý300 Thusp the Commissioners were actively seeking 

provisions suited to the state of societys and the sources 
they consultedp the provisions accepted or rejectedp and 
the reasons they gave for doing the samep will obviously 
reflect on the influences on them in their task of 
creatively developing and modernising the law. 

The work of drafting individual books and titles of 
the code. was split among the three Commissioners, and it 
is possible to ascertain which parts were originally 431. 
drafted in French and which in English 

_(obviously 
by Day). 

The drafts were translated into the other language by the 

secretaries., checked by the Commissioner who drew them upy 

and then carefully-examined by all three, 432. Both texts 

are thus of equal authorityý33- The especial prominence 

given to the French code is clearly shown by the method 

of working adopted in drawing up individual articles. The 

Commission worked using'cahiers 34-each double page of which 

was divided into four columns, headed: "Existing law'19 

"Corresponding Article of'the Civil Code of Frande"t 

"Proposed Amendment" and "Remarks". The'intention was 
to utilise, as instructed by the Legislaturep the 

expression and wording of, the French code in drawing up 
435. 

articles to encapsulate the existing laweý It is obvious 
that this methodq'involving comparison with the French 

code, would cause the Commissioners to reflect critically 

429. Ibid. 
430. See quotation in text at note 424. , 
431. See McCord, Preface, pp. viii-ixp and Brierleyp 
Codificationo P-537. 
432. See references note 431 surra. 433. McCord tells us that to overcome difficulties 
attendant upon the translation of French texts into Englishp 
Soots legal terminology was often used. Prefacep p. ix. 
434. See Brierleyv Codification, appendix I on cahiers at 
pp-577-580. 
435. See ibid. j PP-563-4. 
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on the existing law, and would inevitably mean thatj in 

considering a possible amendmentp the French provision 
would always be the one most convenient and obvious to 
borrow. 

Conclusion on the background to codification in 
Quebec. 

French colonisation of New France had resulted in the 
introduction of the law of the customary-law north of 
Frances specificallyp the Coutume de Paris. Right up 

until codifications the Quebec private law remained firmly 

based in the law of ' ancien r9pime France (the Coutume de 

Parisp royal ordinances., and the received Roman law) despite 
the attempted introduction of Anglo-American common laws 

and the application of aspects of the common law to some 
436. 

areas of the province. 

Although the legal culture of Quebec was firmly based 

in the French law of the ancien r4gimev with the inclusion 

of some common laws the large amount of source material 

apparently available in Quebec for consultation meant that 

the codifiersp in so far as they chose to modernise the 

law, could choose among many differing sources and provisions. 

The codifiers had access to the doctrinal writers on the 

old and new Frenca laws writers on the Roman laws the 

CorDus Iuris Civilis itselfq English laws American law and 

Scots law. From their ReEorts it is clear that the 

Com: T, issioners made full use of these sources, as well as 

of the Code Napoldon and Code of Louisiana. 

The strong commitment of the codifiers to the French 

Canadian law and the conservative instructions of the 

legislatures would both tend to suggest that the sources 

most used would be the traditional onest althoughp as 

436. The droit commercial is rather different from the 
droit civil in QuebeT'. See the conclusions on codification 
in Quebec in the final part of the thesis. 
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437. 
pointed out by the codifiers themselvest even in 

constructing the code out of the traditional sources, to 

embody the law presently in force, the codifiers would 
be involved in choosing between different provisions. The 

same conservative tendencies would suggest that in 

modernising the laws the sources Most likely to be used 
by the codifiersp especially in the traditional fields 

of familyp property and obligationst would be the modern 
French onesp as being the ones closest in outlook to the 

traditional Quebec law. The method used in drawing up 
the code would also mean that the provisions of the Code 

Napoleon were those most convenient and obvious to 

borrow* ' 

437. See text at notes 423-4 surra. 
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Introduction. 
W The Family. 

To provide a definition of "family" is notoriously 
difficult. Poster remarks that: 

"social science does not have an adequate definition 
of the familyv or a coherent set of categories 
from which to analyze it, or a rigorous conceptual 
scheme to specify what is important about it. " 1. 

To some extent, this is because, until recentlyp there had 

not been much research into the historical development of 
the family. Most of those scholars who were interested 

in the history of the family generally accepted the views 

of Le Play. 2. The theories of Le Play have now been 

questioiied and rejected most'vigorously,, especially by 
the Cambridge Group for the History of Population and 
Social Structure, the attack being led by Peter Laslett. 3- 

The work of the Cambridge Group has itself been questioned. 
There is, therefore2 a revived and continuing debate over 
the nature of the family as an historical phenomenong and 

4 
over the appropriate method of study. Aries found it 

1. M. Posters Critical Theory of the Family# Londonp Pluto 
Pressq 1978, p. ix. 
2. A good account of Le Play's work and the reasons for 
tejecting it may be found, in J-L. Plandarin. 9 Families in 
Former Times. Kinships Household and Sexuality, Cambridge# 
1979, at PP-50-b8. 
3. See below, text at notes 15-39. 
4. C. Middletono "The, Sexual Division of Labour in Feudal 
England, " 1979 New Left Review, nos. 113-114P pp-147-168o 
remarked at P-148: 11 hereas a decade ago 'the family' was 
regarded as one of the most boring topics on the sociology 
curriculum ... it is now the subject of an intense, 
controversy. " The method of investigation is very 
controversial: new theoretical concepts are constantly being 
developed to further analysis: e. g. the new approach 
based on the "life cycle" (of individuals) rather than 
"family cyclellp to be found in Transition_s. 

_ 
The Family 

and Life Course in Historical Perspective, 19782 ed. T. K. 
Hareven; see especially the introduction by Ms. Harevent 
pp-I-i5, and chapter I by Glen Elder, PP-17-56. On 
another recent contribution to the debate, see M. Verdon, 
"The Stem Family: Toward a General Theory", 10 Journal of 
Interdisciplinary History (1979-80) pp-87-105- See also 
Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England 
1500-1800 ,, Weidenfeld and Nicolsonp Londonp 19110 at 
pp. 21 et seq. 
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necessary to-ask ". '.. have we any right to talk of a 
history of the family? Is the family a phenomenon any more 
subject to history th&n instinct is?,, 5. While Hareven 

remarked that., "As a new field. * the history of the family 
is broadly interpreted, its boundaries undefined. , 6. 

The very term "family" is ambiguouso with a meaning 
varying historically and from place to place. The changes 
in meaning often reflect the growth and change of "family" 

as a concept. 
7- The term has included servants and' 

apprentices. The seventh Partida gives a very wide 
8* definition of family, and Laslett remarks that Itservants 

were workers in the position of sons and daughtersp the 
9. 

sons and daughters of the house were workers too. " 
Family organisation varied also according to class: noblesp 
peasants and towndwellers all had differing family and 
household structures. 

10. 

From the nineteenth century until recently# it was 
accepted, that, the family had progressed in a linear manner 
from an extended cohesive kin group (Middle Ages) to the 

modern nuclear family. 9 which, it was thoughtq developed 

5- P. Ariýsp Centuries of Childhoodt trans 0 R. Baldwickv 
Londonj, 1962, p. 9. --- 
6. T. K. Harevent "The History of the Family-as, an 
Interdisciplinary Pield. 11 pp. 211-226 at p. 211 of The Pamily 
in Historyq 1973t eds: T. K. Rabb and R. I. Rotberg. 
7. On thisp. see R. Williamst Keywordsp Fontana, 

-1976, pp. 108-111-, and Plandrin, 2M. cit., pp-4-10 for an excellent 
conceptual analysis covering -the 17th. and 18th. -centuries. 8. See below at note 166. 
9. P. Laslett, World We Have Lostp 2nd. ed. 9 1971Y (hereafter 
cited as World)-tP. 3. 
10. Poster, 2]2. cit. note 11 at pp. 166-205 develops 4 
"models" Of fTNEMY structure in Europe. The notion of 
class variation of family structure is implicit in Laslettj Worl 
at p. 2 and p. 6 where he shows the different hbuseholds 
of a baker (artisant towndweller) and peasants. Stone, 
pR. cit., q discusses the variation of family types according 
to so ial stratification at pp. 9-10. He also takes such 
into account in the discussion of change in the nature of 
the familyl rassim. 
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under the impact of, industrialisation. This notion has 
been refuted by modern research which has shown that the 
history of the family is infinitely more complex than this 

simple linear, model, suggested. Whereas previously the rise 
of the privatised nuclear family was directly linked to 
the economic changes in the structure of-society caused 
by the development of capitalism, with "a tendency ... to 

collapse into a single category (tpre-industrial or 
tpre-capitalist' society) periods of history ... quite 
distinct in time and character,, 1112. it is now thought that 
the development of changes in the family structure has a 

certain autonomy within the overall social structure. Thus 
Ariles has shown that the concepts of "childhood" and 
"family" which are associated with bourgeois society from 
the nineteenth century onwards developed before the onset 
of industrialisation gave rise to that particular society. 

13. 

The work of others confirms his view. 
14-The 

notion that 
before the development of the bourgeois family people 
tended to live in extended kin groups has been seriously 

challenged by Laslett2 whof on the basis of his demographic 

studies analysing parish registerso concluded that: 
"It is, simply untrue as far as we can yet tell that 
there was ever a time or place when the complex 
family was, the universal background to the ordinary 
lives of ordinary people. " 15. 

Laslett argued that family size had remained'constant through 

the agesq but with a shift'from high fertility and high 

mortality to low fertility and low mortality. Laslett's 

views have given rise to an extended controversy. It has 
16., been pointed out that the family has a "cycle" and that 

11. This is, of courses the analysis of Le'Play (see note 
2 supra). See alsog Stones a. cit., pp. 661-665. 
12. --Mdletong 2R. cit. supra noi-e4 at P-148., 
13.2R. a--i_t. t PP. 36-5-404p esp., at pp-398-403. 
14. E. g. Stones aI2. cit. pp. 661-665. 
15. Household and . Family in Past Time# ed. P. Laslettq 
assisted by R. Wall, 1972, p. xit See also ibid. p pp-1-73 
esp. at pp. 16-239 and ppA25-158. Laslett-F-estated his 
views in Pamily Life and Illicit Love in Earlier Generati 
1977., in chap. I pp. 12-49 passim: see esp. P-14 and note 
thereon. 
16. See note 4 supra. 
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often the married child who was to inherit the peasant 
farm lived with his parents (until they died or retired) 

and his own childrenp along with any unmarried siblings. 
This form of organisation has been called the stem family; 176 

'the family being conceived of as going through a cycle 

of stem family, nuclear family to stem family as generations 
died out and were replaced. 

18. The position thus becomes 

rather more complex than Laslett showed. Plandrin has 

shown that Laslett's analysis of the statistics of household 

size is misleading: by a reanalysis of Laslettts own 
findingst he shows thatp in one village, although 4.47 

was the average size of the household, 65% of the populatibn 
lived in exceptionally large households. The households 

of the gentry and wealthier yeomen were very large indeed. 19. 

In other wordsp in this villaget the majority of the 

population lived in a few very large householdsp while the 

minority lived in a large number of tiny households. 

Flandrin showsp as Aribs had already shownp that households 

of the elite could be huge? O* Further complexities are 

introduced by consideration of the nature of the 

relationships within the family, the relationships of the 

family to the wider communityp and of the way in which the 

family is viewed. 

Even were Laslett correct that in the past families 

lived in "nuclear-style" householdso it must still be 

stressed that the structure of the relationships within 

the family was differents and hence the structure of the 

family was different (at least on an ideological level)* 

17. On the problems of definition of this term, see Lutz K. 
Berkner, "Inheritanceg land tenure and peasant family 
structure: a German regional comparison'19 in Family and 
Inheritance. Rural S' ociety-in Western Europe 1200-18009 
Cambridge# 19769 (ed. J. Goody, J. Thirsk and E. P. Thomson)t 
pp. 71-95 at pp. 84-85 and the works cited in his note 31. 
See also Verdont a. cit. note 4 surra. 
18. See Berknerv, 2p. cit., pp. 86-87 for a discussion of the 

cycle of the stem family, and its possible variations 
19. See Flandriny pp. cit. p PP-53-8. See also pp. 65-74. 
20. See Ariesp op. cit., pp-391-2; Flandrinp op. cit. f pp. 
59-65. 
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The relationships of the members of the family with the 
wider society were also different. 

In village societies of peasant farmers, individual 
members of the family owed allegiance to peer groups 
outwith the family. Shorter has argued that the meaningful 
relationships of peasants under the ancien r6rime were 
with the village as a whole, the wider community of the 
village intervening to a very great extent in family lifev 
regulating the rituals of courtshipp marriage and deathp 
with the result that social authority over family members 
was exercised collectivelyp and not by the father and 
husband, 21* He contrasts the modern nuclear family with the 

old-style peasant family by stating that "The locus of 
meaningful ties ... shifted from without the family to 

within. It 22 * After reviewing the literature and research 
on the topicq Poster reaches the same conclusion. 

23. Noble 
families were also radically different from the modern 
nuclear family. The households within which they were 
situated could be huge, with the size of the household 
increasing with the status of the family. 24- Aribs remarks 
that "the houses, of the rich sheltered., apart from the 

family properp a whole population of servantsv employeesq 
c'lericsv clerksp shopkeepers, apprentices and so on. 11 25. 

It must be admitted that after the development of the, 

modern-style family in the eighteenth centuryl the noble 
family would still share its house with a considerable 
number of servants; but the circumstances were rather 
different. ArAs shows this brilliantlyp by pointing out 
the change in the organisation of the dwellinghousep and 
by reviewing literary sources. Up to the seventeenth centurys, 

21. E. Shorter, The Making of the Modern Pamilyp 1976, 
pp. 213-227 
22. Shorte; t op. cit., p. 230- 
23- 01%cit. p note I surra, p. 185: "The basic unit of early 
modern peasant life was not the conjugal family ... but the 
village. The village was the peasant's family. " 

.ý 24. A household of 200 was not unknown. See Postert U. Sit. 
note I surra, P-178 and note 13 on p. 225- See Plandrin, pR. 
cit-9 PP-53-65p esp. at pp. 61-65. 
25. a-cit. P-392. 
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rooms were general purposep, and communicated with one 
another, as there were no corridors. Tables and beds were 
collapsible and could be moved from room to room., 

26o The 

noble and bourgeois families were perforce on intimate terms 

with their servants. "In, those rooms intended for no 

special purposet where people atep slept and received 

visitors# servants never left their masters.... This was 
not only true of the middle classp but of the nobility as 

well. 11 27. It must also be recalled that the place of 
business of an artisan, a merchant or a lawyer was his home: 

there was no separation of home and work. From the 

eighteenth century onwards this closeness of master and 

servant'no longer existed. Rooms became specialisedv 

corridors developedv 
, as did an elaborate system of bells. 

The family was able to isolate itself physically from the 
28. 

outside world. Aries concludes that: 
"The rearrangement of the house and the reform of 
ipanners left more room for private lifel and this 
was taken up by a family reduced to parents and 
childreng a family from which servantst clients 
and friends were excluded. " 29. 

Thusq we can see. that the family (narrow sense) under 

the ancien regime was very, different from the modern. It 

may have consisted of parents and children, but there was 

a qualitative difference in that the family was not an 

isolated unit. Peasant families were influenced by the 

village as a community. ITobles and other wealthy groups 
lived constantly surrounded by servantsp friends and the 

like. For all classes of societyg up to the period around 

the end of the seventeenth century and the beginning of 

the eighteenthp life was conducted in public gaze. The 

26. 
, 
Ibid. PP. 393-5. 

27. Ibid. P-396. See the anecdote about the Princesse de 
Cond6j her page and her footman, which well illustrates 
the familiarity between even the highest nobility and their 
servants: ibi - P-397. 
28. Ibi -v P-399: "This specialisation of rooms ... was ... one 
of the greatest changes in everyday life. It satisfied a 
new desire for isolation. 
29. Ibid. P-400w 
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family was not a private place. Further, Plandrin has 

shown that in rural society, the small households were 
dependent on the dominant large ones. Disagreeing with 
Laslett and the Cambridge Groupj,, he states: 

"It is this co-existence and this association that 
characterized western society in former times. The 
averages calculated on the basis of-the parishes 
can give no indication of this. " 30- 

Corresponding to the above,, and#-. of coursep , 
interdependent with itp there was a change in relationships 

within the family. These relationships became more intense. 

Parents became much more concerned with their children. 
1 

. 
31 - He argues that the present Aries demonstrates this well 

concept of "childhood" is a modern one-for-Western Europe. 

Previously children were not separated from adultep, but 

with the development of schooling and the growing intensity 

of parent-child relationships a new concept of childhood 
developed, with children no longer being regarded as little 

adultsp but as a special group in whom', parents. invested a 

good deal of time and emotion. Formerlyq he argues, 

children up to the age of seven or nine were treated 

virtually as "non-personsllp ando if_the,, families could 

afford itp, were s. ent away to be nur-sedp withq apParentlyt 

no great interest taken in them. After the age of seven 

or sot children played a, full part in the'adult. worldl often 

being sent to live in other households as "apprentices" in 

order to learn useful social skills. 
32. In the seventeenth 

century, this way of life was changing# and in the 

eighteenthp the modern notion of childhood and family 

developed. The wealthy might still employ wetnurses; but 

the child was no longer sent away to nur8ey the wetnurse 

stayed in the family home. Parents started to take an 
I 

30.22-cit., p. 65. 
31. See his book (as cited) generallY, but esp. PP-365-404 
for the, following. 
32. See ibid. p PP-71-81 and 128-133. 
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intense interest in their childreng around whom family 
life now pivoted. 

33., The family no 
, 

longer was only, a 
method of transferring, inherited Property and privilege: 
it became a sanctuary of close emotion away from the outside 

world. The middle classes withdrew into the family, and 

physically separated themselves from the rest of humanity. 34. 

There are doubts as to Aries' accuracy in stating that 

childhood itself was a new discovery; 35- 
nonetheless# his 

argument is correct in so far as he shows that the modern 
concept of childhood developed in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. Not all classes were affected by this 

change in the relationship between parent and child. The 

peasantry continued to live much as they had always done; 

the new working classes in the towns of the nineteenth 

century did not adopt bourgeois family organisation. For 

the latter class, for exampleý childhood was not a prolonged 

experience# as children worked alongside adults from an 

early age. 

The same time as there arose the new, concept of childhoodt 

the husband-wife relationship changed. Ties between 

husband and wife grew closer; affection between a married 

couple came to be thought more necessary. In short, there 
36. 

developed what Stone has called the companionate marriage. 

However, this brought in its train some disadvantages. * 

notably isolation. 37' The married couple were denied the 

external support from kin groups and neighboursp as marriage 

came to be thought a more personal affair between the 

partners. 

33. See ibid. 9 pp-71-81 and 128-133. 
34. An obvious example of this is the building of the 
eighteenth century New Town in Edinburgh. 
35. D. E. Stannard, for example, in The Paritan Way of Death. 
A study in Religion, Culture and gocial Change. 9 Oxford, 
New York, 1979, pp-44-7 indicates doubts about the accuracy 
of Aries' work for New England. See also pp. 168-99 
howeverg for an approving discussion. 
36. Stone pE. cit. 9 PP-325-6. 
37. Stone op. Sit. 9 PP-396-404- 
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Laslett's thesis requires amendment. The emotional 
structure of the old-style family was quite different from 
that of the modern. Parents and children did not have the 
same intense relationship. The family took a full part in 
wider social life, from which it was not hermetically 

sealed away. 

In conclusionp it may be said that the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries saw the development of the modern 
conception of family. Before the modern periodo people 
did not oppose family to society: the two were inseparable. 
The family existed; but the conception of the family as a 
privatised area of life did not. While there had been no 
rigid separation of business from family as AriýS 8howsvwith 
the privatisation of the family such a separation developed. 
The old social contacts of workv friends and neighbours 
were devaluedp while the "family" was valued more and more. 
Parents came to care for their children qua their childreng 
not as representatives of the family line or as a means 

of improving the family's status or helpers with the farm. 

With the growth of the concept of childhood came the growth 

of the notion of caring within the family. Parental 
(especially paternal) authority grew; but its nature changed. 
It was no longer based on the power of a father over those 

subject to him, but rather on notions of care and protection. 
The husband-wife tie grew closerv revolving around domesticity. 

Companionship and affection became much more important in 

marriage than hitherto. The closeness of the husband and 

wife bond paradoxically resulted in the early nineteenth 

century in the repression of wivesp as the nuclear family 

became the emotional focus of the lives of its members. 
38- 

That isq under notions of care for the weaker wife and 

children, the husband's authority grew. The 6ld-style family 

was not the sole source of social contact and emotionj but 

with the growth of the close and exclusive modern ýamily, 

38. Stone shows this particularly well. See 9R. Sit., 
pp. 666-673. 
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the family became almost the sole source of emotion and 
affection based on care for the children. Thus# there can 
be traced a change from the old hierarchical style familyt 
based on the power and authority of its headp to a modern 
associativ'e or affective family, 39-composed 

of individuals 
held together by notions of care and affection. 

(ii) Quebec and Louisiana. 

The above discussionj arguing for a qualitative change 
in parent-child and husband-wife relationships in the course 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuriesp relies on works 
dealing with the family in Europe (especially France). 
Unfortunatelyp-there is4O'no equivalent detailed systematic 
research for Louisiana and Quebec; but from the survey in 

chapter 2041,. it is clear that a similar pattern emerges. 
In that chapter it was argued that by the time of the 

respective codifications in Louisiana and Quebec the 

nature of family relationships had changed vis-a-vis the 

countries from which they drew their laws. 42. In both it 

appears that families were no longer conceived of as 

patriarchal in the sense of being grouped under the authority 

of a father, with other members of the family being 

dependent on him because of his power over them as head of 
the household. It must be remembered that servants were 

regarded as under his power in the same type of relationship 

as sons. Ratherp by the time of their respective 

codificationsp in both Louisiana and Quebecs family structure 

was associative rather than hierarchical. The physical 

39- Adopting, the term "affective" from Stone's concept of 
affective individualism: pR. cit-9 pp. 221 et seg. 

1*1% 40. Very useful onQuebec, will be found Louise Dechenev 
Habitants et Marchands de Montr6al au XVIIe Siýcle, p Plong 
Paris and Montrdal, -1974, pp., -453-449. Verdon, 9p. cit. 
refers to a paper of his "The Quebec Stem Family Revisited'19 
in K. Ishwaran (Ed. )t Canadian Families: Ethnic Variations, t 
which he describes as forthcoming. It has now been 
published (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1980: see 
Canadiana, 1980 (1)'Januaryv Part 1p p. 25); but 

- 
unfortunately 

I have not been able to see it. Verdon's own account of 
the paper leads me'to believe, howeverv that it would not 
be relevant here. 
41. See chapter 2 surra, esp. text at notes 46-57v and 107-120. 
42. R. L. Kagan, Students and Society in Early Modern Spaing 
1974P PP-5-9p makes some relevant remarks on patriarchal family 
organisation. He points to the lack of reseorch on the 
history of the Spanish family. 
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circumstances of life (plenitude of land)43*and the 
intellectual movements of the period (individualism) had 
tended to produce greater independence for children. 
Commentators on both Louisiana and Quebec stressed the 

closeness of family ties in both; butv it must be stressed# 
this was a closeness based on affectionp not authority. The 
husband-wife relationship is rather more difficult to assess. 
Early commentators on New France remarked on the independence 

of womenv andp conceivably, this independence existed for 
them in early Louisiana; but this is no reason to suppose 
that such independence existed at the time of codification. 
Given, howeverv the general social conditionag both material 

and ideo, logicall we can suppose a close tie between the 

husband and wife based on domesticityp with the husband in 

a position of superiority. 

In Quebec we know that the French-Canadian population 

put a very great emphasis on the family: not the family 

in the sense of lineage, but as an emotional unit. In the 

basically peasant communities of much of nineteenth century 

Quebecp there was doubtless a great interaction of communal 

and family life and the situation amongt for example, the 

Acadians in Louisiana, was presumably similar. The life of 

town dwellers of the middle class would be differentp 

corresponding to what above has been called the bourgeois 

family. Given the middle class origins of both sets of 

redactorsp we can fairly expect that they would perceive 
the family as being the bourgeois family; orp at least, if 

they recognised differences of family organisationy they 

would favour the bourgeois family as superior. Dechehe 

argues that colonial circumstances accelerated the growth 

of the modern family, 44and, if she is correctv it is 

43. L. Dechenet P-443 gives examples of the ease 
with which children could gain independence from their 
parents. 
44. Ucit*. * P-434: After discussing the work of Ariesq she 
statesq I'La famille canadienne du XVIIe siýcle slinscrit 
dans ce mouvement ge"ne'ralp mais les circonstances 

If particuliýrea dU milieu colonial accele'rent sonmodernisation. " 
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possible that there was less variety of family types in 
North America than in Europe. 

(iii) Elements important for the law. 

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that from 
the historical view of the family what is important is to 

investigate changing relationships within the family. 

This is not to deny the importance of relationships of the 

family with the outside wider societyO both are interconnected; 
but while the changing social structure initiates changes 
within the family organisation, it is the family organ18ation 

and relationships within it that structure the 

relationships of individual family members with outside 

society: This is so given that it appears that the 
historical development of the family is to some extent 
independent of that of the wider social structure. 

45. 

Hencep the investigation of changes in the law on 

codification and their connection with the changing concept 

of family should be centred round relationships within the 

family as revealed by the law. Thusp we should attempt to 

identify legal change or stasis and assess its significance. 

A note of caution should be added., While in the above 

discussion of the history of the familyp the changes in its 

nature have been emphasised, ýt will have been noticed that 

many of these changes were not such as necessarily to call 

for. any particularly dramatic change. in the lawv since these 

changes were mainly of an internalp qualitative nature. 

On the other hand, we are dealing here with the selection 

of rules from among competing potential sourcesq and some 

of these sources (for example the old Castilian lawý might 

well suppose a rather different family structureq or have 

individual inappropriate provisions, while soqle of the 

modern sources might suggest important reforms. The 

selection among these sources, and the reasons for it are 

what is important. If the formal law in force were 

particularly inapt, codification provided (potentially) 

45. See (i) above generallyp especiallY text at notes 
11-14. 
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an opportunity for reform. Whether or not that opportunity 
wa8 taken (if neces8ary) and why (if not) are of great 
importance. 

Since what is important is the shifting nature of 
relationships within the familyt as regulated by laws we 

must study the law relating to husband and wife and parent 

and child in the two codes. (Other close relatives will 
be occasionally referred tog becausep as Shorter 

46. 
points 

outv with the withdrawal of the family from social life in 

generals not only parent-child relationships became more 
intense but also those with other close kin. 47. ) The law 

on these relationships provides the central core on family 

law in the two codes. This has the effect of limiting the 

body of research (excluding, for example# that on 

guardianship). This is unfortunates but to cover every 

aspect of the law relating to the family would be a huge 

tasks while it is clear that in concentrating on these two 

relationships we are covering what is most important. Thus# 

succession as it reflects on the family will be excluded. 

Matrimonial property will be touched on in so far as it 

illuminates the husband-wife relationship. The French law 

provides two concepts around which it is useful to centre 

the discussion - that of puissance maritale (or puissance 

du mari) and that of 
-puissance 

paternelle. 
IT8 

* These two 
- 

concepts deal with the two significant relationships that 

are the central core of law on the family and provide a 

useful way of structuring the study by examining the way 

each power arisesq its content and significances and how 

it comes to an end. In the next section these two powers 

will beexplained and the general civilian background to 

the family set out. 

--- 

46. See referencev note 21 supra. 47. This is of most relevance with regard to children, as 
will be seen infra. 
48. In concentrating on paternal rower or authorityp we 
will ignore reciprocal duties of aliment between parent 
and child as not being of prime importance. We will 
also ignore illegitimate children. These omissions are 
unfortunate, but inevitablev especially considering time. 
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In the above discussion the exclusion of the servant 

from the family was mentioned. This is a theme that will 
be taken up and developed later. 49. 

The Civilian Background. 

A. The notion of "Pd18sance Maritale". 

Neither the Quebec Code (C*Qo) nor the Louisiana 1808 
Digest (D. O. ) articulate a coherent concept of the 
puissance du, marip which was carefully described by authors 
of the ancien r9gime in Prance; 50-yetp as will be seen, 
the notion is implicit in both codeso both of which mention 51. 
the actual term (-puissance maritale) in one of their articles. 
The actual extent of the power in both codes will be shown 
later. The notion of the puissance du mari over his wife 
is not of Roman origint apparently having originated in 
the old German mundium. 52. 

whereby the patriarchal head of 
the household had control over the persons and possessions 
of all the members of his householdp including his wife. 
In the process of the Reception of Roman law in Europe, the 

Roman principles of the husband and wife relationship appear 
to have contested this area of the law with the concept of 
ruissance du mari. Accordingly, to explain the development 

of the law it is appropriate to discuss the Roman rulesl 
then the provisions of the old French law - both droit 

coutumier and droit ecrit - and then discuss the control 

over wives exercised by husbands, as can be gathered from 

the old Castilian law. Details will not be entered into# 

as these will be developed in discussing the selection of 

sources by the redactors of the C. Q. and the D. O. What 

exactly was meant by 
-Puissance maritele will be explained 

below# but to make the following discussion comprehensible# 
0 

49. See chapter 5.04 
50. E. g. Pothiers Traite de la puissance du Marip Bugnet 
edition., 1861, Vol-7. All references to Pothier will be to 
this editions and will generally be cited by numbers initials 
of the treatise, volume and page, thus: Tbth. T. P. M. no. 
52 Bug. 7 p. 21. 
51 C. Q. 1259 (i. e. Civil Code of Lower Canada Quebec article 
12; 9) and D. O. 4 (P-325) (i. e. article 4 on P-325-of the 
Digest of the Civil Laws ofýthe Territory of Orleans)p both 
having taken their wordin5 from C. N. 1388 (i. e. art. 1388 of 
the Code Napoleon of 1804 . These are the methods ofeitation 
that will be used throughout, with C. L. for the 1825 
Louisiana Code. 
52. See Brissaudi History-of French Private Laws pp. 84-86 
and 163-177. 
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it should be pointed out that it related to the restriction 
of the contractual and proprietary capacity of women# 
simply because they were married. 

el 

B. Husband and Wife in Roman Law. 

During the long history of Roman lawq from the Republic 
to the Justinianic compilationo the status of wives changed., 
During the early Republic (at least) it had been common for 

wives to be married cum manu. Marriage cum manu meant that 
the wife left her own family and entered that of her 
husbandp to whom she was in the position of a daughter in 

Dotestate. 
53-Marriage 

cum manu disappeared entirely in the 

-early 
Empirep and, marriage generally became liberum, 

matrimonium. This meant that the wife did not enter her 
husband's family, but stayed within her own# which meant 
that if she were alieni iuris, she continued in the power 

of her own raterfamilias, or if-sui iurisp she was 
independentp although until late in the Empire there was 

nominal tutelage of all, women (tutela perretua mulierum). 
As Corbett states: "Pree marriage had no effect on the 

04. 
general. proprietary and contractual capacity of the wife. 
In Roman lawy it was supposed that a wife generally brought 

a dowry (dos) to her husbandg ands indeed, with-the very 

different concept of marriage in Roman law and society 
from our own, dos 

, 
was one of the most important ways of 

proving. liberum matrimonium existed between the couple 

rather than concubinage. 55-Dos became the property of the 

husband (or of his jDater if he were a filiUs familias, ) who 

53. See-P. Corbett,, The Roman Law of Marriagep 1930. P-108. 
54. Pg-cit. P-113* -The Roman lawýterM8 relating to 32atria 
rotesLas, and the institution, itself, will be briefly 
explained infra in discussing ruissance, rater elle. 
55. On dos generally, see Bucklandq Textbook of Roman Law# 
3d. edn. P. Stein, 19639 (hereinafter cited as Bucklands 
Textbook). q PP-107ff., q and Corbettp 2M. cit-9 pp. i47-204. 
Corbett gives an explanation passim of the Roman 
conception of marriage. A useful account of-the Roman 
concept of marriage and family in its social context can 
be found in J. A. Crookv Law and Life of Rome, 1967p at 
pp. 98-138. On ownership and admiýilstration of dowry, see 
Corbetts, 2p. cit. 9 PPA77-1829 
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administered it, but it had to be accounted for at the end 
of the marriage. 

56. The other property of the wife (if 

she were sui iuris) constituted her ParaDhernas which she I 
administered herselfj unless there were a specific 
agreement to the contraryp and we know from legal texts of 
circumstances where the husband had control of it. 57. 

As pointed out above# in general marriage had no effect 
on the wife's contractual or proprietary capacity (although 

both of these could be affected by her being a filia 
familias). One exception to this was the Lex Julia de Fundo 
Dotalip which# as amended by Justinian in a constitution 
of 530 A. D., 9 forbade the alienation or hypothecation of 
dotal land# even with the consent of the wifev "ne 

, 58 fragilitate naturae suae in repentinam deducatur inopiam. 
The capacity of women in general (not just wives) was 
limited by the Senatusconsultum Velleianum of A. D. 46, which 
forbade women to undertake liability for othersq but not 
on their own account. 59. One final point to be made is thats 

to speak broadly, by Novel 61 of 537 A. D., Justinian applied 
the rules established for donatio propter nuptias to dosp 

with the result that dotal land could be validly alienated 

or pledged, if the wife consented and repeated her consent 

after two yearsq and provided that the husband continued 
6o. 

to have resources to meet her lawful claims to her dowry. 

It is not proposed to enter further into the question of 
61. 

matrimonial property in Roman law. 9 as it is outwith the 

scope of this discussion. What must be stressed is that 

56. See D. 23-3-75: "quamvis in bonis mariti dos sitý tamen 
mulieris est. 11 
57. On paraphernas see Corbett, py. cit., pp. 202-4. A useful 
account of marriage will be found in H. F. Jolowiczp Roman 
Foundations of Modern Law, 1957, (hereinafter'Foundations) 
at PP-141-60.9 and of matrimonial propertyp at ibid. pp-161-177. 
58. C-15-13-1-15-15C. The original lex Julia d7e-Fundo dotali, 
was part of the lex Julia de adulteris according to Corbettt 
(OD. 2it. p. 180 r-elying on Paul Sent. 2.21b) and prohibited 
on pain of nullity the alienation of rustic or urban Praedia 
in Italy without the wifets consentp or their hypothecation 
even with her consent. Justinian extended this to all dotal 
land wherever situated, and forbade alienation even with 
her consentt lestp as stated in Inst. 11.8 pr.. * 11sexus 
muliebris fragilitas in perniciem substantiae earum, 
converteretur. 11 
59. See Bucklandq Textbookq PP-448-9. 60. See Corbett# 2p; cit. p. J80,, and A-J Boye, "Les destinees 
de la Novelle 61 ch -z,, -Ies Romanistes et lee Canonistes du 
Moyen Age"t 3 R. H. D. F. E. (4th ser) 19249 pp-473-514. 
61. See generally the-works cited in notes 53-60 surra,. 

- -- ------ 
JO lowicz, 

___Fo_undat 
ions, pp. 

_1_61-177 
is useful Prom our perspective. 
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Roman -law in general did not reduce the capacity of women 
to any great extent because they were wives. The origins 
of the French iDuissance du marilcannot be traced to the 
Roman law. 

C. Husband and Wife in the droit coutumier and droit 
6crit, 

In Rome2 a wife who was alieni iuri8 was in the power 

of her rater2 not of her husband. In the customary law 

north of Francet the position was different. As Loisel 

laconically put it: "Pemmes franches sont en la puissance 
de leurs marisp et non de leurs p'e**res. , 

62 
"As has been 

pointed, out aboveý3-this notion of the power of the husband 

originated in the German mundium, 2 buts by the period towards 

the end of the ancien r6gimeg the power in general meant 

only that the husband had a certain control over his wife's 

person and property, with the result that she lacked 

capacity in certain matters. It is unnecessary here to 

trace the historical development of this incapacity of the 

married woman2 
64-but 

it seems that in the customary law 

north of France its extent had varied greatly, with at some 

periods the wife having more capacity at others less. There 

was also variation from one coutume to another. In the 

Roman laws the restrictions on the capacity of women were 

generally ascribed to notions of fragilitas sexus; but the 

foundation of the incapacity due to the ruissance du mari 

was necessarily quite different, because unmarried women 

and widows had full contractual and proprietary capacity. 

Claude de PerrAre stated that: 

"Cette disposition ntest pas fondee sur le foiblesse 
du sexe puisque lea filles majeures et usantes de 
leurs droits peuvent disposer de leurs biens a leur 

volonte de meibe que lea hommes: mais sup la puissance 
maritale 4tablie par le mariage.... 11 65. 

62. Loiselt Institutes Coustumiýresp Bk. 1 tit. IIv no. 2 
(hereinafter Inst. Coust. ). 
63. See text aT-noti 52. 
64. See Brissaudt Historyp pp. 163-177 
65. Corps et Compilation de Tous lea Commentateurs Anciens et 
Moderne8 sur la Coutumii-de Paris# 2nd ed. t 1714 (hereafter 
cited as Corps et Comp. ). vol-3, column-141n. 2. Discussing art. 
233 9f the goutume de- . Paris (hereafter C:, deP. ): I'La femme 
mariee ne peut vendrep alidner, ni hypOtequer sea h6ritagesp 
sans Vautorite et consentement expres. de son dit mari: et si 
elle fait aucun contrat sans l1autorite et consentement de son 
dit mari tel contrat eat null tant pour le regard dvelle, que 
de son mari, et Wen peut 'etre poursuivie par sea heritiers 
apres le dec*6s de son dit mari. 11 
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This was the crucial point: according to the commentators 
on the ancien droit the wissance maritaleg Justified by 

66. 
natural and divine law., was necessary so that the society 
between husband and wife be given a firm and unified 
direction. Ferriýre explains thus: 

"Dieu les Ci. e. les femmes] ya assujetties par 
une puissanteraisong que 11homme et la femme 
.0 etant mis ensemble par le mariageg par une union 
qui ne peut se rompre que par la mort de l1un 
d'eux,, il 6toit n6cessaire que 11un At soumis 
a Vautre pour le gouvernement et Vadministration 
des affaires communes. " 67. 

Pbthier argued thus: 
"Le mariage, en formant une societe entre le mari 

. et, la femmeg dont-le mari est le chefs donne au 
marip en la qualitie qu'il a de chef de cette 
soci6tdv un drolt de puissance sur la personne 
de la femme# qui 816tand aussi sur ses biens-11 68. 

The individual rules of this power will be described 

in discussing the codesq but-these statements give an idea 

of the'ideology underpining the rules. The notion of 
A 

marriage implicit in the statements is obviously very 

different from the Roman ones and is based on Christian 

ideas of conjugal union. In the droit coutumierv these 

Christian notions of matrimony have been used to rationalise 

and justify the incapacity of wives inherited from the 

German mundium. The wife is incapacitated so that the 

conjugal association can have a unified direction by the 

natural head: the husband. 
69. 

Thust by the eighteenth 

66. See J. B. Denisartp Collection de_Decisions Nouvelles 
et de Notions 'relatives I la. Jurisprudence Actuelley 7th 
edn 1771 (hereafter cited as Ancitn Denisart or Anc. 

- it -r T- Den: 
)vol. 3t s. v. mariage', p. 254: "L. autorit6 1) mari sur 

Is, femme eat du droit des gens et meme du droit divin. " 
See also Pothier, T. P. M. 9 no. 1, Bug 79 P-1: "La puissance 
du mari sur Is personne de Is femme, consiste. 9 par le droit 
naturels dans le droit qu'a le mari d1exiger d'elle tous 
les devoirs de soumission qui sont dusa un superieur. 11 
67. Corps. et Comr., voL 3. p. 141 r'22- 
68. T. P. M. art. prel. Bug. 7 P-1. 
69. "Vir caput eat mulieris", said the Vulgate Bible: Paul 
Ephesians V. verse 21. Theologians taught that for a woman 
to disobey her husband was a mortal sin. See Brissaudq 
HistorZ, pp. 165-6. See also A. Esmein. 9 Le Mariag-e-en-Droit 
CanoniQuej 1891, vol-II, pp-4-8 (hereinafter cited as 
Mariage). 
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centuryp the leading commentators on the 
, 
droit coutumier 

had rationalised a theory of the 
-puissance 

du mari, which 
resulted logically in provisions relating to control over 
a wife's personp and propertyp and restriction of her 

administrative and contractual capacity. 

The missance du mari in this form did not generally 

exist in the pays du droit ecrit. The law there was much 
more Roman in cast. The useful work of Serres70-shows this 

clearly. Purtherg in the south in most areas, the paternal 
power retained an almost Roman extent, despite in some 
instancesp provisions to the contrary in local coutumes. 

71. 

Marriage in the south did not necessarily emancipate. 
72. 

Thus, d%'Espeisses remarks that: 
"Le mariage ne d6livre pas Venfant de la puissance 
paternelle o**o Ainsi la fille de famille ne peut 73. tester de sa Dot, bien que sa Dot soit adventice... 011 

If a son or daughter lived away from home for ten years, 
there normally was a presumed tacit emancipation. D'Espeisses 

comments on this: 
"Il en e8t autrement de la fille mariee; car bien 
qulelle ait demeur'eo dix ans mariee hors de la maison 

7Q. Claude Serrest Les Institutions du Droit Francoisq 
suivant Itordre de celles de Justinien, 1753. Bk. f tit 89 
p. 25- Serres was referring to the law as applied by the 
Parlement de Toulouse. He was an avocat and a 'Profes-seur 
at Montpellier. 
71. Thus both the Coutume de la Ville de Montpellier and 
that of Ville de Toulouse provided that marriage emancipated. 
Neither of these provisions were followed. See Serrest Inst. 
Bk. 1, tit XII, p. 65 and Bk. 1 tit IX p. 28. 
72. See note above and see further infra. 
73. Oeuvres de M. Antoine DtEspeissest-Avocat et jurisconsult 
de Montpellier 01i Toutes les Plus Importantes Ylatibres 

- 
du 

Droit Romain sont m6thodiquement exp iqu6es et accommodg-es 
au Droit Franýois. Confirai6es par les Arre*ts des Cours, 
Souverainsiref enrichies des plus utiles Doctrines des 
Auteurs anciens et modernes. Edition by Guy du Rousseaud 
de la Combet Lyonp 1750. (D'Espeisses lived from 1594-1658P 
the 1 50 edition of his work is generally taken to be the 
best-ý The quotation in the text is from vol. IIv Part. 19 
tit. 19 Sect. 1, no. 17, P-13. At pp-13-149 Rousseaud de 
la Combe remarks that in those areas of droit ecrit in the 
jurisdiction of the Parlement de Parisq marriage emancipates 
both sons and daught'ers. On tFe- areas of droit eerit in 
the Jurisdiction of the Parlement de Parisq see note 77 
infra. The main Parlements in the south were at Aix, 
Toulouse, Bordeaux. 
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eep de son pereq elle nlest pas censee emancip' 

, 74- comme il a 6te juge au Parlement de Toulouse .... 
Thusp the northern concept of T)uissance maritale, was not 
applicable 

, 
in most areas of droit ecritp because of the 

more Roman conceptof puissance raternelle; as Argou said: 

. 
",,.. dans le ressort du parlement de Thoulouse, 

... le mariage n1emancipe pas les enfans de l'un 
ni de Vautre sexe 75e 

The legal capacity of women was limitedv howeverp by 
the Senatusconsultum Velleianump and that of wives by the 
Lex Julia de Fundo Dotali, in its 530 A. D. version. 76. A 
royal edict of August 1606 repealed the Senatusconsultum; 
butp as the, Parlements of the south refused to register this 

74.2R-cit-s, Vol. IL, Part 1. tit. l. Sect. l. no. 179 P-15. 
Rousseaud de la Combe, in his note on p. 16, remarks that 
this usage of the Parlement de Toulouse was not followed 
by the Parlement de Paris as regards those areas of written 
law under its jurisdiction. He points outp thouA that 
the Parlements of Aixv Bordeaux and Toulouse all here 
foll7owed the same rule. Serres explains thS rule here 
as regards married women: "il faut que la. separation de 
dix ans ait ete., volontaire de part et d'autre et non une 
separation de necessit6; car une fille qui auroit demeur6 
dix ans mari6e et separ, 6e de son pZre comme 6tant oblig6e 
de suivre son marip ne seroit pas censee emancipee. " 
(Inst. Bk. l., tit. XII, p. 65. ) 
75. Gabriel Argoup Institution au Droit Pran2oisp 
derni'dre 4ditiong r-e, -VTe'et augment6e onsidefablementý By 
B. J. Bretonnier and E. J. Barkier] .2 vols.. q Pariss 
1719, vol. IIp Bk. III I chap. VIIIj P-76. The effect of 
marriage of sons and daughters on puissance paternellep 
is more complex than here stated, we will return to it 
later in discussing 

-puissance raternelle in theAroit 
ecrit. There seems to have been a good deal of 
confusion among scholars over the point. See infrap 
text at notes 111-124. 

op 76. On the fate of Novel 61, see Boyet, 2p. cit. note 
60 suprap esp. at PP-513-4# where he remarks that the 
commentators generally refused to apply this Novel to 
dot. I certainly could find no trace in the works 
I consulted. I 
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edict.. the SenatuS-consultum remained in force. 77. (Prom 

this it will be obvious that the south followed the Roman 
law on dowry. ) Thusp we may conclude thatv in the pays 
du droit ecritv a wife was not under the power of her 

husband in the senee of the customary lawl and did not 

require authorisation for almost every action as she did 

in the droit coutumier. 
78. Her dot would of course be 

controlled by her husbandv and she had to live with him, 

be faithful to him and 
' 
the like; butv if she had 

administration of her 
-Parapherna(biens paraphernaux), her 

1 
77. See Serresq Inst. v at P-487, and Brissaudq History, 
p. 229, note 5. J. B. Delaporte and P. N. Riffe-Caubrayq in 
their Pandectes Fran aises,, 1803 onwardsp (hereafter cited 
as Pan Fran. wit ume-and pagep e. g. 3 Pan. Fran. 
P-3797, in note I at PP-378-9 of their 3d. volumey 
curiously remark: "Les 6dits d'adat 16069 et avril 1664, 
en abrogeant la loi Juliag rendaient cette autorisation 
( I* e. par le mari) assez, commune,, dans lea pays de Droit 
6crit, j du ressort du Parlement de Paris. " The edict of 
1606, of coursep repealed the sc. Velleianump while that 
of 1664 repealed the lex Julia7de Fundo dotali as regards 
the districts of Lyonnaisq Mitconna-islBeaujolais and 
Forez, all districts of written law within the'Jurisdiction 
of the Parlement de Paris. Because of the restricted 
nature of the 1667edict, and because of the failure of 
the southern Parlements to register the 1606 edictp the 
southern law remained untouched. In general, what 
Delaporte and Riffe-Caubray say is correct# though 
somewhat confused. Serres and Brissaudq as cited suprap 
make the position clear. The sq. Velleianum was 
particularly tenacious in the soutiv: thus, it was applied 
in Toulouse., even though an article of that town's coutume 
specifically stated it was Inapplicable: see Serresp 
Inst. 9 pp-487-8. This suggests how powerful Roman law 
was in the south. ' 
78.. Olivier-Martin in his Histoiredu Droit Franýaisq 1948t 
(hereafter cited as Histoire) at iiý654t no. 90 states: 
11 L'autorite maritale slest m8me etendue en pays du 
droit ecritp malgre la grande liberte de disposer de sea 
biens paraphernaux traditionnellement-reconnue a la femme. " 
This is stated too broadly. ObviouslYp some areas were more 
influenced by the northern law than others (11... la puissance 
maritale n'etait pas absolument etrangere dan8 notýe Droit 

e 01 frangais'a plusieurs provinces regies par le Droit ecrit. 
Quelques coutumes locales exigeaient cette autorisation du 
mari. 11 -3 Pan. Fran. PP-378-90 note 1); but the statements of 
d'Espeisses and Serres allow us to be certain that in general 
a wife in the south did not come under a northern-style 
marital authority. See Brissaudp HistorYy p. 166. 

I 
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actions as regards it were untrammelled. 79-Thusp it is 
clear that the general concept of -puissance 

du mari was 
specific to customary-law France. 

D. Husband and Wife in the old Castilian law. 

Only some general, remarks need be made herej as the 
details of the relationship between husband and wife will 
be shown in discussing the 1808 Digest. The Castilian law 
operated a community of property system., ý with'the husband 
controlling the community. There was also a system of 
dowry and Para-phernal, and the Senatusconsultum Velleianum 

8o. had. been, received into the law. In Las Siete Partidast 
the most important Castilian law book for the Louisiana 

1 81.82. 
redactorsp there is no treatment of community propertyp 
probably because of the Romanising tendencies of the work: 
the, Fuero Real, however, dealt with the matter. 

83. 
, 

Despite the Roman cast 'of the law, it' would be wrong 
to think there is no trace of a husband's'authority'over 84. 
his wife. The Partidas does not indeed treat of the questiong 
but elements of such an authority over the wife's capacity 
to act can be found. Thus, 'Under Part-4-11.7t the husband 

has control over his wife's propertyp but he cannot alienate 

or squander it ("non puede el marido venderp'nin enagenar 

nin malmeter mientre que durare el matrimonio la donaci6n 

79- See 9. Ch6nonq Histoire G6n4rale du Droit 
_PranQais, Pablic et Priv6. iPaFls., 1929,11: p. 12d. 

80. By Part. Ti2.2. "e 3 of the same title allowed for 
the exceptions permitted by contemporary commentators: 
a wife could thus renounce this protection (or prohibition). 
Ley 61 de Toro changed the position slightly. See R. 
Altamiraj "Spain" in General 

-Surveyt 
pp-578-702 at p. 629 

and 633; and see also N. Pugh, "The Spanish Community 
of'Gains in 1803: Sociedad de Gananciales, " 30 La. L. 
Rev. (1969-70) Pp. I-ZT3- at Tp. 2-2--3 (hereafter- cited as 
Pagh). The reception of this senatusconsultum was no 
doubt due to the "Romanising" tendencies of the Partidas. 
On the reception of Roman law in Castile, see surrap 
chapter 3P text at notes 61-115. 
81 . See supra, chap. 3. 
82. Part. 4.11.24 and 30 allow the making of marriage contracts 
and communitiesp although there is no attempt to regulate them. 
83. See infra, in discussing the 1808 Digest-esp. at note 303. 
84. Cf. Minguijonj Historiap vol. 1 p. 127. See discussion 
infral text at notes 
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I que el d16 A la mugert nin la dote que el rescibiese 

della.... 11). Part'4.11.179 on the wife's 32araphernag 
presupposes that she will hand it to her husband to 

admini. sterp but does not demand that she do 80. What 

is clear though, is that, in the Partidast a wifes merel 
because she was a wifet did not suffer lack of legal 

capacity and require authorisation by her husband to contract9 
appear in court and the like. Some examples show this 

clearly. The Tercera Partida., titulos I to 27 deals with 
procedure. ' Part. 111.7-3. states an exception to who 
can be summoned to appear personally in court. This 

exception applies to all womenp there is no distinction 

made for wives: "Duen"a casada, 6 vibda, 6 doncella o'otra 

muger que viva honestamente en su casa, -non de. b,. e seer 

emplazada ninguna dellas de manera que sea tenuda de venir 

personalmente ante les jugadores. -... 1185-1 have located only 

one text which gives a generalised description of marital 

authority conceived of as power, Part-3.2-5: a. Ley on 

whether husband and wife can sue one another. It starts 

as follows: 
C%J "Marido et muger son una compana, que ayunto nuestro 

seilor Dios, entre quien debe seer siempre muy 
verdadero amor et grant avencia: et por ende tovieron 
por bien los sabios antiguos que los maridos usasen 
de los bienes de sus mugeres et se acorriesen delles 

- do les fuese meester; et otrosi que gobernasen A 
ellas et que les diesen lo que les conviniese segunt 
el poderio et-la riqueza que hobiesen. 11 

The text continues that what one has taken from the goods 
(cosas) of the other cannot be claimed in court. 

86. There 

arise from this text some points meriting discussion. The 

roderio referred to means something akin to status (not 

ruissance du mari) as is indicated bylinter aliat its 

conjunction with rigueza (wealth). The husband can aid 87. 
himself with the use of his wife's goods only'_when necessary. 
aa-aae 

85. Cf. Part. 3.7.6. 
86. A Roman rule - in Roman law there could be-no actio furti 
between spousesq although there could be an actio rerum 
amotarum: D. 25.2; C-5.21. 
87. The subjunctive mood of the verb "to bell meQn3eBter 
following on from acorrer shows this clearly. 
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Generally# however# the husband has control over his wife 
(gobernar). Further, the passage is intended primarily to 

provide the premise on which the prohibition of husband 

and-wife suing each other is based. Thus, if this passage 
is considered, in its particular context# it is clear that 
it does provide some Reneralised statement of marital 

authorityp but this statement is not rigorously 

conceptualised nor, in the general context of the whole 
Partidasp are any particular rules logically, derived from 
it. It provides a particular, localised statement of- 
marital authority in general termsp (possibly revealing 

popular sentiment) but there is no general concept of 

marital authority (similar to that in northern France) 

working through the Partidasp influencing the particular 
legal provisions. 

Minguij6n relies on this passage to make a general 
88. 

statement ozi the husband-wife relationship-in the Partidas. 

This is misleading forýthe reasons given above. Purthert, he 

neither mentions the particular context ofýthe passage 

.25 of the second title of the third Partida (he does in Le 

not even state a reference or giveýany-indication of from 

where he has plucked his quotation) nor does he attempt to 

locate the passage within the general context of husband 

and wife in all seven Partidas. Had he said that the passage 

was symptomatic of a general trend within Castilian life 

he might very well, have been correct; but he does not. 

The passage clearly does not reveal the attitude taken by 

the Partidas towards wives qua wives. Hence, we can conclude 
that the Partidas provide no general concept of marital 

authority. 

Despite the Partidas' neglect of marital authorityp 

provisions can be found in the old Castilian'law that 

reflect such an authority. A good example of this is 

88. Historiap vol. l. p. 127- 
different (due to his using 
identical, in meaningg so thi 
the passage he is quoting. 
Real Academia edition (1972 
3 supra, 

His quotation is slightly 
a different edition) but 

ere is no doubt that this is 
I have uoted from the 1807 
reprintý. See note 75P chap. 
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provided by, the 1505 Leyes de Toro. The specific provisions 
- 89. 

will be discussed infra., but a few general statements 
may be madeq the accuracy of, which can be checked later. 

A sequence of individual leyesp from la 54 onwards, * 
enacts principles of the incapacity of married women because 

of their status as wives, These provisions were reaffirmed 
in, the later Recopilaci6n de Las Leyes Destos ReMos of 
1567, commonly called the Nueva Recopilaci6n. go. Similarly 

to the French droit coutumier, these leyes require that a 

wife be authorised by her husband to contract and appear 
in court (estar en Juicio); but this requirement of 

authorisation is not as extensive as in the droit coutumierp 

and is rather more flexiblev while there is no statement of 

a general concept ' of marital-authority from which these 

individual legal provisions flowq (althoughp of cource.. 

such a concept could'be developed inductively from the 

individual provisi onsp and given an ideological foundation 

on ). 91. so for example, divine or natural law me specific 

differences from the droit coutumier may be pointed out. 

Two major differences were thatv in the Castilian law, a 

husband could give a'general authorisation to his wife for 
92* 

future actionsp and he could subsequently ratify 

unauthorised actions? 39., The droit coutumier, permitted 

neither of, these? 4. Purtherv in the customary law there 

_aa-e-- 

89. See infra on the D. O. ii) Louisiana. 
90. On the Nueva Recopilaci6np see note 77 of chapter 2. 
As pointed out there, I will abbreviate it as Rec. Cast*, 
following the usage of the de la Vergne, volume. On mode,, 

-of citation, see ibid, and also chap. 2p note 67. The 
Leyes de Toro I will cite by Toro and jav e. g. Toro 54. 

_a 
de Torov may be found The relevant provisions of the Ley _ in Req. Cast. 5-3.1 et geq. They may also be found in the 

Novisfrýa -RecoTilaci67de Las- Leyes de EspaTiav Madridp 1805# 

at Nov. Rec. Cast.,, 10.1.10 et sea. The de la Vergne volume 
will hencefoi-th be cited as D. L. V. - the particular interleaf 

will be obvious from the discussion of the D. O. provisions. 
91. We need not concern ourselves with the, historical origins 
of these rules of the Leye de To I given that we are 
primarily concerned with developing the general legal 
background that the D. O. redactors could draw on, 
92., Toro 56, Rec. Cast. -5.3-3. 93. Toro 58v -Rec. Cast. 5.3-5. 
94. See infra. 
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are provisions excepting from authorisation wives who are 
public traders: 95-there 

are no equivalents in the Leyes 
de Toro. 96. Sincep however, the Castilian law permitted 
general authorisationsp a wife as a public trader could be 
presumably so authorised. 'In the droit coutumierv 
unauthorised actions by the wife were radically null# and 
the provisions of Toro apparently provide the samej but 
with the possibility of the'husband ratifying unauthorised 
actions by his wife. 

The treatment of the incapacity of married women by 
the legal writers is most instructive. Asso and Manue197. 
in their Instituciones 98. discuss nothing remotely, resembling 
puissance maritalep which, as a legal conceptj obviously 
did not exist for themp although they occasionally refer 
to the incapacity of married women. Had they so chosenp 
they could easily have fitted such a concept into-their 

natural law scheme. Llamas y Molina in his commentary on 
the Leyes de-Toro makes no att-empt to'develop a general 

100. theory of the incapacity of married womenp99-nor does Gomez 
-----a- 

95. See infrap esp. under Quebec' 
96. But cf., Fuero Real 3.20.13 (i. e. Book 3., tit. 209 law 139' 
97. Doctores. Do Ignýatius Jordan de Asso-Y del, Rio and Do 
Miguel de Manuel Y Rodriguez. 
98.1 used he 1806 Madrid 7th edition, by El Doctor'Don 
Joaquin Marta Palaciosp entitled: Instituciones-del derecho 
civil de Castilla* Qug escribieron los doctores Asso-y 
Manuel. 

-emendadas-9 
ilustradas, y aKadidas conforme a la Real 

orden de ý de Octubre de 1802 ... For ... Palacips, 2 vols. 
All references will be to this 1806 edition, which will be 
cited as Asso Y Manuel, This work was one of the books, 
written to meet the need arising out of the introduction of 
the teaching of the national law in Spain. There exists'an 
interesting 1825 London edition, translated by L. F. C. Johnston 
as Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain. It was intended to 
be useful in former Spanish colonies now governed-by 
Britain. 
99. Don Sancho de Llamas y Molina, Comenta io Critico-Juridico- 
Literal A las ochenta Y tres Leyes de Toros, Madrid, 1827; 
see his commentaries on leyes 54-59. 
100. Antonilo Gomez. Commentarius ad Leges Tauri. I used 
the 1624 Antwerp editions, with additional notes of Diego 
Gomez. See the commentaries on leye-8 54-99 here at pp. 
503-4. Gomez was a 16th century juristp and his-was 
probably the most respected commentary on the Leyes do 
Toro. 
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Febrero discusses frequently the contractual capacity 

of married women (an obviously important topic given that 

his work was intended for notaries); but he too gives no 

general theoretical statement analogous to that of-Plothierp 
102. 

even'though he. does provide some reasons, for the limitation 

of, the capacity of married women. 
103. It'will be shown later 

that these provisi ons restricting the capacity of married 

women were interpreted by the jurists in such a way as to 

minimise their effect. 
104' The provisions'were already 

less restrictive than those of, the-droit coutumier; but, 

the Castilian jurists, rendered-them evenýless restrictive. 
This helps explain why a concept of ruissance maritale was 

never developed-by the jurists. They followed the tradition 

established by the PartidasIp influenced-by the Roman law. 

In, the Castilian law, --there existed some measure of 

marital authorityg both in control over a wife's property 

and over-those of her actions which had. legal consequences. 

The Siete, Partidas. * the main legaItextýproviding'a coherent 

account of all the law (that is, the account most important 

for-the Louisiana redactors)9 provided, no, adequate statement 

of, such marital authorityp either as to individual provisions) 

or as to-a generalised concept. other legal sources 

provided an account of, individual provisionsp but no coherent 

concept of marital authority, while the jurists interpreted 

the provisions as restrictively as possible. 

101. Josef Febrerop, Escribano que fue de Colegio. de Madrid.., 
I used the 1825 Madrid 8th. edn. of his work by D. Miguel' 
Aznarq entitled, El Febrero Adicionado 6, Librerfa de 
Escribanosq abowados y lueces. Febrero entitled his works 
Libreria de Escribanos. Azner claimed not to have altered 
the original text subitantially, and comparison of the 1825 text 
with vol. 3 of the 1797 edition of the Libreria. (the, only 
volume out of the four available to me) shows him to be 
telling the truth. The subject matter has been rearranged, so 
that my references will not match those in the D. L. V. On 
thisp see the Abbr6viations'at the front of this work. The 
citation will be as Febrero. 
102. See note 50 supra. 
103--See e. g. Febrero, Parte I Primeras ch. 1'9, %IV no. 1,19 p. 87, on 
ley 55 of Toro, where he states motive is not'limbecilidad, 6 
fragilidad de la muger". but because husband is legitimate, 
administrator of her property during marriages with 
responsibility for it (Tomo Primo); ch-7AIV, no. 98 (P-58 Of 
Tomo, Secundo)q on women being prohibited as guarantorsq because 
of the "imbecilidad de su sexo", never thinking of the futures 
and easily persuaded etc. 
104. See infraq text at notes 430-437 and 450-455. 
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E. The Code Napole'ong and General Remarks. 

- The C. N. and its Proiet'05. provided further legal 

provisions among which the Louisiana and Quebec redactors 

could select. The relevant individual provisions will be 

made clear in the discussion of both codificationsp but it 

may be noted thato in general# the C. N. followed the droit 

couturnier on puissance maritalep though with some 

modificationp rationalisation and modernisation of the 

provisions. The C. N. also included provisions on the dotal 

regime of matrimonial property. During the Revolutionary 

periodp there had been moves to abolish marital authorityp 

and put spouses on an equal footing; io6. but there wasp 
however, a return to the traditional customary law notion 

of the subjection of a wife to her husband. 

The redactors of the C. Q. could draw on the ancien droit 

and the C. N. p while the D. O. redactors could draw on both 

these sources and on the Castilian law in force. Thusp from 

the existing sourcesp both sets of redactorsy could develop 

a saheme of marital authority which could vary on a 

continuum from very slight to very great. They could change 

the existing law or keep itp affecting either minor details 

or the totality of provisions. 

F. Puissance Paternelle. 

Paissance paternelle refers to that power and control 

which a father has over the persons and property of his 

children. Here the Roman patria potestasp the-French 

analogous provisions in the droit and droit coutumiert 

and the Castilian patria potestad will be discussed. The 

position taken by the C. N. will be indicateds 

105. Projet de Code Civil, Present4 par la Commission nommee 
par le Gouvernement le 24 Thermidorp an VIII. An-VIII was 
the Revolutionary Calendar's name for 1800. Hereafterg the 
1800 projet will be referred-to as Proj. An. VIIIp for brevity s 
sakep and will be cited by Book, title and articleg e. g. p 

. An. VIII, 1.3-5. 
See A. H. Huussen Jr., I'Le Droit du Mariage au Cours de 

la Revolution Frangaisell 47 Tildschrift Voor Rechtegeschiedenis 
(1979) PP-9-51 (Ist. part) and_95iý127 (2nd. part. ) at pp-114- 
115 and 118-9. See also Brissaud, Historyt p. 166 and notes 
4 and 5 thereon. 
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The whole of the Roman law is pervaded by the concept 
of Zatria T)otestas, 

107'and this concept defined the family: 
the members of the family being those (including slaves) in 

potest2te of the paterfamiliasg the head of the household. 
The raterfamilias had an almost total legal control over 
his descendants in the male line. He alone owned the family's 

propertyp and anything his filiifamilias or filiaefamilias 

acquired, they acquired for him. In classical timesp a 
filius could acquire a peculium castrense (as the name 
suggestst it consisted of property acquired while soldiering)# 
which was his own propertyp 

108 'and he could be granted a 
reculium (profecticium); that isg property given him by 
his father to controls which, in theoryp remained the 
fatherts and could be taken back. In the later Empires a 

-son's proprietary capacity increased. The reculium, _quasi- 
castrense was introducedp permitting the son to control 
property gained in certain non-military forms of employment. 
The Emperor Constantine limited to a usufruct a rater's 
interest in property his filius inherited from his mother 
(bona materna). This principle was extendedp firsts to 

all acquisitions coming to the filius from his mother and 
her family, andp eventuallyg to all acquisitions. Thes 

"e 
were 

called bona adventicia. This class ofproperty is sometimes 

called Peculium adventicium. 

Theýpower of theý-rater over his descendants in the male 
line (or those adopted into the family) lasted until his 

deatht or he emancipated them. On his death his descendants 

either became sui iuris or remained alieni iuris. Those who 

107. Seep generallyl Bucklandp Textbook# pp. 101 et gea., and 
Jolowiezo Foundations$ pp. 181-203. I will not bother to give 
references for specific aspects of the Roman law. In 
general outline, this area of the law is uncontentioust and 
any standard textbook will confirm what is said in the text. 
The Romans recognised-the uniqueness of their conception of 
-patria Potestas: "quod ius proprium civium Romanorum est, Fere 
enim nulli alii sunt homines qui talem in filios suos habent 
potestatem, qualem nos habemus. " Thus says Gaiusq Institute8p 
1.55. 
108. Originallyt at the end of a campaignp such property would 
go to the father. 
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became sui iuris were freed from power and if male became 

Patres familias in their own rightj although if impuberes 

they were under tutelage# and if women2 they were (originally) 

likewise under tutelage because of the tutela PerDetua 

mulierum* Those who remained alieni iuris fell into the 

power of their ascendant who was now a paterfamilias through 

having been freed by the death of the Pater. 
109. 

In Francev under the ancien r6gimep the north and the 

south had very different conceptions Of Mi88ance, paternelleq 
because of the different historical origins of the laws on 

paternal authority. The south had received the Roman T)atria 

rotestasp while the north followed a law derived from the 

Germanic'concept of mundium. 
"Os- 

In the droit ecrit, the Roman rules were in almost full 

vigour. There has in the past been some confusion over 

_-puissance 
paternelle in the south. 'and it is, therefore. 9 

important to discuss it fairly fully here; more especially 

to support the statements already made as regards married 

women in the south. 
ill. 

First., paternal power lasted until the father dieds or 

he emancipated his children. As already indicated, there 

could be a tacit emancipation. 
112. In the local thirteenth 

century coutumes of Toulouse and Montpellierp it was 

provided that marriage should emancipate: 
li3*however, 

with 

109. The operation of Patria potestas in Roman society is 

of no direct relevance here; but-on thiso see eg. iD. Daube, 
Roman Law, Linguistic, Social and Philosophical Aspectep 
Edinburghv 1969v PP-75-9ig and A. Watsonp Societyt pp. 23-9. 
110. On the origins of mundiump and its similarity to ratria 
rotestast see Brissaudq History 

,v 
pp. 179-185. 

ill. See text supra at notes 70-79. - 
112. See text at notes 73-75 and the notes themselves. 

I. l13. Chenon., g. R. git. note 79 supra, Vol-it quotes the 

relevant provisions at P-133 notes 2 and 3. 
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the revival of Roman law these provisions were not followed. 114. 
(Indeedv before the reception of Roman law in the southl the 
law on husband and wife was very similar to that of the 

north. 
115,, ) This point was controversial# it appears 

that some authors asserted that marriage emancipated in the 

whole of Prance (Henrys for example 
116. ), and they, appear 

to have based this statement on a knowledge of the droit 
4crit within the jurisdiction of the Parlement de Paris. 

Even more controversial than whether marriage emancipated 
generally was whether marriage emancipated daughters: for. 9 
if daughters were not em4ncipated from paternal power by 

marriage, then the northern-style puissance maritale could 

not exist. Bretonnier on Henrys discusses the confusion, 

qýnd deals with each area of the written law. He concludes 
thats except for areas of droit 6crit, within the jurisdiction 

of the Parlement de Parist marriage did not generally 
117 118. 

emancipate either sex. Argou reached the same conclusion. 
It was only in the course of the sixteenth century that it 

was decided thato in the droit e'crit in the jurisdiction of 
the Parlement de Parisy marriage emancipated. 

119. This change 
in the lawp according to Argou, "excita de grands murmures 

114. See Serress Inst., Bk. 1, tit xII p. 65 and Bk. Is tit Us 
p. 28. At the latter reference he saysp "on n1observe pas 
eeme en Languedoc les articles de la Coutume de Toulouse et 
de celle de Montpellier, qui veulent que les enfans soient 
6mancipes par le mariage of 
115. See Ch. Lefebvre, Le*L;; it des Gens Marie's aux Pays de 
Droit--Ecrit et de Normandiev Sireys Pariss 1912 (the copy 
I used was bound at the end of Le Droit des Gens blaries, 19089 
part of his Cours de Doctorat sTr--l-rffi-stoire du Droit, 
Matrimonial F at p. 10 who states thatp in,, the 
pre-receptlon sodthern customs9 we find 'tune donnee dlauiorite 
et de direction maritalep analogue ý notre puissance 
maritale des pays coutumiers, nonobstant certains vestiges 
alors fort attenues de la ratria rotestas. 11 Alpo for this 
period, he states at P. 12: "Four ce qui regarde. la vie 
conjugale, au Midi comme au Nord, nulle autorite dans le 
m6nage que celle du marill. Of the local customs9 he states 
they suffered a "desuetude de plus en plus marque6e en face 
de droit romain.... It (P"9), 
116. See Oeuvres de M. Claude Henryst with observations of 
Bretonnier 2 vol8. Paris., 1708, vol. 29 at PP-338-9 (Bk. IV9 9). Quest. XIII 
117. Bretonniers remarks on Henryso pR. cit. note 116, at P. 340. 
118. See quotation in text at note 75. See also d'Espeissesp 
at notes 73-74. 
119. See Bretonnier, reference as note 117 surra, and Argou, 
22-cit-, vol- II P-78 (Bk. III ch. 8). This case was considered 
in the Toulouse case below - notes 121 and 123. 
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% 120. 
a LYon", q but the law remained as decided. The same point 
later came for consideration by the Parlement of Toulouse, 

The point at issue in the Toulouse case was whether or not 

a married woman could validly make a will without the consent 
121 

of her father. It was decided that she could not. 'Hencep 

paternal'power over women continued after their marriage, 
122. 

12O. 2p. cit. V01- II P-78. Of the, principle in these areas 
within the jurisdiction of Parisp Argou states that it 'InIa 
't" 6tabli 11 11' ee egard. des fillesque vEm Is. fin du dernier 
siecle; et lea auteurs qui en rapportent lea arr8tsq remarquent 
que ce changement de jurisprudence excita de grands murmures 
ýt Lyons que lea 6tats de Is. province dresserent des memoires 
pour slopposer au premier arret mais lea troubles du royaume 
en ayant emp9che Veffet la urisprudence de nouveaux arr8ts 
a prevalu *A Vancien usage. 11 

jIbid. 
) Bretonnier (as at note 

117 surra) reports that, there were 'three relevant arAts:, 
1540P 1595 and 1597. 
121. The case is reported by Maynard; I used the 1611 Latin 
edition of his collection of casesq entitled: Illustres 
Controversise Forenses. secundum iuris civilis Romanor i normas 
amiolissimo Senatu Tholosano decisae-I Quas colleP, 11 
Gerardus de Maynard, I. C. Consiliaru-m Regius et-S 
rJuriae Tholosano Senator. ataue e Gallico sermone 
Latinum transtullit .. -, 

Fijeroj&mus BrtLekner. kColonlae 
Allobrogum) The relevant case is at Book Vp DecisioýIlv col. 
1067-1071. The summaria at col. 1067 adequately reveal the 
reasoning: 111. Glossa vulgaris Accuraii q1joad exemptionem 
a patria potestate liberum Gallicorum explicatur. 2. In 

qua Glossas quemadmodum vulgo accipiturp Accursius deceptus 
fuit. 3. Filius-emancipatus aut pro emancipato vigore 
consuetudinis habitus valide testatur. 4. In provinciis 
iuris scriptis nisi peculiaris consuetudo aut statutum in 

contrarium extetq filiaefamilies nuptae testari aut etiam 
sine patris consensu mortis causa donare nequeunt. 5. Arresta 

contraria suprema curiae Parisiensis, haud generaliter accipienda 
sunt. 6. Testamentum tamenp quod a filio coram quinque 
te8tibus, patre consentiente factum fuit et clausulam 
codicillarem habet9 8ub8istere potest. 
122. It should be noted the question of paternal authority 

over married women was discussed in the case as it touched 

on their capacity to dispose of property. The point would 

always arise in this mannerg as it would only be as regards 
her property rights$ that the question of authority 
would arise. The wife would live with and follow her 
husband. This is in tune with the Roman notion of ratria 
Potestas. 
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The jurisprudence on the droit ecrit within the jurisdiction 

of the Parlement de Paris is 8aidp in'the case reportp not 

generally to be followed. 
123. It must be concluded that in 

all areas of droit ecrit within the jurisdiction of the 

southern Parlementsp neither sex was emancipated by marriagv4. 

The de famillep under the droit 6crit, had a usufruct 
in his children's own property,, that is# in their biens 

adventices-125-as regards the biens profectices of children 
in powerv 'Ile pýre a non seulement l'Usufruitp mais aussi 
la proprifte as d'Espeisses said. 

126 - Thisusufruct 
did not need to be, relinquished on the marriage of the 

childg unless the child., was emancipated, although Serres 

does point out that if a father made a gift in-the 

marriage contract to his son on the occasion of the son's 

marriageg there would not be a usufruct in the giftt even 

-a--a--a 

123. See note 121 surra. 
124. Lefebvre does not unfortunatelys directly address 
himself to the point we have considered (see oP-cits ý 
note 115 supra, at PP. 35 et gM, ) He only alludes to 
the question onp-46 and n7ote7l; but he does state that: 
"Une autre consequence de la Renaissance romaine fut 
ltabandon du principeclautorisation maritale aux pays de 
droit ecrit, parcequ'on n'en trouvait as de trace et 
de precedents dans le droit romain. " 

IP-43) 
He is 

not aware, or at least does not stateg that one of the 
reasons behind the abandonment of marital authorisation 
was the revival of the contradictory concept of loatria- 
rotestas. 
125. Argoup op. cit. p vol. l., pp. 18-19 (Bk. l,, ch-3); 
d'Espeissesp pE. cit. p vol. 19 Part II# Tit. It preliminary 
article, no. 2, p70-7; and-Serres, Inst. Bk. 1 tit 9v 
p. 26 and Bk. 2 tit 99 pp. 203-4. 
126. D'Espeisses, gp. cit p vol. 1, Part IIj tit. It 
preliminary articlep no. 2'; p. 606. serresp Inst. Bk.,, 2- 
tit. 99 pp. 203-4. 
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if the son was not emancipated. 
127. As in the late Roman laws 

sons could have a -Peculium castrense or quasi-castrensel28. 

We may conclude that in the pays du droit ecritp except 
for those areas under the jurisdiction of the Parlement de 
Par18j the Roman patria rotests. 8 had been receivedp and 
continued in full vigour. 

In northern France, the puissance paternelle had a very 
129* different appearance. Some coutumes explicitly recognised it 

127. Serres, Inst. Bk. 2, tit 9p p. 210. Malevilleg Analyse 
ýO Raisonne de la discussion de Code Civil 

- au Conseil 
- 
U-M-at, 

2nd. edn. v Paris, 1807., vol, 1. p. 337 Fhereafter cited thus: 
1 Analyse. 9 P-33-7) states that in the pays de droit 
9 paternal power continued as in Roman lawp bar two 

modifications. The first was tacit emancipation after ten 
years separation. (See text surra at notes ý3-75-) The 
second was "que le pere e"tait' oblige de se departir de 
llusufruit des biens de ses enfans a leur mariagepsauf a 
sten reserver ce qui lui etait necessaire pour sa subsistance 
et celles de ses autres enfans, slil n'avait pas d'autres 
moyens pour y pourvoir. Lapeyr6re, lettre P-9- a. 115. Il 
ne rarlep il est vraij que du mariage de la fillep mais 
les memes raisons slappliquent au fils .... Il faut bien 
en effet pourvoir aux besoins de la nouvelle famille qui 
se forme. 11 The accuracy of Malevillets proposition is 
doubtful: see Serres) Inst., Bk. 2, tit. 99 pp. 205-9# and 
Argou as cit. note 125 

-supra. 
The. Parlement de Toulouse 

had decided differently to the proposition stated by 
Maleville; see Maynardq Illustres Controversiae Porenaes, 
(note 121 supra) Bk. II, decisio 73P Col. 308-P wherej in 
the case of Austry filius contra Austry. paterp the 
Parlement de Toulouse said that firstp in the areas of 
written lawv the father has a usufruct of his children's 
property, and second, this usufruct does not end on the 
marriage of the childreng since in the eventp father is 
bound to assign to them, on the decision of the near 
relAtions, fixed alimentary payments and certain 
moveables, in proportion to the property belonging to them. 
Serresq Inst. Bk. 2 tit. 90 pp. 205-2iO9 and Argoug as cit. 
note 125 suprap would agree. According to the Biographie 
Universelle, vol. 32, A. de la Peyrerev although an advocate 
in Bordeaux, was noted for not distinguishing blearly or 
adequately between the droit ecrit and droit coutumier: he 
was perhaps an unwise source for Maleville to rely on. 

,. cit. vol. 19 p. 19 (Bk. 1 ch 128. See, e. g. Argou, 2. T) -3); 
Serresp Inst Bk. 2 tit. 9. p. 2o6. 
129. See e. g. Maleville, I Analysep PP. 335-6 for a 
discussion. 
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but their particular provisions and the general law in the 

pays du droit coutumier were such that Loisel could assert 130. 
as a general maxim: I'Droict de puissance paternelle n'a lieu. " 
The maxim, however, is stated in too general terms. The 
Quebec codifiers state correctly that "it is certain that# 

under the customs in Frances there was formerly a, species of 

paternal authority. " 131*The individual provisions on this 

paternal authority varied from coutume to coutume, but the 
following general remarks may be made. The paternal power 
was of limited durationt ending on the minor's reaching the 

age of majority or his emancipation by marriage. 
132. On the 

death of the fathers the minor did not come under the control 

of any ascendant, but rather under that of a tutor. 133- The 
father had certain rights over the child as inter alia to 

his marriage and certain powers of correction. The child 

could, of courses hold property in'his own rights but the 

father had certain rights in that property. These rights 

of the father varied from coutume to coutume; sometimes 
he had a right of administrations sometimes he had a right 

of usufruct. 
134. In coutumes where there was no mention of a 

right of usufructt135. the father would not have onep and the 

fruits of the property would belong to the childvalt, hough 

rights of izarde noble and garde bourgeoise could complicate 

130. Inst. Coust. 1.1.36. (He borrowed this from the Coutume 
de Sell-lis,, art. 221). 
131.2nd. Report., p. 203. 
132. Loiselp Inst. Coust. 1-1-37: "Feu et leu font mancipation 
ce diet Brassas, et enfans mariez sont tenuB pour hors 
de pain et potg c'est-a dire emancipez. 11 
133. Henrysypp. ait. p vol. II bk. IV, Quest XIII) P-338: 
It on peut., diref que parce qu'en France le mariage ýmancipey 
1; *iils 

marie sort de la puissance du pere est fait pere 
de familleg et par consequent a ses enfans en sa puissancep 
lesquels autrement par le Droit Romain seroiený aussibien 

. 
1, que le pere en la puissance de l'ayeul. " Ibid 

,. 
p. 339: 

"Concluons done, que c'est une erreur de croire que le pere 
mort, les enfans qu1ii laisse retombent en la puissance de 
leur ayeul paternel, et que cet ayeul ait llusufruit de 
leurs biens. 11 His remarks should be taken' to apply only -to 
the north of France 
134. See generally ýerriýre, Corps E_t ComE. vol-3 cols. 497-8 
nos. 18-22. 
135. Ibid. The pere-could keep the fruits under the following 
coutumes: Reims (art. 8); Laon (art-56); Chalons (art. 8); 
Sedan tart-7); and Bourbonnais (art. 174). Not in the, 
Coutume de Paris. 
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the situation. 
136. Further, the customary law gave authority 

to the mother as well as the father; but it was the father 
who exercised the authority during the marriage. 

In the Days Au droit coutumiert the concept of paternal 
power was very-different from that in the Midi. The 

customary law limited severely a father's rights in his 

children's property, and, in generalv his authority ended 
on their marriage or reaching the age of majority. 

The Castilian law on paternal authority is rendered 
complex by an uneasy mix of customary and Roman laws although 
the law is essentially more Roman than customary. It is 
therefore useful to look at therprime sources of the law, 

which were rather contradictory. The Siete Partidas provide 
most material on ratria iDotestad. Titulo XVIII of the fourth 
Partida is devoted to the "Poder-que han los padres sobre los 

fijos.,, 137-The Partidas follow the Roman law very closely 
indeed: "El derecho real de las partidas siguiO1 las 

138. 
disposiciones del dere'dho Romano, " remarks Llamas y Molina. 

The Partidas 
' 

provisions will be discussed at, length in 

dealing with Louisianav but the following general points 

may be made. The Partidas granted the power to the 

paternal male ascendant; grandfathers would have both sons 

and grandsons in their power. Things gained by a son using 
the property of his father belong to the fathers and are 

called neculium rrofectitium. 
139-Gains 

which a son makes 
due to his own works or by using property not his fatherlso 

belong to the sons while the father has a usufruct in them: 

this is called in Latin adventitiat explains the Partidas, q 
11porque[ esta ganancia] viene de fuera et non por los bienes 

del padre"140* The Partidas even allow a father to sell his 
,P 

sons but only as a last resort. 
141'. 

136. These two forms of garde cause some problems. The position 
of a father's rights in his childrents property under the 
Coutume de Paris is unclear; but see infra. On garde, see 
Ferrirre-, C-orps et Vol-3, title 11, esp. cols. 945-8; 
and Pbthiert Tra7itg -de la Garde Noble et Bourgeoise (T. G. N. B. )v 
Bug. 6& Anc. Den. 2, s. v. garde pp-503-10- 
137. The 18th. title is on how the power comes to an end. 
1338 0 cit. note 99 supra, commentary on Toro 479 at 
pp. 

iIF-i25 
of tomo 29 no-5. 

139. Part. 4.17-5. The property provisions (leyes 5-7) are 
very Roman. 
140. Part. 4.17-5. Leyes 6 and 7 regulated peculium castrense 
and -Peculium quasi-castrense. 
141. Part. 4.17-8. 
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If we"look at the*Puero Realp"which is"also the work 
of Alfonso el sabio,,, a different version of paternal power 
is given. "El Fuero Real limita claramente la potestad paterna"l, 
Minguij6n accurately points out, *1429 The Puero contradicted 
the'provision on the sale of sons. 

143- In the Partidas, 
the paternal'power could never pass to the motherp whereas 
the,, Puero Real allowed a widowed mother (in c'ertain ' 

144. 
cirnumstances) to exercise authority over her children. 
In a differentleyp the"sajn: e Fuero again implies that the 

mother may have her children in powerv though the gloss of 
Montalvo states that this is'wrong*, 145-Minguij6n 

stat'es that 

some municipal fueros allowed the mother exercise of the 

ratria Lotestad along with the fatherg' for which he says 
there is .a 

precedent in the Visigothic -law. 
1,46. Although the 

Puero Real says nothing explicitly about marriage freeing 

sons from patria potestad one text does imply very strongly 
that such was the lsw'ýýfW-The significant text is.. Ley 47 de 

Torop which states: 
"'El hijO 6 hija casado y velado, sea avido por 
emancipadop en todas cosas para siempre. 11 

It is obvious'that the provisions of the Partidas and those 

of the Puero Real-are contradictory. ' 

The Romanising tendencies of the Partidas successfully 

overbore the customary law tradition. The patria potestad 

of Castile was of a Roman nature. The only notable difference 

142. Historiap vol. 19 P-135. 
143. Puero Real, 3.10-8. 
144. Fuero Real. 3-7.2 and 3 (cf. Puero Vieio 5.4-1). 11inguii6n 
states that both these Pueros MaT-aen7tende'r que la patria 
potestad corresponde no s6lo al padre sino tambien a la 
madre viudav pues solo a falta de 6Bta Ilaman, a los-parientes 
a que Be encarguen de los menores". Historia, vol. 1, P-136. 
145., Fuero Real 1.11.8. The gloss on___8i radre by Montalvo 
is the one to be consulted. 
146. Historial. vol. 1,, P-136 and also PP-53-ý- Of the 
Visigothic IaW8 generally,, he says: "ITo tenia la patria 
potestad entre los visigodos un car4eter abBOluto ni 
inhumano. " Ibid. 9, P. 53. 
147. Puero Real 1.11.8. See Llamas y Molinaq D32.2it. note 
99 surra, commentary on Toro 47, no. 8. What of, -the same 

. 
1a's mention of 25 years of age? 
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Z 47 of Toro: marriage 
, 
emancipated. was, the provision of le 

The treatment of the whole of the law on Patria -Potestad 
by the Castilian Jurists is of importance in indicating the 

extent of the influence of the Roman conception of Patria 
-potestas in Castile. Asso and Manuel in their Instituciones 
betray some kind of confusion. Their account of the law is 

clear and logicalp and very firmly based on the Partidas. 148. 

In their section on the modes of ending patria potestgd, 
they state that the first method is by the death of the 

rater: 
"El primer modo-se entiendoo si el padre que muri8 
no estaba al tiempo de morir baxo el poder de su 
proprio padre; porque en este casop el hijo que 
dexabo racaeria baxo la potestad del abuelop segun 
la 1.1 tit. 18. part-4; " 148a. 

They then addq rather lamely, that the Recorilacioln provides 

differently, q "as we shall seell. 149*The fourth mode of ending 

paternal power, according to Asso and Manuelp is emancipation, 

one method of which they state to be marriage, and add that 

children do noty thereforev fall into the power of their 

grandfather when their father dieS. 9 because the act of 

marriage has freed their father from his father's power. 150- 

This is a very curious procedure on the part of Asso and 

Manuel: to state the out of date rule and then later contradict 

it. They show some confusion of purpose. They seem to 

believe that the 47th. law of Toro is inconsistent with the 

Castilian concept of ratria potestad. Whatever their 

motivesp Asso and Manuel clearly adopt an entirely Roman 

concept of ratria rotestad., viewing leY 47 of Toro as a 

minor variationy along with some other minor differences 

from the Roman rules. 151. 

Gomez' discussion of' the 47th. law of Toro is also 

interesting. 152. At the end of his commentaryt he deals with 

148. Asso y Manuelp Book 19 tit. 8, cap. 2 pp-115-123, vol. 1- 
(In the edition I used - see note supra - this is 
accidentally stated to be caP. 3. ) 
148a. Ibid. j vol. l., p. 119. 
149. Ibid,, vol. 1, pp. 119-i2O. They refer to Rec. Cast-5-1-8 
(Nov. Rec. Caste 10 . 5-3) whichp of courses is'LeZ 47 de Toro. 
150. Asso y-Manuelp vol. 1s p. 121. 
151- On some differences between the Roman rules and those of 
the Partidas see Llamas y Molina, 9-p-cit-t commentary on 
LeZT7-9 pp. 118-125 (Tomo 2) no-5. 
152. Or. cit. note 100 suprav commentary of Toro 47, in pp. 
436 et. seg. of edn. used. 
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I'velado". ' The meaning of this term - which seems to have 
been problematicl53. - need not concern us; -but Gomez states 
that if a grandchild is born to a son: - 

I'desponsato per verbs, de praesenti at non velato, 
erit in potestate a vi, sicut de iure communiq cum 

non sit natus ex filio coniugato at velato ut nostra 
lex requirit, at in hoc nepote habebunt, locum at ,, 
ve-rificabuntur omnes effectus patriae potestatip. 11 154. 

(It'should be recalled that the Leyes de Toro date from 

before the Council of Trent and the decree Tametai. 155. ) 

Thusq Gomez interpreted the law in such a way that if the 

son was casadog but not velado 
, 

(whatever this technicality 

is) then he was not freed from, ratria rotestadq and the 

grandson too came under the power of his grandfather as 
in the Roman law - the ius commune as Gomez calls it. 

Gomez thus narrowly interpreted the 1M so as to retain 

much of the Roman rule. 

Despite the'limited customary law concept of paternal 

power in Castilep the Roman law was received through the 

instrumentality of the Partidas and the actions of the 

Castilian jurists. 156. So thoroughly Roman was the concept 

of paternal power that jurists-could treat the 47th. -law of 

Toro-as a mere aberration. The Partidas' version of joatria, 

rotestad was probably. so successful because they gave a 

thorough account with clear and logical rulesv whereas the 

other provisions with the contradictory concept were 

scattered in various sourcesý157-and because the Castilian 

jurists., trained in the Roman law (the, iUS gqmmM@)t'would 

153. See Llamas y Molina, a. cit., on same ley, at nos. 11-18. 
I'Velado" means, literally, veiled. The laws of Toro date 
from before the Council of Trent, and there were few 
requirements of ceremony for a marriage to be valid. 
154.2Z. cit... reference as note 1529 P. 4-758 no-3 of 
coanentary on Toro 47. 
155. See note 153 su ra, and also see infra on Council of 
Trents text at notes 1 1-197. 
156. Patria rotestad in the Roman or Castilian style did not 
exist in Aragon: see Asso y Manuelp Vol-1.9 pp. 122-3: "En 
Aragon no se conoce la patria potestad". 
157. On the reception of Roman law in Castilep see chap. 3 
sup-ra, at notes 61-115. According to the Ordenamiento de 
Alcalav the Fuero Real should have taken precedence over the 
Partidas; see chap-3 supra at notes 68-76. 
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find in the Partidas rules with which theyvere familiar. 

In Francep the Revolutionary law attacked paternal 
power. Paissance paternelle over adults was abolished on 
28th August., 1792 . 

158 'The ageýof majority was lowered to 21, 
and other limitations were introduced. 1,59-There 

was a 
reaction against this liberalisationp and, from 1800 onwardsp 
it was proposed to reassert and extend Puissance -Paternelle. The motivation ofýthis restoration can be gathered from 
examining some of the statements made by. legal authors. Thus 
says Maleville: 

"Il-serait peut-etre important d'examiner si 
maintenant que la France est bien lass6 de, 
r6volutions, qu'elle n'aspire quIa conserver la 
tranquillit6 int6rieure que le gouvernement d'un 
seul lui a enfin procur6e les Memes raisons qui ont 
fait abolir la puissance paternellep ne devraient 
pas aujourd'hui la faire retablir. " 160. 

Again., sumajarising, the arguments of, the tribunal d-lappel*de 
Montpellier, he states: 

"La puissance paternelle est dans la famille ce que 
le gouvernement est dans-la socifte'. 9 Si le 
maintien de Vordre social d6pend de la force du 
Gouvernement, le maintien de Vordre domestique 

, 161. tient a 1'efficacite-de la puissance paternelle... * 
----aa-a 

158. See Huus-senp 22. cit.. note-106 supra, at P. 43.9 Brissaud, 
History. 9 pA99y and Maleville, i Analysep P-339. 
159. See e. g. Huussen., U. cit., ýT. 734P 35P 37t 41-43, 
115-6; and Brissaud. 9 Historyp'PP-34., pp. 199-200, Maleville 
comments thus at I Analyse, PP-338-9: "Quelque moder4e : E"akt 
la puissance paternellev dans les pays ot elle s94tait 
conserveep il restait cependant aux peres de grands moyens 
pour contenir leurs enfansv et cette puissance paternelle 

. 0, devait necessairement deplaire ýa ceux 5ýi avaient envie 
de renverser Vordre des choses alors etabli. Ils n'ignoraient 
pas que la conservation et le repos sont les deux grands 

etait pas parmi les objets de la vieillesse, que ce n'*' 
, 
homrr, es dlun age mur qulils devaient trouver beaucoup de 

.e partisanso 4u'il fallait en consequence degager de ses 
liens, et abandonner "a sa fougue la jeunesse toujours avide 
de nouveaut6s, toujours ouverte a Ilesperance. 11 
160.1 Analysev P-339. 
161. Ibid. Is 
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He continues in like veiny mentioning that all that parents 
do for their children requires that children respect them 

and that it is insufficient for a father to be regarded a 

mere guardian of their propertyt liable to account for his 

husbandry when the children come of age. The affection of 

parents will prevent them from abusing their authority. He 

next discusses Montesquieu saying that "toujours, est-il 

constant qu'il a reconnu partout llefficacite de'la 

puissance paternelle pour'le maintien des moeurs. , 162. The 

authors of the Pandectes PranRaises held similar views: 
"Dans quel temps 4tait-ii plus n4cessaire de r6peter 
ce pr6cepte divinvC i. e. that children shou,,, ld hanour 
and respect their parents] que dans celui ou tu 
les'liens de la subordination sont encore relaoch2s; 
ou ec e de r"tablir 1S gouvernement, Von sent la n" essit"' e 
des familles pour fortifier celui de I'Etat? " 163. 

Such examples could be multipliedv but these few will suffice 

to indicate the atmosphere within which were drawn up the 

c. N. provisions on puissance paternelle. 

Given the time at which they were drawn up, * it is, 

hardly surprising that the articles of the C. N. restored and 

reinforced T)uissance raternelle. The concept of puissance 

raternelle from which these articles were drawn was that of 

the Pays du droit coutumier. A fathert failing whom the 

162. Ibid. P-341s 
163.4 Pan. Pr P-318. The authors feel threatened not 
only by young peopleg but also by utilitarianism: they 
continuet answering their own question: "Que dans un 
tempsg otL la nouvelle philosophie vient encore semer ses 
poisons mortels; O*u" Von s'erige audacieusement en 
L6gislateur, pour deo'truire tous les principes de legislation; 
ou Von vient jetert au sein de la depravation effrayante 
des moeurss de nouveaux fermens de corruption; enseigner 
dogmatiquement, qu'il a ni droit naturel ni vices, ni 
vertus; que ces sont des mots vides de sens faits pour 
amuser les enfans; que lea deux seules, principes de la 
conduite des hommesp sont le plaisir et la peine; qulils 
ont le droit-de faire tout ce qui peut leur procurer l1un 
et de repousser tout ce qui peut leur faire souffrir l1autre; 
et qulenfing toute loi est-un attentat 'a la libert4.11 
Ibid, PP-318-9. This attack on Bentham and Utilitarianism 
(incidentally neither being named) strikes us as quaint; but 
it is important in revealing an attitude of mindo and a 
desire to restore old principles. Bentham's writings were 
very influential in France. 
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mother, q had great powers over the persons and property of 
his children - having a usufruct in the property. Some 

Roman principles were included: emancipation, for exampleg, 
In soma respectss close relatives were given a new 
importance. 164. 

Both the D. O. and C. Q. redactors had fairly similar 

material to hand for the construction of their provisions on 
paternal authority. Both had access to the-two types or models 
of Puissance paternelle: first the Castilian and that'of the 
droit 6critp second that of the customary law and C. N. Of 

course, between these two models# and indeed between the 

versions of each modelp there were differencesq and many 
alternative possibilities would face the redactors in 
Louisiana and Quebec. 

G. The general Civilian notion of "family". 

As already seens the Roman conception of marriage-, was 

radically different from that of modern times. 165. the modern 

concept of the legal institution of marriage originates not 

in the Roman lawl but the Canon. This must be'taken account 

of when we consider how marital authority arises. The 

Roman concept of "family". however, has been influential. 

It will be recalled that familia consisted of, all those in 

Potest6te of the patriarchal paterfamilias: children born 

in iustum matrimoniump those adoptedy and slaves. The 

Partidas give a neat description or definition of family: 

"Et aun decimos que por esta palabra fami, lia se 
entiende el seln"or de la casa et su mugerp et todos 
los que viven con 41 sobre que ha mandamientop asi 
como los fiJos, et los servientesq et los siervos 
et los otros criados. Et familia es dicha aquellapj 
en que viven mas de dos homes A mandamiento del senorp 

ýmas dende ayuso non serie familia. Et aqupl es 
ri dicho paterfamiliast el que es senor de la casap 

maguer non haya fijos: et materfamilias es dicha la 

---aa--a 

164. Cf. text at notes 46-7-supra 
165. See text su]2ra at notes-53-6j-ý Jolowiczp Foundations, 
pp-141-160 can usefully be consulted. 
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muger que vive'honestamente en au casag o es de 
buenas maneras. ll 166. 

Here again the family is hierarchical and defined by power 
or authorityv andq following the Roman law, it includes all 
those over whom, the padre has authority. As will be seeng 
as a general definition of familyp this text had some 167. 
influence on the D. O., as indeed had a similar text of Domat. 

The French customary law, in the modern periodv had a 
more restricted notion of family. The Nouveau Denisart 

states: I'Dans le sens le plus ordinaire.. la famille signifie 
le p"'ere la me"re et les enfans. " 168 *Henrys defines the family 
through marriageg andt taking a Hobbesian 169. 

view of society, 

166. Part. 7.33.6. (The Lopez' text is different in part; 
but this difference is not significant here. ) T, W. Tuakers 
"Sources of Louisiana's Law of Persons: Blackstone Domat 
and the French Codestt,, 44 Tul. L. Rev. (1969-70)9 ; 

p. 264-295 
(hereafter cited as , 

Persop: sTgiVes the reference for a 
translation of this passage as Part. 7.1.6., ibid 285 
note 108. The D. L. V. refers to it as Part. 7.3.6: 

ýL-0-7 

(p. 127) on interleaf), while Batizap Sources, givest in 
his appendix C, p. 68 (same article as D. L. V. )p the 
reference as Part. 7.23.6. They are all obviously 
referring to this passagev but, curiously enough, all three 
have given a wrong different reference. Part. 3.31.21 
gives us a-similar account of the links of dependency 
between the father arid those in his power. 
167. J. Domatp Les Loix Civiles dans leur Ordre Naturel 

, Preliminary Bookq title 2j section 2v no-5,9 ýhereafter cited 
as Doma 

-tI 
by Bookq title, section, and loi: e. g. Domat 

1.2-3-4. Various editions.. (When Domat's Droit Pablic 
dans son Ordre Naturel, is cited, I will give a specific 
referencey Domat alone will always signify his Loix Civiles). 
168. J. B. Denisart, Collections de D6cisions... Cetc.. J(see 
note 66 supr ), 1783 editiong voI_. 8vP-T39. The other 
meanings of "famille" alluded to were I'synonime de race ou 
maison". This 1783 edition was interrupted by the Revolutiont 
but there are some post-codification volumes of this edition 
by Camus and Bayardp continued by Calengel and they contain 
interesting material; Edinburgh University Library possesses 
a set of volumes of the work in a sequence from 1783 through 
to 1806.1 will cite this 1783-1806 edition, as Nouveau 
Denisart-or Nouv. Den. to distinguish it from the Ancien 
Denisart (Ana. Ren. )7mentioned in note 66 supra. This conforms 
to the usage of the C. Q. redactorsp and is therefore convenient. 
Post-codification volumes will be indicated by (1806), thus in 
brackets. 
169.1 am thinking of Hobbest view of man in a state of nature: 
T. Hobbesp Leviathan, 1946, Oxfordý Oakeshott edn. chA3., 
pp. 80-84t where he envisages[thatýthe life of man in a state 
of nature as I'solitaryp poor. 9 nastyv brutish, and short. " 
At p. 82. 
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he states as follows: 
I'Disons done qulil, faut avou er que sans la socie"te" 
civile, le monde ne serait quIun va8te et affreux 
desertv que lea hommes y servient pires que lea 
animaux, et que comme ils auroient plus d1industrie 
pour se nuire on nly verroit aussi qu'un perpetual 
brigandagep et coupe-gorge; maiB que slil faut 
avotler cela,, il faut aussi qu'on avolle, que le 
principal lien de la sociký civile est le mariagep 
que comme c'est lui qui 116tablit, c'est aussi 
lui qui la maintientp et que qui le voudroitoter ou 
confondrey causeroit aussi-4-E la ruine du monde: En 
effet ce sont lea mariages qui forment lea familles 
et lea distinguentq ce sont eux qui en lea separant 
ne laissent pas de lea unir par lea alliances. " 170. 

This notion of marriage as defining the family was operative 

during codification; thus we find the following statement 

in 1806: 
"Les familles commencent par le mariage, et c'est- 
la nature elle-eeme qui, invite lea hommes ýL cette 
union. " 171. 

We can see'that both sets of redactors were presented 

with two models for the family. One based on marriage 
(northern France) and one based on paternal authority 
(southern France and Oastile). The two models were perhaps 

not particularly far apart and were capable of reconciliation; 

but there were significant differences nonetheless. In 

this sectionp we have been concentrating on the family as 

a unified concept; but one important point should be made 

clear. Neither the C. N. nor the D. O. nor the C. Q. presents 

us with a unified system of family law in the modern sense, 

and indeedptheir legal sources did not present them with 

such a system. Provisions on the family are scattered 

throughout the code; in provisionss for examplep on persons 

and obligations. The codes dealt with two separate 

relationships: husband and wifeg and parent and child. ' The 

two were obviously connected, since it was marliage that 

resulted in legitimate filiation for the children of the union. 

The main method for unification of the law into a whole is 

clearly through the one person, in his different aspects as 

170,, Henrysp Oeuvresp vo. 1p p. 987. It is he who puts the 
diaeresis over the 'full of llavouer". 
171. Nouv. Den. vol. 13 (1806) p. 495- 
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husband and fatherp who controlled the other members of the 
family. The Nouveaux Denisart expresses this clearly: 

I'Le gouvernement d'une famillep et celui d'un corps 
politique doivent rouler sur les memes principes; 
l'une est en petit l'image de Vautre.... La 
puissance domestique repre'sente en quelque maniýre 
la souverainetg 1720 

The law was concerned with the person who was the sovereign 

of the family, who governed the other members through his 

ruissance domestique in its two aspects of -puissance maritale 
(puissance du mari) and puissance loaternelle, -173-This stress 
by the law on the two relationships of spouses and parents 
ties in with the argument of treating the family historically 
by studying the changes in the relationships withinq174'and 
further justifies us in studying the family, -through the two 
different ruissancesp that of the husband and that of the 
father. We will examine each ruissance, in turn by studying 
how they arise, their scope# and how they endp taking 

Louisiana and Quebec in turn. 

172. ITouv. Den- vol- 13 (1806) P-496. 
173. T-he theme of comparing the organisation of the family 
to that of the nation state was a very common;.,.. one. We find 
thaty in the discussion of the first Cambaceres projet, 
many revolutionary leaders argued that 

-puissance maritale 
was a creation of despotic governmentss andq husband and 
wife were equal, so the wife should be freed from her 
bondage: see Huussen, pp. cit., po199o 174o See the argument in no. i-iii supral esp. text at 
notes 45-49. 
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Part One. Louisiana. 
The 1808 Digest of the Territory of Orleans. 
Section One. Paissance Maritale. 

How . puissance maritale arises in the D. O. 

In this subsection we shall be concerned with the forms 

of marriage and their requirements for validity. Hence we 
shall examine the following chapters of title IV of Book One 

of the D. O.: Chapitre Premier, "Du Mariage", and Chapitre III 
"Comment les Mariages peuvent ie'ý*tre contractes". The third 

chapter of the title, 'Mes Demandes en nullite de mariagell 
will not be examined (except for one aspect later175-) 
because the provisions relate closely to the provisions of 
chapter II and are not directly relevant for the general 
theme of this section; one or two relevant remarks on the 

provisions will be madep however, when appropriate. 

Title IV is called-IDu mari et de la femme". 9 while the 

equivalent title V of the C. N. is headed "Du mariage", 
divided into the relevant chapters thus: firstp "Des 

qualites et conditions requises pour pouvoir contracter 

mariage"; second, "Des formalit4s relatives h la celebration 
du mariage; 11 thirdo "Des Oppositions au Mariage"; and fourth., 
"Des Demandes en nullite de mariage. 11 The scheme of 
division is obviously different. The third C. N. chapter' 
has provisions on who can oppose an intended marriageg and 
there is no equivalent in the D. O. The C. N. carefully 

regulated oppositions to marriage, in reaction to the ancien 
droit where, following the Canon law, any person claiming 
the right to do so could oppose a marriage. 

176. Although the 

D. O. had no provisions on the matterp oppositions were 

regulated by an Act of 1807P ch. 17.177-This Acto by its 

sections 42,, 43 and 449 limited the class of those who could 

175. See infra on paternal authoritYP text at notes 656-662. 
176. The relevant C. N. articles were 1729 173, and 174. on 
the ancien droitq see Brissaudq pp. cit-y pp. 129-309 and 
Esmein, Mariagep vol. l. pp-421-7. 
177. Louisiana Acts, 1807, ch 17, "An Act Concerning the 
Celebration of Marriages", Ap; il 6thp 1807. Hereafter 
referred to as Act, 1807, ch. 17. 
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oppose a marriage to exactly the same persons as permitted 
by the C. N. v except thatp in the D. O., ascendants could not 
oppose the marriage of those over twenty-one. 178. The 
Louisiana Actts provisions are obviously based on the work 

178. The equivalent sections of the 1807 Act and articles 
of the C. N. are as follows. C. N. 172: "Le droit de former 
opposition a la c4l4bration du mariagev appartient *a la 

le personne engagee par mariage avec l'une des deux parties 
contractantes. 11 S-43: "A person already married to either 
of the parties proposing to intermarryp May,, OPP08e the 
marriage. " C-N. 173: "Le p"ere, et a d; faut du pdre, . 1a 
mereq les aieuls et aieules, peuvent former opposition 
au. mariage de leurs enfans et descendansp encore que 
ceux-ci aient vingt-cinq. ans accomplis. 11 S-42: "The 
father and mother or the surviving parent, the grand 
father and grand mother or the survivorp may oppose the 
marriage of such of their descendants, as have not 
completed their twenty-first year. " C. N. 174. tiA 
defaut d'aucune ascendantt le frere ou la soeurp Voncle 
ou la tantep le cousin ou la cousine germainsp majeursy 
ne peuvent former aucune opposition que dans les deux 
cas suivans: 1. Lorsque le consentement, du conseil 
de famillep requis par Varticle 1609 n1a pas ete 
obtenu; 2. Lorsque Vopposition est fondee sur Vetat 

ýpositionp dont le de demence du futur e"poux: cette op 
tribunal pourra prononcer main-levee pure et simpley 
ne sera jamais reque qu'a la charge, par 11opposant de 
provoquer Vinterdiction, et dly faire statuer dans le 
delai qui sera fixe" par le jugement. 11 S-44: "If there 
are no relations in the ascending linev the brother 
or the sister, the uncle or the auntv the cousin germainp 
having attained the age of majorityp can oppose the 
marriage in the two following cases only: Ist. When 
the consent of the family required by the nineteenth 
section has not been duly obtained; 2nd. j When the 
opposition is grounded upon the madness or insanity 
of the person whose marriage is opposed. " The Pro-A. 
An. VIIIP 1.5.28-30 covers the same situationsg and 
'jZssibly has exercised some influence on the 1807 Act's 
sections: notably, the order of the Act follows that 
of the Projet rather than the C. N. 3.44 of the Act 
isp bomverp closer to C. JT. 174 than Proj An* VIII9 
1.5-30. There are, of course, significant differences 
between the French and Louisiana provisions. 
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of the French codifiers. Thus9 although there are no 
provisions in the D. O., the Louisiana and French laws 

were similar. 

The 1825 C. L. did regulate oppositions. Its article 
110 provided: 

"Toute personne peýut former opposition di un mariage; 
mais dans le ces ou Vopposition est rejete"eq 
Vopposant doit payer les frais de la procedure. " 

This is obviously an amendment of the law. The compilers 
of the 1823 Projet had merely stated (of a whole series of 
articles including this one) that this chapter of their 

proposed amended code was extracted from the 1807 Act. 179- 

C. L. -1109 however., broadened the class of opposants to 

the state of the old law, that is, the Canon law. Why the 

redactors of the C. L. should have changed the law, while 

claiming to be enacting the provisions of the 1807 Act is 

unclear. 
i8o. 

The D. O. provisions in the three relevant chapters 

amount to 18 articles, while in the C. N. 2 excluding the 

provisions on oppositions, the equivalent chapters contain 

50 articles. The D. O. redactors are obviously not following 

the C. N. This said, it must be admitted thatq in generalp 

the provisions of-the D. O. are very similar to those of the 

C. N. A major difference does existv howeverp in regards 

to the marriage of minors: this will be discussed below in 

the context of paternal authority. There are some other, 
differences which will also be pointed out in discussing 

179.1823 Projet. 9 comment on p. 8, proposed article on P. 9. 
180. There is little point here in speculating on this curious 
reversal of the law. Batiza, in his "The Actual Sources of 
the Louisiana Projet of 1823: A General Analytical Surveyoll 
47 Tul. L. Rev. (1972-3) PP-1-115 in his appendix B at P-32 
states tRat C. L. 110 was "substantially influenced"'-by S-46 
of the 1807 Act. This section reads: "If the opposition is 
rejectedv the party petitioning shall pay costs and damages$ 
unless such party be a father or motherv or grand father or 
grand mother to one of the contracting parties. " Note that# 
first, s-46 is analogous to only half of C. L. 110, and that 
the legal provision is different, the 1807 Act exempting 
parents and grandparents. This is a neat example of how 
misleading Batiza's work may be. S-46 is almost identical 
in provision to C. N. 179. 
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the relevant D. O. articles (e. g. age of marriage). Given 
that, in generalp the D. O. redactors were very influenced 
by the C. N. 9 why have they here departed from its 

organishtion of material? The answer must be the existence 
of the 1807 Actp ch. 17 on the celebration of marriages. This 

recent Act of the territorial legislature covered in great 
detail the topics we are here concerned withp and many of 
the provisions of this Act are the sources of the relevant 
D. O. articles. The Act trammelled the operations of the 

redactorsp andv given its naturep they could hardly depart 
from it. Nevertheless, it is clear that the redactors have 
done their best to mold the statutory provisions into a 
form equivalent to the C. N. and the Proj. An. VIII. Indeedp 
the first chapter of this title of the D. O. v containing 
articles I to 3 (p. 25), follows the DLoj. An. VIIIp 1.5-1-3 
in both form and intent, and lays down provisions of a 

general, very abstract and indeed didactic naturep not found 

in the C. N. 9, and from which the more specific provisions of 
the following chapter flow logically. Despite following the 

Prol. An. VIII in this, the articles are firmly based in the 

1807 Act, though rearranged t6 the scheme of the Proj. An. VIII. 

The 1807 Act thus exjJains the differences from the C. N. 

and its Projet. The specific provisions of the Act will 
be revealed in discussing the D. 0 "- articles, but it is 

relevant here to give a rough indication of the law prior 
to the Act during the Spanish government of Louisiana. A 

recent article by Hans Baade has explored this area of the 

lawv and the following remarks are based on hi's work. 
181. 

Baade is concerned to show whether the provisions of the 

Council of Trent on the form of marriage were in force in 

Spanish North America. In the pre-Tridentine Canon law 

there were no formal requirements for the valihity of marriage 

other than the mutual expression of consent on the part of , 

181. H. W. Baadeq "The Form of Marriage in Spanish North 
America, " 61 Cornell Law Reylews (1975-6) pp. 1-89, 
(hereinafter cited as Baadej For ). 
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the spouses. 
182. This state of the law is found expressed in, 

for examplep the Partidase'83-In 1563, the Council of Trent 
changed this and prescribed that all marriages take place 
with the assistance of a priest and the presence of 
witnesses. One of the aims of this provision was to ensure 
the prevention of clandestine marriages'by requiring all , 
valid-marriages to be in facie ecelesiae. 

184-In 
any area 

where the decrees of the Council had been promulgated, any 
marriage not in Tridentine-form was invalid, even if the 

, 
185. (By the so-called marriage was of non-Catholics, 

Benedictine Declaration of 1741P the rules for the marriages 
of non-Catholics were-changed; 

186. but since thisý-wa8 never 
187. ) in force'in Spain or her American Empire# we. can ignore it. 

The application of this provision of the Council of. Trent 
in the Spanish dominions was dependant on the authority of 
the King, who could extend its scope. 

188. A royal c4dula 

of 1564 applied the Tridentine legislation, to all the 

Spanish realms. 
18q. Although the matter was previously_obscures 

Baade shows conclusively that "the legislation of the, 
, 

Council of Trent simply was, the law 
, 
of the land, in Spanish 

North America. " 190*Louisianap however, caused problems by 

virtue both of its late acquisition by Spain and the 

existence of a protestant population (although the vast 

majority were Catholics). Purthero during the Spanish regime) 
the government encouraged American immigration. 

191. Under, 

Francep the substance of the Tridentine law had been in 

force in Louisiana. 192. Baade shows that, certainly in theory 

182. See Baadet Pormp p. 20. The decisions of the Council of 
Trent never having been promulgated in Scotland# the old Canon 
law forms of marriage continued in Scotlandq being called 
"irregular" marriages (although valid in law). See on themp 
T. B. Smithp A Short Commentary on the Law of Scotlandv 1962, 
pp-310-3i4. 
183. See Part-4-1.4; see also Fuero Realy 3.1-1. 

, 184. See Baadej Form, pp. 20-21. on clandestine marriages, and 
those in facie ecclesiaeg, see inf 
185. B7aadej, Form,, p. 21. 
186. Ibid. 
187. Ibid., p. 28. 
188. Ibid. qýpp. 28-30 
189. Ibid: q p. 29. 
190. Ibid 

.9 P-46. 
191. See chap. 2 surra 
192. See Baadep Form, ;. 490 and on the Council of Trent and 
the French law see infra. 
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the Tridentine law was in force in Spanish Louisiana as 
part of the general lawq193-and that there is strong 
evidence that it was actually enforced. 

194- This saidl 
Baade points out that there was in fact general contemporary 
uncertainty about the applicability of the Tridentine 

Canon law, even among the upper ranks of the Roman Catholic 

hierarchy. 195. This confusion was exacerbated by the 

of 1564 not being republished until the 1805 Novisima 
RecoT)ilacion., and because a 1792 Royal Order, 196. directing 
the enforcement of the. Tridentine law in Louisianap was not 

published until 1845.197-This lack of publication meant 
that two texts of primary importance were not available. 

This account of the Spanish background helps place the 

1807 Louisiana Act in perspective. The law1before was 

obscure and uncertain and this Act provided definitively 

for the forms and conditions of marriage. In so far as 
the previous law was not obscure, it provided for marriage 
by a Roman Catholic priest. This would have been unacceptable 

to the new immigrants from the U. S. A. In the other states 

and territories of the Union, marriage wast in theory, a 

civil contractp capable of being solemnised either by 

magistrates or ministers of religion. 
198. The 1807 Act stated 

that only marriages celebrated by one licensed for that 
199. 

purpose by any parish judge of Louisiana would be valid. 

Any priest or minister of the gospel ordained or admitted 

193. Baade, Formp PP-46-55. 
194. Ibid. p pp-54-55 and P-74. 
195. Ibid. 9 P-55 and Massim. 
196. Nov. Rec. Cast. 1.1.13. The Royal Order may be found 
quoted in Baadep form, P-51. 
197. See Baadep Pom, p. 62. 
198. See L. M. Friedman, A History of American Law, 1973, P-179. 
Haskins points out that the civil form of marriage was an 
innovation of the Plymouth Colony: see "The Legal Heritage 
of the Plymouth. Colony. 11 in Essays in Early American Lawy 
1969p (Ed. D. H. Flaherty), pp. 121-134 at, 130. The so-called 
"common law" marriages found in some of the common law 
states were apparently not introduced to Louisiana. On themy 
see Friedman, op. cit.., PP-179-181. Baade makes some relevant 
remarksv rassi 
199. S. 27. 
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into any religious society could obtain such a licence. 200. 

The parish judge# if he thought there were insufficient " 
licensed ministers or priestsp could license justices of the 

peace to solemnise marriages. 
201. There was a special 

provision for Quakers and Menonists. 202. Thusy to a large 

extent, the 1807 Act brought the Louisiana law into line 

with that of the Union as to who could solemnise marriages. 
We need not consider whether the 1807 Act was influenced by 

other American law; 203-it is sufficient to point out that, 
the provisions, as to who may a-2ebrate marriagesp were only 
sensible given the heterogeneity. of Louisianian society 

and religious persuasion. 
204. 

Having set out the backgroundt it is appropriate now 
to turn to the D. O. provisions. The first article of the 

first chapter of this title, D. O. I (p. 25), states that I'La 

loi ne considere le mariage que comme un contrat'civil. 11 

The D. L. V. refers to s. 1 of the 1807 Act.. while Batiza 205. 

claims that this Act is the "almost verbatim" source of the 

article with Proj. An. VIII, 1-5.1and 3 as subsidiary 

sources. I'La loi ne reconnaTt que les mariages qui sont 

contractes et solemnises conformement au regles quIelle 

'3 prescrit, " states D. O. 2 (p. 25). The D. L. V. refers to Be 
of the 1807 Act, which Batiza claims as the "verbatim" 

source with Proj. An. VIII, 1.5.2 as a subsidiary. D. 0-3 
(p. 25) states that I'Le mariage est un contrat qui, dans son 

originep est destinea durerjusqu'a' la mort de l'une des 

parties contractantesq neanmoins ce contrat peut etre dissous 

avant Is. mort de l'un ou de-Vautre des epouxv pour'des 

causes de"terminees par-le loi. 11 The D. L. V. refers here td 

200.8.28. 
201. S. 29. 
202. S-37. 
203. An interesting point which might be worth exploring 
in helping to understand the origins of the-Louisiana law* 
204. See chep6 2 suprat esp. text at notes 46-61. 
205. From now onp all mentions of Batiza without-a reference 
to one of his writings indicate that appendix C of his 
Sources article is referred to under the relevant D. O. 
article. 
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Pothier. 206. Pakt. 4.2.3 and 7 and s-4 of the 1807 Act. 
Batiza gives Proj. An. VIII, 1.5-3, as the "almost verbatim" 
source. 

These three articles of the D, O. clearly originate in 
the provisions of the 1807 Act indicated by the D. L. V. p that 
is: ss-1.9 3 and 4. (8.2 of the Act was included in the 1825 
C. L. at this point as article 88. ) The provisions of the 
Proj. An. VIII are broadly similar in expressionP207'and 
probably suggested thisýorganisation of the statutory materialt 
(the exclusion of s. 2 would'support this). Purtherp although 
the wording of 1.5.3 of the 

" 
Proj,, ý. VIII is similar to that 

of D. 0-3 (p. 25) it should be recalled, that the Proi. An. VIII 
intended divorce to be included as one means of dissolving 
marriage before the death of one of the-spouses# whereas 
the D. O. did notp and was only referring to nullification 
of the marriage. The Partidas provisions referred to by 
the D. L. V. are again very roughly similar to the D. O. 

provisionsq and so are the statements made by Pothier. The 

strongly religious bias of Pothier and the Partidas to some 
extent makes their provisions incompatible with D-0.1 (p. 25); 
butt nonethelessq in considering that marriage lasts until 
deathp andýcan only be ended before that by annullment on 
the grounds of invalidity, they are closer to the D. O. than 

As the Proj. An. VIII. In factp the provisions of the D. O. 

are of such generality that they are inevitably similar 
to the provisions found in other legal authoritiesq and it 
is only in the details dependant on these generalities that 

meaningful differences and similarities, can be indicated. 
The discussion of divorce in the Proj. An. VIII shows this. 

Further, we know that the 
' 
Partidas 

' 
envisaged the pre- 

Tridentive form of marriageg Pothier the Tridentine (as 

applied in France) and the Proj. An. VIII a purely civil 

206. Traitg du Contrat de Mariage (afterwards T. C. M. ) no. 
442, Bug. 6 p. 201 9 207. Proj. An. VIII 1.5.1: I'La loi ne considere le mariage que 
sous, ses rapports civils et politiques"; 1.5.2: "Elle ne 
reconnalt que le mariage, contract6 conform6ment a ce quIelle 
prescrit; " 1-5-3: I'Le mariage est un contrat dont la, duree 
est dans Vintention des dpoux, celle de la vie de l'un 
d'eux: ce contrat peut n6anmoins Zetre re'solu avant la miort , de l'un des 6poux. 9 dans les cas ou pour les causes de, 05termines 
par la loi. 11 Note the possibly significant differences from 
the D. O. equivalents. 
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form: all three different from the D. O. and the relevant 
1807 Act. In their details the laws were all different. 
Hence, all that can be said about these articles is that 
they are of a very general naturep originate in the 1807 
Act and that their resemblance to the Prol. An. VIII is of 
a literary rather than a legal nature, based on the 

organisation of the material. 

The next chapter of the D. O. is on how marriage may 
be contracted. The first articlep D. 0-4 (p. 25)t states 
that since the law considers marriage only as a civil 
contractp it sanctions as valid all those marriages where 
at the time of contracting the parties were willing to 

contract, able to contractt and did contract according to 
the formalities and solemnities prescribed by the law. 
This article is taken directly from s-5 of the 1807 Act, 

which Batiza states to be the "almost verbatim" source. The 
D. L. V. as well as citing the Act, refers to Part-4.2-5,6 

and 7 and Pothier 208. Part-4.2.5 states that: "Consentimiento 

solo con voluntad de casar face matrimonio entre el varon 

et la muger. 11 It develops on this theme by discusBingp for 

examplet how deaf and dumb people may signify consent. Ley 
6 discusses who has the capacity to marry, and provides that 

they must be of sound mind (entendimiento sano)t capable 

of lying with women and of sufficient age to understand to 

what they are consenting. Furthert castrated men and those 
debilitated in their sexual organs cannot marry since they 

are incapable of coupling carnally with their wives to 
father childrent despite the fact they have sufficient 
understanding to consent. Finally, those who are mad (loco) 

cannot marryt unless they have lucid intervals during which 
they signify consent. Ley 7 is not directly relevant. It 

should be noted that the Partidas are only envisaging mutual 
consent as-required and no other formalitiest and in this 
they areo of course, following the pre-Tridentine Canon laws 

as they are also in stressing copula carnalis. The D. O. 

208. T. C"m 3d. and 4th. parts (nos. 85-378) Bug. 6, PP-36- 
173. 
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provides for other formalities to be found in the 1807 Act. 
Fbthierv as referred top gives an extended discussion of 
the requirements of marriagep who can marry, impediments 

and the-relevant formalities. We need not consider his 
discussion further than to remark he is providing an exegesis 

of the French law based on the contemporary Canon law. Again 

his remarks are relevant; but the details differ from those 

of the D. O. and the 1807 Act. We can conclude by stressing 
that this D. O. provision comes directly from the 1807 Actp 
to which it alludes (indirectly) for the required forms and 

solemnities of marriage. These detailed formalities were 

not included in the D. O., whereas they were inserted as a 

new chapter in the 1825 C. L., on the recommendation of the 

latterts redactors. 209. 

- D. 0-5 (p. 25) states that marriage is only valid if 

consent has been given freely, while consent has not been 

given freely: first, if given to a ravisher, 
21 O-unless 

given by the person ravished after completely recovering her 

liberty; secondp when extorted by violence; and thirdp when 

there has been error as to the person whom one of the parties 

intended to marry. This article is taken directly from s. 6 

of the 1807 Act, which Batiza gives as the "verbatim" source 

with Proj. An. VIII 1.5.5 as a subsidiary source. The D. L. V. 

refers to the Actp Part. 4.2.10 and 15 and Pothier. 211. The 

Pro . An. VIII is very similar in wording and meaning. (It 

was possibly - probably - the source of s. 6 of the Act. ) 

Part. 4.2.10 states that error as to person invalidates a 

marriage# while 4.2-15 states (inter alia) that force ( 

or fear (mied ) invalidate a marriage. Thus these provisions 

are the same as that of the D. O. It must be pointed outp 

however, that the Partidas provide for no less than fifteen 

209. See 1823 Projet of the C. L. 9 pp. 8-9: see also text 
sunra , notes 176--1-80, 
210. In old sense of abduction. 
211. T. C. M. 9 nos. 306-319, Bug. 6, pp. 132-138. 
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things that prevent a marriage, 212. some of which are covered 
in later articles of the D. O. 9 although many are not. 
Pothier covers similar material to the D. O.: errorp violence 
and seduction. Again we conclude that the D. O. is following 
the 1807 Act; but it must be pointed out that lack of free 

consent for the three reasons stated would invalidate the 

marriage in all systems derived from Roman or Canon law. 
Hence this provision is not particularly relevant for our 
purposes. 

The next article, D. O. 6 (p. 25), states that ministers 
of the gospel (ministres du culte) and magistrates authorised 
to celebrate marriages in the Territory are forbidden to 

marry boys under fourteen years and girls under twelve, on 
the pain of the former having the right to celebrate marriages 
withdrawn and of the latter being dismissed from office. 
Batiza gives no source. The D. L. V. refers to Part-4-1.6 

and the formalities on the marriage of minors found in the 

1807 Act. The C. N. states in its article 144 that men 

cannot marry before eighteen nor women before fifteen. (C. N. 

156 provides penalties for public officers who marry people 
below age. ) As will be seen be 10 ýj 

P 
21he C. N. provision is 

the result of amending legislation during the Revolution 

and Directoryp while under the ancien r6gimet the ages of 

marriage for the two sexes were as is stated in the D. O* 21-3. 

These ages were fixed by the Canon law (and were the same 
in the Roman law) as the presumed age of pubertyp and those 

who were impuberg not being able to have sexual intercourse 

with their spouses and thus procreatep could not validly 

marry. Part. 4.1.6 states this in saying that if a man 

212. Part-4.2.10-18, thus: ley 10: 1) error; IM 11: 2) servile 
condition: 3) vows of celibacy; IpZ 12: 4) rel4tionship; 
leyes 13 and 14: 5) having comidtted a grievous sinp e. g. 
incest; ley 15: 6) can't marry heretic or non-Christiang 
7) force and fear; ley 16: 8) being. in t)ie last 3 of the 
9 gradations of holy orders (subdeacon, deacon, priest); 
9) havin certain afflictions as the result of sin (venereal 
disease? 

5; 
ley 17: 10) when against honour of church or 

people; 11) relationshi ; 12) when man of too cold a nature 
to lie with a woman; 

M 
madness; 14) nonage and impotency; 

. 
ley 18: 15) when church prohibits and during religious 
holidays. This ragbag of provisions is repetitious and 
shows the analytical imperfections of the. Partidas.. 
212a. See infra on Quebec. 
213. See Fbth. =. M. no. 94p Bug. 6 P., 39. 
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below fourteen and a girl below twelve give consent to 

marryp the status they achieve is not one of marriage but 

of betrothal. It should be noticed that this D. O. article 

penalises those who conduct the marriage ceremony, but does 

not state that the marriage is necessarily invalid in the 

definite manner of C. N. 144. Is there any significance in 

this? It could reflect the Canon law stress on puberty and 

copula carnalis. 
214. Firstp under chapter 3 of this title on 

nullityp nullity has to be sued for, otherwise the marriage 
is valid: D. O. 16 (p. 27). Secondp the Canon lawp although 

prohibiting marriage before the (legal) age of puberty, 

rendered such a marriage valid if the spouses were capable 

of'sexual intercourse. Esmein puts it thus: 

"Le droit canonique defendait bien de contracter 
mariage avant la pubert6; mais sil en faitt cette 
prohibition n'avait pas, 6te 

I 
respect6e et que 

l'impub'e"re marie" eut Ae., d un c'ote' physiquement 
capable d'6tablir les relations sexuelles avec son 
conjoint, ett d'autre part moralement capable de bien 
comprendre Vacte qu'il accomplissaits doli capaxg 
le mariage 6tait reconnu valable; la pr somption 
c6dait devant la v6rit6.11 215. 

Third. 9 this recognition of the Canon law of physical capacity 

rebutting the presumption of a party below the legal age 

being im-puber would be known to the D. O. redactors: it is 

found# for exaarnple., in Pothier. 216. The careful phrasing 

of D. O. 6 (p. 25) would suggest they are intending to allow 

this defence to an action of nullity on grounds of the partiesp 

or one of themp being below the age of puberty. Be that as 

it mayp however, this D. O. article provides for the 

traditional age of marriageg following the Canon and Roman law. 

214. See Esmeing IN'lariage, vol. 1v p. 83: "Le droit canonique 
assigne aux rapports sexuels, a la copula carnalisp une 
importance particuliere: aucune autFe--Ieg-islation, Je le 
croisp nlest entrie aussi loin dans cette voie. " See alsop 
pp. 83-85 generally. 
215. Esmeing Mariage,, vol. 1p p. 28ý. 

Pope Alexander 216. T. C. M.., no. 949 Bug. 6 P. 40. He quotes 
III: "Si ita fuerint aetati proxilniv quod potuerint copula 
carnali coniungi minoris aetatis intuitu separari non 
debent, quum in eis aetatem supplevisse malitia videtur. " 
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The D. L. V. referred to the 1807 Actv ch. 17. This Act has 

no specific provisions as to the minimum age of marriagev 
although ss. 16-20 regulate the marriage of minors. 

D. O. 7 (p. 25) provides that those who are legally 

married cannot contract another marriage until the dissolution 

of the firstý under the penalties prescribed by statute. 
This provision is taken directly from the 1807 Acty a. 102 

to which it also alludes. The D. L. V. refers to the Act 

as does Batiza who claims it as the "almost verbatim" sourceg 

and who gives as subsidiary sources C. N. 147 and Proj. An. 

VIII9 1.5.8. These two latter are indeed similar: "On ne 

peut contracter un second mariage avant la dissolution du 

premierl's says C. N. 147; but it must be borne in mind that 

the C. N. and its Projet envisages dissolution by divorcep 

while the D. O. does not. Further, no Christian countries 
have allowed polygamy9so the "source" of the article is 

largely irrelevant; but Batiza, in claiming these two 

"subsidiary" sources., is being misleading., especially when 

there are not even strong literary resemblances between 

them and D. O. 7 (p. 25). 

D. O. 8 (p. 25) is of rather more interest: 
"Les personnes libres et les esclaves ne peuvent 

.e. contracter mariage ensemble; la ce lebration de 
ces mariages est d6fendue et le mariage est nul; 
il en est de miehe du mariage des blancs ou blanches 
avec les personnes de couleur, libres. " 

ITo doubt the prevailing mores are reflected in this article 

forbidding marriage between blacks and whites and free and 

enslaved. The 1807 Act, B-13 provides: 
"Free persons and slaves are incapable of contracting 
marriage togethert the celebration of such is 
forbidden, and the marriage is void. " 

Batiza states this is the "almost verbatimv first part" 

source of the article. The D. L. V. also refers to this 

section of the Act) and to Part. 4.2.11 and 4.5-1. The second 

part of the article is not derived from the 1807 Act, ch. 17; 

but it probably correctly represents the law in Louisiana 
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prior to the Digest. 217-The 
references to the Partidas 

are of great interest. Slavery is provided for in the 
Partidas, but, of course, no account is taken of specifically 
black slavery. 

218. Part. 4.2.11 states that, if the free 

person marrying the slave did not know the latter was unfreep 
then the marriage is invalid; but if the former knew of the 

latter's unfree status and still married the latter then 

the marriage is validl, and cannot be annulled for that 

reason. Part-4-5.1 provides the samev but regulatesslave 
marriages in greater detail. Both parties must be Christian. 
A slave can marry another slave, and such a marriage is 

valid even if their masters (sen*3ores) prohibit the marriage; 
but they are not released from bondage to their master. 
Masters have to sell married slaves in such a manner that 

they can continue to live together. Further if a free 

person (of either sex) marries a slave with the knowledge 

or permission of'the latter's owner, the slave becomes free. 

These provisions are obviously very different from those of 
the D. O. v and considerably more humane. 

219. (They are also 

radically different from the Roman law. ) According to Van 

Kleffensp in the thirteenth century in Spaing "slavery was 

still of frequent occurrence; 11220 *but it was not approved 

ofv as is shown by the introduction to title 5 of the 

Quartena Partidas, the title I'De Jos casamientos de los servios. " 

The title starts thus-, I'Servidumbre es la mas vil et la mas 

despreciada cosa que entre los homes puede seerg" because 

man Iles la mas noble et libre criatura entre todas las otras 

217.1 have not been able to check thisp due to inability to 
obtain the relevant source material. The original French 
Code Nbir of the time of Louis XV apparently provided the 
sane as the relevant article: see D. E. Everettv "Free Persons 
of Color in Colonial Louisiana", 7 Louisiana HistorZ (1966), 

pp. 21-50 at p. 22. What exactly was the law need not concern 
us here. 
21ý. S. E. Van Kleffensp Hispanic Law Until the End of the 
Middle Ages 

,9 
Edinburgh, 1-968, (hereafter cit. as Hispanic 

Law), pp. 199-200. 
219. See D. O. 15-27 (PP-39-43), Bk. Ig tit. 6, chap-3. 
220. Van Kleffens, Hispanic Law, p. 199. 
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ciiaturas que Dios fizoll. This attitude towards slavery was 
not that prevalent in Territorial Louisianag where there 

existed not only contempt for slaves but colour prejudice 
against blacks. Thus, the 1806 Act, ch. 33,221. by s-40 
provided: 

"And be it further enacted, That free people of 
cZlour-o'ught never to insult or strike white people, 
nor presume to conceive themselves equal to the 
white; but on the contrary that they ought to yield 
to them in every occasionp and never speak or answer 
to them but with respect, under the penalty of 
imprisonment according to the nature of the offence. " 

Hencet given opinion in Louisiana, the humaner provisions 

of the Partida8p although known to the redactorsq would not 
be likely to find favour. Thus, given the current ideology 

and conditionsp the D. O. article is readily explained. 
222. 

D. O. 9 (p. 25) and 10 (p. 27) lay down the prohibited 
degrees of marriage. The first prohibits marriage between 

those in direct ascending and descending lineg including 

those born illegitimatet while the second prohibits marriage 

in the collateral line between brother and sister (whether 

of whole or half bloodt or illegitimate or not) and between 

uncle and niece and aunt and nephew. These two articles are 
taken directly from ss-14 and 15 of the 1807 Act, which 
Batiza classes as their "verbatim" sources. He also includes 

C. N. 16it 162 and 163 and Proj. An. VIII., 1.5-17 and 18 as 

subsidiary sourceso and these are indeed roughly similar to 

the D. O. articles; but this is hardly surprising. The D. L. V. 

also refers to these sections of the 1807 Act: it also refers 

on D. O. 9 (p. 25) to Part. 4.2.12 and 4.6.4 and Pothierp 223. 

and on D. O. 10 (p. 27) to the 
, 
Partidas, again (same leyes)and 

once more to Pothier 224. Part. 4.2.12 states: 
"Parentesco et cu"n4adia fasta el quarto grado... 

221. Louisiana Acts, 1806, ch-33, "Black Code. An Act 
Prescribing the rules and conduct to be observed with respect 
to Negroes and other Slaves of this Territory. " June 7th., 
1806. 
222. This is valid even if the statement I have made (text 
at note 217 su-pra) is incorrect. 
223. T. C. M. no. 1329 Bug. 6, p. 63- 
224. T. C. M. nos. 133-149, Bug. 6, pp. 63-74. 
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embarga el casamiento que se non faga, et si fuere 
fecho delbenlo desfacer: otrosi el parentesco 
eapiritual ... embarga el casamiento .... Otrosi- 
porfijando a1gunt home a a1guna muger, non debe 
el casar con ella nin ninguno de sue fijos mientre 
que durase el porfijamiento. *00 It 

Thusq relationship or affinity to the fourth degree prevented 

marriagep as did the spiritual relationship between godparents, 

between godparents and godchildreng and between godchildren 

and their godparents' children who were "hermanos espirituales. " 

Finally adoptive relationships prevented marriage. Part. 

4.6.4 describes clearly how relationships to the fourth 

degree are to be computed according to the Canon law. In 

effectt these provisions of the Partidas are stating the 225. 
Canon law as laid down in 1215 by the Fourth Lateran Council. 

The Council of Trent restricted to some extent the copmatio 

spiritualisp that is the prohibitions on the marriage between 

those connected through godparents; 
226. but, in general, the 

provisions of the Partidas would be in force on this matter 

in Louisiana under Spanish government. As the references 

to Pothier showq the law on this matter in France under the 

ancien re*wime was almost exactly the same. 
227-Since this is 

sov it can be seen that ss. 14 and 15 of the Louisiana Act 

of 1807 introduced a massive restriction of the prohibited 

degrees of relationship. We need not concern ourselves with 

the sources of these sections of the Act: it is sufficient 

to point out thatv as re-enacted in the D. O. 9 they provided 

a very useful reform. It is quite conceivable that in a 

small rural comnimity without easy means of transport it 

would be difficult to meet a marriageable person who was 

225- See Esmeing Maria . vol-It P-355 and 119 P-130 
(cognatio spiritual and Poth. T. C. M. nos. 146-9, Bug. 69 
pp-73-4; and for an impression of the social effects of 
the prohibitions before and after Lateran IV9 see J. L. 
Flandrin, op. cit. note 2 supra, pp. 24-6. On the development 
of the Canon law on prohibited degreesý see Fbth. loc. cit., 
nos. 133-1499 where he also discusses the Roman lawý and 
Esmein, Uocit*p vol. jo PP-335-383 and vol. II pp. 258-266. 
226. See Esmeinj Mariage, vol. Jjq pp. 261-2. 
227. See as cited in notes 223 and 224 supra. 
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not within the extended prohibited degrees of the Canon 
law. In a frontier community this might well be an acute 
problem. 

228. To search for sources is not importantý as the 

prohibitions in these two articles are fairly universal, 
conforming to the Roman law. * and, indeed. to Leviticusv 

chapter eighteen. This explains why they are so similar 
to C. N. 161-3.229. They differ from the C. N. also in that 

the latter by its article 164 states that the government 
can for "causes graves" dispense from the prohibition of 
marriage between uncle and niece, aunt and nephew. 

230-This 

facility to grant such a dispensation would doubtless be 

thought unnecessary in Louisiana and indeed contrary to 
tradition and popular sentiment. 

Hence these articles were only reasonable and sensible 

reforms, given the nature of the territory at the period. 

One very interesting point arises out of them in connection 

with the 1825 C. L. 9 the 1823 Projet of which recommended 

the inclusion of a new article, 
231-which became C. L. 98. 

C. L. 98 states: "Tout autre empe^"chementp pour raison de 

parente ou d'affinite, eat aboli. 11 This article must have 

been included because of fears of an attempt to revive 

the old law on prohibited degreeso fears arising out of 

decisions such as Cottin. 232. This relates to the discussion 

of whether or not the 1808 D. O. is a "true" code. In 

chapter threet it was argued that the D. O. was a true codep 

and that attempts after 1808 to revive the Spanish law arose 

out of factors other than the D. O. not being an authoritative 
legislative statementj superseding what had gone before. 233. 

The inclusion of this new article in the C. L. backs this 

upt because the old law on prohibited degrees had been 

228. See Plandring as cited note 225 supra. 
229. See on the C. N. 9 Maleville, I Analyseq pp-156-9. 
230. These matters will be canvassed on Quebeeg infra. 
231- 1823 Projet, p. 8. 
232. See chapter 3 supra, esp. text at notes 208-227. 
233. See chapter 3 sul2ra, esp. text at notes 171-239. 
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abolished before the redaction of the D. O. by the 1807 

statute. Even those who tend to reject the D. O. as a 
"true" code must accept that this statute is more than a 
consolidating statement of the existing law! 

The next article, D. O. 11 (p. 27). relates to the 

marriage of minorsv and will be discussed infraý340but 
it should be pointed out that it also has some base in 

s. 16 of the 1807 Act. 

D. O. 12 (p. 27)v the final article of this chapterp 
states that as well as the above general rulest the 

formalities relating to the publication and celebration 

of marriages will be found in a special law of the 
legislature. This is a direct reference to the 1807 Act, 

to which the D. L. V. also refers on this point. Batiza 

states that this D. O. article has a "substantially influencing" 

source Proj. An. VIII, 1.5.24. Any correspondence between 

the twop howeverp can only be a coincidence based on 
linguistic similarity. How can an article referring to 

an 1807 territorial statute be in any way based on an 

1800 French provision? These sections of the 1807 Act 

were included in the 1825 C. L., as articles 100-110.235. 

Finally) C. L. ill forbade marriages by procuration which 

the Spanish laws had permitted. 
236. This C. L. article is 

237. 
again undoubtedly the result of fears aroused by Cottin. 

The above provisions are all that the D. O. contains 

on the nature and formalities requisite for marriage. The 

redactors intended that their general statements be 

supplemented by recourse to the detailed provisions of the 

1807 Act. It is notable that neither in the requisites 

for marriage nor in the section on nullity is imrotency 

234. on puissance Zaternelle., text infra at notes 645-643. 
235. See Projetp 1823, pp. 8-9. The redactors said there 
that "The Chapter relative to the celebration of marriagesp 
is extracted from the Act of the 6th. Aprilt 18079 ... and 
contains all the material dispositions concerning them, 
which were not inserted in the code. " But cf. text at notes 
176-180 supra. 
236. See Projet, 18239 P-9. 
237. See notes 232-3 surra and the text above them. 
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mentioned as a ground for invalidating the marriage. Why 
is this so? Before considering this question it is 

appropriate to mention that in the 1823 Projet it was 
intended to include an article stating that all causes 

of nullity which existed by the old laws are abolished, 

apart from impotency of one of the partiesq either caused 
by a defective anatomy or from an accident before the 

marriagJ38*The first part of this provision is again the 

result of Cottin. 239-The 
second attempts to reassert 

impotency as a ground of nullity. In fact this section 

was excluded from the final redaction of this article, 

which became C. L. 116. Impotency was a ground of nullity 
in the Canon law and, as such a ground, is found in the 

Partidasý40-jt isp however, not included in the C. N. 9 and 
it may be suggested (but only suggested) that it was 

excluded from the D. O. in copying in this respect the C. N. 
(The C. N. excluded it on the grounds of difficulty of proof? 

41. ) 

By the time of the drawing up of the 1823 Projetp the 

redactors might well have been aware of the problems this 
242. 

exclusion was causing in the operation of the law in Francep 

and they might have sought to rectify the situation. This, 

is, of coursep speculation, but nonetheless is a plausible 

explanation. A further explanation could be that in this 

area of the D. O. the redactors were closely following the 

1807 Act, which in its turn did not mention impotency. Both 

of these suggestions could be correctv but want of evidence 

necessitates leaving the question posed above wthout a 

definite answer. 
243. 

This discussion of howp according' to the D. O., a valid 

238. See Projet, 1823, Pp. 9-10. 
239. This is obvious from the interesting comment at 
Projet, 1823P P-10. 
240. Part. 4.2.6 and 4.2.17 show this. 
241. See further infra on Quebec. 
242. See further infra on Quebec. 
243. Why did the enacted version of C. L. 116 exclude 
impotency as a ground of nullity? It would be interesting 
to know the answer to this question. C. L. 116, or rather 
the 1823 Projet's version, was intended "to follow 
article 16". 
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marriage is contracted may be concluded by making the 

following points. Firstp Professor Baade's conclusions 

on the law in force under Spain have already been discussedý44- 

He argued and demonstrated thatv in theoryg and to some 

extent in facty the Tridentine law on the form of marriage 

was in force. He also showed that the legal sources 

proving this would have been difficult to acquire in 

Louisiana. Moreau Lislet probably did not come to 

Louisiana until late in the Spanish regimeg and James Brown 

certainly did not come until after the cession to the 

United States? 45- It would seem unlikely that they would 
know that the Tridentine law was formally in force. This 

could explain why, in this section of the D. L. V., the 

only references to the Castilian law are to the Partidas. 
Against thisp it may be said that it is quite possible 
that Moreau and Brown would simply assume the Tridentine 
law was in force, and that this was the reason for the D. L. V. 

referring to Pothier who gives the substance of the 
Tridentine law. Be this as it may, the 1807 Act introduced, 

for the celebration of marriages, a system similar to that 

of the law arising out of the French revolution, and 
similar, in some ways, to the laws of the states of the Union. 

In the redaction of this section of the 1808 Digestp 

the codifiers were aware of the pre-Tridentine Canon Lawq 

the Tridentine Canon Law, the law of ancien r6gime Prance, 

of Castile, the common law as applied in the U. S. A. p and 
the C. N. and its Drojet. There wasq however, no great 

eclectic innovation because of the existence of the 1807 

Act. Although the over-all structure of the two chapters 

of the title which have been considered in depth isy to 

some extentq based on that of the Prol. An. VIIIv or the 

C. N. (but much more likely the former)y there ban be no 

doubt that the Provisions of the D. O. are here very firmly 

244. See text supra at notes 181-197. 
245. See chapter 3 sui: )ra at notes 254-265. 
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based on the 1807 Act. The redactors conceived of their 

code and the relevant sections of the Act being read together 
to give the full law. Professor Batiza refers frequently 

? 46. to the ProJ. An. VIII as an influence on individual articles, 
but it is clear that any influence exerted is on style. 
The D. O. provides for religious and civil forms of marriage 
(although the law only considers marriage as a civil contract)y 
while the French code and its projet envisage only a purely 
civil form of marriage. Further, the C. N. and its projet 
contain provisions on divorce, whereas the D. O. does not 
consider it at all; although the 1807 Act does mention 
it, but without regulating it in any way. 

247-It 
was earlier 

pointed out that the C. N. contains a great many more articles 
than the D. Oý48 * The reasons for this should now be obvious. 
The D. O. p unlike the C. N. 9 excluded the minutiae of the 

formalities of publicationg and of parental consent to 

childrents marriages. 
249 -These topics were covered in the 

1807 Act. Perhaps Brown and Mloreau believed that such 

precise details were best excluded from a codet and were 

encouraged in this belief by the existence of the very 

recent act. A reading of Batiza's appendix C might lead 

one to suppose that the Louisiana Digest isp in this sectiong 

virtually identical to the French code or its projet. 

This appendix is, howeverv misleading. This impression is 

given purely because of Batiza's comparison of individual 

article with individual article, ignoring the fact that 

there are far more articles in the French codification. The 

French and Louisiana codes are, indeedq similar, and there 

is some influence on general form; but the source for the 

provisions of this section of the Digest is the 1807 Acto 

and much of the similarity between the individual articles 

of the D. O. and of the French code and its projet is due 

to the similarity of the Act to the French materials. 

246. Although usually only as an "indirect" source. 
247. In its last section, 70: on which see infra, v text at 
notes 497-503. 
248. See text supra between notes 180 and 181. 
249. On parental consent, see in on puissance paternelle. 
See 1807 Actq ch. 17.9 ss. 16-25. 
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The redactors of the D. O. here had to provide clear, 

concise rules on the nature of marriage and the requirements 
for formal validity. This they didt basing their provisions 

on the 1807 Act. They had no chance to innovatep as the 

Act restricted their operations. Purthert they had no need 
to innovate, as the law embodied in the Act provided for 

the formalities and requirements adequate regulationp 

given the material conditions of the territory and its 

heterogeneous society. 

2. Paissance maritale and the property aspects of the 
husband-wife relationship. 

Marriage, when validly contracted according to the 

provisions of the D. O. and 1807 Act ch. 17v had certain 
consequences as to property. The D. O. provides for a 

community of gains (sociedad de wananciales or communaute 
dIacqu9ts ou de gains) between the husband and wifes and 

regulates control over property belonging to them as 
individuals. The origins of the Digestts provisions on 

matrimonial property are very controversial. 
250-Profe8sor 

Pascal has maintained that the origins are in the Castilian 

lawp 251-while Professor Batiza claims that the 
"Spanish system of community of acquets or gains 
(sociedad de ganancias) that appears in the Codep 
rather th7an being opposed to the French system 

. 0ý 

of communaute, supplements it. " 252. 

He explains this as: 
"the adoption by the drafter of the Spanish system 
of gains as one partial aspect of the general 
concept of conjugal partnership in a French inspired 
background of rulesp irrespective of differences 

250. See Batiza; Rejoinder, pp. 641-2p Pascal, Reply, pp. 616- 
620, Baadeq MariJage Contractsq andq very recently, R. Batizap 
"The Actual Sources of the marriage Contract Provisions 

of of the Louisiana Civil Code of 1808: the Textual Evidencep 
54 ZýL! -Rev- 

(19ý9-80) p 77 -116 (hereafter cited as Batizap 
Textual Evidence); Puqh 

ýs*ee 
note 80 supra) adopts the 

Pascal provision; but her useful article does not discuss 
the D. O. 9 although she makes some relevant remarks in passing. 
251. Reply, pp. 616-20, and "The *,,, jork of the Louisiana 
Appellate Courts for the 1974-75 Term-Matrimonial Regimes, " 
36 La. L. Rev. (1976) pp. 409-416 at P-410. 
252. SoUrces P. 29. 
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in their original metropQlitan settlings. " 253. 
Very recentlyq Professor Batiza has reasserted his view, 
stating thatp of the ninety-seven articles of title V of 
Book III of the Digest containing a "real rule 11 , 

254--fifty- 

six were taken from the C. N. 2 nine from the, Proj. An. VIII, 
three from Pothier, two from Domat, three from Febrero, 

and the rest from combinations of various sources, namely: 
Domat, Pothierv Febrero, Fuero Reals 1jas Siete Partidas, 

Nueva Recopilaci6np Puero Juzgo, and the Leyes de Toro. 255. 

Essentiallyp Batiza is arguing for a basically French law 

on the point with some Castilian additions. 

Professor Baade has recently dealt with this debate. 256. 

He shows'the socio-legal context and social and legal 

practice (legal folkways) at the period of codification. 
He points out that there was a French legal folk custom 
of making marriage contracts and that this folk custom was 

257. 
transplanted to Louisiana along with the Coutume de Paris. 

In Castile there was no equivalent folk custom of drawing 
258. 

up such contracts, One reason for this difference is 

that the French coutume allowed marriage contracts to be 

used to provide for the future transmission of wealth, 
whereas the Castilian law did not, a will and testament 
being used for such future transmissions of property. 

259. 

Baade goes on to show thct the French legal folkway of 

concluding marriage contracts continued in Louisiana under 
Spanish rulev although there can be no doubt that Castilian 

260. law was introduced. (The Castilian law did allow for 
the making of such contracts. 261. ) Professor Baade classifies 
the two legal approaches thus: the old French approach he 

calls "notarial" or "contractual", the old Castiliang 

253. Rejoinderg p. 642. 
254. Textual Evidence, P-105 and see passim. He states 
that one article does not contain a "i7e-alrule": there are 
98 relevant articles in total. 
255. Ibid. P-105 and note 113. 
256. Marriage Contracts, passim. 
257. Ibid. 9 PP-15-30- 
258. Ibid., pp-45-49. 
259. Ibid. t pp-47-48 
260. Ibid. p PP-73-75- 
261. Part. 4.11.24 and 30. 
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"statutory" . 
262. By this he means that. 9 in France., the 

accepted folkway was to draw up a marriage contract using 
the services of a notaryt while in Castile it was normal 
to accept the provisions of sociedad de gananciales without 
varying them in a contract. He argues that the northern 
French law was based around the concept of the marriage 

contractq while the Castilian was not. 
263-He then goes on 

to show that the D. O. redactors chose to follow the French 
"contractual" model of matrimonial propertyp rather than 
the Castilian "statutory" one. 

264-His 
evidence is the 

prominence given to the marriage contract in the D. O., a 

prominence which Castilian law would have deniedq the 

general scheme of the relevant D. O. provisions, and certain 
important articles which contradict the Castilian law. 265. 

As regards Pascal's view that the D. O. inevitably was 
based on Castilian law, 266. Baade points out thatj to some 
limited extentp there had been a revival of the French law 

on marriage contracts between 1803 and 1808. He bases 

this view on an examination of marriage contracts of the 

period. 
267-Furtherg the folkway of concluding such contracts 

had continued even under Spain ý68 OHe then points out that 

the adopting of the French "contractual" regime from the 

French sources was hardly a surprising act on the part of 

the Digest redactors: 
"the codification had to reflect enacted law 
previously in effect, for any reliance on 
customary law was bound to be exp3oited by the 
champions of the 'new' customary law of the 
United Statest the cownon law. " 269. 

Further: 
"since time was of the essence, extent French- 270- 
language leEislative precedent had to be followed* 

262. Marriage Contracts, pp-44-48. 
263. Ibid'. generallyp but especially pp. 84-85. 
264. Ibid. 0 pp. 85-6. 
265. Ibid. 9 pp. 85-89. 
266. See chapter 3 supra, at notes 132-170; and Reply, Passim. 
267. Marriape Contracts. 
268. Ibid, pp-73-75 and see text at notes 260-1 supra, 
269. Marriage Contracts, p. 83. 
270- Ibid. 9 PP-83-49 
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That the "living law" was of the "contractual" model 
meant that any choice of provisions other than those 
basically French would have been very surprising. 

271. 

That the basic model adopted was the French "contractual" 

one does not prevent individual articles from being of 
Castilian origin. Baade himself points out that the 1808 

redactors adopted as the "statutory" regime the Castilian 

ganancial community, whereas the C. N. had adopted the 

community of moveables &rd aagads of the Coutume de Paris. 272. 

As Baade showsp the redactors could have adopted the French 

communautV r6duite aux acqu9ts as the statutory regime. 
273. 

Baadets work has very recently been attacked by Batizj? 4- 

Batiza alleges that Baade argues that the marriage contract 

provisions of the Digest originated in the "living law" 

of the Orleans Territory. 275-Batiza then points out that, 

of all the relevant articlesp none have a source in the 

"living law" but only in materials such as the French code? 
760 

Batiza seems to have misunderstood Baadels argument. Howhere 

does Baade state that any individual article had an origin 

in the "living law". He merely states that the "living 

law" being of a "contractual" modelt the adoption in the 

D. O. of the "contractual" model of the French materials 

is hardly surprising. 
277. Batiza claims Baade is being 

inconsistent in stating that the code had to reflect 

enacted law while its1bource" was the living law. 278 'This 

inconsistency is the product of Batiza's misunderstanding 

of Baade's argument, for, as just pointed outp Baade does 

not claim the "living law" anywhere as a "source" in the 

271. Ibid., p. 87- 
272. See ibid., pp. 87-8 and on the C. N. and C.. de P. see 
infra. 
273. Marriage Contracts, pp. 87-9- but cf. Batizat Textual 
Evidencep P-97 note 75. 
274. T; -xtual Evidence,. 
275. Ibid. v PP-77 and 97. 
276. Ibid. p PP-97-105- 
277. See text supra at notes 256-271- 
278. Textual Evidencep P-107. He quotes the passage 
from 8aade's article partially quoted in two sections at 
notes 269 and 270 supra. 
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sense Batiza alleges. 
279-Batiza 

alleges that Baade has 
failed to show a "key relationshi P11 

280 Obetween D. O. 9 
(P-325) and the "living law" of marriage contracts and 
that this invalidates the latter's hypothesis. 281. This 

article provides thus: 
"Les conventions les plus ordinaires, dans le 
contrat de mariage, sont: 

La constitution de dot; 
Et les diverses donations que les 6poux 

peuvent se faire, soit re"ciproquement, soit 
l'un a Vautre, ou qu'ils peuvent recevoir 
d'autrui, en consid6ration du mariage. 11 

Batiza argues thatp since Baade has failed to show that 

these were the most ordinary clauses of a marriage contract 
in Louisfana prior to the Digest, in the "living law", 

Baadels argument should be rejected. 
282 'This argument of 

Batiza's is again based on a misunderstanding. Baade does 

not allege that this article represents notarial practice 
in Louisiana: he states that this article should be read 

with the articles (found in chapters 8 and 9 of the title 

on Donations) on interspousal donations and donations by 

third parties to the spouses or their children. 
283-He 

states 

that the combined effect of these articles was to allow 
"spouses when there were no children of the 
marriage to make irrevocable reciprocal donations 
of their future shares of the community to each 
other in full property by marriage contractp but 
not otherwise. " 284. 

This was contrary to Castilian law. Baade uses this article 
to show that ity when taken with the other relevant articles, 

indicates that the D. O. redactors were adopting French 

substantive laws on marriage contracts. 
285-He does not argue 

that this individual article was based on the "living law", 

279. See text at notes 256-271 and 277 supra. 
280. Batiza's tem: Textual Evidence, P-107. 
281. Ibid.., pp. 106-77- This is article 9 of title 5 of Book 3. 
282. Textual Evidence, pp. 106-7 and note 116 thereon. 
283. The relevant articles are D. O. 222 (p. 257) and D. O. 210- 
218 (pp. 255-25-7). That is of articles 222 and 210-218 of 
title 2 (Donations) of Book 3. 
284. Marriape Contracts, p. 87- 
285. Ibid. p PP-86-7- 
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nor that this individual article could be only of French 

origin: this means that Batiza's point# that Castilian 
equivalent statements may be found, is quite irrelevant. 286. 

We may conclude that the arguments Batiza puts forward on 
the grounds that the "sources" of the 1808 Digest marriage 
contract provisions are not the "living law" should be 
dismissedv as based on a complete misunderstanding of 
Baade 1s argument. 

Batiza has a second line of attack on Baade's work. 
Baade adduces ample evidence to show that the making of 
a marriage contract was not a Castilian legal folkway. 287. 

Batiza takes two quotations from Baadets argumento and 
attempts'to refute Baadets interpretation of themo 288. 

and 
on the basis of this refutation, he claims that Baade 
"went too far in minimizing the importance of marriage 
contracts in Castile. 11289. It must be stressed that even 
were Batiza's interpretation of these quotations correctv 
Baadels argument would not seriously be affected. As a 

contemporary author cited by Baade states; "En [Clastilla 

los capitulos fueron desconocidos en la practica. 11 290. 

Batiza refers to the following statement by Baade: 
"As late as 1851., Garcia Goyena observed that in 
contradistinction to France, the use of marriage 
contracts in (non-foral) Spain was likely to be 
I. rarisimo' even with full freedom to contract-" 291. 

Batiza states that Baade has "misread and mistranslated" 
Garcia Goyena's remark. Batiza provides the following 
translation. After referring to the French positiong 
Goyena states: 

"among usl despite the freedom that always has 
existed to modify the partnership by special pactsp 
the case will be extremely rare in which that 
freedom has been used. " 292. 

286. Textual Evidencgt P-107. As will have been seen, D. O. 9 
(p. 

-12-5ý, on its own, is not really a rule of any significance. 
287. Marriage Contracts, pp-45-7 and P-85. 
288. Textual Evidence, pp. 94-5. 
289. Ibid. 9 P. 94. 
290. Yagore Yamoz, cited Baadeq Marriage Contractst P-45 
and note 222 thereon. 
291. Marriage Contracts, p. 85, Textual Evidencep P. 94. 
292. Textual Evidence, P-949 and- ýIs-e -e-n-o-t-e-76"9-Th-e r eon. 
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Professor Batiza obviously gives the correct translation. 293. 

Batiza's interpretation is, howeverv unjustified. He 

states that Goyena means that: 
"while marriage agreements in Castile were seldom 
modified by the partiest the marriage agreements 
themselves were of normal occurrence. " 294. 

Goyena just does not say that such marriage ccntracts were 

of normal occurrence. Although Baade has here mistranslated 
Goyenats remarkq his argument is not affected. Baade 

points out thatv contrary to French attitudesp Febrero, did 

not seem to consider marriage contracts as the most 
important civil transaction, 295-while 

of testaments he said: 
"Ninguna cosa pide mas cuidado, mas sabiduria y 
claridad que la disposicion de un Testamentoll 296. 

Batiza states that this is correctv but that the reason why 
Febrero regarded a testament as so important, was not to 

do with capitulaciones matrimonialesq but becausey by its 

very natureq a testament cannot be improvedq as it takes 

effect after the testatoiýs death . 
297- This does not really 

293. The relevant passage from Goyena reads: "Nuestra 
posicion en este punto es mas ventajosa que la del COdigo, 
Frances y otrosp donde la comfinion 6 sociedad se halta 
modificada por muchas clausulas 6 pactos que ha sido 
preciso consignar en los mismos C6digosq por ser de uso 
muy frecuente: entre nosotros, ý pesar de la libertad que 
siempre ha habido para modificar la sociedad por pactos 
especiales, sera rarisimo el caso en que se haya hecho uso 
de ella. " Professor Batiza points out that the feminine 
pronoun ella refers to libertad, whereas Professor Baade 
has taken it to refer to sociedad. See Textual Evidenceg 
p. 94 note 69 where Batiza quotes Goyena and where in the 
text, he gives a translation of the whole passage. 
294. Textual Evidenceg Pp-94-5- 
295. Marriage Contracts, P-47. 
296. Quoted ibid., P-47. 
297. Textual Evidence, p. 95. The relevant text of Febrero 
reads9 as cited by Batiza, ibid., p. 95, note 71**, "El hombre 
mi6ntras vive puede corregir sus yerros; pero quando dexa 
de exTstir y no puede eviter las contiendasp y los funestos 
efectos que causen la ignorancia y la obscuridad de su 
Testamento. Para evitar estas fatales consequencias debe 
otorgarle estando sano: debe consultarlo con personas 
doctas y timoratas: debe sobre todo implorar los auxilios 
divinos, y de esta suerte descaragarA su conciencia y 
conseguirg el acierto haciendo A sus herederos el bien que 
les desea. " 
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affect Baade's point: Febrero does appear to put more stress 

on testaments than on marriage contracts. Batiza's 

allegation, that Baade unjustifiably minimises the 

importance of marriage contracts in Castile, should be 

dismissed. 

Batiza has a third line of argument against Baade's 

views. He argues that the 1808 redactors did not make a 

alear choice of the French "contractual" Prototype. 
298. He 

points out that in the droit coutumier it was possible, by 

contract, to modify the community or exclude it. 299. This 

was also allowed by the French code. He argues that the 

only way provided in the D. O. to escape the legal community 

was to use D. O. 2 (PP-323-5) to stipulate that their 

matrimonial agreement should be regulated by the law of 

another state or territory. 300. That this should be so does 

not really affect Baade's argument. He argues that the 

model of matrimonial riegime adopted in the D. O. was the 

"contractual" one: he does not state, nor need he statep 

that all the provisions of the D. O. are based in the 

customary law of northern France. That some aspects of 

the rrovisions in the D. O. are of Castilian or other non- 

French origin does not matter: the over-all conception 

of the law in the Digest, and the whole thrust of that 

law, are derived from the northern French "contractual" 

conception of matrimonial regime. Batiza's third, and 

strongest, argument should be dismissed. 

Baede's argument must be upheld. The 1808 redactors 

have adopted a "contractual" model of the matrimonial 

regimep a model derived from the droit coutumier. The 

over-all tenor of the articles of the code is of French 

origing andp while several articles have Castilian origing 

the Digest incorporates some key provisions whichq in a 

298. Textual Evidencet PP-95-97. 
299. Ibid. v pp. 96-7. 
300- Ibid. 2 p. 96. 
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fundamental way, are antithetical to the Castilian 

substantive law. 301. 

The above discussion of the controversy over the 

provisions on matrimonial property helps ground the 
following account of the authority of the husband over 
property. At issue in this section of the thesis is not 
the matrimonial property system as such, but rather the 

authority of the husband over the community propertyv and 
the separate property of his wife. The following 
discussion will be concerned with whether or not this 

authority has changed with codificationg when the redactors 

adopted a French "contractual" model of matrimonial 
propertys though with the intercalation of some rules of 
Castilian origin. 

Although matrimonial property is not at issue here 

in its important aspects of preserving and transmitting 

wealthp and securing protection for wives and childreng 

in order to facilitate discussion of marital authorityp 

it is necessary to give a brief outline of the system 

provided in the 1808 Digest. 

D. O. 1 (P-323) permits a husband and wife to regulate 

matrimonial agreements in any way they wishp so long as 

they do not contravene good moralss and provided they 

follow the modifications prescribed in the code. Under 

D. O. 15 (P-327)9 in a marriage contract spouses can make 

reciprocally# or one to another, or receive from others, 

in consideration of their marriagev all kinds of donations 

inter vivos or mortis causa. (Mortis causa donations in a 

marriage contract were invalid under Castilian law. 302. ) 

Under D. O. 16 (P-327) a wife can bring a dowry to support 

the expenses of the marriage. Under D. 0-56 (P-335) all 

the effects belonging to the wife that have not been settled 

on her as dowry belong to her rarapherna. D*0.63 (P-337) 

301. MarriaZe Contracts, pp. 85-9. and see text surra at 
notes 280-86. Note that Batiza's original position is 

not far removed from that of Baade; see text at note 
253 surra. 
302. See Baadej Marriage Contractsp p. 86. 
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provides that any marriage contracted in the territory 
brings about communaute' d'acqu^ets ou de gainsy and this 
is sog whether or not there is a marriage contract, and 
although there is onet if it is silent on communaute. 
D. O. 9 and 10 (P-325) state the same principle. D. O. 64 
(P-337) describes the composition of the communityg which 
is stated to consist of: first, the fruits of all the 

effects of which the husband has administration or 

enjoyment; second, of the produce of the reciprocal 
labour and industry of both husband and wife; and thirdp 

of the biens which they may acquire during marriagep either 
by donation made jointly to them botho or by purchase, 

or in any other similar ways even though the purchase be 

made only in the name of one of the two, because what is 

relevant is the time of purchaseq and not the purchaser. 

This last article, D. O. 64 (P-337)p involves a change 
from the Castilian law. This article refers to the fruits 

of the property which the husband administers and enjoys: 
hence, if a wife administered her paraphernav the fruits 

would not fall into the community. The Puero Realp 3.3-3., 

provided thus: 
I'Maguer que el marido ýhjaya mas que la muger, o 
la mugerZ mas] que el marido: quier en heredadq 
quier en mueblev los frutos sean communales de 
ambos a dos: y la heredad y las otras cosas do 
vienen los frutos [h]ayalas el marido o la muger 
cuyas antes eran, a sus heredos. " 303. 

This text was included in the Nueva RecopilacionP304-and 

was interpreted to mean that the fruits of a wife's 
parapherna belong to the sociedad, p whether or not she 

administered it. This was the viewý for example, of 
Azevedo. 305-Thus, this provision of the D. O. includes 

303.1 have quoted from a 1544 edition of the Fuerp Real 
which contains the Latin gloss of Montalvo. (National 
Library of Scotland. ) The spelling has been modernised 
slightly and the text clarified as indicated by the square 
brackets. Abbreviations have been extended. 
304. Rec. Cast. 5.9.4; Nov. Rec. Cast. 10.4-3. 
305. Alphonso de Azevedop-15-17--15-9-9p 10--mmentarium Juri8 
Civilis in Hisraniae Regis Constitutionest commentary no. 
22 on the text (note 

-7,04) of the Rec. cast. This may 
conveniently be consulted in translation in W. de Funiak, 
Principles of Community Propertyp 1943., vol. 2, appendix 
39 pp. 261-2. 
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a minor amendment of the old law. 3o6. Whether this change 
amounts to a conscious freeing of the wife from marital 
authority would seem doubtful: perhaps it is merely the 

result of an oversight of the redactorst although this also 
would seem doubtful. The matter will be discussed below. 

One article, not directly on matrimonial property, 
deserves mention. This is D. O. 4 (P-325ýj and it is 

concerned to show what cannot be done in a marriage contractp 
as being (presumably) contra bonos mores. It states thus: 

"Les `epoux ne peuvent, non plus, deroger par leurs 
conventions matrimoniales, ni aux droits resultant 
de la puissance maritale sur la personne de la femme 
et des enfans, ou qui appartient au mari, comme chef, 
ni aux droits conf-eres aux survivant des epoux, par 
le titre des peres et des enfansq et par le titre 
des mineurs, de leurs tuteurs et curateursp ni aux 
dispositions prohibitives du present code. " 

Batiza gives as the "almost verbatim" source C. E. 1388. 

The D. L. V. refers to Pothierý07-C. N. 1388 is indeed almost 
identical. The Pothier reference of the D. L. V. is of 

considerably more interest. He states that since God has 

made man 'Ile chef de la femmep Vir est caput mulieris", q 
any marriage contract making the woman head of the 

matrimonial community is contrary to good morals and public 

order. 
3o8. He continues: 

"Les conventions qui paraissent tendre A soustraire 
ý la puissance que notre droit municipal a la f emme a 

accorde"e au mari sur elle, sont aussi regardees 
.1 

comme etant, dans nos moeursq contraires ii la 
bienseance publique, et en consequence nulles. 

C'est pour cette raison que la jurisprudence a 
declare-- nulles les autorisations g6n6rales dans les 

contrats de mariage, c'est-a-dire, les clauses par 
lesquelles il etait porte que le mari, par le contrat 
de mariagep autorisait sa femmeg non-seulement pour 
administrer, mais eeme pour aliener a son grie ses 
h6ritagesp a quelque titre que ce soit, sans qutelle 
eut besoin d'avoir recours pour cela R une 
autorisation particuliere. " 309. 

306. Pugh p. 8 recog-nises this. 
707. Traitf de la Corrmiunsut'g (hereinafter T. Comm. )p 
introduction, nos-4 end 59 Bug. 7. pp-50-51. 
308. Yo. 49 Bug-7, pp-50-51. 
309. No. 5. Bug-7, P-51. 
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It was pointed out in the introduction to this chapter 
that in the Castilian law a husband could give his wife 
a general authorisationt contrary to the droit coutumie. r. 
If in the provisions on authorisation (discussed later) 

in the D. O. 9 the redactors have followed D. 0-4 (P-325) 

to its logical conclusion as indicated by Pbthierl and 
have forbidden such general authorisationsp then such a 

change would indicate the adoption of the French concept 

of -puissance maritale and the rejection of the rather more 
limited Castilian conception. If sog then this article, 
D. 0-4 (P-325)9 will be crucial in demonstrating the change 
in concepts of marital authority. The fact that the D. L. V. 

makes no reference to a Spanish source suggests that in 

the redaction of this article the redactors have adopted 
the French concept. This matter will be discussed further 

in the next subsection. Further, the use of the term 

"puissance maritale". 9 along with the reference to Pothier, 

suggest that the redactors are working with a much more 

rigorous conception of puissance maritale than that found 

in the Castilian law. 

It is now appropriate to t-urn to the articles on exercise 

of authority over property. If we start with the control 

over the societe or communaute' de wains ou acqu; ýtsj the 

relevant article is D. O. 66 (P-337). It states thus: 

I'Le mari est chef et maTtre de la, societev ou 
communaute" d'acqu; ýts; il en administre les biens, 
dispose des revenus qulils produisentg et peut les 
vendre, et mie"ime les donner, sans le consentement, 
ni la, permission de son 'epouse, parce que celle-ci 
nly a aucun droitv jusquld ce que son mari meure. 

Mais s'il 9tait prouve que le mari n'a aliene 
lesdits biens, ou n'en a autremezit dispose que par 
dol pour porter pre'Judice 'R la femmet elle pourrait 
avoir son action contre les heritiers de, son mari., 
en repetition de sa moitie' desdits biensq en par 
elle, justifiant du dol. " 

'210. See text at notes 90-9z supr . .1-. 
4 
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Batiza gives as the "substantially influencing" sources: 
Pothier. 9 Communautep nos. 3., 467 and 480,311-the Coutume 
de Pariag art. 225, the Nueva Reco-pilaci6n, 5.9-5. and 
Febrero. 312. The D. L. V. also refers to Rec. Cast. 5.9-5. 

1 Leyes de Estilop ley 205 0313-and Febrero. 311Z Fbthierp as 
cited by Batizat makes statements broadly similar to those 

of the D. O. The article of the Coutume de Paris also 
provides similarly, although it refers to I'meubles et 
conquVets immeubles", in line with its community of 
moveables and acque8ts. Pebrerov as cited by Batiza, 
enunciates, at great lengthq a rule very similar to that 
of D. O. 66 (p. 237). 315*The 205th. ley of Estilo provides 
that if. any married man buys an Ileredad 6 otra cosall, 
which he gains while living with his wifet then he can sell 
it, even though the wife owns half of the "gananciall , 
provided he does not do so in fraud of his wife. 

316. The 
Nueva Recopilacio/ng as cited, provides that a husband may 
dispose of property gained during the marriage, "sin 
licencia ni otorgamiento de su mugerlIp and this disposition 

will be valid, unless it is proved he has alienated the 

property "por defraudar 6 damnificar a/ la mugerl'. 
317'Thus, 

these two Castilian sources allow a husband to sell or 
alienate ganancial property, provided he is not acting 
fraudulently to deprive his wife of her rightful claims. 
Febrerop as cited by the D. L. V., states that the wife owns 

318. 
half the gains made by her and her husband during the marriage. 
The husband administers themt howeverv and may dispose of 

7 
-$11. 

T. Comm., no-3 Bug. 7 P-57; no-4679 ibid. p. 258; no-480, 
ibid.,, p. 264. 
312.1 Adicionadot Part. l. cap. II, no. 10 (p. 234). In the 
edition I have usedt theequivalent reference is the samep 
but with the page being p. 206. See note 101 supra. 
313. On these Leyes, see chapter 3 at note 79. 
. 314. Parte Primera (Part 1) cap. IV nos. 29-70 (pp. 212-3) 
and also %2 nos. 60,63,64 and 65. These are the references 
according to the 1825 edition I used: they are different 
from those in the D. L. V., although the provisions are the 
same. See note 101 surra. 
315. See note 312 su7pra. 
316. A copy of' these leyes not readily being availablet I 
have used de Funiakj on. cit. vol. 2t appendix 11 where he 
cites le 

.., y 205 at PP-7--t. 
,y points out 317. This became Nov. Rec. Cast. 10.4-5. The le 

that a wife will for'fe-ither share of the Pranancias if she 
lives luxuriosamente as a widow. 
318. No. 29, see note 314. 
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them as he willsp provided he is not acting to defraud 
his wife. 

319-Febrero 
reports that there was a dispute over 

whether the husband could give away the gananciales or 
consume them in a frivolous way. 

320. He himself favoured 
the view that a husband could make modest donationst if 

321. there were just cause, to relations, domestics or friends. 

It is obvious that the whole thrust of the Castilian law 

on this point is very similarg or indeed identical, to 
that of the D. O. The husband is the administrator of the 

community and can do with it as he wishes., provided he does 

not act in such a way as to defraud his wife. The French 
law to which Batiza refers is substantially the same. Thusp 
the redactors introduced no change in this aspect of the 
husband's authority. 

It will have been noted that no reference was made 
by Batiza to the C. N. or its projet. From our perspectivep 
the French code has articles of great importance. The C. N. 

provides as follows: 
"1421. Le mari administre seul les biens de la 
communaute. Il peut les vendret aliener et 
hypoth6quer sans le concours de la femme. 
1422. Il ne peut disposer entre-vifs il titre gratuit 
des immeubles de la co=iunautEs ni d'universalit6 ou 
d1une quotite de mobilier, si ce n'est pour 
Ve'tablissement des enfans communs. 

Il peut neanmoins disposer des effets mobiliers 
A titre gratuit et particulier au profit de toutes 
personnes., pourvu qulil ne sten rieserve pas l'usufruit. 11 

Thusq the C. N. restricted the husband's right to make 
donations. Maleville characterised the powers under the 

ancien droit, of the husband to make donations as abusif: 
322. 

this was the reason for the change in the C. N. (It should 

be pointed out that it was a change from the provisions of 

the, Coutume de Paris: some other coutumes had. a provision 

similar to that selected in the C. N. 323. ) Wou; d such a 

319- ITo 30.9 see note 314. See also his nos. 60 and 63. 
320. No;. 64 and 65 for the differing views. 
321. Yo. 66,9 as cited. 
322.3 Analysev p. 202.1, Tote that ProI- An. VIIIY 3-10-31 
is phrased to appear more restrictive than C. N. 1422. 
323. See infrat on Quebec. 
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reform have been useful in Louisiana? It is difficult 
to say. Firstlyp under the C. N., a husband could still 
sell an immoveable and then dissipate its proceedsp thus 
causing his wife to suffer. Secondlyg excessive donations 
might well amount to fraudq and the wife could gain 
restitution from her husband's property after the 
dissolution of the community. If these two reasons are 
taken into account, it appears that perhaps the reform 
of the C. N. is not so radical as it might appear. Further, 
a wife could petition for separation of property under 
the D. O. if her husband was maladministering such property. 
(This is, something that will be considered later. 324. ) 

The D. Oý redactorsp since, to some extent theymre 
strengthening the husband's authorityp might have felt 
that a derogation from his control over the community 
property would be illogical and inconsistent. All this is) 

of coursep mere speculation. The innovation of the C. N. 

could well have been useful, and the reasons for its 

rejection must be a combination of traditionalism in law 

and a preference for strong marital authority: the latter 

can reasonably be inferred when it is considered (as will 
be shown) that the D. O. redactors strengthened the marital 

authority of the husband. We can conclude discussion of 
this D. O. article by remarking that the redactors 
followed the old lawq and rejected a possibly useful 
innovation of the C. N. 

If we next turn to consideration of dowry in the D. O., 

we findo not surprisingly, very traditional provisions. 
Thus D. O. 16 (P-327) states that by dowry are meant the 

effects the wife brings to the husband to support the 

charges of marriage; and D. O. 17 (P-327) states that 

everything the wife settles upon herself or which is given 
her is included as dowry, unless there be a stipulation 
to the contrary. D. O. 29 (P-325) states as follows: 

"Le mari a seul Vadministration de la dot, et 
sa femme ne peut la lui 'b""ter; il peut agir seul 

324. See infraq text at notes 465-475. 
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en justice pour la conservation et le 
recouvrement de la dot contre ceux qui en 
sont debiteurs ou d'e0tenteursp ce qui n'empeche 
pas que la femme ne demeure propribitaire des 
biens qu'elle a apportie's en dot. 11 

This is again a traditional statement, by the very nature 

of dowryq the husband had the administration of it. No 

innovation would be possible, thus we need not examine 
the relevant source material. 

325OThe 
statement at the end 

that the wife is owner of the dowry is again traditional: 
"quamvis in bonis mariti dos sit., tamen mulieris est, " 

326. 
said Justiniants-Digest. 

D. 0-30 (P-329) is of more interest: 
I'La femme peut cependant agir en justice pour 
ses biens dotaux, soit lorsqu'elle est separee 
de biens d1avec son mari ou lorsqu'elle est 
autorisee R cet effet par luip ou a son refusy 
par justice. " 

327 
The probable "source" of this article is Domat. - The 

D. L. V. gives no references. There is no equivalent article 
I 

in the C. N. Domat points out that this provision is 

contrary to Roman law. There is no equivalent provision 
in the Partidas. The notion of s6paration de biens as 
found in the D. O., was not found in the Castilian law as 

regards mismanagement by the husband, although a wife 

had remedies to stop her husband dissipating her dowry. 328. 

It seems that this article of the D. O. had no equivalent 

325-'See e. g. 0.11.1549 and Domat, Part 1, Bk. 1., tit. 91 
sectn. l. nos. 2 and 3. Febrero, Primera Partep cap. IV no. 
6 pp. 213-4. See also Brissaud, aLE=p pp. 802-3. In his 
Sources articlev in appendix 3, Batiza had given as the 
"source" of, this article C. N. 1549 as a "substantial influence", 
first paragraph. He has, correctlyy changed his mind and 
identified Doniat (surra no-3) and the C. F. as the source: 
Textual Evidence, PP-85-86 and note 40 thereon. 

D. 23-3-75- 
327. Domat 1.1'. 9-1-3: second footnote I'd" to this provision 
(Part One Bk. l., tit. 9. sec. l. no-3 - method of citation 
hereafter). Batizal Sourcesp appendix Cs originally gave 
no "source" for this article; but now he has reached the 
same conclusion as 1: see Textual Evidence, pp. 108-9. 
328. See Pughq P-30. On the wi es remedies to stop the 
dissipation of her dowry: see Febrero,, Part. 1, cap-4, no. 
10p p. 215- 
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in the old Castilian law. 329. Since there is no citation 
in the D. L. V. 9 it possibly is fair to suggest that no 
equivalent Castilian provision was known to the redactors 
of the D. O. Thus, the D. O. redactors would appear to 
have increased the wife's power over her dowry by 
borrowing a provision from Domat-, in order to allow her 
to protect her interest. This to some extent might appear 
to derogate from marital authorityp since it increases a 
wife's power over herdowry. This change isq howeverp 
consistent with marital authority in the D. O. in general, 
since the wife needs the-authorisation of her husband 

or of a judge to actq'when she is not separated as to 

property. 

Alienation of dotal land deserves some remarks. D. O. 

36 (P-329) provides: - 

"Les immeubles constitu6s en dot) ne peuvent b%tre 
aliEn6s ou hypoth6ques pendant le mariageg ni-par 
le marip ni par la femme, ni par les deux 
conjointement; sauf les exceptions qui suivent. 11 

Batiza gives C. N. 1554 as the "verbatim" source; ands 
indeed, the two articles are identical. The D. L. V. refers 
to Part. 4-11.7, Domat, 330! and Febrero. 331- Before 

considering-this article, it is necessary'to set out the 

exceptions to the general rule. D. O. 37 (P-329) states 

that a wifes with the authorisation of her husband, or, 

on his refusal; of the courts may give dotal effects to 

establish children'she has had by a previous marriage; 
but if the authorisation is by the courts she must reserve 

the enjoyment of the effects for her husband. This 

article is identical to C. N. 1555, which Batiza classes 

as its "verbatim" source. The D. L. V. gives no references. 

D. 0-38 (P-329) states that the wifewith the authorisation 

of her husbands may give her dotal effects to establish 

329. At least none that I have been able to find. The 
Partidas 

, on dowry were very Roman in approach. 
330. Domatt 1-1-9-1-13 and 14. 
331. Febrerot Part It cap-4t 53 1 no. 8. and Part 21 libro 
rrimero caP-39 %I no 39, PP-174-5- (References to 1825 
edn. ) 
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their common children. This, is, identical to C. N. 1556, 
which Batiza claims as the "verbatim" source: once more 
the D. L. V. makes no references. D. 0-39 (P-329) states 
that a dotal irmnoveable may be alienated when this is 
permitted by the marriage contract: this is a provision 
identical to C. N. 1557., the "isource" according to Batizat 

while the D. L. V. gives no references. Finally D. 0-40 
(P. 331 ) states that a dotal iminoveable may be sold with 
the judge's authorisation after certain formalities for 
certain specific limited purposes. Any moneys left over 
from such transactions remain dotal effectsq and should 
be employed as such to the wife's benefit. 332- Batiza 
claims C. N. 1558 as the "almost verbatim" sourcej, and indeed 
it, is almost identicalp while the D. L. V. refers to Domat. 333- 

The provisions will -now be discussed in turn. To 

some extentýD. 0-36 is merely the restatement of the 
traditional principle of the inalienability of dotal- 
i, mmoveables,, and follows the Justinianic pre-Novel 61 

version of the lex Julia de fundo dotali. What, is curious 
is the stress on the wife. The received Roman law forbade 

the husband to alienate even with the consent of his wife. 
The D. O. has pushed the wife into equal prominence with 
her husband. Domaty as cited, follows the Roman ruley and 
does not give the wife such prominence; nor does the fourth 

Partidav which states as follows: "non puede el marido 

venderv nin enagenar nin malmeter mientre que durare el 
J34- 

matrimonio ... la dote que el rescebiese de la muger.... 
Pebrero statess similarly, that the husband "no losýie. 

dotal immoveables] puede enagenarg obligarv ni. hipotecar 

aunclue su muger lo con-sienta....,, 
335. Febrero, doesp howevert 

state that: 

332. The English version is rather curious; but this is 
unimportant. 
333. Domat, 1-1-9-1-15. 
334. Part. 4-11.7. 
335. No. 8 cit. note 331 sulora. No-39, as citedv states: 
"El marido no puede enagenar los bienes dotales immuebles 
6 raices de su muger, aunclue esta lo consienta verbalmente. " 
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11si 9sta [la muger] concurre A la celebracion 
del contratO, se obliga expontýmeamente con 
juramento A no reclamarlo ni contravenitvlo y 
renuncie (como puede) el derecho y accion 
hipotecaria que la compete contra los bienes de 
61; pues contiendo estos requisitosp valdr6 su 
enagenacion y gravamen. " 336. 

Febrero does allow then for the alienation of dotal 

immoveables if the wife takes part in the contractq and 

on oath renounces her rights of hypothea for the relevant 
dotal property over the husband's goods. After consideration 
of the exceptions to D. 0-36 (P. -329)p the significance of 
this statement of Febrero's will more readily be assessed. 
It may be stated, -however, that the, greater stress the 

D. O. appears to place on the rightsof a wife over her 

dowry originates in the C. N.: Pebrero does not envisage- 

-the wife disposing of her dowry. The C. N. considers the 

husband as having only a right of usufruct in the dowry: 

C. N. 1562. The Partidasp following the Roman lawp regard 

the husband more as some kind'of owner: though with a 

fairly limited ownership. Febrero considers that in dotal 

property the husband's rightýis a usufruct. 
337-If the 

above is correct, then the D. O. redactorsp in adopting 

the C. N. 's stress or emphasis on the wife's actings as 

regards her dowry, have alteredq in a subtle fashionp the 

balance of the law, since the Castilian sourcesýappear only 

to, conceive of the husband alienating or hypothecating the 

dowry. 

The next article,, D. 0-37 (P. 329),, has again obviously 

been copied from the C. N. The-Partidas contain no such 

provision, neither do the Nueva RecoPilacion and the Leyes 

de Torop nor Domat. Againgthis article is predicated on 

the wife having a greater right over the dowry than her 

336., No. 8'cit. note 331 sulora. N9-399 as'cited makes a 
similar statement. 
337. Febrero, Part 1, ch. 4, no. 6, pp. 213-49 where he 
states that the wife is owner of the dowry and the husband 
the usufructuary. The dowry is intended (he says) to 
support the charges of the marriage. 
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husband. It is not surprisingo perhaps, that there are 
no Castilian sources, as the C. N. here has adopted and, 
to some extentv amended the JurisDrudence of some of the 

regions of droit ecrit. 
338 *Thust this exception to the 

inalienability of dowry is again of French provenance, 
It is incompatible with the Partidas'notion of the husband's 

absolute control over the dowry. Although it derogates 
from that controlp the D. O. provisiont following the C. N. p 
requires the wife to be authorisedp and the article thus 
fits into the general notion of the incapacity of married 
women. The stress on the wife is dependent on the existence 
of the previous article. D. O. 38 (P-329) is again copied 
from the C. N. I can trace no equivalent Castilian provision. 
The D. O. article is again in contradiction with the Partidas' 

conception of. inalienability and the husband's control. 
In changing the lawp the principlesof marital authority 
have been adhered to. D. O. 39 (P-329) is copied from the 

C. N. Since by D. O. 1 (P-323) husbands and wives have been 

allowed to regulate their property as they wish within 

certain limitsv the existence of the article under discussion 

is hardly surprising. Again there is no Castilian 

equivalent and again the French nature of this article is 

obvious. (D. O. 1 itself is very "Frenchl'. 339. ) D. O. 40 

(P-331) is copied reasonably closely from the C. N. 1558. 

Domat as cited340- enunciates a provision fairly similar 
to the D. O. Once more I can find no Castilian equivalent. 
This article is not really relevant for the purpose of 

examining marital authority, but I have included it for 

completeness. 

It is now appropriate to sum up this discussion of 
these articles by relating them t, 
D. O. redactors, by adopting these 

altered the law in a subtle way. 
It 

stressed the interest of the wife 

D marital authority. The 

C. N. provisionst have 

In so far as they have 

in the dowry, they have 

338. See M-aleville, 3 Analyse, p. 274- 
339. See supral text at notes 199-200. 
340. See note 333 surra, and the note Domat appends to 
his provision. 
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reduced the husband's control. Neverthelessq they have 

asserted marital authority by requiring the wife's' 
authorisation by her husband or the court. 'This renders 
the provisions congruent with the other articles on 
authorisation. In the discussion'I have stressed the 

difference of the D. O. articles from the Castilian law; 

but it should be pointed out that these articles could 
beiegarded more as a development of that law rather than 

a complete break. The Castilian law showed the same 
ambiguity over the ownership-of dowryp an, ambiguity 
inherited from the Roman law., 

-Pebrero 
shows that dotal 

property may be alienated with the concurrence of the wife; 
buty in'contradistinction to the French law, it is the 
husband who is envisaged as actually alienating the property. 
It may be asserted, therefore,, that these articles are of 
specifically French provenancep and show a weakening of 
the husband's control over his wife's-dowry, along with 

an assertion of marital authorisation of the wife. _ 
It is now convenient to turn to, the question of the 

control over the wife's other property., D. 0-56 (P-335) 

states that all the effects of the wife which are not 

settled as dowry are paraphernal. This is identical to 

C. N. 15749 which Batiza classes, as, the "verbatim" source. 

The D. L. V. refers to Part-4-11.17,, Domatf341-and Febrero ý42. 

Part. 4-11-17 states: "Paraferna son, llamadas en, griego 
todos los bienes et las cosas, quier sean muebleB 6 raices 

que retienen los mugeres para si apartadamiente et non entran 

en cuento de dote. " This is an identical rule. Domaty 

section 1, -no-7 as citedq states sirr. -ilarly; his section 4 

no. I is again compatible and the. same section's number 6 

states that paraphernal property is distinguished from dowry 

by the marriage contract, The similarity of all these 

3 
, 41. Domat, 1.1-9-1.7 and 1.1-9-4.1 and 6. 
342. Part 1, chap. 4s, no. 11, pp. 215-6; and Part 2 (Parte 
Sewunda)., libro primero chap., 3, %1 no-s- 42 and 54 pp. 

N 175-6 aiid 180. (Re. ýerences not those of D. L. V., but of 
edition I used. ) 
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provisions is hardly surprisingg given their common 
foundation in Roman law. Febrero defines paraphernal 
bienes as I'los que la muger lleva al matrimonio sin 
incluirlos en las dotales,, 343* He also states the difference 

between Parapherna and extradotalesq but opines that: 

esta diferencia es puramente verbalv y el 
derecho lo llama indistintaments con la palabra 
griega parafernales, que equivale A la latina 
extradotalesq adoptando, en Castellano. " 344. 

Febrero's definition of the wife's Parapherna,, is, as cited 
by the D. L. V. 9 identical to that of the D. O. 

A point of some, if minorg interest is that under 
the Castilian law a wife could have a third class of property- 
bienes ýroprios. Gomez states of the wife: 

"Nam primo potest habere bona dotalia quep fuerunt 
date in dotemp maritiop in quibus solus maritus 
agit tanquam dominus.... Secundo potest habere 
bona paraphernalia quorum dominium est penes eam,, 
administratio vero penes maritum, in quibis maritus 
agit sine mandato. Tertio potest habere alia bond 
propria quorum dominium. et administratio est penes 
eamg in quibis sola uxor potest agerep vel maritus 
praestita cautione tanquam coniuncta persona.... " 345. 

What is the relationship between this third form of property 

and the parapherna? Paraphernal property was property brCught 

to the marriagep but not as dowry, and as, will be seen, the 

husband mayp but need not, be granted administration of 

it. 346 'Bienes 12roprios appear to have been property not 

brought to the marriage, and over which the wife always 

had control. - Thusp bienes Proprios were in the same position 

as Earapherna of which the husband had not been granted 

administration. The difference is perhaps not of importancep 

and certainly the D. O. redactors have not incorporated 

it in the Digest. The disappearance of this third class 

of property would appear (potentially at least) to extend 

the sphere of a husband's interest in his wife's property. 

343. No. 11 as cited note 342. (Part. l. ) 
344. Yo. 429 PP-175-6, as cited note 342. (Part. 2. ) 
345. Gomez, U. cit., commentary on ! eyes 54-59 of Toro# 
no 1, P-504. 
349- See infra, text at notes 349-356. 
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Could this be an unknowing change on the part of the 

redactors? Febrero does discuss the class of property 

called Propriosp butq as regards the wifeg he classes 
them with bienes 

' Parafernales. 
347-We 

may conclude that 

this class of property might have been known to the redactors. 
As a class, however, it was not readily distinguishable 

from the. paraphernat and the difference waso perhaps, 

mainly one of terminology. As regards bienes 
-proprioS, 

just as 
_-Parapherna,, 

a wife would require authorisation 
to act. 

348- 

D. 0-58 (P-335) states thus: 
"La femme a Vadministration et la jouissance de 
ses blens paraphernaux, mais elle ne peut les' 
ali*6nerp ni para*ktre en jugement, 'A raison desdits 
bienss sans Vautorisation du mari, ou ýi son 
defaut, sans permission de la justice. " 

Batiza gives C. N. 1576 as the "almost verbatim" sourcev 

and the two articles are indeed virtually identical. ' The 

D. L. V. cites Domat349-and Febrero. 350-Domat, as cited, 
differs from the D. O., as he does not require the wife to 

be authorised in her dealings with her rarapherna. Pebrerov 

as citedt mentions the two possibilitiesq first of the 

husband having control-of the paraphernap and second, of 
the wife having control. In the second casev he points 

out that the husband has no responsibility. 
351-He does- 

not expressly point out that the wife would require 

authorisation for her administration; but, for contracts, 

she would indeed require authorisation under the Leyes. de 

347- Part. 1, ch-4t no. 13Pýp. 216: 110tros-se llaman Proprios, 
Y son los que cada conyuge lleva al matrimonio, y hereda, 
6 adquirere durante el Por ultima volunta d, 6 por contrato 
lucrativo, Y A, estos llaman tambien hereditarios. En-todos 
ellos tiene su'due"no la propriedad y dominio natural; pero 

I 
en los de la muger toca 4 su marido el civil para 
administrarlos, y mantener con sus frutos las cargas del 
matrimonio, si al tiemp'o de casarse no se Pact6 expresamente 
otra cosa entre los dos en cuanto o los parafernales como 
pueden hacerlo. " 
348. See generally, de Funiak., 2R. cit-. 9 vol. 19 PP-317-9. 

349- ' 
Domat, 1.1-9-4.2 and 3. 3 

350. Part I ch-49% I no. 11,, pp. 215-6 and Part 2 libro' Primero 
ch-3p nos. 46-54, PP-177-180. (These references arev of 
coursev to the edition I usedo and are those'of the passages 
differently referred to by the D. L. V. 
351. As cited note 350 supra. 
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Torov as'will ' 
be shown. 

352. Thusp the Castilian law here 

would be roughly identical-with the D. O.; it, should be 

noted, however, that authorisation in Castilian law was 
very different from that in the French law. 353. 

-, 

D. 0-59 (P-335) states: 
I'La femme peut donner sa procuration a son-mari, 
comme 9 toute autre personnev pour administrer 
ses biens paraphernaux, et dans ce casp il sera 
tenu vis--&vis d1ellep comme toute autre mandataire. 11 

C. 'IT. 1577 is almost identical. (The source according to 
Batiza. ) The D. L. V. refers to Domat354*and Febrero*355. 
Domat and Febrero both all'ow'the wife to grant to her 
husband administration of her jDarapherna, and he is 
responsible for itt although neither describe this' 
responsibility as that of a mandatary. In"the Castilian 

356. lawo as in D. O. 62 (PP-335-7)9 a husbandts estate''is 
tacitly hypothecated for the return of the wife's'parapherna. 
This tacit hypothec is preferred. 9 in Castile., to prior 
personal creditorsp and to later creditors whether or not 
they have an express hypothec, but not to prior creditors 
with, express special or general hypothees. 357- A further 

point arises out of D. 0.622 and it will be considered below. 

D. 0-57 (P-335) is of some interest. It states that 

if all the wife's goods are paraphernalv and there is no 

provision in the marriage contracty then she shall 

contribute a third of her income to support the charges 
of the marriage. This is drawn from C. Y. 1575. The D. L. V. 

cites no authorities. This is not surprisingp since the 

C. N. article was a new arbitrary provision. 
358'T'here was 

352. See infraq text at notes 392-400. See also supra, 
text at notes 80-104. 
353. See surraq text at notes 62-104 and infra, text at 
notes 452-455. 
354. Domat, 1.1.9-4.3 and 5. 
355. Part 1, ch 4, § 19 no. 119 pp. 215-6p and Part 2 

. 
1ibro 

T)rimero,, ch-39 nos'. 44 and 45. 
p. 215-6. 356- See Febrerov Part 1. ch-4.931 no 11.9 p 

357. Ibid. 
358. See for discussion, infra on Quebec. See also Malevillep 
3 Analyse.. pp. 287-8. Note that this article arose out of 
the 

, 
droit -6cri-tp where, unlike Castilian lawp there was 

no communityp and where the fruits of a wifets rara herna 
remained her own. 
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no Castilian equivalent. For the Castilian laws it is 

appropriate to refer back to the discussion above of D. O. 
64 (P-337)9 which described the composition of the 

community. 
359-It 

was pointed out that D. O. 64 excluded from 
the community the fruits of the wife's separate assets; 
such fruitsv under the Castilian law, went to the community 
and hence to support the changes of the marriage. The 

article at present under discussiong D. O. 57, helps explain 
the change in the law contained in D. O. 64. D. 0-57 (which 

preceeds D. O. 64 in the code) copied the provision of the 
C. N., and thus necessitated the change in the law on 
composition of the ganancial community. What the D. O. 

redactoPs have done is hand the fruits of her 
-parapherna 

to the wife (unless her husband administers it under D. 0-59) 

and substitute for the sensible Castilian provision the 

arbitrary one of the C. N. The only reason that can be 

ascribed for such a change is one of desire to copy the 
C. N. (or ignorance of the Castilian lawt which seems 
unlikely). Furtherv D. 0-57 does not make an exception 
for when the 

-rerapherna are administered by the husband; 

whereas under D. O. 64 if he has administration and enjoyment 

of them the fruits go into the community. The law is 

clearly confused. Whether or not this article has any 
bearing on puissance maritale is difficult to say. It is 

clear, however, that the redactors were here very influenced 

by the French codep and readily copied its dispositions. 

D. o. 62 (PP-335-7) has already been referred to. 36o. 

As well as the point already discussedp this article states 
that, if a husband enjoys the parapher t he is bound by 

all the obligations of a usufructuary. This part of the 
z61. 

article appears to have been copied from C. N. 
* 
1580. ' 

It raises the question of the nature of the husband's 

359. See text supra at notes ý02-306. 
360. See text suprap at notes 354-357. 
361. According to Batiza the "almost verbatim" source, 
first part. 
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interest in the dowry and Parapherna. D. O. 43 (P-331) 

classes the husband as a usufructuary and D. O. 29 (P-329) 

classes the wife as owner. Both of these articles take 
these views from the French law: first the C. N. P article 
1562, and secondp Domat. 362*In D. O. 62, the C. N. has again 
been followed, as the logic of the code required. The 

Im, 1363. statement that the wife is owner of the dowry is tradition..... 
To classify the husband as a usufructuary is rather more 

764. In Roman lawv problematic. As seens'Pebrero, did so., o 
according to some sources, dos became the property of the 
husband, but he had to restore it. 365. In factv throughout 
the ancien r6wimel'the authors disputedover the exact 

366. 
nature of the rights of'husband and wife in the dowry. 
The C. N. chose one solution, the same as Febrero had chosent 
and the D. O. redactors enacted the same. The Siete 
Partidasp reflecting juristic thought of their periody 
do not class the husband as a usufructuary. The relevant 

provisions of the D. O. are obviously strongly influenced 

by the CO'N.: the redactors are copying the French 
, 
code 

367. 
rather than Febrero. Further, as already pointed outp 
the C. N. puts a new stress on the wife's interest in the 

dowryp a stress copied by the D. O. The differences between 

the C. N. and the Castilian law on this'point are more 

differences of approach or attitude; but. the adoption-of 
the C. N. provisions in the-, D. O. indicates that the, French 

attitude has been followed. 

In summing up the discussion of control over property 

during marriage, and its consequences foi marital authority, 

the first point to be made is that the whole approach of 

the D. O. to matrimonial property iso in naturep French 

rather than Castilian. This is shown by the accent on 

362. See text supra, at notes 325-6. 
363. See text supra at note 326. 
364. See t_ext supr at note 337. 
365. See, e. g. Buckland, Text boo .9 PP-108-110 for 
discussiong and Corbettv on. cit-9 pp-177-181. 
366. See Brissaud, History, pp. 802-3. 
367. See text at notes 330-337 surra. 
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ante-nuptial marriage contracts and the pervasive influence 

of French sources in the substance of the law. Some 

aspects of the Castilian law have been overturned; other 

areas of the law, which have been left compatible with 
the French provisionsv have been given a different emphasis, 

as a result of the adoption of French models. In both 

the'D. O. and, the Castilian law, the husband controls 

community property. 'He controls his wife's dowry. The 

D. O. redactorst by copying provisions from the C. N., have 

given greater prominence than is found in the Castilian, 

law. to the rights of the wife in her dowry. A wife 

controls her rarapherna unless she hands control of it 

to her husband. The wife's actions with regards to her 

rarapherna require authorisationg according to both the 

Castilian law and the C. N. It must be notedv however# 

that the nature of the requirement of marital authorisation 

in both the C. N'* and. the Castilian law is rather different. 

The Castilian law was more liberal than the French droit 

coutumier and the C. N. Thus, when this is taken into 

accountp the Castilian law and the C. N., in many ways 

apparently congruent$ may not be so similar as the 

discussion has already suggested. It is relevant to recall 

D. 0-4 (p. -725)9 368. 
which gave an account2 derived from 

the droit coutumierg of _ruissence 
maritale, which Pothier 

described as logically preventing the general authorisation 

of wives. Such general authorisations were permissable 

in Castille. If this is taken into considerationt it 

becomes apparent that authorisation of the wife as regards 

her actions with her personal property was very different 

in the Castilian law and the C. N. ThUS9 apparently 

similar attitudes to the wife's actions may well be revealed 

to be radically different, when the provisions-on 

authorisation are examined. 

It is worth stressing that the approach to dowry and 

d 368. See text at notes 3o6-311 surra. 
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parapherna is heavily influenced by the C. N. t , 
in that the 

wife's interest has been stressed vis-a-vis that of her 

husband. This might appear to have lessened a husband's 

authority over his wife's property but it should be noted 
thatv, along with the apparent technical increase of the 

wife's interestp the requirements of authorisation have 

also been asserted. Although this change is. arguably more 

one of terrainology than one with real effects, it is 

important in revealing the attitude of the redactors in 

Louisiana. Purthers, although the Castilian sociedad de 

gananciales 
, 

hap been adopted as the "statutory" matrimonial 

r6gime., the composition of the ganancial community has been 

affected by the reception of C. N. 1575 as D, O. 57 (P-335); 

a reception which seems to have caused confusion. 
3b9' 

Paissance maritale: aspects other than property. 

In this subsection we turn to consideration of the rkon- 

property aspects of the husband wife relationshipo and 

consider the power-balance within the marriage. We shall 

examine the articles in chapter 4, "Des Droits et Devoirs 

respectifs des Epoux. 11 of the fourth title of Book one 

of the D. O. In form this chapter is very similar to that 

of the C. N.: chapter 6 of its fifth title of its first 

Bookq the chapter having the sarmrubric.,, The relevant MT. 

chapter contains fifteen articles, that of the D. O. eleven. 

In the discussion of the D. O. articlesq the nature of the 

"absent" C. N. provisions will be indicated; but it can 

straightaway be pointed out that these "absences" are nottoo 

significantp and that the influence of the C. N. on this 

chapter is obvious. In this chapter, all of the D. O. 

provisionsp bar the last, are drawing on the 1807 Actq' 

ss. 60-69 inclusive. 370-Linguisticallyt the D. O. articles 

are sometimes closer to the C. N. , sometimes closer to the 

Act. In the introduction to this chapter, it was pointed 

369. See text at notes 357-360 supra. 
370. See note 177 suT)ra. 
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out that the Castilian law was rather more liberal than 
the C. N. or droit coutumier on the question of authorisation 
Full discussion of the D. O. articles will reveal their 

attitude; but it can be pointed out that if they depart 
from the Castilian law they are following the 1807 Acto 

and that this act changed the law1not the D. O. This brings 

us back to the point above: the absences in the D. O. of 
articles equivalent to some of the C. N. provisions can 
tentatively be ascribed to the redactors"following of the 
Act. The Act did not have sections equivalent to the 

excluded C. N. provisions. In one sense this is an obviously 
inadequate explanation: the redactors could depart from 

the Act, as they did in including C. N. 226 as D. O. 29 
(p. 29). Because of this, the excluded C. N. provisions 

will be examined to see if any reason, other than copying 
the Act, can be given for the redactor's rejection of them. 

In the conclusion to this subsectiony we will discuss 

the 1807 Acty its relation to the D. O. and the previous 

Castilian lawq and its likely source of inspiration on 

these matters. In the discussion of the articlesq it 

will be shown that the D. O. here embodies a primarily 

northern French conception of 
_puissance 

maritale, a 

conception rather different from that of the Castilian 

law. The Castilian provisions that radically change the 

nature of Puissance maritale in that law will be discussed 
(mainly) in the concluding remarks to this subsection. 

The first article to be considered is D. O. 19 (p. 27)p 

which states that "Le mari et la femme se doivent 

mutuellement fidelite, secours et assistance. " This is, 

identical to s. 60 of the 1807 Act (the source according 

to Batiza) and very nearly identical to C. N. 212. The 

D. L. V. cites Pothier372. and Part. 4.2.7 at its end. Pothier, 

as cited, is roughly congruous with the D. O.: he stresses 

371. See text at notes 90-104 surra. 
372. T. C. 14. nos. 379,380 and 182-3t Bug. 6 PP-174-5- 
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the reciprocity of these marital duties; 373-he 
also 

stresses the duty of the husband to receive and support 
his wifeP374-and that of the wife to live with her husband 
(provided he does not leave the royaume). 375-Part. 4.2.7 
is again similarg and stresses the duties of loyalty as 
promised in marriage supported by the church. This D. O. 

article is on the lines of a moral precept, and is not 
really relevant from our point of viewv except in so far 
a's infidelity could ground an action for separation., 376. 

C. N. 213 is one of the "absences" in the D. O. In 
the C. N. it is the article following from the above. It 

states that the husband owes protection to his wife and 
the wifd obedience to her husband. Why would this be 

excluded? It is a provision compatible with the others 
of the D. O. and indeed with the Castilian law: the wife's 
obedience was promised during the religious marriage ceremony, 
It cannot have been excluded on ideological grounds: the 

D. O. redactors were hardly champions of women's equality 

and rights. The only reason that can be given is that 

here the redactors were following the 1807 Act closely, 

and it had no equivalent section. 

D. O. 20 (pp. 27-9) is as follows: 
I'La femme est tenue d1habiter avec son mari et de le 
suivre partout otL il juge ýL propos de resider; le 
mari est oblig6' de la recevoir et de lui fournir 
tout ce qui est ne'cessaire pour les besoins de la 
vie, selon ses faculties et son 16tat. 11 

This is almost identical to s. 61 of the 1807 Acts and 
indeed to C. N. 214 and the Proj. An. VIIIv 1.5.64.377*The 

D. L. V. refers to Pothier on Paissance du Mar1378 'and on 
Marriage. 379-In the first treatise citedv he states that 

a wife'has to follow her husband except out of the kingdom) 

while in the second, as cited, he states a hubband has to 

373. T. C. M. no. 379, Bug.. 6 p. 174. 
374. T. C. M. no. 380, Bug. 6 P-174. 
375. T. C. M. nos. 382-3, Bug. 6 p-175- 
376. See infra. 
377. These three Batiza claims as the equal "almost 
verbatim" sources. 
378. T. P. M., no. 1, Bug. 7 pp. 1-2. 
379. T. C. M. p nos. 380 and 382, Bug. 6 PP-174 and 175. 
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receive and support his wife, and the wife has to follow 
him, except out of the kingdom. The D. L. Vi makes no 
reference to Castilian law; but it is obvious that the 
position there would be the same. Again, this article 
of the D. O. -is typical of its period, and is not significant 
for our purposes. It should be noted that the D. O. phrases 
these two duties as equal and reciprocalg but in effect 
they are not. The wife is in a lesser position. As Pothier 
says explicitly the duty to follow, her husband is part of 
'Iles devoirs de soumission qui sont dus a un superieur.,, 380. 

The next article, D. O. 21 (p. 29) is of more interest: 

, 
"La femme ne peut ester en jugement sans Vautor, isation 
de son mari, quand m8Eeelle serait marchande 
pul3lique, ou serait se'pare-e de biens d'avec son mari. 11 

Thus, a wife requires authorisation to be either plaintiff 
or defendant. S. 62 was slightly different: 

- 
"The, wife cannot appear in court as plaintiff 
without the authority of her husbandp although 
she may be a public merchant or possess her 
goods separate from her husband. " 

D. O. 21 has apparently slightly restricted the wifets 
capacity by copying C. N. 215.381 *(C. N. 215 also refers to 

wives non-commune; this is not applicable given matrimonial 
property in the D. O. 382. ) This apparent. change in the 
law indicates the extent to which the D. O. redactors were 
adopting the French conception of imis6ance maritale. The 
D. L. V. refers to the Nueva Recopilacion and the Leyes de 

P383-Pothier, 
384-and Febrero. -365- Pbthier states that Toro 

a wife cannot appear in court unless authorised. The 

specific references of the D. L. V. to Febrero are to the 

ramifi cations of the Castilian lawp rather than to the 

equivalent provisions, although in one cited section Pebrero, 
does state that authorisation is required even after 
separation e mensa e thoro,. 386. In-a nearby sedtionp Febrero 
doesp howeverp give an account of the Castilian law as 
found in the Leyes de Toro. 387-The bTueva Reconilaci6n and 

380. T. P. M. # no. 19 Bug. 7P P-1. 
381. Batiza 

' claims these as equal "almost verbatim" sources, 
and he claims Proj. An. VIIIp 1.5.652 as a subsidiary. 
382. See infra on Quebec. 
383. Rec. Cast. 5.3.2 and Tor 55. 
384. . no-559 Bug. 7.. p. 22 
385. Part 1, ch-7,, i 4,, nos. 109-111P pp. 68-71 and Part 29 
libro tercerov cap. 1, no. 27P p. 239. 
386. No 109 -cited note 385 surra. 
357. Part 1,, ch-7k 4., nos. 96: 7119 PP-57-71,9 and Part 2, libro 
tercerog ch. ll no 26, pp. 238-9- 
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Toro provide thus: 
I'La muger durante el matrimonio, sin licencia de 
su marido, como no puede fazer contrato a1guno, 
assi mismo no se puede apartarp ni desistir de 
ningun contrato que ýi ella toqueg ni der por 
quito ai nadie del; ni, puede fazer casi contrato, 
ni estar en juiziov faziendov ni defendiendot 
sin la dicha licencia de su marido: y si estuviere 
por si, 'o por su procurador, mandamosy que ne 
vala lo que fiziere. 11 

Under Toro-57Y388. the Judgev "con conocimiento de cause 
legitima b necessaria"j, could give the wife authorisation., 

or force the husband to give, his. In relevant partt these 

Castilian provisions, might seem very similar to those 

of the D. O. or C. N. The Castilian law does differ greatlyt 
howeverp when it is considered that a husband can ratify 

389. his wifetS unauthorised actionag and can give her a 

general authorisation*390-ITote that the provision Just 

quoted does not mention separation of property. Purtherf 

it'does not mention wives who are public traders. In the 

D. O., following the C. N. and the 1807 Act, wives who are 

public traders require authorisaiion to appear in court. 

The most relevant Castilian ley(not cited in the D. L. V. 

in this connection) is Puero Real'3-20-13: - 

111,1aguer que, mugerýde su marido no puede tier ni 
fazer deuda sin otorgamiento de su marido: pero 
si fuere muger que vende o comprap por si o aya 
menester de mercaderia vala todo deuda y toda 
cosa que fiziere en quanto pertenesce a su 
menester. 11 

Thus a wife who was a public trader could contract without 

authorisation. The jey does not mention court appearancesq 

and nor do Gomezý, Febrero andl., ýontalvo in their discussions 

388. Also Rec. Cast, 5-3.4.1 
389. Toro 58 and Rec , Cast. 5-3.5: "El marido. puede ratificar 
lo clue su muger oviere fecho sin su licenciap no embargante 
que le didha licencia no aya precidido ora la ratificacion 
sea general b especial. " 
390. Toro 56 and &c. Cast. 5-3-3: I'Mandamos, que . el marido 
puede dar licencia general a su muger para contraher, y 
para hazer todo acluello que-no podia fazer sin su licencia: 
y si el, marido se la diere, vala todo lo que su muger 
hiziere por virtud de la. dicha licencia. 11 
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of wives contracting as public traders. 391-Thusp it would 
appear that the Castilian authorities do not consider the 
point. If the general rule, as in ley 55 of Torog were 
applied, then the Castilian law would be as that of the 
D. O. 9 except for the matter of ratification and general 
authorisation, The width of the phrase "t0da c6sa que 
fiziere" might suggest the interpretation that she should 
be allowed estar en juicio. 9 in matters of her tradeq without 
being authorised. What ismore importantv perhapst is 
to understand that the Castilian law and authorities were 
not so interested in the point at issue, as were the Prenchp 
and the D. O. Over-all, it would appear that the D. O. in 
this article has increased the authority of the husband. 

We may conclude discussion-of this article by pointing 
out that the D. O. redactors have increased puissance maritale 
by using C. N. 215 to modify s. 62 of the 1807 Act. The 
French conception of marital authorityp found in both the 
D. O. and the Act, is wider than the Castilian. Thusp both 
the Digest and the Act involve an increase in marital 
authority in Louisiana. 

At this point, the D. O. misses out a C. F. provisions 
C. DT. 216. This article states that the husband's- 

authorisation is not necess ary when the wife is pursued in 

a police or criminal action. This absence in the D. O. is 

not very importantp and we need not consider it. 

D. O. 22 (P. 29): 
I'La femme mle"Ime lorsqu'elle est Separe"e de biens de 
son marij, ne peut donner, ali6nert hypothequer ou 
acquerir a titre onereux ou gratuit, sans le concours 
de son mari dans Vacte, ou son consentement par 
ecrit. 

This article is virtually identical to s. 63-of the 1807 

391- Pebrero, Part 1. ch. 7, % 4. no. 102p p. 62 and Gomezp 
commentary no* 7 on leyes 54-9 of Toro. Iviontalvot gloss 
I'd" on. jex 13 of Book 3. tit 20 the Puero Real, 1544 
edition. See infral note 411, where Gomez is quoted. 
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Act,, and C. X. 217.392. The D. L. V. refers to the Nueva 
Recopilaciýn (as quoted in text above) and the Leyes de 
Toro, 393'and 

also Pothier394-and Febrero. 395-The 
provision 

of the 
' 

Toro and the Nueva is broadly similar to that of 
the D. O. 9 although they do not mention se'raration de biens; 

but the proviso to the discussion of the previous D. O. 

article must be recalled: the Castilian law allowed 

general authorisation, and validation after the act. Thus, 

although apparently similarg the law was in fact different. 
Pothier gives an extended discussion of authorisations how 
it is giveng and of women s`6patees de biens. It should 
be noted that since Pothier is discussing the pre-Code 

customary law, authorisation, as he describes itv is a 
396. 

much more formal affair than in the C. N. or D. O. article. 
Febrero states that a wife requires authorisation if 

separated e mensa e thoro. 397-and discusses generally 
the requirements of authorisation from the point of view 

of notarial practice. 
398-It 

should'be pointed'out that 

separation de biens, without seýraration de cornsp did not 

really exist in Castilian law. 399-The Castilian requirements 

for authorisation were laxer than in the droit coutumier. 
400. 

392. Curiously enough, s. 63 of the 1807 Act, and C. N. 217 
are closer to each other than either is to D. O. 22 (p. 29). 
This is because s. 63 starts "The wife even where there 
is not a community of goods between her and her husband, 
or where she holds her property separate.... ", C. 1% 217 
starts: I'La femme non commune ou sg*par6e de biens.... 11 
Both continue thereafter as does D. O. 22 (p. 201). Yote 
that the D. O. makes no allowance for no community. 
393. Toro 55p quoted surrat text at notes 387-388- 

-T. P. M. nos 3-14 and 15-19, Bug,. 7t PP The D. L. V. 394. 
actually cites the sections and subsections; but here I 
have converted the reference to the form used in this 
study. 
395. Part It nos. 109-112, ch. 7 §ý4, pp. 68-71; and 
Part 1, ch. 10j no 2. pp. 26,2-4. 
396. T. P. M., nos. 3-6 esp. no 4,6, Bug. 79 PP-3-4- On the 
formalities of authorisation in the ancien droit, see 
infra, Quebec. 
397. Fo. 109y of ch 7 as cit. note 35 surra. 
398. As cited note 395 supra. 
399. See infra, text at notes 465-473. 
400. See infraq text at notes 450-453. 
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It would be wrongo however, to argue that here the D. O. 

redactors have adopted the C. N. provisions as a near 

equivalent to the Castilian law. The D. O. redactors are 
following the 1807 Act, which has adopted a northern French 

conception of marital authorityp rather different from that 

of the Castilian law. This article follows the 1807 Act's 

departure from the Castilian law. Prol. An. VIIIt 1.5.66p 

the equivalent article of C. N. 217, is interesting in that 

it has an extra paragraph stating that "Le consentement 
du mariv quoique postie'rJeur la l1acteg suffit pour le valider. 11 

Thus., the 1800 Projet allowed retrospective validation of 
deeds. This is similar to the Castilian lawp and the D. O. 

redactors have obviously rejected this provision (if they 

considered it) for the same reasons as they rejected the 

Castilian equivalents. 

D. 0.23 (P. 29) states that: "Si le mari refuse d'autoriser 

sa femme ester en jugementp le juge peut donner 

llautorisation-11 This is identical to C. N. 218. The 1807 

Act, s. 64P in line with s. 62,401-only mentions wives as 

plaintiffst and is more specific as to which courts the 

wife should apply for authorisation. 
402. The redactors have 

adopted the rule of the C. N., as they require to do for 

consistency. D. O. 24 (p. 29) provides that: 

"Si le mari refuse d'autoriser sa femme 'a passer 
un acte, la femme peut le faire citer devant le 
juge qui peut llautoriser, a passer cet acte ou 
lui refuser cette autorisationp ýprýs que le mari 
aura et-e- dilnent entendu ou appele devant lui. " 

MT. 219 is very similar (the differences between the two 

articles being due primarily to different procedure). 
403- 

The 1807 Act, by its s. 65P provides similarly to the D. O.; 

although, as with s-64, more precise procedural details are 

401. See text supra at notes 380-382. 
ti 402. Batiza classes the C. N. article as the "verbatim 

sourcet and the 1807 Act as a subsidiary, along with Pro-ft. 
An. VIII, 1.5-0.7p first part. 403. Batiza classes C. N. 219 as the "almost verbatim, 
first part" source, with Pr2j. An. VIIIp 1.5.67, second part, 
as a subsidiary. Strangely-, he ignores s. 65 of the 1807 
Act. 
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givenjýrather as in the C. N. On both these articles of 
the D. O.., the D. L. V. refers to the same textsq the Nueva 

404. -. 405- Recop P 5.3.4.9 Pothier., and Febrero. The 
t T! ueva Recopilaciong taking its provision from Toro 57, 

provides: 
"El juez, con conocimiento de c4Usa legitimap 6 
necessariag cOmpela al marido que de licencia a 
su muger para todo aquello que ella no podria 
fazer sin licencia de su marido: y si compelido 
no se la diere, el juez solo se la puede dar. 11 

The effect of this ley is broadly similar to that of the 

D. O. -provisionsy although the judge's first action is to 

compel the husband to consent, and only if the husband does 

not obeyp does the judge give authorisation., Pothierq as 

citedv- gives the sume rule as the D. O. and, C. N. Febrero 
4o6. 

alsog of courseq recognises this power of the judge. 
This article could appear to be an example of Pascalls 

notion of the D. O. redactors using the C. N. as an 
407. 

expression of the Castilian rules, considering that the 

Castilian provision is similar in substance-to the D. O. 

and C. N. articles. However, if the context of the provision 
is borne in mind, it will be obvious that this article is 

another expression of the importance of northern French 

ruissance maritalep as adopted in the 1807 Act and D. O. 

C. J\T. 219 is another article not included in the D. O.: 

it relates to procedure for judicial authorisationy and 

its specificity to the French court system obviously meant 

its exclusion from the D. O. The redactors of the D. O. 

could obviously have included a provision equivalent 

relating to the Louisiana courts; but this would have-been 

unnecessary, and they obviously chose to follow the 

sequence of the 1807 Act. 

D. O. 25 (p. 29) is as follows: 

404. T. P.? -. ',,. no. 12, Bug. 7. P-5. 
405. Part 1, ch. 7%4, no. 110p pp. 69-70, and Part 2y 
libro tercerog ch. I, no 27, p 239 
40 See e. g., no. 101, p. 61 oich: 7§4of Partl. Some 
of the references of the D. L. V. here are not directly 
relevant: see note 405. 
407. See Repl , pp. 605-7 
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"La femme, si elle est marchande publiquep peuto 
sans Vautorisation de son mari, slobliger pour 
ce qui concerne son n6goce, et audit cas, elle 
oblige aussi son marig s'il y communaut-e de 
biens entre eux. 

La femme n'est pas r0eput6e marchande publique, 
si elle ne fait que d6tailler les marchandises du 
commerce de son marit mais seulement quand elle fait 

, un commerce s-6par'e. It 

C. N. 220 is almost identicals and s. 66 of the 1807 Act is 

of the-same substance. 
408-The D. L. V. refers only to PothierP9- 

and he does indeed lay down a similar principle. Although 
the D. L. V. refers to no Castilian law# it is necessary 
here to see if we can recover what its provisions would be. 
(An interesting, point is Xhy the D. L. V. referred to no 
Castilian provisions. ) A basic text is Puero Realp 3.20.139 

already quoted. 
41 0' This provides that a wife who is a 

public trader can oblige herself in the course of that 

trade, as regards that trade. This is the same as the 

first part of the first paragraph of D. O. 25. Febrero and 
Gomez state that a wife who is a public merchant does not 

require authorisation. 
411 'The Castilian law can also be 

assumed to be the same as the second paragraph of D. O. 259 

since otherwise the wife would not be acting as a public 

traderp but as an agent for her husband. In the Castilian 

lawo would the wife also obligate her husband if there 

were community between them? This is more difficult to sayy 

408. Batiza classes the former as the "almost verbatim" source, 
and the latter and Prol. An. VIIIp 1.5.68 as subsidiary 
sources* 
409. T. P. M., nos. 20-22, Bug. 7P PP-9-10- I have amended 
the D. L. V. citations: see note 394 supra. 
410. See text after note 391 surra. 
411. Febreroy Part 1, ch. 7, J-4, nA. 102t p. 62 and Gomez; 
commentary no. 7 on leyes 54-9 of toro: "Sexto quaerop si 
uxor sit posita alicui officio vel negatiationi sciente 
et patiente marito, ut quia sit posita mereantiaep vel 
officio obstetricisq vel chirurgiae vel simili officio, 
an requiratur licentia mariti in contractibus eius: et 
breviter et resolutive dico et teneop quod nong quia. 
eo ipso, quod de voluntate mariti est posita in illo 

officio visus est licentiam et consensum, sibi praestare.... " 
Interestingly, in his gloss I'd" on 1-eZ 13 of the 

, 
Puero Real,, 

3.20, IMontalvo also talks of officium obstretricis, vel 
chirur; ziae. 

_ 
Gomez might be Collowing blontalvols gloss 

fairly closelyq or these might be stock examples. 
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primarily because the most utilised sources, the Nueva 
Reco]2 p and the Leyes de Toro, do not directly 
envisage the situation. Nor do the provisions of the Puero 
Real on the sociedad de gananciales; (the quoted text is 
appended to title 20,, "De la8 deudas y de las pagas", 
almost in the manner of an afterthought). This lack of 
relevant provisions is undoubtedly the result of the 
Castilian law's lack of interest (in comparison to the 
droit coutumier in marital authority. The Prench droit 
coutumier had a tradition of commentary on the ruissance 
maritale2 and the question of wives as public traders had 
frequently been discussed. 412. 

One point can be made; the 

profits of the wifets trade would have accrued to the 
413. 

ganancial community. It must be supposed that the wife 
as public trader was using her own propertyO since if she 

were using sociedad property, it is doubtful ifp given the 

husband's controly this would have amounted to a separate 

trade. Thus we must assume that a wif e was using her 

separate property. Thusp the debts she would contract 

would seem to be separate debts not community debtsp 

although this is unclear. To give an example of the 

uncertainty, it is convenient to quote de Funiak: 
"debts contracted by a spouse in a metter not 
concerning the actual marriage and the conjugal 
partnership and not for its benefit were not 
payable from the comaiunity property. " 414. 

"In the Spanish law, on the other hand, the income 
etc., from the separate property or business interest of 
either spouse was community property. Hence contracts 
or transactions in connection wi. th such separate property 
or separate interests of the spouse which raised obligations 
on the part of the spouse would usually be transactions to 
assure or further interests or property rights, the returns 
from which would belong to the community. Even though the 
debts or obligations might arise from transactions relating 
to interests or property belonging indi, %ýidually to the spouse, 
it would be highly probable that the community had been or 
would be benefited in some way. And any debt or obligation 
relating 

, 
to the community affairs and.. the success of the 

conjugal partnership would come under the head of a 
community debt.,, 415 

412. See infra on Quebec. 
413. See discussion at notes 302-306 and 358-360 supra, see 
also Pugh, p. 6 
414. o 

cit. vol. I p. "8. 
415. Ibid. p. 450. 
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Note de Puniak's uncertainty. The Castilian law in this 

point was simply not certain. If de Funiak is correct, 
and he is plausiblep then the sociedad would be obligated 
for the wife's debts arising out of her separate trade. 
Would her husband be liable? Again the Castilian sources 
do not envisage this question or deal with it in any way. 
One can infer that he is liable as regards his share of 
the community property. It is clear that we need not 
pursue this line of enquiry any further., as to do so would 
be pointless. Perhaps if we prosecuted the investigation 
to its logical end we might come up with a proposition 
similar. to that of D. O. 25 (p. 29) and C. N. 220. 

That we might result with a provision similar to 
D. O. 25 is not any support for Pascal. 

416. What is important 
from the above discussion is that the Castilian sources 
just simply do not deal with the question on hand. The 
long quotation from de Funiak above is not based on any 
legal sources: it is his inference from the known 

provisions of the law. He is extending the law by a process 

of logical deduction. The Castilian law9just as it did not 

properly consider the question of wives as public tradersp 

did not consider husbands' liability for debts arising out 

of their wives' trade. From this we must conclude that 

D. O. 2_5 (p. 29) is indeed a very French provision: the 

Castilian law simply did not regulate the matter. The 

French lawy because of its academic discussions of 

puissance maritale, regulated the question: its developed 

concept of marital authority had been worked out to include 

propositions of law such as that embodied in D. O. 25 (P-29) 

and C. N. 220. This explains why the D. L. V. referred to no 
Castilian provisions: apart from Fuero Real 3,. 20.13 there 

were none in point. This article of the D. O. is of 

particular importance in showing that-the Castilian approach 

416. See note 407 supra. 
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to this area of the law was entirely superseded by the 
Frenchp even if this supersession came from the 1807 Act 

rather than the D. O. itself. It should be pointed out 
that this article might well usefully fill a gap in the 

old laws 

The next D. O. article to be discussed is article 26 
(p. 29): I'Si le mari est interdit ou absent, le juge peut 
en connaissance de causes autoriser la femmep soit pour , 
ester en jugement, soit pour contracter. 11 This is identical to 

O. N. 2229417-and the same principle is enunciated in s. 67 

of the 1807 Act. 
418 'The D. L. V. cites the Nueva Recopilacioln, 

5.3.6, PebrerP41 
9-and 

Pothier. 
420. 

Curiously, here the 1807 

Act includes the wife as defendants unlike ss. 62 and 64.421. 

The, lTueva Reco-oilaci6n ýhe relevant passage being the 59th. 

ley of Toro) states that when "el marido, estuviere ausentep 

y no se espera de proximo venierv o corre peligro en la 

tardenza", then the court, "con conocimiento de causallp 

when such cause is legitimate or necessaryp may authorise 

the wife to acts such authorisation being as valid as one 

from the husband. This is broadly similar to the provision 

of the D. O. y except that interdicted husbands are not 

mentioned. Febrero states: 
I'La muger casada no puede comparecer en juicios 
ni elegir Procurador sin licencia de su maridop 
a menos que esteo ausente del Paeblo donde se ha 
de litigary y no espere su pronto regresog qiAe en 
este caso puede el Juez conced6rse la con pr4vio 
conocimiento de causas b qve el marido sea locos 
furiosop mudog 6 mentecatov pues aunque estd 
presente, se le estima por ausente.... " 422. 

417. C. N. 221 has been excluded from the D. O.: it is not 
relevant here. 
418. The former is the "verbatim" source according to Batizap 
while the latter, and, Proft. An. VIIIt 1-5-70v are subsidiary 
sources. I 
W9. Part 1, ch. 7A 4, no lio pp. 69-70 and Part 2, libro 
tercerov ch. 1 no 26, pp. 238-9. 
420. T. P. M., *nos. 25-279 Bug. 7, pp. 11-12. The D. L. V. cites 
these sections in a different way: see note 394 supra. 
421. Why there are these differences between the sections 
of this Act, I cannot tell. They are not, perhaps, 
important. I have only seen the English text of the Acts, 
the French version could be different, although this would 
seem unlikely. 
422. Part 29 libro terceros ch. Ip no 26 p. 238 as cit. 
note 419 sulora. 
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Thust although interdiction is not specifically mentioned, 
the circumstances in which a wife could go to court for 

authorisation were much the same as in D. O. 26 (p. 29). 423. 

Like Febreroy Pothier as cited discusses the authorisation 
of wives whose husbands have succumbed to madness orlhave 
disappeared: two obviously related topicsp which are 
included in the D. O. article's more-general terms., Thusq- 

the Castilian law and the French law were similar to each 
other and to the M. The'article of theýD. O. is., however., 

of a French castv and-its phrasing and terminology suggest 
the influence'of'the concept of puissance maritale, found 

in the droit coutumier. It should always be remembered - 
that in 

, 
Castile a wife's capacity to act was always greaterp 

and the laws interpreted liberally. 
D. O. 27 (p. 29) states as follows: 
"Toute autorisation g6nerale, me^me stipul6e par 
contrat de mariage. nIest valable que quant ii 

, Vadministration des biens de la femme. 11 

'424-The C. N. 223 and the 180ý Actv s. 68 provide the same. 
D. L. V. comments that this article is a I'd6rogation" from-' 

5.3.3p 425. 
1-eZ 50" of Torop and the Nueva RecopdlacioLiq and 

a statement of Febrer . o. 
426. This is correct: C'astilianlaw 

allowed general authorisations. I This article of the D. O.., 

and this section of the 1807 Act overturn the Castilian 

law. They importv into Louisianap the much stricter French 

conception 'of ýPuissance 'maritale. The im. -plicat ions of this 

will more fully be worked out later; but it should benotecip 

that it was such Eeneral authorisations which Pothier 

considered to be contrary to the ruissance du mari., 
427. 

c. JT. 224 has been rejected by the D. O.. redactors for 

423. Yote that Febrero, following the Roman law, includes 
deaf mutes among those interdicted. The modern French law 

and the D. O. would not; see Maleville I Analyseg pp-433-4t 
and Justinian's Institutes, 1.23.4 
424. The "verbatim" sources according to Batizag-with 
PrOJ. 'An. VIII, 1-5-70 as a subsidiary source. 
425. Quoted supraq in note 390. 
426. Part 1p ch. VIII, %4 no lio pp. 69-70. 
427. See text surra at notes 307-310- 
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inclusion; this is a very interesting article which will 
be discussed later. 428. 

D. O. 28 (p. 29) states that: 
I'La nullite fondee sur le de"faut dtautorisationg 
ne peut 'etre opposee que par la femme, par le mari, 
ou par leurs heritiers. 11 

C. N. 225 and s. 69 of the 1807 Act provide the same*429. The 
D. L. V. gives no references. This article embodies a 
notion of the relative nullity of the unauthorised actions 
of wivesp following the C. N., which had innovated, the 

old droit coutumier having rendered unauthorised actions 
absolutely null. 

430-The Castilian law was as'follows. Ley 
55 of Toro stated that unauthorised actions of wives were 
not valid. 

431-One 
point should be mentioned (again): 

husbands could give a, general authorisationp so individual 

authorisations were not so crucial. Lex 58 de Tor0432. 

allowed a husband to validate retrospectively, in general 

or in particulart actions of his wife. These are the only 

relevant legal provisions. It would appear that unauthorised 

actions were invalid until ratifiedg which is obviously 

unsatisfactory. Llamas Y Molina pointed out the confusion 

caused by the contradictory nature of the two'laws. 
433. 

Furthert the laws of Toro do not consider who had the right 

428. See text infra at' notes 441-449. 
429. Batiza states that the former is the "verbatim" source, 
and the latter and Proj. An. VIII, 1.5-73 are subsidiary 
sources. 
430- See infra on Quebec. 
431- Quoted surra, in text between notes 387 and 388. 
432. Quoted su ra in note 389. 
433- P]ý. Rit. note 99 surra) commentary on leY 582 no., 
7: "Como la ley establece por regla general que en vertud 
de la ratificacion general 6 especial subsista el acto 
que habia celebrado la muger,, sin licencia de su maridov 
y entre los actos de esta especie se prohiba I'a 
comparencia en juiciop bien sea demandado 6 respondiendop 
segun la ley 559 se sigue claramente clue tambien esta 
especie de actos celebrados por la muger sin licencia 
de su marido son comprendidos en la presente ley, y se 
revalidan por la ratification. " 
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to have declared null and void a concluded contract (jx 

facie'valid) on the grounds of want of authorisation. 
This is presumably because of the lack of attention devoted 
to marital authority in general. What this amounts too 
in effect2 is that on this question the Leyes de Toro are 
unsatisfactory. D. O. 28 (p. 29) can be declared to be 
firmly rooted in the French traditionp not the Castilian. 
Having said that the provisions of Toro were unsatisfactory# 
it is necessary briefly to examine the attitude of the 
Spanish authorities to the interpretation of this question. 
The typical attitude was that of Antonio GomezP434-and in 
his commentary on Leyes 54-59 de Toro he addressed himself 
to the question: 11si contractus sit utilis ipsi mulieri, 
an possit fieri et valere sine licentia viri? " The way 
in which he argued the point, and the conclusion he came 
to, are both instructive. It should first be noted that 

he had already admitted the incapacity of married women 
to contract without licentia mariti,. 

435-He first points 

out that it is open to the husband not to ratify the 

unauthorised contract. He then gives an extended discussion 

of the position of the contracts of unauthorised minorsp 

pointing out the circumstances in which their contracts 

would be valid despite want of authorisation from their 

tutors or curatorsq and, with much citation of Justinian's 

Code and Digest, and of jurists such as Baldust Bartolus 

and Albericusp he concludes that the general view was that 

the contracts of miziors, unauthorised by tutors or 

curators, were valid, if the, contracts were to'the benefit 

of the minors. Following the obvious analogy, he turns 

to the provisions of Toro on the contracts of married womenj 

and what lie says is worth quoting in full: 

"Taurig ubi habeturp quod quando maritus est absens 
et non speratur venire de proximoy et coý, tractus 
appareat utiles mulieri, rotest adiri iudex ut 

43-4. OD., 2it.. t commentaries on leyes 54-59 of Toro. 
435. See the six conclusiones at the start of his first 
commentary on 1. U=es 54-59. 
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praestet licentiam in defectum mariti: ergo sentit 
clarej quod etiam, si contractus sit utilisp non 
valetp nec potest fieri sine licentia mariti: quia 
notabiliter respondeo et intelligo ut requiratur 
licentia, ut semper et perpetuo valeat et teneat, 
licet postea, deficiat utilitas contractus: sed in 
nostro casu et quaestione utilitas debet durare 
et probari ut valeat et teneat contractusY quo casu 
valebit et tenebit contractus sine aliqua licentia 
mariti vel iudicis. " 436. 

In other wordsq if the utilitas of the contract (that is 
its benefit) lasts and can be proved, then the contract 
is valid and adhered to without any authorisationp whether 
from the husband or the judge. Febrero stated the law to 
be that, when the wife contracted unauthorised, then the 

contract was valid "cuando hace contrato es util.,, 
437. 

The Castilian law is thus seen to be ratherýdifferent 
from that in the C. N. 9 D. O. , and 1807 Act, What is most 
significant though, is the very different way in which 
Gomez conceived of the problem. The C. N. provisions still 
conceived of unauthorised acts being null. ab initiop whereas 
the Castilian law did not. Ultimatelyq the effect of the 

Castilian law and of the C. N. might be broadly the same; 
but the whole approach to marital authority on this question 

was different. Authorisation under the Castilian law lacked 

the rigour it had in northern France. Here the D. O. and 
1807 Act im-T)Orted the French conception of puissance du 

mari. 

The final D. O. article to be discussed in this 

subsection is D. O. 29 (p. 29), which briefly states: I'La 

femme peut tester sans Vautorisation de son mari. 11 This 

is identical to C. N. -226.438- The D. L. V. cites no works or 

statutes. There is no equivalent provision in, the 1807 

Act. This article was included. in the C. N. because several 

coutumes had taken Puissance maritale to the extent of 

requiring a husband to authorise his wife to make a will: 

436. Commentary no. 2 on leyes 54-9 of Toro. 
437. Part I, ch. VI I.., no. 102, p. 62. 
438. According to Batizat*the "verbatim" source, with 
PrO. J- An. VIII, 1.5-74 as a subsidiary source. 
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for example those of Burgundy and Normandy. 439-C. N. 226 
is thus the product of specifically French circumstances, 
and of the very extended scope of Duissance maritale in 
the droit coutumier. The D. L. V. cites no Castilian sources: 
this is hardly surprisingg because the whole thrust of 
marital authorisation in Castille was so radically different 
from that in France that in the Leyes de Torop for examplep 
it would never have been considered that a wife might need 
her husband's authorisation to make a will. Such an 
authorisation would have been antithetical to the general 
Castilian approach. In so far as this is the casel one 
can say that D. O. 29 indeed expresses the pre-codification 
Castiliazi law; but the fact that it was thought necessary 
to insert such a provision shows to what extent the French 

concept of puissance maritale, its individual provisions 
and modes of expression, had been adopted into Louisiana 

by the 1807 Act and the D. O. Gomezj in commenting on Ley 

3 of Toro (a general provision on testation)p does say 
11F, x quo infero quod licet mulier coniugata hodie in nostro 

regnov non possit contrahere sine licentia maritip tamen 

bene poterit testari.,, 440 'The fact that this is the only 

statement he makes on the questiong and that it comes in 

a discussion on testamentsp not in the discussion on 

authorisationo shows to what extent such a conception would 
have been antithetical to the Castilian law. D. O. 29 (p. 29) 

is the result of the French conception of puissance maritale: 
the fact that the individual provision coincides with the 

Castilian law is purely fortuitous. 

Before going on to discuss the conclusions to be drawn 

from the discussion in this subsectionp it is appropriate 
to devote some attention to the exclusion Of C- N. 224 from 

the D. O. This article provided thus: "Si le mari est mineurt 
l1autorisation du juge est n5cessaire 'a la, femmep soit, pour 

439. See Maleville, I Analysep pp. 208-9# and see infra 
on Quebec. 
440. Commentary no. 5 on LeY 3 of Toro. 
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ester en jugement, soit pour contracter. ". This provision 
in the C. N. removed an absurdity from the old customary 
law9441-to some extent reduced slightly the, marital 

442. 
authority, and in strict theory was in fact illogical. 
There are two points at issue here. Pirsto, would such a 

provision have been useful in Louisiana? Secondv why was 
it excluded? The first question is not easily answered. 
There does seem something curious in allowing a minor to 

authorise his major wife to do something he himself might 

not be able to do. This brings up points of law which 

will be, discussed in answering the second question. In 

fact, the question as to suitability must be left open: 
there can really be no definitive answer. As to the, 

second question there are some relevant points to, be made. 
The Castilian law did not consider the question of-minor 
husbands as separate from that of adult ones: the laws 

of Toro spoke of husbands generally. Furtherv the Siete 

Partidas had introduced into the Castilian law the Roman 

distinction between pupillage and minority# minors having 

greater capacity-than pupils and acting along with their 

curators. 
443-The 

French customary law and the C. N. did 

not have this distinction: anyone below the age of majority 

was a minor in a unified notion of minority. In the French 

customary, laiv and the C. N. 9 the question of minors 

authorising their wives was an acute problemt because of 

the minor's very limited contractual capacity. On the 

other handq in Castilian law as expressed in the Partidas 
(although the latter did not treat of authorisation), this 

problem would not be acute, as minorsv following the Roman 

law, would have a greater capacity to act for themselves. 

Only those who were minors under curators could, marryv as 

only they were above the age of puberty. 
444-There 

would be' 

441. See 'Malevillet I Analyse, p. 208 and infra 
' 

on Quebec. 
442. See infra on Quebec for a full discussion. 
443. See Part. -'6.16 generally, esp. leyes I and 13.14inguijL1 
Historia., vol. I P-139 states: "En las Partidas la 
institiici6n unicat que el derecho germano y nuestros fueros 
establecian para la guarda de los menores, se ve sustitufda 
por el doble sistema romano de la tutela y la curatela. " 
444. See supra, v discussion of D. O. 6 (p. 25)t text at notes 
212-216. - 
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no conflict with Potestad paternap because under Ley. 47 
Torop marriage emancipated. 

445*This 
explains why the 

Castilian sourcesv in contradistinction to the droit, 

coutumierý46. ignored this question': it simply'did not - 
arise. Purther, the fact that Gomezt for example, did 

not discuss this question is also a reflection of the 

relative unimportance and lax nature of marital authorisation 
in the Castilian law when compared to theýnorthern 

- 
French. 

In other words, in the Castilian law, the dealings of 
married minors would be dealt with under the general'Ilaw 
on minority. Instructive in this respect is Febrero's 
discussion-of Part. 6.17-3: this jey stated that a husband 

ought not to be quardador of the goods of his minor wife, 
lest the wifev because of her love for her husbandy not 
demand the correction of his mismanagement; and the husband 

should go to the judge for the appointment of a Auardador 
of his wife's goods.. a jzuardador who will be above suspicion. 
Pebrero concluded that if a wife was under twenty-fiveg 

then the validation of her contract required the intervention 

of a judge-and a ourator. 
447-This 

restriction did not 

apply to a husband appearing in court for his wifev nor 
to his actions with bienes dotales. Febrero did not mention 

minor husbands. The Castilian law dealt with this matter 
from the perspective of minorityt-rather than, from that of 

marital authority. The emphasis of the law was different 

from that of theýdroit coutumier, reflecting the different 

outlooks on authorisation by the husbando and on minority. 
In the D. O. v the redactors have followed the Castilian'' 

divisions of nonage into pupillage and minority9which 

445. "El hijo"o hija casada y velado sea avido por emancipado., 
en todas cosas para, siempre. 11 See infra on paternal power. 
446. Loisel in his Inst. Coust. 2 1.2.21p said: "Un marg 
mineur peut auctoriser sa femme majeure sans quIelle s'en 
puisse faire relever: mais bien luy. 11 The whole question 
of authorisation by minors in the droit coutumier will be 
canvassed infra 

, on Quebec. Some commentators had thought 
they could not so authorise their wives, but by the eighteenth 
centuryp it was firm law that they could. 
447. Part 19 ch-7 liýl no 103., p. 63- 
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might well explain why the C. N. provision has not been 
followed. There are a further two potential explanations 
of why the C. N. has not been followed here. Firsto the 

C. N. provision was an intrusion into the customary law 

conception of puissance du mari, which it rendered illogical 

in part. 
448. 

Pothier said: 
"Un mariq quoique mineur. a. le droit de puissance 
maritale sur la personne de sa. femme, quoiqu'elle, 
soit majeure; VOIU il suit quIun mari, quoique 
mineury a le pouvoir d1autoriser, sa femme, soit 
quielle soit mineure, soit qu'elle soit majeure, 
ce pouvoir Rant un effet et une d-eipendance de la 
puissance qu'il a sur elle. 

Un mari mineurg'quoiqu'il n1ait pas le pouvoir 
d1a2l6ner ses propres biens immeubleso a n`6anmoins 
lelpouvoir d'autoriser sa femme majeure pour 
l1alil6nation des immeubles de oette femme. " 449. 

Hence, in the droit coutumier, the puissance du mari was 

such that a minor husband could validly authorise his 

adult wife. The C. N. provision under consideration 
detracted from the logic of the traditional puissance, 

The D. O. redactorso in excluding this C. Y. provision, were 

following the premisses ofýthe puissance maritale of 

northern France to their logical conclusion. They had 

introduced in every aspect so far the rigorous customary 
law conception; Pothier's views were well known to them. 

By omitting the C. N. provision, they allowed the customary 

law notion to remain logical. The D. L. V. ' contains no 

specific reference to Pothier's relevant provisions; but 

this is inevitable given the fact that specific references 

could only be made in connection with specific articles. 

Their omission of this article allowed the old French law 

to be inforce and prevented specific reference to that 

law in the D. L. V. The desire to introduce the rigours of 

the customary law 
_puissance maritale provides-another 

explanation of this absence of C. N. 224 in the D. O. The 

final point in connection with this absence in the D. O. 

448. See infra on Quebec, especially the reasoning of the 
redactors of the Quebec code: 
449. T. P. M.., nos. 29-30, Bug. 7., p. 12. 
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is to do with the 1807 Act. In all the articles of the 
D. O. chapter under consideration# with the exception of 
D. O. 29 (p. 29)v the redactors have followed ss. 60-69 of 
the Act in sequence, even if they have sometimes preferred 
the expression of the C. F. to that of the Act. 

There are three possible reasons for the omission of 
C. N. 224 from the D. O. The omission might well have been 
the result of all three possible influences acting together. 
The redactorsq following the lead of the 1807 Actp 
throughout this chapter have introduced the concept of 
puissance maritale found in the droit coutumier. The 

inclusion of C. N. 224 would have destroyed the pure logic 

of their innovation. 450- 
The exclusion of this article 

found precedent in the 1807 Act: the redactors' examination 

of the Nueva RecopilaciOn would have shown that no 

equivalent provision was contained therein. Hence, 

everything would suggest to the redactors that C. N. 224 

should not be copied in their code. That the redactors 

have copied so completely the concept of puissance du mari 

would suggest that their prime motive in excluding C. N. 224 

was the desire to follow this concept in all its 

ramifications. Following the Castilian law could have 

been no more than an added bonus2 since the redactors had 

so vigorously departed from its general notion and 

individual provisions on marital authorisation. 

It should now be clear that this aspect of the D. O. 

is radically different from the equivalent Castilian 

provisions. Theee articles, following the 1807 Act, 

450. This interpretation of the exclusion of C, N. 224 could 
find support in the actions of the redactors of the 1825 
C. L., whop in the section of their code on the emancipation 
of minorst recommended, in the 1823 Projet, p: 299 the 
inclusion of an articlep which became C. L. 3689 which 
read: "Le mari mineur peut non seulement ester en justice 
sans l1assistance d'un curaieur mais mfeme autoriser sa 
femme ay paraTtre. " The inclusion of this article could 
amount to a recognition that the Louisiana codeq whether 
that of 1808. or of 1825, included a conception of 
puissance du mari deriving from the droit coutumier. 
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amounted to a massive restriction of the capacity of married 
women. There were equivalent Castilian laws# but they were 
less comprehensive: wives could be given a general 
authorisation and their actions retrospectively validated, 
even by a judge. Further, the provisions were liberally 

interpreted. Another example from Gomez can be adduced 
to show the liberal interpretation of the leyes de Toro. 
In the droit coutumierp authorisation had to be very formal; 
it had to expressp and it was disputed whether it had to 
be in the deed itself or could be in a preceding "acte". 451. 

C. N. 217 (as followed by D. O. 22 (p. 29)) mitigated this 

somewhat; but the husband still had to consent in writing 
or conc, 4r in the deed. The leyes de Toro did not regulate 
how authorisation should be indicated; but Gomez was of 
no doubt but that the mere presence of the husbandp without 
his speaking a wordp when his wife contracted was 
sufficient to render the contract validly authorised. 

452. 

Febrero too was of this opinion. 
453-There is an obvious 

and radical difference in attitude between the Castilian 

and French laws: here the D. O. and the 1807 Act adopted 
the French approach. 

It has already been pointed out that Pothier 

considered the possibility of general authorisations, even 
in the marriage contract, as antithetical to the basic 

premisses of puissance maritale, namely that vir est carut 
mulieris and was by virtue of his superiority the necessary 

guide and controller of the conjugal association as regards 

person and property. 
454. 

In the Castilian lawt however, 

451. See e. g., the Coutume de Parisq article 223 on the 
formalities of thecld law. See infra on Quebec for a full 
discussion of the old law; some coutumes were not so 
rigorous as that of Paris. 
452. OT). cit., commentary no-5 on leyes 54-9: "Quarto quaero, 
si uxor contrahat cum alio in praesentia maritit an sufficiat 
eius taciturnitas? et videtur quod nong sed requiritur 
consensus expressus Ehe here cites various authorities 
including Baldus] quia verba statuti debent intelligi proprieg 
et ideo non sufficit sola praesentia mariti cum tacurnitate: 
quia est fictus et improprius consensus. Sed certe ego 
tenerem contrarium, quia pr[ae]dict[ael 1[eges] regni non 
requirunt consensum mariti pro forma et solemnitate actus sed 
pro evitando et praeiudicio eius. " 
453. Part It ch. 7S4, no. IC29 p. 62. He does point out 
that not everyone was of this view. 
454. See text suEra at notes 307-311p and 424-7. It will be 
recalled that the D. L. V. referred specifically to this 
passage of Pothier. 
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general authorisations were permissablet contracts could 
be retrospectively validated either in particular or 

general by either the husband or the judget455-and in the 

opinion of one of the leading jurists (and he was not alone 
in his opinion) unauthorised contractsq if beneficial to 

the wifeg were valid. Clearly, the whole concept of 

marital authority and its concomitantv married women's 
incapacity, was., in the Castilian lawo radically different 

from that in the French customary law and the C, N. In 

shortv married women had effectively much greater capacity 

under the Leyes de Toro. 

The redactors of the D. O. have followed the French 

conceptýof puissance du mari. It is important to try to 

recover their reasons for doing sop and thus explore the 

causes for these changes in the law. The existence of the 

1807 Act has to be taken into account: it was this Act 

which originally introduced the puissance du mari of the 

droit coutumier into the territory. Purtherp the similarity 

of this Act to the C. N. and. its projet (to which it is 

closer does not matter here) is too great to be coincidental. 

The Act must have been, at the least, strongly influenced 

by the French laws and it thus caused a radical departure 

from the Castilian model of puissance maritale. The 

existence of' this recent legislation inevitably tied the 

hands of the redactors. Nonetheless, whatever the motives 
456. 

of the legislaturet it is certain that the D. O. redactors 

455. See Llamas Y rEolina, on. cit., commentary no. 3 on . 
12Z 

59 of Toro; Febrero, Part I., ZT. - 7%4, no 1019 p. 61 
456. It would be of great interest to kmow the circLstances 
surrounding the specific background to the passing of the 
Act. Viho drafted it? 11hy did it change the law in this 
way? Is it evidence of an ongoing revival of French law 
in the early territorial period? Consider James Brovm's 
remark that the future House of Representatives in the 
territory would be dominated by French inhabitants 
"attached to French Law ... [passing] only acts resembling 
the Civil Law and the Spanish Ordinances formerly in 
force here. " Dargo,, op-cit. P-115. 
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approved of this change in the law. This is easily 
demonstrated. Firsts their articles on matrimonial propertyt 

all of which were not affected by this Acts embodied the 

French conception of ruissance du mari. 
457-Second, they' 

extended the scope of ss. 62 and 64 of the Act by copying 
the C. N. That is, they deliberately extended the limitations 

found in the Act on the capacity of married womenp with 
the result that the limitations exactly matched those 

found in the droit coutumier. The inclusion of D. O. 29 
(p. 29) also shows the extent to which the redactors were 

copying the C. N. on this point. Thirds the exclusion of 
C. N. 224 (which could have been included without disturbing 

the 1807 Act), given the close attention paid by the 

redactors to the French codes shows how closely they were 
adhering to the customary law conception of puissance du 

458., 
mariv as presentedf for example, by Pothier. lourth, 
the redactors, without departing from the individual sections 

of the 1807 Acts could have defeated its provisions by 

inserting articles equivalent to leyes 56 or 59 of Toro. 

Such articles would have redirected the law into the 

Castilian model. Insteadv they chose to amend ss. 62 and 64 

to be the same as the French law. Fifths the redactors 

could have openly amended the law as provided in the 1807 

Act. They did sop even if to a minor extents as regards 

ss. 62 and 64. The title of the Digest acknowledged that 

some amendments were included in the provisions. It 

would always have been open to the legislature to reject 

such amendments. There can be no doubt, howeverv that the 

redactors preferred the French provisions, and that they 

deliberately extended the 1807 Act's introduction of the 

French concept of puissance du mari. 

Some points should be made on the redactops' reasons 

for adopting the French provisions) and the suitability 

457. These articlesq in the sequence of the D. O. ) of 
course follow long after those presently under discussion. 
458. That isy it my argument in the textv between notes 
441-449 surra, is correct. 
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of such provisions'for Louisiana. First, 'it is obvious 
that the redactors did not adopt these provisions through 
ignorance of the Castilian law. 'The Castilian provisions 
were readily ascertainable in the Nueva Rec i_laciO'n; and 
the'liberal juristic interpretation of these provisions 
could be found in Febreroý whose work was extremely popular 
in Spanish America. 459-Second, that the redactors were 
using the Code Napoleon as a model would not necessitate 
the adoption of these provisions. The general scheme of 
the French code (or its 

-Projet) could have been followed, 
but with minor changes made in the text to render the 

provisions on authorisation like those in the Leyes de Toro. 
490. This would still have been a rapid method of redaction. 

The, redactors clearly preferred the 12uissance maritale of 
the droit coutumier. ' There remain two (compatible) 

possibilities. ' The redactors were swayed by the legal- 
technical excellence of the Code Napoli5onp and they approved 

of the very great incapacity of married women. The ideology 

of the period favoured the husband as controller of the 

household9461 'andf indeedt at the time of Louisianats 

codificationy there appears to have been an intensification 

of the social authority of the husband, in comparison to 462. 
the eighteenth century (at least among middle class families). 

The Leyes de Toro cannot be described as favouring the 

emancipation of women: the husband was clearly the head of 
the household; but the wife's capacity was less circumscribed* 
The ideology-of the husband as head of the household did 

not necessitate the adoption, of the French-provisions, 

459. De Funiak, 
. 2Z. cit., vol. 1, pp. 277-281'. expresses 

regret that Febrero was used so much in, Americap since 
he was not jurist. The use of Febrero's work ia not 
really strange; it was reasonably concise and'clearp it 
was written in the vernacular, andp above allp it was 
practice-oriented. He reports the decisions of the great 
jurists, but "ives instructions as to how, for example, 9 
contracts should be drawn up to be valid. De Funiak regrets 
the use of Febrero in early U. S. cases; but his work was 
used extensively throughout Spanish America. 
460. And was the one the redactors adopted in many instances. 
461. See text supra at notes 37-8 and 169-74. 
462. See text supra at notes 37-8 and 105-6. 
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because the Leyes de Toro themselves gave sufficient 

symbolic assertion of that ideology. It is possible that 

the Castilian provisions would have been more useful# in 

facilitating economic activity and making for greater 

contractual certainty. Married women's propertyscould 

have been dealt with much more simply. Only in New Orleans 

would it have been easy for a woman to go to court to obtain 

judicial authorisation for each act9 were her husband away. 

A system of general authorisation and the possibility of 

the ratification of unauthorised actions would have beenp 

potentially at least, useful. The French provisions on 

women as public traders made more economic sense in that 

they were more thoroughly worked out and systematic. Women 

separated from bed and board still required authorisation. 

Separation from bed and board will be discussed later; but 

it may be pointed out that this provision was amended in 

the 1825 C. L. 
463-The 

only "improvement" (in a functional 

sense) made by following the C. N. was D. O. 25 (p. 29), which 

decided. that a, woman who was a public trader obligated her 

husbandv if they were in community of property. 
464 'We may 

conclude that these changes in the law were not introduced 

because they brought about an improvement in the economic 

functioning of society. It is a fair surmise that as 

regards most (if not all) of these provisions) the 

redactors did not consider the effect they viould have. 

ý That the ideology of the subjection of women to their 

husbands was very influential in Louisiana is suggested 

by the passing of the 1807 Act, the provisions of, which 

gave expression to the views of the Louisiana legislators. 

This ideology was one cause of the adoption of the provisions 

of the Prench lw. xi. Another, perhaps more important cause 

was the prestige and modernity'of the French c6dep taken 

along with the trend set by the 1807 Act itself. Further, 

463- See 1823 Projet, p. io. 
464. See text surra at notes 4-08-416. 
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although it might possibly be argued that the Castilian 
law was more sensible in a functional manner, the C. N. 
provisions were not such as to in any way prevent the 
functioning of Louisiana society, while at the same time 
the latter asserted the aspirations of the Louisiana middle 
classes. 

Effect of , separation de corps, or separation de biens 
on the husEand and wif-6 relationship. 

Having discussed the puissance du mari over the 

property and person of his wife# it is appropriate now to 

examine separation of property and separation from bed and 
board, in order to ascertain the effect these had on the 

ruissance du mari. In turn will be discussed: firstp. how 

separation of property comes about: second# how that from 

bed and board comes about; and thirdt the effect of both 

of these on puissance maritale. Both have the same effect 

on marital authority over propertyO as under D. O. 17 (P-35)9 

separation de corps results in separation of property. 

D. O. 86 (PP-341-3) states thus: 
ItLa fexme peut, pendant le mariagev former contre 
le mari une demande en separation de bienst toutes 
les fois que sa dot est mise en peril par le 
mauvaise conduite du mari., ou autrementp ou lorsque 
le de"sordre de ses affaires fait craindre que ses 
biens ne soient pas suffisans pour remplir les 
droits et reprises de sa femme. " 

(D. O. 87-89 (P-343) 1gy down the procedure for s6paration 
de biens. ) D. O. 86 (PP-341-3) is very similar in substance 

and phrasing to C. N. 1443 (first paragraph) and Proj. An. VIII# 

3-10-57.465-On this articlep the D. L. V. refers to Part. 
466.408.467 4.11.29, Domat, Febrero and Pothier. oPart. 4-11.29 

states that a wife can demand restitution of her dowry if 

she fears that her husbandts-mismanagement will result in 

465. According to Batiza, the latter is the "almost verbatim" 
sourcep the former a subsidiary one. 
466. Domat, 1.1-9-5.1 and 2. 
467. T. Comm. 9 nos. 510,511 and 5129 Bug. 7, pp. 275-6. 
468. Part 1. ch. 4S1 no. 10, p. 215- 
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its loss; howevert if her husband has always made good 
provision in managing that which he hasq and has not 
misused that which has been placed in his care# but has 

come to'poverty for different reasons (that is, not by 

reason of his own mismanagement) then his wife cannot 
4690 demand restitution of her dowry during the marriage. 

Febrerop as cited, provides-for the restitution of the 
dowry of the wife if her husband dissipates or fritters 

away her dowry; for success in the actionp howeverv the 
husband must be coming "A pobreza porýsu culpa.,, 

470*Like 

the Partidesl Febrero required there to be, fault on the 

part of the husband. Domats as cited, *, defines separation 
of propertyp and states that can only take place when the 
husband's affairs are'in suchýdisorderv and his estate so 

small that his wife's-property is in danger. 'Pothier makes 
similar statements; but it is interesting to note the 

following: 
IIII, nlest pas n6cessaire que le'nauvais e"tat, des 
affaires du mari soit arrive' par sa. faute ou par 
sa mauvaise conduite. Quoique le derangement de I 
ses affaires s'est arrive sans sa faute ... il 
suffitp pour obtenir la se"parationp que les biens 
du mari ne soient plus suffisante pour repondre 
de la dot de la f errme. 11 471 . 

This would see, ra'to I be rather different from the Partidast 

provisiont which seems to require fault on the, partl, lof, 
the 

husband. As a protection, a wife had a tacit hypothee over 
her husband. ts property for the return of her dowry. 472. The 

Castilian and French laws were essentially the same in 

allowing a wife to sue for the restitution of her dowryp 

469. "Et en tal razon como esta se entiende lo que dice 
el derechot que la muger que mete su cuerpo, en poder 
de su maridop que nol debe desapoderar de la d6te quel 
di6.11 
470. Part. l. ch. 4, SI no. 10, p. 215. 
471. T. Comm. # no. 510, Bug. 79 p. 276. 
472. Part. 4.11-17; D. O. 53 (P-333)-and 62 (P-335); see 
for same in ancien droit francaisv Brissaudt Historyt 
pp. 806-807. ' 10 
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were it at risk due to her husbandts financial difficulties; 
but an important difference was that the Castilian law 

seems to have required such financial difficulties to be 
the fault of the husbandq before the wife could succeed 
in gaining restitution, Thus# separation of property# 
in the sense of return of the dowryp would be more readily 
obtained under the D. O. and the French law than under the 
Castilian. 

In the D. O. j, if a wife petitioned successfully for 

separation of property, she brought about dissolution of 
the community. No article states this specifically; but 
it is implicit in the provisions for separation of property: 
see on this# for examplet D. O. 90 (P-343). This was not 
possible in the Castilian law, where a wife could obtain 
restitution of her dowry but not the dissolution of the 

sociedad de izananciales. 
473-Thusp in permitting dissolution 

of the community while the spouses continued to live 

togetherv the D. O. has adopted the C. N. concept of 
"separation de biens" rather than the Castilian lawq which 

only allowed dissolution of the sociedad if there were 

separation from bed and board ending cohabitation. The 

Castilian law only allowed restitution of the dowry (and 

the paraphernalia, if under the husband's control). 

Hencep the 1808 Digest, following the French law but 

not the Castilianj permitted a wife to seek separation 

of propertyq if her husband were mismanaging such property. 
This separation resulted in return of her dowry and 

paraphernalia (if not under her own control) and 
dissolution of the communaut-e d'acquets ou de gains. Before 

discussing the results of such s-eparation on marital 

authority, separation de cOrDs must be discussedo as it 

also resulted in separation of property. 
-a--a-a- 

473.1 can certainly trace no texts to that effect; neither 
apparently-could de Funiak, U. cit. # vo. I, P PP-374-5 
nor Pagh: see her P-30 and note 195 thereon. 
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The fifth title of the first book of the D@'O. is 

called I'De la separation de corps. " The C, N. has no 
exactly equivalent title because of its recognition of 
judicial divorce; but the D. O. title is obviously modelled 
after the French code, and the grounds given for the action 

are very similar to those found in the C. N. and the Proj. 
An. VIII for divorce and Separation de corps*474-The D. O. 
does not regulate divorce. 475-Though 

what is at issue is 
the effect of such separation on the ruissance du mari, 

_ the grounds for separation are of interest for the insight 
they give into the relative status of husband and wife. 

D. O. 1-5 (P-31) state: 
IILý seiparation de corps qui existait d1apr'es lea 
anciennes lois du pays, aura lieu pour lea causes 
suivantes: 11 
I'Le mari pourra demander la s'eparation pour cause 
d'adult-e'r, e de sa femme. " 
I'La femme pourra demander la separation pour cause 
d'adult'e're de son maris lorsqu'il aura tenu sa 
concubine dans la maison commune. " 
"Les epoux pourront rie6ciproquement demqnder la 
separation pour exc-es, se-vicest ou injures graves 
de 11un deux envers l1autrep si ces mauvais 
traitements sont d'une, nature a' rendre a celui-ci. 9 
la vie commune insupportable. " 

I'La s6paration peut 'etre e6galement demande- 
r6ciproquement, dans lea cas 

1. De diffamation publique de ltun des 
epoux envers l1autre; 

2. D'abandonnement du mari par la femmel ou 
de la f emme, le mari; 

3. D'attentat d1un 'epoux i la vie de Vautrp*11 

These provisions seem to be borrowed from the French code 

and its ProJet. 
476. 

For the fourth and. fifth articlesp the 

474, See belowp note 476. 
.. 0 475: See below, notes 497-50'. 

476. For article 10 Batiza gives Proj-. An. VIII, 1.6.1 
as the "partially influencing" source; for article 2, ýe 

gives C. N. 229 as the "almost verbatim" source; for 
article 3p he gives C. I\T. 230 as the "almost verbatim" 
source; for article 4, he gives C. IT. 231 as the "almost 
verbatim in part" source; and for article 51 he gives Proj. 
An. VIII, 1-5-3P 3d. to 5th. paragraphal as the "almost 
verbatim" source. 
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D, L. V. gives no references; for the first to the third 

it refers to Part. 4.10.2t while for the second and thirdp 
it refers to Pothier. 477* 

Examination of Pothier and the, Partidas show that 

there can be no doubt that the redactors here followed 

the French code and its ProJet. Pbthier states that a 
husband may demand separation on, the grounds of his wife's 
adulterys with the result thatq on her conviction of 
adulteryt sh-e may be secluded in a convent. 

478- Although 
the D. L. V. does not cite the sectiong Pothier states that, 

a wife cannot ground an action for separation on the 
479. Purtherp again uncitedq Pbthier adultery of her husband. 

allowed'only the wife to sue on the grounds of s6vices 
, . 

480-(Pbthier is not'necessarily correct in his or exces 
opinion on this last point, but, given the lack of other 

references in the D. L. V., it seems likely that. 9 for the 

redactorst he represented accurately the law of the ancien 

0 
481 *) The Partidas allowed only one relevant 

482. 
ground for separation: the adultery of either spouse. 

Part. 4.10.2 might suggest, that only the wife's adultery 

is relevant; 
483-Part. 4.9.29 howeverg-shows that, this is 

probably not the case. 
484. Canon law allowed separation 

477. D. O. 2: T. C. M. 9 no. 525, Bug. 6, p. 242; D. O. 3: T. C. M. 
nos 526-7# Bug. p pp. 242-3. - 478. See referencesp note 477 surra. 
479. T. O. M. no. 5169 Bug. 6, p. 238 
480. T. C. M. nos. 508-510, Bug. 6, pp. 235-6. 
481. Cf., for examplep the statement in A. H. Huussenp 
cit., pp. 110-1119 the separation of citizen Jacquotot-and 
his wife. The complex history of the grounds for separation 
will be discussed infra on Quebecp where the discussion 
is. more relevant. 
482. Part. 4.10.2: separation was also. allowed for one 
spouse entering a religious order. 
483-110tropi faciendo la muger contra su marid6 pecado de 
fornicio 6 de adulterio, es la otra razon que deximos por 
que se. face propriamente el divorcio. " For the first 
reason, -see note 482 surra. 
484-I'Acusarse pueden aun et otr4 manera sin las que 
deximos en la ley ante desta el marido et la muger; et 
esta es por razon de adulterio. Et si la acusacion 
fuere fechaýpara departirlos que non vivan en uno nin 
se ayuntan carnalmiente, por tal razon non los puede otro 
ninguno acusar sinon ellos mesmos uno a otro. " 
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on the grounds of a husband's adultery. 
485. 

Since here the 
Partidas are closely following Canon lawp even submitting 
such questions to the ecclesiastical courts, 

486. this 

suggests that such adultery was a relevant ground for 

separation. It appearathat other grounds for'separation 

were recognised later; 487-but the D. L. V. refers to no 
sources-bar the Partidas. The D. O. redactors obviously 
conceived of the grounds for separation entirely within 
the limits set by the C. N. and its projetp the provisions 
of which they preferred to those of Pothier and, the Partidas. 
Thus, the redactors preferred 
unequal as to the effects of 

to make the husband and wife 
their adultery. Although 

the redactors gave more attnntion to the adultery of the 
husband than. did Pothierp they would have agreed with 
him that the adultery of the wife is more reprehensiblev 
since it could introduce illegitimate children into the 

family. 
488. The adoption of the provisions on ill-treatmentf 

defamationg abandonment and attempted murder need occasion 

no surprise. 
489. 

Chapter five of this title 

effects of separation de corDs. 
mention is D. O. 17 (P-35): "La 

toujours celle de biens. " This 

of the D. O. lists 
-the 

The only article we need 

s6paration de corps entraTne 
is copied from C. N. 311 - 

The position adopted by the Castilian law on the effects 

of separation (divorcio) was rather different from that 

of the French lawq involving a different approach: fortunately, 

we need not discuss it heres save to point out that in 

substance# contextq and mode of expression, D. O. 17 is 

485. See Esmeinj Mariage', Vol. 2, pp-90-91- 
486. See Part. 4. and Asso y Manuel, Vol* 19 P-76. 
487. See de Funiak, Rp. cit. p Vol. Ip p, b26, where he 
suggests that Puero Teg! -174-5-5p was used for separation 
on the grounds of desertiont and th8t later cruelty and 
dangerous insanity were admitted as grounds. 
488. See T. C. M. p no-516, Bug. 6, p. 238- 
489. They were not adopted because theyt in some way. *' 
expressed the-Castilian law, T)ace Pascal; that they 
were similar to other Castilian provisions is fortuitous: 
see note 487 surra. 
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firmly rooted in the French tradition. 4go. 

It is now appropriate to discuss the effect. 2'eoparatio_q 
de corj2s and that de biens had on the capacity of the wifeg 

and the extent to which either liberated her from puissance 

maritale. Firstp and most obviouslyo siparation de corps 

released the wife from her obligation to live with her' 

husband. Secondy siparation de biens alone obliged the 

wife to contribute to the expenses of the still jqint 

household and the education of the common children. This 

was a contribution to be proportional to her and her 

husband's means; but if he had none, she had to suprort 

all the expenses. 
491. 

The article of most importance to us is D. O. 97 (P-343): 

I'La femme siparige, soit de corps et de biens, soit 
de biens seulementl en reprend la libre administration. 
Elle peut disposer de son mobilier et ltalie-ner. 
Elle ne peut alieffier ses immeubles sans le 
consentement de son mariv ou sans "ehre autorisge 
en justicep 'R son refus. It 

This article is copied'from C, N. 1449.492 'The D, L. V. 

gives no references. Before going on to consider the 

Castilian law on this, it is as well to indicate the effects 

of this provision on the wife's capacity. She could 

administer her property unauthorised, 9 and did not require 

authorisation to dispose of moveablese D. O. 21 and 22 

(p. 29) would still apply. 
493-Thus 

she'would require 

authorisation to appear in court as well as to alienate 

or to dispose otherwise of her immoveables. Thusp,, the 

requirement of authorisation was only relaxed to aslight 

extent* Her capacity was still reduced by the Puissance du 

aa-aa- 

490. On the approach taken by Castilian lawt see Pugh pp. 34- 
39t and de Puniakj 2, R. Sit. qvol. 1, pp. 626-633.. It is no 
doubt. significant that in 

, 
title fivet the D. L. V. has very 

r 
few r, eferencesgoprs'ite the articles. 
491. See D, O. 6 P-343)- a' 492. According to Batiza, the "verbatim" sourcev with Proj. 
An. VIII, 3.10.67 as a subsidiary. The whol .e of this section 
U-f the D. O. is copied, in general, from the French law# 
both in substance and in spirit. See note 490 surra. 
493. See text at notes 380-400 supra. 
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mari. The D. L. V. makes virtually no references to 
Castilian law on this points because there were no relevant 
provisions. The commentators simply did not discuss the 
question of*authorisation and control over property after 
separation. 

494. 
This is the result of the different approach 

taken to separations to marital authorisation. and to the 
incapacity of married women. Pagh attempts to reconstruct 
what the law should have beenp at least as regards 
ganancial propertys dowry and parapherna; this need not 
concern usp as what is important is that the matter was 
not dealt with. The D. O. redactors could not have 
followed any Castilian provisionsp as the logic of their 

articles on Puissance du mari., required the adoption of 
provisi6nsp at the leastv similar to those of the French 
code or its Projet. The D. O. redactors had adopted the 

rigorous northern French conception of puissance du maris 
with its requirements of authorisationt which rendered 
acute the problem of administration and authorisation after 
separation. The Castilian law did not render separation 
and its effects an acute problems for it had a much laxer 

attitude to authorisation in general: hencep it had no 

provisions in points and no doctrines developed by the 
jurists. The adoption of the puissance du mari of the 

droit coutumier required provision to be made to cover 

authority after separation, so the D. O. redactors also 
borrowed the French provisions on this. 

An interesting point is why the redactors adopted the 

French provisions without amendment. As regards separationg 
the redactors must have been innovating freely: they could 

easily have amended the C. N. provisionsp and indeed some 

amendments might well have been very appropriate. Pirstp 

it seems ridiculous thatp after a wife has separated from 
her husband on the grounds of, for examplep his crueltyp 
she should have to go to him to seek authorisation before 

alienating an immoveablep andp indeedv before seeking 

494. At least so far as I can discover. Pugh reaches the 
same conclusion, PP-38-9. 
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authorisation from the judge. If the requirement of 
authorisation was to be maintainedo because of the logic 

of the systemp it would have been more suitable to confine 
it to judicial authorisation in these circumstances. 

495- 

Second, * if the separation was of property onlyý and hence 

on the grounds of the husband's financial incapabilityp 

was he the correct person to authorise his wife to alienate 
immoveable property, an alienation with potentially 
disastrous consequences? In both these sets of circumstances 
if authorisation were thought to be necessaryl judicial 

authorisation would have been better. Furtherv given the 

geographical circumstances of much of Louisianat it might 
well have been better to dispense completely with the 

requirement of authorisations if a woman were separated 
either'as'to propertyg or as to bed and board. A woman 
living in an isolated community might not find it convenient 
to go to court to seek authorisation. The redactors of 
the 1825 C. L. acknowledged the inappropriateness of aspects 

of this requirement of authorisation. 
496. 

Despite thisp the D. O. redactors followed the C. N., 

and embodied the whole of the droit coutumier's jouissance 

maritale in their provisions on authorisation of women 

separated from their husbands, either as regards property 

or bed and board. They could not have followed the 

Castilian law, because it had no relevant provisions. 
ITonethelessq they need not have copied the C. N. herep as 
innovation would have been easy, as the 1825 C. L. shows. 
One can only conclude that a combination of hastep 

admiration for the C. N. and ease of borrowing from the 

latter resulted in the law on authorisation of separated 

women., The general ideology of the period supported the 

495- See the 1823 Projet, p. 10. 
496. They remarkedg in the 1823'projet: "It appeared to 
us, improper to oblige the wife separated fýom bed and 
board, generally in consequence of bad treatmentg to 
address herself' to her husband to obtain permission to 
conduct her own affairs. " P. 10. 
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law adopted, without necessitating its adoption. These 
provisions were an innovation: the redactors were not 
including in the court the law in force; no Castilian law 
nor territorial act enjoined these provisions. 

Separation thus did not end aýhusbandls authority over 
his wife, but merely reduced it slightly; here the D. O. 
redactors have copied the Prench concepts of s6paration 
de biensy s9paration de corps,, and puissance du mari. 

The dissolution of marriaget and the ending of 
-puissance maritale. 

Only the dissolution of the marriage ended the husband's 
authoriiy over his wife. The 1808 Digest has one relevant 
provision.. D. 0-30 (p. 29): 

"Le lien du mariage se dissoutt 
1. Par la mort de l'un des epoux; 
2. Lorsque le mariage s'est declare' nul par l'une 
des causes exprimees au chapitre 3 du prisent titrep 
ou, lorsqu'il en est contract'e un autre., en raison 
de Vabsence d'un des ý6poux dans les cas autorise's 
par la loi. 

Les s6parations de corps n'op'erent pas la 
dissolution du lien de mariage, puisque les gpoux 
separes ne peuvent pas se marier a d1autres 
personnes, mais elles mettent fin B la cohabitation 
conjugaleg ainsi qulaux interets communs qui 
pouvaient exister entre les -6poux. 11 

Thus, according to the D. O. p death alone ended marriagep 
except for special provisions on nullity or absence. In 

mode of expression# to a limited extent, this passage is 

modelled on C. N. 227; 497-but 
the C. N. v of coursep regulated 

divorcep whereas the D. O. did not. The D. L. V. refers to 
Part. 4-9.99and 4.12-3. and Pothier . 

4989 Part. 4.9-9. 

regulated annulment of marriage, while 4.12.3 was on the 

second marriages of widows. Pothierp as citedq enunciated 
principles similar to D. O. -30 

(p. 29). In the Partidasp a 
marriage validly contractedp and with-no impedimentst was 

497. Batiza classes it as the "substantially influencing 
first part" source in its first paragraph, along with 
the first paragraph of Proj. An. VIIIP 1.5-15 as a 
subsidiary. 
498. T. C. Mop nos. 462 and 506, Bug. 6, pp*211 and 235. 
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for life; divorce in the modem sense was not allowedp 
only separation. 

499. 

The 1807 Act, ch. 17P stated thus in its final section 
(70): 

"Marriages are dissolved, 
1stly., By the death of the husband or wife. 
2ndlyp By a sentence of divorce legally pronounced. " 

This refers to legislative divorcesp which had been granted 
by the territorial legislature as early as 1805.5MSuch 
legislative divorces were apparently fairly common in the 
U. S. A. in the early I nineteenth century. 

501-Why did the 

redactors of the D. O. not mention this? D. 0-30 (p. 29) 
502. 

was altered on the recommendation of the 1823 Projet, 

so that'in the 1825 C. L. 9 article 1339 it was stated that 

marriage would be dissolved by a divorce legally pronounced. 
The 1825 Act made no further mention of divorce. Presumablys, 
the 1808 redactors excluded any mention of divorce because 

each individual divorce was an act of the legislature: 

there was certainly no need to regulate divorce. Each 

divorce was a specialised legislative act intended to apply 

only to the partiesp and not altering the general provisions 

of the law. Whatever were the reasons for excluding 

mention of the divorce (and the exclusion must have been 

deliberatep since the sources in front of the redactors - 
the C. N. and the 1807 Act - mentioned it)p the redactors 

would probably have done better to have mentioned divorce 

as was done in the 1825 C. L. p because the statement in D. O. 

30 (p. 29) is not quite accurate. Judicial divorce being 

impossible) there was no need on the topic for any articles 

such as those found in the C. N. or its projet., 

499. See Part. 4.10.1; I'divorcioll in Castilian signified 
separation. 
500., See A. L. Dart, 

it 
"Adultery as a Defense to a divorce 

action in Louisiana , 11 Tu-1. L. Rev. p 
0936-7) pp-95-112 

at p. 106. 
501. See Friedman, gM. jit. supra note 198, at pp. 181-4. 
502.1823 Projet, p. 10: "Among the causes of the ' 
dissolution of marriages mentioned in art. 30, divorce is 
not mentionedg as if it were not known among us. " 
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Thus't puissance maritale only ended on the 
dissolution of the marriagep whether by death or legislative 
divorce. Separation from bed and board only reduced this 

puissancep and did not free the wife from it. 503. 

Conclusion on the relationship between husband and 
wife in the 1808 Digest. 

In this subsection, conclusions on the changes in the 

various areas of the law will be drawn together, in order 
to gain an overall impression of the provisions of 

ihe 

D. O. on the husband and wife r' elationship, and on how these 

provisions as a whole relate to the C. N., its Projett the 

French customary law as revealdd by Pothierp and the 
Castilian law. Also atissue is how theprovisions relate 
to the relationship between husband and wife when 
considered from a social rather than a legal perspective. 

503. One article of the D. O. not touched on as not really 
relevant herep but deserving some mention, is D. O. 31 
(p. 29) which states that a widow cannot remarry until 
10 months after the dissolution of the marriage. This is 
copied exactly from C. F. 228. (Note that the droit 
coutumier had no provision forbidding such remarriage. ) 
The D. L. V. refers to Part. 4.12.3 and Fuero Realp 3.1-13 
and Febrerop Parte Segtmdap libro segundov chap-59 nos. 
1-3P pp-17-18. Drawing on the Roman lawp the Partidas 
and the Puero Real 

, state that a widow cannot remarry within 
a year of her husband's death (unless with a dispensation 
from the king) without suffering certain penalties. The 
Canon law did not disallow remarriage within any period# 
though disapproving of remarriage in general: see Esmeint 
Mariage, j vol. Is, P-107 and pp-401-2 and vol. II pp-99- 
104., and Pothierp T. C. M, nos. 528-5319, Bug. 6, pp. 244-5. 
Febrero points out thaE-in Spain the law was now changed, 
there was no prohibition on remarriage within a certain 
period (see, e. g. Nov. Rec. Cast. 10-2.4, or Rec. Cast* 
5*3-1 and Asso Y 9EUel-, vol-. 1, pp-76-7. ) Whyp given 
that the Castilian law was found in sources known to 
them, did the redactors here change the law? The C. N. 
article wasp(according-to Malevillep i Analysev pp. 209- 
10), intended to avoid turb, atio sanguinis. It was an 
innovation on the droit coutumierv but not in the. droit 
Lcrit, where a1 year period applied. The D. O. redactors 
can only have copied the C. N. article because it was 
in the C. N. 9 and part of the civil law tradition. 
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The D. O. articles on the method of contracting 
marriage are closely based on the territorial Act of 1807, 
ch. 279 though with some traceable influence from the C. N. 
and, Proj,. An. VIII. The 1807 Act itself has, to some 

5o4. extents been influenced by the French codification. 
The nature of the rules on the contract of marriage 
embodied in the D. O. is different from that of those in 
the ProJ. An. VIII or C. N., in that the latter two 

envisage a purely civil ceremony and consider marriage 
terminable by divorce, which they carefully regulate. 
Although there could be legislative divorce in Louisianaq 
in principle a valid marriage was only terminated by the 
death cýone of the spouses. This aspect of the D. O. also 
differs from the rules of the pre-Tridentine and Tridentine 
Canon law. The D. O. articlest based on the 1807 Act, are 
clear and concisep providing suitable provisions for the 
territory, given the heterogeneous nature of Louisiana 

society. 

The property aspects of the husband and wife 
relationship are conceived of in a Prench mannerl even 
though some Castilian notions have been intercalated in 
the text of the D. O.: notably, the "statutory" matrimonial 

regime is based on the sociedad de gananciales, There can 
be no doubt that the overall conception is Frenchp given 
thatp as in the droit coutumier and C. N. 9 and not as in 
the Castilian lawo marriage contracts can be used to 

regulate the future disposition of family wealth. 

It is clear that the Castilian notion of the 

relationship between husband and wife has been replaced 

with the puissance maritale of the droit coutumier. The 

Castilian law had a very limitedv underdeveloped concept 

of marital authority. Montalvo states that a wife is in 

the power of her husband in so far as she ought to live 

with him and obey him., but: "In aliis autem non dicitur 

504. See esp. ss-42-44 discussed supra at notes 177-180. 
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esse in viri potestate.,, 505* Gomez# in the only general 
statement he makes on the nature of the husband's authority, 
says: 

"nam. licet vere et proprie quoad-omnia non sit uxor 
in potestate mariti sicut filius et serv-usv tamen 
quo ad tria bene est in eius potestate. Primo, ad 
residentiam. et cohabitationem quam, debet uxor 
facere cum viro, et inde est quod potest intentare 
maritus contra eam. detinentam utile interdictum 
de liberis exhibendis ut in ... 

ZD. 43-30.1-53.506. 
Secundo quo ad operas quas debet reddere et 
praestare marito. Tertio quo ad iurisdictionem: 
quia efficitur de iurisdictione et domicilio 
maritip ut in ... C D. 5.1.653.507. " 508. 

Thus, q for-, Gomezy a wife is only in the power of her husband 
in so far as she should live with himp owed him certain 
oDerae and was domiciled with him. This is very different 
from the extensive and comprehensive conception of 
ruissance du mari found in the droit coutumierp and which 
pervaded all the law on husband and wife. Some of the 
provisions of the Castilian law were antithetical to the 
French concept of puissance maritalep notably those on 
general authorisations and ratification. The Castilian 
law provided a much laxer conception of marital authorityp 
whichp moreover was interpreted by the Castilian jurists 
in such a way as to give a wife considerable freedom of 
action. Further, because the Castilian lawý in comparison 
to the Prenchp had a minimal notion of marital authority# 
and one to which scant juristic attention was devotedp 
the Castilian law failed to regulate areas of social life# 
potentially involving marital authority, which were 
regulated in great detail by the droit coutumier and C. N. 
In some 'Of these areasq the approach of the Castilian law 

was so radically different that its provisions cannot 

505. Gloss "b" on . 
1a 13 of title 20y book 3 of the 1544 

edition of the Puero Real. 

, 
506. This-Dige-st provision, to which Gomez refersp states 
that a father cannot succeed in an actio de exhibendi8 
liberorum to recover his daughter from her husband. He 
cannot exercise his Patria Potestas harshly and overturn 
the marriage. Gomez also refers to C-8-8-3 on the 
same topic# and states this is the common opinion of the 
learned. I have modernised the references. 
507. This provision states that a woman ought to exact her 
dowry where herhusband is domiciled. Gomez also refers to 
Baldus on C. 6.46-5. 
508. a-cit.. * commentary no. 1 on leys 54-9 of Toro,. 
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readily be compared to those of the C. N. or droit 

coutumier. The attempts by Pugh and de Puniak to reconstruct 
the Castilian law on such apparently unregulated areas of 
social life show this clearlyp in that they both fail'to 

give a satisfactory account of what the law had been. 509. 

The reason for their failure is obvious: they are approaching 
the old Castilian law from the perspective of the modern 
French law, and they fail to appreciate that, for the 
Castilian lawq the problems they pose are non-problems or 
conceived of in a different way. They both attempt, to 
impose on the Castilian law a structure derived from the 

modem law. This relates to the provisions on T)uissance 
du mari%in the D. O. The structure (and concept) of marital 
authority in the C*. N. was very different from that in the' 

Castilian lawp causing both laws'to have different and 
(in some cases) antithetical provisions: some provisions 
did correspond; but the existence or not of some essential 

provisions caused both, laws to have a different appearance 

and substance. 

The D. O. has adopted the C. N. and northern French 

concept of Puissance maritale; and, indeedv has adopted 
this concept so rigorously as to exclude C. N. 224# which 

was an illogical provision# given the premisýes of this 
510. e- 

puissance. From the adoption of the basic prOmises 

of ruissance maritale, various, consequences flow. 'This 

adoption, along with the borrowing of the scheme of the 

C. N., entails Provision being made for contingencies not 

covered by the Castilian law. This explains the absence 

in the D. L. V. of references to Castilian provisions for 

many of the articles in point: there were no such 

provisions becauseof the different structure of the law. 
511. 

Leyes 56 and 58 of Toro are provisions of major importance. 

by their allowance of general authorisations and ex post 

facto validationt these provisions render the Castilian 

509- See text supra at notes 413-4169 490 and 494-5. 
510- See text at notes 441-449. 
511. Quoted supra in notes 389 and 390. 
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-law very different from the'droit coutumier. They are 
incompatible with the Duissance du mari of the droit 

coutumier, as Pothier states explicitly. 
512. These two leyes 

were rejected for the D. O. # in which there is a complete 
acceptance of the conception of marital'authority found 
in the C. N. and the. customary law. Furtherp the D. O. 

rejects the very liberal interpretation given by the 
Castilian law to the provisions on authorisation. Some 

of the articles of the D. O. are compatible with some of 
the provisions of the Castilian law) but the absence of 
these two leyes shows how radically different the law in 
the D. O. is from the Castilian: indeed, any correspondence 
on thisýmatter between individual provisions of the Leyes 
de Toro and individual articles of the D. O. is unimportant 

orp indeeds irrelevant, as both sets of provisionso when 
regarded as a whole, are quite different on marital 

authority. 

Given thatv in the D. O., the basic premispes on 

northern French 
-puissance maritale were accepted in articles 

such as D. 0-4 (P-325) and 27 (p. 29), there was no 

particular reason for the redactors to have accepted all 
the individual provisions of the C. N-v its projet, or the 

droit coutumier. Yet, by and large# this they did. As 

already indicated, the adoption of the conceptual scheme 

of the C. N. necessitated the redaction of provisions for 

contingencies not perceived of in the Castilian law. In 

these areas, the D. O. redactors simply copied the C. N. 

provisions. Some points should be made about this. As 

previously arguedf513-in the provisions on authorisationp 
the D. O. redactors had generally to follow sections 61-69 

of the 1807 Act. Perhaps# to some extentp the redactors- 

could have circumvented these sections, while remaining 
faithful to their individual provisions: given that the 

Act was recent, it is, however, probably not sensible to 

512. See text at notes 307-310,424-427 and 454 supra. 
513. see text supr at notes 456-459. 
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suggest that the D. O. redactors could have effectively 

repealed some, of these sections. What is clear is that 

the D. O. redactors followed the provisions of this Act, 

and the trend thus setp not only because they felt - 
compelled to do sop but also because they approved of, them. 

Thus, the redactors extended some of the provisions of 
the Act. 9514-and included the whole of the French conception 

of ruissance maritale 
, 

in the individual provisions of the 

D. O. j, and witbout possible amendments: consider allthorisations 
after'separation de corps. 

515. 

Hence,, it may be concluded that the D. O. redactors 
imported provisions on marital authority from the French 

law. ' The 1807 Act prompted this,, andl to some extentg 
had already done so itself; but it did not necessitate 
the extent of the borrowing undertaken by the redactors., 
Further, this major change in the law can have been 

neither , accidental nor occasioned by ignorance of the 

Castilian lawg which was easily ascertainable# in so far 

as it extendedp in the Nueva Recopilaci6n and Febrero's 

work9 both of which were known to and also used by the 

redactors. Thusq this reversal of the-law was conscious' 

and deliberate. This leads on to consideration of the 

change in the law in relation to the social contextp and 

whether or not the change was the result of changes in 

Louisiana society. 

As already argued. 
516. 

at the period in which 

codification was undertaken in Louisiana, there was a 

general trendp especially among bourgeois families# towards 

closer family relationships, with the tie of husband to 

wife becoming closer, baRed around domesticity and child 

care, and, at the same time# the authority of the husband 

grew, This qualitative change in the nature of husband 

and wife relationships would not necessitate a drastic 

1 

514. See es. 62 and 64 and text supra at notes 377-391, 
401-402 and 457-9. 
515. see text supra at notes 492-49 
516. See suprap text at notes 36-439 and 45-9. 
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curtailment of the proprietary and contractual capacities 
of married womenp though it would certainly support such 
curtailment. The alteration in the capacity of married 
women was possibly not desirable in an economic sensep 

although the economic disadvantages most certainly were 

not prohibitive. 
517- Although the ideology of supremacy 

of the husband would definitely support such an increase 

in marital authority, on its own it might not necessitate 
it, because the Castilian law also clearly asserted such 
supremacy, 

, This factorp the ideology of male dominance in 

marriage, on its own would not have necessitated change: 
howeverp' the facts surrounding codification made for the 

expression of this ideology in the new Digest. Firstq 

there existed convenientý prestigious and readily borrowed 

French texts, all containing an extented concept of 

puissance du mari. The redactors were already following 

fairly closely the scheme of the C. N. -and/or its projet. 

They were drawing up their code in French. The French 

law had, rather confusinglyt been stated by the courtp 

in 18059 to be part of the law of Louisianas 
518-and there 

hadq in partp already been a revival of French law and 

French legal folkways in Louisiana after 1803.519-The 1807 

Act itself seems to have imported French legal notions into 

the Louisiana law. The civilian traftion and codification 

both facilitated borrowing from foreign sources. 
520. The 

prestige of the Code Napoleon would make its articles very 

attractive to the reaactors. 

Thust it may be concluded that the changes in the 

husband and wife relationship were the result of the process 

of codificationg the civilian tradition and the existence 

of the Prench textsq all of which permitted the redactors to 

517. See text suDra at notes 461-3- 
518. See suT)ra, chapter 39 text at note 169. 
519. See surrav chapter 3P text at notes 156-160t and 
Baadeq Marriage Contracts. -Dassim; but esp. at PP-79 et seq. 
520. See supra, chapter lt -text at notes 51-53 and chapter 
three, text at notes 136-155. 
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assertý in a series of legal provisionsl the current 
ideology of the husband as head of the conjugal association. 
Undoubtedly the redactors would have included provisions 
in some way asserting this ideologyp even if only on a 

symbolic level; but the extent of the 
-puissance 

du mari, 

and the form of its expression were the direct result of 
the redactorst use of the French sources. 

Section Two. Paissance Paternelle. 

In the first title of the first book of the D. O. v some 

fundamental statements are made on ruissance raternelle. 

This title is taken almost word for word from Domat's 
521 . Livre Pý61iminaire. D. 0-3 (P-9) says that under natural 

law, children are subject, by the fact of births to the 

power and authority of those to whom they are born. D. O. 16 

(p. 11) states that, under civil law: 

"Les fils et filles de famillev sont les personnes 
qui sont sous la-puissance paternelle; et les 
pbres ou m8res de families qulon appelle aussi 
chefs de famille, sont les personnes qui ne sont 
pas sous cette puissance, soit clulils aient des 
enfans ou non, et soit qulils aient e'te* doegag6s 
de la puissance paternelle par 116mancipation ou 
par la mort du p-ere. 11 

D. O. 17 (p. ii) states that emancipation and the other methods 

of freeing children affect only the civil law aspects of 

paternal power, but not the natural law aspects. This 

titlep of which there is no equivalent in the C. N. P was 

obviously suggested to the D. O. redactors by Domat's work. 
With the division into distinctions between persons 

established by natures and those established by law (loi)v 

this title indicates the influence on the D. O. redactors 

of natural law theories. Though Domat was obviously the 

inspiration for this title and its substance# similar 

statements may be found elsewhere. Thust the Quarta 

Partida, in the introduction to titulo XVII, states: 

521. Batiza in Sources, appendix C, at pp-46-7 shows-this 
clearly. 
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"Poderio at se"n"orio han los padres sobre los 
fijos segunt razon natural at segunt derecho: 
lo uno, porque nascen dellos, at lo al porque 
han de heredar lo suyo. " 

The D. O., in factp bears much more of an imprint of 
natural law than does the C. N. These articles provide 
the theoretical foundation for'the more specific 
provisions on puissance-paternelle found elsewhere in 
the D. O. 

1,, ý How puissance paternelle arises. 

The first and most common method of a child coming 
under paternal power is legitimate birth. Chapter two 

of the seventh titleof the first book of the D. O. 

provides for legitimacy if born within marriage# and the 

manner of proving such legitimacy. We need not discuss 
these articles, since they are purely incidental to the 

subject 
, 
matter of this section, and do not reflect on 

the father and child, relationship. In generalp the 

articles embody the ancient maxim: pater is est que 

nuptiae demonstrant. "Les enfans Vegitimes sont ceux 

qui sont nies dans le mariage". states D. O. 2 (P. 45)., while 
D. 0-7 (p. 47) states that I'Llenfant conju pendant'le 

mariage a pour pe're le mari. 11 The D. O. rules are 
basically similar to those in Castile and France, though 

with some differences which are not particularly important. 

Pothier states that: 
"La puissance paternelle sur les enfants qui 
naissent du mariage est ... un des effets civils 
du mariage 522. 

Though their concepts of paternal power differedp his remark 

holds good for Castile, France and Louisiana. 

The second method of a child coming under ruissance 

paternelle is legitimation. D. O. 21 (P-49) states: 
"Les enfans n'es hors du mariagev autres que ceux 
nfs d'un commerce incestueux ou adultering pourront 
etre 1; 6gitim6s par le mariage subsequent de leur 
Pere et merev lorsque ceux-ci les auront Veigalement 

522. T. C. M. no. 399, Bug. 6, p. 18l. 
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reconnug avant leur mariage, ou qulils lea 
reconnaftront par leur contrat de mariage. 11 

This is very similar to C. N. 331, which Batiza classes as 
the "almost verbatim" source. The D. L. V. refers to Part. 
4-13-1 and 29 Part. 4. '15.2 and Febrero. 523- Although the 
last clause of the C. N. article reads: "ou qu'ils 
reconnaltront dans l1acte meme de celebration". it is 

obvious that the D. O. redactors have copied their provision 
from the C. N. Thusp both the D. O. and the C. N. required 
a striett formal recognition of the' child for legitimation 
to take place by subsequent marriage. Under the Canon law524- 

and the ancien droit in France 525-such 
recognition was 

not necessary: marriage ipso facto legitimated natural 
childrenp that is those who were born of neither incestuous 

nor adulterous intercourse. The position under the 

Castilian law is more complex: howeverv Enrique Gacto 
Fernandezp in a valuable historical studyg permits the 

easy ascertainment of the Castilian provisions. 
526 

Legitimation by subsequent marriage was permitted in 

the Roman law of Justinian's time only in the case of a 

marriage of a man to his concubinet where there was an 
instrumentum dotisp and where, at the time of conception 

527* 
of the children, the parents could have married. 

528. 
Concubinage was a recognised relationship in Roman lawp 

and only children born of such a concubinage were classed 

as natural childrenp liberi naturalesq other illegitimate 
529. 

children were _spurii. 
The mediaeval Castilian law 

- 

523- Part 1. ch. 15 %2, nos. 7-15; Part 19 ch. 1 § 119 
no-789 p. 61 ; Part 29 libro segund p ch. I§ IV nos. 74 and 
759 pp 408-9; Part 2. libro segundot ch. 7 nos. 6 and 79 
pp-95-K (Notet libro se do is split between two volumesp 
thus explaining the apparently odd pagination. ) 
524. See Esmein. * Mariaget vol. i, pp-39-44. - 
525. See. 9 e. g. Pothierp t. C. M., nos. 409-425P Bug. 6, pp. 
183-1949 and Maleville, I Anýlyseq pp. 294-5t and see infraq 
on Quebec. 
526. Enrique Gacto Fernandez. La filiacion nolewltima en 

I el Derecho histOrico espa'n"olp publi-c-aciones de la Universidad 
de Sevillap serie: derechop num. 5,1969. 
527. See C-5.27.8,10 and il. See Buckland, Textbook. 9 p. 129. 
Constantine had originally allowed such legitimation for 
present but not future cases of coneubinageg with certain 
requirements to be fulfilled. Anastasius allowed such 
legitimation for future cases of concubinage. This had 
subsequently been repealed. See ibid. 
528. See Bucklandv Textbookj pp. 128ý9p and D. 25-7-3 pr. 
529. Seeg e. g. M. Kaserp Roman private Lawq trans. Dannenbergg 
1965# pp. 265-6; Esmein, Mariaget IIP PP. 37-9. 
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recognised the institution of con 
I 
cubinage (barrag ), 530. 

andp contrary to the Canon lawp it seems that only to a 
child of such a union did the Partidas give the status of 
natural, child. 

53i' Here the Partidas were obviously 
fol lowing the Roman law, Canon law granting the status of 
natural child to any illegitimate child who was born of 
a union which was neither adulterous or incestuausp that is, 

one where the parents had been free to marry at the time 
532. 

of conception. Gacto points outp howeverv that although 
the rules in the Partidas on legitimation by subsequent 
marriage refer to sons born to, a barraggna (concubine)v 

it is not necessary for the child to have been born of a 
stable union for him, to be legitimated, it is sufficient 
that the Canon law requirements on the status of natural 
child be fulfilled. 533* Thus, legitimation by subsequent 

marriage comes about by the law of. Partidas. in the same 

circumstances as it would in Canon law. Although the laws 

of Toro expanded the class of liberi naturalesP534-they did 

not affect legitimation by subsequent marriage. 
535- Thus, 

the rules in Castilian law stayed the same as those in 

Canon law. 

530. See Part-49 titulo 14 which regulates barraganfa; and 
see also, Gacto, 2M. cit. , PP-4-55, where concubinage is 
discussed.. . 531. See., for Canon lawq Esmeint Mariag-e 119 PP-37-44; andq 
for'Castilian lawt Gacto, = cit. p Pý--70-72 and 75. 
532. Esmeiny Mariage, IIP PP: 37--44. Febrero, Part 1v chAp 
,. )2 no. 82 pp. -G-35--4gives an account of the law on natural 
children, and those who were espurios. See also Asso YI 
Manuel,, P-113-,, 
533. Gactop U. cit., pp. 96-79 where he demonstrates how 
closely the Partidas here are following Canon law. 
534., 

-Toro 
1I.: "Y porque no se pueda, dudar quales son hijos 

naturales: ordenamos y mandamos que entonces se digan ser 
los hijos naturalesq quando al tiempo que nascierent o 
fueran concebidosq, sus padres podian casar con sus madres 
justamente sin dispensacion: con tanto que el padre lo 
reconozca por su hijo, puesto que no haya tenido muger de 
quien lo uvo en su Casa, -, ni sea una sola:, ca concurriendo 
en el hijo las calidades suso dichas, mandamos que sea 
hijo naturale. See Gacto, 9M. cit. 9 P-75. 
535- See Gactop pZ. cit., p. J00. 
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If the authorities cited by the D. L. V. are examined# the 
following results are obtained. Part-4,13.1 states that if a 
man has children by a concubine (barragana) and he subsequently 
marries such concubine# the children will be legitimated. Part. 
4.13.2 lists the advantages of legitimacy. Part-4-15.2 states 
that children born of a union prohibited by the church are 
illegitimate (that is, incestuous children); likewise those a 
man fathers on his concubine while his wife is alive are not 
capable of legitimation by the subsequent marriage of their 
father and his concubine, since they were conceived in adultery. 
Febrero gives the later Castilian position on legitimation 

536e by subsequent marriage. 
The redactors of the D. O. have not copied C-N- 331 because 

it in any way expresses the Castilian law. In the Castilian 
lawp marriage iloso facto legitimated liberi naturales, t and 
reconocimiento, was just one possible way of proving the status 
of liber naturalis, 9537-rather than a requirement of legitimationp 

as it was in the C. N. The redactors have copied C. N- 331 for 

some reason other than belief it embodied the existing law: they 

must hqve approved of the change it wrought in the Canon law and 
the ancien droit of Prance. 

Maleville states that one reason for the change in the C. N. 

was that recherche de Paternite had been abolished; with such 

abolitions proof of parentage was rendered very difficult, and 
C. N. 331.9 in limiting legitimationp allowed for certainty as 
to the children legitimated. 538-This 

could not apply in 

Louisianap because the D. O. allowed such a' recherche for free 

white childreno*539*Maleville does make the following instructive 

remark. In answer to the criticism that this article might 

prevent a woman of strict parents from legitimating her 

childreng since she would have to acknowledge publicly her faute; 

andt furtherv that it was unnecessary to forbid legitimation 

by recognition after 
' 

the marriage, when C. N. 337 allowed one 

spouse to recognise a natural child (though without prejudicing 
the interests of the other spouse and their common children) 

536. Part 2y libro s, e; =do,, ch. i §IV nos-74 and 75) pp. 408-99 
and ibid., ch-. 7nos-. 6 and 7v pp. 95-6. The other references in 
note 523 supr are to other methods of legitimation. 
537. See note 534 supra. 
538.1 Analyse, p. 294- 
539. See D. 0- 30-32 (P-51) 
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with resulting rights of successiony Maleville states: 

"On r6pondit qulil fallait tranquilliser les familles,, 
, 540. at ne pas slarreter a la repugnance d9une fausse pudeur. 

Thus, given the social circumstances of the period, such a 
change as that in D. O. 21 (P-49) becomes understandable: it made 
the nuclear family unit more certain. This notion seems likely 
to have influenced the redactors. Further, the article avoided 
difficult problems of proof of parenthoodg and so rendered the 
law rather more simple - though this does not quite match the 
permission of legal recherche de T)aternitg. 

541*Finallyp the D. O. 
redactors seem always ready to borrow from the C. N. or its 12rojet. 
In conclusion,, three factors would seem to have affected the 
redactors'decision: a social onev a legal-technical onep and 
a legal-cultural one. 

One last point on D. O. 21 (P-49) relates to its statement 
that incestuous children may not be legitimated by the 
subsequent marriage of their parents. Supposing that by incest 
is meant sexual intercourse within the prohibited degrees of 
marriage laid down in D. O. 9 and 10 (pp. 25-27), such parents of 
incestuous children would never be able to marry. The C. N. did 
allow in its article 164 for dispensations; the D. O. did not. 
It would seem likely that the D. O. redactors on this minor point 
have unthinkingly copied a provision of the C. N. This would 
not be of great importance here, as the D. O. phrase is merely 
unnecessaryp having no legal effect. The point is more important 
in relation to the Quebec code and will be discussed there. The 
relationship of the C. N. provision to the ancien droit and 
the Canon law is of interest. 

Legitimatio per subsequens matrimonium is the only 
form of legitimation mentioned in the D. O.; yet others 
had existed according to the Castilian law. Febrerop for 

examplel, list8 them all, as do Asso y Manuel. 542. Thus, 
fathers could legitimate children in written public deeds; a 
natural daughter would be legitimated by marriage with an 
hombre illustre; a natural son would be legitimated by his 
father offering him in the service of the king or of a 
municipal council; a natural child could be legitimated in 

540.1 Analyse, p. 295. 

.4ac 
541. Thiii-s- -hild could prove his paternity by recherche, yet 
not be legitimated by subsequent marriage if not formally 
acknowledged: here there would have been no problems of proof. 542. Febrero, Part 1, ch. 15tiý2 nos. 7-15; Part 1, ch. lý 2, 
no-78, p 61; Asso V_Manuelp vol. l. p P-114; Gacto U. cit., 
PP-109-1i9. 
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a testament which was confirmed by the king; andp finally, 

children could be legitimated by favour of the king or of 
the Pope. Obviouslyp not all of these would have been 

applicable in Louisiana., and., from-the point of view of 
this study, not all would have given rise to paternal 
power over the legitimated child. Howevery some of these 
forms of legitimation could have been useful. Thus, 
le-gitimatio per rescriptum Principis was used in Texas in 
the middle of the nineteenth century# when one of the parents 
had died before they could legitimate their children by 

543, marriage. 

The redactors must have chosen to exclude these other 
forms of legitimation. Some of them were obviously 
inapplicable; but others might have been usefýilp as that 

. per rescriptum principis was found to be in T, exas. In 
the 1825 Code, a new paragraph was added to D. O. 21 (P-49) 

stating that "Tout autre mode de 1egitimation est aboli. it 544. 

The C. L. redactors remarked: 
"The 7th law, tit 5P part. 4P published by the 
translators as being in forcep permits the father 
to legitimate his children by a simple declaration 
under his handq or received by a Notary before 

, 545. three witnesses. We propose to suppress this law. 

The reference to "the translators" is to the translation 

of the Partidasl by Moreau Lislet and Carleton. 
546. Obviouslyp 

the decision in Cottin has influenced the redactors of 
the 1825 C. L. 547*What this suggests is that the 1808 

redactors copied the provisions of the C. N. and rejected 
the Castilian provisions because they thought them 

inapplicable and because they did not appear in the C. N. 

or its 0 

One other obvious method of acquiring puissance 

Paternelle over another is adoption. The D. 0, redactors 

devote the whole of chapter IV of this title to one article 

543- See Baadej Form 
544. C. L. 217. 
545.1823 Projet, p. 
have made an obvious 
546. See text supra, 
547. See text supr . 

(note 181 supra), p. 9 and note 37 thereon. 

17. The redactors mean Part-4-15-7; they 
slip. 
chapter 3 at notes 221-222. 
chapter 3 at notes 208-227. 
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on adoptionp D. O. 8 (P-51), 9 which states: 
I'Madoption qui etatt autorisee par les loi8 
du pays, estp et demeure abolie. 11 

The French code allowed adoptionp548. as did the Castilian 
laws. 549-In Part 4.17.49 adoption is specifically stated 
to be a method of gaining ]Lotestas over another. We need 
not discuss the specific rulesp bar to point out that the 
Castilian rules on adoption were obviously derived from 
the Romang to the extent of having the Roman distinction 
between adrogatio and adol: )tio. 

550-This distination is 
logicalp given the Castilian law's very Roman conception 
of ioatria -Potestad. 

Adoption had not been possible under 
the droit coutumier. 

There is no indication as to why the redactors 
abolished adoption. They perhaps considered it contrary 
to the "true" conception of marriage and family according 
to the Christian tradition. 551-Furtherp 

other social 
circumstances might render adoption unnecessary. Adoption, 

according to Roman lawp appears to have served the purpose 
of preventing families dying outp lest the religious 
duties of the family no longer be carried out. 

552. The 

548. See C. N 343 et seq. 549. The D. L: V. refers to the 16th title of the fourth 
Partidaq which is devoted entirely to adoptionf and to 
Febrero Part 1. ch. 15 nos. 1-6f pp. 231-234. See also 
Asso Y Manuelp vol. 1. pp-117-119. 
550. See references, note 549 surra. On the Roman law, see 
e. g. Bucklandp Textbook, pp. 121-128. 
551. L. Baudouinf Le Droit de la Province de Qu6bec., '- 
Montreal$, 1953P states at p. 244: ISi Von consid4re la 
morale comme le fondement des relations de famille, il est 
hors de doute que l1adoption doit 9tre vue avec d6faveur. 
West-il pas immoral qu'une personne ayant la puissance 
paternelle sur son enfant, puisse en faire abandon a une 
autre comme si Venfant 'e-tait une marchandise-cessible? Il 
est -efqlement difficile d'admettre qu'une per8onne nlayant 
pas d enfant puisse slen donner fictivement. L'adoption 
parait ainsi contraire ý[ toutes les normes 116gales de 
Vorganisation de la famillev en ce qutelle fait de la 
puissance paternelle un leliment de n6gociabilite' et en ce 
qulelle dFtourne du mariage, dont la finalitF selon, la 
doctrine chrýFtienne, est la procreation. " 
552. See Jolowicz, Foundationsp PP-194-7. 
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Canon law did not recognise adoption and Brissaud'suggests 
that the revival of adoption in Revolutionary France was 
in imitation of antiquityJ553-while Baudouin suggests such 
revival was prompted by the gaps left in families by the 
Revolutionary"and Napoleonic wars. 

554. None of these reasons 
would have called, for the continuance of adoption in 
Louisiana. 

It must be'assumed that,, in the absence of any obvious 
need for adoptionp the D. O. redactors abolished the 
institution which they considered contrary to their 

conception of family. The Roman reasons for adoption were 
hardly applicable. Further, although technically in force, 

one may doubt that the Castilian provisions on adoption 
were much usedp if at all. 

555-Certainly the Castilian law 
and the Code Napolleon were exceptionalp in the legal 
systems of the periodq in permitting adoption# and it is 
clear from Maleville's discussion'that there was opposition 

556. to adoption in the redaction of the French code. 
Adoption was certainly contrary to the traditional Canon 
law conception of marriage and family. 

The Castilian sources mention a fourth method of 
acquiring ratria Potestas over another: the ingratitude 

of an emancipated son returns him to the potestad of his 

father. 557. There is no equivalent provision in the D. O. 

nor in the O. N. or its Projet. The Castilian rule is of 
558. Roman origin. The Castilian rule is the result of the 

Roman concept of Datria 32otestas in the Castilian law, 

even though children are emancipated by marriage. 
559-The 

O. N. has no need of such a ruleý considering that most 

aspects of paternal power ended with the child's reaching 
the age of majority. The D. O. redactors have, here followed 
the C. N. and excluded any such rule, just as they have 

553. Brissaudp Historyp pp. 218-9. 
554. Q12.2it. note 551 supr , at pp. 250-51. 
555. Examination of the colonial archivesp, especially those 
of notaries., might help establish this. 
556.1 Analysev PP-301-309- 
557. See Part. 4.18.19., See Asso Y Manuel. 9 vol. 1 , P-117, 
Febrerov Part 1, ch. 15 no. 17v p. 237 
558. C. 8.49.1, cf. D. 1-7-12. 
559. See supra, text at notes 137-157. 
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adopted the droit coutumier's conception of puissance 

Paternelle (as will be demonstrated). Thus# the adoption 
by the D. O. redactors of the northern French concept of 
puissance paternelle renders a rule such as this Castilian 

one# unnecessary, 

Thusp under the D. O. p Puissance Paternelle was acquired 
over those born in legitimate marriage or those legitimated 

by subsequent marriage. Adoption was rejected as a method 
of creating family ties. The subjection of ungrateful 

emancipated children to puissance ioaternelle was irrelevant 

given the concept of paternal authority found in the D. O. 
The redactors copied the C. N. 's conception of legitimationg 

and rejected that of the Castilian law. Overall# the D. O. 

redactors have restricted the possibilities for the creation 
of legitimate ties of parent to child: they have limited 
the possibilities of operation of paternal authority by 
restricting the class of those who may be subject to such 
authority. The restriction of legitimation and abolition 
of adoption show this clearly. Such limitation seems to 
have been the result of both social and legal-technical 
factorsp being in accord with the growth of the close 
affective nuclear family unitp and permitting easy proof 

of legitimation. The C. N. was obviously influential in 

the restriction of legitimation; butp although the French 

code's influence is pervasivep it was not enough to prevent 
the abolition of adoptionp though found in both the C. N. 

and the Castilian law. 

2. Scope of puissance paternelle. 

A. Rules in chapter V, title 7 of Book 1. 

This chapter, articles 36-589 deals with puissance 

paternelle. It is the equivalent of title 9 of the C. N. 's 

first book: C. N- 371-387. The title and the chapterp 
howeverp do not correspond completely; this is becausegfrom 

D. O. 46 (P-53) onwardsv the D. O. deals with reciprocal 

rights and duties (for examplep aliment) of parents and 

children. The C. N. has dealt with these earlier in chapter V 

of its fifth title. These D. O. articles (46-58 (PP-53-5)) 
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will not be discussed herep as they do not deal directly 
with the notion of paternal power. 560. The remaining articlesp 
D. 0-36-45 (p. 53)p are the equivalents of the corresponding 
C. N. title,, though there are differences between the two 
codesp as will be seen from the fact that the C. N. title 
contains articles 371-3879 seventeen in allp while the 
D. O., in the part to be di8cussedv contains only ten. The 
reason for this difference will be shown infra; but it may 
be pointed out that the same fact situations are being 
regulated. 

D. O. 36 
-(P-53) 

states: 
I'Venfant 'a toutlgýge doit honneur et respect it ses 
P-ere et m'ere. 11 

This is identical to C. N. 371.561-The D. L. V. refers to Part. 
4.19.1, which states that an upbringing (crianza)is one 
of the greatest benefits one man can give anotherp and 
such upbringing causes the natural love of a son for his 
father to grow: 

"Otrosi el fijo es mas tenudo de amar et de obedescer 
al padrep porque Al mesmo quiso levar el afan en - criarle ante que darle A otri. " 

Thusq the Partidas' provision issimilar to that in the D. O.; 
but this article is not particularly significant and no 
conclusions of interest may be drawn from it. 

D. O. 37 (P-53) states: 
'Venfant reste sous I'autorit'e de ses p-e-re et mlere., 
Jusqu'a son majoritev ou a son '6mancipation. 11 

C. N. 372 provides much the same. 
562. C. N. 373 states that 

during the marriage$, the father alone exercises this authority. 
There is no equivalent in the D. O. to C. N. 373P though, in 
the 1823 projet of the 1825 C. L. t it was recommended that 
there be added to D. O. 37 the sentence: "En cas de 

dissentimentp Vautorite de p-ere prevaut.,, 
563"'The D. L. V. 

560' Not that these articles would not be relevant from the 
poiýt of view of illuminating the parent-child relationship; 
but space dictates a choice. 
561. According to Batizal, the "verbatim" source. 
562. According to Batizat the "almost verbatim" source. 
563.1823 Projet, p. 18: C. L. 234. 
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refers to Part-4.17-1.2 and 3 and to Pothier. 564. LeX 1 

of the Partidas' refere 
' 
nee states that Patria Potestas is 

the power a father has over his sons, grandsons and all 
who descend from him in the direct line. Ley 2 describes 
those sons not under a father's. powery and repeats that the 

padre has in his power all his legitimate descendants in 

the male line. LeY 3 defines what is meant by Potestas 

or poder. The Pbthier reference states that Puissance 

raternelle ends not only on the natural or civil death of 
the childv but also on his majority, marriage or emancipation. 
Pothier also remarks that Duissance Paternelle belongs to 

the mother as well as the father; but the mother only 

exercises the power when the father is unable to do so, 

otherwise she is excluded, being herself under the power 
of her husband. 

The D. O. redactors have based their article on C. N. 

372. They have thus overturned the Castilian lawl where 
the patria iDotestad belonged to the father alone. The 

Provision of the C. N. originates in the droit coutumier 

Of France2 whereas the Castilian provision originates in 

the Partidas' copying of Roman law. 5650 The D. O. follows 

the droit coutumier in permitting majority to emancipate, 

whereas the Castilian law does not. (It should be recalled 

that contrary to the Partidas, in the Castilian law of a 

later datet marriage emancipated. 
ý00. ) The D. O. p however, 

has rejected C. N. 3739 and in theory has put the mother 

and father in a position of equality. The reasons for 

overturning the Castilian concept of patria Mtestad will 

be canvassed infra; but the reasons behind the rejection 

of C. N. 373 should be discussed here. A first point is 

that the 1807 Act ch. 179 on the celebration of marriages, 

by its section 16, on the consents of parents-to the 

marriage of minor children, stated that both mother and 

564. T-PC (, Traite- des Personnes et des Choses)no. 134,9 
Bug. 9v P-52. 
565. see text sul2ra at notes 137-157. 
566. See text supra at notes 147-155. 
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father should consent; but if they disagreeds the consent 
of the father sufficed. Thus, this provision of, the D. O. 
was not dictated by an anterior statute. Nor can the 

rejection of C. N. 373 have been accidental: given how 

closely the D. O. redactors were following the C. N. 9 the 

rejection must have been a deliberate choice. One must 
assume that the D. O. redactors felt that such sharing of 
the authority over children was appropriate: andp indeed, 

all the rest of the articles of this section give the 

parents an apparently equal authorityp only in a later 

article is it stated that the father alone has the 

administration of his children's propertys although both 

parentsýhave an equal right to the enjoyment of such 
property. That such equal authority might be thought as 
being likely to lead to conflicts would explain the 

amendment of D. O. 37 (Pe'53) in the 1825 C. L. This article, 
then, in both allowing majority to emancipatep and giving 
equal authority to the parents, signifies a rejection of 
the Castilian concept of ratria potestad for the droit 

CoUtumier's concept of puissance paternelle. 

D. 0- 38 (P-53) states: 
"Tant que Venfant reste sous la puissance de ses, 
pere et mie'rev il doit leur obeir dans tout ce qui 
nlest pas contraire 'a la religion et aux lois. 11 

Batiza gives, as the "substantially influencing" sourcep 

a passage of Pothier. 567-This must be correct. There is 

no equivalent provision in the C. N. p nor are any references 
given by the D. L. V. It should be noted that Pothier only 
states that children should obey their parents in all 

matters bar those contrary to 'Ila loi de Dieu. " The D. O. 

refines this statement; but the difference is unlikely to 

be important. The statement on obedience is ýLn obvious 

one, given the nature of puissance raternelle, and holds 

no great significance. 

567. T. C. M. no-389, Bug. 6, P-177. 
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D, O. 39 (P-53) is more interesting: 
I'Llenfant au dessous de lfýgge de pubert! 6p ne peut 
quitter la maison paternelle, sans la pennission 
de ses pe're et m8're et ceux-ci ont le droit de le 
corrigerp rourvu que ce soit dtune mani"e're 
raisonnable. " 

Batiza givesp as the equal "substantially influencing" 

sourcesp Pothier568. and C. N. 374. The D. L. V. gives no 

references. C. N. 374 states: 
I'Llenfant ne peut quitter la maison paternelle 
sans la permission de son p'ere, si ce n'est pour 
enrOlement voluntairep apre-s V19ge de dix-huit 
ans revolus. 11 

Pothierg mutatis mutandiss gives a roughly equivalent 

statement to that in the C. N. There are two obvious 
differences from the D. O.: the latter applies only to 

children under pubertyv while the C. N. and Pothier refer 
to any child under paternal authority; secondq the C. N. 

and Pothier make an exception for voluntary enlistmentp an 

exception not necessary in Louisianav given that the D. O., 

refers only to pre-pubertal children. The D. O., has 

retained the Castilian division of nonage into minority 

and pupillage. 569. It is by virtue of. this distinction 
that the redactors have rendered their article applicable 

only to pupilst that is those under puberty. The Castilian 

law allowed fathers to compel their children to stay with 
them: such a right is implicit in the notion of paternal 

power being the liwamiento of reverencial subyeccion and 

castigamiento., as defined by the Quarta Partida. 570-Part. 

4.17-10 allows a father 
' 
to demand of the judge that his 

son be returned into his powerf should the son be vagando 

j2or la tierra, not wishing to obey his father. Asso and 

Manuel also point out that vagrant children may be compelled 

to return to their father. 571'The D. O. has thus lessened 

the puissance raternelle in comparison to the droit 

coutumier. 9 the C. N.,, and Castilian lawp by virtue of only 

compelling pupils to remain with their parents. Given that, 

in the D. O. 9 majority emancipated, that the division of 

568- T. -P. C. 9 no-131. Bug-9, pp-50-51. 
569. see text 

-supra at notes 443-448; and see alsov e. g. # Asso 
y manueli, vol I., PP-4-5 and 6-7 111. 
570. part-4-17-3. 
571. . 4sso y manuell vollq p. 116. 
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nonage into puberty-and minority did not necessitate this 
D. O. provision# and that the redactors were not copying 
any obvious sourcep it must be assumed that the redactors 
consid ered this restriction of -puissance paternelle 
appropriate for Louisiana. Perhaps they thought that the 
social circumstances of the New World favoured the early 
freeing of children from parental restriction. 

This article of-the D. O., as quotedv includes a 
power of reasonable chastisement. Neither of the "sources" 

cited by Batizal as citedl include such a provision: they 
both do have elaborate provisions on "correction" of the 

child. Thus, in its articles 375-3839 the C. N. permits 

and-regulates the imprisonment of the child by the parents. 
]Pbthier states that parents have a I'droit d1une correction 
modirle'e ... sur leurs enfants, " and adds that this 11 

, 
droit 

de cor rection dan8 la per8onne du pere va jU8qU'a pouvoir ' 
de sa seule autorit6 faire enfermer sea enfants dans des 

maisons'de force". 572. Up however, a father had remarried, 
he required a judicial decree for the imprisonment of his 

son; while mothers, because of the "faiblesse de leur 

Jugement, et le caract'ere dlemportementp assez ordinaire 

a ce sexell. 9 always required judicial authorisation for the 
imprisonment of their children. 

573*Although the C. N. ts 

provisions differ in details from those of Flothierp the 

essential idea is the same: parents may demand the 

imprisonment of their children. 
574-The D. O. gives no such 

draconian powers to parents. Maleville claims that the 

principle behind these articles is taken from a constitution 
of the Emperor Alexander, which is found in Justinian's 

code. 
575-The, provisions of the C. N. 9 howeverv are much more 

closely related to the ancien droit as stated by Pbthier 
than to this imperial constitution. The Castilian law 

permitted the chastisement of children (Part. 4.17.3p as 

572. T. P. C,. no. l. z, 2,, Bug. 9 P-51* 
.. 

C. no. 133., Bug. 9: pp 573. T. P . 51-2. 
574. We will discuss them further infrat on Quebec. 
575.1 Analyse p. 346 and P-332 C. 8-46-3. 
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already citedv shows this576. ); but there are no detailed 
provisions-on imprisonment on the demand of fathers. 
Blackstone states that a father "may lawfully correct his 

it 577. childg, being under ageq in a reasonable manner & The 
D. O. rather echoes this in its provision; but this has, 
for usp no signifance. The D. O. has excluded the C. N. 's 

regulation of imprisonment. Given the noticeable 
liberalisation of -puissance Paternelle in the D. O. 9 to 
have included such severe powers of imprisonment would 
have been to violatep to a certain extentq the policy of 
the redactors. Purtherp there would be no facilities in 
Louisiana, for such imprisonment of disobedient children; 
in Franqe, the tradition of such imprisonment would result 
in there being facilities available. Similarly# severe 
misconduct on the part of children would usually mean they 
had committed some criminal offencep and the penal law 

Could be left to deal with, them. Circumstances would not 
favour the adoption of provisions such as those-in the 
C. N. 9 especially when there were no Castilian equivalent-s. 

In conclusion, this article seems to be an amalgam 

of the French and Castilian law; but with a liberalisation 

of both, and a rejection of the harsh powers of correction 

granted by the French law. The form of the article seems 

prompted by the sourcesq though the content is explicable 

in terms of contemporary society'in Louisiana. Even if 

the wording of the right of reasonable correction has been 

adopted from Blackstone, there has been no importation of 

a common law principle: the expression of Blackstone has 

576. 'See text at note 570 supra. 
577. commentaries on the Laws of England vol., ly p. 440 
of first edition of 1765-9 TUniversity of Chicago reprintp 
1979) p-452 of 9th edition of 1783. To this latter 
edition, all references will be-made, it being the one 
used by Batiza,, and by T. W. Tucker in "Sources of 
Louisiana's Law of Persons: Blackstone# Domat and the 
Prench Codes, " 44 Tul. L. Rev. (1969-70)9 pp. 264-295t 
(hereafter cited as Tpeis-ons . Curiously enough neither 
Batiza nor Tucker notice tHis 

-possible 
Influence of 

Blackstone. 
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been adopted as congruent with the principles of the civil 
lawv and offering a refined statement suitable for borrowing. 

D. O. 40 (P-53) states: 
"Les pe-re et mere ont le droit de nommer des tuteurs 
a leurs enfansy ainsi qulil eat prescrit au. titre 
des mineurs., etc. et de leur transmettre leur 
autoriVE pour I exercer nreme apfbs leur mort-" 578. 

Batiza states that the "substantially influencing" source 

of this article is Domat. 579-The D. L. V. refers to Part. 
6.16.3 and 6. The provision of Domat is roughly in accord 
with that of the 1808 Digest. Part. 6.16-3 states that 

a father or grandfather may appoint by testament a tutor 
to his'son or grandson. Part. 6.16.6 states that a mother 

may appoint in her testament a tutor to her song if she 
has made her son her heir and if there be no father to 

appoint a tutor. This tutor is controlled and directed 
by the local judge. If a mother does not so appoint her 
son as her heirt she may not name a tut-or for him; but 
if she nevertheless does so name a tutorg the judge has 

a discretion to confirm him. T. W. Tucker suggests that 
580- Blackstone is the source of this article. In relevant 

part Blackstone states: 
"The legal power of a father (for a mother, as 
such. is entitled, to no powerv but only to 
reverence and respect), the power of a fatherp 
I sayp over the persons of his children ceases 
at the age of twenty-one .... Yet till that age 
arrives this empire of the father continues even 
after his death; for he may by his will appoint a 
guardian to his children. " 581. 

The last sentence of this quotation seems to have exercised 

some influence on D. O. 43 (P-53)t since there is no 

equivalent in Domat. In fora4 D. O. 40 (P., 53) would seem 

to be an amalgam, of Blackstone and Domat. This has, 

578. Note that the spelling of enfants has changed; in 
in this article the spelling enfans is used. The two 
spellings appear to vary at ia-n-dom in the (only) edition 
of the D. O.; it is conceivable that the spelling used 
indicates a source copied. If this hypothesis is correct, 
then such variation could be used to help Pinpoint sources 
even more precisely. 
579. Domat, I. II. I. 1.4- (=Part It Book 119 title It sec. 
1 no 4; see notes 167 and 327 supra). 
580. Persons, pp. 271-2 note 40 at p. 272. 
581.1 Commentaries, P-453, 
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however, little significance for the rule enunciated, 
which N 

is a traditional rule of the droit coutumier of France, 
Purthert if as directed by the articlep the relevant part 
of the 

. 
title, des mineurs is examined, the rules on 582. 

testamentary tutors in the D. O. and C. N. are very similar. 
Thust this articlej, though possibly an amalgam of Domat 
and Blackstone in formý contains a civilian rule in content. 
The wording may in part be influenced by Blackstonet but 
the rule is different. 

The rule in the D. O. is of Frejach origing in that the 
mother has certain rights to appoint a testamentary tutor, 
whereas, in the Castilian lawq her right to do so is very 

-limit, ed. indeed. 583-On the other handt inthe D. O. 
j. as in 

the Castilian law, tutorship ends when the child reaches 
Puberty; thereafter there may be a curatorp but curatorship 
is always dativet never testamentary. Thus, the rule in 
the D. O. is rather more restricted than would initially 
appearp and is an amalgam of the French concept of 
1DUissance Date nelle, as shared between the mother and 
fatherp and the Castilian division of pupillage and 
Minority. 584-The 

only influence Blackstone has had is on 
the expression of D. O. 40 (P-53). Thusp this provision 
of the D. O. is the'result of the inclusion in the 1808 Digest 

of the Castilian division of nonage into pupillage and 
minority and the French concept of ruissance paternelle 
shared between father and mother. The increased Adle given 
to the wife-and mother is consistent with the rest of the 

provisions on paternal power. 

D. O. 41 (P-52) states: 
"Fathers and mothers may, during their lifel 
delegate a part of their authority to teacherst 
schoolmasters and other persons to whom they 
entrust their children for their educatidnq such 

-as the power of restraint and correction, as far as 

_may 
be necessary to answer the purposes for which 

they employ them. " 

582. Compare C-N- 397-401 and D. O. 11-14 (p. 61). 
583. See e. g. Asso Y Manuel, vol 1, p. 9. 
584. Titre VIII of Book I is interesting. It is entitled "Des 
mineursp de leur tutelle, curatelle et de leur -emancipation. " 
There is an uneasy mixture of French and Castilian concepts: 
notably the French concepts of ruissance 

-Paternelle and 
emancipationt and the Castilian division of pupils and minors, 
these Castilian rules being, to some extentv predicated 
on the concept of ratria Potestad. 
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Batiza claims Pothier as the "partially influencing" source 
of this article. 585-11bthier 

states that a father and mother 
have a right to retain their children with them, "ou les 
envoyer dans tel college# ou autre endroit ou ils jugent 
a propos de les envoyer pour leur iducation. 11 Pothier says 
nothing of a licence to delegate paternal powers; but such 
would exist. This delegation of paternal power is made 
explicit in Blackstone, who says# in a text bearing a very 
strong resemblance to the English version of the D. O. 
article: 

"He [i. e. the father] may also delegate part of 
his parental authority, during his lifep to the 

tutor or schoolmaster of his child; who is then 
in loco parentiS. and has as such a portion of 
the power of the parent committed to his chargep 
viz. that of restraint and correctionp as may be 
necessary to answer the purposes for which he is 
employed. " 586.587. 

Tucker claims this as the source of the D. O. article. 
The D. L. V. refers to Febrerop who states: 

"En consecuencia de esta oblicion y dominio pueden 
los padres servirse de sus hijosp sin que estos 
tengan accion A pedirles salarios; por lo que 
cumplen con mantenerlos; 

)y, 
educarlos segun su 

esfera y possibilidad. ( Part. 2.20-33 Puedexi 
asimismo ponertos a pupilage con maestros que los 
ensenent y estos deben hacerlo sin ocultarles cosa 
a1guna de la ciencia arte 1i oficiO que professan, 
Afin de que se instruyan A satisfaccion de 
inteligentesq yA este efecto se les permite 
castigarlos, de suerte clue no los lisien e sus 
cuerpos, pena de los daffos(2) [Part-5.8.11j. " 588. 

There can be no doubt that the actual wording and expression 
of D. O. 41 (P-52) is taken from Blackstone; as regards the 

rule contained, that the mode of expression which should 
have been adopted is that of Blackstone is of little 

signifancep in so far as similar rules may be found in other 

sources: there has been no importation of a rule of the 

common law. Blackstone has provided a useful expression of 
the rule, and his expression has been appropriated. It 

585. T. P. C., no. 1319 Bug. 0, P*5011 
586.1 Commentaries, P. 453'. ' 
587. Personsp Pp. 271-2 note 40 at p. 272. 
588. Part 1.9 ch. 15, % 4p no 32, pp. 245-6. 
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should be noted that, consistent with the generaltrend 
of this title, this power has been given by the D. O. redactors 
to both the mother and father. 

D*O- 42 (P-53) states that: 
"Les pere et mýýre aurontg durant leur mariýgep la 
jouissance des biens de leurs enfans jusqu'a leur 
majorit'6' ou 'eimancipation. " 

Batiza states that C. N. 384 is the "substantially 
influencing" source of the D. O. article. 9 while Prol. An. 
VIII2 1.8.12 is a subsidiary source. The D. L. V. refers 
to Domat589. and Part-4.17-5. C. N. 384 states: 

I'Le pieref durant le mariage, et apr'es la 
-- dissolution du mariagev le survivant des pere et 

mere auront la jouissance des biens de leurs enfanss, 
jusqu'ý 1"gge de dix-huit ans accomplis, ou 
jusquta Vemancipation qui pourrait avoir lieu 
avant V19ge de dix-huit ans. 11 

The Proi. An. VIII is, in relevant partv substantially the 
same as C. N. 384, except thaty, unlike the latterf the 
enjoyment ends at the majority (or emancipation) of the 
childrenj not their reaching eighteen. The difference 
between the C. N. and its Projet is, the result of a decision 
during the redaction of the Code Napoleon to lower the 

age of this ending of the enjoyment of the usufruett lest 

parents, desirous of keeping this usufruct, unreasonably 
refused either to allow their child to marry or to 

emancipate him or her. 590-Domat 
st4tes that the fatherp 

during his lifep has a usufruct of the goods which may 
have been acquired by his unemancipated children. Part. 
4.17.5 states that those gains made by sons using the 

goods of their fathers belong to their fathers# while those 

gains made by sons by their own industry or byp inter alia, 
finding a treasure or by donations to them mortis causa 
--------i 

589. Domat, 119 119 tit. 21 sect. 2, art. 2. 
590. See Maleville, I Analyse, pp-351-3; Maleville 
thoroughly disapproved of the C. N.,. provision; see also 
Planioll Traitf ElEmentaire de Droit Civil (Louisiana 
State Law Institute translation)p 1959t no'. 17049 vol-It 
Part II. Note that this article of the 1800 projet also 
states that this usufruct does not cover chil-drenr-s 
earnings. The C. N. gives the same rule in C. N. 387, copied 
by the D. O. See infra at notes 599-604. 
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or inter vivos belong to the sons; but the usufruct of 
this last class of goods belongs to the fatherp by reason 

of his power# while he is alive. The Partidas' provision 
follows the Roman law on'bona adventicia and bona Profectici 

The provision of the. Partidas, has not been followed 

because it is contradictory to the much more restricted, 

conception of -puissance paternelle found in the D. O. 9 wherey 
for examplep majority ended paternal authority. Purthery 

in line with their policy of giving wives equal rights 

with their husbands in such authorityt, the D. O. redactors 
have given both parents equal enjoymentg whereas the C, N. 

and its Projet state that, during the marriagep thefather 

alone enjoys the property. The 0. redactors have 

followed the Proa. An. VIII, in providing that the parental 

usufruct should last until the children reached the-age 

of majority. The French codifiers' fear that parents 

Would unreasonably refuse permission to their children 
to marry might not have been relevant in Louisiana-, where 
lack of parental consent was not a ground for annulling 

a marriage. Purtherv the more traditional view adopted 

by the D. O. redactors was more in line with the theory of 

family implicit in, their conception of 
_ruissance 

Paternelle, 

since it assumed that, parents would be acting in the best 

interests of their childrenp and that their usufruct of 

the children's property was reasonable given the parental 

taskslof care, control and upbringing. In. the D. O. 9 the 

usufruct, ends at the dissolution of-the marriage, because 

the surviving parent is entitled, to become the natural 
tutor of the child. 

592. Under D. O. 44 (p. 53) (discussed 

below), in the event of separation from bed and board, the 

right of usufruct goes to the parent who sued for the 

separation. 

D. O. 43 (P-53) provides thus: 
"Les charges de cette jouissance seront: 

1. Celles auxquelles sont tenus les usufruitiers; 

591- See Bucklandt Textbook, pp. 280-it and see text supra 
at notes 107-109. 
592. See D. O. 6 (P-59). 
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2. La nourriturep Ventretienv et lteducation 
des enfans, selon leur fortune. " 

Batiza states that the "verbatim" source of this article 
is C. N. 385, in its first two paragraphs. The D. L. V. refers 
to Domat9593-and Part-4-17-5. Domat gives the duty of a 
father as regards his usufruct, and the provisions are 

much as those in the D. O. 594*he 
also states that parents 

are obliged to nourish and maintain their childrens, not 

only because of the usufructs, but also because of the 

blood tie. 595-He 
generalises this into a reciprocal duty 

between ascendants and descendants. Part-4-17-5 is not 

really equivalent to the'D. O. article, merely stating that 

a father has a usufruct of the bona adventicia. 
596. Part. 

4.19.1 and 2, however, do contain provisions on the care 

of children. Ley I states that fathers should look after 
their childrens, ley 2 giving the reasons why. No statement 
is made to the effect that this is a reciprocal duty 

correlative to the parental right of usufruct; but, the 

relevant ], eZ does state that this duty is the result of 
the natural law that makes all creatures nourish and 

guard their offsprings of the natural love parents have 

towards their childrenp and of the spiritual and temporal 

laws enjoining parents so to do. The Louisiana articles 

following the C. N., has formed the parental right of 

usufruct and the duties of upbringing into the mold of 

reciprocal obligations. A connection has been made between 

the two not found in the old Castilian laws which regarded 

the paternal usufruct as a right resulting from the natural 

and civil power of parents over childrens, while the duty of 

care and upbringing was the result also of natural and 

civil law. The C. N. and D. O. here conceive of family 

relationships as those between individuals with reciprocal 

rights and duties, while the Partidas conceivý of such 

relationships as the result of the natural power of the 

ascendant over his descendantsp though tempered by the 

593. Domatv 11) 119 119 seat. 21 arts. 7 and 11. 
594. Ibid. art 7. 
595. Ibid. art 11. 
596. See text surra at note 591. 
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natural love he has for them: that is, family relationships 
are regarded as those of dependency. That the D. O. does 
not copy the last two paragraphs of C-N- 385 has no 

597. significance for the above argument. 

D. O. 44 (P-53) states that: 
"Cet usufruit, en cas de'se-paration de corpsl aura 
lieu pour la totalitlep au profit de celui des pere 
et m7ere qui aura obtenu la separationg aux charges 
prescrites dans Varticle prie-cedent et l1autre ! Froux 
en sera rrive'. " 598. 

Batiza gives C. N. 386 as the "partially influencing" source. 
The D. L. V. gives no references. C. N. 386 is as follows: 

"Cette jouissance n1aura pas lieu au profit de 
celui des pere et m6req contre lequel le divorce 
aurait -6t6 prononc'e; et elle cessera, a- 11'egard 
de la m'ereq dans le cas d1un second mariage. 11 

Although the C. N. mentions divorcep mutatis mutandist the 

general drift of the'two articles is the same: the usufruct 

goes to the innocent party who wins the action. Given the 

notion of one party being guiltyt given that the wife has 

equal, rights of authority, the D. O. provision is hardly 

surprising. The D. L. V. makes no reference to Castilian 

law. The concept of-patria rotestad in the Castilian law 

is so Roman that such power may never, be exercised by the 

mother. The usufruct always belonged to the father alone: 

separation a mensa-et a thoro would have no. effect on his 

rights. An important difference between the D. O. and the 

C. IT. is thatý in the latter code, the mother did not enjoy 

the usufruct during, the marriaget so thatt 
, 

if her husband 

divorced her, as regards the usufructt she lost nothing. 

D. O. 45 (P-53) provides thus: 
"Oet usufruit ne sletendra pas aux biens que les 
enfants pourront acqu6rir par un travail et une 

. 01 industrie separeet et a ceux qui leur seront donnes 
et l'ega'6s, sous la condition expresse cjUA leS p-ere 
et m'ere n'en jouiront ras. " 

597. The fourth paragraph of the C. N. article on the usufruct 
is taken from, the northern conception of wardet and there 
was no equivalent in the droit '66rit: see ILIaleville, I 
Analysep PP-353-4. An argument-that this was excluded as 
contrary to the Castilian law would be dubious. 
598. I-Ay emphasis. The section underlined is not 
translated in the English version of the article. 
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The English version of this article reads: 
"This usufruct shall not extend to any estate 
which the children may acquire by their own labour 
or industry, whilst they live apart from their 

. 
father and motherp nor to such estate as is given 
or left them under the express condition that the 
father and mother shall not enjoy such usufruct. " 

The clause underlined does not appear in the French textv 
and significantly alters the meaning of the article. Though 
there was no mention in the 1823 Projetv this clause was 
removed from the English text in the 1825 Code (C. L. 242)t 
and the French was altered by changing llse`parie"ell tolls-6pares. 11 
The French text of D. O. 45 (P-53) is very similar to 
C. N. 387: 599. 

"Elle ne s'6tendra pas aux biens clue lee enfans 
pqýurront acquerir par un travail at une 

, 
industrie 

separest ni a ceux qui leur seront donrCes ou 
ligu6s sous la condition expresse que les p'ere et 
mere n1en jouiront pas. " 

600. The D. L. V. refers to Part 4.17.6 and 79 and to Febrero. 
These two leyes, deal with peculium castrense and iDeculium 
Quasi-castrenset following the provisions of the Roman law# 
though the categories are adapted for mediaeval Castile. 

601. 

The father is stated to have no rights in 
' 

such acquisitions. 
Part. 4.17.5t though uncited hereý provided that bona 

adventicia (all property acquired other than from the 
father's goods) belonged to the sonv but the father had 

a usufruct: such property included gains made "por obra de 

sus manos". 
602. 

Febrero, as citedv defines bienes castrenses 
and cuasi castrensest much as do leyes 6 and 7 discussed 

above. The categories include gains made in warp at the 

court and palace of the king (either for services or from 

royal munificence and liberality)t what is gained as the 

salary or stipend paid for the public teaching of some 
science, and also gains from ecclesiastical bqnefices and 
dignities. 

599. According to Batiza., the "almost verbatim" source. 
This point is covered in 

_Proj. 
An. VIIIp 1.8.12. See 

note 590 supra. 
600. Part 29 libro segundo, chap. 3§ II no-38p P-510. 
601. See text supra at notes 107-109 and 137-141. 
602. See text suior-a at notes 590-591. 
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If the English text of D. O. 45 (P-53) were taken as 
the correct onep it would result that the parental usufruct 
would extend to-acquisitions made by children by their own 
labour while living with their parents. This would seem 
to be similar to Part-4.17-5. If whatever children 
acquired while living away from their parents were regarded 

as the modern equivalent of peculium. castrense and ciuasi- 

castrensep it-might perhaps be argued that D. O. 45 (p. 53) 

embodied a modernised version of the Castilian lawg and 
that this chapter had obviously been drawn up in Englishp 

as the similarity to Blackstone of some of the English 

versions of the articles would suggest. 

This argument, however, 
_must 

be wrong. Although the 

addition of an extra clause would seem an odd error to 

make in translating, it is obvious that the translators 

have taken 11sl6parie-ell to refer to the children themselvesp 

rather than to "travail" and "industrie". It is indeed 

a strange error to have made, given that "se-pare"ell is 

feminine singular (to agree with "industrie") while "enfants" 

is masculine plural. One may'surmise that hasty translation 

resulted in the mistake. That, the difference is the 

result of error is suggested by the removal of the clause 

in the 1825 C. L. without any comment having-been made. 

Further, to regard the, English text as embodying the 

Castilian law would be rather too fanciful. 

Thus., in D. O. 45 (P-53)p the redactors have followed 

the C. N. and overturned the Castilian law with its categories 

of bona Profecticia. bona adventiciag Deculium castrense 

and peculium quasi-castrense. The Roman rules of Castile 

have not been favoured, and this is in line with the general 

actions of the redactors in this chapter. 

As already indicatedg the remaining articles of this 

chapter of the D. O. will not be discussed. Title VIII of 

Book One does have a relevant article which it is 

appropriate to mention here. D. O. 5 (P-59) states: 
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"Le p'ere est, durant le mariage, administateur 
des biens de ses enfans mineurs. 

Il est comptable quant a la proprilete' et aux 
revenusp des biens dont il n'a pas la jouissance; 
et quant 'a la-propri'e-t'e seulement, de ceux des 
biens dont la loi lui donne Ilusufruit. 

Cette administration, cesse lors de la majorite- 
ou de l"6mancipation desdits enfans. " 

This is nearly identical to C. N. 389.603- The D. L. V. gives 
no references. The Castilian position was that the father 

was administrator of the bona adventicia that is the 

property of which he had a usufruct. He owned the bona, 

-Profecticia. 
He had no interest in any peculium castrense 

or quasi-castrense which his son might have. 604-It should 
be recalled that more classes of property were subject to 
the paternal usufruct in Castilep and that such usufruct 
lasted until the death of the IDadre or the emancipation 
of the son. 

The above articles contain the core of the provisions 

on puissance 
' 

paternelle in the D. O.; thusp although there 

Will be further discussion of relevant provisionsp it is 

useful here to form some conclusions on the foregoing. 

Although not all the articles of the C. F. have been 

introducedg and although not all of those which have been 

introduced have been followed exactly, there can be no 

doubt that the conception of puissance raternelle found 

in the D. O. is that of the C. N. The Castilian law had 

permitted more control over propertyp and had envisaged a 

form of authority which was not ended by the child reaching 

majority. In both these aspects of the power (control over 

propertyv and emancipating majority) the D. O. has followed 

the C. N. The Castilian law only gave the power to fathers. 

The D. O. gives it equally to mothers and fathers. Though 

the father administers the property of the childrenp the D. O. 

redactors have gone farther than the C. N. in granting 

equality to the mother. The D. O. v following the C. N.,. has 

603. According to Batiza the sourcep classed as "almost 
verbatim, first paragraph", and I'verbatim. second paragraph. " 
604. See Asso y Manuel, vol. 1, p. i16. 
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given the parents a usufruct in the property of their 

minor children. This was not generally the position in 
the 

, 
droit coutumierg wherep unless the relevant coutume 

specified that such a usufruct ex18tedo the parents would 

not have had one. It would probably not be correct to 

argue that the D. O. redactors have copied the C. N. here 

because it embodied a rule similar to that of Castile: in 

other aspects of this chapter of their codeq the Louisiana 

redactors have not hesitated to overturn the Castilian 

provisions. The C. JT. provisions were copied because they 

were in the C. N., not because they were similar to the 

Castilian. (Reasons'derived from Louisiana society will 
be discussed below. ) 

In the above discussion, little attention has been 

paid to the 
' 
Proj. An. VIII. Title VIII of its first book 

-puissance 
Paternelle. The articles of this was devoted to 

title have exerted no real influence over the D. O. 

equivalent. The title of the Projet is divided into three 

chapters, with an initial general provision (Proj. An. VIII., 

1.8.1) which states: 
"La puissance paternelle est un droit fonde- sur 
la nature et confirme- par la loi, qui donne au 

il la me-ýre la surveillance de la personne pere et a 
et Vadministration des biens de leurs enfans 
mineurs et non -6mancip-e-s par mariage. " 

This article apparently puts the husband and wife on an 

equal footing; but the specific provisions of the Projet 

on detention of children in a maison de correction (Proi. 

An. VIII. 9-1.8.2-11., all of chapter one) and on the 

administration and jouissance of the property of the 

children - other than that earned by their own labour and 

industry (Proj. An. VIII., 1.8.12-14, all of chapter two) 

show that during the marriage the father alone exercised 

these rights. Thus, in this respectp the Proj. An. VIII 

is the same as the MT. and droit coutumier: the equality 

of husband and wife found in the D. O. cannot have been 

borrowed from the 
' 
Proj 

'. 
An. VIII; at the most, such 

equality could have been inspired by Proj. An. VIII, 

1.8.10 though this would seem so oblique an influence as 
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not to be worth considering. The third and final chapter 
of title VIII of the 1800 Projet is on disposition 605 
officieus; p which has no equivalent in the C. N. and D. O. p 
and need not be considered here. Thus, it may be 
concluded that the 1800 Projet's title on iouissance 
Daternelle has had no considerable influenbe on the D. O.: 
the influence of the work of the French redactors on this 
area of the D. O. came from the C. N. itself. 

An important aspect of this chapter of the D. O. is 
the influence of Blackstone., who seems to have exerted 
some sway on D. 0- 39P 40 and 41 (P-53). A first point to 
make is that these same articles express rules which may 
be traced elsewhere in civilian sources. That Blackstone 
was copied here does not mean that principles of the common 
law were introduced. Further, Blackstone's rules were 
modified in the redaction of the chapterp since he only 
gave authority to the father. The wording of Blackstone 
was adapted to serve the purposes of the redactors in parts 
of D. O. 39 and 40 (P-53). One may surmise that the 
inclusion of D. O. 41 (P-53) was prompted by the redactors' 
examination of Blackstone. (Indeedp the inclusion of D. O. 
40 (P-53) may also have been prompted by Blackstone - as 
well as his wording being adopted and adapted - as there 
is no C. N. equivalent. ) The D. O. redactors obviously used 
Blackstone where they considered he might put forward a 
useful or borrowable propoaition. These articles in part 
are the result of such consultation: they do not denote 
an introduction of common law principlesý and 

, 
they are 

congruent with the civil law. Blackstone merely prompted 
some provisionso and his mode of expression to some extent 
was borrowed. 

I The above articles indicate the rejection of the 
Castilian model of Zatria potestad in favour of the 
Napoleonic version of pu4issance paternelle. The D. O. 

redactors have apparently increased the authority of the 

mother in comparison to the C, N. This change in the lawo 

605. On dis-positio_n officieuset see infrap note 627. 
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the borrowing of the essentially French concept of 
puissance -Paternellet 

is not the result of slavish copying 
of the C. N.: there are too many differences between the 

codes for that to be sop though some specific provisions 
must have been prompted by the C. N. The D. O. redactors 
approved of the C. N. 's provisions on puissance raternelle. 
The Castilian concept of vatria potestad is based on a 

notion of family where the patriarchal head of the household 

has his descendants in his powers and they are dependent 

on him by virtue of such power and his control over the 
family property. The C. N. 's concept of puissance paternelle 
to a large extent is based on the notion that children are 
in the authority of their parents for their own protection 

and carý: their parents look after them and their property. 
Such authority ends, in most of its aspectsp on the 

children's reaching majority, because the necessity for 

care and protection no longer exists. Furthers the C. N. 

conceives of the family as nuclear and composed of 

individuals bound together by reciprocal rights and dutiest 

based on affections while the Castilian law conceives of 

the family as based on the authority and power of the head 

of the household. The difference on this point between 

the two is shown over the attitudes to the parental usufruct 

and education and rearing of the children. 
606. 

The D. O. 

redactors selected the version of family found in the C-N-9 

as regards the articles already discussed. They modified 

the C. N. provisions, and denied fathers any rights of 

imprisonment; but the model of ruissance paternelle adopted 

is that of the C. N. Given that the redactors had a choice 

to exercises to have exercised it in any other way would 

have been unthinkable, since the C. N. provided provisions 

which reflected the moderns affective9companio , 
nate family. 

Children were to be controlled by their parents for their 

own good while minors; they were not, as adultsp to be 

subject to týe authority of a paterfamilias merely because 

they were descended from him. 

606. 
-See text supra at notes 593-7. 
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B. The marriage of enfants de famille. 

Pothier states that one aspect of paternal power was 
the right of parents to exLt from their children certain 
duties'of respect. 

607- 
He adds that this aspect of paternal 

power only finished with the natural death of the child 
or his parents. 

608. 
From this aspect of paternal power 

derived the obligation of children to gain the consent of 
their parents to marry. 

609. 
The rules of the ancien droit 

in France will'be discussed below; but it may be pointed 
out that the 1808 Louisiana Digest requires parental consent 
only for the marriage of minors. Prom the necessity of 
parental consent to the marriage of children derive certain 
issues: firsts oppositions to a proposed marriage; seconds 
the possibility of nullification of a marriage where 
parental consent had not been gained; and thirds the question 

of whot if anyonep was required to consent in default of 

parents. To discuss these problems, in relation to 

Louisianat it is appropriate to set out: firsts the Canon 

laws seconds the anc_'ien droit and codal law of Francet thirds 

the Castilian law as applicable in Spanish North Americas 

and fourth-the Louisianian provisions. This allows the 

ascertainment, of the sources of the Louisiana provisions. 

The Canon law on the marriage of enfants de famille 

is simple: there was no requirement, of parental consent 

to the marriage of minors, even after the Council of Trent 
(1563). 61o. 

Originally, it* had been proposed in the Council 

that marriages would be null if they were contracted without 
the consent of parents by sons under eighteen years and 
daughters under sixteen-, 

611. 
but this proposal was 

ultimately rejected, though, pro futuro, the Council decreed 

the nullity of clandestine marriagesp whilep for the pastq 

clandestine marriages were valid if free consýnt of the 

607. T. P. C. t no. 
6o8. T. P. C.., no. 
609. T,, P. C.. * no. 
610. see Esmeing 
law ; and vol. I 
lawý. 
611. See Esmeiny 

130,, Bug- 9p P-50. 
135, Bug. 9, P-52. 
135, Bug. 9, P-52. 

e-Tridentine 1-fariage vol- lo PP-153-163 ( ýr 
Iv pp-15; -6; 163-4 and 167-70 ridentine T 

Mariage, vol. IIP P-156. 
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contracting parties had existed. Thusl under Tridentine 
Canon law, the marriage of enfants de famille was valid, 
although contracted without the consent of parents. 

612. 

It appears that until 1556 there were no resttictions 
on the marriage of minors without parental consent in the 

ancien droitv such restrictions as there had been having 
613 

fallen into desuetude. 'The policy of the Canon law was 

contrary to that of the Prench Crowng andt in 1556p Henri II 

stated in an edict that enfants de familles who married 
clandestinely against the wishes of their parents could 
be disinheritedg and their parents could also revoke any 
donations made to such children: if such children were 
disinheritedp they were deprived of the advantages they 

would otherwise have received under their marriage contractsp 

or local coutumes. Sons over thirty years of age and 
daughters over twenty-five could avoid these penaltiesp 
if, before marryingp they had sought the advice and consent 

of their mother and father. 
614-This 

ordinance was confirmed 

by article 41 of the 1579 Ordonnance of Blois; and# by 

article 40 of the same.. priestsp who celebrated the marriages 

612. The Council decreed thus: "Tametsi dubitandum non est 
clandestina matrimonia libero consensu contrahentium 
factaq rata et vera esse matrimoniag quamdiu Ecclesia 
ea irrita non fecitp proinde jure damnandi sint, ut eos 
sancta synodus anathemate damnatv qui ea vera et rata 
esse negantp quique falso affirmant matrimonia a filiis- 
familias sine consensu parentum contracta irrita essep 
et parentes ea rata et irrita facere posse; nihilominus 
sancta Dei Ecclesiaq ex iustissimis causis illa semper 
detestata est atclue prohibuit. On the necessity of future 
marriages being in facie ecclesiaep the Council daid: "Qui 

aliter, quam. praesente parocho, vel alio sacerdote de 
ipsius parochi seu ordinarii licential et duobus vel tribus 
testibus matrimonium contrahere attentabuntv eos sancta 
synodus ad sic contrahendum omnino inhabiles reddit, et 
huiusmodi contractus irritos et nullos esse decernitj prout 
eos praesenti decreto irritos facit et annullat. See Baadeq 
For . pp. 20-21 and note 100p and Pothierv T. C. M. 9 no-3212 
Bug. 6, PP- 138-9. 
613. According to Pbthierv T. C. M. 9 nos. 323-4, Bug. 6, 

P. 140.. and also 3 Pan Fran., pp. 164-5. 
614. Quoted in relevant part in Pothierp T. C. M. 9 no. 324, 
Bug. 6, P. 141. 
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of enfants de famille ou en Imissance dlautruip if such 
enfants did not show the requisite consent of their fatherp 

motherv tutor or curatorl were punishable as fauteurs du 

crime de rapt. 
615. 

Subsequent royal legislation at various 
times confirmed and extended these provisions. 

616. 

Although it was nowhere stated that the marriages of 
minor children were null for lack of parental consentp 
this was the position taken by the Jurisprudence and 
doctrine in the ancien droit. It was argued thats since 
the priestv under article 40 of the Ordonnance of Blois., 

was guilty as fauteur du crime de ral2tp the marriage of 
the minor was rendered null by such crime de rapt (abduction)t 

because abduction was contrary to freedom of consent, which 
was of the essence of marriage. 

617' The presumption that 
the marriage of a minor without parental consent had been 

618. 
procured by abduction was irrebutable. The marriages 

of sons over thirty years and daughters over twenty-five 

years were validp there being no presumption of crime de 

rapt. By the Royal edict of November 26th, 1639, such 

sons and daughters could only be disinherited if they had 

not sent an "acte de sommation respectueuse" as provided 619. 
for under the 1556 edict, asking for permission to marry. 

A 1692 arAt Ae re; zlement of the Parlement de Paris stated 

that a child had to go in person to his father and motherls 

house to make the sommation respectueusee 
620. 

Thusp in the 
, ancien droit minor children required the 

consent of their father and mother to marryp and if they 

did not have such consentp their marriages were annullable. 

Their parents could always oppose such a marriage. 
621 'Sons 

615. See Pothier, T, C. M. 9 no93259 Bug. 6, p. 141. 
616. See Pothier, T. C. M. 9 nos-325-6, Bug. 6, PP-141-2 and 
Esmeinp M-ariagep vol. IIq pp. 200-207. 
617. See Pothier, T. C. M., no. 3269 Bug. 6, P. 142 and ibid. v 
nos. 225 and 228, pp. 100-101. 
618. See Pothierp T. C. M-t no. 3269 p. 142, and Brissaud, 
Historvt P-117. 

e Pothierp T. C. M. 9 nos. 324-326v Bug. 6, pp-140-144, 
Loisel, Inst. Coust. 1.2-59 and Focquet de Livonnieret 
Re 7 le s d7u-Droit Fran2ois. 9 17379 Od. edn. )p 

, (hereafter cited as Fbcquef)v Bk. lv tit. 29 sectn. lp art. VIL 
620. Arr9t of 27th. August, 1692: see Maleville, I Analyse, 
P. 1 54s 1 621. See Brissaud, Hi§tpry, pp. 129-309 and supra text 
this chapter at notiis-177-6--180. 
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0 ver thirtyq and daughters over twenty-five could validly 
marry without the consent of their parents; but they could 
be disinherited unless they had sent an acte de sommation 
respectueuse "622 *If the mother or father were deadl the 
tutor or curator of the minor child had to consent to 

such child's marriage, after having'taken the advice of 
the nearest relativesp following article 43 of the 
Ordonnance of Blois. There was no such procedure for 

adults whose parents were dead, since they would not have 
tutors and curators. 

The Code Naiml'eon states in article 148 that sons 
under twenty-five years and daughters under twenty-one 

years ci1nnot marry without the, consent of their parents; 
if their parents disagree.. the consent of the father 

suffices. C. N. 149 states that if one is dead or incapable 

of consenting, the consent of the other suffices. C. N. 
150 states that if both parents are dead or incapable of 

consentinglýl then the grandparen ts should consent. If the 

grandparents of one line disagreep then the consent of the 

grandfather suffices; while if there is disagre'ement 

between the grandparents of the maternal line and the 

paternal line, then this taken to amount to consent. C. N. 

160 states' that if there be no fatherp motherp grandfather 

or grandmother, or if such are incapable of consentingg 
then sons and daughters under twenty-one years cannot 
marry without the consent of the family council. Thusp 
the C. N. differs from the ancien droit in replacing the 

consent of the tutor with that of'the grandparents or the 

family-council. The 1800 projet of the C. N. had stipulated 
that children of either sex up to the age of twenty-five 

required parental consent; if the parents disagreedp then 

that of the father sufficed (Prol. An. VIII9 1.5-10). 

PrOJ- An- VIII, 1.5-11 provided that if one parent was dead 

or otherwise incapableg' the consent of the other sufficed, 
"bien qu'il ait contractle un second mariage. , 623-Pro-J. 

622. See Loisel and Poequet as cited in note 619 sREra. 
623. This clause was dropped from the C. N. 'to avofd prejudging 
in cases of divorce: see Malevillep I Analyse, P. 148; but see 
Proj- An. VIII, 1.5-12 on controls on consent in cases of 
divorce. 
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An. VIII, 1-5-13 624-stated 
that if the, father or mother 

are dead or incapablep then the grandparents replace them: 
if, the grandparents disagree# then the majority decision 
rules;, while if they are evenly dividedp then the family 
council should decide. Proj. An. VIIIY 1.5-14 stated that 
if there be no parents or grandparentsp then the family 
council is required to consent to the marriage of children 
under twenty-five years. 

625-Essentiallyp 
the rules of the 

1800 Projet are the, same as those-of the C. N. in that they 
have replaced the tutor with the grandparents and family 
council. 

P. 
As regards adult childreng during the Revolution the 

626. 
requirements of sommations respectueuses has been abolished. 
Such sommations do not appear in the, proj'. An. VIII9 which 
provi'ded that children can never be disinherited. 

627-In 

the C. N. 9 however-, 9 in articles 151 to 154.. a similar 
institution has been reintroduced, with the name of the 

formal request changed to acte respectueuse. Sons between 

25 and'30 years had-to send three such'actes to their 

parents, or if their parents be deadv their grandparents. 
One acte had to be sent a month for three months9 and then 

the son had to wait a further month before being'able to 

marry without parental (or grandparental) consent. Daughters 

between twenty-one and twenty-five had to do likewise. 

Under C. N. 153P sons over thirty could marry without 

parental consent after having sent one, such actep and 
having waited one month. Daughters over, twenty-five were 

not mentioned,, but the same rule would apply to them. 
628. 

624. Pro An. VIII, 1.5-12 is not strictly relevant here# 
see note 0_3 supra'. 625. Note that, contrary to C. N., the age for males and 
females is the same in-all these articles. Prc)J-An-V1.1Iv 
1.5-15 is on what happens when child and family council 
persist in their different'views. 
626. By the loi of 20 Septembert 1792: see Huussenj op-cit., 
pp-42-4. It was this law which replaced the consent of the 
tutor with that of the family council. 
627. See Proj. &. VIII, 1.8.15-20 on disposition officieuse 
whereby by a testamentary acts parents can by-pass married 
children who were notorious disEýpateurst but only by 
leaving property to the dissipateur's children or farther 
descendants. 
628. See C. B. Toullier, Le Droit Civil Fran2aist vol. 
suivant Vordre du Code... v Parist 1844 or, -48.7vol. 19 P-32b 
no. 548 and note 2 thereon (Continue et compl'etepar 
J. B. Duvergier). 
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The C. N. provided no penalty of disinheritance if the child 
failed to. send, such actes: only the., officier de 1`6tat 

civil could. be punished, (C. N. 157). The authors of the 
Pandectes Fran2aises argued that the father could still 
disinherit his children for not sending such actes 

' on the 

grounds that, firstv though the code was silent on the 

matterp there is little point in a prohibition without a 
penalty, and secondq the silence of the code must mean 
the ancien droit on this point continues to exist. 

629. 

These authors are presumably the auteur recent to whom 
Maleville refers and with whom, he disa reesp arguing that 930. 
there no longer can be disinheritance. MalevillOs view 

631. 
was the one followed. Thus, 

_with 
the C. N. 9 there is 

the reintroduction of the requirement of the seeking of 
parental consent to the marriage of adult childreng though 

adult children may no longer be disinherit 
, 
ed for failing 

to comply with this requirement. In line with other C. N. 

provisions in this area of the lawv failing the mother 

and fatherg grandparental consent should be sought. 

The relevant Castilian law is contained in a royal 
PraFmAtica of 1776.632. Minor children (those under twenty- 

five years) no matter what their social class9 
633-must 

seek and obtain consent and counsel for betrothal or 

marriage. They require such consent and counsel from, their 

father, whom failing from their mother. If both their 

parents failp then they require the consent and counsel 

of both of the'grandparents, by both lines respectively. 

629.3 Pan. Fran., pp. 173-4. 
6'x -4v he does not specifically refer to 

., 
0.1 Analysep PP-153 

the 
, 
Pandectes FranRaisest but it is fairly certain this is 

the work he means. ' 
631. See Toullier, a. cit. 9 P-327p no-550. 
632. gov. Rec. Cast. 910.2.9. Don Carlos III por pragmAtica 
de 2j mario de 1776 publicada en 27 el mi'smo. Entitled 
"Consentimiento paterno para la contraccion de esponsales 
y matrimonio por los hijos de familia. 11 This Prap-mAtica 
is divided into 19 sectionsp and I will refer in the notes 
to the relevant section. 633. See section 2 of the 

, 
PrapmAtica on social class. There 

were further restrictions, of course, on the marriages of 
Princes and certain public functionaries. See nos. 11-19. 
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Failing grandparentsp minors require the consent and counsel 
of the two nearest adult relatives who have no interest 
in such marriage: if such relatives have not the capacity 
to give consent and counsel, then the consent and counsel 
of tutors or curators is required. In this matterp howeverp 
the actions of the said close relatives and of the tutors 

and curators are subject to the supervision of the courts. 
634. 

If minors celebrate their marriage without such consent 
and counselv although the marriage is valid, it is deprived 
of civil effects such as the right to claim dowry. The 

contracting party may be disinherited completelyp and even 
excluded from entailed property. This disinheritance and 
exclusion affects all his descendants. 

635-There 
still would 

existv howevero a right for suitable necessary aliment. 
636. 

Adults of twenty-five years are said by this PragmAtica 
to comply with its provisions by seeking paternal counsel 

only when they wish to marry. -If they fail to seek such 

parental counselp then they are subject to the established 

674- Pragmaticap no. 1p in relevant partp reads: "... 10S 
hijos 6 hijas de familia menores de veinte y cinco anos... 
debant para celebrar el contrato de esponsalest pedir 
y obtener el consejo y consentimiento de su, padrep y 
en su. defecto de la madre, yA falto de ambos de los 
abuelosp por ambos lineas respectivamente y no teniendolost 
de los dos parientes mas cercanos que se hallen en la. mayor 
edad, y no sean interesadod 6 aspirantes al tal matrimonio, 
y no habiendolos capaces de darle de los tutores 6 cutadores; 
bien entendidov que prestando los expresados parientes, 
tutores 6 curadores su consentimientop deberan executarlo 
con aprobacion del Juez Real 9 interviniendo su autoridadj, 
sin6 fuese interesado; y si4ndolop se devolvera esta 
autoridad al Corregidor 6 Alcalde mayor Realengo mas 
cercano. " Although the start of the above quotation 
only refers to betrothals2 marriages are also intended 
to be covered. 
635 PrapmAticap nos. 3,4 and 5. 
636: Pragmdticaj nos. 3 and 5 at end of each. 
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penalties, 
637-Note 

that adults are only required to seek 
parental counsel; unlike minorsp they are not required 
to gain parental consent. The PragmAtica has provisions 
to guard ai3ainst the abuse of their powers by parents and 

638. 
relatives . 

Thusp in Castilian law, minors had to seek and obtain 
paternal consent, to their marriages. If they had not 
obtained such consentp they wore subject to severe 
penaltieso though their marriage was valid. That the 

marriage was not invalidated was because for the king to 
legislate so would be to interfere with the spiritual 

powers: as the PramAtica itself said, only the civil 

effects'of marriage could be dealt with by the king. 639- 

The decree Tametsi of the Council of Trent anathematised 
those who stated that the marriages of minor sons of 
families were invalid for want of paternal consent. 

640. 

(This ist of course, why the ancien droit in France 

adopted such an indirect method to invalidate such 

marriages. 
641. ) Failing their father, minors hadv in turnp 

to gain the consent of their mother, grandparents, near 

relativesp tutors or curators. That relatives should come 
before tutors and curators indicates that this provision 

was more concerned with the protection and welfare of 
the minors than with the fact that the death of the father 

had liberated the child from paternal power. As regards 

adultsp only the paternal counsel is mentioned. Failing 

the fatherg an adult son would be a 
_Daterfamilias. 

himselfq 

637. No. 6 of Prapmatica: "Los mayores de veinte y cinco 
aWbs cumplen con pedir el consejo paterno para colocarse 
en estado de matrimonio, que en aquella edad ya no 
ad. mite dilacions como estA-prevenido en otras. leyes; 
pero si contraviniereng dexando, de pedir este consejo 
paterno, incurriran en las mismas penas que quedan 
establecidas, asf en quanto 6 los bienes libres como en 
los, vinculados. 11 
638. PrapmAticaq nos. 7-10. 
639. See no. I of PrapmAtica, where the authority of the 
church over the sacrament of marriage is mentioned. 
640. Quoted surra in note 612. 
641. See te at-notes 612-623 supra. 
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and without need for protection. Adult children need to 

seek only paternal counsel to avoid disinheritance: consent 
to the marriage was not necessary. 

For this PragmAtica to be valid in Spanish North 
America (the Indies) and hence in 

' 
Luisianag it had to be 

approved by the Council of the Indies and then sent to 
642.643. 

the Spanish Indies. It appears that this was done. 

Thus, this Pragmatica was the basis of the law on this 

point in Louisiana at the time of the cession to the United 
States. (A 

-PrapmAtica of 1803 altered the law of Castile 

on these matters. It is very unlikely indeed that this 

would have been received and become applicable in 

Louisiana before cession to the U. S. A.: certainly, the 

D. O. redactors would have been very unlikely to have known 

of itq and there is no reference to it in the D. L. V. 
644. 

In Louisiana. 9 the 1807 Act, ch. 17, on the celebration 

of marriages 
645-regulted 

consents to marriage. Section 

16 of this act stated: 
"A minor who has not yet compleated [sic] his or 
her twenty-first year, shall previous to obtaining 
a licence to be married in the manner hereinafter 
directedq have received the consent of his or her 
father and mother, if alive and capable of 
consenting; in case of a difference of opinion 
between them the consent of the father shall be 
suf f icient. 11 

Section 17 provided: 
"If either of the parents is dead, or is incapable 
of consenting, the consent of the other shall be 
sufficienty even although he or she may have 
contracted a second marriage. ", 

Section 18 said: 
"If the father and mother are both dead or incapable 

642. See chapter 3 supra, at note 68. Rec. Ind. 9 2.1-39 
and 40. See also Baadep Marriage Contracts, ý-P-40-41- 
643. Nov. Rec. Cast., 10.2.18j, contains an 1803 Prq=Atica 
amendl-ng tR-at oT -M6. This new 32. Eagm4tica was promulgated f 177 
on the advice of the Council of the Indies: see first 
sentence of the agmgtica. This strongly suggests that 
the 1776 PrapmAt-a was applied in the Indies. 
644. This Prap-mdtic-a may be found in Nov. Rec. Cast.., 10.2.18. 
645. See note 1-77 supra. 
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of giving a consento the grand father and grand 
mother shall supply their places as to this consentp 
and in case of difference of opinion a majority 
shall prevail; when they are equally divided in 
their opinions, the council of the family is 
convoked to decide. " 

Section 19 stated: 
"if there be neither father nor motherv nor grand 
father nor grand mother alive and capable of consentt 
then the minor under twenty-one years of age cannot 
obtain a licence to marry without the consent of 
the council of the familyp legally convoked for 
that purpose. " 

Section 20 said that such a family council had to decide 
within one month of being convoked and their consent 
requested. After the delay of a montht if the consent had 
neither been. granted nor been refusedv the marriage could 
be celebrated. It is obvious that these rules are taken 
from the Proj. An. VIII and perhaps the C. N. 

646. 

The 1808 Louisiana Digest states thus (D. O. 11p p. 27): 
"Tout mineur des deux sexes qui a atteint l1ge 
compý-etent pour se marier, est tenu de rMdre le 
consentement de ses Pere et m'ere slils sont 
vivansp ou du survivant Ventre euxt Slil Y 
en a un de mort. 11 

This is all the D. O. states on this matter, although D. O. 12 
(p. 27) does refer to the 1807 Act. Presumablyp the 1808 

redactors intended that on this point the 1807 Act would 

apply and, failing the mother and fatherp sections 17-20 

would be applied. It has already been pointed out that 

in this part of the D. O. (that on the celebrqtion of marriages) 
the D. O. redactors have incorporated far fewer provisions 
than the C. N. hasp mainly because the D. O. redactors have 

deliberately left the detailed provisions on marriage in 

the 1807 Act. 
647* 

The redactors of the 1823 PrO: LPt inserted, such detailed 

646. See text at notes 622-631 su-pra. Note that section 
17 is closer to the 1800 Projet than to the C. N.: see note 
623 supra. 
647. See supra, text at notes 246-2509 and between notes 
180 and 181. 
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provisions their revised code I . 
648-DO0611 (p. 27) was 

amended by them, 649. 
ktnd in the 1825 C. L. became O. L. 99. 

It reads thus: 
"Tou, t mineur des deux sexes, qui a atteint 111ý`ge 
competent pour se marier est tenu de prendre le 
consentement de ses pere et mere, ou du survivant 
Ventre eux; et si tous les deux sont mortsy 
celui de son curateur. 

Il doit fournir la preuve de ce consentement 
au juge 'a qu'il sladresse pour obtenir une 
permission de mariage. " 

Thuss, the law has been reformed radically in the 1825 Code. 
The redactors unfortunately give no indication as to why 
they have reformed the law in this way. 

650-The 
redactors 

of the C. L. have returned the law, on consents to the 

marriages of minors to what it was under the ancien droit 

of France. Why they have done so need not-be considered 
here., as we are more concerned with the actions of the D. O. 

redactors. 
651. 

It should be stressed that the actions of 
the redactors of the C. L. do not provide evidence of the 

intentions of the redactors of the D. O. The D. O. redactors 
(as D. O. 12 (p. 27) suggests) presumably intended the 

relevant sections of the 1807 Act to be applied. 

On D. O. 11 (p. 27)9 the D. L. V. refers to the Pra ca 

of 1776# already discussed, 652. to s. 16 of the 1807 Act, 

and to Pothier. 
653-Pothier 

gives an extended account of 

the ancien droit as already indicated. Batiza gives s. 16 

of the 1807 Act as the "substantially influencing" sourcep 

with C. N. 148 and Proj. An. VIII9 1.5-10 as subsidiary 

sources. 
The redactors of the '1808 D. 0. . along with the relevant 

sections of the 1808 Act, provide a series of rules which 

648.1823 Projet, p. 8,9 comment on chapter 3. 
649.1823 Projet, p. 8. Note that in the projetv tuteur 

, 
is 

used; curateur is more accurately used in the C. L. itself. 
650. See 1823 Projet., p. 8. 
651., Note the similar actions of the C. L. redactors as 
discussed surrap text at not9s 176-180. 
652.1 have cited this Prapmatica as found in the Novisima 
Recopilaci6n. The D. L. V. refers to it as found in another 
source. It is notable that nowhere in the D. L. V. is the 
Novisima, Recopilaci6n referred to'. 
T5--3. T. C. M. nos- 39-1-336, Bug. 6, PP-138-148. 
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originate in the work of codification in France. Before 
discussing their reasons for doing so, it is useful to 
look at rights to oppose the marriage of minor children 
4nd the effect on validity of such a marriage of lack 

of consent. 

As pointed out, 
654-the 1808 D. O. contains no provisions 

on oppositions to marriages. The 1807 Actq following the 

work of the French codifiers yet againg restricts the 
class of those who can oppose the marriages of minors. 
Here the old law has been overturned by the Act, since the 
Canon law allowed anyone to oppose a marriage. 

655-The D. O. 

redactors have evidently intended that the Act's provisions 
should remain in force: this is in line with their actions 
on who was required to consent to a marriage. The redactors 
of the C. L. here restored the Canon lawp and allowed 
anyone to oppose a marriage: as with consents, the 1825 

redactors have overturned the joint provisions of the 
1808 Digest and the 1807 Act. 656* 

On the validity of a marriage by a minor without the 

required consentp the 1808 Louisiana Digest states thus, 

at D. O. 15 (p. 27): 
"Le mariage des mineurs qui a let6 contractle sans 
le consentement de leur p'ere et m-e-rev ntest pas 
nul pour cela, slil est d'ailleurs revetu des 
autres formalitis prescrites par la loi mais ce 
d6faut de consentement est une juste raison pour 
les p'ere et me're, de deskreriter leurs enfans ainsi 
mari'6s,, S'ils le trouvent convenable. " 

Section 49 of the 1807 Act had provided: 
"A marriage contracted without the consent of 
the father and mother, the relations in the 
direct ascending line, or the council of the 
familyp cannot for that cause be annulledo but 
the relatives whose consent was wantingt shall have 
a right to sue upon the bonds of the person issuing 
the licence, or of the person celebratink the 
marriagep and to recover damages-11 

654. See text and notes su-Pra, at notes 175-180. 
655. See text and notes supra, at notes 176-180. The relevant 
provisions of the Act, and those of the Prench code are 
quoted in note 178. On the Canonýlaw and ancien droit on 
oppositionsp see references in note 176. ' 
656. See text supra at notes 178-80. 
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On this article of the D. O., the D. L. V. referred to the 
Pragm ticat "cidessus citee art. 3 , 

657"and 
s. 49 of the 

1807 Act. Batiza gives s. 49 of the Act and a text of 
Pothier 

658-as 
equal "substantially influencing" sources. 

The. Prawm4tica in relevant part, allowed the disinheritance 

of minor children who had not obtained consentp while not 
659. 

nullifying their marriage. Pothier, as citedp states: 
"Une fille quit avant 1'Aage de vingt-cinq ans, un 
garjon quip avant Vgge de trente ans, se marient 
sand le consentement de leurs p*are et mie'rep sont 
sujets "a la peine dlexhiriedation. Aprjes cot age, 
ils peuvent se marier, malgre leurs p-ere et mie-rep 
pourvu qutils aient requis leur consentement par 
des sommations respectueuses faites en pr6sence do 
notaire, qui leur en donne actep faute de quoiils 
seraient pareillement sujets a' la peine de 
llexh&ý`dation. ll 660. 

Although it is not obvious in this textp lack of parental 
consent to the marriage of minors couldg in the ancien 
droitt lead to the annullment of the marriage. 

667*The 

c. jT. p article 1829 states that if a marriage had been 

contracted without the consent of the father and motherp 

ascendants or family council, where such consent was, 

necessary, then the validity of the marriage may be 

attacked by those whose consent was requiredp or by the 

spouse who had required such consent. The Pro-A-An. VIII9 

1.5-38 allowed parents and ascendants to sue for the 

nullity of a marriage to which their consent had been 

requiredp such consent not having been gained. Thusp the 

C. N. and its projet allowed the annullment of the marriages 

of minors who had not gained the requisite consent. In 

this aspect of the lawq the D. O. redactors and the 1807 

Act have notfollowed the examples of the French codificationg 
but have perpetuated the provision foundq as regards the 

6 

657. See note 632 suprap this refers to section 39 in the 
usage here. 
658. 

' 
Traite- des Successions (T. S. )p Bug. 89 p. 26 (Chap. 1,9 

Sect. 2, Art. IV. Fj I Quent. Iv 14. ) 
659. See supra, section 3, at note 635. 
660. He goes on to refer to the 1556 Edict, the Ordonnance 
of Blois and the 1639 Declaration. 
661. See text suiDra at notes 612-622. 
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marriage of minors, in the Castilian law and the Canon law. 
Despite Batiza's citation of Pbthierv the ancien droit of 
France has not been followedp since the ancien droit (though 

by an indirect method) rendered annullable the marriages 
of minors who had not gained the requisite consents. The 
D. O. redactors could hardly have reversed a-49 of the Act; 
but it is probable that they would have approved this 

provision. It seems likely that the redactors allowed 
such marriages to be valid because to do so was in line 

with their policy of restricting -puissance Paternelle. 
Given that minors above the age-of puberty in Louisiana 

ý62. 
were able to leave home and could not be forced to return 
to have. annulled, the marriages of other minors might have 

seemed rather contradictory. 

So fart it has been assumed that the two relevant 

provisions in the D. O. on consents to the marriages of 

minors were intended to be read with the 1807 Act, though 

that Act had far more detailed and rather broader 

provisions than the D. O. It might be argued thatv since the 

1825 C. L. expanded the D. O. provisionsp but in such a way 

as to contradict the 1807 Act, it is likely that the D. O. 

redactors had intended these two_provisions completely to 

replace the relevant sections of the 1807 Act: in effectq 

the D. O. had repealed these parts of the Act. One or two 

arguments have already hinted that such an approach to 

the D. O. provisions would be wrong. Firstv as regards 

oppositions, the D. O. p having no provisionsp referred 

specifically to the 1807 Act. 
663-The Act'sprovisions on 

oppositions were in line with those on consents and 

disinheritance. Secondt the whole of this title of the 

1808 D. O. is intended to be read with the, 1,807 Act. None 

of the necessary detail on the procedures for'marryingy 

opposing a marriagep or annulling a marriage are included. 

662. See text suDra at notes 568-572. 
663. D. O. 12 (P-M: see text supra at notes 646-7. 
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The D. O. redactors intended that these be governed by the 
Act. It seems likely that this was their intention as 
regards the further rules on consents to marriage. Third# 
the rules in the D. O. were manifestly incomplete, since 
D. O. 11 (P. 27) 664 'Makes no attempt to regulate the possible 
disagreement of parents. This article isp of course, 
directly followed by the article referring to the Act. 
This again indicates that the D. O. redactors intended the 
1807 Act's rules to govern. Thusp it seems likely that 
the 1808 redactors intended their provisions to be read 
along with those in the 1807 Act. The major change in 
the law would then have been introduced by the 1825 

redactors: -this would be in line with the 1825 C. L. 's 

obvious reversal of the law relating to oppositions to 

a marriage. The redactors of the 1825 C. L. havet in 

effect, introduced the ancien droit franQais on the 

marriages of minors - anyone can opposep failing parentsq 

curators 
665-are to consent - withoutp howeverp allowing 

such marriages to be annulled. 

The Castilian law in the 1776 PrapmAtica had a 

certain similarity to the system in the 1807 Act and D. O. 

The Castilian law did not invalidate the marriages; 

mothersq grandparents and other relatives also had some 

control over the marriage of minors. It would probably 

be wrongg howeverp to argue that the 1807 Act and the D. O. 

had here followed the C. N. or its projet because the 

French codal rules were similar to the Castilian: it is 

likely that the similarity between the Louisianian rules 

and those of the Pragmkica is fortuitous. (One may 

surmise that similar social circumstances gave rise to 

the rules of the French code and the Prap-mkica. 
666. 

664. Quoted supra between notes 646 and 647. 
665. Note that in the 1823 B: Pý_ety p. 80 the redactors used 
the term tuteurs: this term is appropriate for the French 
law, but not the D. O. or Oastiliang which both have a 
division into pupillage and minority. See note 649 supra. 
666. The eighteenth century being the period of change 
towards the modern nuclear-style family based on 
affection rather than the power of the head of the 
household. Note that the Castilian provisions do not 
go so far in this direction as those of Louisiana. 
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The 1807 Act and the D. O. are., in this whole area of the 
law, very influenced by the work of the French codifiers. 
Since the influence of the French codal provisions on the 
Louisianian law on the marriages of minors is so great 
(though in Louisiana such marriages may not be annulled) 
it is important to attempt to discover the reasons for the 
Louisianian copying of the French laws. 

The, D. O. and the Act have rejected any control over 
the marriages of adult childreng while giving control 
over, the marriages of minor children to the family as a 
wholes rather than to tutors, or curators. 

667-That 
the 

familyq in the sense of close relatives, has control 
over such marriages indicates a new stress on the care of 
minors for their own goodt with such care being exercised 
by close relatives, failing the mother and father. Adult 

marriages are not controlled, because adults are presumed 
not to need such protection. Adult marriages need only 
be controlled by ascendants when the family is conceived 

of as more than a domestic unit for the care and nurture 

of children. If paternal power is conceived of in the 

Roman sense, the marriages of adult filiifamilias are 

subject to the authority of the Pater by virtue of their 

dependency on him and subjection to his authority. In 

such a system of paternal power, a minor with no ascendants 
is himself a -pate , subject to no one. The only consent 
that could possibly be needed would be that of a curator 

who has been appointed to advise him. On the other hands 

if paternal authority is conceived of as being for the 

protection of the childq then in the event of the parents 
being deadp other relatives become importantp because of 
the affection they are supposed to have for the minor. 
Marriage becomes a matter for such relativesg'becaUSe 
their care and affection for the minor are taken to be 

w 

667. In the 1825 C. L., of courset close relatives have 
been replaced by curators. 
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the best protection. One must conclude that a strong 
motive, for the adoption of the provisions of the 1808 
D. O. and 1807 Act on the marriage of minorsp must have 
been the development of the new style family based on 
marriage and centred on care and affection for the children. 
This new style family also brought close relatives into 

greater prominence than hitherto. 
668. 

The exact expression 
of the Louisiana rules obviously was influenced by the 

work of the French redactors; but, a desire and tendency 
to copy the French codal provisions cannot have been the 

sole motive for the Louisiana provisions, since the 
Louisiana provisions differ in many crucial respects from 
those of the C. N. and ProJ. An. VIII. (In not controlling 
the marriage of adultsp the Louisiana provisions are 
closer to those of the 1800 Prolet than those of the C. N. 
itself, though there are still sufficient differences for 
it to be clear that the D. O. redactors are not merely 

slavishly copying the Proj. An. VIII's articles. ) Thusp 

these provisions of the early Louisiana law are the result 

of the growth of, the modern affective or associative 
familyp with much of their expression borrowed from and 

suggested by the work of the French redactors. 

How missance paternelle ends. 

The most obvious method of ending paternal authority 
is the death of the parent exercising authority over the 

child. In Louisiana2 the mother was granted equal authority 

with the father. Some aspects of parental control lasted 

only so long as the marriage (notably, jouissance of the 

property, of the child)p but other aspects of parental 

authority survived the end of the marriagep so-long as the 

child was still a minor. Certain rights deriving from 

paternal power (those relating to the marriage of minors) 

on the death of both parents, devolved on other close' 
relatives. In general, the Louisiana law has here followed 

668. see text supra at notes 46 and 47# on the greater 
r6le allotted to close relatives. 
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the French codal versions of puissance paternellep rather 
than the Castilian. The Castilian law granted -Patria 
Potestad to the father alone: the death of only the father 

was required to end this potestad. The consents to the 

marriage of minors were a special case in Castilian law in 

giving some of the paternal authority over ininors to the 

mother, grandparents and other close relatives; butt, even 
in this aspect of the law, the person conceived of as 
having the authority was the father, and the others who 

exercised such authority after the fatherfs death did so 
because, in the words of the 1776 PragmAticap they were 
'ten lugar de'padre s,, 

669. 

The second way whereby a child would be freed from 

power was his reaching the age of majorityp which p in 

Louisianap was twenty-one years. Majority in the 

Castilian law did not end ratria lootestad. Here the 

Louisianian redactors have followed the law of the French 

code and the drOit coutumier.. presumably because it was 

more in keeping with their conception of paternal authority 

as being for the welfare of the minor childp rather than 

the institution defining the family of the head of the 

household. Emancipating majority was suited to the close 

affective family composed of individuals bound together 

by ties of care and affection. That majority should not 

emancipate is appropriate for the family conceived of as 

a hierarchy bound together by the power of the head of 
the household. 

The third, method of freeing children from paternal 

power was emancipation. The eighth title of the first 

book of the D. O. devoted its third chapter to emancipation, 

articles 87-97.670. It is not necessary to deaý with D. O. 
90-97 (P-77), as they are concerned with matters of 
accounting and administration. - D. O. 89 (P-75) concerns the 

669. Prapm&ticap no. I (see note 632 supra). 
670. PP. 75-7. 
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emancipation of a minor by the judges when the minor has 

no mother and father: this is not emancipation from 

paternal powerg but a method of allowing a minor control 
of his, own property. 

671-This leaves D. O. 87 and 88 (P-75). 

D. O. 87 (P-75) states thus: 
"Le mineur est 'emancipe de plein droit par le 
mariage 0 11 

672. 
This is identical to C. N. 476. It isp of courset the 

rule of the droit coutumier. 
673-The D. L. V. here refers to 

Le le674 
.z 

47 of Torov the Recopilacion of casti 'and Febreroý75 
The Castilian rule referred to is that marriage emancipates 
children from paternal power. 

676. This rule has been 
discussqd already, and it has been argued that the Castilian 
jurists treated this rule as an illogical addition to the 

1 
677. concept of patria j2gtestad, and Gomez even limited 

its applicability . 
678 'The Partidas did not permit marriage 

to emancipate. 
679-The 

Castilian rule and the Louisianian 

rule here correspond; but it is obvious that the D. O. has 

copied the Prench rule because of the new conception of 

paternal authority that has been introduced. 

D. O. 88 (P-75) is as follows: 
e I'Le mineur meme non mari6p pourra 'etre ftancipl, 

par son pere, ou a defaut de son pe'rep par sa merep 
lorsqu'il aura quinze ans r'evolus. 

Oette 'Emancipation s'op*e-re par la seule 
diclaration du pe're ou de la m6re rejýe par un 
notairep en pr6sence de deux temoins. " 

671. This isp of course, the Roman venia aetatis. See 
Jolowiczq Foundationst p. 203- 
672. According to Batiza the "verbatim" source. He also 
gives Proj. An. VIII, 1.9.106 as a subsidiary source; but 
this last article is more concerned with venia aetatis. 
673. See text suiora at notes 130-136. 
674. Rec. Cast- 5.1.8. This is la 47 of Toro. 
675. Febrerop Part 1, ch. 15 ý ý-no. 16p pp. 236-7. There 
is a further reference I have not located in the 
Adicionado; but this does not matterv the rule is clear. 
See further, ibid. no. 239 at p. 240: emancipation by 
marrying 'ten faz de la Sante Madre Iglesia". 
676. Lez 47 is quoted qgpra in text between notes 147 and 148. 
677. See text sulora at notes 148-157. 
678. See text su ra at notes 152-157. 
679. See text supra at notes 563-566. 
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C-11.477 is very similarp withthe difference that the 
d6claration should be made to the Juge de paix assisted 
by his clerk# no further witnesses being required. 

680. The 
D. L. V. here refers to Part-4.18.15,16 and 179 and to 

, 681. FebrerO. Febrero states that for emancipation there 
are three requirements. Firstv that the child be fully 
seven years of age. If the child is under such age, then 

royal permission is required for the emancipation. Second2 
judicial approval of the emancipation is necessary. Thirdp 
in the presence of the Juez ordinariop the father emancipates 
the son and the son accepts. Thusp the child must be above 
seven2 must consent to be emancipatedp and judicial 

ý82. 
authority is necessary for the validity of the emancipation 
Part. 4.1'8.15 provides for judicial emancipation. Ley 16 

allows for emancipation be letters from the kingy while 
ley 17 states that a father may emancipate his son if both 

wish it. 

In'the droit "6crit in Francet as in the D. O. article# 
683-there 

is emancipations could be made before notaries; 

probably little significance in the departure from the 

C. N. here of the D. O. The emancipation provided for in 

the D. O. (and O. N. ) is rather different from that in the 

Castilian law. The difference in the ages at which such 

emancipation becomes possible is very important. The 

purpose underlying the French and Louisianian provision 

is to give a fairly mature minor independence from his 

father and control over his property. The presumption 
behind this is that care and protection are no longer 

necessary. In Castile, on the other handp although the 

intention is to render the hijo independentq since the 

hijo may be emancipated from seven years of age, the 

reasoning behind the emancipation cannot have. heen that 

the son was able and competent to manage his own affairs. 

The effect of emancipation in Castile was to render the 
- as -aa--a 

680. According to Batizag the "almost verbatim" source. 
681. Part 1.9 ch. 15 S'3 no. 24, pp. 241-2. 
682. Asso y Manuel, vol. 11 p. 121 give an account the 
same as FebrerO's. 
683. Maleville, I Analyse, p. 426. 
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son a naterfamilias in his own rightp and to make him 
legally independent of his father's familyt of which he 

was no longer formally a member. The Castilian rules 
betray their Roman origin, and show the Castilian idea 
that the family was the group connected to the head of 
the household by virtue of being under his potestad. The 
C. N. provisions have been followed in the D. O. as being 

more in keeping with the Louisianian conception of 
puissance, raternelle being for the care and protection of 
children, as a result of whicht children could only be 
freed from such paternal authority when thpyno longer 

required such care and protection. 

I The Castilian law had further methods of emancipating 
children from patria potestad. Febrerop for examplep 
stated that there were seven methods of ending paternal 

authority. 
684-These 

include natural death of the Padrep 
the marriage of the son en faz de la Sante Madre Iqlesia 

, 
and emancipation. The other methods include the civil 
death of the fathert through perpetual banishmentp 

condemnation to the mines or permanent outlawry. 
6850The 

eigIliteenth title of the Quarta Partidap in its leyes 7 

to 15P provided for the ending of ratria Potestad on the 

son's achieving certain diemities (many of which indicate 

the late-Roman origin of the rule 
686. ). Asso and Manuel 

state that many of these dignities are no longer recognised; 

butt arguing from them, they think that every dignidad 

which may have jurisdiction attached to it and every 

ecclesiastical-dignity are sufficient to end power over the 

hiJo. 
687-This 

rule is unnecessary in Louisiana where 

majority emancipated, and would only be required where 

paternal power in general lasted until the death of the 

father. 

*684. See Part 1, ch. 15 ý3 nos. 21-249 pp. 239-242. 
685. See ibid 

, ., nos. 21 and 22, p. 239- See also Asso y 
Manuelp vol. 19 pp. 119-120. 
M6T. Consider that the proconsulship and the praetorian 
prefecture are stated to end paternal power. 
687. Asso--v--I. Ianue q vol. 1, p. 120. 
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In the Castilian law, a judge could force a father 
to emancipate his children for four reasons: first, if 
the father cruelly chastised them; secondp if he 

prostituted his daughters; thirdp if he had taken 

possession of property bequeathed to him on condition he 

emancipate the child, and had not done so; and fourth, if 
he were misspending the property of or misconducting himself 
towards an adopted child. 

688. 
The D. O. contained no such 

provisions. The 1823 Projetq howeverp recommended the 
inclusion of an article&aSý*stating thus: 

"Le mineur peut etre 'e-manciP6 contre la volonte- 
de ses pie're et me"re, lorsqu'ils le maltraitent 
outre mesure, lui refusent des alimens, ou lui 
donnent des exemples corrupteurs. " 

This recommended article became O. L. 371. This articleg 
though of Castilian origint conforms to the conception of 
the purpose of paternal power found in the D. O.: namely, 

care and protection of the child. The D. O. redactors do 

not appear to have included such a provision because 

there was no equivalent in the French codep and the D. O. 

redactors appear here to have been following the French 

code very closely. There were certainly no social reasons 
for the exclusion of a provision such as this. 

A final important point relates to the effect of 

emancipation on the paternal usufruct. In the D. O. and 

C. N. this usufruct ended on emancipation. 
690-This is only 

logical given that the enjoyment of the childts property 

was a right correspondinE. with and derived from the duty 

of caring for the child. 
691-The Castilian law was different. 

Febrero states: 
"En premio de la emancipacion puede el padre 
retener para sl la mitad del usufruto de los 
bienes adventicios que su hijo tenia antes de 
ser emancipado, y no de Jos que despues ýdquiera; 
antes, bien, si su hijo se casa luego, deberld 
volverle la mitad que se reserv6, porque por 

688. See Asso y Manuelf Vol. 
ch. 15 

-3 no. 26 9 pp. 243-4. 
689.1823 Projet, p. 29. The 
recommended article conforms 690. See text surra at notes 691. See text supra at notes 

19 p. 122; and Pebreros, Part Is 

redactors state that their 
to Part-4.18-18. 
589-604. 
589-591. 
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legal disposicion le pertenescen enteramente los 
bienes adventicioss sin que su padre pueda 
reten6selosv ni su usufruto. 11 692. 

This is a revisedversion of the Justinianic Roman rule. 
The difference between the Castilian law and the D. O. and 
C. N. is once more derived from their different ideas as 
to the purpose and extent of paternal power: in the D. O. 

and C. N. the power. is considered as necessary for the 

care and proteotion of minor childrenp and the usufruct 
is a recompense for the attention and upbringing the 

parents give their children. In the Castilian laws the 

usufruct derives from the father's power and authority as 
head of the household. The D. O. redactors have adopted 
the C. Nits version of paternal power. 

I The methods of ending paternal power in the 1808 

Louisiana code are derived from the French code. Some of 
them have corresponding Castilian provisionst but there 

can be no doubt that the D. O. redactors were following 

the French provisionsl and such correspondence is 

fortuitous. This action on the part of the D. O. redactors 

is necescary given their introduction of the northern 

French concept of paternal power. The Castilian provisions 

on ending patria 
-Potestad are dependant on the extended 

power given to fathers in Castile. The one Castilian rulet 

excluded from the D. O., that is included in the 1825 C. L. 

is one which is consistent with the D. O. 's-conception of 

ruissance -paternelle as being for the care and protection 

of minor children. 

Conclusion on paternal power in Louisiana. 

The provisions'of the D. O. on the acquisition of 

puissance paternelle are taken from the French code. The 

D. O. redactors have limited the methods of acquiring such 

power over children. ' and have thus restricted the family 

grouping. The number of forms of legitimating children 

692. Part 19 ch. 15 ý3 no 25 v p. 243. 
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has been reduced to one only - legitimatio 
, 

per subseguens 
matrimonium. That form of legitimation itself has been 
rendered more complex. It is, possible to be quite certain 
that the D. O. redactors were deliberately shaping the law 
for reasons other than an observable tendency to copy the 
French codep since the D. O. redactors abolished adoptionp 
permitted by the C. N. as by the Castilian law. The D. O. 
redactors here appear to have a deliberate policy of 
restricting the family of the married couple to those 

children definitely born from the marriage. They seem to 
be attempting to render the nuclear family unit more secure. 
Obviously they were influenced by the work of the French 

redactors; but the French codal articles also allowed them 
to express an ideology of which they approved. 

That the actions of the D. O. redactors were not 
dictated by a desire to copy unthinkingly the Code Napol6on 
is also shown by the title specifically devoted to 

puissance Paternelle. 
693-Although 

there are obvious 
iniluences from the C. N. 9 many of the articles are derived 

from other sources. Clearly, the redactors were consciously 

shaping the lawy using the materials to hand. This saidp 
it is obvious that the redactors have introduced the 

concept of paternal power found in the droit coutumier 

of northern France. They have rejected the Roman concept 

of Patria potestad found in the Castilian law. The D. O. 

redactors have gone further than the droit, coutumier and 
Code Napoleon, however, since in all the relevant articles 

of the D. O. 9 the wife is given equal status with the 
694. 

husbandv and there is no article equivalent to C. N. 373. 

The only article inconsistent with this total equality 

and exercise of the power is D. O. 5 (P-59) 695. 
which seems 

to assume that only the father has the enjoymýnt of the 

children's property, which is contrary to the statements 

693. Chapter 5 of the seventh title of the first book of 
the D. O. See text'supra at note 560. 
694. See text sulor at notes 562-3., 
695. See text surra at notes 603-4- 
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in D. O. 42 and 44 (P-53). 696-This inconsistency must be 
the result 'of the close copying of D. 0-5 (P-59) from C. N. 
389- 

697-It 
seems correct to deduce that the D. O. redactors 

deliberately gave equality to the husband and wife, since 
C. N. 373 was known to them and before them as they worked. 

As well as differing from the, droit coutumier and C. N. 
(and indeed the Castilian law) in giving complete equality 
to mothersq the D. O. differed from them in giving more 
freedom to fils and. filles de famillep who couldg if 

above the, age of pubertyp leave homev and could also 
validly marry (though under penalty of disinheritance). 

To some extentp this difference is founded on the adoption 

of the Castilian division of nonage into pupillage and 
minority; but this division really only permitted the 

redactors to provide that children over puberty not be 

compelled to stay with their parentsv 
698. it most certainly 

did not require such a provision: in the Castilian lawp 

no matter what their agev children in power could be 

compelled to return to their father if they had left home. 

Thus, the D. O. redactors, in comparison to their sources 

and models, hqve liberalised the paternal power. In 

comparison to the Castilian law, under the D. O. a father 

has fewer rights in the property of his children, and such 

rights end completely on emancipation. 
699. 

He has a right 

of usufruct as in the C. N., but which most coutumes of 

northern France (notably that of Paris) did not give 
fathers. A right of usufruct as incorporated in the D. O. 9 
is quite consistent with the social circumstances of the 

periodv and is stated to be reciprocal to the parental 
duty to feed, bring up and educate their children. The 

Castilian right of usufruct is declared to be a natural 

aspect of the dependency of the son on the who has 

him in his power. 

696. See text surra at notes 588-592 and 598. 
697. See text supra at note 603. 
698. See text surra at notes 568-571. 
699. See Febrero as quoted at note 692 supr 
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, The D. O. 9 taken with the 1807 Act, ch. 17, extends 
control over the marriages of minors to grandparents and 
other close relatives. These provisionsp adopted and 
adapted from the C. N. and its Projet, are consistent with 
the current notion of the family as being based on care; 
and closer connections with near relatives are compatible 

with the development of the private nuclear family. 700-The 

C. N., the droit coutumier and the Castilian law all 

allowed parents some measure of control over the marriage 
of their adult children. The D. O. and the 1807 Act denied 

such control to parents. This is quite consistent with the 

general liberalisation of puissance raternelle by the D. O. 

redactors, who, as regards the marriage of minorsp only 

permitted disinheritance of the minorst not annullment of 
their marriaget if the requisite consents had not been 

obtained. 

The D. O. provisions on ruissance raternelle thus mark 

a radical departure from the Castilian law. The D. O. 

provisions are obviously strongly influenced by the C. N. 

and its projet, and resemble those of the latter two codes; 

but the D. U. redactors themselves went beyond their models 

and source materials in liberalising their provisions on 

paternal authority. 

The Castilian rules on paternal authority presupposed 

a hierarchical family based on the authority of the radre. 

The link binding fathers and children was the subjection 

of the latter to the former by virtue of the former's 

potestad as head of the household. The Code ITapol'eon had 

a different conception of puissance raternelle. In the 

C. N. 2 paternal power ended on the majority of the childp 

and was shared to some extent by the mother. The power 

was more limited than in Castilian law. The code phrased 

the rights of the parents as having corresponding duties 

towards the children. Parent and child were connected by 

links of reciprocal obligations. 'The paternal power was 

in many ways apparently for the benefit of the minor childp 

700. See text supra at notes 45 and 47. 
i 
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and was based on notions of care and protection. The 
rules of the Code Napole'on provided an expression of the 

affectivep associative family, bound together by parental 
care for the children: puissance Paternelle was to provide 
care and protection for the child, the usufruct of the 

child's property helping the parents make such provision, 

and preventing the awkward case of a father having to 

account for his administration of his child's property. 

The D. O. redactorsp no matter the sources they used, 

expressed in their code the same conception of -puissance 
raternelle as providing care and protection for the child 
in the bosom of the family. The rules of the Castilian 

law would have been quite unsuitable in early-nineteenth 

century Louisianap being premissed on a mode of family 

organisation not found in the territory. The possible 

restriction on the capacity of adults in the Castilian law 

would have been unthinkable in a commercial society where 

wealth was not based solely on land. Furtherv the 

restriction on the freedom of action of adults would have 

been unacceptable from an ideological viewpointg and indeed 

impractical in a society such as that of early Louisiana. 

Although every article discussed has some minimal basis 

in another codeq statute or doctrinal writingg the redactors 

of the 1808 Digest were using their varying source material 

to constructv on the relationship between parent and child) 

articles embodying their view of that relationshipy and 

expressing the ideology of the closep affective family based 

on domesticity and childcare. The French codal articles 

might have suggested this view of the tie of parent to childt 

other sources may have suggested specific provisionsg but 

it must be accepted that the D. O. redactors used these 

materials to express their ovm conception of ýaternal 

authorityp especially since they went further than any of 

their sources in liberalising the authority and in giving 

equality of control to the mother. 
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Part Two. Quebec. 
The 1866 Civil Code of Lower Canada. 
Section One. Puissance Maritale. 

1. How puissance maritale arises in the Quebec Code. 

In the Quebec code2 as in that of France and 
Louisianap and as in the, ancien droit coutumier2 the 

Puissance du mari came from the fact of marriage. Thus# 

although by an antenuptial marriage contract the spouses 
could vary the normal property consequences of marriage, 
by C. Q. 1259s the spouses could not derogate from the 

husbandts rights over his wife and children, nor from his 

rights as head of the conjugal association. The C. N. and 
701. the ancien droit had imposed the same restriction. 

The fifth title of the first book of the C. Q. is 

entitled "Of Marriage". It is divided into seven chapters: 
"of the qualities and conditions necessary for contracting 

marriage"; "Of the formalities relating to the solemnization 

of marriage"; "Of oppositions to marriagelt; "of actions 

for annulling a marriage"; "Of the obligations arising 

from marriage"; "Of the respective rights and duties of 

husband and wife"; and "Of the dissolution of marriage". 

This division of the title is closer to that of title five 

of the first book of the C. N. . than is that of title four 

of the D. O. 702. Chapters 6 and 7 of this title of the C. Q. 

will be discussed later. 703. 

In this subsection will be discussed how a valid 

marriage may be contracted. As with the D. O. 2 annulment 

of marriages will not de discussedP704-nor will all of the 

701. See-C. F. 1.7.88 and Pothq T. Commp (Introduction) nos. 
4 and 5, Bug. 7, pp-50-51- 
702. The C. N. hasq of course, an eighth chapter in this 
title, "Des Seconds Ylariaýesll. composed of one article, C. N. 
228. (See note 503 supra. ) The C. Q. redactors point out 
that this provision was not found in the droit coutumier: 
Second Rerortv P-175. Chapter 5, "Of obligations arising 
from marriage", is, in the D. O., q covered in the section 
on paternal power: see supraq text at 560. 
703. See infra, subsections 3 and 5 of this section. 
704. Except as it relates to paternal power: infra. 
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more technical formalities. 

The first article of this title is C. Q. 1159 which 
states that: 

"A man cannot contract marriage before the full 
age of fourteen yearsq nor a woman before the full 
age of twelve years. " 

C. N. 144, the equivalent French codal articleg made the age 

of marriage eighteen for men and fifteen for women, though 

C. N., 145 allowed dispensations for motifs graves. Here 

Quebec has followed the old law in fixing the age of puberty 
and marriage at fourteen and twelve for males and females 

respectively. 
705-One below the legal age of puberty was 

presumed impuber and incapable of marriage. The redactors 
N6. 

state that they are here following the old rule. Prior 

to codification in Franceg the age required to contract 

a valid marriage had already been raised by one year by the 

loi of 20th. September, '1792.707-In the final redaction 

of the C. N. j, the ages in C. N. 144 were decided on. 
7o8. 

Maleville explained that there were two reasons for raising 
these ages. First: 

I'Le climat influe d1une maniere puissante Sur la 
pubert6; la loi qui la fixait 'a quatorze et -a douzes 
avait 6te originairement faite pour Ath"enesp plus 
meridionale que Paris d'environ six degre's; elle 
pouvait 'etre bonne encorea Rome et aii Constantinoplev 
mais elle e-tait mauvaise pour nos climats plus 
septentrionaux., sip" 709. 

Second (a social reason): 
"Des lepoux trop jeunesl aujourd'hui -6mancipe's par le 

705. Pothier says: I'La procreation des enfants etant la fin 
principale du mariage ... ceux qui ne sont pas habiles a. la 
generation... ne sont pas habiles au mariage. 11 T. C.. M. p no. 
94, Bug. 6, P-39. Justinian's Institutes at 1.10 state: 
"justas nuptias contrahunt masculi quidem puberes, feminae 
vero viripotentes". The Canon law had followod the Roman: 
Esmeinp 111ariage. 9, vol. 1t pp. 212-216. 
706. Second Report, P-177. In the ancien droit the 
presumption that a person below the required ages was impuber 
could be overturned if 'Ila vigueur avait devance enFge en 
cette personne, et quIelle eut donriie' des preuves de pubert'e. 11 
Pothier T. C. M. no. 94, Bug. 6, p-40. This could only be 
proved if the party below the legal age had already married, 
and pregnancy resulted. It was thuss in fact, a means of 
contesting an action for annulment on the ground of nonage. 
As such a defence it is included in the C. q. as article 145. 
707. See Huussen, 9p. cit., pp. 40-41. 
708. The 1800 Projet of the French code still gave the 
required ages as fifteen and thirteen: Proj. An. VIII, 1.5.4. 
709.1 Analysep P-143. 
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mariage ntont dtailleurs pas la maturite- dlesprit et 
itexp6'rience. necessaires pour conduire ""' 

leur maison 
et 'elever des enfans; ces enfans eux-memes sont, 
ordinairement dtune constitution faible. " 710. 

These two reasons would have been just as relevant for Quebecq 

and the raising of the minimum age for marriage just as 

appropriate. The codifiers give no reason for not suggesting 

a reform such as that in the French code. They merely remark 
that since they have retained the old rulev an article such 

as C. N. 145 is unnecessary. 
711-Their 

actions here reflect 
their conservative interpretation of their instructions. 

c. Q. 116 states that: "There is no marriage when there 

is no consent. " C. N. 146 
, 
is virtually identical. Pothier 

J12. 
states that "consentement ... est de Ilessence du mariage. 
Here the C. Q., the C. N. 9 and the ancien droit were the same. 
Consent was nullified by violencep seduction or error. 

713. 

Pothier states that those entirely deprived of the power of 

reason because of folie or imbecillite could not contract 
714. 

marriage, being incapable of consent. The same would apply 
in Quebec. The position on the consent of deaf mutes is 

rather more complex# and neither the Quebec nor French code 

explicitly treat of it. Pothier states: 
III1 ne faut pas non plus mettre au. rang des personnes 
priv'ees de Vusage de la raison, les sourds et muets 
de naissance. Ces personnes non-seulement jouissent 
de leur raisontmais elles font entendre par des signes 
leurs pens'e'esy et on leur fait pareillement entendre 
par des signes ce clu'on veut leur faire entendre; 
clest PoUrquoij pouvant faire entendre le consentement 
qulelles donneraient a un mariage, elles ne sont 
point incapables de le contracter. 11 715. 

DeLaporte and Riffie-Caubray state that those who cannot - 

indicate their will are incapable of contracting marriage: 

710. Ibid. 
711. Second Report, P-177. 
712. T. C. M. no. 929 Bug. 6 P-38. 
713. See C. Q. 148-151; C. N. 180-183- 3 Pan. Pran. pp. 141-7 
discusses violence nullifying consent; ýp-. 14-8-9 seduction 
having the same result; and pp. 149-152 error. 
714. T. C. M. no. 922 Bug 6, P-38. 
715. T. C. 111. no. 93v Bug: 6, P-39- 
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"En cons6quence les sourds-muets etaient autrefois 
dans l'impossibilit-e' de se marier, parce qu'ils ne 
pouvaient, d'aucune maniereý faire connAtre leur 
consentement. " 716. 

They continuep mentioning that it had been intended to include 

an article on the marriage of deaf mutes, but that since 
this was not done# the law must still be the same# and deaf 

mutes cannot marry. 
717-Their 

statement of the ancien droit 

is incorrect. If deaf mutes could indicate their consent 
by signs they could marry; and, indeed, this seems to be the 

718. 
position taken by doctrine in both Quebec and France. 
The proposed article, referred to by DeLaporte and Riffe- 

Caubrayp had stated that madment imbecilesq those condemned 
to civildeathq and deaf mutes could not marry; with the 

exception that deaf mutes could marry if they could indicate 

their wishes. There was a lengthy dispute over this article 

when it was discussedv and it was proposed to replace it 

with one in the chapter "des actes de mariage" of the title 

"des actes de, 11e-tat civill't explaining how deaf mutes could 

express consent; but this was not done. 719-Although the C. Q. 

redactors were aware of the potential problems with consents 

in the marriage of deaf mutes, they chose to follow the C. N. 

and make no special provision. 

C. Q.. 117 is as follows: 
"Impotencyg natural or accidentalg existing at the 
time of the marriage, renders it null; but only if 
such impotency be apparent and manifest. 

This nullity cannot be invoked by any one but 
the party who has contracted with the impotent person 
nor at any time after three years from the marriage. " 

There is no equivalent article in the C. N., which apparently 

rejected this form of annulling a marriage because 'Ila preuve 

716.3 Pan. Fra .., P-153.0 
717. Ibid., PP-153-4- 

t Civil Canadieng (hereafter cited 718. See P. 11i nault Le Droi 
LI llier, as Droit Civi: 
59 

ontreal, 1895, vOl. lt P-. 345, and Tou 
vol-It P-306. For his. statýment of the ancien droits 

Pothier relied on an arre't of 16th. Januaryp 1658--See T. C. Rtsq 

no. 93p Bug. 6, P-39. Buckland states that under Roman law 
deaf mutes could marry: Textbookt P-1139 note 4. 
719. See Maleville, I Analyse, pp-144-5. 
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en est difficile et scandaleuse.,, 
720. After the redaction of 

the C. N. 9 howeverv both jurisprudence and doctrine in France 
had allowed the annulment of the marriage of an impotent, on 
the grounds of error as to person*721 'The Quebec codifiers 
did not follow the example of the C. N.: they provided a 

722. 
specific article on impuissance. In their remarks on their 
proposed article, 'the C. Q. redactors remark that they thought 
the old law should be preserved, and that impotency should 
be grounds for invalidating a marriage; but they also thought 
there should be a restriction to impotency at the time of 
marriage, such impotency being apparent and manifest. That 
the impotency be apparent and manifest means that it must 
be capabýe of being demonstrated by a simple inspection of 
the alleged impotentp and must result from some demonstrable 

malformation: 
723-mere 

refusal to have sexual intercourse due 
to repugnance for the act is also not sufficient., 

724. 

The ! Juebec codal rule is the result of problems and 
difficulties with both the ancien droit and the new law in 

France. The ancien droit merely required that impotency be 

720. "3 Pan. Fran. 9 p. 276., ''See also note 730 infra. 
721. Sej'-e-g-P 3 Pan. Pran., pp. 275-6; Toullier, 22ocitel vol. 
1,9 PP-315-79 nos. 525-6; Demolombeq Cours de Code Na7poleonp 
1854,, vol. 4P pp-406-411., no. 254; and also P. A. Merlinv 
R6pertoire Universal et Raisonn6 de Jurisurudenceg vol, 16, 
s, v, Impuissance.., 5th. edn., -T-827-28 in 19 vols. I have 
also used the edition of 1812-1815 edition of blerlints 
R6pertoire. 71hich edition is intended will be indicated 
hereafter by the date in brackets: e. g. p Ilerling Rgpertoirep 
vol. 1 (1812) s. v. lladultldrelt, 
722. Second Rerortv P-177. 
723. See Trait15 de Droit Civil du Qu6becy Y-ontreal, 1942.0 
vol. I by G. Trudel (hereafter cited by authorts name and 

and volume) at P-3599 p. B. JýJignaultq Droit Civilp 
vol. 19 P-357; L. Baudouing Le Droit Civil de la Province de 
Qu6bec, .: odZFle Vivant de Droit Comnar-6t montreal, 1953, 
(hereafter cited as Droit Civil) at PP-152-3- Trudelp as 
citedq states: "La 6-eule d6bil1t`6` des organes eat insuffisante 
pour fonder la nullitie-. " 
724. In relatively recent years, howeverv Scholes v. 1-Varlow 
(1927) 65 C. S. 

- 
p. 61 decided that "invincible repugnance 

to this act of consommation resulting. in a paralysis of 
the will" was sufficient to found an action for nullity 
on the grounds of impotency. See Trudelt Trait6 vol. 1. 
P-3591 and Baudouing Droit Civilp PP-152-3- 
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incurable and existing from the time of marriage for it to 
be an effective ground for annulling a marriage. Pbthier states 
thus: 

"Pbur que 11impuissance soit un empie"chement de mariage... 
il n'importe qu'elle soit de naissance ou qu'elle lui 
soit survenue depuis.... 

Alais il nly a qutune impuissance perpietuelle et 
incurablep telle que celle qui r-e-sulte de la Vivation 
de quelqu'une des parties n6cessaire -a la gl6nerationg 
qui forme un emp'ý'chement de mariage .... 

L'impuissance est un empechement dirimant de 
mariage, lorsque celui-ci existe au temps auquel le 
mariage se contracte ; mais s'il n'est survenu que 
depuis le mariage, il ne le rompt pas. " 725. 

That impotency to be an effective ground for annulment had 

merely to be incurable and exist from the time of marriage, 

rendered acute the problem of proof. up to 1677P proof of 

impotency was made by a procedure known as Congriýs; but this 

method was abolished because it was considered Itaussi 

equivoque quindecente et contraire I la pudeur.,, 
726. In the 

eighteenth century, modesty restrained proof of impotency to 

725. T. C. M. nos. 97-98, Bug. 6, P-41. The Ancien Denisarty 
vol. 29 s-v- Impuissance --- .1r j no. 6 states: "Comme I impuissance 
est un obstacle !1 principale fin du mariagep elle la 
rend nul si elle est perpetuelle, ou si elle existoit au 
temps de la ciel6bration, mais quoiqu'elle soit perp-etuelle, 
le mariage est bon si elle n'est survenue clue depuis le 
mariage. 11 
726. Pothier, T. C. M. no. 458., Bug. 6, p. 210. Congriýs was 
a procedure instituted around 1550 by the Parlement de Paris 
whereby the couple viere put to bed with witnesses in the 
room, and it was fo. r the alleged impotent to prove his 
potency. There are obvious problems with this procedure. 
See Ancien Denisart., vol. 2 s. v. Impuissance, nos. 19-21, 
pp-702-3. In 14erlJn1s R6, pertoirep vol. 2 k1812), s. v. 
Conwresp n. 3, it is stated that "On attribue Vorigine du 
Congres a lteffronterie d'un jeune homme qui 6tant accuse 
dlim, puissancet offrit de prouver le contraire en pre6sence 
de chirurgiens et de matrones. L'official eut Vindiscretion 
d1admettre ce nouveau genre de preuve. 11 In ibid. vol. 6, 
(1813) s-v- Impuissance there is a long discussion of all 
the problems of proving or disprovkng impotency. The 
explanation of the origin of 92ng. res originates in the 
writings of Hotman: see Esmeiný Ijariapeq vol. II, p. 280 
and note 2 thereon. Esmein, 14ariapej vol. 112 pp. 275- 
284 gives a good discussion of this institution. 
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the following procedure described by Denisart: 
110n, ne peut donc actue'llement acquieýrir le preuve 
d1impuissance que par la voie de 11interrogatoire 
et des visites par des experts; car nos tribunaux 
ne conkFntent pas du serment des parties, ni de 
Venquete per septimam manumq et le congres et aboli: 
aussi c'est par la visite-des parties et sur le rapport 
des experts, qui font cette visiteg que les juges 
doivent porter leur jugement. " 727. 

Pothier points out that the experts were chirurgeons or 
matrones; 

728. he also remarks that: 
III1 suffit aujourd'hui qu! il r-e-sulte de la visite., 
que les parties extierieures sont bien conformees, 

, 729. 
pour clue la personne ne soit pas re"put-be impuissante. 

This is perhaps not far removed from the position in the 
Quebec co , 

de, despite the difference in phrasing. This 

statement'no doubt also reflects the eighteenth century French 
730. 

embarrassment with' this topic and the problems of proof. 

The second paragraph of C. Q. 117 states that only the 

party with whom the impotent has contracted marriage can found 

an actio'n'for nullity on such imrotency. The ancien droit 

was the same, for to permit otherwise would be to permit 

727. Ancien Denisart, j vol. 2 s. v. Impuissance, no. 239 P-703. 
Pocquet states thus, Ek. It tit. l. Sectn. b, no. 58 (p. 25): 
"La preuve d'impuissance ne se peut faire que., par ,, 11interrogatoire et la visite, celle du Congres a ete" 
abolie 0" 728. T. C. 14 no, 458, Bug. 6. p. 210. 
729. Ibid. 
730. See P. J. J. G. Guyot, Repertoire Universel et Raisonne de 
jurisprudence ... ; Ouvrage de Plusieurs Jurisconsultes, 
Parisp new edition of 1784-85 in 17 vols., (hereaf er cited 
as Guyot) at vol. 9 s. v. "Impuissance": I'Le jurisconsultet 
qui doit eýtre chaste et pur comme la loi, se trouve 
embarrasse en traitant ces matieresp qui peuvent reveiller 
des images voluptueuses: mais en se rendant Vinterprete de 
la loi, il s'oblige a parler avec autant de couraýe que 
le legislateur des mysteres de la nature; et ce n est past 
sans doutev dans un livre de jurisprudence que'l'imagination 
viendra chercher ce, qui peut inflapmer les sens. Ici tout 
est epure' par la justice, qui est "R la fois le guide et 

ol'objet de nos recherches. 11 This is a neat statement of 
the attitude which culminated in the exclusion of an article 
on imruissance from the C. N. 
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someone, to allege his own turPitude. 731 -The Canon law, 
however, had allowed impot ant persons to sue for annulment. 9 
alleging their own impotency. 732 

,. 
The C. Q. redactors 

maintained the rule of the ancien droit. 

The second paragraph of C. Q. 117 also states that the 

action of nullity could not be brought if three years had 

elapsed from the date of the marriage. This is new law; 

the ancien droit was not so, precisejp providing that after 
cohabitation for 'tun grand nombre d'ann"eesi, 733-the marriage 
could not be attacked on the grounds of the impotency of one 
of the spouses. The number of years which would bar such an 
action would vary according to the circumstances. Denisart, 

for example, reports an arr'e'h where a wife was allowed to 

seek the'annulment of her marriage on the grounds of her 
husband's impotency eight years after the marriage had been 

celebrated. 
734. 

In C. Q. 1179 the Quebec redactors have followed the 

ancien droits though reforming itq while rejecting the position 
taken by the C. N. The Quebec redactors knew that the C. N. 

had no article on impotency annulling marriage because proof 

was considered, difficult and improper,, 735-They would also 
know from the French commentaries on the C. N. that actions 
to annul a marriage on the grounds of impotency were 

erson. 
736. 

successfully brought in Prance, alleging error as to p 

They would realise that the same would be likely to happen 

in Quebec were there not a specific provision on impotency. 

Furtherv the introduction of a specific article on impotency 

731- Pothier, T. C. I. I. no. 445, Bug. 6 . 203: Itil nty a que la 

partie avec ýu-ilTlimpuissant a contracpt6 mariage qui soit 
recevable aI intýnter la demande en cassation de mariage pour 
raison de I empechement d'impuissance; et l'impuissant n'est 
pas regu ý attaquer son mariage pour cause de ce priFtendu viceý 
lorsque la personne avec qui il a contractle- maftage ne slen 
plaint pas. " DIEspeisses, U. cit., vol. 1, Part 1,, tit 13 no. 
3 at P-275: I'Le marie' impuissant nest requ a poursuivre le 
cassation du I%ý'ariage, contre, celui qui est puissant; car c'est 
all-e-guer sa turpitude. ES eulement, il est rey en ladite 
poursuitet lorsque le ý; ýie 

puissant y consent. , 
732. See Esmein.. , ', ariaFre, vol. 1j, pp-232-267t vol. II, pp. 273-286. 
733. Pothier, T. C. IM., no-445t Bug. 69 p. 203- 
734.2 Ancien Denisart, s. v. "Impuissancellp no-329 P*704- 
735. See supra text at note, 720. 

. 736. See supra text at note 721 and references in 721. 
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would permit useful reforms of the law. Proof of impotency 
had caused many problems in the ancien droit: the C. Q. 
redactors provided that such impotency had to be "apparent 

and manifest" in order to found an action. Another reform 
was the limitation to three years after the marriage of the 

period within which such an action could be brought. 737-Thus., 

this article of the C. Q. 'is the result of the redactors' 
desire to follow the 

, ancien droit. The experience of the 

C. N. would reinforce this desire. Purtherp the inclusion 

of a specific article allowed useful reforms of the law as 
regards mode of proof and time within which the relevant action 
should, be brought. 

C. Q., 118 states that-. "A second marriage cannot be 

contracted before the dissolution of the first. " C. N. 147 

states the same; the ancien droit provided similarly. Any 
738. 

other provision would have been quite'unthinkable. 

C. Q. 119-123 relate'to the necessary consents to the 

marriage of minors and will be discussed below. C. Q. 124-126 
lay down, the prohibited degrees of relationship. They are 
the same as in C. N. 161-163, though C. N. 164 allowed the 

government to grant dispensations from C. N. 163. The C. Q. 

redactors merely remarked that'a power to grant dispensations 

asin C. N. 164 did not exist in Quebec. 739-The prohibited 
degrees as laid down by the C, Q. are those of Leviticus and 

of the Roman law. 740- They are the minimum prohibited degrees 

of most Christian societies and are not of great interest here. 

737. The period in France under the C. N. would be different. 
Doctrine had applied C. N. 180 (error as to person) to 

' impotency. C. N. 181 stated that the wronged person had 
only six months to demand nullity I'depuis clue Verreur a 
ftE par lui reconnue. 11 
738.3 Pan Fran. PP-154-162 has an interesting, discussion 
on this point. There it is argued that polygyny is not 
contrary to natural law or the essence of marriage (PP-155-6). 
Polyandry is stated to be contrary to natural law: I'Si une 
femr. r. e avait plusieurs maris on ne pourrait pas savoir qui 
serait le rere des enfants qu'elle mettrait au monde. On 
ne pourraitpas non plus dEterminer auquel de ces maris elle 
devraitýobftr. " (P-156. ) 
739- Second Relportv P-179. 
740. Leviticus, ch. 18 and Justinians Institutesp 1.10.1-119 
and P. E. Corbettv The Roman Law of hiarriagep Oxford, 1930, 
pp-47-51., 
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The ancien droit of France followed the Canon law and 
accordingly had much wider prohibitions. 

741. We need not 
consider the difficult question of what the law in Quebec 

on the prohibited degrees of relationship would have been 

prior to codification. 
742. The redactorso howeverl included 

the following articlev C. Q. 127P in their code: 
"The other impediments recognised according to the 
different religious persuasions, as resulting from 
relationships or affinity or from other causesp 
remain subject to the rules hitherto followed in 
the different churches and religious communities. 

The rightv likewise, of granting dispensations 
from such impediments appertainst as heretoforet to 
those who have hitherto enjoyed it. " 

The second paragraph of C. Q. 129 states that no priest or 
minister, can be compelled to solemnise a marriage to which 
an impediment exists according to his religion. There is 

no equivalent to C. Q. 127 in the C. N. 9 where marriage is 

purely secular. C, Q. 127 has been the subject of lively 

controversy; and it has been much disputed whether this 

article introduces into the law of Quebec Canon law 
743o 

impediments as regards the marriage of Roman Catholics. 

The C. Q. redactors state that there are certain 
impediments applicable only to members, of particular religions; 

and since these impediments could not be governed by general 

provisions, the redactors included this article leaving the 

members of such religions governed by the rules of their 

religion. 
744. It seems likely that the redactors intended to 

introduce these impediments as the law of Quebec as regards 
the members of particular religions. 

745-The Privy Council 

decided othexraiseq howeverg in Despatie v. Tremblay*746. What 

cannot be doubtedo however, is that the redactors were 

attempting to give suitable recognition to the religious 

741. See 1-daleville,, I Analyse, p. 160, Pothiers-T. CM. nos. 
120-211 Bug. 6 PP-57-96, Esmeinq Mariagep vol. It PP-335-383- 
See also supra where this has been discussed in relation to 
Louisiana, text at notes 222-230- 
742. See C. Lemesurier, "The Marriage Law of Quebec", pp-135-154 
of Le Droit Civil'Prancais. Livre-Souvenir Des Journe*-es du 
Droit Civil Frangais, flontreal, 19369 esp. at P-150. 

pp. 160-7; 743. See, Lemesufterv pp. cit., Baudouint Droit Oivilq 
Trudelp Trait6t Vol. 1,380-5; and J. E. C. Brierley, "Husband 
and Wife in the Law of Quebec: A 1970 Conspectus", pp-795-844, 
of Mendes da Costa (Ed. ) Studies in Canadian Family Lawq Vol. 
IIv (hereafter Husband_and Wife) at pp. 806 an 807-9. 
744. Second RepoKt, P-179. 
745. So certainly is the opinion of Brierley, Husband and Wifet 
P. 806. 
746.1921 A. C. 702. 
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diversity of the Province. In their introduction to their 
title on marriages the redactors had admitted that 

circumstances in Q&uebec prevented: 
"the adoption on the subject of marriage of uniform 
and specific rulest applicable to all the inhabitants 
of the province where such variety of usagesp religions 
and religious associations are to be met with, 
having different customs and practicesp and having 
ministers authorized to celebrate marriagespand 
to make acts of their celebration. " 747. 

On this particular article, the C. Q. redactors refer to an 
English authors who, at the relevant section of his works 
remarks that there are two kinds of impediments to marriage: 
"first, such as are canonical; secondlyt such as are municipal 

or civilp" going on to discuss the differences between them. 748. 

The redactors have accepted this divisions permitting them to 

recognise the religious diversity of the Province. 

C. Q. 127 completes the first chapter of this title of 
the Code. The next article, the first of the second chapterv 

c. Q. 128.9 states thus: 
"Marriage must be solemnised openlyp by a competent 
officer recognized by law. 11 

The first paragraph of O. Q. 129 states thus: 

"All priests2 rectors, ministers and other officers 
authorised by law to keep registers of acts of civil 
status are competent to solemnize marriage. " 749. 

C. N. 165 states thus: 

"Le mariage sera c6l6'br'e publiquement devant l'Officier 
civil du domicile de l'une des parties. " 

The ancien droit in Prance had followed the Tridentine Canon 

law, though the decrees of the Council of Trent had in 

themselves no validity in France. 750-Especially crucial was 

the December2 16069 Edict of Henri IV whicht following article 

747. Second Report, PA75- 
748. Stephen, New Commentaries on the Law of Eýwlandv 3d. edn. 
London, 1853P Vol. 2, p. 239 
749. The second paragrapho 

ýeferred to already in connection 
with C. Q. 127 states: "But none of the officers thus 
authorized, can be compelled to solemnize a marriage to 
which any impediment exists according to the doctrine and 
belief of his religionp and the discipline of the church to 
which he belongs. " 
750. See Pothier, T. C. M. no-3499 Bug. 6, PP-158-9- 
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40 of the Ordonnance of Bloisp- declared that marriages 
not celebrated in church were null. 

751*Thus, the only valid 

marriage was that celebrated by a Roman Catholic priest, 

and the parties had to go to church to receive the nuptial 
benediction and to celebrate the marriage 'ten face d'Eglise". 
(A 1787 Edict of Louis XVI allowed non-Catholics to marry 
in front of an officer of civil justice. 752. ) The 

Tridentine law as enacted in France would be unacceptable 
in Quebec under British rule. Although there was no 
legislation on the pointp it is evident that from the time 

of the cession to Britain onwardsp Protestant clergymen 
(certainly those of the Anglican faith) could solemnise 

marriages in Quebec. 753-The first legislation on marriage 

came in 17959 when a provincial Act required clergymen in 

charge of parishes to keep official registers of civil 
754 

status. 'This applied to Protestant and Catholic clerics. 
Lemesurier pointsout that no express power to conduct 

755. 
marriages is granted: it is merely assumed. It was 

doubtful if this Act applied to Church of Scotland ministerst 

but an 1827 Act provided that any marriages which had been 

celebrated and any which were to be celebrated by a Church 
756. 

of Scotland minister were to be valid. The power to 

solemnise marriages and to keep registers of civil status 

was gradually extended to ministers of other Protestant 

denominationsv and this series of statutes was consolidated 

in 1860.757-This is basically the law contained in these 

751- See Pothiers T, Cjj. no. 349v Bug. 6, P-159. On the 
French law see generallyt Pothiery T. C. M no-. 346, and 
nos. 348-9, Bug. 6p P-155 and pp-157-9. 
752. See Toullier, U. cit. 9 vol. 19 P-301, no. 492. 
753. See Lemesurier, 2. E. cit., pp. 147-8. 
754. See Lemesurier, U. cit., P-148. I have not seen 
these statutes, and am relying on Lemesurier's'account of 
and quotation from them. This st4tute was 35 Geo. III9 
ch. 4. 
755. OP. cit. P. 148. 
756.7 Geo. IV, ch. 2: Lemesurierp 2p_.. 2it-j P-148. 
757. See Lemesurierp U. cit., pp. 148-9: C. S. L. C. ch. 20 
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provisions of the Quebec code. 
758-Thus, these codal 

provisions stated the existing law of the Province# which 
already recognised the religious diversity of the inhabitants. 
The redactors point out that in France of the ancien rEEime, 
uniform rules on the solemnisation of marriage were 
practicable, there being only one recognised religion: 

759. 

after the Revolution.,. all religions being recogniseds to 

secure 'dniformity in the celebration of marriages, marriage 
, 76o. 

was made a purely civil act. The redactors continue: 
"A change of such a naturep not appearing in any 
way desirable in this countryt it became necessary 
to renounce the idea of establishing heret as to the 
formalities of marriage, uniform and detailed rules, 

, and of following the Code Napoleon in the new 
. system it has adopted. " 761. 

The term "openly" ("publiquement") in C. Q. 128 was the 

subject of a dispute between the redactors. Commissioner 

Day feared that this term might be interpreted to mean 
"in church" (en face VEE: lise) as it had been in ancien 

rgEime France. He pointed out that Protestants generally 
did. not marry in church. The other Oommissionersy Caron 

and Moring considered the tenn to be sufficiently elastic 
to cover the variations in mode and place of celebration 

among the several religious denominations-762. This dispute 

indicates once more the extent to which the redactors were 

concerned, in these articles, to take account of the diversity 

of religions and practices in the Province. 

The remaining articles of chapter, two of this title do 

not provide material of interest here. C. Q. 130-134 deal 

758. On these articles the Commissioners make the following 
references. On C. Q. 1289 they refer only to C. N. 165. on 
C. Q. 129 they refer to Pothier as cited in note 751 supra, 
to 35 Geo III ch-4 s. 1 and C. S. L. C. ch. 20 ss. 16 and 17 
(quoted Lemesurier as cited note 757 surra), and to W. O. 
Russell, A Treatise on Crimes and liaAsdemeanorst vol. 11 p. 192. 
The C. Q. redactors do not indicate which edition of Russell 
they are referring to: I consulted the second of 1826-28 
(2 vols. ) and the third, of 1843 (2 vols. ). The section the 
redactors cite is a discussion of marriage law in Englandpin 
Russellts chapter 23 on bigamy: it contains nothing of direct 
relevance here. They also refer to C. N. 75, which deals with 
the celebration of marriages. 
759. See text supra, however, at note 752. 
760. Second Re'part, pp-175-7. 
761. d. p P-177 
762. Second Repoj: t, pp-179-81. 
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with bans and their publicati0n. 
763-coQ. 135 is a conflict 

of laws provision. On these articless the only point to be 

made is that C. Q. 1349 consistent with C. Q. 127 and 129, 

states that those "who have hitherto held the right to 

grant licenses or dispensations for marriageýll may grant 
exemptions-from the publication of bans. 

Chapter three of title five is on oppositions to 

marriagep and consists of twelve articlesp C. Q. 136-147. 
This chapter follows the equivalent one of the C. N. fairly 

closely. C. Q. 137-142 deal with oppositions to the marriages 
of children, and will be discussed later. 764-Pablication of 

765. 
bans permitted the making of oppositions: C. Q. 144 refers 
to the'Code of Civil Procedure which lays down the method 
of making oppositionsv while C. Q. 145 states before which 
court such actions of opposition are to be brought. C. Q. 146 

states that proceedings on appeal from a judgment under C. Q. 
144 and 145 are to be sumuary, and to be given precedence. 

In generaly the Quebec code has followed here the 

provisions of the C. N. in so far as the code provides for 

only a restricted class of persons having the right to make 

oppositions to a marriage. In the ancien droitg following 

the Canon law, any person claiming a right to do so could 

oppose a marriage. 
766 Opposition was made by writing 

intimated to the parish priest who had published the bans. 

The opposition., no matter how ill-foundedv prevented 

celebration of the marriage by the priestp until the 

opr, osition had been withdrawn by the party making it or had 

been set aside by the judge. 767-If, the court lifted the 

763. On the ancien droitv see Pothierv T. C. T. I., nos. 66-80, Bug. 
0p0 27-33. The C. N. deals with this matter in articles 
IA5-IP69. d 764. See infra on paternal authority. 
765. See the Second Reportt p. 181. Pothier, T. C. M. 9 no. 81, Bug. 
6, P-33 states that: "Les personnes qui pretendent avoir droit 
d'erap'e-'eher le mariage dont on a publie les bans, peuvent 
former opposition aux bans. " Bugnet in his footnote 1 on P-33 
points out that Pothier is really referring to oppositions 
to marriage. 
766. See Pothier T. C. IvI no. 81, Bug. 6, P-339 especially 
sentence quoted in note 765 sur ; Brissaudq Histo pp. 129-30; 
and also Esmeinj . 1jariage, vol. 1, pp-421-427. 
767. The technical term used was donner mainlevee. 
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oppositiong and the person opposing the marriage appealedo 
the priest still could not celebrate the marriage. 

768. The 
system. was obviously open to abuseq because ofp first, the 
lack of clear regulation of who had a right to opposep ands 
second, the want of adequately defined grounds for making 
opposition. Furtherv the system involved long delays9 andt 
apparentlyg thus ultimately prevented from taking place 
marriages to which there could be no valid objection. The 

church had made it a sin to oppose maliciously and 
unreasonably a marriage; but this measure was of doubtful 

769. efficacy in remedying the problem. 

Towards the end of the ancien rgFimes an arret of the 
Parlement de Paris improved the position somewhat. This 

arret, of 28th. April, 1778, forbade anyone, other than 
fathersq mothers, tutorso curatorss brothersp sistersp 
uncles and aunts$ from making oppositions to marriages. 

770- 

The loi on marriage of 20th. Septemberp 1792v devoted the 

third section of its fourth title to marriage. This enactment 
solved the problemst noted above, relating to oppositions by 

limiting to a small number of-persons the right of making 

opposition) and by compelling judges to decide on oppositions 

with despatch. 
771. 

The French code adopted the system of 
this loi 

,p 
andp in turnp the C. Q. generally followed the 

system of the C. N. 772. 
Thus, it would appear that the C. Q. 

773. 
restricted the class of those who could oppose a marriage. 

768. On this whole proceduret see Pothierv T. C. M. no. 82p 
Bug. 6, pp-34-5. 
769. See Brissaudi Historyp P-130- If a priest celebrated a 
marriage without the opposition having been liftedy he was 
subject to severe penalties: Order of 5th. June, 1691 - see 
Pothier2 T. C. M. no. 82, Bug. 6, p. 34 
770. See 111erling R6pertoire, vol. 8 ý1813) 

s-v- "Oppositions 
a Mariage". 
771. See Brissaudy Historyp P-130. Huussenq Rp. cit. p P-43 
points out that this particular section of the . highly 
contentious loi 

, 
of 1792 was passed easily. 

772. With some exceptions which will be noted infra in 
discussing paternal authority. 
773. It should be noted that the arrgt_, of the Parlement de 
Paris would be of no validity in Quebec. Note that none 
of the relevant articles here of the C. Q. purport to be 
reforming the law. Indeedp all their provisions had 
precedents in the ancien droi: L; but because they are 
restrictivev the law is quite changed. 
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The benefits of so doing are obvious. 
C. Q. 136 states thus: 
"The solemnizing of a marriage may be opposed by 
any person already married to one of the parties 
intending to contract. " 

C. N. 172 provides the same. Pothier774-states the sames and 
adds that opposition may even be made by a person affianced 
to one of the persons whose bans have been proclaimed. (The 

ancien droit was less restrictivep andq as shownp anyone 
claiming the right could make an opposition; whether that 

opposition would be successful is a different question. 
775. ) 

Neither the C. N. nor the C. Q. state that a fiancle may make 

an opposition. Maleville remarks that if a fiance' attempts 
to oppose a marriage the court has to give main-lev6t. 

776. 

He debates whether the court ought to condemn the opPosant 
to pay damages as authorised under C. N. 179 (C. Q. 147). 

He refers to a recent author (this is probably a reference 
to the work of DeLaporte and Riffe-Caubray 

777. ) who was 

of the opinion that in such circumstancess a fianc`6` could 

make, oppositionp and the person against whom the opposition 
had been made should pay damages to the opposant (for breach 

of promise to marry). Y. aleville disagreedv arguing that a 

person to whom a promise of mar.,. iage had been made could 

not make an opposition not permitted by lawq and the only 

remedy such person would have would be to sues independentlyý 

0778. for damages DeLaporte and Riffe-Caubray in their 

Pandectes Franýaisesq (surely, collectivelyp the recent 
.1 

author to who, -, l Maleville refers) argue thatv if A has made 

a promise of marriage to B. there is sufficient ground for 

B to oppose A's marriage to a third party; ifs howevert A 

persists in marrying the third partyq they add, the judge 

must lift the opposition and merely cause A to pay damages 

to B. 779. Here the Pandectes Fran2aises are clobely following 
.1 

774. T. C. 11.. no. 81, Bug. 6, P-33. 
775. See text supra at notes 765-769. 
776. See note -7767-aa., 2ra on this term. 
777. See text infra 

, at notes 778-780. 
778.1 Analyse, pp. -165-6. 
779.3 Pan. Pr .9p. 241. 
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the 
, ancien droit, especially as found in Pothier*78o. The 

Commissioners referred to this section of the Pandectes 
Franýaises in connection with C. Q. 136; but it seems most 

j 
unlikely that they would have supported the views found 

therein on this matter. The C. Q. makes no reference to 
fiances opposing marriagesp and they must not have been 

granted this right. An article of relevance here, though 

placed in a different section of the Codep is C. Q. 62p 

which supports the view already put: 
"Ifp howeverp the opposition be founded on a simple 
promise of marriaget it is of no effectv and the 
marriage is proceeded with as if no such opposition 
had been made. " 

There is, no equivalent article in the C. N.; and# indeedp 
this article originates in provincial legislation. 781 "This 

article would suggest that the interpretation here given 
of the C. Q. 's failure to mention fiancis is the correct 
one, thoughp as Trudel and Mignault point outp there is a 
difference between a mere promise to marry and a formal 
betrothal (fianoailles)p the latter having an effect under 
Canon law. 7&2--. 

The next article to be consideredp 
783-O. Q. 143P states 

as follows: 
"Whatever may be the quality of the opposanto it is 
his duty to adapt and follow up the formalities and 
proceedings necessary to have his opposition brought 
before the court and decided within the legal delaysp 

780. Pothier, T. C. M., no. 83, Bug, 6, P-359 states: "Lorsque 
ce ne sont que des fianjailles qui font le sujet de 
lloppositiongsi l'opposant en fait la preuvey 11official les 
d-eclare bonnes et valablest et il exhorte l1autre partie ýa 
les accomplir. Si elle persiste en son refust aprýs lui 
avoir impose une P'enitence, il prononce la dissolution des 
fianqaillesp et en consequence fait mainlev67e de Vopposition. " 
In the ancien droitv oppositions on the groundp of marriage 
or betrothal were in the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical 
courts: hence the penalty of penance. This was because they 
referred to spiritual matters; other oppobitions were in the 
jurisdiction of temporal courts. 
781.12 Vict. ch-53, s. 1v which became C. S. L. O. ch. 34v s-4- 
See Trudelp Trait'e vol. 1, pp. 196-7. and I., lighaultv Droit 
civil, vol. T, -PP-409-410. 
782. See Trudel and Nlignault as cited in note 781. See also 
note 7809 where it is pointed out that oppositions on'the 
grounds of marriage or betrothal were heard by ecclesiastical 
courts. 
783. On exclusion of c., Z. 137-1429 see text supra, at note 
764. 
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a demand for its dismissal not being required; in 
default of his so doing the oprosition is regarded 
as never having been madep and the marriage ceremony 
is proceeded witht notwithstanding. " 

This is new lawt and stated as such by the redactors. There 
is no exact equivalent in the C. N. C-IT. 176, read along 
with C. N. 66, lays down the form of the opposition to be 

given to the Officier 
, 
de 1"etat civil; there is no statement 

that the onus is on the opposant to take the opposition to 

court. C. N. 177 and 178 lay down time limits for the courtst 
decisions on actions for main-leve-e brought by the couple 
intending to marry. In the ancien droity it was the couple 
to whose marriage opDosition had been made who had to seek 

main-leve"e't 
784-and there was no provision for an especially 

speedy decision. The C. -N. improved on the ancien droit here 
by providing for a speedier court decision. The C. Q. improved 

on the C. N. by enacting that a demand for main-leve'e was not 

required: the opposant had to go to court and justify his 

oppositiong and,, if he failed to do sos his, opposition was 
ignored. Given the criticisms of the right of opposition 

under the old law, it is obvious why the Quebec codifiers 

reversed the old'law, and made the procedure quicker. (C. Q. 

144P 145 and 146 lay down the relevant procedure; they 

contain no matter of interest to us. ) 

C. Y. 147 states that: 
"If the opposition be rejectedy the oprosantsy 
other than the father and mothery may be condemned 
to pay costsp and are liable for damages according 
to circumstances. " 

C. N. 179 is similar in purport: 
"Si l'oprosition est rejet"e-e., les opposans., autre 
neanmoins que les ascendansy pourront etre condamn6*s 
a des dow., ages-int-erets. 11 

785. 
The reason for exemptinE parents (and ascendants in the C. N. 

from damages is explained thus in the Pandecteý Fran2aises: 
.0 

784. Pothier, T. C. I. I. no. 83, Bug. 6, P-35: "La partie qui veut 
avoir mainlevee- -de VoProsition faite a' ses bans de mariage, 
doit assignerl'omrosant devant le juge qui est comp6tent 
pour en connaitre. " 
785. On this difference between the C. N. and the C. Q. 2 see 
infra on paternal rower. 
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II(L]a loi, par la grande confiance qulelle a dans 
leur [i. e. parents and ascendants] tendresse pour 
leurS enfants, suppose toujours qu'ils ont agi par 
des motifs raisonnables; et quev dlailleurs, les 
enfants doivent toujours respecter leurs actions. " 786. 

Thus., in their provisions on oprositions to marriagep 
the Quebec redactors have radically amended the law. They 

have reduced the categories of persons entitled formally 

to oppose a marriage: and they have done so without indicating 

they have changed the law. They must be taken to have 

restricted the making of oppositions to the persons named 
in the articles; if any other person purports to make an 

oppositionp it may be ignored completely. Because of the nature 

of the ancien droitt inevitably, under the ancien droitp 

all the persons named in the C. Q. could make oppositions: 
it is this that enables the redactors to avoid stating these 

articles as new law. The expressions used in these articles 
leave no doubt that other persons may not make oppositionst 

even although this is nowhere explicitly stated. 
787-The 

restriction of the class of persons entitled to oppose a 

marriage was only reasonable, given that the ancien droit 

had been 'tun moyen de vexation.,, 
788. The only opposition that 

could be made under the O. Q. to the marriage of a sane adult 
789. 

was that by a person purporting to be married to such adult. 

The C. Q. redactors must be taken as having restricted the 

class of potential opposants because they considered that no 

others could havep or claim, any real interest in the marriage 

of adults in a modern society. To have allowed others to 

make oprositionp even if such oprositions would be rejected 

ultimatelyp would have been to bring about unjustifiable 

delays in the marriage of independent individuals: a result 

unacceptable given the liberal individualist conception of 

society current in nineteenth century Quebec. This must 

explain why the redactors have followed the scheme of the C. N. 

786.3 Bm. Fran. 9 pp. 255-6. 
787. See Ilignaults Droit Civil 

,, vol. lo pp-406-8. 
788. Itignault., Droit Civilo vol. 19 P-393. 
7 89.1., Agnaultj, Droit Civilq vol. 1 P-394. 
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One of the problems connected with the old law had been 
delay in the court hearings on oppositions. The C. Q. 

provided a speedy procedure. Further) the C. Q. required 
the person opposing the marriage to go to court to make good 
his case; if he did not go to court, his oprosition 

automatically lapsed. The C. N. and the ancien droit both 

required the person whose marriage had been opposed to go 
to court to gain main-leve-e. The action here of the C. Q. 

redactors seems just, and reflects their notion that oppositions 
to marriage should be restricted and should not be allowed 
to hinder or inconvenience couples proposing to marry. 
Although the chapter of the code on anulling marriages will 

not 
I 

be discussed here, 790-it 
may be pointed out that the 

C. Q. reddctorsp following the C. N. 9 have adopted the view 

of Pothier) that if a marriage, to which opposition has been 

made2 is celebrated without such oprosition having been lifted, 

the marriage is nonetheless incapable of annulment., if 
791. 

otherwise valid. Lamoignon had been of the opposite opinion. 

Neither of the two codes state that a marriage may be annulled 

simply because there had been an opposition to it. 

The above discussion indicates the requirements for 

contracting marriage in the C. Q. 9 and shows their relationship 

to the equivalent provisions of the C. N. and of the ancien 

droit. The work of the C. Q. redactors is here a mixture of 

conservatism and innovation. - They have preserved the ages 

of marriage as provided under the Canon law, though there 

might well have been reason for raising such ages. They have 

preserved impotency as a factor rendering marriage null, 

though amended in light of the criticisms of the ancien droit. 

790. Generally a marriage could only be annulled if invalid 
due to a defect or lack in the meeting of the conditions 
set out in the discussion above if such defect, or lack was 
in relation to more than a mere formality. The C. 'J. 
articles do not contain any major departure from the ancie 
droit or C. N. except as regards the marriages of minorst 
and these differences will be discussed infra on paternal 
authority. See C. Q. 148-1649 C. N. 180-202p and Pothierp 
T. C. M. 2 no. 442-451,. Bug. 6, pp. 201-208. See also the 
discussion in the Second Rel6ort, of the redactors at pp. 
183-5. Day disagreed with C. 47.149, taken from C. N. 1819 
preferring the ancien droit; he also disapproved of the fines 
under C. N. 157 and 158. 
791. Pothierp T. C. M., no. 82., Bug. 6, P-35. 
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The exclusion of an equivalent article from the C. N. had 
not resulted in the disappearance of impotency as a ground 
for annulling a marriage. Obviouslyq the inclusion of C. Q. 
117 on impotency may be ascribed to the redactors' knowledge 

of the interpretation of the C. N. p and the necessity of 
reforms of the anci 

' 
en droit 

' 
to render proof easier with an 

acceptable method of acquiring that proof. Interesting 

articles are those in which the redactors give due 

recoEnition to the diversity of religions in the Provincet 

and allow the solemnisation of marriagess according to their 

various forms of doctrinet by clergymen authorised to keep 

registers of civil status. These provisions are founded in 

provinciql statutest and do not connote any massive innovationt 
though the intention behind C. Q. 127, on impediments not 
recognised by the code but recognised by other religionsp is 

rather more problematic. On oprositions to marriaget the 

C. ',,,,. redactors have introduced great innovations into the 

law. Following the C. N. 9 they have restricted the class of 
persons who may oppose a marriage (although the class of 

persons in the C. Q. is not exactly the same as that in the 

C. N. ). There were obvious reasons of social policy for 

doing so: to have allowed any one to oppose the marriage of 

a sane adult would have been unthinkable in mid-nineteenth 
Quebec. In following the C. N. here, the redactors were 
knowingly importing a restriction on the class of those who 

could oppose marriages. Again for reasons of social policyt 
the ', ctuebec redactors have required the person opposing to 

bring his Opposition to court,, failing which his opposition 

automatically falls: similarly, the court procedure is 

particularly expeditious. 

In this section of the code, the redactors had to provide 

clear concise rules on the requirements for marriage. This 

they did# using the French code as a model. The French code 
has exerted some influence on the substance, though here the 

C. Q. redactors were both independent (consider their rules 

on oprositions and the reform of the law on impotency) and 

conservative (consider their rules on the ages required for 

marriage and the inclusion of a rule on impotency). The 

redactors also had to recognise the diversity of religions 
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in the Province, and had to follow the Acts of the 
legislature on who was authorised to celebrate marriages. 
The relevant articles fulfilled these functionso being 

consonant with Quebec society. As regards the preservation 
of the Canonical ages for marriage, it should be recalled 
that the instructions of the legislature were essentially 

conservativet and that there would be no obvious or pressing 

need for reform of a rule that presumably caused no problems 
in practice. 

2. Paissance maritale and the property aspects of the 
husband-wife relationship. 

As in discussing the provisions of the D. O. on the 

property relations between husband and wifef the matter at 
issue here is not such property relationships in themselvest 

but rather their effect on the relationship between husband 

and wife. The nature of matrimonial property in the Quebec 

code is much less controversial than in that of Louisiana. 

The fourth title of the third book of the C. Q. is called: 
110f marriage covenants and of the effect of marriage upon 
the property of the consorts. " The Quebec redactors preferred 

this to the C. N. ts I'Du contrat de fillariagep et des Droits 

respectifs des Epoux".. which they considered to be ambiguous 
? 92. 

Indeedq Toullier remarks that 'Ile contrat de mariage 

proprement dit" is matrimony, the marital uniont rather than 

the conventions regulating the property relations of the 

spouses. 
793-There is a major difference between these 

provisions of the C. Q. and those of the C. N., in that the 

latter includes the dotal regime of property and excludes 
dowers whereas the formert following the Coutume de Parisi 

794. 
contains no provisions on dowry but does regulate dower. 

C. Q. 1257 states that: 
"All kinds of agreements, may be lawfully. made in 
contracts of marriage, even those which, in any other 
act inter vivos, would be void; such as the renunciation 
of successions which have not yet devoývedf the gift 
of' future property, the conventional appointment of 
an heir, and other dispositions in contemplation of death. 

792. Fifth Report, p. 201. 
793. See Toullier, 2.12,, ait. 9 vol. 12 p. 2., and note 1. 
794. See Fifth Report, pp. 201-3- 
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C. Q. 1258 states thus: 
"All covenants contrary to public order or to good 
morals, or forbidden by any prohibitory law# are, 
however, excepted from the above rule. " 

C. Q. 12599 already referred to9795-stated that one example 
of covenants struck at by C. Q. 1258 would be those derogating 
from the power of the husband over the persons of his wife 
and children, or from that power belonging to the husband as 
head of the conjugal association. C. Q. 1260 states that if 

no covenants have been made, or if the contrary has not been 

stipulatedq then the consorts are presumed to have subjected 
themselves to the general law of the countrys and in 

particular to, the legal com., -. unity of property and to 
1 796. 

customary or legal dower in favour of the wife and children. 
C. Q. 1270 gives a neat definition of legal community as 

"that which the lawq in the absence of stipulation 
to the contrary, establishes between consortsq by 
the mere fact of their marriageý in respect of 
certain descriptions of property# which they are 
presumed to have intended to subject to it. " 

These articles of the C. Q. express the ancien droit coutumier 

of Parisp and make no change in the law of Quebec. '! ýY- 

According to C.,, J. 12722 the legal co=aunity consists of 
the following property: all moveable property possessed by 

the consorts on the day of their marriage; all moveable 

pro-perty they acquire during marriage or which comes to them 

by succession or gift, unless the testator or donor has 

otherwise provided; 'all the fruits9 revenues, interests and 

arrears of whatever nature2 which fall due or are received 
during the marriage, and arise from property which belonged 

to the consorts at the time of marriaget or from property 

which has accrued to them during marriageg by any title 

whatsoever; ands finally, all immoveable property acquired 

during marriage. C. Q. 1273-9 refine further thb rules on 

795. See text at note 701 surra. 
796. It is not proposed here to deal with dower. 
797. See, e. g. Pothier, T. Comri. introduction, nos. 1-10, 
BuLz- 7, pp-49-52 and ibid. nos. 4.9 99 10 and 11, pp. 
58-6o. 
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immoveables; but we need not consider them here. The C, N. 
provided similarly to C. Q. 1272 in its article 1401. The 
Coutume de Paris stated thus in its article 220! 

"Homme et femme conjoints ensemble par mariage, sont 
cormmuns en biens meubles) et conqu'e"ts immeubles 
faits durant et constant ledit mariagep et commence 
le communautE du jour des 6pousailles et benediction 
nuptiale. 11 

Thus, C. Q. 1272 follovis the. ancien droit. 798 'There has been 

no change in the composition of the legal community. 
C. Q. 1292 is an important article: 
"The husband alone administers the property of the 
community. He may sell, alienatev or hypothecate 
it without the concurrence of his wife. 

He may even alone dispose of it, either by gifts 
or otherwise inter vivos, provided it is in favour 
of persons who are legally capablet and without fraud. " 

C. N., 1421 provides the same as the first paragraph of C. Q. 1292: 
I'Le mari administre seul les biens de la communaut6. 
Il peut les vendref ali-ener et hypoth'equer sans le 
concours de la femme. " 

C. N. 1422 is, however, 9 differentfrom the second paragraph 

of C. Q. 1292: 
"Il ne peut disposer entre-vifs, a' titre gratuito des 
i. Tneubles de la communautE. ni de lluniversalit6 ou 
d1une quotite- du mobiliers si ce ntest pour 
11'e'tablissement des enfans communs. 

Il peut n'eanmoins disposer des objets mobiliers, 
a titre gratuit et particulierv au profit de toutes 
personnes, rourvu qu'il ne s'en reserve pas lusufruit. 11 

Quebec is here following the ancien droit as found in the 

Coutume de Parisf article 225 of which stated thus: 

I'Le mari eat seigneur des meubles et conqu8ts immeubles 
par lui faits durant et constant le mariage de lui et 
de sa femme. En telle manilere qu'il peut lea vendrep 
ali'e-ner ou hypoth'e-cluer, et en faire et disposer par 
donation ou autre'dispositiony entre-vifsp a son 
plaisir et volontep sans le consentement de sadite 
femme,, a personne capable, et sans fraude. 11 

That this article of the Coutume mentions only-11conqu9ts 

immeubles par lui faits"j, does not limit the husband's power 

of alienation to imaýoveables he himself has acquired during 

the marriage. Included in the power of alienationp according 

798. Among the numerous authorities which could be cited (see 
the references of the C. Q. redactors)., seep e. g. p Pothierp 
T. Comm. nos. 24-26, Bug, To pp. 65-6. 
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to most of the commentatorsq were all the immoveables of 
the communautZ*799. 

The provisions of the 
' 
Coutume de Parisp expressed in 

C. N. 1421 and the first half of C. Q. 1292, were droit commun 
coutumier; but those expressed in the second half of C. Q. 
1292 were not. Whilep for example, the Coutume d'Orl'gans 
had a provision almost identical to that of Paris# 800 . the 
Coutumes of Anjou (art. 289), of Waine (art-304) and of 
Lodunois (chap9260 art. 6) allowed the husband to sell, 
hypothecate and exchange the goods of the connunawtF9 but 
not to donate them inter vivos. The Coutume of Saintonge 
(tit. 8, art. 68) allowed the husband alone to dispose of 
meubles and conqu9tsq while excepting from this general 
power those which had been acquired by the husband and wife 
contractants ensemble; whereas the Coutumes of Bayonne (tit. 

9, art. 29) and of Labour (tit. 9. art. 2) exceptedv from 
this general power of disposal granted to the husbandt any 
property'acquired by the wife or gained by her work. 

8ol. 

The French code restricted the husband's power of 
donating community property. 

802. The redactors of the C. Q. 

did not choose to adopt the innovation of the C. N. - if 

"innovation" be correcto since there was precedent in some 

799. See Pothiers T. Comm.. t no. 468,9 Bug. 7t p. 258. Lebrun had 
been of týe contrary opinion; but his views were not accepted. 
See Ferrierep Corps et Com2., vol. 3P col. 209, n. I on art. 
225: I'La Cou**tume en cet article rend le mari maltre absolu 
de tous 

, 
les biens de la CQmmunaut6v meubles ou immeublest 

pour en pouvoir disposer a sa volontley sans le consentement 
de sa femme. " Note article 23 of the Coutume de Paris 
(hereafter cited as C. de P. 

3: 
I'Le mari., est 

I 
seigneur des 

actions mobiliie*res e't possessoires) pose qu elles procedent 
du catie' de sa femme; et peut le mari agir et d6duire lesdits 
droits et actions en jugement sans sadite femme. 11 
800. Article 193: "Le mari est seigineur des meubles et 
conquests irrmeubles par lui faits durant le makage de lui 
et de sa femme; en telle manie""re clUtil les peut vendrep 
ali-ener ou hypothýequerq et en faire et disposer par 
disposition ou donation faite entre-vifs B son plaisir et 
volonte't sans le consentement de sadite femme a personne 
capable et sane fraude. 11 I used the edition of Pothier, in 
Bugnet, vol. 1. 
801. Pothier, T. Comm. no. 472., Bug. 7. - p. 259- 
802. See Llalev7i--lle, 3 Analyse, pp. 202-3. 
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of the coutumes - and kept to dispositions of the Coutume 
de Paris. They retained the 

_ancien 
droit of Paris which 

they considered to be "more consonant with the fundamental 

principles of conjugal community. *** i, 803-They 
argued that 

given that the husband could sell an immoveable belonging to 

the communautgo and dissipate the proceedsq it is pointless 
to refuse him power to donate itp provided that he should 

not do. so with intent to defraud his wife or her heirs. 804. 

Toullier had also stressed the inefficacy of the C. N. 's 

provision in restraining the husaband from dissipating 

community property. 
805-In both the ancien droit and the C. Q., 

- 806. 
excessive donations could amount to fraud. Lebrun had 

stated that the time when a donation was made could amount 
to fr 

I 
aud on the wife; Pothier agreed . 

807-Pothier 
also 

considered that a husband could donate a conquet inter-vivos 

and retain the usufruct "a lui seul" without fraud resulting; 
Lebrun disagreed. 

808. 
Here, as Toullier points outy the C. N. 

redactors have followed the view of Lebrun. 
8og. On this pointp 

the redactors of the C. Q. were rather more cautious than 

Pothierp while not adopting the explicit rule of the C. N.: 

they stated that C. Q. 1292 does not go so far as Pothierv 

and that they felt it best left to doctrine to decide whether 

such a usufruct of property donated would amount to fraud# 

according to the circumstances. 
810. Donations by, the husbandp 

amounting to fraud, would usually be the result of an attempt 

by the husband to advantage himself or his heirs at the 

expense of his wife and her heirs. 
811. 

The COQ. redactors have rejected the rule of C. F. 14229 

and have asserted the traditional rule on the husband's control 

of community property because of his ruissance maritale: I'La 

803. Fifth Report, p. 211. 
804. Ibid. 
805. Toullierf pp. cit. q vol. 12, pp. 275-6t no-311. 
806. See Pothier, T. Comm. no. 480P Bug. 7, p. 264. This rule 
is articulated precisely by the Coutume de Poitoug art. 244p 
and the Coutume de Saintonge, tit. 8, art. 67. See also 
Fifth Report, p. 211. 
807. Pothier, T. Conun., no-4809 Bug. 7. p. 264 citing Lebrunp 
Traite de la Communautý, Bk. 2, ch. 29 sect. I., no-33. 
808. References as note d07- 
809. Op.. 2it. vol. 12, p. 276 no-312. 
810. Fifth Report, p. 211. 
811. 'See Pothiert T. Comm. nos. 481-483, Bug. 7, pp. 264-5. 
Pothier cites Dumoulin on the ancienne coutume of Parisp who 
was also of this opinion. 
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puissance qu'a le marip le rend mahre absolu de tous les 
bi ens de la cormiunaut e. ..., 

812. 
Undoubtedly this rule is 

consistent with the ideology of the period. The argument the 
C. Q. redactors put forward for rejecting the provision of 
C. N. 1422 is, however, not very satisfactory. They state 
that: since the husband may sell an immoveable and dissipate 
the proceedsp why not let him donate such immoveable? 
Certainly the French codal article does not necessarily 
prevent a prodigal husband from wasting the community propertyp 
but it does render more indirect the method of dissipation. 
Even though the husband has the potentially disastrous power 
of selling an immoveable and dissipating the proceedsp there 
is nqreýson why he should have a second method of frittering 
away community property. Purtherp although the French article 
is imperfectp the redactors could have improved on it, and 
further protected the interests of the wife. Thusp it seems 
likely that the reason for the rejection of the innovation 
in C. N. 1422p is the de, sirep as expressed by the redactors. 

813. 

to preserve intact the traditional control of the husband 

over the community2 as an important aspect of his puissance 

maritale. The redactors in C. Q. 1292 asserted that traditional 

controlp consonant with the ideology of the period. 

Various other articles expand on this power of the 
husband over the communautEt and some of themy relating to 

authorisation of the wife, will be returned to later. It is 

unnecessary here to discuss further control over conLmunity 

propertyp and convenient to turn to the co ntrol exercised by 
the husband over his wife's property which did not fall into 
the coaLTLunitys when legal or customary (as distinct from 

conventional) community existed between them. C. Q. 1298 is 

as follows: 
"The husband has the administration of all the private 
property of his wife, 

He may exercisev aloney all the moveable and 
possessory actions which belong to his wife. 

He cannoto without her consent, dispose of the 
immoveables which belong to her. 

812. Pothier., T. P. 1i". no. 82j, Bug-7v P-32. Pothier's emphasis. See 
also his edition of the Coutume d'Orl'6anslt introduction to title 
10p no. 158; Bug. 1. p. 258- (Hereafter cited thus, for example: 
C. dIO. introd. to tit-10,9 no-1589 Bug. 1,, p. 258. ) 
813. See text at note 803 supra. 
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He is responsible for all deteriorations which his wife's private property may suffer for want of 
conservatory acts. " 

C. N. 1428 provides identically. This follows the ancien droit 
coutumierg where the husband administered the biens 

-Prorres 
of his wife, 

814-and 
could exercise alone all his wife's 

moveable and possessory actions. 
815-He 

could not dispose of 
her immoveables without her consent: 

"Le mari ne peut vendre, "e-changer, faire partage ou licitationg chargerf obligerv ni hypoth6quer le 
propre heritage de sa femme sans le consentement, de 

, 816. sadite femme et icelle par lui autorisee aý cette fin. 
Finally, the ancien droit also provided that the husband had 
to conserve his wife's property; if he did notp or acted 

817. 
negligently, he would have been liable for damages. 

C. q. 1299 gives a further refinement of the power of the 

husband over a wife's private property when they are communes 

en biens: 
"Leases of the wife's propertyt made by her husband 
alone, cannot exceed nine years; she is not bound, 
after the dissolution of the communityp to maintain 
those which have been made for a longer term. " 

C. N. 1429t the equivalent provisiont is different: ' 

"Les baux que le mari seul a faits des biens de sa 
fe=me pour un tems qui excede neuf ansv ne sont, en 
cas de dissolution de la communaute-, obligatoires 
vis-a-vis de la femme ou de ses heritiers que ' pour 
le tems qui, reste a courir, soit de la premiere 

814. See Pothier., T. P. 14. no. 91.. Bug-7.9 P-34 and his C. d1O. 
Introd. to tit. Xv no-153, Bug. 1. p. 257- 
815. See C. de P., art. 233, quoted note 799 supra. 
816. C. de P. j, art. 226. 
817. Tbthier, C. d1O... introd. to tit. Xv nos. 114 and 157, 
Bug. 1. p. 246 and p. '258- In his laconic stylep Loisel 
described the powers of the husband over his wife's property 
thus in three articles: I'Le mary est maistre de la 
communautie-9 possession et jouissance des proprjespde sa 
femme et non de la propri6ted'iceux. 11 "Car quant 11 ce qui 
concerne la propriiet6 des propres de la fermne: il faut que 
tous deux y parlent, selon la coustume de la Francep 
remarquee Jean Faure. 11 "Le mary ne pouvant directementg 6 
ny indirectement obliger les propres de sa feffffne. 11 In 
order, Inst. Coust. I.. Ij. 16,17, and 12. 
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periode de neuf ansp si les parties S'y trouvent 
encore,, soit de la secondeq et ainsi de suitet, de 
manie're que le fermier n'ait que le droit d'achever 
la jouissance de la p6riode de neuf ans ou il se 
trquve. 11 

The system under the C. N. is that if a husband has granted a 
lease for more than nine yearsp when the community is 
dissolvedo the whole term of the lease is divided into 

periods of nine years, and the wife will have to respect 
the lease for the period of nine years which is running at 
the time of dissolution of the community. This is perhaps 
best understood by demonstration. Thusp if a husband has 
granted a lease of his wife's property for twenty-seven yearsl 
and the community is dissolved in the twelfth year of the 
leaset the lease is divided into three periods of nine years. 
At the time of dissolution of the communityp the lease is 
in the third year of the second period of nine yearsq and 
hence the lessee is entitled to the property for another 
six yearst which brings the second period of nine years to 

an end. The ancien droitv on the other handtessentially was 
as in the C. Q. Under article 79 of the Ordonnance de Blois,, 
leases of more than nine years were regarded as amounting to 

alienation; a husband could not alienate his wife's 
immoveable property. 

818. Article 227 of the Coutume de Paris 

states the rule explicitly: 
"Peut t2utefois le mari faire baux a' loyer ou a 
moison a six ans, pour he6ritages assis A Paris; 
et neuf ansv pour he-'ritages assis aux champs; et 
au-dessousp sans fraude. 11 

(The restriction to six years was peculiar to houses in the 

town of Paris; houses in other towns governed by the Coutume 

de Paris were not affected. 
819. 

Indeedp the writers of the 

Pandectes Fran2aises state that by the end of the'ancien 

r ime, the distinction in the Coutume de Paris, between 

houses in Paris and other irmrioveables had fallen into 

desuetudev so that husbands could make a nine year lease of 

town houses. 
820. ) Thus, it was droit cormmun coutumier that 

the husband could lease out his wife's property for up to 

54 818. See Pothier, T. P. M.. nos. 92-93P Bug. 7P PP-3 -5 and 
1.1alevillet 3 Analyse. p. 206. 
819. See Pothierp T. -P. lj. t nos. 92-93# Bug. T, PP-34-5. 
820.11 Pan Fran., P-375. -0 
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nine yearsv except for those coutumes which explicitly 
forbade husbands to make leases, without the consent of 
their wivest which would extend beyond the period of the 

marriage. 
821. The wife was not obliged to maintain leases of 

over nine years after the dissolution of the community, even 
if very few years were left to run. 

822. 
The C. N. innovated 

here. Maleville points out that, now that article 79 of the 

Ordonnance de Blois was no longer followedy and leases of 

over nine years were no longer regarded as alienation, it 

was necessary to determine afresh the effect of long leases 

made by a husband of his wifets property. 
823-The 

redactors 

of the C. N. chose the provision now embodied in their article 

1429.824-The Quebec codifiers did not adopt this reform 
found in'the C. N. They remarked that they followed the old 

rule as embodied in the Coutume de Paris and eLnunciated by 

Pothier. The change contained in C. N. 14299 they said, had 

not been regarded by some coaLmentators as an improvemen . 
825. 

The Quebec redactors probably considered that the old law 

provided adequate security for lesses, while giving more 

protection to the interests of the wife. A provision 

permitting the granting of longer leases by a husband might 
have been useful in Quebec, in encouraging lessees to improve 

the land in the knowledge that they would have a certain time 

in which to enjoy the benefits of the improvements: under 

the Quebec provision, a lessee would not be likely to initiate 

major improvements or invest much capital in the land. This 

is not necessarily an unimportant point when the backward 

nature of Quebec agriculture in the nineteenth century is 

considered. 
826. It is nonetheless clear-that such considerations 

were not taken account of by the C. Q. redactors. Given the 

rather arbitrary nature of the C. N. provision itselfs it is 

unlikely anyway that it would have fulfilled the function 
4 

821. E. g., the Coutume de Blois, art. 179 - see Pothierp 
T. P. M. no. 92., Bug. 7., P. 34. 
822. Pothier, T. P. M,. no. 93P Bug. 7, P-35. 
823.3 Analyse 

'Ip. 
206. 

A 'r 

824. On the C. N. provisiong see Yalevilleg note 823 suprap 
Toullier, 2pcit. 9 vol. 12., PP-351-356 nos. 403-410; and 
11 Pan. Fran. 9 PP-376-9. 
825-. Fifth Rer-ort, pp. 213-215. This is possibly an allusion 
to 11 Pan. Fran-P PP.., 76-9. 
826. ý"e--Ttext, 'ch. 2 

_supra 
at notes 89-91. 
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here suggested. The redactors of the C. Q. believed there 
to be no reason for changing the rule of the ancien droit. 

As already indicated, 827-spouses in Quebect within 
certain limits, could in a marriage contract avoid or vary 
the legal community. That ist they could provide that there 
be no community of property between the spouses, or provide 
for a conventional community. It is important to see what 

effect on the husband's control of his wife's property such 

marriage contracts could have. 
C. Q. 1416 provides thus: 
"The clause which declares that the consorts marry 
without community does not give the wife the right 
to administer her property, nor to receive the 

-fruits thereof; these are deemed to be contributed 
to her husband to enable him to bear the charges 
of marriage. " 

C. N. 1530 made identical provision. The rule of the ancien 
droit was the same. 

828. Malevilleo following the doctrine of 
Renussony wrote as follows: 

"Otest... la puissance maritale et non la comnunautij, 
qui donne au mari le droit d'administrer les revenus 
des biens de sa femmey et les employer aux besoins 
de la famille. 11 829. 

C. Q. 1417 states further on the clause simply excluding 

community: 
"The husband retains the administration of the moveable 
and immoveable property of his viifef and as a 

827. See text supra at notes 793-7. 
828. See Pothier, T. Comm. j nos. 461-2s Bug-7, pp. 254-5, 
no. 97Y Bug. 7.9 P-36; and C. VO . introd. to tit. Xv no. 
83,, Bug. Iv p. 235- See Renusson: Trait-e de la Communautg. 
First Parto ch. 9P n. 2v cited by Maleville who gives 
paraphrase of Renusson's opiniong quoted in text at note 829. 
829.3 Analyse, pp. 258-9. DeLaporte and Riff'e--Caubray 
state thus: 11 ... La clause d'exclusion de coaTiunaute- ne 
change rien aux effets ordinaires du mariage. Un des 
effets Rant la puissance que la loi accorde au mari Sur 
la personne et Sur les biens de la femme, laquelle 
puissance ne peut 'e"tre restreinte que par un exception 
expresse, et seulement dans les cas pr6vus par la loi', il 
slensuit que la simple exclusion de la communaute- laisse 
subsister cette puissance dans toute son iýtendue. " 12, Pan. 
Fra ., P-145. 
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consequence the right to receive all the moveable 
property she brings with her, or which accrues to 
her during the marriage; saving the restitution he 
is bound to make after its dissolutiong or after a 
separation of property judicially pronounced. " 

C. N. 1531 is the same in meaningg though using the term "dot". 

The ancien droit made the same provision as the O. Q. 830- 

The next two articles. C. Q. 1418 and 1419v are more 
interesting. The former states thus: 

"If., amongst the moveable property brought by the 
wife or which accrues to her during marriage, there 
be things which cannot be used without being consumedv 
an appreciatory statement must be joined to the 
contract of marriagep or an inventory must be made of 
them at the time when they so accrue to hery and the 
husband is bound to give back their value according 
to the valuation. " 

O. Q. 1419 adds that: 
"The husbando with regard 
the rights and is subject 
a usufructuary. " 

to such property, has all 
to all the obligations of 

On C. Q. 1418, the codifiers give no authority from the ancien 

rewime They refer to commentators on the modern French lawo 

as they have copied C. N. 1532, and to Justinian's Digest. 831. 

1,11ith C. Q. 1419.. again they refer to commentators on the 
832. 

modern French law and the Digest. C. Q. 1419 probably 
derives from C. N. 1533. On C. Q. 1418, the codifiers remark 
that no such rule is found in Pothierv but that the rule they 

have borrowed from the French code is just and conformable 
to principle . 

833- This comment is fair. The ancien droit 

coutumier does not seem specifically to have dealt with this 

830- See e. g. Pothier, T. Comm., no. 4639 Bug. 79 p. 255, and 
T. P. M. no. 97,9 Bug. 7v P-36. 
T3--1. D. 23-3-42: "Res in dotem dataep quae pondere numero 
mensura constant, mariti periculo suntv quia in hoc danturp 
ut eas maritus ad arbitrium suum distrahat et quandoque 
soluto matrimonio eiusdemq generis et qualitatýs alias 
restituat vel ipse vel heres eius-11 They refer to Maleville, 
3 Analyse, p. 259,12 Pan. Fran. 1479 and some authors, 
including Toullier, who will be mentioned below. 
832. D. 25.1-139 15 &- 16; D. 24.1.28.1. The modern authors 
are those as in C. Q. 1418. The Digest texts relate to 
necessary expenses taken from dowries: none make a direct 
statement such as found in the C. Q. article: they seem a 
random choice. 
833. Fifth Report, p. 235- 
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point. On C. Q. 1419v the redactors again cite no author 
of the ancien regime. Again, this provisiono putting the 
husband in the position of a usufructuaryt is just. 

It. is interesting to examine the statements of authors 
of the ancien droit to establish the attitude they took to 
the husband's control over his wife's separate property. 
Pothier remarks that: 

I'La puissance maritale ne donne pas a la ve"ritig au 
mari Jus dominii Bur lea immeubles propres de sa 
femme; mais elle lui donne, par rapport auxdits 
biens., une espiece de droit de bail et de 
gouvernement.... " 834. 

Under this llespýce de droit de bail et de gouvernementllp the 
husband exercised the feudal rights and carried out the 
duties oý any seigneurie belonging to his wife. 

835-Pothierý 

in discussing a husband's powers of administration of his 

wife's propertyp remarks that they are greater than those 

of a usufruc tuary. 836. He contrasts the husband's position 
with that of a usufructuary in so far as a husband may grant 
a lease of his wife's property which will be effective after 
his administration has ended: a usufructuary could not . 

837. 

Pothier describes the husband's right as an llesp'L'Ace de 

droit de bail et de gouvernement. 11 Elsewhere he stated, 
"Garde et bailt sont des termes quip dans nos coutumes, 

, 838. 
signifient gouvernementt administration avec autorite. 
Again in a different work he said: "Ces noms 

Li. 
e. garde et 839. 

221ai 1 
-ouvernement, 

administration. " sont synonymes et sig-nifient 
As the terminology suggests, the husband's right has an 

obvious analogy and connection with the right called in some 

coutumes garde-noble and in others bail. 
840-Garde-noble 

originated in the requirement that someone carry out the 

military and other duties attached to a fief or seipmeurie 

834. T. P. no. 86, Bug. 7vP. 33. 
835. Ibid. nos. 87-89v PP-3215-4- 
836. Ibid. nos. 91-92s PP-34-5- 
837. Ibid. nos. 91-2. pp. 34-5- 
838. "5-. d'O. introd. to tit. I, no. 313t Bug,. 19 p. 126. 
839. T. G. U. B. v no- 5, Bug. 6, P-500- 
840. See ibid. 9 nos. 1-7t PP. 499-500. Garde-noble will be 
discussed further infrat in connection with paternal 
power. 
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if such fief or seip-neurie had devolved by the law of 
succession to a minorp who, by reason of nonageg was unable 
to carry them out himself. 841-Under. this institution. * the 

gardien or baillistre had the right to enjoy and to apply to 
his own use all the immoveable property which had come to the 

person under his i7mrde. 

Pothier obviously linked the rights of a husband in his 

wife's immoveable property with the rights of the gardie 
in garde-noble. The two institutions are very similar. Both 

indeed have historical origins in the feudal system of tenurep 

as the husband carried out the duties connected with 

seigneuries belonging to his wifev she herself being incapable 

in this r. espect. The feudal origins of these rights of the 

husband are reflected in Pothier's terminology. That there 

was no community did not affect the situationp this right of 
the husband's having been adjudged to be an aspect of 

puissance maritale rather than a corollary of the communautýe 

de biens: this last decision beingp as Toullier showsp also 

a consequence of feudalism. 842. 

It will be recalled, 'from the discussion of dowry in 

Louisianap that the'O. N. placed the husband in the position 

of a usufructuary of his wife's dowry. 
843*The 

property 

relations between spouses when they were simply non-communs 

were obviously analogous to those of spouses married under 
844 

the dotal regime. 'Given that the categories of bail or 

garde could no longer be used to define the authority of a 

husband over his wife's propertyp it was an obvious solution 

for the redactors of, the C. N. to place the husband here in 

the category of a usufructuary. Although Pothier contrasts 

the husband with a usufructuary, it should be noted that the 

example he, gives of the difference still holds good: husbands, 

unlike usufructuaries, -could grant leases which could last, 

in certain circumstancesp beyond the husband's enjoyment and 

administration of the property. The assimilations on this 

841. See Pothierp T. G. Y. B. nos. '8-109 Bug. 7y PP-5CO-501- 
842.2E-cit-, vo. 14, no. 142 PP-9-11- 
843. See text supra at notes 360-367. 1 844. Seel e. g. ' Toullier, u. cit-9 vol. 14, nos. 16-30, pp. 12-23, 
esp* no. 219 P-15. 
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point., to the law on dowry is eminently reasonablep and it 
is unlikely that any change in the details of the law has 
been brought about. 

845-Thus, the C. Q. redactors, although 
846. 

there is no provision for dowry in their codej were 

probably embodying the provisions of the ancien droit, if 

not its mode of expressiont by following C. N. 1533. 

C. Q. 1420 states thus: 
"The clause which declares that the consorts marry 
without coamnnityp does not prevent its being 
agreed that the wife, for her support and personal 
wantsp shall receive her revenues in whole or in 
part, upon her own acquittances. 11 847. 

C. N. 1534 made similar provision, as did the ancien droit. 

This article is of no great interest here. C. Q. 1421 

provides the following: 
"The immoveables of the wife which are excluded from 
the community in the cases of the preceeding articles 
are not inalienable. 

Neverthelessq they cannot be alienated without 
the consent of the husband, orp upon his refusal 
without judical authorisation. 11 

This is taken from 0.1% 1535. This article is unnecessary 

in the Quebec code, as such property would never be 

inalienable in Quebec law, whether the parties were in 

co=, -. unity or not. The sole effect of this article is to 

restate the principle that the wife requires authorisation 

to alienate her immoveable property. Although there is no 

harm in restating the law thus, it is likely that the main 

reason behind the inclusion of C. Q. 1421 is copying of the 

French code. In the C. N. ) this article was requiredp because 

the code provided for a dotal regime of matrimonial property 
(unlike the Quebec code), under whichs if adopted, the wife's 

dot was inalienable, followine the Roman law of the pays du 

droit ecrit. In the articles on spouses marrying without 

communityp the C. N. referred to the wife's property as dot, 

845. See 11aleville, 3 Analysev pp. 259-60. Maleville did not 
think the assimilation of the husband to a usufructuary was 
particularly happy. 
846. Note that the Digest references under C. Q. 1418 and 1419 
are to passages on dowry. 
847. See Pothierp T. Co ... no. 646, Bug. 7, pp. 256-7. There 
was a dispute between Pothier and Bourjon on a related point 
which need not concern us. See further on this 12 Pan. Fran. 2 
pp-149-50s whose authors disagree with Pothier. 
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so that MT. 1535 was necessary to avoid confusion. 
848. 

As well as simply not being in community, spouses 
could live under a matrimonial regime of total separation 
of propertys regulated by articles 1422-25 of the C. Q. 
This had certain effects on the husband's rights over his 

wifets property. The first relevant article is C. Q. 1422. 
This states that when the marriage contract stipulates 
separation of propertyq the wife retains the complete 
administration of her property, both moveable and immoveable, 

and the free enjoyment of her revenues. C. N. 1536 made a 
similar provision. The ancien 

, 
droit of most of the rays 

du droit coutumier was the same, 
849-though 

some coutumes 
stated that the wife separate as to property was in the 

position of an unmarried woman. 
850. The C. Q. redactors made 

no change in the law here. Their reading of Pothier would 
have made them well aware that some coutumes denied the 

husband any powers over the property of the wife separate as 
to property. They chose to maintain the existing rule. 
Reasons for the redactors actions here will be discussed 

-0 
below. 

C. Q. 1423 provides that the srouses contribute to the 

expenses of the marriage according to the terms of their 

marriage contract, or if there be no such regulation in the 

contract, and the parties cannot agree on appropriate 

contributionsp then the court determines the amount each 

shall contribute according to his or her wealth. The 

equivalent provision of the French code is quite different: 

C. IT. 1537 states that spouses should contribute to the 

expenses of their marriage according to the terms of their 

marriaEe contract; but if there be nonep then the wife should 

848. C. N. 1554-1563 are on the inalienability 6f doviry under 
the dotal regimev except in certain specific carefully defined 
instances. 'See on this point 12 Pan. Fran. v PP-150-It and 
Toullier, U. cit. p vol. 14, no. 29, pp. 21-22. 
849. See Pothierp T. P. ij. j nos. 15 and 98v Bug. 7, P-7 and 
pp. "ý; 6-7; and T. Comm., no. 4649 Bu, 9- 7, p. 255- 
850. See Pothierp T. P. I. I. no. 169 BUL; I. 7, p. 8. 
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contribute up to a third of her revenues. Quebec has here 
followed the ancien droit which stated thatp failing 

regulation in the marriage contractp or agreement between 
the partiesp the judge should decide how much the wife should 
contributep according to her means and circumstancesp both 
to the expenses of the marriage and the aliment and 
education of the common children. 

851-The 
Quebec redactors 

chose to reject the innovation of the C. N. and to follow the 

ancien droit: they considered the new Prench provision as 
arbitrary and preferred the ancien droit as enunciated by 
Pothier. 852. The criticism of C. N. 1537 is to the point. 

853. 

The only advantage of the C. F. is that it avoided the 

necessity of going to court. It couldq howeverp be very 
unfair if the wife were wealthy and thehusband poor. 

854. 

C. Q. 1424p the next article on spouses separate as to 

propertyp provides that the wife still cannot alienate her 

immoveables without the consent of her husband# orp on his 

refusalp judicial authorisation: any general authorisation 
to alienate immoveablesp whether given in the marriage contract 

or otherwisep is voi d. C. N. 1538 provides likewises and so 

generally did the ancien droit : 
855-though 

some coutumes 

provided that a wife separate as to property had the capacity 

of an umaarried woman. 
856. 

The final article of this sectiong CsQ- 1425, states thus: 

"When the wife who is separated as to property has 
left the enjoyment of her property to her husbandq 
the latter upon the demand which his wife may make 
or upon the dissolution of the marriagep is bound 
to give up only the fruits which are then existingv 
and is not accountable for those whichp up to such 
time, have been consumed. 11 

This is taken from C. N. 1539. The Quebec redactors cited 

851. Pothier, T. Comm., no. 464t Bug. 7P p. 255- 
852. Fifth Reporto p. 237- 
853. Yote that C, N. 1537 conforms. tO C-N- 1575. This latter 
article covered the situation wherev under the dotal regimet 
all the wife's property was paraphernal. It too is a new 
rule. 
654. Cf. 12 Pan. Pran. p PP-153-4. 
855. See PotTi-erv T. P. 1,11. j no. 98, Bug. 7ý PP-36-7# and T. Comm. 2 
no. 464, Bug. 79 p. 255, and C. de_P. 223. 
856. See Pothier, T. P. 11.,. no. 16y Buge 7. P-8. 
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no source of the ancien droit coutumier. They stated that 
their article conforms to the Roman law and the Prench code. 

857. 

They cite a provision of the Justinianic corpuso and various 
modern commentators on the C. N. 

858. 
Though there be no 

equivalent specific provision in the droit coutumiers the 

article is eminently sensible. The provision of the C. N. 

here is consistent with its articles on the husband's 

enjoyment of the wife's paraphernal property under the dotal 

regime . 
859-Given that the C. Q. redactors considered a rule 

such as this filled a lacuna in the lawt the C. N. provided 
a useful article for borrowing, even though it perhaps 
originated in the Roman rules on T)ara*pherna. 

,, Befqre going on to conclude this subsection on the 

property aspects of the ruissance du marij it is useful to 

comment on the section of the C. Q.., "Of the clause of 

seraration of property, " which has just been discussed. The 

redactors remark that by this clause the powers of the 
86o. 

husband are severely restrictedv though not destroyed " As 

pointed out alreadys the redactors would be aware that in 

q such a clause wouldv as regards her property, some coutumes 

give a wife the capacity of an unmarried woman, allowing her 

to deal with her property as she wished. The redactors chose 

to follow the existing law of Quebec, copying the expression 

of the MT.: they saw no reason for reducing here the 

traditional 
-puissance 

du mari, and, indeedq there is no 

indication in their Fifth Rerort that they ever considered 

changing the law of Quebec in this respect. They presumably 

saw no pressing or obvious reason for changing the law herep 

which was the same as in the C. N. and which asserted the 

ideology of the time: the conservative instructions of the 

857. Fifth Report, p. 237. 
858. E. g. 1711aleville, 3 Analysev p. 264 (who refers to pp. 289-290 
of his own work); 12 Pan. Fran., pp-155-6. The Justinianic 
provision is C-5-14.1T-. 
859. See C. N. 1577-15799 IvIaleville 13 Analyseq pp. 289-290, and 
Toullier, on-cit. 9 vol. 14y nos. 361-369p pp. 259-265. As the 
C. N. provisions on a clause simply excluding coaLmunity were -, 0* 
seen asý in Some ways, analogous to the dotal regime's 
rules on dowryp so a clause bringing about complete 
separation as to property was seen as analogous to the 
provisions of the dotal regime iehere all the wi: Ws property 
was paraphernal. 
860. Pif th Report., p. 235. 
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legislature-would reinforce this attitude. 

This area of the C. Q. is obviously closely modelled on 
the equivalent sections of the French code. The rules on 

what constitutes community property if there be no marriage 

contract are those of the existing law in Quebec, which was 

also the same as the rules in the French code on this point. 
The husband's authority over the community property under 
the rules of the C. Q. was as in the ancien droit. As head 

of the conjugal association, he was in control of the 

comiriunal property. The O. N. had reduced the husband's 

authority over the community by limiting his power to make 
donations of community property. If the argument above is 

accepted, as correctv 
861. then the reason for rejecting this 

innovation was not so much'that the husband would still be 

able to dissipate the community propertyp but rather that 

the old law was more consistent with the community property 
being controlled by the husband as head of the conjugal 

association by virtue of his puissance maritale. The 

redactors of the C. Q. saw the innovation contained in C. N. 

1422 as an unnecessary restriction of the husband's authority. 

Should there be no stipulation in a marriage contract to the 

contraryp the husband, under the regime of legal communitY. 9 
by virtue of his 

-puissance maritalev had control of his 

wife's separate propertyp though he could not alienate such 

property without her consent. This rule is consistent with 

the customary law concepti'on of the puissance du mari. and 

follows the provisions of the ancie droit. The redactorst 

support for this authority of the husband's meant that no 

change was made or even considered. 

Following the ancien droit once moref if the spouses 

concluded a marriage contract to govern their property 

relationsp they could not, by such a contract, 'derogate from 

the husband's power over his wife and childrent nor from his 

power as head of the conjugal association: ruissance maritale 

inevitably resulted from the marriage and could not be 

861. See text supra at notes 802-813. 
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contracted against. If the spouses simply excluded community 
of propertyv the husband had administration of his wife's 
propertyp the revenues of which went to him to help bear 
the expenses of the marriage: this was because the husband's 

authority over his wife's property was taken to be the 

result of his 
-puissance maritale rather than a corollary 

of the existence of community of property. If by a marriage 

contract there were complete separation of propertyp the 

husband did not have the right to administer his wife's 
property or receive the revenues therefrom: she would continue 
to administer it herself. As Toullier showsp the difference 
between these two situations can be explained as resulting 
from feudal law. 862. 

Though the wife completely separate as 
to property could administer her propertyý she could not 
alienate her immoveables without the authorisation of her 

husband or of the judge: furthermores any purported general 

authorisation to alienate immoveables was invalid. This 

requirement of authorisation to alienate was the result of 
the 'puissance du mari: the O. Q. redactors would have known 

that some coutumes considered the wife, separate as to 

propertyp as having the capacity of an unmarried woman. They 

made no change in the Quebec law, preferring to perpetuate 
the system of jouissance maritale followed in most of 

northern France andq indeed, adopted by the French code. This 

action on the part of the Quebec redactors is consistent 

with their attitudes towards the other property aspects 

of T)uiss-ance maritale. 

The redactors of the C. Q. asserted the traditional 

T)uissance du mari in their provisions on the property 

relations of husband and wife: in so doingy they asserted 

the current ideology of the husband and wife relationship. 

Some restrictions on the husband's authority in this area 

of the law might have been useful: notably, it might have 

been useful to let awife separated as to property to 

alienate her immoveables without authorisationp as some 

coutumes had in fact permitted. The O. Q. redactors did not 

862. OT). cit.., Vol. 14., nos. 14 and 15P PP-9-11- 
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consider this. It is unlikely that there would have seemed 
to them any reason for so weakening the husbandts authorityt 
especially when their instructions were very conservative. 
Further; they had already rejected more minor reforms 
introduced by the C. N. For the C. Q. redactors to have 

acted other than they did would have been most improbable. 

The only articles here in which they perhaps incorporated 

new law into their code were C. Q. 1418 and 1425. These 

articles embodied useful rules, and did not detract from 
the principles of -puissance maritale. 

863. 

Puissance Maritale: aspects other than property. 

. The 'sixth chapter of title five of the first book of 
the C. Q. is called "Of the respective rights and duties of 
husband and wife. , 864*This title contains legal provisions 

which the ancien droit regarded as deriving from the 

Duissance du mari. Despite the title of the chapter, most 

of the rights belong to the husband, to whom most of the 

duties are owed by the wife. This chapter follows closely 
the sixth chapter of the C. N. 's fifth title: there arep 

howeverv significant differences between the C. Q. and its 

model. 

C. Q. 173 states that: "Husband and wife mutually owe 

each other fidelityp succour and assistance. " C. N. 212 
865- 

states the same. The ancien droit took a similar attitude. 

Although this article has the appearance of being mainly a 

moral Precept, infidelity could ground an action for 

separation from bed and board, while wives had usually a 

863. It should be noted that in C. Q. 1418P 1419 and 1425 
the redactors cite texts of the Roman law. These Roman 
provisions are on doviry. The c. ý. articles are on 
coanunity property. In these three articles, the redactors 
have departed from the terms of the ancien droit) and 
copied the new French code. They appear to cite the Roman 
texts and stress their articles' conformity to the Roman 
lairip to support their copying of the C. N.: they seem to 
believe that the Roman texts give extra authority to their 
work. 
864. See text supra at notes 701-3 
805. See- e. g. Wthier., T. C. 14. nos. 380 and 382, Bug. 6 
PP. 174 and 175. 
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right to be maintained by their husbandst as C. Q. 175 

points out. 

C. Q. 174 states that: "A husband ovies protection to 
his wife; a wife obedience to her husband. " O. N. 213 

ý66 
states the same. The ancien droit made similar provision 
Maleville remarks thus: 

"Protection, obeissance, ces mots sont dursp ils 
sont pourtant pris de St. -Paul, et cette autorit; 6 
en vaut bien une autre. " 867. 

On the duty of wifely obedienceg the ancien droitq as 
would the newp limited the obedience to all things not 

868. "contraires a la loi de Dieul't and which were reasonable. 
For-the, C. Q. redactors not to have adopted such a provision 

would have been unthinkable. Toullier expresses the opinions 
of the period when he states: 

I'La femme doit obeissance a so n mari. La societe- 
conjugale ne pourrait subsisterp si ltun des *6poux 
nletait subordonn6' a' llautre. " 869. 

, 
That the husband should command his wife was axiomatic. 

C-Q-175 states as follows. 
"A wife is obliged to live with her husbandq and 
to follow him wherever he thinks fit to reside. The 
husband is obliged to receive her and to supply her 
with all the necessaries of lifel according to 
his means and condition. " 

C. N. 214 states likewise. Pothier remarks that: 

"La femme... contracte envers son mari 11obligation 
de le suivre partoilt ou' il jugera 'a' propos dtetablir 
sa r6sidence ou sa demeurep pourvu neanmoins clue ce 
ne soit pas hors du rovaume. 11 870. 

Originally it had been proposed to add a section to the 

article which became C. N. 214, stating that a husband could 

866. See e. g. POthier, T. P. Ij. no. 1) Bug-ý7p p. 1 and T. C. M. 
no, 382, Bug. 6, P-175. 
867.1 Analyse, p. 201. 
868. See Pothi er, T. C. Tyl. 9 no - 382 . Bug. 6, 

ý 
P. 175 and C. d 10. 

introd. to titl Xp no. 143.9 Bug- I p. 255- 
869. OID-cit-y vol. 2, no. 615# P-9- 
870. -T. C-. I,. n'o. 382, Bug. 6, p-175- See also his T. P. 11. 
no. 1, Bug. 79 Pp. 1-2 and C. dtO.. * introd. to tit. Xp 
no. 143s Bug. 1. p. 255- In-3 Pan. Fran. 9 P-176p the 
following is said: "Autrefois le mari ne pouvait point 
obliger sa femme a le suivre hors du royaume. " 
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not oblige his wife to follow him out of the Republic 

unless he was on a government mission: on the opposition 
of Napoleong this proposed qualification of the husband's 

authority was withdrawn. 
871-Napoleon) 

notoriouslyp upheld 
the principle of the husband's authority over his wife. 

872. 

The Quebec redactors considered an addition to C. Q. 175 

along the lines of the proposed addition to C. N. 214: they 

decided, however., to follow C. N. 214, arguing that a 
derogation from the power of the husband to compel his wife 
to follow him where he chose to residev if it had existed 
in the old lawv was part of the public lawp and not of the 

private, and hence was not relevant in a civil codep since 
it only gave rise to questions of allegiance and whether a 
husband could compel his wife to change her allegiance and 
abdicate her native land . 

873-The 
C. Q. redactors appear to 

bep to some extentv avoiding the issue: presumably they 

considered that'the general principle was best left to 

stand without qualificationg as a proper assertion of the 

husbandts authority. The duties of a husband towards his 

wife as set out in C. Q. 175 were the same in the. ancien 

droit . 
874- 

These first three articles contain no provisions to 

cause surprise. They are a fairly faithful translation of 

the substance of the ancien droity and though the various 

rights and duties are stated to be reciprocalo it is obvious 

that the wife is under the authority of her husband: she 

has to obey hims to live with him, and to follow him; he 

hasIto receive her, to protect herp and to supply her with 

the necessities of life. The husband and wifeý in accordance 

871. IýIaleville, I Analyse, p. 201. 
872. He is reported to have remarked: "Est-ce que vous ne 
ferez pas promettre obeissance par la femme? : 11 faut clue 
la femme sache clu'en sortant de la tutelle de. sa famille.. 
elle passe sous la tutelle de son mari.... Ce mot-laý 
ob6issance est bon pour Paris surtout oZE les femmes se 
croient un droit de faire ce qu'elles veulent. " Reported 
by Thibaudeaut Memoires Sur le Consulaty P-426, and quoted 
I Aere from The Propress of Continental Law in the Fineteenth 
Centuryq (various Authorsy, Cont. Leg. Hist. Ser., vol. Ill 
T9--19, pp. 196-7 no. 24. 
873. Second ReTlort, p. 187, 
874. See Pothier, T. C. M. no. 3809 Bug. 6, P-174. 
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with the prevailing moresp are not of an equal status. 
Perhaps what is most interesting about these articles is 
that the rights and duties are stated to be reciprocal, 
as if in a contract reached through a series of bargains: 
the wif e has given up her independence in return for 

certain benefits, but the parties are viewed as free and 

equal agents. Pothier, for example, merely states that: 
I'La puissance du mari sur la personne de la femmeq 
consiste., par re Troit naturelg dans le droit 
quIa le mari d1exiger d1elle tous les devoirs. de 
souniission qui sont dus a un superieur .... 

Le droit civil a beaucoup augmentie' la puissance 
du mari sur la personne de sa f ermne. 11 875. 

For Pothier.. the husbandts authority derives from natural 
law; he is his wife's natural superior: she has not bargained 

away her independence for his protection. The rights are 

not stated in the contractual form of reciprocal duties and 

obligations. Although Pothier regards these obligations 

of both spouses as being a consequence of the contracting 

of marriageg such obligations are not put into the form 

of mutually interdependent reciprocal rights and duties, 

but are regarded as separate obligations depending from 
876. 

marriage and governed by the husband's natural superiority. 

The next article of the code, C. Q. 176, states thus: 

"A wife cannot aprear in judicial proceedingso 
without her husband or his authorisationt even if 
she be a public trader or not cormion as to property; 
nor can she, when separate as to property, except in 
matters of simple administration. " 

The equivalent French article, C. I. T. 215 is rather different: 
I'La femme ne peut ester en jugement sans Vautorisation 
de son mari, quand Aeýae elle serait marchande publique, 
ou non comi7tune, ou s6par6e de biens. " 

The ancien droit was as follows. The Coutvme de Paris, in 

articles 224 and 234, said thus: 
lip emT. e ne peut ester en jugement sans le consentement 
de son mari, si elle n'est autorisee ou sýpar6e, par 
Justiceg et ladite seiparation executi5e. 11 (224) 

"Une feaLme mari'ee ne se peut obliger sans le 

875. See T. P. iM. no. I, Bug. 7, pp. 1 -2. 
876. See T. C. Y,. nos. 379-383., Bug. 6, PP-174-5- 
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consentement de son marip si elle n'est s6paree 
par effetv ou marchande publiquep auquel cas lehant 
marchande publiquev elle s'oblige et son mari, 
touchant le fait et dependances de ladite 
marchandise publique. 11 (234) 

The wife who was simply non-commune still has her property 

administered by her husbandý and for the reasons already 

described . 
877-As 

Ferriýre saidg I'La femme n'est pas moins 

sous l'autorite' de son mary, quoiqu'elle ne soit point 

commune avec luy. 11878 *Thusa wife who was simply non-commune 

with her husbandp like a wife who was communep required 
her husband's or the judge's consent to appear in court 

proceedings. From this requirement of authorisation to 

sue or bp suedp article 224 exempted the wife separated as 

to property. Ferrie're commented: 
I'Vest une maxime generalement reiq*e'v en pays 
coutumierp que la femme separee d avec son mary 
peut ester en jugement sans 9tre ni par luY 
autoris6e, ni- par Justice. 

La raison est, que le mary n16tant pas maltre 
des ,, neubles et effets mobiliaires de sa femmey et 
ntayant plus d'administration et la jouissance de 
ses biens, il semble 'etre sans interet. 11 879. 

Pothier expands on this point: 
"Ce pouvoir que la coutume ýde Paris] donne aux 
femmes stFparees, dtester en jugement sans Vassistance 
de leurs maris, etant une suite du pouvoir que la 
separation donne aux feames dladministrer leurs 
biens, sans avoir besoin pour cela de leurs maris, 

877. See surrat text at notes 827-848. FerriZere states: lTa 
raison de la rZFgle est que la femme entrant en la puissance 
de son mary jýar le mariage; et transmettant en sa personne 
! 'administration et jouissance de ses biensp #.. elle ne 
peut point disposer de ses biens par actes entre-vifsp ni 
stobliger sans son consentement. " Corps et Co .. Vol-39 
col. 171, no. 2 "[S]'il le r6fuse, le juge y suppl-ee en 
11 auluorisant 

ýur 1'expos*6 d1une requeie pour cause legitime, 
c est-a-dire, pour agir ou d7efendrev pour la conservation 
de ses droits, et non pour ali'ener ses biens. 11 Ibid. no. 4. 
The Coutume de Sedan in tit. 4, art. 96 said that a wife 
coul7d be authorised by justice "pour son profit et cause 
raisonnableg" that of Bourbonnaisp llau refus du mari sans 
cause leE., -itimellp and that of Peronneg llau, cas clulil [i. e. .A 
le maril fut refusant sans cause raisonnablell. See Ebthier, 

no-58, Bu, 9- 7. p. 23- 
878. 'Corps et ComD, vol. 3P col-176 no. 14. 
879. Ibi .. 9 col. 181, no. l. 
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il est 16vident que cette exception pour les femmes 
w6pargesq ne doit slentendre que des actions qui 
concernent Vadministration de leurs biens, quIelles 
peuvent intenter, et auquelles elles peuvent 
d6fendre sans leurs maris. 

A Vegard de celles qui concernent la propri6te- 
de leurs immeubles les femmes quoique s6par-eesp 
ne peuvent les intenter ni y defendre'sans 

1880. ltassistance de leur marij ou Vautorisation du juge. 

Thusý the ancien droit on the authorisation of wives 

communesy non-cornmunes,, and se-rargest whether by justice or 
by contracty 

881. 
was the same as the law expressed in C, Q. 

176; though C. Q. 210., discussed below, changed theýlaw on 
wives s9par'ges de corps. The Quebec redactors followed the 

ancien droit here, whereas the C. N. did not. The question 

of wives marchandes publiques has still to be discussed; 

but before doing so, it is convenient to discuss the reasons 
behind the difference here between the C. N. and the C. Q. 

In the Pandectes Franýaises) the authors explain why 
the C. N. changed the ancien droitt so that wives s9p6r9es 
de biens now would require authorisation to appear in 

judicial proceedings: they state that under the ancien droity 

though not required by law, it was legal practice ("dans 

l'usage") to adjoin the husband's'name for regularity of 
882. 

procedure. The Quebec codifiers did not adopt this 

reasoningg and argued thatp given the powers of administration 

granted to a wife separated as to property by justice or 

contract, it would be quite inconsistent'to forbid her to 

appear in judicial proceedings: they expressly supported 
the reasoning of Pothier . 

883-There is a logic in the Quebec 

position. Given that a wife sgrar6e could administer her 

property, there seems to be no convincing reason why she 

should not be able to appear unauthorised in court in actions 

relating to that administration. There was certainly no 

880. Pothierý T. P. M. no. 61, Bug. 79 pp. 23-4. On this topicy 
see generally P6-thier, ibid. t nos. 55-66t Bug-7t pp. 22-5. 
881. See Pothier T. P.,,,,. no. 61, Bug. 7.9 p. 24- - 
882.3 Pan Fra . P-385. ITote that the authors of this work 
are confused about the positions of wives who were non- 
communes and those who were s6par6es in the ancien droitv 
as regards aprearing in court proceedings: ibid. 
883. Second Rerort, PP-187-9. The reasoning of Pothier to 
which they refer is that in T. P. 11,1. no. 61 Bug. 7, pp. 23-4. v 
the bulk of which is quoted in the text sUPra, at note 880. 
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social reason for'restricting further the capacity of 

wives s&arCes de biens; though there was also no social 

reason for not so restricting wives' capacities. 

Neither C. Q. 176 nor C. N. V5 permit wives who are 
public traders to appear iinauthorised in court# even in 

matters relating to their trade, In the ancien droit 

coutumiert some coutumes had a specific provision permitting 
wives who were public traders to bring. and defend, actions 

884-It 
was always a matter of relating to their trade. 

controversy whether those coutumes with no explicit 
provision to this effect allowed a wife who was a public 
trader to do likewise, 885-though the general opinion was 
that, if there were no specific provision in the coutumep 
then wives who were public traders required authorisation 
to appear in court proceedings. Pothierp in discussing 

article 224 of the 
' 
Coutume de Parisp argues that had it 

been wished in the Coutume to give this power to wives'who 

were marchandes -publiquesq 
they would have been specifically 

mentioned in the exception to article 224 along with wives 

separated. as to property and those authorised by justicep in 

the same way as they were specifically mentioned in arti ale 
234 of the same Coutume. 886. The C. N. and the C. Q. adopted 
the law as followed under the Coutume de Paris. The reasons 

why the C. N. and the C. Q. kept to the law as under the 

Coutume de Paris were presumably the reasons given by 

Pothier for the difference between wives w6parfes and wives 

marchandes =bliSLues. The relevant passage of Fbthier is 

referred to by the C. Q. redactors and by the Pandectes 

Frangaisesp the latter work citing the passage approvingly. 
887- 

884. E. g. the coutumes of Dourdang tit. 6, art. 80, and of 
Mantes, art. 125: Pothierp T. P. M. no. 629 Bug. 6, p. 24. 
885. See 3 Pan. Fran. I P. 3, IT5-. 
886. T. P. M. no. -62-,. Bug. 7., p. 24- Article 234 is quoted in 
the text supra between notes 876 and 877. A problem with 
this argument ' of Pothier's is that article 234 of the C. de 
does not mention wives authorised by justice: Pothier's 
argument should here have the result that wives could not be 
authorised by justice to contract. Thisp of coursep was 
not the case. See T. P. M. nos. 12-149 Bug. 79 PP-5-6, and 
see further below. 
887.3 Pan. Fran. p P-387. 
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Pbthier states that separation gives the wife power to 
administer her goods and to enjoy them on her own accountp 
the right of suing or defending on such administration 
deriving from her enjoyment of the goodsp in which her 
husband had no interest. On the other handp a wife who 
was a public trader exercised her trade for the benefit 

of the community, and the fact that her husbandq having 

authorised her to carry on a tradep is taken to have 

permitted her to contract relative to such trade without 
further authorisation from himp does not mean that to sue 
or to defend concerning such trade is a necessary 
consequence of such permission. 

888-This 
argument is 

tenable;, but to have concluded the opposite from a husband's 

permitting his wife to carry on a separate trade would have 
been as plausible. Pothier's argument is derived directly 
from the omission of an exception in favour of marchandes 
publiques in article 224 of the Coutume de Paris. Neither 
the Quebec nor the French redactors were bound any more 

necessarily to follow the exact provisions of the, Coutume. 

The C, N. redactors had already departed from article 224 

of the Coutume in restricting the capacity of wives separated 

as to property; but their adoption of the, Coutume's 

provision prohibiting wives marchandes publiques from 

appearing in court proceedings without authorisation is 

consistent with that departure. Under C. N. 215) a wifep 
be she non commune en biens, s*62aree de biens or marchande 

Publiquep could not appear in court without her husband 

or his authorisation. C. Q. 176 lacked this consistent denial 

of capacity to take part in court proceedings. The redactors 

are merely following exactly the ancien droit in the whole 

of their article. The reasons for their rejection of the 

C. N. 's innovation on wives s6parg'es have been 
* 
discussed 

above; their refusal here to amend the ancien droit, on 

marchandes publiques seems to have been dictated by legal 

conservatism. The redactors did not consider an amendment, 

888. T. P. M. no. 62, Bug. 7y p. 24* 
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though an amendment might have been useful. To have allowed 
a wife to sue or defend concerning her trade might have 

expedited legal proceedings. Clearly, the redactors did 

not consider this2 and rejected the examples of some of the 

coutumes. 
889. Their legal conservatism preserved the status 

QUO* 

C. N. 216 states that authorisation by the husband is 

not necessary when the wife is pursued Iýen mati'ere 
criminelle ou de police. " There is no equivalent in the 
C. Q. The redactors probably did not consider this matter 
appropriate for a civil code. 

890. Some coutumes allowed a 
- 891. 

wife to appear alone in certain cases; but the C. Q. 

redactors obviously wished to retain the law as laid down 
by the Coutume de Paris. 

C. Q. 177 states thus: 
"A wife even when not common as to property# cannot 
give nor accept, alienate2 nor dispose of property 
inter vivosv nor otherwise enter into contracts or 
obligationsy unless her husband becomes a party to 
the deed, or gives his consent in writing; saving 
the provisions contained in the act 25 Vict-9 chap. 66. 

Ifv howeverp she be separate as to propertyv she 
may do and make alone all acts and contracts connected 
with the administration of her property-" 

C. N. 217 differs from C. Q, 177, and provides as follows: 
I'La femme m^eme non communev ou s6parEe de biensp no 
peut donner. ali6ner, hypoth6quer, acqufrir. 9 a titre 
on6reux ou gratuit, sans le concours de son mari dans 
l1actep ou son consentement par gerit. " 

Two matters require discussion here: firstq the method of 
authorisationo andt second, when authorisation is required. 
Following the C. N. on method of authorisationp the C. Q. 

merely requires that the husband be a party to the deed or 

consent to it in writing. The old law was quite different, 
Most coutumes required express and explicit authorisationt 
using the verb "autoriser'l. 892*Perrierep in discussing the 

889. See text supra at note 8849 and note 884 itself. 
890. Cf. their remarks on C. N. 214, gupra at notes 872-3. 
The ancien droit was as in the C. N.: see Fbthier, T. P. M. no. 
639 E5T9-_7P_P_-_24. 
891. See Fbthiert T. P. M. nos. 65-66, Bug. 7, p. 25. 

litait 892. "L'autorisationj, suivant la plupart des coutumest e 
si rigoureusement exigee que le terme autorisFe. its% 
sacramentel. " 3, Ban. Fran., P-381- 
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law under the Coutume de Paris., said as follows: 
"Le consentement du mary ne suffit pas# il faut 
une autorisation expresse.... 

Le mary doit declarer en termes expres qutil 
autorise sa femme 'a' lleffet et pour la validite du 
present acte **, Ces termes autor18ationt autoriserp sont 
soýemnels et consacrez par un usage tres-ancien dans nos 
Coutumes, pour rendre valables lea contrats passez 
par les femmes marie-es; et ces temes consentementp 
consentir, n'ont pas la meme force .... 

717-93. 

It Was disputed in the ancien droit whether or not the 

authorisation was required to be in the deed itself. 894-Some 

coutumes provided that the mere concurrence of the husband 

in the deed was sufficient to make it valid; 
895-but the 

majority, followed the law as set out above. 
896. The reasoning 

behind the Quebec adoption of the rule found in the C. N. is 

obvious. The old law was complex and over-subtle. 
897-There 

was no need for such formalityp which could only cause 

problems by resulting in delay in concluding a contract# or 

by bringing about unnecessary nullities if there were some 

minor mistake in form. 898. 

If we turn now tathe second point: under what circumstances 

authorisation is required. C. N. 217 is differently worded 

from C, Q* 177. The French article lacks the sentence 

allowing a wife separate as to property to make alone all 

contracts and acts connected with the administration of her 

property. Before considering the significance of this# it 

is useful to set out the ancien droit. The Coutume de Paris 

stated thatv no matter a wife's property relations with her 

husbandv she could not alienatev hypothecate or in any way 

893. Corps et Comp. vol-3# col. 1479 nos. 23 and 24. He goes 
on to cite the authors who agree with him. 
894. An acte de notori6tC of the Ch6telet de Paris of 25th. 
February, 170K, required that the authorisation be given in 
the deed: see Ferriare, Corps et-Comp... vol-3; cola. 198-203t 
where this acte is quoted: see on authorisation especiall 
nos, 495 and 6. ý Pbthier was of the opposite opinion: it 

Ie 

mari.,, peut valablement autoriser sa femme par un acte qu 
precede celui pour lecluel il llautorisel et il n1importe quel 
intervalle de temps il y ait entre Vacte d'autorisation et 
le contrat pour lequel la femme a letle' autoriee-e. 11 T. P. M. 
no. 71p Bug. 7. p. 27- 
895. Those of Sens, Barv Lamarche and Rheims: see 3 2M. Fr 
P-381. 
696. Brissaud, ýLjgjpff,, PPA73-4.9 no. 149 states that this 
requirement of express authorisation was not found in the 
early law. 
897. See Maleville,, I AnalysIt p. 205- 
898. See Second Report,, - p. 189. 
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89a dispose of her immoveable property (h9ritages); norp under 

article 234p could she place herself under any obligation 
unless she were separate as to property. 

900-Article 
234 of 

the. Coutume might Suggest that a wife sjý-par6e could obligate 
herself to any extent. This was not sop as Perrie're points out: 

"Enfin telle est Is. disposition de n8tre CoUAtumes, 
que la femme separe-e ne peut faire aucun acte 
emportant alienation de ses biensp si elle nlest 
autorise-e suivant I'article 223p mais quIelle peut 
stobliger par de simples obligations, pour sommes 
mediocres de denierst qui se peuvent acquitter sur 

, ses meubles ou. sur le revenu de ses immeubles. 11 901, 
Pothier summed up the law thus: 

"[L]a femme qui nlest pas elpar6el ne peut faire 
valablement aucun acteg aucun contratv quel qutil 

I soi. tv sans autorioation de son mari, ou du juge. Au 
contraire, Is. femme s*gpar'ee ayant, par sa separationp 
le droit d'administrer, elle-m. e"me, sea biensg lea 
coutumes Itont dispensge de Vautorisation pour tous 
lea actes qui ne concernent que Is, simple 
administration de sea biens. " 902. 

Although the husband had no apparent or Immediate interest 
in her propertyl such authorisation was still necessary, 
because authorisation was a requirement of the Puissance du 

marip not a result of the existence of communauti de biens: 903. 

Ferriare also points out that a husband has an interest by 

virtue of the children born and to be born of the marriage. 
904* 

----aa- 

899. C., de P. art. 223: I'La femme mari'ee ne peut vendrep 
ali'e-ner ni hypothiquer sea h9ritagest sans Vautoritle et 
consentement expr'es de son mariv et si elle fait aucun 
contrat sans Vautoritle- et consentement de sondit mariv tel 
contrat est nulo tant, pour le regard d1elle que de son mari; 

.0 et n1en peut 1hre poursuiviev ni sea hiritiers apr-es le deces 
de sondit mari. 11 
900, C. de P., art. 2340 is quoted surra in text at notes 
876-7. 
901. Corps et-Com, . vol. 3, co-1-355., no. 16. He explains 
furtherp ibid. no. 19: 'III pardit assez que Vesprit de (la) 
notrej coutumfl, en cet article est de donner "a la femme 
separ e le pouVoir de stobliger indefiniment k indistinctement 
pour quelque cause que ce soit. - Mais la Cour a juge le 
contrairev quoique la separation elle soit, soluta a lege 
mariti, a cause de Vinteriet du mary par Ilesperanc-i Tu-ri-: L 
a de se reconcilier avec elle: ainsi elle ne peut s'obliger 
que par de simples obligations dont Is. cause soit juste et 
legitimet comme pour le besoin de sa maison. 11 
902. T. P. M. no-15t Bug. 7. P-7. 
903. See ibid. and Ferribres Oorps et-Comp. 9 vol. 3P cols. 
357-8t no. 23. 
904. Corps et Com . vol- 3. cols. 357-89 no. 23. He points 
out that Duplessis doubted if a wife s9par6e required 
authorisation: Ferrie"re disagreed with Duplessis for the 
reasons in the text. 
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Some coutumes 
, 
did allow wives separated as to property to 

contract and to dispose-of their moveable and immoveable 
property as if they were not married; 

905'but the general 
droit coutumier was as under the Coutume de Paris. Under 
article 9 of the Ordonnance. des Donations of Mi. a wife 
could not accept donations unless authorised. 

906e 

It is obvious that C. Q, 177 has followed the ancien 
droit; the import of C. N. V7 is rather more problematic. 
C. N. V7 does not contain the-exception permitting a wife,, 
who is separate as to property, to contract as regards the 
administration of her property. It might be concluded from 
this that such a wife-suffered the same complete incapacity 
to contract as a wife not so separated. C*N'15380 already 
discussed#907. stated, th: at'a wifeg separate as to propertyp 
might-administer her, property: all that was forbidden her 
being alienation of her i=oveables. CN. 217.9 if interpreted 
literallyp would contradict C. N. 1538: qo8. the article# 
howeverv has not been given this literal interpretation. 
The authors of the, Pandectes Frangaises state that C, N. 
217 deals solely with disposing of immoveablesp simple 

administration not beinggoverned by it'P and therefore not 
being excluded. Thusp a wife separate as to property could 

contract as regards simple administration following C. N. 
1538, while a wife commune en biens could not-909-Ingenious 
though this argument isq Maleville is no doubt correct when 
he suggests that the reason for the prohibition in C. N., 217 

being so widep is that the redactors of the code simply 
forgot to mitigate its rigours in favour of the wife 
separate as to property. 

910' 

905. See-', Perri'e're, Corps et Comp. vol. 3p col. 355, no. 18; 
Flothiert TqP. M. no, 16t Bug. 79 p. 8; and 3 22LL Fran. 9 P-397. 
906. Pothier TPM no. 42, Bug. 7p P-17 and his Traitt 
des Obligatioý-tLsTh; reafter T. O. )p no-52f Bug. 2,9 P-30. 
907. See text supra at note-s-T49-856. 
908., See_Malevilleg I Analysep p. 204, who states that the 
difference between the two articles 111ýve tout 6quivoclue. " 
909.3 Pan. Fran. p PP-390-391- 
910.1 Analyse, p. 204- 
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If the above argument be corrects,. thens, despite the 
differences in expression# the law on the subject matter 
covered in C. Q. 177 is the same as in C. N. 217 and the ancien 
droit. - No doubt the C. Q. redactors departed from the wording 

of C. N. 217 because they were well aware of the problems it 

entailed. It was always open for the C. Q. redactors to 

suggest refozm of the law herel and perhaps allow a woman 

separate as to/property to act in any manner towards her 

property without requiring authorisation: if the redactors gii. 
had done so# they would have followed the views of Duplessisp 

Dumoulin, 912. 
and the provisions of various coutumes. 

913-They 

chose not to do so. They preferred to keep to the traditional 

rale, azId seemed unable to see any reason for a change in 

the law here. They probably considered that there was no 

need to enhance the capacity of a wife. 

C. Q. 178 states as follows: 
"If a husband refuse to authorise his wife to appear 
in judicial proceedings or to make a deedp the judge 
may give the necessary authorization. " 

C. N. 218 provides that "Si le mari refuse dtautoriser sa femme 

a eater en Jugementp le Juge peut donner l1autorisation", 

C. N. 219 dealt with authorisationg'by th e courtp of the wife 
to make a deed: this article goes into greater detail than 

C. Q. 178 on the point. These two articles of the C. N. 

provide in principle the same rule'as C. Q. 178. The ancien 

droit was the same. 
914-No 

conclusions relevant here may be 

drawn from this article on its own: it merely enacts a 

necessary rule given the general requirement of authorisation 
by the husband. 

C, Q- 179 provides thus: 
"A wife who isýa public trader maYP without the 
authorization of her husband., obligate herself for 
all that relates to her commerce; and in-such case 
she also binds her husband# if there be communitY 
between them. 

a--a-S-S 

911. See note 904 supra. 
Z, p. 175. 912. See Brissaud., Histor 

913- See note 905 supra and relevant text. 
9%. See C. de P., art. 224P C. 00. art. 2019 Pbthier. 9 
T. P. M. nos. 12., -57 and 59., Bug. -79 pp-5 and 23. 
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She cannot become a public trader without 
such authorization express or implied. " 

The first paragraph of C. N. 220 has a provision identical 
to that of the first paragraph of C. Q. 179. The second 
paragraph of C. N. 220 reads as follows: 

i "Elle nlest pas rlgputee marchande publiquep si elle 
ne fait que ditailler lea marchandises du commerce 
de son mari; mais seulement quand elle fait un 
commerce siparF. " 

Article 4 of the French Code de Commerce stated that "La 
femme ne peut 19tre marchande publique sans le consentement 
de son mari. 11 The relevant provisions of the ancien droit 
in Quebec are articles 234,235 and 236 of the Coutume de 
Paris. The first of these has been quoted already#DI-5 " the 

other two provide as follows: 
ItLa femme nfest pas riput6e marchande publiquev pour 
debiter la marchandise dont son mari se m9le; mais 
elle eat r-6put-e-e marchande publiquep quand elle fait 
marchandise se'par'ee,. et autre que celle de son mari. "(235) 
I'La femme marchande publiquep se peut s'obliger sans 
son mariv touchant le fait et d6pendance de ladite 
marchandise. 11 (2-36) 916. 

The Coutume d'Orl; 5ans, articles 196 and 197, made similar 

provision. Thus, under the Coutume 
, 

de Parisq a wife was a 

marchande Publique if she had a trade separate from that of 
her husband; such a wife, marchande RUbliques could oblige 
herself without authorisation as regards her trades and she 

would also oblige her husband. 917*Although these articles 

of the Coutume de Paris do not mention the points to be a 

marchande publiqueg a wife required the consent of her 

husband. 9113. Of course# a wife who was a public trader would 

915. See text supra between notes 876 and 877. 
916. Article 236 was added when the Coutume was reformed. As 
Ferriere points outp it is a mere rep`-t-FEion of the rules 
of 234 and 235: Corps et Com-P-p vol. 39 comment on art. 
236p cols- 373-4. - 
917. See Ferrierep Corps et Com - vol. 3v col-362 no-119 and 
Pothierl T. P. M. nos. 20-219 Bug. 7, PP-9-10- 
918. See FerriZre, Corps et CoMP-P vol. 3P col-3599 no. i: 
"La femme marchande publique peut valablement slobliger sans 
Vautorisation de son mary, suivant la disposition pre*-cise 
de cet article. - Ce qui eat fond'e sur la faveur du commerce 
et sur la foy publiquep qui requiert, que la femme s'oblige 
en consequence de la seule libertip que le mary luy donne 
de trafiquer publiqueMent: clest pourquoy il faut quIiI 
le siache et en ait connoissance. " 
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require authorisation. for contracts not concerning her trade: 
"Ce qui est fonde' sur cette raison, sSavoirg que 
le consentement expre"s ou tacite du maryp ne regarde 
que le negoce dont sa femme se alle'le.... " 919. 

The ancien droit was the same as that in the O. N. and in the 
0 

The C. Q. article does not state that the wife's trade 

should be separate from that of her husband; thisp however# 

is impliedv as she would otherwise be acting as his agents 

not as a trader on her own account. The requirement that 

the wife have permission to be a public trader is included 

in the C, Q. articlep while not in the equivalent C. N. one: 

under the French system, this requirement was stated in the 

Code de Commerce, Quebec, howeverv having no separate 

commercial code, the provision was included here. C. Q. 179 

thus contained no reform of the law. That the wife could 

contract on her own without specific authorisation was 

sufficient to meet the demands of trade and to favour 

commerce and maintain public confidence in the contractual 

capacity of married women carrying on a trade. That she 

should be authorised to be a public trader is logical given 

that the premisses of authorisation by the husband have been 

accepted. 

Here the C, N. has an article, 221# for which the Quebec 

code has no equivalent. There is no obvious significance 

in the omission of this article from the C. Q., the redactors 

of which no doubt considered the points raised by C. N. 221 

adequately covered by the general rules. 

Article 180 of the Quebec code states thus: 

"If a husband be interdicted or absent, the judge 
may authorise his wife, either to appear in judicial 
proceedings or to contract. " 

C. N. 222 states the same, though pointing out that the judge 

can only give authorisation 'ten connaissance de cause". The 

omission of this phrase from the C. Q. is of no significance: 

in Quebeep as in the ancien ýroitq the judge would obviously 

919. Ferriere, corps et Comp. vol. 3. col. 363- 
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onlyýgive authorisation'llen connaissance de cauaell 0 
920. A 

difficult point arises out of the meaning of the term 

"absent" in the'C. N.; but before dealingwith thisp the 

ancien droit should be set out. Pothier states that if the 

husband has fallen into a state of demencep then the wife 

requires the authorisation of the judge. 921 *If it is unknown 

where the husband ist or uncertain if he is living or deadp 

again the wife requires the authori'sation of the judge. 922. 

Pothiery however# adds: 
"Neanmoinsp comme il n'est gu'ere, -possible qua la 
femme ait recours A Vautorisation du jule, pour , 
chacun des actes qui sont a faire pour I administration 
des biens tant de son mari qua d1ellet J'aurais de 
la peine A ne pas regarder comme valables tous lea 
actes et contrats de pure administrationg quoique 
faits sans autorisation. , 

Il eat pourtant plus silr 
qua cette 'femme se fass6 autoriser par. le juge pour 
cette administration. " 923. 

Pothier is further of the opinion that ifa woman's husband 

is publicly accepted as deadv and she acts without 

authorisationg then her acts are valid, even if her husband 

later returns. 
924. Fbthier also_states that: 

"Come un mari ... pourrait ttre trop eloigniei pour 
donner cette, autorisati-On aussi promptement qua le 
cas 1'exigep nos coutumes ont pourvu a oelas an 
permettant en ce cas a la femme de se faire autoriser 
par le juge ... pour l1absence de son mari. 11 925. 

The"ancie droit is thus apparently the same as the C. N. and 

C. Q. provisions# with the exception that-wives may9--in some 

circumstances# carry'out unauthorised acts of administration. 
I 

As indicatedv there is a problem concerning the import 

o'f the word absent" in the C. N. For Pothierp there can be 

no doubt that absence permitting authorisation by the judge 

meant merely non-prigence. 
926. Some-writersýon the C. N. P 

920. See 11bthier, T. P. M. no. 12,9 Bug. 7P P-5- - 
921. See Ebthierp T. P. M. no. 25P Bug. 7s p. 1j. - In no. 26, ibid.,, 
Pothier states that if the wife has been appointed curatrix 
by the judge of her husband's person and propertyt she needs 
no farther authorisation to administer the property; but for 
alienation of heritage, acceptance or refusal of an 
inheritancep and anything outwith the bounds of administrationg 
she requires authorisatioh. 
922. Fbthiery T. P. M. no. 27P Bug. 79 P-11 
923. Ibid. no. 27, pp. 11-12. 
924. Ibid. no. 28, pA2. 
925. Ibid. no. 12, ýP-5- 926. See text at note 925 MLEE-a-' 
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however# were of the opinion that "absent" in C, N. 222 had 

the technical meaning ascribed to it in title four of the 

C. N. 
jq 

"Des Absens". 927. Marcad-ep in his commentary on C, N, 

222 said the following: 
"Cleat de l1absence proprement ditep et non de la 
simple non-prisenceg qu'il slagit ici .... Il eat 
vrai que lors de la discussion de cet art. 222, 
quelques membres, du Conseil d'Etat parurent l1entendre 
dans le sens de la non-pr-esence; maiB quand m8me il 
aurait 'ete' 6crit et voti dans ce sensq tout ce qulil 
en faudrait conclurep clest que llart. ý863 du Code de 
Proc'6dure serait venu y de'roger. La femme devra done# 
dans le cas de simple non-pr6sence, ou attendre le 
retour du mariv ou lui demander une autorisation par 
lettre. 11 928. 

Demolombe disagrees with MarcadeVs interpretation, which he 

quotes. q, and then remarks: 
"Cette proposition toutefois me semble trop absolue: 
11bthier n'h6sitait pas & dire que tla femme peut 
recourir a la justice lorsque le mari eat trop 
eloigni pour donner Vautorisation aussi promptement 
que le cas exige... ' .... Pourquoi en serait-il 
autrement aujourd'hui? Il eat vrai que Varticle 863 
du Code de procl6dure ne sloccupe que de l1absence 
proprement dite; mais la gin'eralitE des termes. de 
l1article 222 du Code civil peut s', appliquer meme 
au cas de simple `6eloignement .... Car le mot absence 
n1a pas toujours dans nos lois son acception 
techique et spie-ciale. 11 929. 

Toullier was also of the opinion that "absence" was not meant 

in any technical sense: merely that the husband should be 

away and not readily accessible. 
930-There is some evidence 

of the intention behind the redaction of C. N. 2229 forp as 

Mareadie pointed outp it appears from the discussion of the 

article in the Conseil d"Etat that the article was considered 

927. See Maleville, I Analy pp. 111-112: I'Le mot absent. 9 
dans le langage des loisp a une acception bien differente de 

celle qu'il a dans ltusage ordinaire; on dit communiment 
qu'un homme est absent, pour exprimer qq'il nlest pas dans 
le lieu o'u' il demeure; mais dans lea loisq et. particulie'rement 
dans ce titrej l1absent eat celui qui a disparu de son 
domicile, sans, quton ait eu depuis aucune nouvelle de son 
existence. " I 928. V. Marcadil Fxplication Thgorique et Pratigue du Code 
Napoli6onp 5th. edn-., Paris, 1-859 9 vol. 1,9 no. 744v PP-561-2. 
Article 863 of the Code de Proc*6dure stated thus: IfDans-le 

cas de ltabsence pr9sum6e marip ou lorsqu'elle aura et6 
d-eclar'ee, la femme qui voudra se faire autoriser R la poursuite 
de sea droits, pr'esentera egalement requete au prisident du 
tribunal, qui ordonnera la communication au ministire publiep 
et commettra un juge pour faire son rapport i jour indiclue. 11 
929. C. Demolombe, Cours de Code Napol6o , Paris, 1854, vol. 
4,9 no. 214, pp. 264-5. 
930. U. =. f vol. 2. pp-17-18 no. 651. 
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931. 
to refer to husbands too far away to be readily accessible. 
Maleville naturally repeats this. 9329 

Had the C. Q. redactors studied the Prench books, it 
would have been obvious to them that the wording of C. N. 
222 had caused problems: nonethelessp the C. Q. redactors 
themselves used the tem "absent". In their references 
after C. Q. 180, the redactors refer to the following works: 
Pothier's treatise on the imissance du marit numbers 25 to 
28; the Fandectes Pranýaises; 933-Fenet's 

work correlating 
1 934. Pothier's treatises with the Code Napolfon; and C. N. 222 

itself. The Pandectes lFrLu4igises, say nothing of significance 
to the point under discussion. Fenet on Pothier cites 
numbersý25 to 28 of the latter's treatise on the 

-puissance 935. 
du, mari,, and does not discuss the import of the term "absent". 

Pbthier's account has been set out above: 
936. it should be 

noted that the C*Q. redactors do not cite the passage of 
Pothier where Pothier states that wives whose husbands are 
too far away for it to be practicable for them to give 

937. 
authorisation may be authorised by the judge. It is 

difficult to see any significance, in this exclusion of 

number 12 of Ebthierts treatise: it would seem unlikely 
that it had been excluded from the references because the 

C. Q. redactors did not intend their article to cover the 

situation where a husband was away but not "absent" in the 

technical sense. In factv the most likely reason for the 

exclusion of a reference to number-12 of Pothierts treatise 

is that the C. Q. redactors have simply followed the 

references given by Fenetp and have not considered referring 
to other parts of the relevant work. The passage of Pothier 

931. Fenetp Recueil Com; 21etp vol. 9, P-78. 
932.1 Analyse, p. 207: "Le mot absent ntest pas pris ici dans 
la signification qutil a au titre 4; il se prend dans 

I l1acception ordinairep c est-g-direp que si le marip n est 
pas a portge d1autoriser sa femmes et qutil slagisse d'une 
affaire urgentet le-juge peut slautoriser. 
933.3 BM. Pran.. q P-397. 
934. P. A. Fenet,, Pothier Anal-vse- dans ses Rapports avec le 
Code Civil, et Mis en Ordre SOUS Chacun des-Articles de ce 
Codet 2nd. Edn., Parisq 1829t p-57 on article 222. This 
work will hereafter be cited as Fenet on Pothier. 
935. See Fenet on Pothier, p. 57. 
936. See text sup at notes 920-926. 
937. Quoted suRra in text at note 925. 
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was presumably known to the redactors, since they cite it 
under C. Q. 178. That the redactors did not intend "absent" 
in C. Q. 180 to have its technical sense is strongly suggested: 

938. they do not'indicate in their Second Report that they 
are changing the law heres nor do they refer to any of the 
modern commentators who were of the opinion that "absent" 
in C. N. 222 was used in its strict technical'sense. 

If it is accepted that the word "absent" was not intended 
to bear its technical sense, the Quebec redactore were still 
using a term potentially ambiguous, 9 and whichp in fact# 

was to cause the same problems of interpretation in Quebec 
939 

as in France. 'Why should they have done so? It is 

notable 'that under C. Q. 180, the redactors make no refer ence 
to any of the French works where this point is discusseds 
thoughq they referred quite often to Mareadeiv Demolo 

, 
mbe and 

Toullierp and indeed were to do so as regards, C. N. 183. 

From thisq however, it would seem unwise to deduce that they 

were unaware of'the debate: the frequency of reference to 

these authors would suggest that the redactors' consulted 
them regularly on the import of, ihe articles of the C. N. P and 
the method of working followed by the redactors would, have 

made it advisable to consult such works, of doctrine. 940. It 

is probably correct to assume that the redactors knew-of the 

problems caused by the use of the word "absent". Despite 

this knowledgel the redactors copied the unsatisfactory 

wording of the C. N. p though they could easily have amended 
the expression to avoid the difficulty. It may only be 

suggested that the redactor's preferred the concise tersely, 

expressed French article, 9 and assumed that "absent" would be 
941. 

given its ordinary meaningg and not the technical one. 
If this is correett the redactors were misled by the' 

apparent technical perfection of the C. N. 9 which they were 

generally copying fairly closely. They accordingly failed 

938. See p. 189. 
939. See Mignault, Droit Civily vol. 1p P*526. 
940. See text supra in chapter 3 atInotes 432-435. 
941. This criticism of the C. Q. redactors holds, good even if, 
contrary to the argument above, they had intended "absence", 
to' have its technical meaning. 
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to make an appropriate alteration in the wording of the 
article. 

_There 
is one final point of note in connection with 

C. Q. 180: as indicated# Pothier was of the opinion that, 
if a husband were away, a wife probably could carry out 
simple acts of administration without being authorised. 

942. 

Neither the C. N. nor the C. Q. bear this interpretation. 
To have followed Ebthierts suggestion might well have 
provided a useful reform in that the wife of an interdicted 
or absent man would have been able to act speedily in 
dealing with propertyp and would have been spared the 
necessity of seeking judicial authorisation for fairly 
trivial-, actions. 

943-The 
Quebec redactors chose to assert 

the incapacity of the married woman, who would require the 
authorisation of the judge if her husband could not 
authorise herp because even were a husband absent or 
interdictedp the ruissance du mari over his wife continues. 

C. Q. 181.9 the next articlep states thus: 
"All general authorizations, even those stipulated 
by marriage contract, are only valid in so far as 
regards the administration of the wife's property. " 

C. N. 223 makes an identical provision. The ancien droit 

coutumier was the same. 
944. 

unless a coutume had a specific 
provision allowing wider general authorisations. 

945-No doubt 

942. See text stipra at note 923. 
943. It appears that in an earlier period of French law# a 
wife could so act: Brissaud, Historyp P-174, no. 150. 
944. See Pothierv T. P. M. no. 67P Bug-7v pp. 25-6p and T. Comm. 
introd. no-5, Bug-7v P-51. Pothier quotes from and refers to 
the cases cited by the C. Q. redactorsp as does 3 Pan. Fran.,, 
pp-435-6. 
945- Francois Bourjonv Le Droit Commun de la France etc. 9 
]Paris, 1747j (hereafter cited as Bourjony and cited by 
volumep pagep and number on that pagep for simplicity; 
rather than using the complex system of Books, chapterst and 
sections) was of the opinion that there could be general 
authorisations in marriage contracts, even to alienate proi)erty. 
provided there was contractual separation of property. He 
states thusp vol. It P-371 no-14: "Cependant elle (i. e. 
Vautorisation g'Ene'ralej est valable lorsqu'elle est port'ee 
par contrat de mariagel c'est le seul cas dans lequel 
Vautorisation gle-nerale vaut. 11 Ibid., no. 15: "En ce cas la 
femme non-seulement administrerp mais encore aliFnerp et meme 
a titre de liberalite-; telle autorisation mettant ses biens 
hors la dZpendance de son mari. It He repeats the same in vol. 1 
PP-509-510p nos- 33 to 37, where he develops the principle 
more thoroughly. Bourjonq among the more modern writers on 
the. ancien droit is definitely not giving a commonly-held view. 
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the redactors, in theoryp could have departed from the 

droit commun, coutumier,, and permitted general authorisations 
to alienate property; but, given that the redactore were 

upholding the ancien droit, they would have thought such a 

general authorisation as inconsistent with the principles 

of the 
-puissance 

du mariq despite the odd example or opinion 
to the contrary. It must be concluded that the redactors 

approved of the ancien droit, on authorisations as embodied 
in Pothier. 

946 " 

C. Q. 182 states thus: 

"A husband although a minor mays, in all cases, 
authorize his wife who is of age; if the wife be a 
minor, the authorization of her husbands, whether 
he4s of age or a minor, is sufficient for those 
cases only in which an emancipated minor might 
act alone. " 

C. N. 224, the equivalent articles is quite different. 

I'Si le mari est mineur, l1autorisation du juge est 
necessaire a la femme, soit pour est. er en jugements, 
soit pour contracter. " 

Quebec is here following the ancien droits, under which a 

minor husband could authorise his adult wife to contracts, 

because her incapacity was the result of the Duissance du 947. 

maris, the majority or minority of the husband being irrelevant. 

Ferriere explains this clearly: 
I'La raison pour laquelle. un mary mineur peut autoriser 
sa femme majeure ou mineure, est que le droit 
d1autoriBation ne depend pas de 111ýge et de 
Vexperience du mary, mais de as qualite et de 
Vautor it`e que la Loy luy donne sursa femme. 

946. Although in some circumstances the Quebec redactors 
refer to Bourjon (see note 945)9 it would seem unlikely# 
given their likely working method (see text at notes 954-5 
infrap and 936-8 supra)s that the redactors consulted 
Bourjon on this point. Accordinglyp one cannot say that 
they rejected Bourýonls version of the law; nonethelessp 
given that Bourjon a opinion was one readily imaginedp the 
C. Q. redactors may be said to be rejecting such an opinion: 
the wording of C. Q. 181,9 though following C. N. 2239, by 
specifically mentioning marriage contractep immediately 
suggests the opposite to its own opinion. 
947. See Pothier, T. ]EjM. q nos. 29-32p Bug. 7, pp. 12-14. 
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La Coiltume de Paris dans tous lea articles 
ou , elle parle dellautorisationp et toutes lea 
autres Coutumes ne distinguent point entre le 
mary majeur ou mineur. 

La raison esto que Iteffet de Itautorisation 
eat de rendre la femme habile a contracter comme elle 

1.0. n etoit point SOU8 la puissance du maryl, elle Ste 
Itinhabilit'e- provenante de la Cependance; et 

, parconsequent Vacte fait par la femme autorisee 
par son mary mineurs, comme il pourroit valoir ai 
elle 'etoit independante. 11 948. 

If a minor husband suffered loss, he could seek to rescind 
the authorisation. 

949-Dumoulinq in his commentary on the 
ancienne Coutume of Paris, argued that a minor husband 
could not authorise his adult wife: "qui ipse vendere non 
potestt autorare non potest. 11 Othersp for example Chopin 

and 
I Tiraqueaul had been of the same opinion. 

950-By the 
eighteenth century# howeverp it was settled law that a minor 
husband could authorise his 4dult wife. 

951-One illogicality 
noted by some commentators on the ancien droit was that# 

although a minor could authorise his adult wife to contract# 
he could not. authorise her to appear in court: 

952. Itce qui 
0-1 953*A minor wife's etait absurde", remarks Maleville. 

capacity was determined by her, minorityp not by her husbandts 

capacity: thusp an adult husband could not authorise his 

minor wife to alienate her pro-pres. 
954o 

The Quebec redactors have here followed the ancien droit: 

the acts of which a wife authorised by her husband was 

capable depended upon her age, not that of her husband. The 

wife did not lack capacity; she was merely prevented from 

exercising her capacity because of the Puissance du mari. 

948. CoUs et-Com-n-,, VoL 3. * col- 144p no. 18. 
949. Ibid. p Pothier,, T. P. M. no. 30P Bug. 7P P-13 and 
Bourjon, Vol 1. t P-37 no. 11. 
950. See Fer; iere, CoUs et ComP. v Vol. 39 col. 144 no. 18. 
951. Loiselp in Inst. Couqt. q 1.2.21 had been'of this 
opinion: "Un mary mine-urpeut auctoriser sa femme majeurej 
sans quIelle slen puisse faire relever: mais bien luy-11 
952. "Mari mineur ne peut autoriser sa femme majeure pour 
ester en jugement ... mais bien pour contracter.... " remarked 
Guy du Rousseaud de la Combep sv. "Autorisationllp no. 6 sect. 
IIP P-57 of Recueil_de Jurisprudence Civile Du Pays de Droit 
Ecrit et Coutumier, 4th -edn. j., Parisp 1769. (Hereafter cited 
as Rousseaud de la Comb;. ) 
553.1 Analyse, 8. 
954. POthiers, T. P:.., M., nos-31-329 Bug-7# PP-13-14# and Rousseaud 
de la Combeq s. v. "Autorisationtiv sectn. II, no. 6, P-57 states: 
"Femme mineure, quoiqul autoride-e de son mariv ne peut It intenter action concernant ses proprest sans curateur... e 
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The codifiers have rationalised the ancien droit by 

rejecting the authority which rendered a minor husband 
incapable of authorising his wife to appear in court: it is 
likely thatv agreeing with Malevilley they considered this 

exception to the general principle of the ancien droit as 
eomewhat adsurd. It is interesting to note that Pothier does 

not mention this exception to the 
, 
ancien aroit: the law as 

stated by the Quebec redactors in their article is the law 

as given by Pothier. It is likely that the C, Q. redactors 
were here able to cite Rousseaud de la Combe's collection of 
Jurisprudence because they were referred to it by Malevillev 

and it is thus only due to Maleville's reference that the 

C. Q., redactors were aware of Rousseaud de la Combets 

statementp on the basis of various arxceMap that minors 
could not advise their wives to appear in court. 

955-The 

Quebec code has again followed the ancien droit in providing 
that# if the wife be a minor. * on the authorisation of her 

husbando she could only act as an emancipated minor: her 

husband's authorisation did not make up for her own lack 

of capacity. In the C. Q., the capacity of the authorised 

wife depends on her status as either a minor or an adult# 

and not on that of her husband. Authorisation was intended 

to remove the restriction on her capacityO a restriction 

resulting from the 
-puissance 

du mari. 

The French code innovated# and seems to have altered the 

conception of the puissance du mari to one different from 

that of the ancien droit. Under the ancien droitp-wives 
did not lack capacity; they wdre merely prevented from 

exercising that capacity by the authority their husbands 

had over them. 9 an authority grounded in the respect a wife 

was judged to owe her husband. This article of the French 

codep C. N. 224, seems to imply the adoption of the Roman 

955. Maleville refers to this author as Rousseaup while in 
the abbreviations used by the Quebec redactors he appears 
as Lac.; this is one instance of the readily observable 
fact that the C. Q. redactors tended to consult only a few 
works and then followed any interesting references these 
works gave. 
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notion'that incapacity resulted, from'fragiiitas sexua: 
wives required protection due to their inevitable weakness 
and incompetence. This isp of, coursep illogicall since. 
neither unmarried women nor widows suffered from incapacity 
by virtue of their sex. In factt this change has caused 
problems for some commentators on the Code Napolle-ont and 
Mareare, for examplev devotes a lot of time to attempting 
to resolve the apparent contradiction. 

956. His argument is 
interesting. He points out that wivesp during their marriagep 
are, under the care of their husbands; accordinglyt as'is 
only naturalt such wives occupy themselves less with business 

affairs than with the upbringing of children and care of the 
householdp while their husbands look after the family 

patrimony. He states: 

I "Donep la femme., tout en conservant au fond. 9-et de 
maniere a s'en servir encore au besoint sa pleine 
capacit'e, la voit sommeillerp stevanouir, sous la. 
force 

- 
des circonstances, et elle tombel pour les 

cas generaux et ordinaires, presques dans 11-etat ou 
nous place la minorite meme: il ya pour ainsi direp 957. 
de, la part de la femme. 9 dimission forcEe de sa capacit'6.11 

Thus, wives require the assistance of their husbandsp not 

merely because they owe respect to their husbandes but because 

the social facts resulting from marriage render wives 

unaccustomed to business matters. Thus authorisation is no 

longer to remove the barrier to the wife exercising her 

capacityp but rather to assist one unused, to transaction to 

act. Thereforep if husbands are-unable to_assist their 

wives, then the wives require assistance from elsewhere-A 

minor husband, himself requiring assistancet accordingly 

cannot authorise and assist his wife in the circumstances 

envisaged in the O. N. article., Marcad-e- is able-to conclude: 
"Ainsi donc, la n6cessit6 de l1autorisation maritale 
se fonde sur deux causes simultan-eesp dont l'une le 
respect du au mari. 9 existe toujours., tandis que Vautre, 
llinhabilitg purement accidentelle de la femme# 
disparait dans certaines circonstances. " 958. 

956., Marcaeep 2pcit. vol. 1, pp. 562-566 nos. 746-748f 
esp. no. 747. 
957. Ibid. no. 747 bisq P-564. 
958. Ibid. no. 747 bisq P-565- 
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Marcadie"s argument may or may not reflect the thoughts of 
the redactors of the French code. It is tempting to 
suggest that the French redactors enacted the provision in 
C. N. 224 becausep at some level# they considered it 

ridiculous that a minor should be able to authorise his 

wife to act in a way he himself-could not act. Indeedp 
if such had been their opiniong motivating it must have 
been the ideaý as expressed by Marcad6j that wives required 
their husbands' aid. The redactors of the C. N. certainly 
have incorporated a notion of surveillance notýfound in the 

-ancien droit. As Marcare has pointed outp this notion of 
surveillance, required by the seclusion of the wife in the 

marital, home occupied with education of the children and- 
running the householdg reflects the social practice of the 
day; but this social practice is one to be associated with 
the middleclasses rather than other sectors of society. 

959. 

The Quebec redactors have not'followed the example of 
the French code'; they described C. N, 224 as: 

"a new rule to which the old one has been preferred 
as more in accordance with the principles of marital 
authorityp and with the reasons upon which the 
necessity of authorisation is founded-" 960. 

The C. Q. redactors are, of course, correct: the rule of C. Q. 

182 is more in line with theprinciples of marital authority 
in the ancien droit. The redactors do not reveal themselves 

as having considered that C. N. 224, rather than merely being 

inconsistent, with the rest of the articles of, the French 

codep has resulted in a new conception of marital authority 
in line with the nineteenth century ideal conception of 
the family. Though the redactors make no statements to that 

effectp they must have been aware of this new conception 
implicit in the C. N., if only because they had read Maread-els 

---aaaaa 

959. See supra, introduction to this chapter., at notes 
25-399 and chapter two at notes 107-119. 
960. Second Re]29rt,, p. 189. 
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commentaryoo 
961. It, must be concluded that in rejecting C. N. 

224, the redactors were rejecting not so much a rule 
inconsistent with the principles of their Code# but a 
different conception of marital authority. Given the 

962. background of the Quebec redactors, it is implausible 
to suggest that they disapproved of the idea 1 of the 
relationship between husband and wife implicit in the C. N. 
Nor does it seem likely that they rejected the provisions 
of the C. N. because they considered that the relationship 
between husband and wife was of a different nature for the 
majority of the inhabitants of the province: no remarks 
made by the redactors anywhere hint at the variation of 
family organisation, according to social classy nor do their 

actions betray such a thought. Considering the statement 
made by the redactors on their articleg it seems clear 
that they rejected the innovation of the CoN. (an innovation 

reflecting the ideology of the period)p because of their 

general conservative outlook and behaviour. They saw no 
reason for changing the law here merely to reflect a 
prevailing ideology of family relationshipsp so they 

preserved the disposition of the ancien droit,,, though 

rationalised to permit the authorisation to appear in court 

of wives by their minor husbands* 

The next article in this chapter of the Quebec- code is 

C. Q. 183, an important articles which provides thus: 
"The want of authorization by the husbands where it 
is necessaryp constitutes a cause of nullity which 
nothing can cover, and which may be taken advantage 
of by all those who have an existing and actual 
interest in doing so. It 

C. N. 225 is quite different: 

961. Demolombe, for example, though he does n9t discuss, 
the matter in as great a detail as Marcadg, implies a 
similar conception of marital authority: 'III ne slagit 
plus seulement auj6urdthui d1une marque dlobeissance 
envers l1autorit-e maritale, que le mineurp aussi bien 
que le majeur, pouvaitt en effet9 reqevoir; clestp de 
la part du mariv un acte de surveillance que son incapacit6 
personnelle ne lui permet d1exercer. La loi n1a pas voulu 
quiun incapable Put charger d1autoriser un autre incapable. " I 
OPeCit- vol. 4P no. 2209 p. 269- 
962. See chapter 3 supra at notes 403-415. 
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"La nullit'e fondee sur le d6fautp dtautorisationg 
ne peut 'etre opposie que par la femmev par le mari 
ou par leurs h6ritiers. 11 

The Quebec code provides for an absolute nullityp while 
the C. N. enjoins only a relative nullity. Here the C. Q. 
has followed one version of the ancien droit, rejecting the 

provisions of the C. N. 

Pothier on this point stated thus: 
"A 119gard du dle'faut d'autorisationg Veffet est 
de rendre absolument nuls les actes de Is. femme 
marigev dans lesquels Vautorisation n'est point 
intvrvenue. " 963. 

He points out that: 
"il ne suffirait pas, pour que le contrai de la 
fe=e fUt valablev que l1autorisation du mari. fu 
intervenue depuis le Rontrat, quoique la femme, - 
dans le contratv se rut dite d1avance autoris-ee 
de son marip dans la confiance clulelle avait 
d1obtenir cette autorisation. Cet acte ayant 'ete 964. 
absolument nulp faute dtautorisation, n1a pu etre 
confimý par Vautorisation qui est survenue depuisoes. " 

Thusp for Pothier, an unauthorised acte was radically null, 
and could not be ratified by the husband's subsequent 
authorisation. In two arreks reported by Lepr8tre, it was 
decided that authorisation coming after an acte , of the wife 

could validate such acte: Pothier points out that both 

Lebrun and Lepretre are of the opinion that these arrets 

rendered the deed valid only from the date of authorisationg 

and not from the date of the deed itself. 965-The Quebec 

redactors have not followed this authority; there seems to 

be no statement in their code allowing for any ratification 
by the husband of previous deedsp andt indeedt Quebec 
jurisprudence subsequently so decided. 966. Thust the Quebec 

redactors have followed Pothierts principles without 

963. T. P. M. no. 78, Bug. 79 P-30: see also ibid. no-5P P-4. 
964. IRY. no. 74, p. 28. 
965. Ibid., no- 74, p. 28, where the arrets and the views 
of Leprttre and Lebrun are discussed. 
966. The cases are Pesant v. Robin (19M 23 R. J. 211 and 
Saint-Pierre v. I=ont 71934) 37 R. P. 14: 1 have not seen 
these cases) and am relying on Baudouint Droit Civilp 
pp. 275-6. They referred to wives appearing in court; but 
the principle would be the same for wives contracting. 
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qualification, and not the arr"e'*Ms reported by Lepr'e*"tre. 
The principle of absolute nullity is restated in C. Q. 1301. 

The French article greatly restricts the class of those 

who may attack an unauthorised contract by a married womang 
on the grounds of lack of such authorisation. A wife's 
unauthorised act is no longer radically null but can only 

967. be attacked by herselfp her heirsp her husband or his heirs. 

The limitation of the class of those entitled to seek the 

annulýment of such a contract raises the question of 
whether or not a husband may subsequently ratify an 
unauthorised contract. Whether or not he could do so was 
the subject of a dispute among the commentators on the 

C. N, '- Marcadie- was firmly of the opinion thatv during the 

marriagep a husband could validate the posterior acts of 
his wife, even if she wished to annul them. 968. Demolombe 
took the contrary view. 

969. 
as did Toullier. 

970-We 
need not 

discuss this vexed question further, though it should be 

noted that the redactors of the C. Q. were well aware of 
this problem in the French law. 971. 

The Quebec redactors have followed 
'the 

ancien droit 

and rejected any restriction of the class of those entitled 
to seek the annulment of an unauthorised contract. They 

provide for an absolute nullity, and contracts may not be 

validated by the husband after they have been made by the 

wife. The article of the code states thatp "... the want 

of authorization... constitutes a nullity which nothing 

can cover...; " it is difficult not to see this as a 
deliberate exclusion of the possibility of posterior 

ratificationp an exclusion suggested by the debate in the' 

967. Demolombe2 op-, s-it-, vol. 49 pp-437-9 no. 342 argues 
that such an unauthorised contract may also bb attacked 
by her creditors. Some authors have wondered why the 
husband's heirs could attack such an actv since they could 
not possibly have any pecuniary interest. See Toullierv 

. 2p. cit. vol. 2t p. 20 no. 661 note a. (Duvergier); and 
Demolombe, U-qlilt., vol. 4, pp. 435-7, no. 341. 
968. gL5. cit, vol. It PP-567-8 no-749 n. I. 
969. a. Rit., vol. 4P pp. 257-63p no. 211. 
970. a. Sit. vol. 2, no. 6489 p-17 and no. 661 pp. 20-21. 
971. This is apparent from their citation of the relevant 
passages of doctrine. Marcad6q 22., Sit. vol. It P. 567 no. 749 
footnote I gives all the sources for the differing sides 
in the debate. 
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Prench doctrine. This also means that the Quebec redactors 
have followed Flothier's view of the ancien droit. They 

state of the C. N. 's restriction of the class of those 

entitled to sue for annulment: 
"There appears to be no good reason for adopting 
this change, contrary to principle and repelled 
by the old jurisprudence and by ours. " 972. 

, 
Maleville remarks that C. N. 225 "a embrasse Vopinion le 

plus favorable A la femme.,, 973-It is important to discover 

why the C. Q. redactors retained the ancien, droit. 

The French article allows an unauthorised contract to 

standq unless the wifej husband or their heirs choose to 

challenge it: this would seem to support the principle of 

pacta sunt servanda. If a wifets unauthorised contracts are 

advantageousp they may be allowed to remain unchallenged:, 
the person with whom she has contracted cannot seek their 

annulment. A motive for the requirement ofauthorisation 
is preservation of family propertyp, andp under C. N. 225# if 

the contract is advantageouss there need be no fear that 

such property is in jeopardy, so the contract may be 

maintained. Implicit in this view is the notion that 

authorisation of the wife is required for, her Protection 

against her own inexperience and folly: if there be no 

disadvantage in the contract, there need be no nullityl 

since the purpose of 4uthorisation is to prevent her 

suffering losst and she has not. suffered such loss. This 

is in line with C. N. 224. 
. 

C. N. 224'was rejected as contrary to the Quebec 

principles of -Puissanc6 marit ; C. N. 225 has been rejected 

for the same reason. The Quebec redactors retained the 

ancien droit's notion that authorisation was required 

because of the respect due to a husband by his wife. C. N. 

225 goes against this in rendering her unauthorised 

contracts only annullable by a restricted class of persons. 

C. Q. 183P on the other hand, by rendering all unauthorised 
-aa 

972. Second ReWrt, p. 189. 
973.1 Analyse, p. -208. 
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contracts radically null upholds the principle of the 
ancien droit, while C. N. 225 follows C. N. 224 in implying 
that authorisation is the result of the wife's need of 
guidance. Though C. N. 225 might have had practical 
usefulness in allowing advantageous contracts to stand,, 
and perhaps supported the principle of pacta sunt servandav 
the C. Q. redactor8 preferred to maintain the ancien droit, y 
upholding the traditional principle of the 

-puissance 
du marip 

whereby a wife's incapacity to contract isy in generall 
absolute. Authorisation is always required# and any 
unauthorised act is null and voidg of which nullity anyone 
with an existing and actual interest may take advantage. 
Since an unauthorised act is a nullityv completely without 
legal effeetp prescription does not serve to render an 
unauthorised contract incapable of being attacked after a 
certain period. 

974. 

The reform contained in C. N. 225P in restricting the 

class of those entitled to seek the nullity of an unauthorised 

contracts might have seemed useful in Quebec: it would be 

easyp howeverv to emphasise too much the advantages of such 

a reform in the Quebec law. At the time of codifications 

most women in Quebec would marry communes en biensp so their 

moveable property would fall into the community administered 
by, their husbands, who would also have the right to 

administer their wives' immoveables. - The wife would have 

little practical opportunity to contract. Furthers the 

likelihood of a wife selling an immoveable without consulting 
her husband would always be slight. Thus, though the reform 
in C. N. 225 might have been advantageousp not to introduce 

this reform could not be described as disadvantageous. 

Given the instructions to the Quebec codifiersp and given 
their own conservative attitudes to much of the laws the 

lack of reform here is not surprising. 

The final article of this chapter of title V is C. Q. 

974. See Trudelp Traitigg vol. Is, P-561. 
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184, which states thus: 
"A wife-may make a will without the authorization 
of her husband. " 

C. N. 226 states the same. Certain of the coutumes of 
northern France had demanded that wives be authorised to 
dispose of property by testamentt but that of Paris was- 
not one of them. 975- There can be no surprise that the 

redactors here followed the ancien droit and the C. N. It 

should be remembered# howeverv that in Quebec there was 
much greater liberty to test on property than in the C. N. 

or the ancien droit. 976. 

There, are many articles in the C. Q. which duplicate or 
depend on the provisions discussed above; but because they 

duplicate these rules or depend on themp we need not discuss 
them. 977-The 

principles outlined above are worked out- 
throughout the code in relevant areas of the law. 

Chapter six contains the most important provisions 

relati ng to the husband's control over the Person of his 

wife. Most of these rules of the C. Q. follow the provisions 

of the ancien droit as applied under the Coutume de Paris, 

though molded into the form of the French code. Indeedp 

many of the C. N. 's provisions also are derived from the 

same ancien droit. Apart from one provision rationalising 

the ancien drolzp-, 8*the C. Q. here only introduces one 

reform of importance: C. Q. 177 no longer requires authorisation 

to be in the strict form demanded by the ancien droit. This 

is an obviously useful reform, making for ease of contracting 

and rendering wives' contracts less prone to annulment, 

975. See Pothier, T. P. M. nos. 43 and 44Y Bug. 7, pp-17-18, 
3 Pan. Pran... pp. 4lT2---3 and Malevillep I Anýl ýse! pp. 208-9. 
976. S C-Q- 832,, and A. Morely "Wapparition de la 
succession testamentairellp 26 R. du B. (1966)'PP. 4997511. 
Under the Coutume de Paris, a testator could dispose by will 
of all his moveables and acquýt-sq but only of a fifth of his 
proprest propres being ingo-veables one has acquired by 
succession in the direct or collateral linep or by gift in 
the direct line; being immoveables acquired A titre 
onereux ou lucratif, except those classed as ro res. See 
Pothierp Trait6 des Donations Testamentairesp no. 1 01, Bug. 
8, pp. 27S---4. 
977. See e. g. C. Q. 643# on the acceptance of successions 
by wives. 
978. In C, Q. 182, minor husbands may authorise their wives 
to appear in court. 
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because of a minor fault in complex requirements for valid 
authorisation. This reform is taken from the C. N. 

The C. N. contains two other important reforms; but these 

were not adopted. These are the ones contained in C. N. 224 

and 225. It has been argued above that these articles of 
the C, N. have resulted in a new conception of the reasons 
for the necessity of the authorisation of married women. 

979. 

The C. N. has altered this requirement of authorisation so 
that it appears to be the result of a necessity'to protect 

a wife whop by virtue of her domestic seclusion in the homep 

has become unable to cope adequately with the demands of 
business. Under the 

, 
ancien droitp of, coursep authorisation 

was required because a wife owed respect and obedience to 

her husband# not because she was judged to require protection 
from her own inevitable lack of business acumen. 

The C. Q. copied the reform of the C. N. on authorisationt 

while rejecting those contained in C. N. 224 and 225. The 

reasons for the actions of the codifiers here appear to 

have been that the useful reform on authorisation could be 

copied without doing violence to the traditional conception 

of the 
-puissance 

du mari: those reforms in C. N. 224 and 225 

could not be copied without changing the traditional notion 

of the Puissance du mari. The C. N. provisions implied that 

wives generally, through remaining at home absorbed in 

domestic matters, became out of touch with the world of 

affairs. They thus required guidance I and help in their 

dealings with their property. The C. N. envisages thus a 

different form of-relationships between husband and wife 

from the ancien droit. The ancien droit coutumier saw the 

requirement of authorisation as resulting not from the wife's 

need for helps but from her duty to be respectful and to be 

obedient to her husband. The C*Q. redactors preferred the 

ancien droit's version of the relationship between husband 

and wife, This preference, howeverp seems to be the result, 

not so much of different ideals of the relationship between 

husband and wife.. much less different family relationshipsl 
-a-a 

979. See text su-pra at notes 947-959 and 963-974. 
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but rather of the conservatism of the redactors towards 
the law. 

The Quebec codifiers obviously believed in the rightness 
of the-incapacity of wives. For example# Pbthier suggested 
thatp in the absence of her husband, a wife might 
unauthorised carry out acts of admini8tration. 

980-The C. Q. 

redactors do not allow this. The C. N. reformsp howeverv do 

not detract from this incapacityp but put it on a different 
basis. Though the C. N. 's articles conformed more to the 

nineteenth century's ideal of the Adle of wivesp the Quebec 

redactorsp because of their strong conservative tendenciest 

undoubtedly saw no reason for change. The ancien droit, 

adequate, ly expressed the ideology of the supremacy of the 

husband: that the conception of husband and wife relationships 
underlying the C. N. articles was more in line with the ideals 

of the nineteenth century did not, matter. The redactors saw 

no reason to Justify a departure from the traditional version 

of the iouissance du mari, Although Quebec society would 
have permitted such a departure from the ancien droitp it 

did not necessitate itq and there were no technical reasons 
for such a reform of the law; whereas the'reforms in the 

C, Q, in this chapterp in C. Q. 177 and 182# though doubtless 

of practical usefulness, were also technical improvements 

rendering the law more rational. 

A last point relates to wives ge'parEes de biens from 

their husbands. The C. Q. followed the C. N. and the ancien 

droit of Paris in still, requiring such wives to be authorised. 

This has been referred to already in connection with 

contractual separation 
981. 

and will be referred to in the 

next subsection in relation to judicial separation. All 

that need be said here is that the C. Q. redactors maintained 

the law, not following the examples of some coutumes which 

permitted wives separate as to property to act as if unmarried. 

980. T. P. M. no. 27 Bug. T, pp. il-12,, quoted supr in text 
at note 923. 
981. See subsection 2 surra, esp. text between notes 862-863 
and 849-860. 
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Effect of sUaration de corDs or s6paration de biens 
on the husband and wife relationship. 

The Quebec code permits both judicial separation of 
property and also separation from bed and board. Both of 
these had an effect on the 

-puissance 
du mari over his wife. 

Before going on to describe that effecto it is necessary 
to set out the grounds permitting each kind of separationg 

as they throw useful light on the changing nature of the 

husband and wife relationship. 

C. Q. 1311 states thus: I 
"Separation of property, 

'can 
only be obtained judiciallyp 

before the court of the doMiCilev when the interests 
of, the, wife are imperiled and the disordered state of 
the husbandts affairs gives reason to fear that 
his property will not be sufficient to satisfy what 
the wife has a right to receive or to get back. 

All voluntary separations are null. " 

C. Q. 1312-1317 regulate further separation of property; we 
need not discuss them. Although this article comes In a 

section on the dissolution of the community, and indeed 

siparation de biensp under C. Q. 1310p did dissolve the 

communityp its provision would also be applicable to a., 

separation of property when the spouses were simply non 

communs en biens, without being strargs de biensp as C, Q. 

1417 provides. C. Q. 1311 follows C. N. 1443.9 and the ancien 
982. 

jurisprudencep as the Quebec redactors point out. 

C-Q- 1318 regu', 
on the relationship 
stvaration de corps 
as C. Q. 1318 points 
there be one) under 
si6paration de corps 

lates-the effect of s6paration de biens 

between husband and wife. Since 

also brings, about s6paration de biens 

outy and also ends the community (if 

C-Q- 1310P it is as well to discuss 

and then return to C. Q. 1318. 

982. Pi fth Report, p. 217. For ancien droito see Pothier, 
T. Comm. noso 510,512,5149 517, Bug. 79 pp. 2759 276p 277 
and 278. Ibid. no. 463t p. 255, discusses spouses where 
community is excludedt but without separation of property. 
This last passage is not cited by the C. Q. redactorsp nor 
indeed by Fenet sur Fbthier, p. 449: no doubt-because the C. N. 
and C. Q. follow Fbthier's organisation of the material in 
these areas. 
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The Quebec code devotes the whole of the siX'th title 

of its first book to separation from bed and board. Here 

will only be discussed the causes of separation-from bed 

and board# and those of the effects which are relevant to 

the theme. 

The causes of such separation are laid out in C. Q. 
186-191., which provide as follows: 

11186. Separation from bed and board can only be 
demanded for specific causes; it cannot be based 
on the mutual consent of the parties. 
187. A, husband may demand the separation on the- 
ground of his wife's adultery. 
188. A wife may demand the separation on the ground 
of, her husband's adulteryt if he'keep his concubine' 
in their common habitation. 

, 189. Husband and wife may, respectively demand this 
separation on the ground of outraget ill-usage or 
grievous insult committed by one toward the other., 
190, The grievous nature and sufficiency, of such, 
outragep ill-usage and insult, are left to the 
discretion of the court whichp"in appreciating them# 
must take into consideration the rankv condition and 
other circumstances of the parties. 
191. The refusal of a husband to receive his wife and 
to furnish her with the necessaries of life,, according 
to his rankq means and conditionvAs another cause 
for which she may demand the separation. "_ 

The Code Naporeon was organised differently from this title 

of the C. Q. 9 because it provided for divorcef while the C. Q. 

did not. 
983- The C. N. 's"title VI9 as well as regulating 

divorceq also' regulated separation from bed and boardý and 
its article'306 stated that: 

YDans les cas ou il ya lieu'R la'demandeý"en divorcep 
pour-cause d-eterminiet il sera libre aux, `6poux de 
former demande en s-eparation de corps. 11 

TI hus, the relevant grounds for 
- 
s6raration de corps in the 

C. N., are those that ground an action for divorcep and they 

are contained in C. N. 229-233- C. N. 229 permits a husband 

to divorce his wife if she has committed adultery. C. N. 

230'states that a wife may divorce her husband on the grounds 

of adultery if he has kept his concubine in the, maison 

commune. C. N. 231 allows the spouses reciprocally to demand 
-----a-- 

983. See infrat next subsectionp at notes 1039-1042. 
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divorce on the grounds of outrage (exces), ill-usage (sivices) 

and grievous insult (injures graves). C. Ne 232 states that 
there may be a divorce if one of the spouses has been 
condemned to a punishment importing infamy. C. N. 233 allows 
divorce on the grounds of mutual consent. The redactors 
of the C. Q. remark that the grounds for separation contained 
in C. N. 229-233 are all admitted in Quebec bar condemnation 
to an infamous punishment and mutual consent: the first being 

contrary to their article declaring that death alone disolves 

a marriage and the second contrary to C. Q. 193 which does 

not allow the admission of allegations in an action for 

separation from bed and board. 984-Although the C. N. has no 
equivalent to C. Q. 1919 the circumstances envisaged in that 

article would permit an action for separation in the C. N. 

under article 231 for injures graves. 
985. 

With the, exceptions above notedq it may be said that 
the Quebec redactors have followed the provisions of the 

French code on the causes giving rise to an action for 

s6paration de corps. In the redactors' reportp they state 
that their provisions "are conformable to the ancient 
jurisprudence, saving some exceptions which are indicated 

as they occur. " 986. It is not indicated that any of the 

grounds for separation are not conformable to the ancien droit. 

The Quebec redactors' statement that their provisions 

conform to the anci, en droit is, as regards the causes for 

separationy rather disingenuous. The ancien droit differed 

in many significant respects. Pothierp and in this matter 
he is representative of the attitudes of most writers on 
the. ancien droit, makes a strict separation between conduct 

allowing a wife to sue for separation and conduct permitting 

a husband to sue for the same. 
987. 

984. Second Report, p. 191. Actuallyp contrary to what the 
C, Q. redactors say, C. N. 307 did not permit separation, bY 
mutual consent: see Toullier, p_p-cit-v vol. 20 PP-52-3t 
nos. 758-759. 
985. See e. g. Demolombe, pjR. cit. vol. 49 P-490 no. 388. 
986. Second Report, p. 191. 
987. T. C. M. nos. 506-527s Bug. 6, pp. 235-243. 
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If., following Pothier, we deal first with the wifep we 
find Pbthier makes the following statement: 

"Elle est oblig'eep dans le for de la conscience, a 
slattirer par sa douceur et par sea complaisancesq 
les bonnes graces de son mari; et sip en faisant 
tout ce qui en son pouvoirg elle ne peut y r-eussirt 
elle ne doit opposer que la patience aux mauvaises 
manie'res de son marip et meme "a ses mauvais 
traitements: elle doit regarder cela comme arrivant 
par 11ordre de Dieu et comme une croix qu'il lui 
envoie pour expier ses p-eches. 11 988. 

Although this statement deals with the for de la conscience, 
it indicates the tone of the provisions of the ancien droit. 
On the circumstances allowing a wife to sepArate from her 
husbandt Pothier states thus: 

-11JZ Vigard du for extie-rieurp les juges ne doivent 
p5s trop facilement permettre a une femme de se 
separer d'habitation de son mari... ; mais lorequ'il 
ya de Justes causest ils doivent le lui permettre.... 

I 
Quelles sont. 

_ces 
justes causes? Vest ce qui 

n est pas facile a determiner.... 
Clest pourquoi on doit laisser entiBrement A 

Varbitrage et 9 la prudence du juge les causes 
de si6paration. .. . 11 989. 

The ancien droit 
'9 

in contrast to the C. N. and C. Q. p does not 
then give limited grounds for separation for the wife; but 
there was much discussion of what circumstances would permit 
her to separatep and, thus, by laying down the usual 

circumstances for separation and by stating which circumstances 

would not allow separation, the writers on the ancilen droit 

gave some definition to the topic. 

It was clear that, if a husband refused to receive his 

wife, or to supply her with the necessaries of lifev on these 

grounds she could seek separation. 
990-The 

most usual 

circumstances on which wives could ground actions for 

separation, were their husbands' mistreatment of them. What 

amounted to maivais traitements sufficiently devere to 

ground such a separation would vary according to the 

circumstances and quality of thd parties; thus the judge 
---- 

988. Ibid. no. 507, p. 235- 
989. Ibid. no. 508, pp. 235-6. 
990. Ibid. no. 511, p. 237 and no. 381, P-175. 
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ought to take into consideration# for examplep whether the 

wife had brought the mistreatment on herself by her own 

misbehaviour. 
991. Pasquier considered that such sAvices had 

to be atroces,, 
992. 

while Rousseaud de la Combe thought thatj, 

though the Canon law required the wife to be in fear'of her 

life, in French custom that was not requiredt and he 

considered that: 

'Oil suffit que les faits soient graves# qu'ils 
rendent la vie insupportable et infiniment triste 
et disgracieuse.... " 993. 

The writers on the ancien droit believed mauvais, traitements 

to be the most common reason for granting separation. 
994-An 

arrdt og 1716 had decided that if the husband had defamed 

his wife byaccusing her of a capital drimep she could 
justly separate from him. 995-Pbthier 

states that a wife 

could not sue for separation on the grounds that her husband 

had contracted epilepsyl leprosy, or indeed any diseasep no 

matter how contagious; nor, according to Pbthierg could a 

husband separate from his wife if she had contracted any 
996. 

such disease. A wifev according to Pothier and Perrie"'res, 

could not separate from her husband even if he was infected 

with venereal disease; 997-D'Espeisses, howeverv did allow 

either spouse to separate from the other if he or she had 

contracted venereal disease. 998. 

991. Ibid. nos. 509-510, p, 236. Rousseaud de la Combe p. 639, 

s. v*1186paration" no. 9 states: "Il faut encore avoir Fgard 
aux personnes: car ce qui ne seroit pas un moyen de separation 
entre gens du commun, an peut servir entre personnes d1une 
condition plus releve-e. 11 
992. Etienne Pasquierp L'Interpr'gtation des Institutes de 

nce de Chasg_ue Paragraphe e4ux justinienjo avec la Confgr--e 
Ordonnances Royaux, Arrestz de Parlement at Coustumes 

lFrance, ]Paris, 18479 chap. 469 P-95. 
993. Rousseaud de la Combe, p. 639 S-V- "Separation nos 9. 
994. See Pothier, 1L. C. M. 2 no. 50ý09 Bug. 6p p. 2ý6 and Ferriei'req 
Corps at Com .9 vol. III. col. 1859 no. 19. 
995. Pothierv T. C. M. no. 512p 6, p. 237- 
996. Ibid. no. -5TIT-i 

Bugi" 
e states the same but says 51 -pp. 237-8. Ferr er 

that the husband could separate from the wife if she has 
contracted leprosy and it could be communicated to the 
children: Corps at Comp. vol. III col. 185 nos. 20-22. 
997. Pothiert T. C. M. no. 514P Bug. 6, p. 238; and Ferrie"Frej- 
Corps at Comp. v vol. IIIs Col. 1850 no*23. 
T98. a. cit. v vol. 19 part 1, tits XIII, Sect. III, no-3 P-310. 
He makes the following curious statement: 11si l1un des mari-es'' 
est afflige- de la virolet le sain nvest pas tenu de cohabiter 
avec lui, car cette maladie est contagieuse... at 
particuli'irement, elle est plus contagieuse Contra le mari saing 
Cohabitant avee sa femme viroleep qua Contra la femme saine, 

er a. cohabitant avec son mari v' 016 " 
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Whether'or not a wife could separate from her husband 

on"the ground of his adultery is an interesting point. The 

general view taken by the authors on the. ancien droit was 
that she could not. The courts had perhaps originally been 

uncertain; but it is clear thatv by the eighteenth century 

at the latestp the courts generally would not allow her to 
9990 

separate from him on the grounds of his adultery. 
Guyot sums up the matter thus: 

"Plusieurs auteurs croient-aussi que la femme du 
mari AdultZre peut intenter contre lui Vaction 
d'Adulterep non par la voie criminelle pour le 
faire 

- 
punir, mais par la voie civile pour obtenir, 

une separation de corps et de biensp et le faire 
1xviver de la dot et des autres avantages quIelle a 
pu, lui faire par contrat de mariage. Mais d1autres 
pensent qui si la femme n'alleguoit que ce seul 
moyen, elle ne seroit point 'ecoutges et qulil fautq 
pour que son action soit admise, que l'Adult-e're 
soit accompagne de scandale ou de mauvais traitemenst 
disipationp et autres choses semblables. Cette 
dernie"re opinion eat suivie dans lea tribunaux 
du royaume. 1000. 

Pothier had absolutely no doubt that: 

"Les adulteres commis par le marip ne peuvent servir 
a une femme de fondement pour une demande en 
a. eparation d'habitation.... " 1001.1002. 

Thust though some authors were of the contrary opiniont 

the better viewp and the view followed by the courtsy was 

that the adultery of the husband on its own would not. -give 

rise to an action for separation. 

Pothier allowed only one ground on which a husband 

could, separate from his wife: her adultery. 
1003-Though 

some 

authors were inclined to allow a husband to separate from 

999. Ferri6re reports one arr6t where a-wife was refused 
separationg even though her husband had transmitted venereal 
disease to her: he points out that an arret of 14th. Juneq 1561, 
had allowed such separationg but that since thenthe court 
had judged to the contrary in many cases.. Corýs et Co 
vol. 3.9 col. 185,9 nos. 23 & 24. 
1000. Guyot,. Reperto re vol. 1, p. 196 s. v. "Adulte'ýrell. Merlin 
Rgpertoirev vol, 1 1812') p. 144, s. v. "Adultere" states 
identically: this isq of courset because Merlin was the 

successor to Guy0t. 
1001. T. C. M. no. 516, Bug. 69 p. 238. 
1002. S-e-e"Rousseaud de la Combe. 9 s. v. "Adulte'rellp p. 12. no,. 2: 

note that he is relying on Spanish and Roman authoritiess not 
French ones: and D'Espei8ses, -2R-2_i_t- vol. l. Part 1,9 tit. XIII9 
sect. 3 no. 3P P-310- 
1003. T. C. M. nos. 526-7, Bug. 6, pp. 242-3. 
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his Wife if she were suffering from some highly contagious 
1004. diseaseq. the only certain ground on which a husband 

could separate from his wife was her adultery. A wife 

convicted of adulteryl. could suffer the Justinianic penalty 

of seclusion in a nunnery. 
1005. 

In shortp the ancien droit'in gene I ral was that a'wife 
could only separate from her husband if he mistreated hero 

1006. 
such mistreatment being fairly. severep and a husband-from 

hts wife if she had committed adultery. On why the-husband's 

adultery was irrelevantp the reasoning of the jurists is 

instructive. Pasquier remarked that 'Ila pudeur des femmes 

n1a jamais permis quIelles eussent action pour cet effet 

contre leurs marysp"1007'while Pothier stated: 
I'La raison, de difference est 'evidente: Vadult"e're 
que commet la femme est infiniment P11us contraire 
au bon ordre de la soei'et-e civile, paisqu'il tend 
A dipouiller lea famillesq et a en faire passer lea 
biens iL des enfants adultierins qui y sont Etrangers; 
au lieu que l1adulte"re commis par le marit'quoique 

eo est I' ct '6gard sons cons6quence. tr6s criminel en, soi ae 
Ajoutez qu'il n1appartient pas a la femmeo qui est 
une inferieure, d1avoir inspection sur la conduite 
de son mari, qui-est son supirieur. Elle-doit 
pr6sumer qu'il lui est fide"lev et la jalousie ne 
doit pas porter a" faire des recherches de sa 
conduite. 11 1008. 

The adultery of the wife was thought to threaten the family 

and thence the social structure; that of the husband did not. 

The wife was her husband's inferior andt because of the 

respect she owed him, ought not to lookinto his-affairs. - 

The Quebec code followed the French in laying down 

1004. See text supia at-notes"996-998. 
1005. 'Fbthier, T. C. M. no 527, Bug. 6, 'p. 243, and Merlin, 
R'epertoirep vol. 1 (1812ý pA42 a. v. I'AdultZrell. Pothier 
notes a case of 1766 where a wife was sent to a nunnery. 
1006. Bourjo P vol-It P-526, no. 27 states: I'Le femme ne 
11obtient que Bur la preuve des faits graves qui font, 
apprehender pour sa vie; ce qui rejoit Vexception qu on 

- 
verra 

par la proposition qui suit. " The proposition that follows 
is that if the wife is of high degreep 'Iles procid6s inhumainst 
meme lea mepris marqu9s" suffice. (No. ý8). 
1007. Qp-cit. p ch. 46p p. 96. 
1008. T. C. M. no. 516, Bug. 6, p. 238. 
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definite grounds for separationg and in applying all these 

grounds to either spouse. C. N. 308 still allowed for the 

seclusion of adulteresses; 
1009. but there was no equivalent 

in the C. Q. Howeverv both codes retained a difference between 
the adultery of the wife and that of the husband. To ground 
an action for adultery,, a husband must have been maintaining 
his concubine in the marital home. 

It is obvious that the provisions of the Quebec code 
here owe much more to the C. N. than to the ancien droit,. 

The ancien droit left the'decision as to what amounted to 

sufficient grounds for separation much more to the judge; 

but much doctrinal writing and Jurisprudence had refined the 

notions'of what would be conduct sufficient to ground an 

action for separation. Moreoverp it is clear that 

essentially there were only the grounds demonstrated above: 
the husband's mistreatment of his wifev and the wifets 

adultery. The fact that much was left to the individual 

judge did meany howeverp that there would be depattures from 

these two certain grounds. 
1010-But, 

even though the redactors 

might find precedent for their provisions in the 
, 
ancien droitv 

it is disingenuous of them to state they are following the 

ancien Jurisprudence. 

The works the redactors refer to on the ancien droit 

are those of Fbthierg Rousseaud de la Combe# and Guyot and 

Merlin's Rgpertoires. 
ioll. 

These writers all stated the ancien 

droit as set out abovev except for Rousseaud de la Combet who 

SS-S--SS 

1009. There had been doubts expressed in the debates on the 
code whether it was desirable that there should be separation 
without the seclusion of the adulterous wif as, without 
such separations "elle peut continuer 'a' le 

ti. 
e. her husband] 

d'e-shonorerg vivre me'me avec son se-ducteur. 11 No longer could 
she be sent to a convent, the convents having'been suppressedy 
and the state no longer being officially Roman Catholics and 
the criminal code did not punish adultery. See Malevillev 
I Analyses pp. 226-7,266-9 and 273. 
1010. See Huussen, a. cit. . pp. i 10-111 - 
1011. Merlin's R'epertoire dates after the ancien r6gime; 
but because it was based on that of Guyotp it gives an 
account of the ancien droit. 
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allowed a wife to use her husband's adultery to prevent him 
having control of her property. 1012. Rousseaud de la Combe 
in fact relies on Spanish rather than French authority. 

1013. 

The C. Q. redactors must have been well aware that their 

articles did not embody the traditional rules on separation. 
It is possible that the Quebec courts had been granting 
s6parations de corps in the circumstances envisaged in the 

C. Q. articles; but the redactors certainly do not cite any 
Quebec jurisprudence to support their articles. 

For C. Q. 187P the redactors cite Pothier., a writer'on 
the nouveau droit and C. N. 229. On C. Q. 188, they cite 
Rousseaud de la Combe, 1014'Guyotp'015'Merlinp 1016. C. N. 230 

and a writer on the nouveau droitj and Roman texts. On C. Q. 

189,, they cite C. N. 231 and only writers on the nouveau droit. 

On C. Q. 1909 they cite Pothier, and two writers on the 

nouveau droit.. On C. Q. 191 they cite Pothier and a writer 

on the nouveau droit, 1017', That the provisions are taken from 

those of the C. N., the nouveau droitv rather than those of 
the ancien droit, is clear. 

C. Q. 188ts reference to Roman law is interesting. The 

redactors cite Justinian's Code and Novels. 1018. The relevant 

provisions state a wife could divorce her husband if he kept 

his concubine in the matrimonial home (or, under the Novel# 

even if he kept his concubine in the same city, were the 

offence repeated). Both the Code and the Novel allow either 

spouse to divorce the other on the grounds of adultery; 

adultery in the modern sensev howeverv did not necessarily 

1012. See note 1002 supra. 
1013. See note 1002 supra. 
1014. See reference note IC02 supra. 
1015. See reference note ICOO supra. 
1016. See reference note 1000 supra. 
1017. The Pothier references are those discussed above. 
The writers on the ancien droit are variousp and we need 
not consider them. 
1018. Cod. 5-17.8. and Novel 117.9-5. 
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amount to adultery in Roman law. 1019-It 
seems likely that 

the Quebec redactors used these Roman texts to give some 
support for their departure from the ancien droit here: 
it is clear that the provision was borrowed from the C. N. 9 
it would not be sensible to conclude otherwise. The 

redactors might also find some support in those statements 
of the jurists that adultery on its own was not enough; 
their provision only took into account a very aggravated 
form of adultery. 

The redactors cited no writer on the ancien droit in 

connection with the C. Q. 189: andp indeedp none of the' 

writers whom they seem to have consulted here on the ancien 
droit 

, 
would have permitted a husband to separate from his 

wife in these circumstances. Indeedg the novelty of the 

C. N, Is rule was such that one commentator on the C. N. 9 
Pigeaup considered it necessary to stress that both could 

sue'in these circumstances. 
1020. 

Given that the redactors are innovating herep what has 

motivated their actions2 Firstv the provisions of the C. N. 

themselves seem to have been influential: howeverp considering 

that the redactors altered the form of the articlesp if not 

their substancep to make explicit aspects of the law the 

C. N. left implicit, it is clear that the C. Q., redactors 

were not thoughtlessly copying the C. N. 's rules. The rules 

of the C. N. werep however, fairly obviously derived-from 

the 
' 
ancien droito though differing from itp and this also 

may have persuaded the redactors, to copy them. It must be 

concluded that the Quebec redactors approved of the rules 

lo1q. See P. Corbettv The Roman Law of Marriag 
.9 

1930P PP- 
141-2. Both the constitution in the Code - one or Theodosius 
and Valentinian of 449 A. D. -, and the Novel laid down many 
other grounds of divorce, none of which were idopted in 
Quebec. It would have been most surprising if the C. Q. had 
allowed separation if the husband were a brigand or a cattle 
thief, or if the wife attended theatres and games prohibited 
to her by her husband: It is obvious that the C, Q, redactors 
are using the Roman texts for purposes of authorityp rather 
than accepting the Roman ; rules. 
1020. M. Pigeau, Notions E16mentaires du Nouveau Droit Civil, 
4 vols., Paris, Iro-3-1805TV01- 19- p. 67P where, discussing 
the article which became C. N. 231.9 he states: "Mais sur cette 
troisieme cause, deux observations importantes a faire - 1. 
Tous deux le peuvent: ainsil le mari en a le droit contre sa 

.I femme coupable d'exceiisp sevices et injures graves envers lui. 11 
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of the C. N. which they, copied: they must have deliberately 

changed the law. The extension of. mauva18 traitements as 

a ground of separation to allow a. husband to suep seems an 

obvious sensible action needing no explanation. Allowing 

a wife to sue for separation on the grounds of her husband's 

adultery also seems sensible and equitablet given thatt'in 

a predominantly Catholic country such as Quebec, adultery 

was regarded as a sin. There was of course some authority 
from the ancien r'ggime to the effect that# in some circumstanceaq 

wives could found on their husbands' adulteries. The 

question resolves itself into why should the only relevant 

adultery on the part of the husband be that committed when 

he keeps his concubine in the marital home. It seems 

likely that this specific qualication owes a great deal to 

the C. N.; the ideal howeverv that only certain adulteries 

should be taken into account must have been one the redactors 

approved of. On the French article. * Maleville reports the 

following discussion during the redaction of the Code: 

11[O]n a considirg que bien que Vadultare soit de 
la part des deux 'epoux, une infraction aux lois., du 
mariagep il a cependant des consEquences bien plus 
funestes lorsqu'il eat commis par la femme, puisqu'il 
tend a'*' introduirey dans la famille des enfans 
e "trangers; que d1ailleurs VadultZre du mari 16tait 
beaucoup, plus difficile a prouver que celui de la 
femmep et Von a fini par conserver la condition 
quIon avait d'abord rejette. 11 1021. 

No doubt similar considerations swayed the Quebec redactors. 

Pothier also stressed the possibility of introducing enfants 

i5trangers into the family. 1022 'Demolombe gives the following 

fascinating explanation: 
110e n'est pointp sans doutel que Vadultie-re ne 
constitue aussi de la part du mari un'tres-r6priehensible 
manquement a la morale et aux devoirs du mariage; 
mais on ne peut nier que l1adultere de la femme soit 
bien plus coupable encore: soit parce que la femr. e 
devant Atre plus retenue par la pudeur meme de son 
sexep l'adult6re suppose en elle plus de d! Epravation; 
soit parce que, dans 116tat de nos moeursp ou si 
vous voulez, de nos pr'ejuge'sg lladultýýre de la femme 
porte ýa 11honneur du mari Is. plus grave atteinte; 

102t. I Analyse., pp. 221-2. 
1022. See text supra at note 1008. 
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soit enfin parce quOil peut avoir les plus 
funestes consequences. et introduire dans la 
famille des enfants 'etrangers. " 1023. 

Demolombe, whose work the redactors usedt wrote much nearer 
their time than did Maleville org indeedv Flothier. 

There is a definite and obvious shift in the 

rationalisation of discrimination between the adultery of 
the husband and that of the wife. For Maleville and Pothierj, 
the adultery of the wife introduced enfants-etrangers into 
the family and dishonoured her husband; 1024-that 

of the 
husband had no such effects,, and a wife., because she was 
linked to her husband by duties of respect and abediencep 

and was his inferiorp should not inquire into his affairs. 
Demolombe indicates that rationalisation on the grounds 
that the wife's adultery dishonoured her husband was no 
longer totally acceptable. The reason that adulterous 
bastards would be introduced into the family still held 

good.. What is significant is Demolombe's stressing of the 

view that an adulterous wife was more depraved than an 

adulterous husband because of the natural modesty of the 

female sex. Since there could be separation on the grounds 

of a husband's adulteryt that the wifel as an inferior 

owing obedience and respect to her husband, ought not to 

look into his affairs would no longer serve as justification 

for the discrimination. 

The view of the respective roles of husband and wife 

propounded by Demolombe is one of which the C. Q. redactors 

would have approved. Their adoption of this provision of 
the C. N. would have been justified by their views of the 

husband and wife relationship. They might also have taken 

support from the fact that they could have been said to be 

following the ancien droit in so far as the only relevant 

adultery of the husband was that accompanied by an injure 

wrave: the maintenance of his mistress in the conjugal home. 

The fourth chapter of this title contains provisions 

on the effects of separation from bed and board. C. Q. 207 

1023., a-cit. vol. 4 P. 470 no. 369. 
1024.1 v p. 226. 
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points out that the husband is no longer obliged to receive 
the wifet nor the wife to live with him. This is a reduction 
in the puissance du maril over the person of his wifet found 
obviously in the ancien droit too. 1025*Though the C, N. has 
no article equivalent to C. Q. 207P its provisions necessarily 
had the same result. 

1026. 

C. Q. 208 states thus: 
"Separation from bed and board carries with it 
separation of property; it deprives the husband of the rights which he had over the property of his 
wifev and gives to the wife the right to obtain 
restitution of her dowryq and of the property that 
she brought in marriage. 

Unless by-the judgement they are declared forfeitedp 
whi 

, 
ch only takes place in the case of adultery# the 

separation also gives the wife the right to claim 
the benefit of all the gifts and advantages conferred 
on her by the marriage contract; saving the rights 
of survivorshipp to which such separation does not 
give risep unless the contrary has been specially 
stipulated. It 

There is no problem with this article. The ancien droit 

and the C. N. provided the same. 
1027-Separation from bed and 

board always ended the communityp asp the next articlep 
C. Q. 2099 explicitly states, and thus the husband's control 

10289 
over the communal property. 

The last article we need note here is O. Q. 210: 
"The separation renders the wife capable of suing 
and being sued, and of contracting alonev for all 
that relates to the administration of her property; 
but for all acts and suits tending to alienate her 
immoveable propertyp she requires the authorization 
of a judge. " 

This article changes the law: under the ancien droity the 

wife would have to seek authorisation from hpr. husband before 

requesting that of the judgel if there were , 
4paration de 

corpse 
1029. The C. N. still required thesame. The. Pandectes 

PranRaises explained the matter thus: 

1025. See Pothier., T, C-M. no-5229 Bug. 6, p. 240- 
J026. See e. g. Demolombe. U. cit , vol 4 P-599 no. 498. 
1027. See Pothier, T. C. M. no. 5K, Bug: 6, pp. 240-1; C-N-311. * 1452. Trudell Trait-e--# vol, 2, pp. 19-20 indicates some I problems with t is-article: they are not relevant here. 
1028. F' bthierp T. CM, no, 522v Bug. 6, pp, 240-1; C. N. 311 
and see also C. iý-. 1310. 
1029. See Pothier, T. C. M. no. 523P Bug. 6, p. 241- 
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"La nleicessit-eý d'autorisation pour l'alie-nation " 
des immeubles eat fondee sur ce que la sleiparation 
ne ditruit pas la puissance maritale. " 1030. 

The Quebec redactors explained their refom as one which 

would simplify proceedings and relieve the wife of a formality 

both useless and disagreeable. 1031 'In fact, their motives 

are the same as those of the redactors of the 1825 C. L. 

who had introduced the same reform. 
1032. There is no reason 

to attribute this change in the C. Q. to the redactors' 
study of the Louisiana code. The C. Q. redactors 'reform 

is 

sensiblev though# as the. Pandectes Fran2aises stateg 
possibly contrary to the princip1les of puissance maritale. 
The Quebec redactors have# however, arguably maintained 
these principles in requiring the wife to be authorised by 

the judge. Marriage still has reduced her, capacityp but# 

appropriately given the circumstances, authorisation is 

given by the Judge. In fact, that the Quebec redactors did 

not dispense with the necessity of_authorisation in these 

circumstances must be due to their obvious desire. to preserve 
the traditional -puissance 

du mari: they have rejected any notion 
1033- 

that wives require authorisation because of lack of ability. 

Above we mentioned the si-Paration de biens obtainable 

if the husband's affairs be, such that a wife fears her 

property to-be at risk. 
1034-The 

effect, this form of, - 

separation has on the Missance du mari differs from that 

resulting from sigDaration de corps. C. Q. 1318 states thus: 

"The wife, when separated -either from, bed andý 
board or as to property only# regains the uncontrolled 
administration of her property. She may dispose of 
and alienate her moveable property. She cannot 
alienate her immoveables without the consent of 
her husband org upon his refusal, without being 
judicially authorised. 11 

This provision is identical to-that in C. N. 1449. To some 

extent# however, it contradicts C. Q. 210 discu'ssed above. 
1035. 

1030.11 Pan. Pran. 9 P. 420. See C. N. 1449 and also 4 Pan. 
Fran. 164T. - 
1031. Second Reporto P-195. 
1032. C. L. 125. See 1823 Projet p. 10. See supra, text 
this chapter at notes 495-4-96. 
1033. * see supra, text at notes 945-974. 
1034. see text at note 982 surra 
1035. See text 8upra at notes IK8-iO32. 
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This article seems to suggest that wives 
, 
EreRaries de corps 

require to'seek authorisation first from their husbandp 

before going to the judge# in order to alienate immoveable 

property. Presumably. 9-that this article should apparently 

provide so is the result of an oversight caused by too' 

close adherence here to the C. N. The redactors make no 

relevant remarks in their report on, this article. 
1036. The, 

article# as it standsp follows generally the ancien droit. 
1037. 

If it is accepted that'the contradiction here of C. Q. M 

is an oversightp and that C. Q. M embodies the redactors' 

views on the authorisation of women w6paries de corps1038. 
the fact that under C. Q. 1318 only C. Q. 177P 178 and 206 are 

cited wo 
, 
uld support this hypothesis of error - then under 

C. Q. 1318 wives s-6paxrees de bienst but not de corraq would 
have to seek and to be refused their husband's authorisation 
before-they could request that of the judge. Given that 

the only ground for W6paration de biens was that. the 

husband's affairs were in sufficient disorder that the 

interests of the wife were endangeredg this token'gesture 

towards the 
-puissance 

du mari seems unnecessaryp and results 

in a cumbersome procedure. There can have been no social 

reason for the requirement other than that of preserving 

the facade of puissance maritalee Since the husband 

probably would be financially ineptt he cannot have been 

considered as a person suitable to advise his wife. Here# 

despite 
, 

the sensible reform in C. Q. 210,9-the redactors 

preferred to maintain the status quoy this being in line with 

their instructions and the probable lack of any'obvious 

necessity for change. , 

1036. Fifth Report, p. 217. 
1037. See e. g. Pothier, T. Comm. nos. 464 and 5220 Bug. 7. 
pp. 255 and p. 283- 
1038. McCordt Synopsis, p. XIX picks out C. Q. 210 as one, of 
the important reforms in the law. If Mignault, Droit 
Civilq Vol. 2 P-39 is consulted, it will be seen at he 
quotes a version of the article which embodies the ancien 
droit. Presumably there has been a subsequent change, in 
the law? Why this should be so is not relevant herep 
but an interesting question nonetheless. 

4 
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The dissolution of'marriageg ind the-'ending'of 
puissance, maritale.. 

Neither s'632gration de corps-nor, s&aration de biens ended 
the puissance du mari,, thoughthey both reduced it to, a, 
greater or lesser extent. Only the dissolution of the 
marriage ended the husband's authority over his wife. - The 
seventh chapter of the fifth,. title, -of. the first book of the 
Quebec code has only one-articlep, C, Q. 185,9 and. it, is, -, 
devoted to dissolution of marriagep providing as follows: 

"Marriage can only be dissolved by the natural death 
of one of the parties; while both live it is 
indi s so lub le. 

The equivalent article of the French codep C. N, 227 stated 
thus: 

"Le mariage se dissout, 
1. Par la mort de l'un des 'epoux; 

-- 2. Par le divorce l-egalement prononce;, 
3. Par la condemnation devenue d6finitive de llun 
des'6poux R une peine emportant mort civile. " 

The Quebeel redactors point out that divorce no-longer exists 
in Francep, having been abolished in IM6, -and. that it had 

only recently been permitted in England other than by, an- 
Act of Parliament-in each individual instance. They state 
that their civil laws do not recognise divorce# though# as 
formerly in Englandp, the, Canadian legislature considers, 
itself authorised to pronounce divorce in individual cases. 
As to civil deatht they point out that it also has been 

abolished in France (1854) and state that the C*N. has 

innovated_in allowing civil death to dissolve the marriage. 
Accordinglyp they state that their article, rejects the 

innovations of the C. N. 9 and that only natural death dissolves 

the marriage tie. 1039' Their description of the ancien droit 

is correct, 
10409 

To suggest that the redactors could have proposed the 
---a-aa 

1039. Second Re. 122rt, pp. 189-191. 
1040. See Pothierp T. C. M. no. 462t Bug. 6, p. 211. Malevillej 
I Analyseq PP-41-2 point's out, that it was a I'maxime constantep 
avant la rie-volution"o that civil death did not end 
marriage. 
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introduction of divorce would be wrong: circumstances in 
Quebec were such that judicial divorce was quite unthinkable. 
Quebec was a predominantly Roman Catholic country. That 
feelings on the subject of divorce were strong cannot be 
doubted: when confederation camep under s. 91 of the British 
North America Act of 1867t "Marriage and Divorce" was a 
topic within the legislative competency of the Federal 
Parliament# causing fears that "Protestant" divorce might 
be forced on Prench Canada. 1041. Everything would militate 
against the redactors even considering the introduction 
of divorce. '042. 

I 
Thusp that only the natural death of one of the parties 

should and the marriage, and hence the 
-puissance maritaley 

need occasion no surprise. The provision of C. Q. 185 was 
inevitable given Quebec society of the period. 

6. Conclusion on the relationship between 
husband and wife in the 1866 Quebec code. 

As in the equivalent subsection in the first part of 
this chapterp'043-at issue here are the changes made in 

the various areas of the law discuseedt in relation to the 

possibilities of reform. The relationship of these 

provisions to Quebec society will also be considered. 

The redactors have followed their, instructions in their 

provisions on the method of contracting marriage. As 

instructedy they have molded the form of the Quebec law 

into that of the C. N. They have retained the traditional 

ages at which marriage may be contracted. They have 

included a specific article on impotency: the'inclusion of 
this articlep and the reforms contained in itv are attributable 

to the redactorst knowledge of the problems with the'ancien 

1041. See Cauchonp L-'Union des Provinces de l'Amerique 
c, 4,1 9673.9 pp. 92 Britannique du Nordq 18659 reprint Wakefield 

et aeg. 
1042. The French writers disagreed on divorce. Demolombev 
a-cit. Vol. 4,, P-462 no- 361 was opposed to its 
reintroduction. Bugnetp in his footnote 1 'on. pp. 

, 
212-213 of 

his volume 6 thought it should be reintroduced. Malevillet 
I AnaýZses, pp. 210-218 criticises divorceq passi 
104"N. - See text supr at notes 503-520. 
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droit and with the Code Napoleon. The Quebec redactorst 
howevery have included a major reform of one area of the 
law relating to the contracting of marriage. They have 

radically changed the law on oppositions. As in the C. N. 9 
and indeed there was precedent for the change from the 
last years of the ancien 

' rigime in Frances'044-the redactors 
have restricted the class of those entitled to oppose a 
marriage. They have also reversed the procedures on 
oppositiong so that it is the opposant who has to take his 

action to courtp and they have provided for a speedy court 
procedure: these reforms are not taken from the C, N. There 

was one obvious reason for restricting the class of people 

entitled to oppose a marriage: an unlimited class of 
potential opposants not only could cause great inconveniencet 
but was also contrary to the ideals of nineteenth century 
liberal individualism. The articles in the French code 
recognised that marriage was a private affairg in whichp if 

the contracting parties were adultsp the wider society 

outside the family had no real interest. Reversing the 

procedure on who should take the action to court also 
furthered this notion that, in the absence of some very 

pressing reasong the marriages of adults should not be 

regulated in any way. A notable point is that the redactors 
do not claim'to be refoming the law on who may make 

oppositions. They are able to do this because those who 

may oppose after their articles could have opposed before: 

their articlesp howeverp inevitably have the result of 

excluding others from making oppositions. This must have 

been the intention of the redactors; forp although the class 

of opposants in the C. Q. is slightly different from that in 

the C. N. p the redactors must have been well aware that the 
1045,, 

C. N. 's articles were exclusive in effect. A last point 

relates to C*Q. 127: it is possible that the redactors 
intended to introduce the Roman Catholic impediments to 

1044. See text sur at notes 770 and 764-791. 
1045. See text surra, at note 787. From the commentators 
on the C. N. t they would be aware of the interpretation. 
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marriage into the law of Quebec-for Roman Catholics. 
Whatever their intentionp the redactors here clearly 
recognised the religious diversity of the Province. In 

respect of the other fomalities and requirements, the 

redactors have made no change. 

On the property relations between the spousesp the 

redactors have made no changes relevant to the 
-puissance 

du 
mari. In factq they firmly asserted such"-Puissance. in 
rejecting the potential reform contained'in-the, Code 

046* Napol'66n on the husband making donations from the communit 
Were'there community between the spousesi the husband 

controlled the community, and also the separate property. of 
his wife. Were the spouses simply non-communsp the husband 
again controlled his wife's property. Were there contractual 
separation# though the wife controlled her property# she 
could not dispose of her immoveables without the consent 
of her husband, or of'the judge. In these articles the 

redactors maintained the traditional puissance maritale: 
inddedp the C. N. had generally done the samev and would not 
suggest possible reforms. 

The effect of the property relations-on marital authority 
leads on to thegeneral need of the wife to be authorised 
to contract or to take part in court proceedings. In this' 

area of the law, the redactors have made no changes in the 

principles of the ancien droitv bar that contained in O. Q. 

210 on wives sCrarg"es de cor from their husband; this 

article we will consider further below. The only change, made 
in the details of the law is that in C. Q. 177 on the method 

of authorisation, and this useful reform does not affect the 

traditional conception of the ruissance du mari. The C*Qo 

maintains the conception of the 
-puissance 

du xnari found in 

Pothier. The requirement that the wife be authorised was 

not because she suffered from any. supposed diminished ability 
to contract or take part in court proceedingsp,: whereby she 

required help and guidanceo but because she owed a duty of 
obedience and respect to her husband: hence the provision 
a-a-aaa 

1046. See text sup at notes 798-813. 
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in C. Q. 182. The only difference in the law here from 
the ancien droit is that resulting from C. Q. 210 (though 

indeed the actual articles on authorisation do not hint 

at this difference) whereby women a-6parges de corps did not 
require to seek their husbandts authorisation before 

seeking that of the judge. Even this change, however, maintains 
the principle of the incapacity of wivesp since the judge's 

authorisation was necessary; such wives were not in the 

position of widows or unmarried women. Because of its 

article 2249 the French code presents a rather different 

version of Puissance maritale. In the C. N. p the implicit 
theory behind the 

-Puissance 
du mari has shifted to one based 

on the idea that wives, 9 because of their wifely duties and 
domestic seclusion in the homep require some assistance to 

make contracts, since they are unaccustomed to dealing with 
business matters, the care of the family patrimony being 
the lot of their husbands. This version of Puissance 
maritale is one in line with the nineteenth century ideal 

of the husband and wife relationship. The Quebec redactors$ 
howeverv prefer the traditional version of the ancien droit: 

why they should have done so will be discussed below. 

In relation to the articles on authorisationvone final 

point . is that the C. Q. redactors have maintained the 

principle that unauthorised actions are nulls with a radical 

nullity that nothing could cure. C. N. 225 had provided 

for a relative nullity. This, to some extent, was in line 

with C. N. 224,1047-but probably was a more generally 

pragmatic "improvement" in the law. Here again the Quebec 

redactors preferred to assert the traditional law rather 

than accept the potentially useful change. 

The rules on what conduct would be such as to give 

sufficient ground for an action of separation'owe more to 

the Code Napol6on than to the ancien droitt though the 

Quebec redactors do not state they are changing the law. 

The rules they have taken from the French law are, however, 

more in line with nineteenth century attitudes to the 

1047. see text supra at notes 967-974. 
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relationship between husband and wife than were those of 
the ancien droit; andy indeed, the actions of the Quebec 

1048. 
redactors may satisfactorily be explained on those grounds 
On the'effects of separation from bed and board on the 

puissance du mari, the redactors have innovated by 

introducing C. Q. 210's rule that wives so separated need 

only seek the authorisation of the judge. This is an 

obvious and useful reform. Wives judicially separated as 
to property still required to seek authorisation from their 
husbandsp which requirement was not perhaps satisfactoryp 
though the disadvantages were obviously not major enough 
to have inspired the redactors in either France or Louisiana 

to make a change. The rule can be explained as a result 

of-the Quebec redactors' desire to assert the traditional 

authority of the husband. 

As regards the law discussed in this sectionp the C. Q. 

redactors have made few changes. They have obviously 

wished to maintain the traditional rulesl though they 

reformed the law on oppositions to marriageg the method of 

authorisingp and the authorisation of women separated from 

bed and board. The obvious question is: why these reforms 

were made and not others found in the C. N.? C. Q. 177 on the 

form of giving authority preserved the traditional 

puissance du marip while introducing a useful reform. The 

reform on oppositions was again useful; but the redactors, 

were able to fudge its appearance as a reform, while it 

was a change in tune with nineteenth century liberal 

individualist conceptions of society. The only real 

alteration to the traditional -puissance maritale was that 

in C. Q. 210., and even here the redactors still maintained 

the appearance of this authority since the wife still could 

not alienate her immoveables: by virtue of being a_wife she 

could not alienate immoveable property and required judicial 

authorisationy her husband, in the circumstances, being 

considered an unsuitable person to give authorisation. 

The period of codification in Quebec was the period 

1048. See text suprap at notes 1011-1025. 
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when there was a trend towards the development of close 
family relationships based round domesticity and child care, 
with the development of an affective or associative family 

rather than a hierarchical one. Though the provisions of 
the C. N. arguably presented a more accurate reflection 

of this new style of familyp with stress being on the 

wife's inability outside the home, rather than on her legal 

incapacity being derived from her husband's authority, the 

provisions of the. ancien droit still were such as to be 

compatible with such a conception of the respective roles 

of husband and wife. There was no necessity for change. 
Given theng the conservative instructions to the Codification 

Commissiong it would be wrong to have expected the 

redactors to have espoused enthusiastically the new 

conception of puissance maritale implicit in the Code 

Napoleon. Bar some obvious pragmatically useful refoxmsp 

and some reforms which were disguieedp the Quebec redactors 

preferred to assert here the continuity of the lawp which 

still adequately asserted the traditional ideology of the 

husband's authority over his wife. 

One point not yet mentioned here is that perhaps the 

major reform in this area of the code was in the form of 
the lawq rather than in its substance. It has been argued 

above thatin C. Q. 173P 174 and 175P the Quebec redactors 
have recast the traditional substance of the law as a series 

of reciprocal rights and duties between husband and wife: 
in thisp the redactors have followed the French code. 

1049. 

This has put these provisions into a contractual formy as 
if they were the results of bargaining between free 
individuals. In the ancien droitp these provisions were 
derived from the husband's natural authority and obligations 
arising from the fact of marriage. These articles conceive 
of the husband and wifep much more than do the provisions 
of the ancien droit. as being individuals connected by rights 
and duties rather than by links of authority in a hierarchy. 
They thus express the newer associative or affective 
conception of familyp with the husband as the dominant partner. 

0 

1049. See text suDra at notes 864-876. 
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Section Two. Puissance Paternelle. 

1. How Puissance iDaternelle, arises. 

As in Louisiana under the D. O., in Quebec the moat 
common method for a child becoming subject to paternal 
power would be uncontested legitimate birth. The provisions 
on the filiation of legitimate children are set out in C. Q. 
21 8-227j, the first chapter of Title Seventhp "Of Filiation". 9 
and arep in all relevant partsv the same as those contained 
in C. N. 312-318. Both C. Q. 218 and C. N. 312 provide that 
a child conceived during the marriage is legitimateg and 
taken to be the child of the husband. The Quebec redactors 
stress c'Onception: "it is conception and not birth during 

marriage# which is the principle of legitimacy. " They 
explain: "It is only a provision of positive law that 
legitimacy is presumed from birth during marriage. 0050. 

There is little point in discussing the detailed provisions 
of the Quebec code as they relate to the French code, and 
the ancien droit: as with the D. O., these rule8p at their 
least complex, embody the maxim Dater is est Que nuptiad 
demonstrantp and do not reflect over much on the nature and 

content of the relationship between father and child. 
Legitimate birth# under the C. Q. j, as under the C. N. and 

ancien droitp brings a child under the authoritylof his 
1051. 

father, this being one of the civil effects of marriage. 

The second method of acquiring paternal power is by 

the legitimation of children already born. C. Q. 237 states 
thus: 

"Children born out of marriage, other than the issue 
of an incestuous or adulterous connectiong are 
legitimated by the subsequent marriage of their 

1050. Second Rerortv P-197. As a result of thisq they have 
given a rubric to this chapter different from that of the 
C. N. The C. N. reads: I'De la filiation des Enfants, 169itimes, 
ou nes durant le Mariage. 11 The C. Q. replaced the last clause 
with "or conceived during marriage". They have followed the 
criticism of Marcad6v 2p. cit. 9 vol. 2, p. 2. 
1051. See Pothier, T. C. M. no. 3399 Bug. 6., p. J819 quoted 
supr in text at note 52'2. 
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father and mother. " 

C. N. 331 differsp stating that such children "pourront 

, otre lie-gitimie's'19 and adding that this would only take place 
if the-mother and father had recognised the children as 
theirs before the marriage# or acknowledged them in the 

very Ilacte ... de 6616bration. " The Quebec redactors have 

rejected the reform expressed in the C. N. p and have continued 
the rule that marriage ipso facto legitimated such childrel? 

52. 

The rule of the ancien droit was derived from the Canon lawp 

not because the Canon law had had any civil force in France# 
but because it had been adopted to promote order and 

encourage marriage. 9 according to Pothier. 1053*Roman law had 

only legitimated by subsequent marriage children born ex 

concubinatu; but Canon law allowed the legitimation of those 
born of any illicit, union which was neither incestuous nor 

adulterous-1054-Lebrun stated thus the ancien droit (note 

that he is not using "coneubinagell in its Roman sense): 
"Enfin nostre Droit se content de deux ahoses: La 
premiZre, que le mariage ait 

;& 
se contracter au 

temps de concubinage; La secondep qutil soit 
actuellement celebre. 11 1055. 

The attitude of the ancien droit was expressed by Pothie, r: 
I'll n'est done pas niecessaire que le consentement 
du pere et de la eere intervienne pour cette 
liegitimation; il n'est pas en leur pouvoir de 
priver leurs enfants du droit que la loi leur 
donnep par Iteffet quIelle donne au mariage de 
leurs p-ere et mere de les legitimer. 11 1056. 

Pothier also argued that children born of an incestuous union 

were legitimated if their parents subsequently married after 

obtaining the necessary dispensation: indeed this was a 

1052. Second Rergrtv p. 201. 
1053- POthier, T. C. M. t no. 412t Bug. 6, p. 1860 and see 
Esmeinv Mariagel vol. II, pp. 37-44. 
1054. See text supra# at notes 524-529. 
1055. Denis Lebrunp Trait'e- des Successionsp in Oeuvres, 
Vol. It 3d. edn., 17149--Ch-ereafter cited as successions), 
Bk. It chap. 2p Sect. 1, Distinction lt no. 3v p. 20. 
1056. T. C. M. p no. 4229 Bug. 6, p. 192. 
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coMMOn view. 
'057-It had once been the custom to place"the 

children"Isous le poale, #1058 'during the celebration of the 

marriage as a solemn recognition of the children by their 

parents; but this had died out relatively earlyp all that 

there being required was some form of recognition (not used 
in any technical sense), before or after the marriage, whereby 
the children could prove their status. 

1059-In 
strict theoryp 

in the ancien droit as in the C. Q. t marriage ij2so facto 

legitimated. o. though proof of filiation might be a problem. 

The Quebec redactors chose not to adopt the innovation 

of O. Ne 331. Though they give no reason for following the 
1060* 

ancien droitt they must have made a policy decision in 

favour oýC legitimationg as favouring marriage and the family. 

Parents could relieve their illegitimate offspring from the 

disadvantages of bastardy simply by marrying. The Quebec 

redactors may have been in agreement with the argument put 

during the redaction of the C. N. that the requirement of 

public acknowledgement could deter parents from legitimating 

their children*' 
1061. Maleville points out-that"the C. N. has 

not permitted recherche de la raternit'69 ands thereforep 

some form of recognition would be necessary to allow proof 

of filiation. 
1062. This would not apply in Quebec, as C*Q& 241 

1057. T. C. M. no. 04P Bug. 6, p. i88; T. S. ch'e 1, sect. IIt 
art. III V9 quest, 19 Bug. 8v p. 22. poequety Book 19 title 
1, Sect. art. LXXVI (p. 34). said thus: "Les batards 
adultýrins ou incestueux ne peuvent etre 16gitinf6s par 
mariage subs6quent, a moins que Vinceste ne vienne de 
consangainite' et affinitle-, dont ltempechement n'ait pas, 
Pa 'etre leve et Vait 6*te' par des dispenses ant-e-rieures 
au maria . 11 Ploaquet cites two arr8ts to this effect. 
1058. PO 

Me 
or Palli was a canopy held 

i 
over the spouses at 

the celebration of marriages under the Gallican liturgy. 
1059. See Pbthiert T. C. M, 9-no. 4229 Bug. 6, pp. 192-3; Ancien 
Denisart, vol. 1. p. 297P nos. 23-24 

* 
s. v. 11ýatardBll, 

- 
Loiselp 

Inst. doýst-p 1-1-39 states: "Enfans nais avant le mariagep 
mis soubs le poile sont legitimez. 11 See 2 Pan. Fran. t pp. 
18iff. for a Useful history of legitimatio per subsequens 
matrimonium. 
fO6O, Second Report, p. 201. 
i061. 'See Maleville., I Anal p. 295, and text supra at 
notes 539-40. 
1062. See'l Analyse, p. 294. 
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allowed illegitimate children to establish judicially their 

paternity. 
1063. 

A problem arises out of C. Q. 237's statement that 

children born of an incestuous marriage are not legitimated 
by the subsequent marriage of their parents. C. Q. 124-126 

state the prohibited degrees of marriage: under no 
circumstances could the parties so prohibited ever marry. 
The C. N.. 9 howeverp under its article 164p allowed dispensations 
to permit uncle and niece# aunt and nephew, to marry. Thus# 
the provision in C-N. 331 on incestuous children is - 
understandable: there are circumstances in which the parents 
of such could marry. Whop then# are the children of an 
inc6stuous union who may not be legitimated by the subsequent 
marriage of their parents in terms of C. Q. 237? The terms 

of-the 1808 Digest's article, D. O. 21 (P-49)v follow the 
C. N. in not allowing the legitimation per subsequens 
matrimonium of incestuous children: the D. O. admits no 
possibility of the parents of incestuous children marrying# 

assuming incest means sexual intercourse between those 

within the prohibited degrees of marriage. As pointed outp 
the D. O. redactors have copied the C. N. article without 

considering its full import; but this is unimportantp the 

provision merely being unnecessary. 
1064-It is tempting to 

conclude that the Quebec redactors have merely copied this 

statement of the C. N. without considering its importp and 

that there is no significance in the provision. C. Q* 1279 

however, falls to be considered. This articleg discussed 

already in a different contextt 
1065-coming after those on 

the prohibited'degreesp stated that the other impediments 

recognised by the various religions as resulting from 

relationship or affinity remained subject to the rules 
followed by the various churcheso with those already having 

the right to grant dispensations from such impediments 

retaining such the right. Should the clause on incestuous 

1063. The C. Q. redactors in their Second Rerort, p. 201p point 
out that they have not introduced the C. N, rules on 
acknowledgement of children. 
1064. See text surr between notes 541 and 542. 
1065. See text supra at notes 742-748. 
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children in C*Q. 237 be taken as referring to this article? 
There are two separateAssues here: firstq the intention of 
the redactorsp and secondy the correct construction of the 
Quebec 

, code. Here only the first issue is relevantp since 
we are dealing with the intentions of the codifiers. 

The redactors gave several references for this article. 
First, they referred to Pothier, 1066. then to Penet on 
Pothierp 1067-to C. L. 217P to C. N. 331v and to some 

commentators on the C. N. 1068. Some of these references relate 
to other aspects of C. Q. 237. It is worth noting that there 

are no references to other articles of the C. Q. itself: a 

reference to C. Q. 127 is absent. 

Thepassages cited by the redactors from Ebthier's 

treatise on the contract of marriage say nothing on the 

point in question. 
1069. One passage cited from his treatise 

on persons and things states that: 
"Les batards nes d1une conjonction incestueuse ou 
adult6rinev sont d1une condition pire que les autres 
ba"Ittardsp en ce que - 1. ils ne peuvent devenir 
legitimes par le mariage subsequent de leurs pare 
ou mere. " 1070. 

The passage cited from Flothier's treatise on successions 

states in relevant part: 
"Il en est de m7fte d1une simple conjonction passagiere 
d1un homme avec une fille; slil 1'6pouse par la 
suitep le mariage ... rendra lEgitime l1enfant, qui 
en est ne-; stil y avait une parent'e collaterale entre 
le garjon et la fille,, qui ont, habitude ensemble, le 
mariage c6lebre' par la suite entre ces personnes 
16gitimera-t-il les enfants n-es de cette habitude? 
La raison de douter est que cette conjonction est 
entach'e-e d1un vice d'incestes qui la rend plus 
criminelle; n'eanmoins il faut decider que les, enfants 
sont le'gitimes: la dispense obtenue depuis a un effet 
rgetroactif qui purge ce vice d1inceste-11 1071. 

In an uncited passage of his treatise on marriagep Pothier 

1066. T. C. M. 9 nos. 408P 411,4129 415, and 422,9 Bug. 6, pp-183P 
185 IM, -188, and 192-3; T. P. C., nos. 116 and 120p Bug. 9, 

pp. 
4-47; 

and T. S., ch. l. sect. IIv art. 3P ?3 59 Bug. 8, pp. 21-2. 
1067. Penet sur Pothier, on art. 3319 pp-77-8. 
1068.2 Pan. Fran. 80; Toulliert opciteq vo: L*2p no. 9249 P-132; 
Marcad'e-9 U. cit. vol. 29 P-43; and one other commentator - 
Biret - whose work I have been unable to consult; but this 
is probably unimportant. 
1069. See T. C. M. as cited note 1066 supra: other sections of 
the T. C. M. 9 uncitedp are relevant. 
1070. No. 1209 P-47, see T. p. C. as cited note 1066 supra, 
1071. T. S. as cited note supra, p. 22. 
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states exactly the same. 
1072. Penet on Pothier states: 

"Lorsqu'il s'agissait dlenfans nigs d'un commerce 
incestueux, si le mariage slensuivait, la dispense 
avait un effet r6troactif et lea le"gitimait 
M. -Merlin, Vo. Ugitimationg pense quIelle 

ý*'; *plus 

cet effet sous Vempire de 1 'art. 331, et M. Toullierg 
tome, 2v n. 933P semble d1un avis contraire. " 1073- 

The passage of Toullier cited by the C. Q. redactors does not 
bear on the topic at issue here; butp as Fenet points out 
(and, the C. Q. 

-redactors must have read Penet) Toullier 

elsewhere said thus: 
'Wancienne Jurisprudence distinguait entre les enfans 
n6s de parens ou alli-e's dans les degres ojýa Ilon 
obtenait des dispenses; ceux-la 6taient 16gitimes par 
le rýariage que leurs pZýre et me"re contractaient api6s 
les. dispenses obtenues. On ne voitp dans le Codep 
aucune disposition contraire a'* cette distinction 
raisonnable; car, si Ilart. 331 exclut en generalp 
du bienfait de Is. lEgitimation enfans n6s d1un 
commerce incestueux, il ne d6finit pas Vinceste. " 1074. 

He quotes Merlin (as cited above by Fenet) as being of the 

opposite opinionp that now incestuous children were not 
legitimated. 

1075-The C. Q. redactors also cite Marcadev who 

stated that: 
I'Malgrg la disposition si formelle et si absolue de 
notre article, quel ues jurisconsultes notamment 
Malleville (art-33119 Toullier (ýI-933ý M- Pont so* 
et M. Dupin ain6 ... ont enseigne que les enfants 
incestueux sont 16gitimg's par le mariage subsequent 
que leurs p'ere et m8re contractent en vertu de 
dispenses. Mais cette doctrine est repousseep avec 
raisonp par le plupart des auteurs. Et en effetp bien 
loin que la prohibition de notre article ne soit pas 
faite pour cette clas8e dlenfents incestueuxv elle 
nfest au contraire faitep Sue pour elle! 

L'impossibilite" d1obtenir le b6n6fice de la 
l6gitimation nlest e6crite que pour ceux des enfants 
incestueux dont les parents se marient ensuite au 

1072. T. C. M. no. 414, Bug. 6, pA88. The redactors do not cite 
this,, because, it would seem they have copied their Pothier 
references from the first set of references Fenet gives on 
art. 331: Penet sur Pothier, P-77. This does not mean they 
have not read Pothier's work. 
1073. Fenet sur Pothier, on art. 331.9 P-78. The dots signify 
where I have omitted Penet's references to Pothier's works. 
1074. p_2. g_it., t vol. 2,9 PP-135-6, no. 933. 
1075. Ibi . P-136. Duvergier disagreed with Toullier; see 
his note "all or, P-136. 
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moyen de dispensesp puisque ces dispenses sont le 
seul moyen de mariage, et que ce mariage est 'a son 

'tour le seul,, moyen de legitimation. Ce nlest pas, 
apparementp a deux parents qui ne peuvent jamais se 
marierp que la loi dit: Je ne veux pas que le mariage 

, que vous contracterez 116gitime vos enfants. 1 " 1076. 
Toullier and Marcadg adequately represent the two views 
taken on C. N. 331: the most common being that C. N. 331's 

provision on incestuous children must be referring to the 

children of parents marrying under dispensation granted 
following C. N. 164P for otherwise the provision was 
pointless. 

1077* 

The C. Q. redactors must have been aware of this dispute: 

it isq for exampleý clearly pointed out by Penet. Would 
their awareness of this disputel and that the most common 
view was that of Marcadep mean that they deliberately 
followed C. N. 3319 intending this provision of their article 
to have some definite legal effect? Did they envisage 

circumstances wherein the parents of incestuous children 

could marry? Those prohibited from marrying under C. Q. 124P 

125 and 126 could never marry. The C. Q. has no article 

equivalent to C. N. 164. There are two possible answers to 

the above questions. The first is that the Quebec redactors 
intended the provision preventing the legitimation of 
incestuous children to apply in circumstances where the,, 

parties marrying were within degrees of' relationship 

prohibiting marriage according to their religion but from 

which prohibition, following C. Q. 127, dispensation could 
be granted# again according to the dispositions of their 

religion: the prohibited degrees concerned could not be those 

preventing marriage under C. Q. 124-126. Supporting this 
, 

answer is the fact that the Quebec redactors must havebeen 

aware of the problems over the interpretation of C. N. 331Y 

which might mean that they knew that most commentators 

considered C. N.. 331 to apply to C. N. 164. The C. Q. redactors 

1076. Marcad'e, gZ. cit., vol. 2p on art. 331.9 PP-44-5. The 
misspelling Of Maleville is by Yiarcade-. 
1077. Marcade', 2? Z. cit. vol. 2v P. 45 note I gives references 
to the various co=-entators and their views. 
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would thus have intended C. Q. 237, to-apply to, C. Q. 127. 
This answer would make sense of the mention of incestuous 

children in C. Q. 237p interpreting incest to be sexual - 
intercourse within the degrees prohibited not only by the 
Codes but also by the various religions. 

1078. The seconds and 
alternatives answer would be that the prohibition of the 
legitimation of incestuous children by the subsequent 

marriage of their parents is merely-a conventional statement 

embodying a traditional precepts found alsof for example in 

Pbthiert'079-witho-ut it being intended to be construed along 
with C. Q. 127. The following evidence would support this 

second answer. Firstt in connection with C. Q. 237p the 

redactors make no reference to C. Q. 127 or its provisions. 
Seconds C. Q. 237 could be construed to apply to the prior 

offspring of putative incestuous marriagesp though the 
indirectness of the article suggests that this was not the 

intention of thýe redactors. Thirds the view that C. Q. 237 

was intended to apply to C. Q. 127 has ridiculous effects. 
It would mean that the redactors intended that ifv for examplev 

Roman Catholic first cousins, having had an illegitimate 

childt with the child not being conceived in adulteryp 
later decided to marryo andv having gained the necessary 

dispensation from the appropriate ecclesiastical authority# 

did marryp their illegitimate child would not be legitimated 

according to the Quebec code, though both the Canon law 

itself and the ancien droit (according to most commentators) 

would have regarded the child as legitimated. It is 

difficult to accept that this was the intention of the 

codifiers heret no, matter what they had intended by C. Q. 127. 

Fourth, if the-first answer were the correct ones then the 

redactors would have here probably changed the laws assuming 

that the Quebec courtat before codification, would have 

followedv as seems. likely, the views of Pothierv Lebrun and 

1078. See Trudel,, Trait69 vol. 2v pp-M-59 and Baudouing Droit 
Civil, pp. 244-8. 
1079. See quotation in text suprat at note 1070. 
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Pocquet. 9 rather than those oft for exampley Dumoulin. 1080. 

The redactors give no indication that they have changed the 
law$ and their study of the writers on the C. N. would have 
made them conscious of that codets change in the law on 
this point. 

It would seem likely that the second answer is the 
correct one: the redactors did not intend C. Q. 237's provision 
on incestuous children to apply to'marriages prohibited by 
the various religions on the grounds of relationshipt but 
not prohibited by C. Q. 124-6. It is likely that the redactors 
merely copied this provision of the C. N. without considering 
adequately its possible implicationsp and intended that it 

should stand as a general statement of policy. Pothier in 
his Trait6 des Personnes et des Choses makes an unqualified 
statement that incestuous children may not be legitimated 
by subsequent marriage, 

1081. thoughp from his other writingsp 
it is evident that he thought such children would be 

1082. legitimated if their parents married with a dispensation. 
The redactors could have considered theirlprovision as 
being of the nature of this statement of Pothier'sy or 
indeed of C. L. 217P since the C. L. has no provisions for 

dispensation from its provisions on the prohibited. degrees 

of marriage. The Quebec provision thus would have the 

meaning Toullier attributed to C. N. 3312 and also would 

probably be following the ancien droit. 1083. 

If the above argumentq that the redactors here were 
. 

only"making a traditional statement without intending it, to 

have a specific legal effect, be correctv their action in 

copying the wording of this part of C. N. 331 may be 

criticised in that, since they must have known of the 

1080. See Pbthiert as cited notes 1071 and 10ý2j* and 4 
Pan. Fran. p p. 212, where the varying views of the writers 
3n-thýe ancien droit are mentioned. On the Canon lawt see 
Esmeing Mariage, vol. 2. pp-355-680, 
1081. T. PoC. no. 120, Bug. 99 P-47. 
1082. T C. M. or T. S. as cited suprat notes 1071 and 1072. 
1083.9 Pran.. 9 p. 2129 follows the opinion of Fbthierp 
though the C. Q. redactors do not cite this passage. 
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problems of interpretation of the French article, they 

ought to-have altered their own accordingly. (Indeedg this 

criticism is applicable even if the above argument be , 
rejected. ) Supposing that theýargument given is correct, 
the C. Q. redactors had no reason to change the law here. 

There can have been no social reasons for preventing the 
legitimation of children whom only some of the Province's 

religions would have regarded as conceived in incest. There 

would indeed seem to be positive reasons for not changing 
the law: that the illegitimate child of Protestant first 

cousins should be legitimated by their subsequent marriagep 
but that of Roman Catholic first cousins should not is 

ridiculous. 

Legitimation Per subseciuens matrimonium is the only 
form of legitimation found in the C. Q. r though the droit 

coutumier had permitted legitimation par lettres du roi. 
This form of legitimationg rather different from the Roman 

per 
-rescri-Ptum -Principis,, 

lo84-had 
only a limited effect. 

It was the only form of legitimation in the ancien droit 
1085-Pothier 

other than that 
-per subsequens matrimonium .. 

remarks that such legitimation only allowed a child to use 
his father's nameq and the family coat of armaq with 6- 

"brisure de gauche a droitell to signify the child was not 
born in marriage. 

1086. Some authors stated that the child 

could have certain limited-rights of succession to his 

parentso if the other relatives agreedv and if in the 
1087- 

Lettres du Roi 
, 

there were a clause permitting succession. 
Pothierp however, -stated that in his day a child so 
legitimated could not succeed at allq as Lettres with a 
,, clause de succeder" were no longer used. 

1088. Ligitimation 

1084- See 
-suprap 

text at notes 543-544- 
1085. D'Espeissesv. Q]2. cit. 9 vol. Jjt Part IIp tit. Iv no. 66, 
p. 446 states: "AujourdTh-ui en France il n'y a que ces deux 
moyens de le-gitimationq sjavoir par mariage subsiquent 
et par lettres du Prince.... It 
1086. Pothier, T., E. C. no.. 1179 Bug. 9, p. 46; T. S., ch. 19 
sect. 29 art. 3, §"T, Bug. 8, p. 24- 
1087. See Lebrun., Successiong Bk. 1. chap. 2.9 Sect. lp Dist. 20 
pp. 24-29 at p. 259 no. 5; Pocquetp Bk. lt tit. 1. Sect. 6, 
art. 77, pp-34-5; and Ancien 

, 
Denisart,, vol- 3P p. 91, nos. 

23-25., s-'v- I'Ve-gitimation". 
1088. See references note 1086 supra. 
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par Lettres did not give a minorp in Pbthier's phrase,, I'droits 

de famille": he would not have come under his father's 

authority in the relevant sense. The main importance of 
this form of'legitimation was that it relieved the child 
from some of the disabilities arising from bastardy, such 
disabilities having been very extensive under the ancien 

rýRime. 
1089. This form of legitimation was not included in 

the French code. Maleville explained the exclusion thus: 

"Aujourd'hui que lea enfans naturels peuvent 
posstder, de8, charges et des emplois commes lea 
116gitimes, on a moins besoin de cette espbee de 
liggitimation. 11 1090. 

The same reasoning'would apply in Quebec. The redactors 

of the C*Q. p however, make no reference to this institutiont 

though it would seem most unlikely that they would not know 

of it. They presumably preferred here to follow the example 

of the C. N. 9 and probably for the same reasons. There was 

perhaps no social reason for including such a form of 
legitimationg which could be regarded as discouraging marriage 

and encouraging fornication. Quebec would have no shortage 
1091. 

of competent marriage officers, unlike Texas. 

The 1866 Quebec code did not permit adoptionp rejecting 

the example of the French code. The redactors remark that 

adoption had been unknown in the ancie droit. 1092. The 

arguments put forward on why Louisiana rejected adoption 

would apply here, but with one important difference: 

adoption had never been permitted by Quebec law. 1093-For the 

codifýers to have permitted adoption would have been to 

upset the status 
' quop and overturn the current conceptions 

of family: indeed, one writer has argued that adoption was 1094. 

contrary to the principles on the family embodied in the code. 

1089. See Brissaud,, History, pp. 202-2il. 
1090.1 Analyse, p. 29U. - 
1091. ý See supraq text at notes 543-4. 
1092. Second Reportv p. 203- 
1093. See text surrap at notes 547-556. ýbec (as 
1094. Herve- Roch, L'Adoption dans la Province de Que 
quoted by Baudouint Droit Civilp p, 25U note 3)y in discussing 
the later provincial law on adoption said: I'Le legislateur a 
prefere la laisser comme loi statutaire et en dehors du Code, 

voulantp sans doutep ne pas associer aux principes 
fondamentaux et intangibles de celui-cig une loi nouvelle qui 
les bouleverse a plus dtun. pointe de vue. " P. 53. Maleville's 
discussion of the C. N. shows that there was opposition in 
Prance to adoption: i AnLI_Ysep PP-301-9. 
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There can bave been no obvious reason for changing the law 
herep and adoption was not introduced as a method of creating 
legal ties of puissance paternelle. 

Under the C. Q. p paternal authority was brought into 
being in only two ways: firstg by legitimate birth in 

marriage. 9 and-second., by legitimation by subsequent marriage. 
The redactors here closely followed the ancien droit, 

preserving the traditional legal 'concept of family. That 

there should be only these methods of creating ties of 
parent and child was-appropriate given the development of 
the nineteenth-century close affective family., The 

continuation of the traditional. law on legitimationj if the 

4rgument, above be correct, may be explained by the traditional 

outlook of the redactors when there was no obvious reason for 

change. Certainly the C. N. 's innovation in requiring 
recognition for legitimationp while perhaps making it easier 
to ascertain legitimate parent and child relationshipsp was 

not at all necessary in Quebecq given the redactors' 

preservation of recherche de Paternitio'095-There is no need 
to summarise the problems over C. Qo 237's provision on 

incestuous childrenp bar to remark that it is obvious that 

the Quebec redactors were more intent on following the C-No 

than in considering the implicationsp be they legal or 

social, of their article, As pointed outt such statements 

are traditionalt and this may have obscured from the redactors 
io96. 

the potential construction of their articleo 

2. Scope- of 
-puissance 

paternelle. 

The eighth title of the Quebec code's first book is 

entitled "Of Paternal Authority. " It is a short title 

containing only four articlesy C. Q. 242-245; but, as in 

Louisianap provisions relating to puissance raternelle 

1095. Second Reportp p. 20i. 
1096. See text supra. at notes i079P 1081-83- 
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1097. 
may be located in other parts of the code. The title is 

considerably Shorter than that of the C. N. The articles 
from the latter's title on paternal authorityp title nine 
of the, first, book,, C. N. 371-387j, which are not followed by 
the C. Q. redactorsq will also be discussedv in order to 

reach an understanding of the actions of the Quebec codifiers. 

A. Rules in Title Eighth of Book Pirst. 

On this title'q the Codification Commissioners made the 

following general remark: 
"The articles-which follow give the rules of this 
authorityp as admitted and practised, within the 
jurisdiction of the Parliament of Paris; it has' 
much analogy with that adopted by the Code of 
Louisiana.... " 1098. 

It is useful here to discuss first the Quebec provisions 

and their origins, and then deal with the provisions of the 

C. N. differing from those of the C. Q. 

C. 4.242 states that: 

"A child, whatever may be his ageq oWes honor and 
,, respect to his father and mother. " 

C. N. 371 and C. L. 233 state exactly the same. The Quebec 

redactors'give a host of references. 
1099. The provision is 

more moral precept (with obvious Biblical echoes) than one 

from'which legal consequences may be derivedg'though Maleville 

reports that when, during the redaction of the C. N. 9 it was 

proposed to remove'this article as not containing a rule, 

the'argument was put that this article enunciated the 

1097. Toullierv gI2. cit. 9 vol. 21, P-185,, no. 1045 said: "On 
I. --- - na point entendu reUnir sous ce titre tout'es les dispositions 

qui o'nt traite a la puissance paternelle, et qui se trouve 

mieu plac6es dans d'autres titresq d'oýL Von ne pourrait 
les ecarterp sans y laisser une lacune trop marquee. " His 

remarks would apply not only to the C. N. 0 but, also to the 
c. Q. and D. O. 
1098. Second Rerort, p. 203, 
1099. E. g. Plothiers T. C. M. no . 389, Bug. - 6, P-177; 4 Pan. Fran. 
317 etc. Of interest are references to Roman law, to 
D-37-15.9p D. 2-4.6 and one mistaken reference to the Novels 
(the citation - McCord - is Nov. 12-c-99 there is no caput 9 
in this Novel). D-37-15-9 states: I'Liberto et filio semper 
honesta et sancta persona patris ac patroni videri debet. 11 
D. 2.4.6: "Parentes naturales in ius vocare nemo potest: una 
et enim omnibus parentibus servanda reverentia. 11 One wonders 
what significance these citations had for the redactors. They 
seem redundant; it is likely that the redactors felt these 

citations added on extra authority to their article. 
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principle from which the others were derived. 1100. Equivalent 

statements by authors on the ancien droit, are legion. Pothiert 
for example, -states: 

"Les enfants sont o'blig6so de leur cate, dtaimer et 
d1honorer leurs pere et mare# de leur obi6irp et de 1101. 
les assister dans leurs besoins, selon leurs moyens*" 

No great significance may be attached to this article. 

C. Q. 243 is as follows: 
"He remains subject to their authority until his 
majority or his emancipationp but the father alone 
exercises this authority during marriage; saving 
the provisions contained in the act 25 Vict., chap. 66.11 

Taken together, C. N. 372 and 373 provide much the same (bars 

of courses the unimportant reference to the Provincial Act). 
C. L. '2341is similar; it does not state, howeverp that the 
father alone exercises the authority during the marriagev 
but rather that if the parents disagrees the authority of 
the father prevails. "02. 

The redactors here embodied a traditional provision of 

the ancien droit. 1103*Again they give a myriad of references 

to works consulted; but none of these are of interest here. 1104- 

The C. Q. redactors have chosen to follow the C. N. 9 which 

was in accord with the ancien droit coutumier on this point. 

Whether the wording of the Louisianian provision would have 

had a different effect is difficult to say: the Quebec 

provision follows C-N. 373 in saying the father alone 

exercises the authority during the marriagev and this would 

1100.1 Analyse . p. 342. 
1101. T. C. M. no- 389, Bug. 6, P-177. 
1102. See text supra, at notes 562-567. 
1103- See e. g. 9 Pothier, T. C. M. nos. 389-3901 Bug. 6, PP-177-89 
and T. P. C. nos. 134-5. Bug. 99 P-52. 
1104. E. g. Pothier, T. C. M. p nos. 388 and 389p Bug. 6, P-1779 
2 Pan. Fran. p P-305 and7 Pan. Fran. PP-324 and 327 etc. Here 
the redactors also cite the CorTus Iuris Civilis: D-50-16.196 
and Inst. 1.2 and 12. D. 50,16----196 states: "Familiae 
appellatione et ipse princeps familiae continetur. Feminarum 
liberos in familia earum non esse palam. est, quia qui 
nascuntur patris familiam sequuntur. " Inst. 1.2. is thle title 
I'De iure naturalip gentium et civili" while 1.12 is that 
"Quibus modis ius potestatis solvitur. " See the remark in 
note 1099. Curiously the Digest is here cited by bookp 
title and I'lex"p while the citations for C. Q. 242 are by 
the cumbersome traditional method. 
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seem a happier formulation of the rule. 

The next article, C, Q. 244sprovides thus: 
"An unemancipated minor. cannot leave his father's 
house without his permission. " 

C. N. 374 is similarp though adding that the child could 
leave "pour enralement voluntaire, " after having reached the 

full age of eighteen years. 'C. L. 2361105-states thus: 

I'Llenfant au-dessous de 1`9ge de pubertev ne peut 
quitter la. maison paternelle, sans la permission de 
ses pere et mere, et ceux-ci ont le droit de la 
corrigerp pourvu. que ce soit d1une manie"re 
raisonnable. 11 

In the relevant part of this article, it is obvious that 

the. rule is quite different from that of the C. Q.: C. L. 236 

gives freedom to leave home to children over the age of 

puberty. The C. L. provision has been rejected: that of the 

C. Q. 0 following the C. N., is the traditional rule of the 

ancien droit. 1106. The exception providing for voluntary 

enlistment in the army was included in the C, N. on the 

urging of Cambac6rei's. because the government intended to 

use conscription as little as possible as a method of 

recruiting the army. The exception. in C. N. 374 was intended 

to encourage and to facilitate voluntary enlistment. 
1107. 

Maleville states that "suivant les anciens r6glemens, le 

fils mineur ne pouvait s'enroler sans le consentement de 

son pere.... ', i108. This is not quite correct. Pothier 

points out that: 
"Il faut excepter de notre reigle le service du roil 
auquel lea enfants de famille peuvent valablement 
stengager contre le consentement de leurs Pere et- 
mere. Winte"Fret public Vemporte sur Vint6ret 
particulier de la puissance paternelle. " 1109. 

1105. This is the same article as D. O. 39 (P-53) bar an 
insignificant difference in punctuation. C. L. -235 has no 
equivalent in the C. Q.: this will be discussed below. 
1106. See e. g. Pothier, 9 T. P. C. nos. 130-IP Bug. 6, PP-50-1- 
Merling Re'ýertoire, vol. iOp s. v. Puissance Paternelle, 
seat. 36 discusses C. N. 374. 
1107- See 4 Pan. Pran-p pp-329-30; Maleville, I Analysep 
p. 344, and T3u-llier, 22. cit. 9 vol. 2, p. 183,, no. 104-&. --Art. 
399959 loi 21 Marcht 1632,9 raised the age to 20 years. 
1108.1 Analyse, p. 344. 
1109. T. P*C. v no. 131., Bug. 99 P-51. 
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No actual provision in any Coutume or in royal legislation 

actually so provided; but the exceptionp as stated by 
Fbthierq was followed nonetheless, 

1110. Pothierv howeverv 

gives no age limit# unlike C. N. 374*111" 

The Quebec redactors have followed the C. N. and ancien 
droit, apart from their sources' exceptions in favour of 
enlistment. Quebec had no need of such an exception to 

maintain a supply of army recruits. Unlike in Liouisianap 

minors above the age of puberty were not allowed to leave 

home without parental consent. The rejection of the C. L. 's 

rule conforms to the idea that the reason for puissance 

raternelle was the protection of the minor. The C. L. v 
unlike the C. Q., laid more stress on the division of 

nonage into pupillage before puberty and minority after 

pubertyf, with those above the, age of puberty having greater 
legal capacity. The C. Q. preserved the ancien droit 

coutumier'sýunified notion of minority., 

--The final article of'this title 'of the Code is C. Q. 245, 

which states thus: 
"The father, and in his default, the mother of an 
unemancipated minor have-over him a right of -, 
reasonable and moderate correcti, ong, which may be 
delegated to and exercised by those to whom his 
education has been entrusted. '$ 

There is no exactly equivalent article in the C, N. p which 

did, howeverp provide the father and mother with powers to 

have their children imprisone(L,.. 1112. C. L. 2360,, quoted abovel 

allows parents to correct their childrenp-11pourvu, que ce soit 

d1une maniZre raisonnable. 11 C. L. 238 allows parents to 

delegate their authority to those to whom they have entrusted 

1110. See 4 Pan. Fran. P-329p whe , re on C. N. 374, v the authors 
state: "Wex'ception portee par cette article n'etait pas 
exprimee par les Lois anciennes, mais elle slobservait de 
m8ýme. Le pere r6clamait vainement un fils en '9ge de porter 
les armes, qui, slýtait enr&le voluntairement. On ne Ilecoutait 
pas. It 
1111. Penet sur Pbthier, on 

ýrt-, 3749 P-85 states: "Pothier 
ne fixe pas l'tAge auquel lvenfant pouva . it slenroler sans 
le consentement. " 
1112. Discussed infrav text at notes 1127-1135. 
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their children. 1113-The Quebec redactors state: 
"This article is new and is not to be found in the 
code; nevertheless it is conformable as well to the 
Roman as to the old French law. The code of 
Louisiana (art. 236) contains a similar provision. 
Instead of that right of moderate correction. 9 the 
Code Napoleon, (articles from 376 to 381) grants to the father and motherp under certain circumstances 
and with certain formalities more or less solemn# 
according to the age of the child and the position 
of the parents# the right to have him arrested and kept in custodyp without being even obligedt in 
certain cases to give reasons therefor. " M4. 

The C. Q. redactors obviously chose to adopt thellffioderatell 
Louisianian provisions. The C. N. articlesp and their relationshJp 
to the ancien droit will be discussed below; it is 

convenient here to quote one author on the, ancien droitp to 

show its attitude: 
"Les p-eres et les mBres ont droit de correction sur 
leurs enfans; ils peuvent memeg slils sont indociles'9 
les faire renfermer dans des Maisons de force, en 
vertu d'une simple Ordonnance du juge. 11 1115. 

Thuss, there were ancien droit equivalents to the C. N. articles 
the redactors have rejected. The redactors' own article# 
however, had authority from the ancien droit. Fbthier stated- 
that parents had a 11droit de correction mode'rie'elt over their 

1116. 
children. , It is sufficient here to state that the 

redactors' article is eminently reasonablep and has been 

1113. C. L. 238 is identical to D. O. 41 (P-53)9 except for 
the addition of an extra paragraph which states thus: "Ile 
ont 'eigalement le droit dlengager leurs enfans comme 
apprentis. 11 D. O. 41# is quoted (in English) supra between 
notes 584 and 585. 
1114. Second ReMrt, p. 203- 
1115. Fbequet, Bk. 19 tit. 2. Sect. 1. no. 5. 
1116. T. P. C. no. 132,9 Bug. 9 P-51. Note that Pothier 
consid7r--ed that this right of moderate correction extended 
so far as the imprisonment of the child. Penet sur Pothier, 
on art. 375, P-85 states thus: "Les pere et m? lrg avaient 
sur leurs enfanR, jusqu Ia ce qu'ils fussent eh age de se 
gouverner eux-ekesp le droit d1une correction moderee. 11 
This statement would seem to have had some influence. on the 
redaction of` the Quebec article, and the redactors 
certainly cite it. Inter alial they also cite the Nouveau 
Denisart, vol. 9. s. v. lldaýrde Noble et Bourgeoise", 
P, -183 and p. 201. The latter reference is probably a 
mistake for p. 204. At p. 204 S XIt no. 19 It is pointed out 
that a gardie has a duty to educate the minor, whether in 
his own house or by sending him away. 
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influenced by the C. L.; the reasons for their rejection'of 
the C. N. 's provisions will be canvassed later. 

It will be recalled that the Quebec redactors stated 
that their title of four articles on puissance -paternelle 
"has much analogy with that adopted by the Code of 
Loui siana...., 

0117"They 
also claim that their provisions 

are closer to the ancien droit coutumiýerthan`are those of' 
1118. the C. N. In fact, this statement made by the C. Q. 

redactors about the C. -L. is misleading. The'title of the 

C. L. which contains articles-o .n paternal power and the' 

nature of that power are no t part icUlarly c los e to the -t it le 

and provisions of the C. Q. In factp the title of the C. L. 

is ihe same as that of the D. O. already discussed, except 
for some insignificant changes'in the relevant articles. 
Thus# we discussed D, O. '36 (P-53) to D. O. 45 (P-53); C. L. 

1119. 
233 to C. L. 242 are essentially the same articles. 
Thus. 9 C. L. 239 gives parents the enjoyment of,,, their 

children's property: this, as will be seenp is not a right 

parents have in Quebec, though it is. granted by the C. N. 

C. L, 237 allows parents to appoint tutors to their, offspring: 

again the-C. Q. does not grant this powerp though the C. N, 
1120. 

does. Fuitherp as already showny , in Louisiana children 

couUleave home after they had reached the age of Puberty: 

this is contrary to the C. Q. These major differences in the 

content of paternal power show that the nature of ruissance 

paternelle in the Quebec code differs from that of the 

Louisiana code. 

Purtherp the fom of the Louisiana title'differs 

considerably. - 'as in the'D'0*0. -, theý'titlecontaining articles 

on paternal authority discu sses respective rights and duties' 

1117. Second Report.. P. 203. 
1118. Ibide 
1119. See text supraq at notes 560-606. C. L. 234 contains 
the amendment of D. O. 37 (P-53) already noted su ra, notes 
562-7. C. L. 235 contains a minor amendment of D, O. 38 
(P-53) see infra at notes 1122-1123. C. L. 237 amends slightly 
D, O. 40 (P-53). C. L. 238 slightly amends D. O. 41 (P-53) as 
noted supr # in note 1113. ' 
1120. See supra at notes 1105-1111. 
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of parents and children (rights such as aliment). 
' 121 'Here 

the C. Q. follows the order of the C. N. The C. Q. redactors 
also did not copy a provision of the C. L. which was taken 
from the ancien droit. C. L. 235 stated thus: 

"Tant que l1enfant reste sous la puissance de ses 
.0 p6re et m6re, il doit leur obeir dans tout ce qui 

nvest pas contraire aux lois et aux bonnes moeurs. 11 

This provision 
1122. 

echoes statements made by writers on the 

ancien droit,. 1123-From the rejection of C. L. 235 by the 

redactors of the C. Q. 9 it is obvious that they were not even 
following the C. L. where it agreed with the droit coutumiery 
much less where it disagreed with the droit coutumier. In 
factv it seems plausible to suggest that C. L. 235 was 
rejected because there was no equivalent in the C. N. The 

only influence from the C. L. traceable in the C. Q. here is 
in C. Q. 245: 1124-and 

even in this article the form of the 
C. L. has been followed not at all. 

The, statement of the Quebec redactors that the paternal 

authority in their code "has much analogy" with that in 

Louisiana 
1125-is 

misleading in so far as it implies that 

paternal authority is of the same nature in the two codes, 

when in fact it is not. In many waysp the nature of paternal 

authority in the C. L. is much closer to that of paternal 

authority in the C. F. than that of-paternal authority in the 

C. Q. The only similarity between the C. L. and the C. Q. 

not found in the C. N. is in relation to powers of correction. 

Certainlyl the C. Q. articles are analogous to those of the 

C. L. in so far as they deal with the same fact-situations; 

but the Quebec provisions are also analogous to those of 

the C. F. in exactly the same way: and the redactors are 

here contrasting the difference between the C. Q. and the C. N. 

(the former having purportedly followed the ancien droit 

coutumier of Paris) with the analogy between the paternal 

authority found in the C. Q. and that found in the 

1121. See text supra at notes 560-561. 
1122. An amended version of D. O. 38 (P-53): see text at 
note 567. 
1123. See e. g. Pothierp T. no. 389, Bug. 69 P-177. 
1124. See text supra at notes 1112-1116. 
1125. See text surra at notelI17- 
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B. Certain Napoleonic and Customary laws on puissance 
raternelle not found in the Quebec code. 

Both the ancien droit coutumier and the C. N. contain 
provisions on paternal authority which are not incorporated 
into the C. Q. The Quebec redactors rejected these rules for 

various reasons. In their Second Reportp they stated that 
the French code's title on paternal authority "contains many 
provisions quite different from those of the Roman law, and 
foreign to the old French jurisprudencep particularly in 
the parts governed by, customary law .... 11 1127-They imply 
that they have rejected these rules because they are not 
found in'the, ancien droit, 1128. 

The first provisions to be noted here are those already 
mentioned: the parental powers of correction. C. N. 375 

stated that 
"Le pFre qui aura des sujet8ýde mecontentement tries- 
graves sur la conduite d'un enfant, aura les moyens 
de correction suivans. " 

C. N. 376-382 then provide for powers of incarceration of 

childreng even by a surviving mother; these powers are 

1126. This is clearly understood from the redactors' comments: 
"The title 'D6 la ruissance, paternellelin the Code Napoleong 
contains proTi-sion'Mquite different from those of the Roman 
lawp and foreign to the old French jurisprudencep 
particularly in the parts governed'by customary lawp where 
it was even pretended that paternal authority had never 
existedv so much so that Loysel (liv. 1p Tit. l. art. 37) 
has given it as a rule of French law that 'The right of 
paternal authority does not exist'. - Nevertheless it is 
certain thatp under the customs in Prance, there was formerly 
a species of paternal authorityp although different from 
that of the Roman lawp and that of the code. - The articles 
which follow give, the rules of this authority, as admitted 
and practised within the jurisdiction of 

, 
'the Parliament 

of Paris; it has much analogy with that adopted by the 
code of Louisiana Second Report, p. 203- 
1127. SecondReport, p. 203- 
1128. See quotation in note 1126 supra. 
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carefully regulateds though we need not discuss the details. 
A right, of incarceration also existed in the anci 

, 
en droitp 

though its exercise was less regulatedv and its content 
different in significant ways. 

113O-Pbcquet de Livonnie'rep 

as quoted, 
1131'enunciates the general rule of the ancien 

droit; Pbthier gives a more detailed elaboration of the 

procedure. 
1132. 

On the French code's provisionsq the Quebec 

Codification Commissioners said: 
"These rigorous measuresp which were not wholly 
foreign to the old jurisprudence, rather making 
part of the public and criminal than of the private 
law# have been suppressed by the commissioners# who 
regard as sufficientq for ordinary casesp the right 
of correction accorded by article 4 [i. e. C, Q, 245]9 
leaving the criminal laws and those of the police 
to'provide for cases of a grave and exceptional 
character. " 1133. 

Under theancien niggime, as well as according to the C. N. 9 
it was the state which uItimately incarceratedv not the 

father; butv despite the Quebec redactors'statementp this 

right of the father's to have his child imprisoned derived 

from his paternal power; the courtsq to a greater or lesser 

extentp merely regulated the exercise of that power. Even 

under the C. N., in some circumstancesp the father did, not 

need to give reasons for the incarceration of the child: 
he need only demand it. 1134*Thust to a certain extentp the 

Quebec redactors are rationalising their reasons for 

rejecting this aspect of traditional puissance paternelle: 
the circumstances envisaged by the ancien droit and the CoNs 

would not all be dealt with under the criminal law. The 

Quebec redactors have chosen to reduce the authority of 

1129. For a discussion of the C. IT. ts rules, see Toullierv 
2]2. cit., g vol. 29 nos. 1050-1058, pp. 184-6; and Marcadeq 2R, 
cit. f vol. 22 PP-144-52, nos. 136-142. 
1130. The differences between the C. N. 'and-the ancien droit 
are most easily grasped by looking at Fenet sur Pothierp on 
arts. 376-383P pp. 85-87. Some notable differences are 
that the C. N. makes a distinction between the ages of the 
child, the ancien droit did not. Contrary to the C. N., 
the ancien droit did not provide time limits. The ancien 
droit only required the mother to have the authority of the 

dge, the C. N. required approval by paternal relatives. 
1131. See supra, text at note 1115. 
1132. T. P. C... nos. 132-3. Bug. 99 PP-51-2. See also text at 
notes 572-575 supra. 
1133. Second Report, p. 203- 
1134. See Marcad6v qp. cit. ) vol. 2 pp-144-6. 
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fathers here because they considered that such powers of 
incarceration were contrary, to the mores of Quebec. In 
this they were undoubtedly correct. The Province would 
also lack the institutional framework necessary to permit 
such incarceration. That parents should be able to imprison 
their children would be contrary to the prevailing attitude 
on the nature of the relationship between parent and childp 
an attitude deriving from the contemporary conception of the 

close affective nuclear family. Further, that parents 
should have such powers would be unthinkable in a. country 
wherep already in theeighteenth centuryp the discipline of 

1135. 
children was reported to be lax. 

As., already noted in discussing the D. O. P1136. under C. N. 
389,, 'the father had a right to administer the goods of his 

unemancipated minor child. There is no equivalent article 
in the C. Q. 9 though the Commissioners said that "the father, 

and in his defaultj the mothert as a general rule, have the 

right to the tutorship of their minor children.. 'a charge 

which in fact gives them the administration of the property 

so long as the minor is unemancipated....,, 
1137-Under the 

C. Q. 9 the right to administer children's property-is not 
dependent on having paternal authority but on appointment 

as tutor. The fatherts powers to administer are rather more 
'N., because under'the fettered by the C. Q. than by the C. 

former code he is liable for his-administration as any tutor 

would be. The father might have "a right to the tutorship"; 

but the appointment is made by the court: 11le'pe-re ou la 

mere qui d6tient la puissance paternelle n1exerce la tutelle 

que slil le demande. 11 1138 *This'exclusion of the'right of' 

administration might seem rather strange, especially when 

itýis considered that the family was regarded in nineteenth 

century Quebec as a most important, social and-political l139- 
institution. This point will be considered further infra. 

1135. See Garigue, Vie (see chape, 21 note 107)9 p. 16, and 
chap. 2 suiorav at notes 107-120. 
1136. See text supra at notes 603-604. 
1137. Second Re-Porto p. 205- 
1138. -Baudouin., Droit Civilp p. 289. 
1139. See infra, text at notes 1158-1161. 
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Under C. N. 384-7. parents had a right of usufruct in 
their children's property. This right was not adopted in 
the C. Q. 9 the redactors of which said: 

"This draft omits also the articles 384P, 385,386 
and 387 of the Code Napoleon, relating to the 
enjoymentp granted in its system to the fathers and 
mothers, of the property of their childrenp up to the 
age of eighteen yearsp or up, to the period of their 
emancipation. This enjoymentp granted. by the codeý 
is nearly the garde bourgeoise of the article 266 of the Custom of Paris, which does not exist in this 
country, where it never was introduced nor observed.... This, after all, is not surprisingg since the article 266 of the Custom only grants the garde bourgeoise 
'to the fathers and motheral burgesses of ParisIp thus 
excluding those who were not so. " 1140. 

The accuracy of this argument as to why the parental usufruct 
was not introduced has been doubted by one authorI141-but 
the Codification Commissioners are correct in their 
statement. Some coutumes allowed fathers to keep the fruits 
of the property 

I 
of their sons; 

1142-but-if"a coutume did 
4 not explicitly and'specifically grant this right to a fathert 

1143. he did not have it, unless under garde noble, or bourgeoise. 
The Coutume de Paris did not grant such a right to fathers. 
Thusp under the Coutume de 

, 
Paris, there was no right of 

parental, usufruct-9 except under garde. The Coutume de Paris 
accorded garde noble to the survivor of the mother or , 
father, orp in their defaultv to an ascendantp whether male 
or female, over minor children up to the age of twenty for 

males or fifteen for'femalese Garde bourgeoise#-. according 
to the same COUtume, was granted to the survivor of the 

mother or father (not to other ascendants) over their minor 
children up to the age of fourteen for boys and twelve for 

1140. Second Reportv pp. 203-5. 
1141. Baudouin, Droit Civilq p. 189. 
1142. E. g. Rheims. * art. 8; Laonj, art. 56; Chýllonsj art. 8; 
Sedanp art. 7; Bourbonnais, art. 174: SeeT*6rriZFre, CoUs-et 
Com vol. 39 col. 497-89 nos. 20-21. See also text surra 
at notes 134-136. 
1143, See Fey 

'Fiýre, 
Corps et Comp. Vol. 3, col. 498v no. 22: 

"Dans les Coutumes qui Wen parlent point, le pýre ne 
gagne point les fruits des h6ritages donnez a son file ou 
qui luy appartiennent de quelque maniere que ce soitq si 
ce ntest en vertu de la garde noble. " 
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girls. 
1144-Pothier defines thus the Parisian garde 

bourgeoise: 
"[L)e droit que la loi municipale accorde au survivant 
do deux conjoints bourgeois de Parisp de percevoirp 
A, son profitp le revenu des biens que sea mineurs 
ont eu de la succession du pr6d6c6de'q jusqu'"A ce 
qulils aient atteint un certain ageX sous certaines 
charges qu'elle lui impose, et en recompense de 
l"e'ducation desdits ehfants quIelle lui confie. 11 1145 

Under article 266 of the Coutume de Paris,, garde bourgeoise 

applied only to the bourgeois. of Parisp not to those of 

other towns regulated by the Coutume. 1146.1t therefore is 

obvious that the system of garde bourgeoise would not be 

applied in Quebec. In the 1772 Abstract of Canadian Lawp 

it was pointed out that article's 265-271 of the Coutume 
' 

(that 

isq thos'e dealing with garde) were revoked for Quebec, 1147- 

and in place of these articles, the authors of the Abstract 

gave an account of the law on tutelle and curatelle as 

applied in the Province. 1148. The garde bourgeoise of the 

C_outume de Paris was exceptional in the droit coutumier: 
in most coutumesq a gardie bourgeois was only in the 

position of a legitimate tutorg and had no right to receive 

the revenue of the property of the minor. 
1149. 

C. N. 384-7 innovated, as regards most of the coutumes 

of northern Franceq in granting parents a usufruct of their 

children's property: this went far beyond the coutumes' 

generally limited provisions on garde. The system of garde 

itself apparently had not been applied in Quebect andq thereforep 

it is not surprising that the redactors did not introduce 

the right of usufruct found in the C. N. p given their 

1144. Ferrit're, Corps et Comp. vol. 39 cols. 946-7. 
1145. T. G. N. B. no. 12.9 Bug. 99 P-501. 
1146. Ancien Denisartp vol. 29 s. v. Garde, PP-503-510, P-5041 
no-7: "Les bourgeois des autres villes regies par la coutume 
de Parisq n'ont pas la garde bourgeoise. " Denisart states 
(ibi .) that this privilege of the Parisian bourgeoisie 
originated in letters patent issued by Charles V9 on 9th. 
August., 1371t and Charles VIv on 5th. August, 1390 
1147. An Abstract of those Parts of the Custom of 

; he Viecounty 
and Provostship of Paris, which were received and pract1sed in 
the Province of Quebecq in the time of the French Government 
drawn up be a Select Committee of Canadian Gentlement well 
skilled in the Laws of Francep and of that Province, by the 
Desire of the Honourable Guy Carletong Esquirev Governor in 
Chief of the said Province', London, 1772, p. ii. 
1148- Ibid. t PP-97-99. 
1149. Fe-eFothier.. T. G. N. B., nos. 11-13v Bug. 6, p-501. 
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generally conservative approach to codification. Before 
this is finally decided on, howeverp it is appropriate to 
discuss tUtelle, It may be pointed out that Maleville 
thoroughly approved of the French Code's system of parental 
usufructp to the extent that he believed it should not end 
on the minor child's reaching the age of eighteen years. 

1150. 

C. N. 390 provided that a surviving parent was entitledt 
as of rightv to the tutelle of any minor children of the 

1151. 
marriage. O. N. 397 permitted surviving parents to. 

appoint tutors to their minor children. Neither of these 

rights exist in the Quebec codep because under C. Q. 249 

all tutorships are dative: in thisp the C. Q. follows the 

ancien droit coutumier. The Roman law allowed testamentary, 
legitimate and dative tutorshipsp and the C. N. has adoptedv 

1152. 
adapted and expanded on the categories of the Roman law. 
Pothier said the following: 

I'Dans la plupart de nos coutumesp il nly a'quIune 
espece de tutelle, qui est la, dative, t clest-A-dire 
celle qui est donn'6e par le magistratp sur l1avis 
des parents des mineurs; et de ce nombre est la 
coutume de Paris. " 1153. 

According to the droit coutumier'q if a father left a will 

in which he, named a tutor to his minor childl great respect 

would be paid to his wishes; but the tutor's appointment 

would have to be confirmed by the, judge on the advice of 

the nearest relatives. 
1154-Similarlyp it was customary for 

the surviving parent to be appointed tutor; 1155*and if no 

1150.1 Analyset PP-351-5. 
1151. Articles 389 and 390 of the C. N. are not located in its 
title on paternal power, though, as Marcad6 points out, they 
rightly belong there. The D. O. is rather better organised- 
in this respect. See Marcade-9 U. cit. 9 vol. 2. pp-156-161, 
nos. 147-153. 
1152. See the remarks of the Quebec redactors in their Second 
Report, q pp. 205-7. On the Roman law, see e. g. Bucklandp Textbookp 
pp. 142-9. On the C. N. 9 see Toulliert U. cit. p vol. 2v P-197Y 
nos. 1085-1086, and Mareade-p 212-git-t vol. 2,, pp. 285-297,9 

Of resume of tit. X. 
1153. T. P, C. no. 146p-Bu 9' pp-55-6@ Pocquetq'Bk. 19 tit. 2p 
Sect. 39 art XXI, pp-45-9*said thus: "Toutes les tutelles sont 
datives en France hors en quelques Coutumes, comme celles 
d'Anjou et du Mainev ou il ya des tutelles naturelleB et 
1'egitimes en faveur du pere et de la mle"re seulement. " 
1154. Loisel, Inst. Coust. p I. IV. VII: I'Toutesfois cluant par le 
testament ya tuteur nommep il doit estre confirme, si les 
parens n'allieiguent cause 1'egitime que le deffunct eust vray - 
semblablement, ignorle. " See also Maleville, i Analysep P-360. 
1155. See the Abstract of Canadian Law, note 1147 surrap P-97: V, I'Le pere ou la mZre survivant est ordinairement pAe"Fe'ýwR6 pour la 
tutelle, et a son defautp un des plus proches parents.... 11 
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election of tutor had been made, the survivor of the mother 
or father would be reputed tutor. 1156. The principle, 
howeverp was certain: all tutorships were dative. 1157-In 

C. Q. 249P the redactor8 have followed the ancien droitj and 
rejected, innovations possibly suggested by the C, N. 

It is-now convenient to consider the implications of 
the'preference shown to the old law over the provisions of 
C. N. 384-79'389 and 390. First., the Quebec redactors have 

a--generally conservative outlook on the law, and are not 
usually concerned to introduce change unless absolutely 
necessary. -Secondp in Quebec9family ties were notably 
strong and close'V the family being regarded as the foundation 

of the social fabric. tMaleville obviously regarded these 

articles I provisions on-parental usufruct, administration 
and tutorship as reflecting and asserting the importance and 
cohesionof the family; 1158-and he even believed that 

1159. 
parental rights in these areas should be increased. 
Toullierg in'discussing this topic stated: 

I'Le Code n1a voulu r9tablir ni le'droit de gardep 
ni la jurisprudence des pays de droit -ecrit, qui - 
d6pouillait les enfans pendant la vie de leurs p'eresp 
sans rien accorder aux mýres; mais il a voulu. 
accorder aux p'eres et aux eeres une indemnite des 
peinesp des soins et des responsabilit-es quIentrainait 
1116ducation des enfans et l1administration de leurs 
biens. Il nlest pas juste que la garde des enfans ne 
soitp dans tous les cas, qu'une charge pour les 
peres et meres. 

. D'un autre cote, il est contraired la moralý 
de ne-prie-senter aux enfans le survivant de leur pere 
et mirep que sous ltaspect d'un tuteur ou d1un homme 
d1affairesp dont les comptes doivent etre rendus de 
clerc al maitre et sulvis de discussionsp souvent de 
procesy qui ne peuvent slaccorder avec la pi6te 
filialej, et qui exposent toujours les enfans a un tres 
grand malp la perte de la bienveillance et de 
l'affection de leurs pere et mere. " 1160. 

l156. -Abstract of Canadian Lawq p. 989 and see also Perrierep 
Corps et Comp. Vol. 39 col. 791p no* 19. 
1157. Loiselp Inst. Coust., I. IV. VI concisely saiM. "Les 
tuteles sont datives. 11 Pasquierg the humanist, disapproved 
of the application of the Roman term "dative" to a rather 
different legal institution: OP. 2it. j Bk. 1, ch. LVII, 
pp. 121-2 at p. 122. 
1158.1 Analyse, PP-351-3- I 
1159. Ibid. 9 PP-351-2. 
1160. U. 2it., vol. 29 PP-187-8, no. 1060. 
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This argument would be applicable in Quebecv where, the 

only form of tutorship being dative, a parent, as tutor, would 
be subject to all the liabilities and duties of any tutor. 

That parents' actions on their children's behalf should be 

controlled in this way would be contrary to the current 

conceptions of the parent and child tie. Further, the 

right of a parent to appoint a tutor to his-or her minor 

child is a reflection of the value placed on the relationship 
between parent and child. These articles of the C. N. , 
granting parental administrationg usufruct and tutorship 

all asserted the special closeness of the domestic 

relationship between parents and their childreng a closeness 

bound up with the growth of the affective family. The - 
Roman law had granted fathers great rights in their children's 

separate property; but, such rights were derived from the,,, - 
power fathers had over their children in a hierarchical 

family. It seems likely that, given the stress placed on 

the family in Quebeci the rules of the C. N. would have 

asserted the ideology of family life more than those of the 

ancien droit in fact did. That, this was so# howeverp was 

not sufficient to defeat the conservative attitude to-, 

codification taken by the redactorsp who must have considered 

there to be no need for reform. 

This part of the-chapter has been devoted to explaining 

the reasons for the C. Q. redactorst rejection of. -some rules 

of the ancien droit and the O. N., on paternal power. A 

notable absence from the C. Q., is that no provision allows 

a father to emancipate his-son: this will be discussed 

below. 
1161. A right that parents had according to the ancien 

dro and the C. N. was that of consenting to or opposing 

the marriage of their adult children. The next part of this 

section will be devoted to paternal power and. the marriage 

of enfants de famille. 

C. The marriage of enfants de famille. 
1162. 

As in the discussion of Louisianal at issue here are 

1161. See text infra at notes 1212-1227. 
1162. See text supra at notes 607-668. 
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certain parental rights in relation to the marriage of 
their children: 

, 
their right to, oppose a marriage; and their 

right to seek the annulment of a marriage. 

The Canon law and the ancien droit have been discussed 
abovep and it is merely necessary here to point out that# 
for the validity of the marriages of minor childrent the 
ancien droit required the, consent of the parents: if the 

children did not have such consent, their marriages were 
1163. annullablep and parents could always oppose such a marriage. 

Sons over thirty and daughters over twenty-five could 
validly marry without parental consentp but were liable to 
being disinherited, unless they had sent an acte de 

ý1 164. sommation respectueuse seeking consent to marry* If the 

mother or father of the minor child were dead, the tutor or 
curator had to consent to the 

' 
marriagep after having taken 

the advice of the nearest relatives. Adults whose mother 
and father were dead had no restriction of any kind on their 

marriage. 
1165. 

The C. N. changed this. To recap what has been said 
in respect of the D. O. p C, N. 148 provided that sons under 
twenty-five'and daughters under twenty-one could not marry 
without the consent of their parents; if they disagreedv 
that of the father sufficed. C. N. 149 stated that if one 
parent were dead or incapable, the consent of the other 
sufficed. C. N. 150 stated that if there be no parents alive 

or capable of consenting, the grandparents' consent is 

required. If the grandparents of one line disagreep then 
the consent of the grandfather of that line suffices; while 
if there be disagreement between the linesp this amounts 
to consent. C. N., 160 provides that should there be no 
fatherp mother or other ascendant or should such be 

incapable of consentingv then sons and daughters under 
twenty-one years may not marry without the consent of the 

1163., See text su-p at notes 610-618. The Canon law did 
not invalidate such marriages. The route of the, ancien droit 
to reach invalidity was circuitous. 
1164. See text supra at notes 619-620. 
1165. See text after note 622. 
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family council. As regards adult enfants de famille, C. N. 
151-4 had a complex system of actes respectueusesp which 
children were required to send to their parents before they 

could marry without parental consent. If their parents were 
dead or incapablep then children had to send such acteS to 
their grandparentsp if alive. 

1166. The C. N. p however, 

attached no penalty of disinheritance to failure to send 

such actes. 
1167. 

The ancien droit on oppositions has been discussed above: 

essentially, any one claiming the right could bring an- 
opposition to any marriage. 

1168. 

The Quebec codets rules on consent to the marriage of 

minors are contained in five articlest C. Q. 119-123: 
11119. Children who have not reached the age of twenty- 
one years must obtain the consent of their father 
and mother before contracting marriage; in case of 
disagreemento the consent of the father suffices. 
120. If one of them be dead or unable to express his 
willp the consent of the, other suffices., 
121. +++ 

. 122. If-there be neither father nor motherg or if both 
be unable to express their willq minor childreny 
'before contracting marriage, must obtain the consent 
of their tutorg or, in, cases of emancipation, their 
curator, who is boundo before giving such consent, 
to take the advice of a family councilp duly called 
to, deliberate on the subject. 
123. Respectful requisitions to the father and mother 
are no longer necessary. " 1169. 

C. Q. 119 and 120 are essentially the same as C. N. 148 and 

149, bar that under the C. N, sons required consent until 

they reached twenty-five yea 
. 
rs. 

"170'The 
rules in the Quebec 

codep allowing for difference in the age of majorityp follow 

1166. See text supra, at notes 626-631 for fuiler account. 
1167. See text supra, at notes 629-31. 
1168. See e. g. text supra at notes 764-790. 
116q. c. Q. 121 deals with the marriages of min*r illegitimate 0 
childreng and is. not releyant - 

here. 
1170. Maleville explains thus the reason fo 

, r, 
the 

, 
difference 

in the C. N: 'Ila nature a rendu lea filles plus pr6cocesv 
et qu'il importe pour la co I nservation de moeurs de lea 
marier plutdt. tl I Analysep P-147. 
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those of the ancien droit. 
1171. 

C. Q. 122 does not follow the C. N. C#N. 150 granted to 

the ascendants the right to consent; there being no 

ascendants capable of consenting, under C. N. 160, the consent 

of the family council was. required. Here the Quebec redactors 
have followed the, ancien droit: failing the mother or fatherp 

the consent of the tutor or curator was requiredv and he 

had to have taken the advice of the, nearest relatives as 

provided by article 43 of the Ordonnance de Blois,. 1172. The 

Quebec Code has stayed closer, in this area of. the lawp to 

the old customary law notions of Rgissance Paternelle, in 

so far as a minor, on the death of his parents, became 

himself, a Pere de familleq outwith the control of his 

grandparents, though under certain legal disabilities 

because of his age. 
1173-The Prench provisions in C. N. 150 

and 1609 by giving grandparents and then close relatives 

authority over the marriages of minors., juridically enhanced 
the status of the family. These provisions were also in 

accord with the modern notion that puissance Paternelle was 

an institution designed for the protection and. care of 

minors. Were a minor's-parents deadq those who could 

generally be considered to have most affection and care for 

him would be his grandparents. The development of the 

affective family gave an increased importance to close 

relativesp joined to the smaller family unit by links of 

affection. 
'174. O. N. 160, if there were no grandparentso and 

a family council had been called, made no provision for the 

judicial regulation of the family council; their decision, 

1171, Under the ancien droit, the right to have required one's 
consent to onets -children's marriages was an aspect of 
puissance, paternelle, v belonging to both parents, but 
exercised during the marriage by the father. -On"default of 
the fatherg the mother's consent was required. ', -In theoryp 
as Pothier points outt the consent of both parents was' 
required; but that of the father was the deciding one. See 
Pothier, T. C. M. p nos. 324-328t Bug. 6, pp-140-144, and 
T. P. C. p nos. 134-135, Bug. 99 P-52. 
1172. See Pothierg T. C. M. 1o nos-333 and 336, Bug. 6, pp-146-7. 
The royal legislation referred to by the redacto-rs may be 
found discussed in Fbthier. 
1173. See Henrys, Oeuvresp vol. 2v Bk. IV9 Quest. XIIP 3d. edn. 
pp-338-9: 11c'est une erreur de croire que le pere mort, les 
enfans qu'il laisse retombent en la puissance de leur 
ayeul paternel. 11 
1174. See supra, at notes 46-47. 
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howeverp could be reviewed. 
1175-Under C. Q* 122p the family 

council had only to be consulted by the tutor for its 

opinion: again, this follows the ancien droit. The Quebec 

redactors took the term "family councillIp "con-seil de 
famillellp from the C. N.; 1176. but they kepty in general# 
the old procedures relating to the llassemblEe de parents", 
who had to be called together by the judgep and whose 
decision had to be accepted by the judge to have any force. 1177. 

Herep because of their legal conservatiomp the Quebec 

redactors have rejected the enhanced role played by the 
family under the provisions of the C. N.: a role which the 

mores of Quebec and the ideology of the period would have 

upheld. 
11789 

C. Qo 123 said that respectful requisitions (sommations 

respectueuses) were no longer required. The ancien droit 
, 

and provisions of the C. N. have already been described. 1179. 

The Quebec codifiers have rejected this whole procedureo 
They stated that it had fallen into disuse in Quebec) and 
that the reason for its incorporation in the C. N. was "to 

inspire greater respect for the paternal authorityp which 
the revolution had done much to weaken. " 1180. They remarked 
that such sommations "are not consonant with our state of 

societys and are not only useless and without object, but 

are calculated to produce a result quite different from that 

desired. " 1181 OThey explained thus: 

1175. See Toulliery olD. cit., vol. 19 Po326 no. 547o 
1176, So they state in their Second Reportq p. 2079 in 
discussing tutelle. 
1177. See Ancien Denisartt vol. It ppo216-7t s-v- "Avis de 
Parens". 9 esp* nos, 19 2 and 8. 
1178. This rejection of the French code's stress on the 
family is visible in other Quebec provisions. Comparep eogog 
C. Qo 121 with the second paragraph of C. R. 159, Compare also 
the following provisions on tutelle: C. Q. 249 and C. No 405; 
C. Qo 290 and C. N. 450; C. Qo 293 and C. N. 452; C. Qo 296 and 
C. N. 456; C. Qo 297 and C. N. 457; C. Q. 309 and C. No 470; C. Q. 
315 and C. N.. 47.7-8; CoQo 318 and C. N. 480o 
1179. See text su-pra, at notes 618-620 and 626-631o 
1180. Second Reporti, PA77., This statement of the Quebec 
redactors obviously is taken from Malevillep I Analyse, 9 P-152: 
I'Leur objet est d1inspirer plus de respect pour Ilautorit-e 
paternelle, que la rZvolution a deaucoup affaibli*" 
1181. Second Reportv P-179- 
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"In reality these requisitions are only made after 
the consent has been asked and refused, that is to 
sayt when the child is perfectly determined to 
marryp and the father equally determined to refuse 
his consent. In such a position can it be 
reasonably presumed that the child will abandon his 
project, or the father his oppositiong in 
consequence of a step more insulting than respectful 
and more irritating than conciliatory. " 1182. 

The original intention of sommations respectueuses had been 

to prevent parents from being ablev should they so have 

wishedtto disinherit their adult children from marrying 
against their wishes. This was no longer important in 
Quebect where free testation had been introduced; 1183-the 

French codifierst however, had included a system of actes 

resDectueuses in their codep without providing that failure 

to send such an acte should result in disinheritance. The 

aim of this revival of the necessity of adult children to 

request parental consent to their marriages was to encourage 

respect for paternal authority. 
' 184-Given the background 

to codification in Quebec, there would not be felt the 

same need to assert control over children: the Province had 

not just been the scene of events as dramatic as the French 

Revolution. Furtherg the whole notion of sommation 

respectueuse would be one alien to the doctrines of liberal 

individualism which were influential in nineteenth century 

Quebeep whereby adults were regarded as autonomous agents 

unless they were prodigals or insane. 1185. 

Oppositions to marriage have already been discussedy andt 

accordingly. 9 there is no need here to do more than sketch 
in the general, system of the C. Q. The ancien droit had 

permitted anyone claiming the right to oppose a marr age; 

the Quebec codet following the example of the C. N. p but 

1182. Ibid. 
1183. Ibi . 9, PP-177-9; see also A. Morels "L' arition de 
la succession testarnentaire'19 26 R. du B. (1966 pp. 499-521* 
1184. Maleville, I Analyses P-152: see note 1180 supra. 
1185. See chapter 20 supraq at notes 93-120. rote that not 
all Quebec lawyers would have agreed with the C. Q. redactors 
that 

' 
sommations respectueuses were not required: see E. 

Deleury et al., 2p. cit. T-s-ee note 286, ch-3 supra) at p. 859, 
note 267. 
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going farther than the latter, restricted ta very small 
class those entitled to make oppositions. 

1189. 

The provisions to be considered here are set out in 
articles 137 to 139 of the C. Q: 

"137. The marriage of a minor may be opposed by his 
fath, erp or in default of the latter, by his mother. 
138. -, In default of both father and motherp the tutor 
or, in cases of emancipationg the curator may also 
oppose the marriage of such minor; but the court 
to which such opposition is submitteds cannot decide 
on its merits without the advice of a family councilp 
which it must order to be called. 
139. If there be neither father nor motherv tutor nor 
curatorp or if the tutor or curator have consented 
without taking the advice of a family councilq the 
grandfathers and grandmothers, the uncles and auntsq 
and the cousins - german, who are of full age, may 
oppose the marriage of their minor relative; but 
only in the two following cases: 

1 1. When a family councilq whichp according to 
article 1229 should have been consultedo has not been 
so; 

2. When the party to be married is insane. " 

The equivalent provisions of the C. N. may be found quoted 

elsewherep and i't is not necessary to repeat them here. 1187. 

They restricted the class of those'entitled to oppose a 

marriagey the intention being to prevent abuse of the right 

of opposition. 
1188. All those named in the C. N. and the C. Q. 

could have opposed the marriage under the ancien droit. 1189. 

The ancien droit was restricted by the French codifiers 

because it was open to abuse: the Quebec redactors followed 

the French code for the same reasong and they considered 
it a great improvement; 1190. butg they did not adopt the 

particular rules of the C. N. Firstv in the C. Q. opposition 

is restricted to the marriage of minors; 
1191. this is 

1186. see text su-Pr , at notes 764-790. 
1187. C-N- 173-175: quoted surra in note 178p ýndjnfra in 
note 1193. 
1188-' 3 Pan. Fran., p. 245: "Autrefois, toute personnet quelle 
quvelle Rffg pouvait former opposition au mariage. Cette 
grande libert6 16tait un abus qui servait merveilleusement la 

' hancetf, la jalousie et l1envie de nuire. " mee 
1189. See Pothier, T. P. M. no. 81, Bug. 6, P-33. 
1190. Second Rejoortq p. 185- 
1191. There is one exception. The marriage of an adult can be 
opposed on the grounds of insanity: C. Q. 141. There is no 
equivalent article in the C. N. 9 as the proposed marriage of 
an insane adult could be opposed under the general articles 
on opposition. See also C. Q. 142 and C. N. 174, second 
paragraph. 
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consistent with the law on consents. In the C. N., the 
marriage of adults may be Opposed by their ascendants. 1192. 

Second, in the C. N. 9 the right of tutors and curators to 

oppose was postponed to after that of ascendants and 
collateralsq and then they could only oppose on the 

authority of a meeting of the family council. 
1193-In Quebec2 

the law was the opposite, in default of parents2 tutors and 
curators opposed2 before other ascendants and collaterals; 
such tutors and curators need only have consulted the family 
council. It was only after tutors and curators and in very 
restricted circumstances that ascendants and collaterals 
could oppose. 

1194. The C. N. provision restricting the rights 
of tutors and curators to oppose was completely new lawv as 
they had always been entitled to oppose the marriages of 
their charges; and at least one French commentary (referred 

to by the Quebec redactors) did not approve of these new 
pr I ovisions on tutors and curators. 

1195-The French code's 
provisions did give more importance to the family; while the 

Quebec redactors innovated by extending the ancien droit, 

in a logical fashiong so that the right to oppose a marriage 

was re stricted to coincide with the requirement of consent. 
On the death of the father and motherp the tutor became more 
important than grandparentsv brothersq sistersy uncles or 

aunts. Baudouin remarked: 
"Dans les familles aussi unies que le sont les 

1192. C. N. 173. 
1193. C. N. 175 and 174. C. N. 175 states: I'Dans les deux cas 
prVvus par le pr5c6dant article, le-tuteur ou curateur ne 
pourrap pendant la dure-e de la tutelle ou curatelle, former 
opposition qu'autant qutil y aura Re' autoris'e par un 
conseil de famille, quIiI pourra convoquer. 11 C. N. 175 is the 
only article of C. N. 172-175 not quoted in note 178 supra. 
1194. Note that the C. N. includes brothers and 'sisters 
among collateralso curiously omitted in the C. Q. 9 probably 
because of oversight. 
1195.3 Pan. Fran. p. 248: "Clest disposition est absolument 
neuvep elle est exorbitante du Droit commun. Elle est 
contraire a tout ce qui slest pratique' jusquId' present. " 
The authors felt that since the tutor had the care of the 
person of a minor, he ought not to be deprived of the 
power of opposition. 
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familles qu6becoisesq ou lea plus veilles 
traditions semblent s'ftre maintenuesq il est 
incontestable que lea aieux jouent, dans la domaine 
de l1autorite morale un ro'le plus conside"rable que 
le tuteur ou le curateur. " 1196. 

The redactors chose to innovate by restricting the right to 

oppose to tutors and curatorsq should the parents of a'minor 
be dead: they rejected the French codifiers' stress on the 

importance of family relationships. ' 

The. final topic relevant here is the effect of lack 

of consent to the. marriage of minors. 
, 

C. Q. 150 states thus: 
"A marriage contracted without the consent of the 
father or mother, tutor or curatorg or without the 
advice of a family council, in cases where such 
consent or advice was necessaryl-can only be 
attacked by those whose consent or advice was 
required. " 

The ancien droit was the same-as the-rule in C. Q. 150. The 

father and mother could attack the marriaget ors if there 

were no. father and mother, the tutor could attack the 

marriage as "presume' entache' de seduction. 11 1197-In the 

ancie droit the other relatives generally could not attack 

a marriage for any reason while the parties lived, as it 

was presumed that such relatives could have no interest in 

doing so; but after the death of one of the parties to the 

marriageý the other relatives could attack the validity 

of the marriage, but not for vices respectifst only for 

vices absolus. Lack of parental consent was a vi-ce respectif: 

other relatives therefore could not attack a marriage should 

some necessary consent be wanted. In the ancien droitp it 

must be concluded that only the mothert fatherl tutor or 

curator could attack a marriage should their consent have 

been required and not been, given; other, relatives could not 

attack on these grounds, since their consent could never be 

required. 
1198OThe 

equivalent article of the Fiench codep C. N. 

182., stated thus: 

"Le mariage contriactle- sansýle consentement des pýre 

1196. Droit Civil, P-178. 
1197. Pothierp T. C. M no. 447P Bug. 6, p. 204- 
1198. See generally 

ýothierq T. C*M* nos. 446-8, Bug. 69 
pp. 203-4. 
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et mZre, des ascendansp ou du conseil de famille, 
dans les cas oZi ce consentement 6tait n6ecessaire, 
ne peut 'e"hre attaqu6' que par ceux dont le 
consentement 6tait requisp ou par celui des deux 
6poux qui avait besoin de ce consentement. 11 

As to most of this articlep the reasons for those who may 

attack being allowed to do so are the same as the reasons 
for their consents being required: the C. N., in contrast 
to the C. Q.. 9 here places more importance on the family. 

The Quebec code excluded the family in favour of the tutor# 

who needed only to consult the familyo whereas the French 

code provided that the family should sue for annulmentp and 

when the tutor sued, he was acting as directed by the family 

council. An important difference in the'O. N. is that tho 

spou . se who required such consent may sue on the grounds 
that it is wanting. This is an innovation on the system 

ofthe ancien droit. The O. Q. redactors give no indication 

as to why they rejected this: presumably they saw no good 

reason for this changes which they alluded to in their 

discussion of the next article of the C. N., 183-1199-The C. N. 

here permits a minor to annul a marriage he or she has 

contracted;, this seems rather inconsistent., and there appears 

to be no good reason for allowing a minor to do so. The 

C. N. rule perhaps lays more stress on the minor's need for 

care: the minor requires , 
the consent of his ascendantsp for 

his own protection; if they be indifferent or neglectful# 

he may himself seek the annulment of his inappropriate 

marriage, should the required consent not have been given. 

Such at least is the explanation of Toullier for this rule. 
1200. 

1199. See Second Report, p. 185. The redactors state that for 
C. Q. 151 they have adopted the new rule of C. N. 183, but 
struck off the last paragraph of the C. N. article, as they 
have kept old law that a minor cannot attack his own marriage 
for lack of necessary consent by parents or tutors. 
1200., a. Si t. "Windifference des 

9 vol. 19 P-3571 no. 613: 
ascendans ou de la famille ne doit pas priver du Venl6fice 
de la loi celui des deux -epoux qui avait besoin de leur 

consentement. Si les plaintes d'un mineur qui a fte surpris 
dans une convention peu importante, sont lecoutle-e 
faRvorablementv on doitp i plus forte raison, lui accorder la 

meme faveurg, lorsqu'il demande'a"; "tre restitu'eo contre 
l1alile-nation qulil a faite de tous ses biens et de sa personne. - 
Tel est le motif de la demande en nullite que le Code 
l1autorise 'aý former. " Note how far removed this is from the 
Canon law conception of marriage. 
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No such considerations have weighed with the Quebec redactor8, 
who have preferred to preserve the ancien droit. 1201. 

Toullier stated that: 
"De toutes lea actions de 11hommet le mariage est 
une de celles qui intiressent, le plus sa destine6e; 
et comme lea facult-es et lea forces du corps se 
developpent avant celles de llespritp Vhomme se 
trouve habile s, contracter mariage avant que Vage 
ait muri sa raison, et qutil soit en 9tat de faire 

'un choix 'Eclairie. Dans le premier 9p des passions# 
la loi ne l1abandonne point 'a lui-meme; elle lui 
donne un guide pour le diriger dans Vacte peut- 
atre le plus important de sa vie. " 1202. 

The French code provided that, should there, be no mother 

and fatherp the guides of an enfant de famille should be his 

ascendants or other close relatives. Ascendants even had 

some control over the marriages'of enfants de famille who 

were adult. The Quebec code choseýa different system: there 

could only, be-control over the marriages of minorsy and 

should there be no mother and father to exercise such cofitrolp 

it passed to tutors and curators. To some extent the Quebec 

redactors were merely carrying out their instructionsy and 

embodying in the code the rules of the ancien droit. Legal 

conservatism prevented them from embodying in their code 

rules giving more prominence to the familyp a prominence 

the family probably merited in Quebecq given the strength 

and cohesion of family life In the Province at the period of 

redaction. In their rules on oppositions, however, the 

redactors were not following the ancien droit, but were 

innovating by restricting the class of those entitled to 

oppose a marriage. In their innovationsp they did not 

recognise that grandparents and other close relatives 

undoubtedly were regarded as having much greater moral 

1201. They have departed from the ancien droit. in C. Q. 151.9 
copying C. N. 183's provision of a time limit within which 
actions under C. N. 150 would have to be brought. The 
redactors regarded this as a useful improvementp andq 
taken with the reform in C. Q. 149 adopted from C. N. 181p 
the redactors obviously were seeking certainty. Second 
Reportq P-185. 
1202. Qj2. cit.,, vol., I, P-3229 no. 540. 
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authority over their minor relatives than tutors or 
curators. 

1203-The 
redactors here merely made a logical 

extension of the rules on consents: they provided that it 
was up, to tutors and curators tooppose the marriages of 
their charges. Though the redactors here perhaps could 
have -given more weight to the familyp since they were 
already innovating, it is probably unrealistic to have 

expected them to do so. Given the nature of the codep it 

was obvious for the redactors to provide the rules they in 
fact did, provide on oppositions, especially whentutors and 
curators were specifically mentioned by Pothier as being 

entitled to oppose their charges' marriages: and Pbthier 1204. 
generally exercised great influence on the Quebec redactors. 
The Quebec rules here may all be attributed to legal factors# 

rather than any consideration of the nature of family life 
in the Province. The most effective reforms in this area 
of the law were perhaps those contained in C. Q. 'i49 and 151 
laying down time limits within which should be brought actions 

seeking to annul a marriage on'the grounds of want of the 

requisite consents. These reformsp adopted from C. N. 181 
1205. 

and 1839 made for greater certainty as to whether or 

not a marriage was valid. These reformsp howevery were not 

motivated by any consideration of the state of Quebec family 

life. 

How Puissance paternelle ends. 

In generals the two most obvious ways in which puissance 

1203. Toullierv U. cit. 9 vol. 19 PP-325-6p no-546, states: 
"La n5cessitZ du consentement des pýere et me"re ou ascendans 
au mariage de leurs enfans et petits enfans qui nlont pas 
atteint V9ýge de vingt-cinq ou vingt-et-un anso est fondi6e 
sur Vamour des parens, sur leur raison, sur Vincertitude 
de celle des enfansp et surtout sur Vautoritle- de cette 
magistrature domestique que la loi donne aux p`6eres et marres, 
et qui s"6tend en ce point aux aleuls et aleules. 11 
1204- See Pothier., T. C. M. no. 81, Bug. 6, P-33: "Ces 
oppositions sont auiTi7quelquefois form'ees par les parents, 
surtout par le pereq mere tuteurs ou curateurs qui 
pretendent avoir droit dlemp&her-le mariage de l'une des 
parties. 11 
1205. See note 1201 sUrra., and the redactors' Second RePortq 
p. 185- 
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raternelle ended in Quebec were by the child reaching 
majorityp and by the death, of the parentsp except thatp in 
the latter casej, 

--some 
of the authority came into the hands of 

a tutor or curatorp though it could no longer properly be 

called paternal authority. This in conformity with the 

ancien droit cout 
I 
umier. 

1206. Flothier, of courseq pointed out 
that some aspects of puissance paternelle only ended on the 
death of the parents of the child. Thusp the necessity to 

seek parental approval to one's marriage continued. 
1207-In 

Quebeep howevert adults no longer were required to send 
sommations respecteuses. The French codal provisions were 
essentially similar, except that on the death of his parentsp 
a child seemed to a certain extent to fall into a residuary 
power held_by his grandparents. With the above qualificationst 
it may be said that the C. Q. 9 the C. N. 0 and the 

, 
droit 

coutumier. agreed: puissance paternelle ended on the death 

of the parents or the majority of the child. C. Q. 246 
fixed t. he age of'majority as twenty-one years; C. N. 388 did 
likewise. In the 

, ancien droitg most coutumes fixed the 

age of majority at twenty-five years. 
1208. In Prance, the 

law-of September, 17929 fixed majority at twenty-onet and 
the'Code preserved this. 1209. In Quebect the age of majority 
had been lowered to twenty-one years in 1782 by an ordinance 

of the Governorý' probably under the influence of English law 1210. 

1206, See C. Q. 243p and Pothierp-T. P. C. p no-134p Bug. 99 P-52. 
1207: See e. g. Pothier, T. P. C. noý-. -134-59 Bug. 99 P-52. 
1208. Perriere, Corps et Comp., vol. 3, col-499, no. 28: "Clest 
llusage de la Prance coutumiere que les enfans sortent de la 
puissance de leur pere 'a 119ge de 25 ans accomplis-11 The 
fixing of the age of majority at 25 wasq according to the 
Pandectes Pranýaisesj due to the influence of Roman law; 
before this haftenedt different coutumes had made differing 
provisions, depending on the 

' 
status of the child as noble 

or roturier. "La d6couverte des Pandectes, et 11'etude du 
droit Romainp qui st'6tabit partouto introduisirent un 
changement dans les Coutumes. Lors de leur r6dactiong on fixa 
g6ri'e6ralement l"epoque de majoritle ýa vingt-cinq ans. " Some 
coutumes kept to other ages for majority;, e. g. Anjoup Maine 
and Normandy. On all this, see 4 

-Pan. 
Pran., pp-471-4# and 

Ferri'erep Loc. cit. 
1209. See Malevilleg I Analysey PP-356-7. 
1210. See L. Oaint-Laurento "MaJeurs et Mineurs. Quelques 
particularit'e-s du-droit de Quebec a cet egard'19 in Le Droit 
Civil Pranýais, Livre Souvenir-etc. 9 Montreal, 19369-PP-155-162 
at P-155 where quoted. It became C. S. L. C. ch. 34P see. 1. 
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The codifiers, not, -unnaturallyq retained twenty-one years 
as the age of majority; it was also the age of majority for 

purposes of public law, 1211. The two articles which state 
the age of majority - C. Q. 246 and 324 - borrow their 

expression from C. N. 388 and 488. 

The third method of ending paternal authority in Quebec 
law is by emancipationp as C. Q. 243 states. The Quebec 

codifiers state that the Roman form of emancipation was 
intended to release a son from his father's Potestast while 
emancipation in Quebec frees a minor from. tutellep and 
constitutes him administrator of his own property under the 

protection of a curator charged to assist him. 1212. They 

state that this form of emancipation differs from that of 
the C. N. 9 whichs admitting paternal powert necessarily 

permits these to whom it belongs to liberate those subject 
to it. 1213-(This 

should not be taken to imply that there 

can be no emancipation ending paternal power as it exists 
in the Quebec code. ) The codifiers add that the methods cof 

emancipation recognised by QuebecEre those found in the Coutume 

de Paris: namely, emancipation by marriage and letters of 
the Prince. 12149 

I ý' 

Before discussing the . above, it is useful to recapitulate 

some aspects of the relationship between parent and child 

according'to the Quebec law on Tmissance jDaternelle. Firstv 

the authority belongs to both parentsp though the father 

exercises it during the marriage. Secondp the father has a 

right to keep the children with him and to punish them, and 

they cannot marry without his consent. Thirdý the paternal 

power of Quebec does not give a father any rights over his 

children'-s property; he would only have rights over it and 

control were he also his children's tutor. Unaer the Coutume 

de Parisp as interpreted, 1215'a father would not have control 

121I. See generally, Saint-Laurent, op. cit. previous notep at 
pp*155-158. 
1212. Second Re. 129rt, p. 219. 
1213. Ibid. t p. 221. 
1214. Ibid., q p. 221. 
1215. See Guyot, Rgpertoire, p Vol. 14v P-93P s-v. "puissance 
paternelle", where it is pointed out that at some time a 
more Roman paternal authority had been known at Paris. 
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over any of his children's property simply by virtue of 
his position as father; only under garde noble or bourgeoise 

would he have power over the property of his children. Fourthf 
in both the Quebec law and the ancien droltv the legal 

incapacities of children derived not from their being fils 

de famille but from their status as minors: nbither the C. Q. 

nor the ancten droit allowed minors to administer their 

property unless emancipatedq and, if emancipatedv they could 

only freely use their moveables and administer their 

immoveables. 1216. 

The commentators on the ancien droit do admit of 

emancipation ending puissance, Daternelle. Pothier states 
that. * "La puissance paternelle, quant a la premiere partiep 
finit ee par la majoritie de Venfantv par son mariage. 9 *9o 
et par l"e-mancipation"; 1217-while Ferriere remarks (on 

article 239 of the Coutume de Paris) that, by marriage, 

children 11sont delivrez de la puissance paternelle, et de 

l1autorit'6 de leurs tuteurs et. curateursj, stils sont en 
tutelle. 111218 *These authors state that emancipation brings 

about the end of paternal power; this is also the position 
' If we turn to 'Consideration of the Quebec in Quebec* 

1219. 
redactors' remarks on emancipation and puissance Paternelle, 
it is now clear that what they mean is that both the O. N. 

and the Roman law permit a father as a father to liberate 

1216. See Ferrie"re, Oorlos et Comp. VoL 39 col. 499, no. 29 
1217. T. P. C. no. IýLý, - -B-ug. Tp P-52. 
1218. Corps et Com .9 vo. 3. col. 493, no. l. He states 
thus,. co. 499, no. 29: "[D3ans toute la France coutumiere 
le mariage d1glivre 11homme et la femme de la puissance du 
pere.... It He has already said that "Le mariage est aussi 
un moyen d'limanciper les enfans.... 11 Henrys, Oeuvrespvol. 
2p Bk. IVp Quest. XIII 3d. edn. p PP-338-339Y at p. y3"8 says 
the followiýjg: "CP]arce quIen France le mariage 16manciRe, 
le fils marie sort de la puissance du pe're, e8t fait pere 
de famillep et par consequent a ses enfans en sa puissancep 
lesquels.,. autrement par le Droit Romain seroient aussibien 
que le pere en la puissance de l'ayeul. " 
1219. See text supra at notes 1212-1214. 
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his children from his own powerp while the Missance 
paternelle of Quebec cannot be ended in this way. In the 
Quebec law# emancipation is not a method used by a pbre de 
famille to liberate his children; but rather emancipation by 
the two methods considered below-brings a father's power 
over his children to an endq as indeed C. Q. 243 expressly 
states: "He ýi. e. the child] remains subject to their 

authority until his majority or emancipation.... 11 

- C. Q. '314 states that: "Every minor isp-of rights, 
emancipated by marriage. " C. N. 476 gives an identical 

provision. Thuss, emancipation by marriage frees a child from 
1220. Duissance paternelle. The, ancien droit, was the same. 

d. Q,. 315 is an interesting article; it states: 
"An unmarried minor m'ayq at his own requests, or' 
that of his tutors or of any one related or allied 
to himy be emancipated by any courts, judge or 
prothonotary having-jurisdiction to confer 
tutorships, on the advice of a family council called, 
and consulted as in the case of tutorship. " 

Although not immediately apparent, this article is the 
1221. 

Quebec survival of emancipation par lettres du roi. The 

ancien droit coutumier had borrowed this form of emancipation 
from the Roman law. 1222. It was similar to the Roman venia 

aetatisq 
1223-and 

relieved the minor subject to tute 
, 
lle 

from the legal disabilities he suffered. The procedure is 

well described by Denisart: 
"On a recours au Prince pour en obtenir des lettress, 
par lesquelles il mande au juge du lieu de la 
tutelle, qu'apres avoir pris l1avis de ses_parens 
et amiss, S'ils sont d1avis de 116mancipers, en ce cas 
il a 1'habilite- 9 jouir de ses meubles et 'a g6rir et 
recevoir les revenus de ses immeubless, sans pouvoir 
les ali'6ner. 1224. 

1220. C. de P. 2 art. 239: "Homme et femme conjoints par 
mariage, sont reputez usans de leurs droits, pour avoir 
administration de leurs bienso et non pour vendrev engýger 
ou ali'ener leur8 immeubles pendant la minoritg. 11 Ferriere, 
Corps et Comp. 9 vol-3v col-502t no-37 remarks: "Ces mots 
usans de 

' 
leurs droits, signifient ceux qui sont hors la 

puissance d'autruy.... It Loisel) Inst. Coust,., 1.1-37 states: 
"Feu et leu font mancipation ce dict ýrassasj et enfans 
mariez sont tenus pour hors de pain et pot, c'est-a-dire 
emancipez. 11 On emancipationg see further Brissaudv Historyt 
pp-195-199. 
1221. See Trudel,, Trait6v vol. 2v P-361. 
1222. See Brissaudv Histoaq p. 196. 
1223. See Pothierg T. P. C. 9 no. 187, Bug. 9. P-71, and Buckland) 
Textbookv P-171. See C. 2.44.2. 
1224. ZTýien Denisart, vol. IIP P-292p no-3. See also Pothierv 
C. dIO., introd-tit. 99 no. 21v Bug. 19 P. 210, and T. PeC. t 
no. 18T, Bug. ý, 

P-71. 
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The Quebec articlep like the rule of the ancien droit, is 

not designed to free children from the authority of their 

parentst that is, from puissance paternelle. Given that in 
the Quebec law tutelle was 'separate from puissance -paternellev 
it wasp in theory. 9 possible for a minor to have a tutor to 

look after his property and still to be under paternal power. 
In which casep emancipation from the tutelle would result in 

the ending of the puissance paternellet under C. Q. 243. 

Emancipation Mar lettres du roi came to take on the 

appearance it has in the C. Q. because of two Provincial 

statutesp one placing this form of emancipation under the 

jurisdiction of the court, the other extending the power to 

judges and prothonotaries. 
1225-The 

redactors declared 

themselýes to be following the ancien droit as amended by 

Provincial legislation. 

The system of the French code is rather different. C. N. 

477'-states that an unmarried minor may be emancipated by 

his father (or on his default his mother) by a declaration - 

made by the person emancipating delivered to the juize de 

raix assisted by his clerko provided the, minor is fully 

fifteen years of age. This is a true emancipation from 

paternal authority. The Quebec redactors did not adopt this 

provisionjýas it was taken from-the droit '6critg and was 

not generally found in the droit coutumier. 
1-226. C. N. 478 

states that a minor who is an orphan, having reached 

eighteen years of age, may be emancipated if thought capable 

by the family council. This concerns solely emancipation 

from tutelle, and is a modern equivalent of venia aetatis. 

The authors of the Pandectes Francaises remark that: "Cet 

acte nlest, point une veritable Emancipation. " 1227-C. N. 478 

1225.34 Geo. III. ch. 6 (1794) and 12 Viet. ch. 38. Seep eg. 
Trudelg Trait'69 vol. 2v P-3619 and Mignaultp Droit Civilt' 
vol. 2v p. 25E. 
1226. Cf. Brissaudv Histo v p. 196. In 4 Lýp. Fran.. p at p. 612, 
the authors remark that in the pays du droit coutumier "elle 
y '6tait absolument inconnue. 11 See eville, I Analysep 
pp-426-7. Coutume dlorl6ýLns, art. 185: "Un p-ere peut 
6manciper son enfantv tant en la pr'esence que absence dudit 

enfantp en quelque aage que ce soit. " Pothier remarks: "Cet 

article nlest plus d1usage. ", Bug. 1, p. 214- 
1227.4 Pan. Pr .. p. 615- 
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is-obviously the French code's equivalent of C-, Q- 315, v 
except that the French article envisages that paternal 
power already be endedp both parents being dead# whereas 
the C. Q. completely separates tutelle from puissance paternelle. 

The rules of the Quebec code on the ending of puis6ance 
paternelle follow the ancien droit coutumier: death of the 

) 1226. - 
parents (or the child 9 the child's reaching of the age 
of majority, the marriage of the'child, and the child's 
emancipation from tutelle all end paternal authority. The 
rules of the C. N. are the sameq --except 'for those on 
emancipation other than by'marriage. Here the C. N... because 
it permits parentss as of rightl the administration and 
enjoymexAt of their children's propertyp allows parents to 

emancipate their children,, to-free them from puissance 
paternelle. This was not possibleýunder the ancien droit as 
followed in Quebecy where emancipations while ending paternal 
control in general, was intended to give minors control 
over their-property. The Quebec redactors here chose not to 
follow C. N. 477t allowing parents, to free children from 

paternal authorityt because they must have considered such 
an emancipation unnecessaryt since parents in Quebec would 

not have control'and enjoyment of their childrents propertyt 
and since it had not been possible in the. ancien droit 

coUtumier. The redactors preferred to'keep the ancien droit. 

Conclusion on paternal power in Quebec. 

All of the articles of the Quebec code at which we have 
looked in connection with puissance paternelle show a 
profound conservatism. The provisions on the acquisition of 
paternal authority are those of the ancien, droit. The 

redactors have kept the traditional rule on legitimation2 

rejecting the O. N. ts requirement of acknowledgement. There 

were not in Quebec the technical reasons for this change that 
there were in Prance: recherche de paternitoe'was still 

possible. The redactors presumably felt that the old rule 

1228. This would include civil death, of course. 
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encouraged marriagep and that there were no reasons for 
the change. 

The content of the paternal authority in the C. Q. is 
also very traditional. The Quebec redactors have followed 
the ancien droit as closely as they could. The first three 

articles of the C. Q. title on paternal authorityp C. Q. 242- 
245, follow the first four articles of the C. N. title, C. N. 
371-374, and are obviously based on them: and indeed this 

1229. title of the C. Q. is obviously modelled on that of the C. Ne 
The Quebec titlep howeverg departs from that of the C. N. in 
two important respects. First, the C. Q. does not permit 
parents to seek the imprisonment of their children, andp 
secondy, it does not grant parents the enjoyment of their 

children's property. As regards powers of punishmentp the 
C. Q. has been influenced by the C. L.; indeed this is the 

only obvious influence of the C. L. on these articles of the 

C. Q. 1230-Parental 
rowers to incarcerate children also existed 

under the ancien droitt though they differed from those of 
the C. N. The institutional framework necessary for 'such 

powers had never existed in Quebec. 1231-The 
redactorsp in 

not allowing parents to seek the imprisonment of their 

childreng were not only following the law as applied in 

Quebect but probably were also maintaining puissance 

paternelle as an institution considered primarily to be in 

the interests of the child for his care and protection. The 

C. Q. redactors rejected the C. N. 's grant to the parents of 

the enjoyment of the property of their children in their 

power. Here they were following the ancien droit coutumier 

of Paris. Nor did the redactors follow the C. N. to give 

parents the right to administer their children's property. 
1232. 

In thisy the codifiers also followed the ancien droit. 

Similarlyp the Quebec redactors did not give parents an 

automatic right to the tutorship of their children. 
1233-The 

1229. See text supra, at notes 1098-1126. 
1230. See text supra at 1117-1126. 
1231. See Deleury et al., 2p. 2it. p p. 863- 
1232. This article is not of course in the C. N. 's title 
on paternal authorityq though it doess of courset belong 
there. See suprat note 1151- 
1233. See nole 12'32 supra. 
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Quebec codifiers' actions here were all designed to 
preserve the ancien droit coutumier as they thought it had 
been received in the Province. This had the result thatp 
if an enfant de famille had property of his own# for the 
administration of that property, his father would have to 

seek to be appointed tutor. In his actions as tutorp the 
father would be subject to the same scrutiny as any other 
tutor. He would have to give the same accounts of his 
tutorship. This is a fairly complex processp and is 

premissed on the notion that. fathers cannot be trusted to 
look after their children's'property,, without being subject 
to scrutiny. This might indeed be the case;, howeverv_such 

an idea'is rather contrary to thenineteenth century ideal 

of family6 The Quebec redactorsp, howevert did not consider 
this pointq ort since some of the authors they used made 

1234. itt did not consider it worth. changing the law herep 

merely in order that the law should assert the contemporary 
ideology of the relationship between parent and child. The 

Quebec provisions are also apparently fairer to the child* 
There was no obvious need for any change in the law here; 

and given both the instructions of the legislaturepand the 

obvious conservatism of the redactorsp the provisions are 

what might be expected. 

'-As regards the requirement that parents should consent 
to the marriage of their minor childr6ng the Quebec 

redactors have once more kept strictly to the ancien droit. 

Failing parentst tutors and curators have to consent. This 

provision follows the old rule. The C. N., here innovated, 

giving an enhanced importance to close relatives. The 

redactors rejected the C. N. 's innovationy an innovation 

whichv in comparison to the C. Q. articles, would undoubtedly 
have reflected more accurately the importance placed on the 

close family circle in Quebeep where grandparents would most 

certainly have more authority than tutors. The rules on who 

might seek annulment of the marriages of minorsp if there 

had been no required consentp in the C. Q. followed the ancien 

1234. Seep e. g. Toullier, 2Pocitot vol, 2 PP-187-8v noo 1060. 
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droit once morep and were consistent with the rules on 
consents. Only on oppositions to marriage did the Quebec 
redactors innovate. Following the example of the French 

code, the right to oppose a marriage was limited to a restricted 
class of people. Their innovationst however,, logically 

extended the ancien droit on consents) so that those who 
had the right to consent had the right to oppose the marriage 

of minors. Consistent with their other articles, the Quebec 

redactorsp as regards oppositionst rejected the French 

code's enhancement of the importance of the close family. 
The redactors were not influenced by the apparent 
appropriateness for Quebec of the C. N. ts innovations; they 

preferred to keep to the ancien droitv and, on the law on 

oppositionsy where an innovation was obviously necessaryy 
they extended the principle of the ancien droit to apply. 
That the C. N. 's provisions were more suitable did not C ause 
the redactors to change the lawv when the ancien drolt 

would serve quite adequately. They thus obeyed their 

instructions to codify the law in force. 

As regards the modes of ending puissance paternellel 
the redactors again kept to the ancien droitt there being 

no obvious need for change. 

ýJt is clear that in their rules on puissance paternelle 

the Quebec redactors have kept firmly to the ancien droit,. 

They rejected all the French code's provisions which, in 

line with the nineteenth century ideology of the famiIY2 

gave-increased importance to close relativesp and asserted 

the affective nature of the modern family. What may be 

singled out as being of primary importance here is that the 

rules of the ancien droit were adequate to serve the 

purposes of the modern family of the nineteenth century. The 

C. N. may-have seemed to express better the aspirations of 

the modern family; but the ancien droit sufficed. The 

adequacy of the ancien droit, p and the conservative 

instructions given by the legislaturep combined to produce 

no change. The redactors saw no reason to do other than 

preserve the status 
_guo. 

Where the codifiers did change 
the law heres they acted because change was considered very 

necessary: the old law on oppositions was considered 
"un moyen de vexation". 

1235- 

1235. Mignaultt Droit-civilt Vol-is, P-393. 
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Conclusion. The family in the two codes. 

In this chapter have been studied the operations of 
the two sets of redactors in their tasks of providing 
articles to regulate the family. The codesq following 
the C. N. v have no specific provisions on the family, but 
treat the husband and wife relationship and the parent and 

child relationship quýte separately: there, are no series 

of provisions which may be classed as "family law". The 

connection between husband and wife and parent and child 
is made primarily through the fatherv through, the two 

concepts of puissance maritale and puissance paternelle.., 

even though the 
-puissance paternelle may also be exercised 

by the motherg 
1236 *The Quebec codev the Louisiana Digest 

and the Code Napol6on all recognise the importance of 
these two puissances belonging to the husband and fatherp- 

since they all-statep with minor variationp as follows 
(in the wording of the French. codeq article 1388): 

"Les 'epoux ne peuvent de-roger ni aux droits 
resultant de la puissance maritale sur la personne 
de la femme et des enfans ou qui appartient au mari 
comme chef, ni aux droits, conf6r6s au survivant des 
eroux par le titre de la Puissance paternelle, et par 

1236. Jean Pineaug Mariap-,, e S6paration Divorce., Les 
Presses de l'Universit6 de Montri6alv 19789 states as 
followsp at P-3: "Il est assez surprenant de constater, 
aI la lecture du Code civil, qua la famille ne tient 
nullement la place d'une veritable institution juridique 
alors qu'on s'accorde 'a la consid-erer corrine un fait 
social me'ritant une protection particulie-re. - Le Code 
civil, an effet, se borne a 6noncer des regles juridiques 
qui gouvernent les relations familialest clest-il-dire le 
mariage, la separation de corpsp la filiation, la 
puissance paternellep les incapacit-es; il rigit donc les 
rapports existant entre certains individusq sans prendre 
an consid'eration les int-er"8*ts de la famille an tant qua 
groupe. " This would apply also to the C. N. and D. O. 
It is interesting to note in the new Draft Civil Code 
for Quebec that Book Two is devoted to the-family. See 
Civil Code Revision Office, Rerort on the Quebec Civil 
Codeq-19779 Editeur official Qu'6bec, 1978, vol. 1 Draft 
Civil Codev PP-53-i26, and vol. 2g tome 1, pp. 109-235 
(Commentary)* 
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- le_titre de la Minorite't de la Tutelleýet de- 
1'Emancipationg ni aux dispositions prohibitives du 
present aode. 11 

To derogate from these puissances would be considered contra 1237 bonos mores. OAlthough mothers under the three codes 
had varying degrees of authority over their children, the 
figure unifying the family obviously was that of the 
husband and father* 

. 
Both the Quebec and Louisiana redactors, were faced 

with two models of the family in the legal sources they 
consulted. Pirst., there was a Roman model of family, based 
on the concept of paternal power; this model would be found 

not only in the texts of the Corpus Iuris Civilis, but also 
in the Castilian law, especially in the Siete Partidas, and 
in the droit "6cri't of the Midi. Secondq there was the 

customary law model of family, which was centred on marriage 
and immediate children, rather than on lineage and descent. 
This model of family was-that discussed by various writers 
on the ancien droit coutumierl-notably by Pbthier. The 
family-of the Code Napol'6on conformed to this model'(though 
fathers and mothers had greater rights in I the ir children's 
property than in much of the ancien droit coutumier). 

Both the C. Q. and the D. O.. have adopted slightly 
differing versions of the customary law model of. the family; 

but this adoption has a different significance, for each., 
_ 

The D. O. contains a major change in the law on family. 

The law on marital and paternal authority in the 1808 Digest 
is, while having some originality.,, Iargely that found in 
the O. N. and droit coutumier: the provisions on family 

conform to the. customary law model. This is a major change 
from the Castilian lawq which conformed to the Roman model 

of family. The central feature of the Castilian law here 

was a, modified version of Patria lootestas. Family was- 
defined by the radre's control over those in his'powerp 

rather than by an association of husbandl wife and children. 
No doubt because of the extent of the reception of Roman 

1237- See C. N. 1387. See C. Q. 1258 and 1259, and D. O. I 
(P-323) and 4 (P-325). 
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law in Castilev the wife was accorded little importance 
in the legal family; and while her legal capacity was 
reduced by the mere fact of marriage, it was reduced to 
a considerably lesser extent than that of the wife under 
the droit coutumier. The D. O. increased the incapacity 

of the married woman by subjecting her to the full rigours 
of puissance maritale, while freeing children to a 
considerable extent by applying to them a form of puissance 
raternelle derived from the C. N. and the droit coutumier. 

The C. Q. v however, did not mark any dramatic change 
in this area of the law: indeedp the most significant 
aspect of codification, in so far as it related to the law 

on the familyp was the casting of the law into a more 
modern form. The customary law versions of puissance 
marit2le and Puissanc 

'e -Paternelle were preferred to those 

of the C. N.. 9 which were slightly., but significantlyp 
differenty in that they expressed better than those of 
Quebec the ideals and reality of the nineteenth century 
family. The C. N. had increased parental control over 
childrents propertyq and given greater prominence to close 

relatives and grandparents than had the ancien droit. The 

C. N. changed the conception of ruissance maritale 
' 

in such 

a way as to reflect more thoroughly the nineteenth century 

view of the. role of women in marriage. The Quebec redactors 

rejected all these reformsq preserving the status guo;, those 

reforms that they did make were more in the nature of 
improvements of the existing law than changes of significance 

marking a reorientation of the law. 

The reasons why the D. O. preferred the provisions of 
the C. N. or the droi 

't coutumier to those of the Castilian 

law and why the C. Q. redactors preferred the ancien droit 

coutumier to the C. N. or droit 'e-crit already fiave been 

sufficiently discussed, and it is unnecessary to repeat 
them here; it is usefulo however, to consider why the 

Louisiana redactors introduced radical changes into the 

lawq while the Quebec redactors did not. The general 
conservatism of the Quebec redactors was such that here 
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they rejected reforms suggested by the C. N. which would 
have expressed better than the rules they chose the 
ideology of family in nineteenth century Quebec. Both 

societies had seen the development of a modern associative 
or affective family centred round marriage and care for 

children. This family was patriarchal in so far as the 

husband was the undoubted head of the conjugal association, 

with greater moral authority than the wife; the wife 
ideally was confined to domestic duties. " The Castilian 
law presupposed a different organisation of, family. The 
law was quite inappropriate for Louisiana in the early 
nineteenth century: Castilian Patria p6testad would be 

insupportable in a liberalv individualist society. It 

is obvi6us that a major reform would have been considered 

necessary. It would have been unthinkable for the 

redactors to have re-enacted the Castilian rules in their 

code; and the' redactorst actions here would be supported 
by the ambiguity in their instructions and the ambiguity 

in the law in force. 1238-The 
restriction in'the capacity 

of wives found in the D. O. must be the result of the 

attraction of the French texts and the changes already 

made by the 1807 Act on the celebration of marriages. 
1239. 

It is obvious# toog that the redactors approved of this 

restriction (which asserted current ideology) even though 

the use of the French sources, seems to have been of most 
importance here. In Quebecp on the other hand, the law in 

force before codification was not so obviously inappropriate. 

The ancien droit coutumier had-a restricted conception of 

-puissance j2aternelle. The notion of -puissance maritale 

was similar to that of the C. N. There was.. -no clear or 
immediate necessity-forreform. Thus, though the C. No 

1238.1 here refer-to the fact that, the redaciors were 
instructed to base their code on the civil law in force, 
and to the problem of the applicability of French law in 
Louisiana prior to codificationy though the Castilian lawq 
in theoryp should have been in force. Consider also the 
1805 decision of Prevost. See chapter 3 supra, at notes 
136-170 and 240-253. - 1239. Louisiana Acts., ch. 17.9 

-April 
6th.., 1807, "An Act 

Concerning the Celebration of Marriages. " 
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contained rules which might wel: 
contemporary ideology of family 
the ancien droit coutumierv the 

sufficed. The Quebec redactors 
codify the law in force, and in 

one of conservation. 

1 have asserted the 
better than did those of 
rules of the ancien droit 
had been instructed to 

many ways their task was 

The 1808 Digest's articles on the family changed 
Louisiana law; the 1866 Quebec code in large part merely 
restated in more modern form the ancien droit asapplicable 
in Quebec. Few provisions in either code on this area of 
the law may be said to be truly original. The redactors 
of both codes utilised other codes and juristic writings 
in their work. The organisation of the material on the 
family in the two codes derives from the Napoleonic 
model; though the 1808 Digest shows more originality in 
this, than does the Quebec code. Most provisions of both 

codes have a traceable historical source. The rule may 
always have been altered in borrowingj and some sources 
may only have had influence on the phrasing of articles. 

The redactors of the D. O. adopted the provisions of 
the French law on puissance maritale and the concept of 
puissance paternelle found in the French code. The C. Q. 

redactors followed the French code as much as possible 

while. 9 in generalt retaining the provisions of the ancien 
droit coutumier. The reasons for the difference between 

the actions of the codifiers would seem to be the 

following. First# the law in Louisiana on paternal authority 
was very outmodedp and the redactors borrowed from the 
French sources (and indeed Blackstone) to provide a series 

of articles they considered appropriate given their view 

of Louisianian-society. Second, the. C. N. 's provisions on 
much of paternal authority might have been moýe appropriate 
for Quebec than the ancien droit the redactors selected; 
nonethelessv the ancien droit's rules on jouissance 
raternelle were adequate and workable in a way that those 

of the Castilian law were not. Therefore, given the 

opr, ortunity presented by codificationp the Louisiana 
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redactors innovated by selectively adopting rules from 
various sourcesq whereas the Quebec redactors saw no need 
to do so. Thirdp the D. O. redactors adopted the droit 

coutumier's notion of puissance maritale especially as 
found in the C. N.: they thus altered their law. This 

change seems to be due to very great extent to the 

seductivenessp for the redactorsq of the Napoleonic texts; 
though there can be no doubt that the ideology of the period 
supported-the changev and that the redactors themselves 

approved of the incapacity of married women. Fourth# the 
Quebec redactors maintained the ancien droit on puissance 
maritalep rejecting the innovations of the C. N. which were 
in Iinewith the ideology of the period. The rules of the 

ancien droitp howeverg were also reasonably consonant with 
the ideals of the period. The C. Q. redactors here., therefore, 
generally obeyed their instructionsg and maintained the 

ancien droitg bar for a technical improvement on mode of 
authorisation. In conclusiong the actions of the Louisiana 

redactors in reforming the law were dictated by-the 

usefulness of reform in some areasq and by the 

seductiveness of the French texts. The Quebec redactors 

preserved the ancien droit, though reformed in partp and 

rejected the innovations of the C. N. The innovation of 
the C. N. might have been closer to the contemporary ideal 

of the familyl but the ancien droitp as expressed in the 

C. Q. 9 adequately expressed the current ideology of family. 

There was no obvious need for changep and the Quebea 

redactors followed their conservative instructions. 

Earlier it was remarked that neither of the two codes 
have general provisions on the family. Tuckerp howeverv 

refers to two articles of the 1808 Digest, D. O. 16 (p. 11) 

and D. O. 78 (p. 127). The first of these statýs that: - 
"Les fils et filles de famille, sont les personnes 
qui sont sous la puissance paternelle-S et les pýres 
ou mares de famille quIon appelle aussi chefs de 
famille, sont les personnes qui ne sont pas sous 
cette puissancep soit qu'ils aient des enfans ou 
nong et soit qu'ils aient e-te- d6gag6s de la 
puissance paternelle par VEmancipation ou par la 
mort du pere. 
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Tucker believes this article to contradict the other 
provisions of the code on the relationships between family 
members*1240. he states that it "goes a long way toward 
re-establishing a quasi-Roman familiag, with a Paterfamilias 
at its head, as the unit of law. 1 1241'Tucker 

would-seem 
to be reading too much into this article. It is taken 
from Domat, 1242. 

as are most of the articles of the title 
in which it appears: the first title of Book One of the 

code. The article is perfectly compatible with the other 
articles on puissance Paternelle. Rather than regarding 
this article as a statement by the redactors on the nature 
of the family# it is better to regard the provision as a 
conventional definition included for reasons of tradition 

and because the rest of the title in which it appears is 
drawn from Domat. The article does not negate the provisions 
of the D. O. regarding the family as the modern nuclear unit. 
All the effective provisions are drawn from the modern law. 

The second article Tucker 1243-mentions 
- D. O. 78 (p. 127) - 

states as follows: 
"Le mot de famille employ6 dans cette sectiong 
doit s'entendre de la femme, des enfans et des 
domestiques de celui di qui le droit d1usage ou 
d'habitation est accord6r. 11 

This article is taken from Book 2. title 3, chapter 29 "De 

ifusage et de 1'habitation", and only means that when a 

man is granted a right of habitationp he may take his 

servants. It does not affect the nature of the family in 

the D. O.; it merely shows that the D. O. redactors were 

aware of the possible ambiguities in the term "family", 

and that it was still possible to use "family" in the wider 

sense. That the redactors thought it necessary to state 
this indicates that the more limited usage was becoming 

predominant. This article is of more significance for the 

1240. Persons, pp. 283-5. 
1241- Ibi . p. 284. 
1242. Domats Prel. Bk. 2.2-5. 
1243- Persons, p. '2879- notes 107 and 108. 
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next chapter; it does not really affect the family as 
revealed in the articles on husband and wife and parent 
and child. 

Thus., both the C. Q. and D. O. provide a series of 
modern provisions on the family, deriving ultimately from 
the model of family found in the droit coutumier of France. 

The extent of the changes in the law made by the two codes 

was dependent on both the state of the old law in the 
light of social organisationg and the sources available 
to the redactors. 
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